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PREFACE.

Certain offices of great importance, connected

with the law, are, in general, executed without

the aid of professional preparation. Yet some ac-

quaintance with various branches of the law of Scot-

land is indispensable to the easy, secure, and satis-

factory discharge, of the duties respectively attached

to them. To supply such information is the design

cf this Treatise.

The history, constitution, and nature, of the seve-

ral offices, are explained in the First Book. Separate

chapters are allotted to the office of Constable, of

Commissioner of Supply, and Commissioner under

the Comprehending Acts.

The office of Justice of the Peace required more

detail : The office in -general j the Sessions of the

a 3
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Peace ; their general Jurisdiction ; their Civil Powers

;

the Duty of Justices under the Small Debt Acts

;

the Criminal Jurisdiction of the Sessions ; the Rules

of Evidence by which their Decisions ought to be re-

gulated ; the Form of Process, of Decrees, of Re-

view,—are, therefore, explained at large in separate

chapters.

This, however, is making the magistrate acquainted

with his powers merely. In the three succeeding

Books, therefore, the subjects are explained, with

which, in the exercise of those powers, he is neces-

sarily conversant ; under each head, care being taken

to mention, particularly, to what magistracy juris-

diction belongs ; whether to Commissioners of Sup-

ply, or to Commissioners under Comprehending

Acts, or to Constables, or to the Sessions of the

Peace, or to individual Justices of Peace ; and

whether to one, two, or more Justices ; and whether

it belongs to these magistrates exclusively, or in com-

mon with others also ; particularly Judges Ordinary,

that is, Sheriffs and Magistrates of boroughs, the

native jurisdictions of our common law.

The Public Peace is the subject of the Second

Book, which consists of three chapters : the first,

oncerning Breaches of the Peace ; the second, con-

erning preventive Justice, or, the precautions to be
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taken by magistrates for preserving the peace ; the

third, concerning Vindictive and Remedial Justice,

or, the measures employed for punishing and redress-

ing the breach of the peace.

The Third Book treats of the Public Police ; or

those regulations which have been made, for pre-

venting Idleness and Vagrancy, for establishing stand-

ard Weights and Measures, and respecting those

other multifarious particulars, attention to which is

essential, if not to the existence, yet to the health and

vigour of the body politic.

Under the head of Rural Polity, such subjects

are arranged in the Fourth Book, as seem to be con-

nected with landed property ; and, of course, neces-

sary and interesting to country gentlemen, whether

in the commission of the peace or not.

Relating to the Army, Navy, Militia, Revenue,

various duties are incumbent on the above magis-

trates : Under the head of Public Polity, these are

the subject of the Fifth Book ; which concludes with

two chapters, the one concerning the Customs, the

other concerning the Laws of Excise.

I have endeavoured to express myself in language

perspicuous to every reader. But magistrates should
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know the language of the law which they administer.

Technical terms, therefore, could not, with propriety,

be altogether excluded. Their meaning, however, is

either explained in a note, or obvious from the context,

or on consulting the index, an explanation will be

found in some other part of the work.

In quoting decisions from printed books, I ge-

nerally mention my authority. Where, again, they

have either been taken down by myself, or communi-

cated to me by my professional friends, I have al-

most always had an opportunity of perusing the

printed papers, and seldom omit giving the precise

words of the decree. The only printed reports of the

decisions of the criminal courts are, Mr. Maclaurin's

(Lord Dreghorn) Criminal Cases, and the Collec-

tion of Trials by the late Hugo Arnot, Esq. advo-

cate, both of which are limited in their plan. Ex-

cepting, therefore, some late decisions, when I had

myself an opportunity of being present in the Court

of Justiciary, such as I have occasion to mention are

taken either from the Books of Adjournal (Record

of the Cou^t of Justiciary), or from Mr. Hume's

Commentaries on the Criminal Law of Scotland. On
many occasions, indeed, which' did not admit of par-

ticular acknowledgment, that esteemed performance

has aided and facilitated my progress.
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This Treatise is divided into text and notes. In the

former, the principles of law are stated as concisely as

appeared consistent with perspicuity and useful know-

ledge. In the latter, the authorities, whether decisions

or statutory clauses, are generally quoted at large

;

from which the reader is enabled to judge of the ac-

curacy of the statement in the text. Appendixes are

added, containing such Statutes as Justices of Peace

have most frequent occasion to consult, with a collec-

tion of Warrants, and other forms of Writs.

That the information wanted may be obtained at

once, without the delay or trouble ofcircuitous reading,

there is prefixed to each Volume a copious Table of

Contents; and to the lastVolume there is added a very-

full alphabetical Index to the Notes and Appendixes,

as well as to the Text ; and containing, under the ar-

ticles " Act" and " Case," references, not to the whole

decisions and statutes mentioned in this Treatise, but

to such only as it seemed material to distinguish.

This plan is intended to answer two different,

but equally necessary, purposes. It is intended that

the Text, Notes, and Appendixes, together, shall

afford that particular information which may be

occasionally necessary in real business : it is intend-

ed, again, that the regular perusal of the Text

alone, shall give the magistrate that general acquaint-

ance with the whole range of his powers, without
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which, he cannot discharge his duty either with satis-

faction, or credit, or safety ; even though he may have

the amplest and most accessible magazine of legal in-

formation lying on his desk, to consult occasionally.

That either object has been completely attained,

It would be great presumption to imagine. Amidst

such multiplicity, there must be both inaccuracies and

omissions. This only may be safely said, that nothing

which appeared to be useful or necessary has been in-

tentionally omitted ; while every thing that seemed

likely to discourage the general reader from the regu-

lar perusal of the Text has been carefully excluded

from it j the statutory quotations, and detail of autho-

rities, and of decided cases, which even professional

readers find tedious and irksome, being generally

inserted in the Notes.

If I have not succeeded in the latter object, the

fault cannot be imputable to my subject. In an inqui-

sitive and intelligent age, when few branches even of

abstruse science are any longer exclusively confined

to the schools, is there any thing in the subject, at

least, that should limit to professional readers the re-

gular perusal of a general view of some important

parts of our municipal institutions ? Every person is

bound, as well as interested, to acquire some know-

ledge of the laws by which he is governed : Besides,

jurisprudence, more than almost any other depart-
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ment of study, is connected with general literature,

with the science of the individual, and of the species,

as well as with the national manners, history, and

antiquities.

But there are peculiar incentives to undertake

a work intended for the perusal of the country

gentlemen of Scotland : Their attention to legal know-

ledge is observed both by Sir William Blackstone,*

and by the late Prime Serjeant Browne b of the Irish

bar, as an example worthy of imitation.

sc
From the variety of subject ontained in this Trea-

tise, it will appear, that the discharge of important du-

ties is expected from country gentlemen. Under free

constitutions, the interest of the crown and its subjects

can never be opposite. Private individuals, therefore5

without risk or jealousy, may be entrusted with the

execution of public functions. Hence the inclination

of the British monarchy to dispense the blessings of

law and government, as well as to maintain the national

defence, by the gratuitous instrumentality of the nobles

and gentry. By the upright and able discharge of

those functions, they cherish in the minds of the

lower orders that spirit of subordination and respect-

a Comment. Tntrod. p. 3.

b Lectures on the Civil Law, Pref. and Lect. i, 12.

c King William's Letter to the Estates of Scotland j Scots

Acts, Vol. iii, p. 187> small edition.
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ful attachment to rank, which is the strongest tie of*

the social union ; and thus promote the influence and

consideration of their own order, while they render

essential service to the community. Whereas, on

the other hand, even by declining those offices, it is

in vain for the landed proprietor to flatter himself

with the hope of escaping altogether from the sphere

of public usefulness. As an heritor, merely, the law

reaches him ; and, under that appellation, as we shall

see, calls him to the performance of various duties :

So deeply is a reliance on the spirited exertions of

country gentlemen interwoven into our laws and con-

stitution.

In Scotland, indeed, there can be no apology for

any gentleman wishing to decline the office, in particu-

lar, of Justice of the Peace, supposed to be the most

difficult and troublesome, as it is the most important.

TJie burdensome part of the duty of the English

Sessions of the Peace is here almost entirely devolved

upon the Sheriff, whose office in England is merely

ministerial.

Every assistance, however, is due to gentlemen in

the gratuitous discharge of public duties. In Eng-

land, William Lambard of Lincoln's Inn published

his famous Irenarcha, in the reign of queen Eliza-

beth ; Michael Dalton of Lincoln's Inn published
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* the Country Justice," in the reign of James I ; and

lastly, the late Dr. Burn, his " Justice of the Peace

" and Parish Officer," in the Reign of George II.

There are several other English writers on the same

subject, besides those three standard authors.

In Scotland, Mr. William Forbes, advocate, about

the beginning of the last century, published a small

volume, entitled, " The duty and powers of Justices

" of. the Peace in this part of Great Britain called

" Scotland." It contains little more than an abstract

of the two general statutes 1617, c. 8, and 1661,

c. 38, and some observations concerning the customs

and excise, which are little adapted to the present state

of those branches of our law. Even at the time his book

was written, it could not be considered as a complete

guide to justices of peace : and what changes in the

laws have since taken place may be easily imagined.

A report generally prevails, that the late Andrew

Grosbie, Esq. advocate, had prepared for the press a

work concerning justices of peace. But the only work

Mr. Crosbie had completed, was a large commentary

on the act 1701, " for preventing wrongous imprison-

tc ment." Afterwards he included in his plan the gene-

ral doctrine concerning statutory offences, the revenue

laws, and indeed most of those statutes the execution

of which is entrusted to justices of peace. The manu-

script was in the hands of a bookseller, but returned
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for farther alterations. Mr. Crosbie did not live to

finish, at least, the additional part. Since his death,

this work has not been traced ; although the com-

mentary on so popular and valuable an enactment as

the statute 1701, which must have involved the dis-

cussion of many interesting principles of criminal

and constitutional law, would be received with avi-

dity from the pen of that celebrated lawyer.

The late lord Gardenstone, some years before his

death, began a work on the office of justice of the

peace, on an extensive scale, in the form of a diction-

ary, and continued it to the letter O. Of this manu-

script, which is in the possession of Francis Garden,

Esq. of Troup, I have been favoured with the use,

and have thus had the pleasure of recording some of

the legal opinions of that able and intelligent judge.

The late Archibald Murray, Esq. of Murrayfieid,

who, from the records of the Sessions for the county

of Edinburgh, appears to have been, for many years,

a very active Justice of Peace, drew up a short sum-

mary of the duties of this magistracy, under the title

of " the Scots Justice of Peace Fade mecum" This

manuscript was obligingly communicated to me by

his grandson John Archibald Murray, Esq. advocate.

And Lord Woodhouselee did me the favour to put in-

to my hands a printed summary, on a larger scale^
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drawn up for the county of Inverness, by himself

and Simon Fraser, Esq. the sheriff-depute.

In 1788, a work in two volumes, quarto, was pub-

lished, under the title, " the Office, and Power, and

" Jurisdiction of Justices of the Peace and Commis-

" sioners of Supply," by Dr. Boyd. Of this per-

formance I shall say nothing ; because, had there

been any hope of rendering it useful, by such altera-

tions as it is allowable to make on the work of an-

other, the present publication would never have been

thought of.

A treatise, such as this is intended to be, appears

thus to be necessary. As I have not the advanl age of

being myself personally conversant in the execution

of any of the offices here treated of, much pains have

been taken to supply my deficiency in practical know-

ledge. The books of the sessions of the peace for

the county of Edinburgh have been regularly kept

from the beginning of the last century. For many

years the sederunts were usually attended by the

Crown Counsel, and several Senators of the Coll

of Justice. These records I perused regularly. I

made such extracts as I thought would b 1

this work. In the records of the court of jusl
,

I had an opportunity of seeing those case



sentences of justices of peace, in the exercise of their

criminal jurisdiction, had come under the review of

that court ; and many of the recorded pleadings con-

tain much learning and able disquisition concerning

this magistracy. Farther, very particular queries,

concerning the practice and forms of procedure, were

transmitted to the clerks of the peace of the several

counties : From every quarter, and almost every

county of Scotland, I have been favoured with dis-

tinct, intelligent, and copious answers. These, for

which my sincere thanks are* due, have afforded me

the best possible materials for giving a safe and cor-

rect view of a difficult subject, on which there is no

printed information. Likewise to my friends at the

bar, who, as sheriffs, justices of peace, and country-

gentlemen, have occasion to know the practice of

their respective counties, I owe many oral, and some

written communications, which materially aided me

in this part of my subject.

To Robert Hamilton, Esq. advocate, I am indebted

for being able to present to the reader Oliver Crom-

well's Instructions to Justices of Peace, which were

not to be found either in the public Records or in the

Advocates Library ; and for every other assistance

that could be afforded me from his valuable collec-

tions concerning the laws and history of Scotland.
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I am indebted to James Clerk, Esq. sheriff-depute,

of the county of Edinburgh, for information, which

was of essential use in some of the most important

practical chapters of the work.

The chapter concerning the regulations for the

maintenance of the poor, being a subject connected

with ecclesiastical law and practice, was perused by

the reverend Sir Henry Moncrieff Wellwood, Baro-

net, and by the reverend Dr. Finlayson, who did me

the favour to communicate to me their remarks in

writing.

In the Laws of the Customs and Excise, from the

multiplicity and frequent change of enactments, ac-

curacy is not easily attained. The two chapters con-

cerning these subjects, and such passages as relate to

the Stamp Acts, were revised by gentlemen of official

experience in their respective departments.

The chapter concerning the Small Debt Act, that

concerning Masters and Servants, and most of the

chapters of the Fourth Book, and the Appendix of

Stiles, were revised by Mr. William Macfarlane, clerk

to the signet, to whose acquaintance with the whole

routine of the business of a justice of peace, and corr-

missioner of supply, I have been much indebted in

the course of this work.

Vol L b
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If I flatter myself, that my errors and omissions

are not numerous or material, it is on these aids I

rely ; and, especially, upon the regular revisal of the

whole work, by the Right Honourable Judge, under

the sanction of whose name I have the honour to

present it to the Public. r

Edinburgh, °january J, 1806.



ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE FIIESENT EDITION.

oince the publication of the first edition, the interna

defence of the country has been put upon a new foot-

ing by the establishment of a Local Militia. Even

the Regular Militia and Volunteers were noticed in

that edition very briefly, and nothing at all was said

concerning the Impress Law; a subject which, though

not treated of by any of our systematical writers, is

yet matured by a variety of decisions of the supreme

courts, the result whereof is necessary to be known

by justices of peace, as well as other magistrates.

Erroneous conceptions of duty in those particulars,

are not only a frequent source of judicial complaint

against them, but have afforded, of late years at least,

almost the solitary instance of an award of damages

against a justice of the peace. These omissions were

complained of. I have, therefore, endeavoured, in

this edition, to supply these defects, as well as to

b 2
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avail myself of every improvement suggested by my

own observation, the attention of my professional

friends, and the subsequent decisions of the supreme

courts.

The method I follow in regard to the Militia Laws,

is to give an abridgment of the statutes in a chrono-

logical series, beginning at the 42d of the king.

That enactment seems to have been intended as a

complete code of Militia Law ; but though it will,

probably, long continue the basis of that branch of

the law, there have been, since its date, and will, no

doubt be, from time to time, various suppletory or

emendatory enactments.

I& this view of the Militia Laws, I have been at

pains to abridge the statutes in their own words;

that is, dropping the superfluous ones, I have retain-

ed such only as seemed necessary to express the mean-

ing of the enactment with perspicuity and precision.

This must be more satisfactory than any explanation

in the author's own words ; and it did not prevent

me from attempting to bring the substance of the

statutes before the reader within a moderate compass.

The prolix phraseology which I have dropped, does

not seem essential to the meaning of the statutes

;

indeed, it only tends to encumber and obscure them,

and is the principal circumstance that has rendered
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the regular perusal, and even the occasional consulta-

tion of them, difficult and irksome, I may say, almost

intolerable, to gentlemen who are not trained to the

study by professional habits and discipline.

The convenience of occasional consultation is pro-

vided for, not only by the prefixed Table of Con-

tents, and Running Margin, but, farther, I have

been at pains to make the Alphabetical Index ex-

ceedingly copious in relation to this branch of
f
the

subject. In this edition there are added to the Index

nearly three sheets, which almost entirely relate to

the subjects omitted in the first edition, and particu-

larly to the Militia Laws.

In real business, no treatise, whether in a systema-

tical form, or mere abridgement, can supply the

place of the statutes themselves. The great aim and

chief utility of any such work, is merely to bring the

statutes as much as possible into view ; to intro-

duce us to a more intimate acquaintance with them,

and to the means of consulting them with ease

and certainty. The plan I have adopted appear-

ed to me the preferable one for attaining both these

objects.

The law concerning the Impressing of Seamen

imposes important duties on the magistrates, for

whose use this work was intended. Under such an
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arrangement as seemed most natural, I have, there-

fore, laid clown the doctrine pretty much at large,

from the ample materials afforded by the English

authors, who tr^at of the subject, as well as from the

decisions of the supreme courts of both countries con-

cerning it: For in this particular, as connected with

the State Military, the principles of the law must

be the same throughout the empire.

Since the publication of the first edition, there

have been some decisions of the supreme courts con-

nected with one or other of the subjects treated of in

it. Such as were pronounced before this edition was

printed, are taken notice of at the places to which

they respectively relate. Some others that seemed

of greatest importance, but were not pronounced in

time to afford me this advantage, are reported briefly

in Appendix III, with a reference to the places of the

work to which they belong. On some subjects, as

the Game Laws, which, it was imagined, would

be interesting to country gentlemen, I have thought

it my duty to report a few cases, though not yet final-

ly decided, which involve some very general principles

of law.

As Justices of Peace are very rarely subjected in

damages, I have stated particularly, in Appendix III,

the very peculiar circumstances of the late case of

Macarthur against Campbell of Southhall, from which.
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as well as from the Lord Ordinary's very articulate in-

terlocutor, adhered to by the Court, and his Lords

note, explanatory thereof, it wil] appear that there is

nothing in that decision to deter country gentlemen

from the bonajide discharge of their public duties.

The recent decision of the Court of Justiciar}'',

concerning the combination of journeymen paper-

makers, decides a very interesting point of criminal

law ; and as it is very material that the import of that

decision should not be misunderstood, i have given,

in Appendix III, the substance of the several opii ions

delivered from the bench ; from which it will appear

on what grounds that decision was so decidedly op-

posed by an equal number of the Judges; and far-

ther, that, in dismissing the indictment, the Court

did not mean to countenance such combinations, but

held that they were liable to be checked and punish-

ed by judicial authority, and particularly by Justices

of the Peace, although they were net the proper sub-

ject of indictment at common law before the Justi-

ciary*

TVe retail of liquors has been put on a new foot-

ing by 48 Geo. Ill, c. 143. An abstract, there!

is given of that statute, as well as of the two late

the one regulating the Commission of TeindSj and

the other the Court of Session.

Edinburgh, December 1808.
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TREATISE
ON THE

OFFICES

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE,
j

AND COMMISSIONER UNDER
vJONSTABLE, THE COMPREHENDING
•OMMISSIONER OF SUPPLY, ACTS,

IN SCOTLAND.

BOOK I.

OF THE OFFICES IN GENERAL, ,

(hap. I. Of Justices of lite Peace in general.

The sovereign, by virtue of the royal dignity, is the prin- ? r .

cipal conservator of the peace.* The personal admi- *f
in2' ^

nistration of law is said to have been originally in the crown, dignity,

the fountain of justice, from whence courts and magistrates,

either mediately or immediately, derive all their jurisdictions.

But die king cannot take a recognisance or security for

the peace, because it is a rule that no recognisance can be

taken unless by,,a justice either of record or by commission.

a Principalis justiciarius . Lambard's Eircnarcha, book i, c. 4. Bacon':

Abridge, tit. Justices. Daltoii's Country Justice, ch. 1.

Vol I. A



The Offices in General. Book I.

S r - In like manner, though law be still administered in his name,
KEEPERS
OF THE
PEACE.

by pre-

scription

he cannot decide any cause but by his judges, to whom he

has committed the whole of his judicial authority

.

a

by office. Some offices give a general authority to keep the peace

throughout the realm. Such, according to the English law-

yers, are the offices of lord chancellor, lord keeper of the

great seal, the lord high steward of England, the lord mar-

shal, the lord high constable, the lord treasurer, and every

justice of the king's bench. The master of the rolls has it

only by prescription.5

So far, however, as these are merely English offices,

they confer no such authority in Scotland, which is under

the jurisdiction of its own laws and magistrates, and courts

of justice.

a So much is this the case, that

the statute Charles II, 1681, ch. 18,

which," considering that all govern-

" ment and jurisdiction does oiigi-

" mnally reside in kis sacred majesty,

" declared that his sacred majesty

M may, !>y himself, or any commission-

" ed by him, take cognisance of any

" cases or causes he pleases," was com-

plained of as a grievance by the con-

vention of estates- 1689, and repeal-

ed.

David I sat personally in court, and

is celebrated for his wi?dam in decid-

ing causes, Buch. Hist. lib. vii. It

was part of the duty of the chiefs of

the northern nations to preside at ju-

dicial trials; a fact conaistent with the

power of juries, and the freedom and

importance of the people, under the

constitutions of the ancient Goths.

Edin. Transactions. Es ; ay on the Ori-

gin and Structure of European Go-

vernments.

b Bac. Abr. tit. Justices. Burn's ib.

c It is surprising to find the follow-

ing passage in Comyn's Digest of

English Law (tit. Scotland}, without

remark or correction fr«m the learn-

ed editor of the last edition, 1800 :

" Scotland was held of the king of

" England, and is within the fee and

" seigniory of the king of England.".

And as if it were a municipal ques

tion of English law, an appeal i?

made to the authority of an English

law-book, Plowden's Commentaries.

But this exploded claim of homage

and sovereignty, which received its

refutation from Craig, and, in the last

age, when again revived, provoked

the zealous patriotism of several

champions of Scottish independency

in church and state, is not even con-

tended for by Lord Lyttleton, their

latest writer, except to the south of

the Forth ; and how far his Lordship

was from establishing it this length,

is shewn by Sir David Dalrymple,

(Lord Hailes). Remarks on the His-

tory of Scotland, chap, ii, and An»

nals of Scotland, Appendix ii, No. 1



Ch.L Of Justices of Peace,

The lords of justiciary, successors of the ancient justi- § x.

ciar, so formidable in feudal times, are general conservators
*""*'s

of the peace, and grant warrant to apprehend delinquents peace.

throughout all this part of the united kingdom. The judges

of the court of session, which succeeded the daily council,

a committee of parliament, are, together with his majesty's

privy counsellors, the lord advocate, and some other per-

sons of rank and dignity, 3 always included in the general

nomination ofjustices of peace over all Scotland.b Neither

secretaries of state, nor peers as such, are conservators of

the peace.d

a See § 4.

b As this nomination also include*

the lords of justiciary and others,

who, independently of it are, like the

judgesof the king's bench in England,

conservators of the peace, iiirtute offi-

cii, it is not of itself decisive evidence

that the same is not the case with the

lords of session, who, when sitting in

court, not only are the supreme civil

tribunal, with equitable powers, re-

sembling those of the lord high chan-

cellor in England, but had anciently

a very extensive criminal jurisdiction

and superintendance, and still exer-

cise it to a certain degree, particular-

ly in offences against the public po-

lice, as well as are in the daily prac-

tice of granting lawburrows, a species

of security of the peace. (See B. ii,c. 2.)

Accordingly, in the late case of

James Reid, who was imprisoned by

order of the judge of the high court

of admiralty, (not a justice of peace

by commission) amidst other topics

of argument from the bar, it was

stated, by counsel of high eminence,

that the nomination of the lords of

session in the commission was not

necessary to give them a charge of

the peace, which they had, virtute of-

ficii, but mereiy to invest them with

those ministerial powers relative to

highways, and other matters which

are by statute annexed to the office

of justice of peace.

This case of Reid turned chiefly on

two points ; the import of the power

of courts of justice to keep peace

within their own precincts, and how-

far the judge can act in the case of

an offence against himself personally.

Papers were ordered, and ably drawn

on both sides, but the cause having

been dropped, there was no oppor-

tunity of obtaining the opinions of

the bench upon these questions in

this interesting branch of jurispru-

dence, which, in this country, has

not yet, from successive judgments,

attained to the same precision and

maturity as in England.

c Whether secretaries of state are

justices of peace, was debated in ths

case of the warrant granted by Lord

Halifax, to search for the author.1;,

printers, and publishers, of N°. 45

of the North Briton. That warrant

was found to be illegal upon the

more interesting point of general

warrants.

d The bishop of Ejy, the Arch-

bishop

A 2
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fi.x.

KEEPERS
Of THE
PEACl.

Courts.

Sheriffs.

Magis-

trates.

Coroner ?

All courts of justice as such have power to keep the

peace within their own precincts.a Every sheriff also is

a principal conservator of the peace in his county. The

magistrates of every royal borough have the charge of the

public peace, and authority to repress and punish offences

against the quiet and good order of the community. Con-

stables, whether high or petty, are conservators of the peace

within their respective districts. Among these offices the

English lawyers mention that of coroner; but in this

country, though the name of hereditary coroner still adorn

the titles of some ancient families, yet the office having

long ago lost all its power and jurisdiction, gives no charge

of the peace.5

bishop of York, the bishop of Dur-

ham, are keepers of the peace with-

jn their respective bounds, by the

statute of 27 Henry VIII. c. 24.

» 2. Hawkins. P. C. 33.

b So much had this office dwindled

from its ancient importance into mere

vox et preterm nihil that it was not

thought necessary to include it in the

statute 20. Geo. II. relative to the

purchasing of the heritable jurisdic-

tions. On this ground the court of

session dismissed a claim for a compo-

sition of £500 sterling made by the

heritable coroner of the shires of For-

far and Kincardine, February 1748.

In the case of any crime, it was the

duty of the coroner to employ mea-

sures (even by raising the county) for

securing the felon ; take* summary

cognition of the crime ; arrest the

persons, and sometimes the goods of

persons to be tried ; and present them

to the justice-ayre, of which he was

a necessary attendant. He had a pro-

portion of the fines and forfeitures

with the sheriff and King's bailie.

Leges Malctmi, cap. 3, 15. Alexan. II.

-c. 25. James III pari. 14. c. 102, I03»

115. James V. pari. 3. c. j. pari. 4.

c. 34. James VI pari. 11, c. 82-

See also the paper published by Mr-

Prynne (that painful and judicious

antiquary, as Blackstone terms him)

in his Collection of records in the

Tower, vol. iii. p. 105 1. and entitled,

" Ordinatio facta per Dominum Regcm

" super stabilitate Terra Scotia." This

curious document illustrates the na-

ture and importance of this office, sp

early as the reign of Edward I, and

as Mr. Prynne's work is not easily

to be had, that record is inserted in

the Appendix, III,

At what period the office became ex-

tinct appears not so certain. Mr. Pin-

kerton says," the crowner, or coroner,

" continues to attract notice even in

«• the reign of James V, with which

" his ancient office seems to expire."

(Hist, of Scotl. v. i, p,28j.) But if it

no longer attracted the notice of the

general
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The ordinary justices of the peace are named in the

king's commission for their respective counties.

II. Justices of the peace, in the language of our statutes,

are " Godlie, wyse, and vertuous gentlemen, of good qua-

(( lity, moyen, and report, making residence within their

" respective shvres, appointed by his majesty for keeping

" his majesty's peace." a According to the English law-

yers, they are judges of record appointed by the king, to

be justices within certain limits for the conservation of the

peace, and for the execution of things entrusted to their

charge by the commission, and by particular statutes.5

§r.
KEEPERS
OF THE
PEACE.

DEFINI-
TION OF
JUSTICES
OF PEACE.

They are named commissioners of the peace, having their Commis.

authority by the king's commission; c and justices, to remind justice's,

them to do justice, which is to yield to every man his own,

general historian, yet, after that pe-

riod, it is treated of by president Bal-

four, in his Practi€s, (p. 566, 567.)

and by Sir John Skene, in his work

of Crimes and Criminal Judges, (c.

7—16,) as a constituent part of the

judicial system still in actual exercise.

With other heritable jurisdictions it

was abolished by Cromwell ; and

though it was revived by Charles II,

it never appears to have recovered the

exercise of its various important lucra-

tive powers; which in part had de-

volved on the new institution of jus-

tices of peace, and in part were su-

perseded by the establishment of the

present court of justiciary, which en.

tirely changed the method of admini-

stering criminal justice, and issued its

writs to macers ol court, and messen-

gers at arms; while the business of the

circuit courts was prepared by the

sheriff. Thus were the coroners gra-

dually supplanted : but they did not

yield without complaint and protest-

ation, as wc are told by Sir George

Mackenzie, in his Observations on act

ija8, c. 5, " by which the Porteous

" roll was to be delivered to the coro-

" ner, but now (says he, p. ia6) it ie

" generally delivered to the sheriff

" wht.11 justicp-ayres are held." In

hi6 Criminal Law, he says, " the of-

" fice is obsolete now, except at jus-

" tice-ayres, when the coroner yet

'.' presents all malefactors, and takes

" them to and from prison. Even

this also fell into disuse. In some

late election questions, the nature and

history of this ancient office attracted

attention, and was investigated with

much ability and research.

a Pari. 30, Ja.VI, 24.June 1609,0. 7.

* Dalt. ch. a. Burn, tit. Justices.

c Dalt. ib. James V., 1617, C. 8,

AJ
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TJON OF
JUSTICES
OF PEACE,

Judges of

record.

Records,

why they

bear faith.

u j. nc \jvimsz.z> in Kxcmrab xjuuk ±*

according to the laws, customs, and statutes, of this realm,

without respect of persons. 1

They are described as judges ofrecord. Hence a record

or memorial made by the justices of the peace of things

done before them judicially, in the execution of their office,

is said to be of such credit that it shall not be contradicted.

" For if men should be admitted to deny the same, there

" never would be an end of controversies ; and there-

" fore, to avoid all contention, while one saith one thing,

u and another saith another thing, the law reposeth itself

" wholly and solely in the report of the judge." b Great

cause therefore, he adds, have justices of peace to take

heed that they abuse not their credit, either to the oppres-

sion of the subject, by making an untrue record, or to the

defrauding of the king, by suppressing the record that i$

true and lawful.

Peace They are justices of the peace, which has been defined

what is it? to be " the confidence and quiet that is between men."d

As human laws, however, extend not to tbe mind and con-

a Dalt. ch. %, Car. ii. 19, 6, 7.

fc Dalt.c. 70. The English lawyers

term every justice of peace a judge of

record, and draw the conclusion, that

if a justice of the peace certify to the

king's bench that any person hath

broken the peace in his presence, upon

this certificate such person shall be

there fined, without allowing him any

traverse thereto. (Burn, tit. Justices),

Notwithstanding the act of queen

Anne, giving the powers of English

justices to those in Scotland in re-

lation to the public peace, we cannot

venture to state either the definition

or its consequences, with respect to

trie justice, as applicable to our law.

Uit really mean that upon any one jus-

tice of peace certifying the guilt of the

most respectable person of the com-

munity to the king's bench, or the

court, which must proceed to inflict

the punishment, without admitting

the accused to prove his innocence or

alibi, \sfc. it is little reconcilable to

our legal practice or opinions. And
though we so far qualify it, as to ap-

ply it to justices, that is, a court of

sessions of the peace, yet as to what

difficulties, even in that view, there

still are against our adoption of this

part of the definition, see Book i.

chap. 3.

c Lamb. Eiren. b. 1. ch. 13. Dalt.

c. 70. Burn, tit. Justices.

d Fitz. Justice of Peace, p. 13.
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science, but only to the body, hands, and weapons, so peace § *•

in our law is rather the restraining of hands than the uniting TI0N ^

of minds; and is taken for an abstinence from actual andJ USTICE *

injurious force or violence moved against the person of an-

other, his goods, lands, or other possessions.*

III. The name and office of justices of peace are derived history

by our lawyers from the Irenarchae appointed by the Roman ^ F

T

]c

H

£

E

governors to preserve the peace of their provinces. Notwiti i- When

standing our acknowledged devotion to the civil law, we did derived.

not early adopt this branch of their policy. The turbulent

state of Scotland for ages certainly required, could feudal

pride and tyranny have endured, such an institution as

this. In those days the conservation of the peace was not who had

the charge of a peculiar magistracy, but only annexed to cer- charse of

tain feudal jurisdictions, which displayed the pageantry of before the

office, without its efficacy, and were no less troublesome and institution

_ . . , . . . , ,. . .
ot justices

formidable to the sovereign, than odious and oppressive to in this

the people ; but }
ret, from a combination of causes, the countr7«

pecuniary difficulties of the crown, and the want of fa-

vourites, were multiplied beyond all tolerable bounds, in

spite too of a regular system, for checking and limiting them,

that seems in no reign to have been totally out of view.

A strong picture of the melancholy state of society

under that plan of administering justice, appears in the nar-

native of our two earliest enactments touching the institution

of justices of the peace, pari. James VI, 1587, ch. 82, and

1609, ch 7 ; the latter of which, in particular, mentions the Act T g

brutal and barbarous custom " of deadlie feads,whilk, by the e. 7.

** inveterate abuse of many past ages, was become sa frequent Evils of

« in this realm, as the subjects of greatest rank and quality, hered;tary

« upon every naughtie occasion of base and unworthy con- dons.

«' troversies of neighbourhood, for turves, fold-dykes, furres

a Dalton's Country Justice, ch. 3. See also further upon this subject be-

low, Book a, ch. 1.
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§3-
HISTORY
OF THE
OFFICE.

« or marches of lands, foolish words or drunken discords
te between their meanest servants and dependers and any
" other in the country, did so readily embrace the protec-

" tion of their unjust and unnecessary quarrels, as did many
** times involve themselves and their hail friendship in maist

" bloudie and mortal troubles, whilk they did prosecute

W with sik malice and cruelty as to the extreme peril of

" their saules, infamie of their memorial, and overthraw of

fe their awne and their adversaries houses, did distract the
<( kingdom in opposite factions, and many times furnished

*f matter of maist pernitious, seditious, and civil warres."

Cause of

the evils

complain-

ed of.

It is farther added, that this " corruption was so univer-

il sal, that the greatest part prevailing against the best, cruel

<c barbarity hath both continuance and daily increase, until

** his majesty, bending the excellent graces of his royal

" mind wherewith God has endowed him," &c. It then

ascribes these evils to the neglect of the magistrates who
had the charge of preserving the peace : " His majesty con-

f sidering that nothing gave sa great grouth and strength

" to that bypast barbaritie as the slouth of magistrates, in

" not suppressing the first seeds of these dissentions, whilk
<e being small and weak in the beginning, for peets, turves,

tc devits, fold-dykes, poinding, neighbourlie marches, inju-

(l rious words or light brawls were then easilie to be settled,

ft if diligence and authority had been joined for repressing

" whereof, whilk being neglected by these to whom it ap-

(c pertained, these light jarres and insolences did very often

" kindle sik flames of disorder, dissention, rank or, and feed,

" as in many years with great streames of bloud, desolation

" and ruin of great and ancient houses and races, could

<c hardly be quenched ; for remeed whereof," &c. And
therefore, in order to strike at the root of these evils, the

statute proceeds to the institution ofjustices of peace. " Sta-

<e tutes and ordeins, that in every shire within this kingdom,

u there shall be yearlie appointed by his majestie some godlie^
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(< wise, and vertuous gentlemen of good quality, moven, S 3-

1 • .1 • 1 • 1 M HISTOR*
** and report, making residence within the same, in sik num- OF THK
<c bers as the bounds of the shire shall require, to be com- OF *ICE;

" missioners for keeping his majesty's peace, to whom his

" majesty, with advice of the lords of his privy council,

" shall give power and commission to oversee, try, and pre- As a cure

fl vent all sik occasions as may breed ti-ouble and violence
or

.

th
J
3S€

J evils de-
" amongst his majesty's subjects, or forceable contempt of vises the

" his majesty s authority, and breach of his peace. And
^"ustkes

" to command all persons in whom they shall see manifest of peace.

*< intention to make trouble or disorder, either by gathering

" together, of idle and disorderly persons, or by public bear-

<e ing or wearing of pistolet or other forbidding weapons,

« and sik other riotous and swaggring behaviour ; to bind

iC themselves, and find caution under competent pains, to

* observe his majesty's peace, and for their compearance

" before his majesty s justice, or lords of his privy council,

" to underby sik order as shall be found convenient for

<( punishing their transgressions, or staying of troubles and
*( enormities ; and if need shall be, to require the dutiful

rt and obedient subjects of the shire to concur with them in

" preventing all sik contempts and violences, or for taking
(e or wairding of the wilful and disobedient authors, com-
(< mitters, and forsterers of these crimes and disorders, un-
<c der sik competent arbitrairie pains as his majesty and lords

*f of his privy council shall appoint for the offenders ; and
(i sik of the country as being required shall not give their

" ready and afald concurrence to his majesty's commissioner*'

" in the premises, whereby the ordinary magistrates and
" officers within the shires may be the better assisted, and
" their absence, employments, or other impediments mair

" commodiously supplied, without derogation of their juris-

" diction, or want of ready comfort and justice to the obe-

*« client subjects within the bounds thereof."

This magistracy liad been adopted in England earlier, infoduc
tion into

EnirUmt

iduc-

into

inland.
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where it soon proved of such utility and importance as to

draw from Sir Edward Coke 11 this eulogy : « The whole
OF THE OJ

c?Ficg. " Christian world hath not the like of it if it be duly

" executed.

On its first introduction into this country, it did not at

once take root and flourish. The said statute which passed

in the eleventh parliament of James VI,b
is remarkable not

Slow pro- nly as the earliest attempt towards the institution of

^g^tracy any thing resembling justices of peace, but also as it de-

£a Scotland. viates from the phraseology of the Scottish law, and

appears to have in view the introduction of circuits, after

the model of those in England. But neither this nor the

subsequent act 1609 appears to have been followed with

any material consequences ; notwithstanding the commen-

dation bestowed in the latter statute upon the efficacy of the

measures employed by his majesty for " the quietness and
' comfort of his subjects," and upon the " excellent wis-

«f dome and rare graces of his royall mind, wherewith
te God hes endewed him mair abundantlie than ony king

(< that ever did raign in this iland." In a subsequent pe-

x6i7,ch.8,riod of the same reign the statute 1617, ch. 8, ratified and

neraUode confirmed the instructions given of before by his majesty to

on this the justices and commissioners appointed for keeping of
,a jec

' his majesty's peace, and to their constables ; and express-

ing them more particularly, may be considered as the first

general code of instructions for the execution of those im-

portant offices.

But notwithstanding these ample and explicit regulations,

it appears still to have required the fostering support of a

succession of legislative interpositions to keep this favourite

institution from total decay. The statute 1617 was rati-

fied, approved, and confirmed by the first parliament of

Charles I, 1633, ch. 25 ; which also introduced two addi-

a 4 inst. 170. 6 1587, c. 8a.
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tional regulations ; the one gave " full power, authority, C 3.

" and commission to the lords of his majesty's privy ""the
(e council, to set down and impose penalties upon such office.

'« of the justices of peace as shall not keep and observe 1633,0. 25,

« the diets prefixed for their several and particular meet-
fion

e

af
sl ings;" the other gave " power likewise to the saids Powers to

*' lords of privy council to enlarge and amplifie the power

•' and authority of the said justices of peace, if they shall

< f find it necessary and expedient ;" with the farther pro-

vision, that whatever they should decree and determine

thereanent, should have the force, strength, and power, of

an act of parliament.

" This act, (Sir George Mackenzie observes') being in Only a

(e effect but a commission, might be alleged to expire with
sion>

u the king and parliament who gave it, as all mandates
tc last no longer than the mandator ; and the power being

(e given to the privy council indefinitely, without adding

" for the time being, it may be urged that it could last no
•' longer than that commission of council ;" yet as both he

and Forbes5 tell us, the council was in use to give in-

structions by virtue of this act.

King James's regulations in 1617, ratified and enlarged

by the first parliament of King Charles I, were adopted,

though neither improved nor enlarged, at least to any consi-

derable degree, by the instructions to the justices of peace Oliver

framed by Cromwell, in whose days, however, the advan- Cr°m_
.

„ •

, ., ,
well s in-

tages of the institution began first to be sensibly expe- structiona,

rienced in this country.

* Observations on the Acts, p. 384. must have been more from the awe,

b Justice, Part 1. p. 12. reputation, and vigour,of his govern-
c Sec in Appendix I, N° 8. ment, than from any advantage or

Lord Gardenston remarks, that superiority in his regulations, which

the life and efficacy with which O- little differed from King James's.

iiTcr Cromwell inspired the effice, MS. tit. Justices,
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5 3. The first parliament of Charles II, 1661, ch. 38. « tak-

©"the*
<C

*n2 undtT consideration how much the appointing ofjus-

office. " tiees of peace and constables within all the shires of this

Act 1661, « kingdom, under the reign of his majesty's royal prede-

u cessors, did contribute to the peace, quiet, and good go-

Great utiH." vernment thereof, and to the speedy and impartial exe-

ty oi justi- <c cu tion of law and justice," enacted and ordained, that,
cesandcon-. .

*?
.

stables. m all time coming, there should " be justices of peace ap-

_ .
" pointed within each several shire of this kingdom, to

i heir ap- r
# .

pointment " be nominated from time to time by his majesty and his
in each (e rova i successors, and empowered such justices of peace

*« to administrate justice, and put his majesty's laws in ex-

<e ecution, according to the particular instructions" therein

mentioned.

These instructions of the statute 1661, which are little

more than a fuller and more articulate statement of those of

Oliver Cromwell in 1656 and King James's act 1617, still

Act 1 661 constitute our only general code of laws in relation to these
13 our only J °
general offices. Subsequent enactments, how numerous and un-

law! onth'sP
ortant soever> regulate only particular branches of their

subject, jurisdiction.

Only one other statute was passed concerning justices of

peace while Scotland remained a separate kingdom. This

1685, c. 16.1s James, 7th parliament 1685, ch. 16. It mentions * trie

•* many advantages which the lieges might have had if the

" justices of peace had exerced their functions with that

" diligence which the law required, and the many evils,

(t especially in ecelesiastic disorders and irregularities, which
" might have been prevented by their care," and for " re-

*' meid thereof in time to come ;" ratines the acts of par-

liament 1617, 1 633, and 1661 ; and further, "gave full

" power, authority, and commission to the said justices to

t( put the laws in execution against all who shall be guilty

* * of conventicles, irregular baptisms and marriages, with-
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<e drawing from church ordinances, and other such dis- <j ?•

«' orders, in so far as they are not capital, conform to the ""J^
*' laws made thereanent; and where the crime is capital office.

*• they are to secure the persons, and acquaint the sheriff

«' or other judge ordinary thereof: And it is declared, that

'

° ° J powers to
te in their proceedings against church irregularities, bap- take cog-

« tisms, marriages, and conventicles, the justices may pro- "^"^ °

f-

(t ceed immediately, without waiting any time after thefencea.

" crimes are committed.'' The statute contains this extra-

ordinary declaration, that for " their farther encourage- Allows

" ment, his majesty allows unto the said justices of peace,
^^t^fev

*' the fynes of all, except heritors, which shall arise from Inflict.

*' these delinquencies, judged by them to be employed for

u explicating of then.' jurisdiction as they shall think fit ;

iS and for discovering of what the fines of heritors shall

u amount to. The clarks of these courts are hereby ap- **

ft pointed to send a subscribed list of them to the clerks

" of exchequer in the first week of November yearly, un-

™ der the pain of deprivation." But this statute, with other Rescind-

absurd and oppressive acts of that reign, was rescinded by ed
-.

the general recissory act, William and Mary, 1690, ch, 28. c. 28.

By the 18th article of the union, it is provided, that Articles of

< £ the laws concerning regulation of trade, customs, and
is such excises, to which Scotland is, by virtue of this

" treaty, to be liable, be the same in Scotland, from and
*' after the union, as in England ; and that all other laws
u in use within the kingdom of Scotland, do after the

" union, and notwithstanding thereof, remain in the same
<c force as before, (except such as are contrary to, or in-

€t consistent with this treaty) ; but alterable by the parlia-

<e ment of Great Britain, with this difference betwixt the
ts laws concerning public right, policy, and civil govern-

" ment, and those which concern private right, that the
*f laws which concern public right, policy, and civil go-

" vernment, may be made the same throughout the whole
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5 3- " united kingdom, but that no alteration be made in laws

©"the* " which concern private right, except for evident utilitj

omcE. « of the subjects within Scotland."

O^Anne's This article of the union was followed out by the queen's

Son. proclamation, which appointed justices of the peace with

the same powers as those in England, in relation to the

customs and excise, but in every thing else to be regu-

lated by the same laws as formerly : and by an act a for

rendering the union of the two kingdoms more entire

6th Anne, and complete, which ordained, " that in every shire and

" stewartry within Scotland, and also in such cities, li-

<£ berties, and precincts, in Scotland as her majesty, her

iC heirs or successors, shall think fit, there shall be ap-

" pointed by her majesty, her heirs or successors, under
t{ the great seal of Great Britain, a sufficient number of

*' good and lawful men to be justices of peace within their

" respective shires, stewartries, cities, boroughs, liberties,

« or precincts ; which persons so appointed, over and above

u the several powers and authorities vested in justices of

*« peace by the laws of Scotland, shall be further autho-

te rised to do, use and exerce, over all persons [-within their

*' several bounds, whatever doth appertain to the office and

*' trust of ajustice of peace, by virtue of the laws and acts

c« of parliament made in England before the union, in re-

" lation to, and for the preservation of*, the public peace:

" provided nevertheless, that, in the sessions of the peace,

« the methods of trial and judgment shall be according to

<c the laws and customs of Scotland."

Iti ort of
This statute did not so much give the justices of peace

this act. new jurisdiction, as remove difficulties that had prevented

the proper exercise of that jurisdiction which they already

enjoyed.

8 6 Anne, ch. 6, § a.
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The Scottish acts had laid them under restrictions, first, § 3-

ei^torv
with respect to the persons against whom they could pro- of thk

ceed. In the case " of any landed gentlemen, whose rents 0FFICE *

« amount to 10 chalders of victual, or 1000 marks of silver,

« refusing or delaying without cause, when charged to
i3rgcd their

(i make his appearance before a justice,"3 the act 1017 didP0W?r5 -

not empower the justice, whose warrant was contemned,

to command his constable, or other officer, to bring them

before him, as it did in the case of persons of meaner degree.

It went no farther than directing the justice " to inform the

" same to some of his majesty's privy counsel, to the effect

" the party of the quality foresaid may be called, and fined

" for his disobedience." And in like manner, that part of

the same act, giving them jurisdiction in the case of riots

and breaches of the peace, empowers them to proceed only

against persons Cl under the degree of noblemen, prelates,

" counsellors, and senators of the college of justice." Se-

^

em°ve<1

i . .. , f the Iimita-

condly, these enactments laid them under inconvenient re- tion and re-

strictions touching; the interval to elapse before they were al-
s
,

triCtion .«° v J the Scottish

lowed to summons any person before them. The statute acts.

1617 b contained an express declaration, "that neither the

" erection of the said commissioners and justices of peace,

u and grant ofjurisdiction and privileges to them, nor the
<c making or approbation of the particular articles above

** written, introduced in their favour, nor any thing therein

" contained, shall be in any sort derogatory or prejudicial

" to the rights, privileges, or liberties, granted and bestowed

" by his majesty, or his highness's [royal predecessors, of

*' before to any of his majestie's subjects, of whatsoever

M estate or quality, from the highest to the lowest : but de-

«« clares, that the said rights, privileges, or liberties, shal?

" remain in their own integrity safe and entire, and un-

<e hurt or prejudged. And lest this reservation should seem
w altogether to destroy the power granted to the saidjustices*

a Chap. I. § 3. Sec Appendix I.

* Chap. II. § 14. Appendix I.
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3* " or should beget controversies betwixt them and any others

" having right or liberty of jurisdiction, as said is, our sove-

office. «« reign lord, for removing of all question which may arise

u betwixt them thereanent, declares, that it shall not be

" lawful, nor permitted to the said justices, to make any
ft citation ofparty before their court till the expiry ofthe space

" °ffifleen days after the committing of thefact, for which
<e the committer is to be convened ; at the complete outrun-

i* ning of which space, if any having power andjurisdiction,
«< as said is, hath neglected to exerce and use the privilege

** and liberty of their right and power, it shall then be law-

t{ ful to the saidjustices to make citation, and proceed against

" the parties," &c. These limitations, which had been

dropped in Cromwell's instructions, w ere verbatim repeated

in the general statute,* but are entirely done away by the

British statuteb communicating the same powers and juris-

diction, for the preservation of the public peace to Scottish

justices with their brethren in England, who had never

been cramped by any such limitations.

Here, however, it may be proper to close our historical

survey of the statutes ; which henceforward multiply too

fast upon us to admit of being perspicuously explained, un-

less under their respective heads.

c»mmis- IV. FROxM the period of the union downward, justices

the
°* °f Peace nave Deen named by a commission passing under

peace. the great seal, and differing in few particulars from the

English commissions. The assignment ofjustices of peace,

signment of hy the king's commission, was first ordained by the statute

justices by i Edward III, ch. 1 5, which, however, gave them no other

power but only to keep the peace. In that and the follow-

ing reigns the commission was from time to time altered

and enlarged, till at length, in the reign of Queen Eliza-

a
§ 3, ch. 1661. $ ii, \%. •» 6 Ann, c. 6.
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beth, it had become so encumbered with many statutes, § 4-

vain repetitions, and other corruptions which had erept's?
1**"!."

therein by the mistaking of clerks, 3 that it was judged re- TIiE

cessary to reform and correct it. Accordingly at a confer-
PE

ence of all the judges, in the 33
d of that reign, this

was accomplished, and a form drawn up ;vhich continues

with little alteration to this daj. b

This reformation regarded merely the language of the

commission, without making any change on the substance

of it, or the powers of the justices under it; " care was
« taken that the drossy matter of the former commission,

" being tried out by the fire of learning and discretion, the

•* body and countenance thereof should, as much as mi«ht
€t be, remain, and be let to stand." c

THE commission is a letter addressed by the king to cer-What It is.

tain persons, naming them justices of peace, and giving them
various powers and charges, for directing them in the exe-

cution of that office. It consists, therefore, of three parts ;

1 st
, The salutation of the king; 2dly, The power given to

the justices ; and, 3%, The charge.

The salutation is as follows : " George III, by the grace 1. SafotsU

" of God, king of the united kingdom of Great Britain and tion -

Ki Ireland, defender of the faith, to &c.
u greeting."

This manner ofissuing the commission in the king's name why hi the

seems to be founded, says Dr. Burn, on the statute of the kin&'s

2"th Henry VIII, cap. 24, which enacts, " that all justices

u of the peace shall be named by letters patent under the

a Dalt. ch. 5. c Lambard, ibid.

b Lambard, Eiren. B, I, C. 9, and Burn, tit. Justices, ^ a.

Vol, L B
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§ 4- « king's great seal, in the name and by authority of the
.1MIS-

i • , ., , , . , . ,

N
ft king, but reserves to all cities and towns corporate, which

the tt have justices, the liberties they have enjoyed in that be-

« half." 3

COMMIS
SION

PEACE

By the These words, by the grace of God, are said to have been

God!
° ^rst use(* ^y king Pepin and Charlemagne, in imitation of

the Constantinopolitan emperors, who called themselves

crowned of God. b

This, therefore, according to many learned French

writers, has ever been the appropriate style of the sove-

reigns of independent states, and of the dignitaries of

the hierarchy, who disclaimed all human dependence.

And such seems at least to have been its import, in the

fifteenth century: when the duke of Burgundy's add-

ing these words to his titles, was so much considered by

Charles VII, as a renunciation of fealty, and a declara-

tion of independence, that he obliged the duke to declare

that it was without prejudice to the paramount rights of

the crown of France; and in 1463, as we are told by

Mezeray, he forbade the duke of Britanny to " style him-

self duke by the grace of God, to coyn money, or impose

taxes :" c and when that monarch re-established the prince

of Orange, and wished to shew him particular favour, he

thought it necessary to give him a special permission to use

this title.
d

This paramount and pious style wa3 early adopted by

a Burn, tit. Justice, \ a. " de grace especial user en leur Intl-

b ®io<?i$&;. " filiation des ces mots : PAR LA GRACE
c Buttel's translation, 483. *' de died prince d'Orarge." Hist.

d " Avons octroy a notredit cousin de Dauphine, t. 2, p. ioS. Nouveau

* prince d'Orange, que lui et ses succes- Traite dc Diplomatique, torn. 4,

M seurs en la ditc princip&vie, puiucnt p-59 1.
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the sovereigns of both parts of these united kingdoms. 1 § 4.

Thus our Alexander I, addresses a letter to King John as™*""*"

Dei Gratia Regi Anglice ; and subscribes himselfeadem the
.

GRATIA Rex :
b agreeably to the practice of the kings of

Pt

England, France, and emperor of Germany, in their let-

ters to each other. c

Under this title,Dei gratia rex Scottorum, charterswere

granted both by the same Alexander I, d who is said to have

added the counter seal, or double impression to seals, not long

beforebegun to be employed, in the authentication of deeds ;
e

a " We find that James VI, upon

** returning from England, borrowed

" the addition of the grace of God"

Ross' Lectures on the Practice of

the Law of Scotland, v. I, p. 283.

This remark is in the face of every

page of those documents, which that

very intelligent practitioner himself

recommends as the safest guides to

the knowledge of our ancient juris-

prudence.

b Rymer's Fcedera, v. i, p. 303.

and ibid. p. 671.

c Rymer's Fcedera, passim,

d Anderson's Diplomata et Numis-

mata Scotiae, N°. 8.

e William the Conqueror is said

to have brought into England from

Normandy, the use both of the seal

and counter-seal. But our early mo-

narchsused a seal with an impression

on one side only. On the counter

seal, introduced by Alexander I, the

king was represented as an armed

knight on horseback, with a shield

on his left arm ; which device was

changed by James VI for the arms

of the three kingdoms.

But the shield on our first Royal

seals was plain, without any certain

or fixed symbol or armorial emblem

to distinguish the Scottish, from other,

kir.gs. The seals of Alexander II, or

his father V\ illiam, are the first that:

contain the Scottish coat armorial;

Indeed coats of arms were not intro-

duced into seals, nor into any use at

all, in Europe, sooner than the ele-

venth century ; being first used by

the Christian knights, during the

croisades in the Holy Land.

The figures inscribed in the sealing

rings of the ancient Greeks and Ro-

mans were of a different description

altogether. See Gronovius' edition

of Gorlan's Dactyliotheca, and also

Brydson's Heraldry, p. 52, &c.

The different size, and shape of

seals, and colour of wax, used in

different places, at different times

with all the learning on this subject,

are discussed at large by several

foreign writers, particularly J. Mi-

chael Hieneccius, in his Treatise

Be Veteribus Sigillis, by Mabillon,

in the work so often quoted,

and

B 2
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§4-
COM MIS-
SION OF
THE
PEACE.

and by his successor David I, whose reign Buchanan,

though so little partial to regal excellence, pronounces a

more perfect example of a good prince, than it is possible

to conceive in theory

.

d In the same manner, James I, in

a deed in the Scottish language, bearing lo be written, sua

iptius manu, takes the appellation, " throw the Grace of

God, kynge of Scottis." e Indeed, for a century prior to

the reign of the last-mentioned monarch, those had come

to be the words uniformly inscribed on the royal seal of

Scotland. And the famous indenture of Robert Bruce/

styles that monarch " Dominum JRobertum, Dei GRATIA

regem Scottorum illustrem.
,, s

On occasion of the late union with Ireland, the title u of

and by the authors of the Neuvmu

Traiti de Diplomatique; who thence

give rules for detecting false writ-

ings.

Before the use of seals, deeds were

authenticated by prefixing the crosses

of the parties, and witnesses, to their

names, written by notaries at the foot

of the page.

Afterwards, seals alone gave the

stamp of authenticity. (Craig, lib-

2, Dig. 4, \ 13.) And though wit-

nesses were present in matters of im-

portance, their names were only

mentioned at the end of the paper.

But because " Mennis seals may

" be feinzied" the act 1540, c. H7>

forbad " Faith to be given to evi-

" dents sealed without subscription

" of the principal" (party) and 1579,

c. 80, required deeds of importance"

(conveying more than /JiOO Scots)

to be both sealed and subscribed " gif

" they can subscrive ; utherwise be

" twa famous notaries, before four

" famous witnesses." At last the

4

valuable enactment 1681, c. 5,

completed the security of our writ-

ten documents, requiring the sub-

scription of the witnesses also, and

their designation, as well as that of

the writer of the deed.

By 1584, c. 4, writings that are to

be registered need not be sealed- The

sealing of other deeds is not dispensed

with by any express law, but only

by uncontroverted usage. In Eng-

land deeds must still be sealed as

well as signed.

d Summo ingenio homines doctissimi-

qui boni regis imaginem exprimere con-

tenderunt, talem nan potuerunt animo c»-

giiare, qualem se Da-viJ toto vita cursu

prastitit. Rer. Scot. Kist. 1. vii, c.

36.

e And. Diplom. N°. 67.

f Original in the advocates' libra-

ry. See copy in the appendix to lord

Karnes* Historical Law Tracts, N°. 5.

S This word illustris, which Robert

here uses, and personally so well me-

rited,
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THE
TEACE.

* tffo united kingdom ofGreat Britain andIreland king" &c. 5 *-

was adopted.*

Article 1, provides, that " the said kingdoms «« of Great

« Britain and Ireland shall, upon the 1 st day of January ed king .

1801, be united into one kingdom, by the name of the dom »
&c -

" united kingdom of Great Britain ; and that the royal stile

" and titles appertaining to the imperial crown of the said

*' united kingdoms and its dependencies, and also the ensigns,

" armorial flags and banners thereof, shall be such as his

u majesty, by his royal proclamation under the great seal of

" the united kingdom, shall be pleased to appoint." Ac-

cordingly, his majesty was pleased to issue a proclamation,

referring to this enactment; and then proceeding as follows

:

" We have thought fit, by, and with the advice of our privy

" council, to appoint and declare that our royal style and
" title shall henceforth be accepted, taken, and used as the

u same are set forth in manner and form following : that is

«' to say, the same shall be expressed in the Latin tongue, by
" these words, Georgius, Dei gratia, Britanniarum rex,

(e fidei def nsor ; and in the English tongue, by these words,

" George III, by the grace of God, ofthe united kingdom of

" Great Britain and Ireland, king, defender of the faithj" in-

stead of " king of Great Britain, France and Ireland'" Sue.

The title of king of Great Britain was first assumed by

rited, was the chosen epithet of the spective degreesof rank, were either

Merovingian kings of France ; who clarissimi, or only sfectabiles.

are said, by the French historians, to This epithet illustrh is also applied

have used it from the time that the to another of our kings, vim hadper-

emperor Anastasius found it ntcessa- sonally little title to it, John Baliol, in

ry to purchase the amity, by gratify- a charter granted by Wallace, under

ing the vanity of their king Clovis the title " Domini GulUlmi Wallace,

with the consulship. In the language « eustodit Bench, nomine freelari prin-

of the Constantinopolitan court, con- «= cip;s J-.hannis Dii gratia regis Sep-

«ils being of the highest dignity, " cie illustris." And. Diplom.

were called illustru j while inferior £C°. 44.

inagistratcs, according to thvir rc« 39 and 40 Geo. Ill, c. 67.

E 3
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Great Bri-

tain who
iir-t assum
ed that

style ?

..vsVI^insignificantprefiguration'^ashis majesty himself

expresses il) of that union which afterwards incorporated his

two independent, sovereign, and imperial, kingdoms, into

one great people. But James being disappointed in his endea-

vours to accomplish this event, which he had so much at

heart, appears to have discontinued his assumed title ; and

the rubric of his 21 sc parliament (1612) pives him that of

?« king of Scotland, England, France," &c. which continu-

ed ever after to be used, and appears on the subsequent coins',

while Scotland remained a separate kingdom.

b This James VI did by a procla-

mation, issued in 1606: in which he

says, " Wherefore we have thought

" good to discontynue the devyded

" names of England and Scotland

" cut of our regall stile and do in-

'' tend and resolve to take and assume

" unto us the name and stile oiKinge

•' of Great Britaine ; including there-

" in, according to the truth, the

" whole islande ; wherein noe man
** can imagine us to be led by anye

" humor of vaine glorie or ambition ;

" because we shoulde, in that case,

•' rather delight in a long enumera-

" tion of many kingdoms and seig-

" nories, whereof, in an inheritance,

'• we have plenty enough ; if we
11 thought there were glorie in that

" kind of stile : but onlie that wee

" use it as a signification of that

" which in part, is already done, and

" significant prefiguration of that

" which is to done hereafter : and

" upon all which consideration, wee

" do by these presents, by force of

" our kingly power and prerogative,

" assume to ourself, by the clcerness

" of our right, the name and stile

*' of king of Great Britain, France,

'-' and Ireland, defender of the faith,

" &c. as followeth, in our just and

" lawful title ; and do hereby pul-

" lish, promulge, and declare the

" same to the end, that in all pro-

" clamations, missive, forrain and

" domestical, treatise, leagues, dedi-

" cations, impressions, and in all

" other causes of like nature, the

" same may be used and observed.

" And to the end the same may be

" more effectually devulged, our wfll

" is, that the stile be from henceforth

" used upon all inscriptions, upon our

" currantmoneysandcoynesofgould

" and silver hereafter to be mynted.

" And our will and pleasure is,

" that in such appellations or nomi-

" nations as shall hereafter be made

" by force of those presentes, the

" same shall be expressed in such, and

" the same manner and form, and af-

" ter such computation, as if we had

" assumed the same the first day of

" our reign ; forbearing onlie for the

" present, that anye thing herein

" conteyned doe extend to anye le-

" gall proceeding, instrument, or as-

" surance, until forthe order be taken

" in that behalf." Rymer'sFcedera,

tcm. xvi, p. 6e;;.
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Before the accession of James to the English throne, § 4.

our monarchs had in general retained the appellation "king:
C0MMIS '

o xi £> siON OF
f( of Scottis (rex Scottorum)^ which seems to have been the

the style originally used by all the European monarchs,

who in the most ancient deeds are described rex Anglorumy

rex Francorum, &c. &c. But there are exceptions in our

history. Thus the most ancient Scottish charter that has

yet appeared, styles Duncan, who began to reign in the

3
rear 1095, " constans hereditarie rex Scotie ;" A and the

rubric of the seventh parliament (1427) styles James I,

K Dei gratia regis Scotiey
" as those of Mary's give her the

appellation " queen of Scotland."

" Of the united, &c. king." In that solemn act, quot- K;no.

ed above, the parliament declares the crown of Great

Britain to be imperial.

The precise distinction betwixt emperor and king, seems

not yet perfectly ascertained ; and old deeds have been pre-

served where emperors are termed kings, and kings empe-

rors. b The latest systematical writer upon the laws of Eng-

land, confesses that he cannot " succinctly ascertain the

<£ meaning of this expression" (imperial crown). But it Imperial,

seems to be satisfactorily explained by Blackstone,d to mean w *'"

only " that our king is equally sovereign and independent

" within these his dominions, as any emperor is in his em-
(t pire, and owes no kind of subjection to any other poten-

" tate on earth."

In the same sense the word is understood by our parlia-

ment in the old act of James III, e ordainin" " nottars" to be

a Anderson's Diplom. Scotix, No. c WooJJeson's Vinerian Lectures,

l. Lord Hailes has some doubts of the v. i, lect. 3, p, 75,

authenticity of this charter. See An- d B. i, c. 7, p. 242 .

nals, voL i, p. 52, Ed. 1797. e Qt j0i I4 (,y.

b Nouvelle Traiie dc Diploma-

•.ique, t. iv. p. 65
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§ 4- made by the king, and not by the emperor, " sen our sove-

sion of'
<f raine lorde lies full jurisdiction andfree empire within his

the m realme." Accordingly charters are still extant, f where, like

some of the English kings before the Norman conquest/ our

ancient monarchs are styled basileus, the imperial title atCon-

Emperor stantinople.s And " howsoever," observes Mr. Selden,"these

in what
S " emperors of the East and West thus strove about this great

they differ. « title of Emperor or Basileus ; as if they had been agreed

" that no other prince mightjustly use it but themselves ; yet

" diverse other princes, as the kings of England, Scotland,

" France, and Spain, beside others, have their supremac}-,

" acknowledging no superior but God himself, and may
" everyway, as justly as the emperor of Rome, be stiied

" emperors, or by any other name which expresses the

u fullest height of honour and diVnitv." h

The salutation next contains the names of those persons

to whom the commission is directed, and who are thereby

vested with the charge of the peace. They are, either on

account of their rank and dignity, named at the beginning

f Thus in a charter which has at- rors, whom they wished rather to he

tracted notice in the more interesting addressed by the lower (as it was

controversy respecting the antiquity thought) appellation of ting. So fir

of the representation of the boroughs, was this absurd dispute carried, that

Malcolm III is styled Malcolmus Dei when Basileus Macedo, the Consta-

gratia Scatorum, basileds . auctoritate nipolitan emperor had received let-

regia, &c. : It is more fully quoted, tcrs from pope Hadrian II, wherein

both by Dr. Stuart in his Public Law Lewis II, then emperor of the west,

and Constitutional History of Scot- was called basileus or emperor, he caus-

land, and by Mr, Wight in his In- ed that honorary title to be erased

quiry into the Rise and Progress of out of the letters, and dispatched an

Parliament. B. i, ch. 2, p. 23. embassy to Lewis, complaining of his

f Blackstone, b. i. ch. 7. assumption of that title. The cor-

£ So much did the Greek empe- respondence between them has been

rors consider the title of basiUus or preserved. Selden, Tit. Hon. ch. ii >

emperor as peculiar to themselves, p. 16.

that they did not readily allow it to b Seld. Tit. Hon. part i. ch. 3,

be given even to the western empe-
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of every commission; and are thus general justices of the S *•

\ r 1_ • COMUJJ-
peace throughout the country ; or, on account ot tneir con- SI0N OF

nection with some one county, are named in the com- THE

. . .
PEACE.

mission for it alone; and are thus constituted justices with-
Gen

,

in its bounds. Of the first class, are, 1, all privy counsel- mlnatioa.

ors ; 2, the lord justice-general, lord justice-clerk, and lords

commissioners of justiciary, for the time being ; the lord

president, and lords of the session j lord chief baron, and

other barons of exchequer in Scotland ; the lord advocate,

and solicitor-general, for the time being. The other class;

consists of the most respectable inhabitants of each county.

The salutation addresses them according to their respec- How ad-

tive dignities. The princes df the blood are addressed, " our
dressed"

?' most dear sons," or " brother, and faithful counsellor ;
"

viscounts, and all peers of higher rank, are addressed, " our

" most dear cousin, and counsellor ;" the other members

of the privy council, " our well beloved and faithful coun-

" sellors ; the other names in the commission, " our belov-

" cd, and faithful." Beloved is the word used in England,

as nos ames, or Men amesh
, was under the French monar-

chy, instead of our lovites, the term used in the Scottish

signet letters.

They are addressed our, &c. The custom of monarchs why speak

Urin^ the plural, when speaking of themselves, is extremely mthe p *u"

ancient in Europe. In France, it is said to have been the

practice so far back as the eleventh century. Many old

deeds begin in the plural, but afterwards use the singular,

particularly in the subscription clause ; examples of which

we to be found in that treasure of juridical learning, and

monument ofhuman industry, Mabillon dc re Diplomatica. c

Mr. Ruddiman says the custom did not obtain in Scotland

till the reign of Alexander II ; nor in England till the reign

of Richard 1 ;
d and accordingly questions the authenticity

b Diction, de L'Acad. Franchise. <J Pref. to Anderson's Dip. Scot.

i ii, cap 6. 31, j.;.
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<5 4- of a charier of Malcolm III, from its making that prince

speak of himself in the plural.

2EACE.
jN Scotia^ from the time of Robert Bruce, this use of

the plural number was not confined to the monarch, but was

affected by the great nobles also ; of which Mr. Ruddiman
has given various instances in the case of charters granted

by subjects.e

The only other thing in this clause still to be noticed, is

the word greeting (from the Latin grator), which has al-

ways been used in our signet-letters as the expression of

that good will, which, in one shape or other, has been from

the most remote antiquity, the style of letters of kings to

their subjeets, as well as of other persons.

%. Power The second part of the commission relates to the powers

?
lventotfle entrusted to the justices of peace, which are contained in

mstices.
...... i

^ ^ ^

two several clauses or assignments : the first assignment is in

these words : " Know ye, that we have assigned youjointly

First as- « and severally, and every one of you our justices, to keep

" our peace in our county of H. And to keep, and cause

" to be kept, all ordinances and statutes for the good of the

" peace, and for preservation of the same, and for the quiet

" rule and government of our people, made in all and

" singular their articles in our said county (as well within

e Preface to Anderson's Diplom. Mr. Atwood. The answer made

p. 34, Robert, Steward of Scotland, was, that though in England the cus-

earl of Strathern, afterwards Robert torn of applying the plural in place

II, in his charter dated Perth 12 '!» of the singular may have seldom ob-

january 1364, and published by Innes, tained, yet nothing was more custom-

from the original in the Scots college ary among the great nobles in Scot-

sit Paris in 1694, in order to vindicate land ; and Mr. Ruddiman gave eight

the legitimacy of the royal line of instances of this in charters by noble-

Stuart, uses the plural number. For men all executed about the same time

these, among other reasons, its au- with that of the Steward.

thenticity was called in question by

siTiiment.
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ft liberties as without), according to the force, form, and § 4

. . , COMMI5-
" effect of the same ; and to chastise and punish all persons Sion of

" that offend against the form of those ordinances or sta- THE° ... PEACE
" tutes, or any one of them in the aforesaid county, as it

" ought to be done, according to the form of those ordi-

" nances and statutes : and to cause to come before you, or

" any of you, all those who to any one or more of our

" people, concerning their bodies, or the firing of their

" houses, have used threats to find sufficient security for

" the peace, or their good behaviour towards us and our

" people ; and if they shall refuse to find such security,

" then them in our prisons, until they shall find such secu-

" rity to cause to be safely kept."

By this first assignment, the justices of peace have

all the ancient power concerning the peace, which the con-

servators of the peace had by common law ; as also the

whole authority added by the statutes. <{ They have these

«< powers singularly, dualty, and plurally.'"

They are assigned to e< keep and cause to be kept, all

" ordinances and statutes made fur," &c. It seems cer-

tain, observes Dr. Burn,' after Hawkins, 2, 37, that

under the expression all ordinances, &c. are included

those ancient statutes concerning the peace, made before

the institution of justices of the peace, which were all of

them expressly mentioned in the ancient commissions of

the peace; although none of the statutes, which or-

dain the office of justices of the peace say any thing con-

cerning their execution. The power of the justices,

therefore, in relation to them, seems entirely to depend

on the king's commission ; and yet has always been un-

questionably allowed; " whence it appears" (he adds) "that

|
Lambard's Eirenarcha, B, i, c. 9. t Tit. Justices of Peace, § 13.
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§ 4- regularly the king, by his commission, may authorise whom
CPMMI8- , , „ .. . „
sion or he pleases to execute an act of parliament.

THE

The English lawyers observe that the words, " for the

<{ quiet government of our people," were not meant to ex-

clude the subjects of a foreign prince, or other strangers,

while living in this country, from the protection of this

magistracy. 4

What is meant by the expression, " within liberties

?' as well as without ;" and the particulars of giving secu-

rity for the peace and good behaviour, will be fully ex-

plained afterwards.

Second as- The second assignment is as follows : " We have also as-

signment, a signed you, and every two or more of you (of whom any

" one of you, the foresaid A, B, C, D, E, and F, we will

" shall be one), our justices, to inquire the truth more fully

<( according to the law and custom o^the land, and of ail

€e and all manner, felonies, or capital crimes, poisonings, en-

« chantments, sorceries, art magic, trespasses, forestalling or

" regratings, ingrossings, and extortions whatsoever, and of

" all and singular other crimes and offences, of which the

" justices of our peace may or ought lawfully to inquire by
" whomsoever, and after what manner soever, in the said

" county done or perpetrated, or which shall happen to be

" there done or attempted ; and also of all these, who, in

" the aforesaid county, in companies, against our peace, in.

" disturbance of our people, with armed force, have gone,

(i or rode, or hereafter shall presume to go and ride; and also

« of all those who have there lain in wait, or hereafter shall

" presume to lie in wait, to maim or cut, or kill our people;

<£ and of all victuallers, and all and singular other persons,

<f who, in the abuse of weights or measures, or in selling

a Burn, tit. Justices. 2. Havkiu $<. i. Hales' Hist. 93, 94.

X Bock iijeh. 3,
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«* victuals against the form of the ordinances and statutes, § <*•

u or any one of them therefore made for the common bene- s, 0N o

" fit of our people, have offended, or attempted, or hereaf- THE

" ter shall presume to offend, or attempt ; and also, of all

" sheriffs, bailiffs, stewards, constables, keepers of gaols,

« and other officers, who, in the execution of their offices,

«« about the premises, or any of them, have unduly behaved

« themselves, or hereafter shall presume to behave them-

" selves unduly, or have been, or shall happen hereafter

" to be, causeless, remiss, or negligent, in our aforesaid

" county ; and of all and singular articles and circumstan-

«< ces, and all other things whatsoever that concern the pre-

" mises, or any of them, by whomsoever, and after what
i( manner soever, in our aforesaid county, done or perpe-

" trated, or which hereafter shall there happen to be done
(( or attempted in what manner soever j and to inspect ali

« indictments or libels whatsoever, so before you taken, or

** to be taken, or before others late our justices of peace in

" the aforesaid county made or taken, and not yet deter-

" mined ; and to make and continue processes thereupon,

(t against all and singular the persons so indicted or accu-

w sed, or who before you hereafter shall happen to be in-

M dieted or accused, until they can be taken, surrender

" themselves, or be outlawed, or declared rebels ; and to

" hear and determine all and singular the felonies, capita!

li crimes, poisonings, inchantments, sorceries, arts magic,

" trespasses, forestallings, ingratings, ingrossings, extortions,

M unlawful assemblies, indictments aforesaid, and all and
" singular other the premises, according to the laws and
' • statutes of the kingdom, as in the like cases it has been

" accustomed or ought to be done; and the same offend-

" ers, and every of them, for their offences, by fines, ran-

<4 soms, amerciaments, forfeitures, and other means, as ac-

" cording to the law and custom of the land, or form of

" the ordinances or statutes aforesaid., it has been accu?-
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§ 4- " tomed, or ought to be done, to chastise and punish : pro-

" vided always, that if a case of difficulty, upon the deter-

the a mination of any of the premises before you, or any two
« or more of you, shall happen to arise, then let judgment

" in no ways be given thereon before you, or any two or

" more of }
tou, unless in the presence of one of our justi-

« ces, or of one of our justices appointed to hold courts of

«' circuit in the aforesaid county."

The second assignment in the commission gives authority

to any two justices of the peace, 1, to inquire (according

to the law and custom of the land) of ail offences mention-

ed in the commission; 2, to inspect all indictments; 3, to

make and continue processes thereupon against offenders,

and to cause them to appear and answer ; 4, to hear and

determine all such offences ; 5, to chastise and punish the

said offenders by fines, imprisonments, and otherwise, ac-

cording to law ; but, observes Mr. Dalton,a not to award

any damages to the injured party otherwise than by per-

suasion.5

" Lest (says Lambard c
) thejustices should rather ground

« their judgments upon the number of voices than upon
te the weight of reasons, their powers are shut up with a

a Country Justice, c. 5. ration to the party who brings the

b This special authority to punish complaint before the judge, seems to

by fines, &c. (Mr. Lambard ob- be just as necessarily implied in • ht

serves) was suffered to remain ; not word determine ; accordingly this <ri;b-

as of any necessity, as the punish- tility (if such really be the impert of

ment of all offenders is implied in the thing) never perplexed our prac-

the word determining, and as it is in- tice. In every criminal prosecution

eident to every court of record, but before the Scottish sessions of the

only for the plainer declaration of peace, the first shape of the punish-

the power of the justices, and the ment is always reparation to the in-

more assured terrifying of offenders, jured party.

iEiienarcha, Book i, c. 9.)
c Ibid.

But the power of awarding repa.
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<£ provision and restraint, that in all cases of ambiguity thev § 4 '

r
. i

COMMIS-
ft shall not proceed to judgment, unless in the presence of S ion or

w one of our justices, or of one of our justices appointed to™ 1

K hold courts of circuit in the foresaid county." This, Mr.

Erskine says, when applied to Scotland, must be understood

of a lord of justiciary.* In the English commission, the

expression is, '.' one of our justices of the one or other

" bench, or of one of our justices appointed to hold the

" assizes in the foresaid county." Yet, Mr. Lambard adds,

" if they list to proceed, without the judge's advice, their

" judgment is not void ; but it standeth good and effectual

" until it be reversed by a superior court."b

All the business included in this second assignment be-

longs to the sessions of the peace. To go over the words

of this assignment more particularly here, would be anti-

cipating what is fully discussed afterward?, under what

appear to be its proper heads.

The commission concludes with two charges : One to

the justices, to be diligent in the execution of the premises,

and saving to his majesty, the amerciaments, and other

things belonging to the crown : The other charge is to the

sheriff, to be attendant on the justices, and to the keeper

of the rolls.

The charge to the justices is as follows : " And there-

" fore we command ycu, and every of you, that to keep-

" ing the peace, ordinances, statutes, and all and singular

« other the premises, you diligently apply yourselves;

" and that, at certain days and places, which you, or any
« such two or more of you, as is aforesaid, shall appoint

" for these purposes, into the premises you make inqui-

'• ries, and all and singular the premises hear and deter

* Inst. b. i, tit. 4, \ i?. b Ibid,
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§*4- <i mine, and perform and fulfil tliem in the aforesaid form,

sion o» " doing therein what to justice appertains, according to the
u law and custom of the land, saving to us the amercia-

*' ments and other things to us therefrom belonging." The
" charge to the sheriff is as follows : And we command,
" by the tenor of these presents, our sheriff of the county

" of that at certain days and places, which
" you, ©r any such two or more of you, as is aforesaid,

-' shall make known to him, he cause to come before you,
i: or such two or more of you, as aforesaid, so many and
li such good and lawful men of his bailliewick (as well

" within liberties as without), by whom the truth of the

" matter in the premises shall be better known and deter-

" mined. We also command the keepers of the rolls of our

ci peace, in our county foresaid, to bring before you, at the

" days and places foresaid, the writs, precepts, processes^

« and indictments foresaid, that they may be inspected,

(i and by a due course determined, as is aforesaid. In wit-

c< ness whereof, we have caused these our letters to be made
u patent. Witness ourself, at Westminster, the

u day of and year of our reign."

Subscrip- The concluding clause is as follows : " In witness where-
tion clause. tl f we jjave cause(j these our letters to be made patent.

" Witness ourself, at Westminster."

The commission is here styled oar letters, &c.

Before the use of writing became common in Europe,

all deeds, public and private, judicial and extrajudicial, con-

tracts and indentures, as well as letters betwixt individu-

als, were all termed letters, and distinguished from each

other by adjectives, as apostolical, to denote the bulls ofthe

pope i literce regales, those of the king * a literos obligator

a And these again subdivided into where the whole civil and criminal

different sorts. Thus in France, polity under the old constitution was

carried
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rice, bonds or obligations ; Uteres aquttiantice, discbarges ; § 4i

and the letters of private persons were called Uteres missi- COMiAl *

1 * SION «!

vce3 or, as they are still, missive letters. the
SION OF
THE
PEACE,

The commission is styled letters patent.

Such of the king's letters as are directed to particular

persons, and for particular purposes, not being proper for

public inspection, are closed up and sealed on the outside,

and are therefore called writs, shut or close. Uteres clauses,

Hut other letters or grants relating to matters of more pub-

lic concern, were not sealed up, but exposed to view, with

the great seal pendant at the bottom, and are usually ad-

dressed to all the subjects. Hence charters, diplomas, and

other such writ?, came to be called letters patent. These

are authenticated general!}' with the great seal, with us

formerly called also, the authentic or common seal ; the

former generally with the lesser, thence called the secret

or privy seal.

The commission is appointed by Anne 6, § 2, to pass

under the great seal of Great Britain, which accordingly^

in white wax,3 is appended thereto.

This great seal of Great Britain was made in virtue of

the treaty of union. For it was not only provided by ar-

ticle 1, that the two kingdoms of England and Scotland

should {( be united into one kingdom by the name of

'« Great Britain ; and that the ensigns armorial of the said

carried «n by means of royal letters

;

according to the nature of the deed,

there lettres deelat, such as our pro- Thus, remissions are sealed with

clamation9 ; lettres de grace, such white wax ; appointments to offices,

as pardons, dispen*ations, and lettres as lord advocate, &c. with red; and

At justice, writs for carrying order of what arc properly termed charter*,

courts of justice into effect. with grc:n.

a The colour of 'he wjjc diffcr3

Vol, L «
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§ 4- " united kingdom, be such as her majesty shall appoint •

hon of"
" anc* tnat tne crosses °f S£

. George and S*. Andrew be

the (( conjoined in such manner as her majesty shall think fit,

" and used w all fugs, banners, standards and ensigns,

« both at sea and land ;" but also by article 24, " that

" there be ONE GREAT SEAL for the united kingdom of

« Great Britain, which shall be different from the great

" seal ?iow used in either kingdom ; and that the quarter-

te ing the arms, and the rank and precedency of the lyon

'< king at arms of the kingdom of Scotland, as may best

" suit her majesty, be left to her majesty. And that the

" great seal of the united kingdom be used for sealing

" writs to elect and summon the parliament of Great Bri-

u tain, and for sealing all treaties with foreign princes and
" states, and all public acts, instruments, and orders of

« s ate, which concern the whole united kingdom, and
sc in all matters relating to England, as the great seal of

'« England is now used."

As this seal came in place of the great seals of England

and Scotland, so, on the late union with Ireland, it was

itself also superseded by the great seal of the united king-

dom of Great Britain and Tre)and. H Although it is observ-

able, that the 39ih and 40th Geo. Ill, entitled, « An act

u for the union of Great Britain and Ireland," contained

no such direct provision.

In the same manner, a= did the above-mentioned article

I s of the union with Scotland, this statute provides for

the alteration of the stile, " that the kingdoms of Great

f< Britain and Ireland be united into one kingdom, by the

* Accordingly, in England, one sion of bankruptcy was null, having

heing found guihy of the crime of passed ui der the seal of Great Bri-

fraudulent bankruptcy, pleaded in'ar- tain, instead of the seal of the united

ffest of iudgrnent, that the cemmis- kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland*
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<* name of the united kingdom of Great Britain and Ire- § a-

" land ; and that the royal style and titles appertaining to SI0N l"

" the imperial crown of the said united kingdom and its THE

" dependencies, and also the ensigns, armorial flags and
" banners thereof, shall be such as his majesty by the

« great seal of the united kingdom shall be pleased to ap-

" point."

But it does not, as article 1

4

t}* nf the union between

England and Scotland did, contain any ex ress rovision for

substituting a great seal for the united kingdom of Great

Britain and 'reland, instead of the gre s-j! for Great

Britain. It presumes this, however, t ) I e done, and ac-

cordingly distinguishes the great seal of the united kingdom

from the great seal of Great Britain, and from the great

seal of Ireland, specifying certain things in which they

were to be respectively used.*

Perhaps it may be thought that a cbnvnission to be a

justice of peace in Scotland should pass by the same seal

that is appended to commissions of lords of justiciary, or

other great offices locally connected win Scotland; that

is, the seal, which as already entioned, was V the

said 24th Article of Union between England and Scotland^

appointed to " be kept and made use of in all things re-

" lative to private rights and grants which h ve usually

" passed the great seal of Scotland, and which only con-

" corn offices, grants, commissions, and private rights

" within that kingdom.b"

a There is no provision for mak- it is expressly said that it is to be us-

ing any new st.al for Ireland, to come ed as formerly in all cases no- other,

in place of the old great seal thereof, wise provided for by the articles.

as was done in the case of the great b he great seal of Scotland

seal of Scotland. On the contrary, was formerly tent by the lord chan-

G 2
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But the great national seal is kept by the lord chancel-

lor, who is not an officer of the united kingdom merely.

cellor of Scotland, and the one come

in place thereof, by an officer appoint-

ed for the purpose.

TI113 seal says Mackenzie (Observ.

on act 1672,0. 7.) is properly design-

ed to be appended to " heritable

" rights." By this seal, therefore,

all charters pass in favour of crown

vassals.

It is also appended to the commis-

sions of all the principal officers of the

crown, as lord advocate, lord justice

clerk, solicitor 'general, judges of

the court of justiciary. But the

warrants are also subscribed by the

king, as also letters of remission for

other crimes, excepting bigh treason*

letters of legitimation, &c.

By the same article of the union,

the other seals are to remain as be-

fore ; and, as therein enumerated, are

at follow

:

The privy seal according to

Mackenzie (ibid.) " proper for move-

«' ables," or as Mr. Erskine expresses

" it, to assignable rights," (B. z, T. 5,

5 84) that is, such rights as a private

pers«n assigns, the sovereign confers

by means of the privy seal ; as

gifts of bastardy or ultimus hares

»'here there is no heritable estate.

By this seal pass also commissions

to inferior offices, whether ecclesi-

astical, as crown presentations to mi-

nisters ; or civil, as commissary clerk-

ships, professorships. But there must

be a warrant from the crown,

superscribed with the king's own

sign manual. And further, gifts of

pension, or commissions to offices

having salaries from the crown an-

nexed to them, must be presented to

the barons and recorded in the books

of exchequer.

The privy seal, in some cases,

as in passing a crown charter, is the-

warrant to the great seal.

The quarter seal in our statu-

tory language is called the testimonial

of the great seal ; having been origin-

ally appended only to deeds connect-

ed with such rights as had previously

passed the latter; as precepts of sei-

sin when they were made out apart.

Notwithstanding its name, it is the

just half of the great seal ; both of

the obverse and reverse. And such

seems to have been its size for a long

period. Vertue in his account of the

famous Thomas Simon's works, pre-

serves the charge he made against.

Charles II, for engraving his seals.

The great sealwt. 76 oz. I4dwts. is

chargedj£i50 sterling, andthe quarter

seal, as" being the just half," at £75
sterling. Append, to Simon's Coins

and Medals, p. 90.

It is kept by the director of chan-

cery, and by it pass brieves from the

chancery, commissions of tutory, and

gifts of heretable property, held of

a

subject superior proceeding on bastardy,

forfeiture, or ultimus hares, and com-

missions by the court of session to

their macers,constituting them judges

in services of heirs.

The
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COMMIS-
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As head of the court of chancery he is an English

judge. A nd he may be considered in the same manner as

a Scottish judge, as coming in the place of the chancellor TH «

of Scotland, who, when present, had a right to preside in

the court of session.*

The Cashet has engraved on it

an imitation of the King's sign man-

nual.

Anciently our kings superscribed

with their own hand every signa-

ture ; that is a writing indorsed by a

clerk to the signet, and presented to

the king, (or the barons of exchequer

as his commissioners) importing some

grant in favour of the person in whose

name it is presented. After the

departure of our kings to England,

the court of exchequer was authoriz-

ed, by act of privy council, 1603,

4

t t»

April, to pass certain signatures

which instead of the royal superscrip-

tion, are sealed with the cashet;

which is the warrant to the signet

and other seals.

Eut other signatures, not named in

this commission to the privy council,

must as formerly be under the king's

own sign manual, which is now put

at the head of the signature, and at

the end there is an abbreviate of the

signature called a docquet, signed by

the secretary of state.

The signet is called the seal of

the court of session, because there-

with must be stamped whatever writs

pass by warrant of that court, such
as summonses to defenders in suits

before the court of session, and other

writs issued by the court in the course

of legal procedure.

It is also called the King's signet,

because the writs issuing thence, or

signet letters, proceed in the king's

name.

It was formerly kept by the secre

tary of state, and now by a keeper

appointed by the crown.

In passing a crown charter the sig-

net is the warrant to the privy seal,

as the latter is the warrant to the

great seal.

The court of justiciary, commis-

sary court, and other courts, have

their respective seals. The court o£

session has also its own private seal

;

distinct from the seal above mention-

ed, which private seal is used in cer-

tain matters of a peculiar nature, as

commissions to take evidence in

foreign parts.

When the king dies his seals are

broken ; thus on the death of king

Charles II, lord Fountainhall tells us,

that the " privy council called for all

" the seals, and brake them, and ap-

" pointed new ones, with the name

" of James the VII to be made." V.

I. P- 339-
a Hence, when lord Seafield, who

had been chancellor before the union,

produced to the court his commis-

sion from queen Anne after the union

to be chancellor of Scotland, lord

Fountainhall tells us, it was " doubt-

" ed how there could be a chancellor

Ml

C3
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§ 4« On the other hand, the seal, mentioned above, as hav-

mg come come m place of the great seal of Scotland, is m
the keeping of an officer, merely for the purpose of com-

plying with official warrants to expede writs passing under

the same, but without any judicial functions or responsi-

bility ; which rest solely with the lord chancellor, who,

therefore must affix the great seal of the united kingdom

to many grants to operate in Scotland only ; as for

example, patents for exclusive privileges though confined

to that part of the kingdom.

Hencf, in like manner, it i?, that the same high offi^r,

keeper of the king's conscience, must affix his seal, (that

is the seal of the united kingdom), to commissions of the

peace ; which agreeably to 6th
- Anne c. 6, are granted by

the king at his discretion, in virtue of his sovereignty, as

first keeper of the peace •, and besides, are granted, not one

commission for England and another for Scotland, but for

the respective counties of both kingdoms severally ; so that

the justice of the peace named for one county, has no more

jurisdiction in another county of Scotland than in Eng-

land.

The manner of authenticating deeds by the formu-

la, 'witness ourself, or by the similar ones, teste meipso,

teste nobis ipsis, or teste rege, is said to have been in-

troduced by Richard I,b or by his immediate predecessor

Henry II: which more compendious device, say the

learned authors of the Nouveau Traite de Diplomatique*

appeared so becoming to the kings of England that they

!• in North Britain, when William lib. ii. cap. ax. G 7. And Ruddiman':
Ct lord Cowper was chancellor over Preface to Diplom. fcotiae p.

"' the whole island." (V. a, p. 377.) c Via Cwfendkslar.

> Mabillon De Re Diplomatics,
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thenceforward used it universally in matters of lesser im- § 4.

COMMIiV
P0rtailCe -

1

6,0X0*
THE

This formula is observed by foreign writers as a peculi-
PEACE »

arity in the style of his Britannic majesty ; in so much

that the existence of the same clause in the letters of other

sovereigns has been considered as a ground for doubting

their authenticity^

In order to shew how much it is peculi.ar to England,

Mabillon refers to an anecdote recorded by the historian of

the Alemorabilia of Pope Pius II, rather humiliating to

the unfortunate Henry VI, That when the English King

sent an embassy to Rome, not authenticated by witnesses,

according to the practice of that and other continental

courts, but merely by the king's signing " witness our-

* { self,
,:c though sealed also, such appeared to be tne singu-

a Tom. 5. p. 828. *' Cetteformula

" parut si belle cux rois D'Angleterre,

tc quils, Vemployerent sur-tout dans

les mandemc-ns et Us actis peu impor-

tant, jusqu Henri VIII.

h Thus Mabillon observes ; nullus

iorro Regum Franco-rum bac verba,

TESTE MEIPSO, sibi tribuit, tamctsi

auadam referuntur sancti Ludoiiici di-

plomats in bunc modum desinentia, sed

qua vel hoc capite vitjosa aut sus-

pecta censeri debent : uti & pri-

•uilegia insignia Anglia Regum, qua

r.ullos testes hahent sed solo teste me-

ipso muniuntur. Nam sola (utjam dixij

uiandata in prasens exstquenda, aut e/.is-

tola regia ad quosvis directa, aut recog-

nitiones •uctcrum cbartarum ,tamelsi pauca,

lac formula ajftcta sunt. De Re Di-

plom. 1. 2, c. 2, . 7.

In like manner Ruddiraan considers

it a6 one of the mo:t weighty ar-

guments (majus argumentum) against

tiie authenticity of the disputed char-

ter of Malcolm 1 or II that it em-'

ploys the same expression teste meipso;

although in order to shew that it is

not conclusive, he appeals to some au-

thentic papers, viz. a letter from our

first Alexander to King John of Eng-

land, in the year 1215 ;
(Rymer's Fe-

dera, torn. 1, p. -203) ; another from

his son Alexander III to King

Henry II, respecting a partial

payment of IOOO merks, to account

of the marriage portion of £1000

sterling,. he was to receive with Hen-

ry's eldest daughter Margaret, (Ibid.

671); and lastly, John Bahol's Sum"

monitio pro bomagia sib; faciendo (Ibid,

604 , in all of which the same test-

ing clause occurs. Pref. to Ander^

Son's Diplom. Scot.

c Henricus teste mcip.'t
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§ 4 - larity of this style, that his holiness did not give credit to
CflMMlS- J J

, ,. i j 1

kion o» the letter, but derided the embassy, and did not admit the

TUE ambassadors any more to his presence. 1

5' V. This magistracy may either be productive of much

cation of good or of much evil to the community, just as those who
justice! exercise it possess or not the qualifications necessary for the
or peace. r

, . j
able, active, and independent, discharge of its various du-

ties, and particularly for the safe, prudent, and upright,

employment of that discretionary power, which in so ma-

ny instances is entrusted to them. Both the English and

Scottish legislatures are therefore extremely anxious and ex-

plicit in describing the qualities, character, and circum-

stances, which are understood to be possessed by those in

whom this important trust is reposed.

" The statute lawes (says Lambardb
) have respect to the

%i manners and abilitie, or livelihood of them all ; and to the

(t skill and learning of such as are specially selected,and there-

<e fore named of the quorum

:

c for gardeins of the peace

" ought to be good men, and lawful ; no maintainers of

" evill, men of the best reputation,'1 moot substantial (or

*< of most valour), shall be assigned keepers of the peace,

« 18 E. Ill, cap. 2, and 17 ; R.II, cap. 9" And, after far-

ther particulars, Lambard concludes, " Thus then our par-

a In liiieris manJati tion fuerunt de legatarum ignobilitatem, qv.arrt cb -verb'j-

more, aut testes nominati, nut subscript* rum insolentiam. (Lib. ii, cap. ai, ^

tabelliones ; sed adnctata erat regis manu 7.) And he might have found an-

bdjuscemodi subscripts, Henricut teste other reason in the contemptible cha-

•ueipso: et sigillum regni appensum. racter of the English monarch whom
Contempsit Pontifex, Is'c. legathnem ; the pontifical historians describe ai»

nee ultra ad conspectum suum admisit. vir muliere titnidior. Ibid.

(Pii II, Rer. Mcmorabil. Com. a b Eirenarch, b. i, c. 6.

J. Gobelino, lib. 3, p. 88.) A\- c See this explained bclov.

though Mabillon remarks

—

Displi. <i Meultz vailaj

cult bxc subscripts Pontifici magis ob
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(l liaments (intending to make the justice of peace an able § 5.

" iudpe) doe require that he come furnished with three of^UALIFI -«

•> O J i CATION OF
a the principal ornaments of a judge: that is to sayy with justices

" justice, wisdom, and fortitude; for to tha.t sumrae, the
01 PI?

" words, goody learned, valiant, doe fully amount. And
" under the word good, it is ment that he loveth and feare

*< God aright, without the which hee cannot bee good at

" all." Almost the very words of this venerable magistrate

are used by our ancient acts ; which require them to be

" honourable and worthie persons, being knawen of honest

iC fame, and esteemed na maintainers of evill or oppression,

<e experimented in the loveable lawes and customes of the

" rcalme, actual indwellers in the same schires, 1 ' and godlie,

*< wyse, and vertuous gentlemen, of good quality, move;:,

" and report, making residence within their respective'

** shires.' "°

But the English legislature did not content itself with de-

scribing, in general, the character and qualifications of justices.

" For that contrarie to those former statutes, men of small

(i substance had crept into the commission, whose povcrtie

" made them both covetous and contemptible, a new lawe

" was published,"-1 imposing a penalty on any person who
acted as justice, unless he had lands or tenements to the

value of twenty pound a ycar; e and the rate of money

being greatly altered since that time, it has since been en-

acted/ that every justice, except as is therein excepted,

shall have £100 sterling per annum, clear of all deductions ;

and if he act without such qualification, he shall forfeit

-ClOO sterling ; and of this the justice shall make oath, s

In like manner the first statute in Scotland, respecting this

b Act 1587, cap. 83. c 18 Ken. 6, cap. n.
c 1609, c. 7. f Stat. 5, Geo. II, c. 18.

* Lambard Eirenarcjb, B. i, c. 6. i Stat . il »*i
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§ ?• magistracy,'1 not only requires them to be lt honourable and

c'Ition'os" worthie persons," &c. &c. but " in degree, carles, lords,

justices « baronnes, knights, and special gentlemen, landed." This

part of the description was not repeated in the subsequent

statutes. Neither did they, like the English statutes, adopt

any precise qualification and penalty. No particular quali-

fication therefore, either in rank, money, or landed proper-

ty, is necessary to entitle any person, named in the king's

commission, to exercise the office of justice of peace in Scot-

land. This however only increases the obligation on all

concerned, to take care that the credit and utility of the

office be not endangered by the appointment of persona not

qualified for it by their character and circumstances.

OATHS
TAKEN

(6. vi. " Such" (observes Mr. Lambard-) "as doeoccupie

?* judicial places, ought to take heed what they do, knowing
by justi- « that they exercise not thejudgments of men only, but of

te God himself, whose power, as they doe participate, so

f« he also is present on the bench with them ; and therefore

tf it has always been the policie of christian laws, to appoint

ie meete forms of religiou attestation, or oaths for such of-

" ficer to take and conceive,"

Accordingly, justices of peace must be sworn before

exercising their office. On renewing the commission of the

peace (which generally happens when any new names are

added to it), there is issued out of chancery a writ ofdedi-

mus potestatcm, or letter- by the king, addressed to some

justice or justice?, with power and authority to receive the

oaths of the other justices for the faithful execution of their

office, and the other oaths required by the laws of the land.

Writ ofde- a George III, by the grace of God, king of the united
dimus po- » J t. o

testatem. " kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, defender of the

& 1587, c. 8a. c Eiren. b. i, c, 10.
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" faith, to A, B, and C, greeting : know ye, that we have t &
<s given you, jointly and severally, power and authority of OATHS

" receiving the oath ofevery justice and keeper of our peace, by jus-

<( nominated and appointed by virtue of the commission of TICES -

ce the peace last made, in and for the county of

t{ for the well and faithful executing of that office, according

'•' to a certain schedule to this our writ annexed, and the

" oaths in that case required by the law of the land : and
<s therefore we command you, that you, or one of y ou, re-

ee ceive the said oaths ; and when you have so received

" them, that ycu, or one of you, certify us thereupon in

" our chancery, under your seals, or the seals of one of you,
cc distinctly and openly, without delay, committing to us
fi this writ. Witness ourself, at Westminster, the

" day cf and year of our reign.

The oath of office, or defideli administratione, was in-

serted in the statutes 1017 and 1661, and ordered to be

taken at the first meeting. This comprehended the follow-

ing particulars

:

1, They shall do equal right to rich and poor, according

to the laws and statutes of the realm.

2, Thky shall not be of counsel with any person in any

matter depending before them.

3, They shall, every quarter, or oftener if required, keep

the sessions, if no just impediment prevents them.

4, They shall faithfully discharge their duty, and leave

nothing undone.

But, ever since the Union, the English form, whir''.
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$ 6. as Mr. Forbes remarks,* contains three other particulars, is

oat us to
ailnexed to the commissions of the peace for Scotland, and

XE TAKEN *

jsy jus- is now always taken by the Scottish justices.

MICKS.

This form is as follows

:

" Ye shall swear, that, asjustice of peace within the coun-

U ty of in all articles of the king's commission

Si to you directed, ye shall do equal right to the poor

« and to the rich, after your cunning wit and power, and
* { after the laws and customs of this realm, and statutes

«' thereof made; and ye shall not be of council with any

<• person in any quarrel hanging afore you ; and that ye
si hold your sessions after the form of statutes thereof made •

ei and the issues, fines, and amerciaments, which shall hap-

" pen to be made, and all forfeitures which shall fall be-

" fore you, ye shall truly cause to be entered, without any

« concealment or embezzling, and truly send them to the

fe king's exchequer; ye shall not let for gift, or other cause,

*< but well and truly ye shall do your office of justice of

" peace in that behalf; and that ye take nothing for vouf
iS office of justice of peace to be done, but of the king,

*< and fees accustomed, and cost limited by the statute ;

« and ye shall not direct, or cause to be directed, any war-

" rant by you to be made to the parties, but ye shall direct

« them to the bailiffs of the said county, or other the king's

" officers or ministers, or other indifferent persons, to do
M execution thereof. So God ycu help.

: '

Oath of al. The oath of allegiance also is inserted in the act 1661,
regiance.

an(j orda ; ne(j to be taken

;

b but the form is better, and

more shortly expressed, in the satutes William and Mary,

1693, ch. 6.c " Ldo sincerely promise and swear that I

" will be faithful, and bear true allegiance to, &c. So help

a Justice of Peace, pare ii, p. l6. b Appendix i.
c Geo. I, i':
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<e me God." This short and comprehensive oath of alle-r OATHS TA-

giance little differs from the old form usual in England; ken by

in which, Hale observes, " the prudence of the common JUST1 ' ESv

'* law is observable, that it was short and plain, not en-

'< tangled with long and intricate clauses or declarations,

" but that the sense of it was obvious to the most common
" understanding, and yet withal comprehensive of the

(( whole duty of a subject to his prince.

'

7c

This statute of George I, introduced and inserted the As-

surance also, requiring both it and the oath of allegiance to

be taken by every justice, the fiscal, and clerk, and other

judges and magistrates, who are therein enumerated. The

form of the assurance was altered by the statute 6 Geo. II,

ch. 53, § 1, passed upon the death of the pretended James

III of England, and VIII of Scotland. It is as follows :

" I, A B, do, in the sincerity of my heart, assert, ac- Assuranc*.

< { knowledge and declare, that his majesty king George is

*« the only lawful and undoubted sovereign of this realm,

*« as well de jure, that is, of right, king, as de facto, that

c< is, in the possession and exercise of the government ; and

« c therefore I do promise and swear, that I will, with heart

" and hand, life and goods, maintain and defend his right,

f( title, and government, against the descendants of the per-

" son who pretended to be the prince of Wales, during

<c the life of the late king James, and since his decease pre-

« tended to be, and took upon himself, the style and title

" of king of England, by the name of James III, or of

" Scotland, by the name of Jame9 VIII, or the style and

" title of king of Great Britain ; and their adherents, and.

« all other enemies, who, either by open or secret attempts,

" shall disturb or disquiet his majesty in the possession and

" exercise thereof."

r
- I Hale's Hist 63.
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^ 6. The oath of abjuration was introduced by 6 Anne, ch.

oaths ta- 14 j but also materially altered by the statute 6 Geo. Ill,
KEN BY

JUSTICES. C. 5j>

It presently is as as follows

:

Oath of ab- " h A B, do truly and sincerly acknowledge, profess,

juration, « testify and declare, in my conscience before God and

" the world, that our sovereign lord king George, is lawful

" and rightful king of this realm, and all other his majes-

" ty's dominions and countries thereunto belonging. And
« I do solemnly and sincerely declare, that I do believe in

" my conscience, that not any of the descendants of the

*« person who pretended to be prince of Wales, during the

«« life of the late king James II, and since his decease pre-

" tended to be, and took upon himself the style and title

« of King of England, by the name of James III, or of

" Scotland,, by the name of James VIII, or the style and
*' title of king ofGreat Britain, hath any right or title what-
<s soever to the crown of this realm, or any other the do-

" minions thereunto belonging. And I do renounce, refuse,

« and abjure, any allegiance or obedience to any of them.

" Arid I do swear that I will bear faith and true allegiance

" to his Majesty king George, and him will defend to the

<* utmost of my power against all traitorous conspiracies and

V attempts whatsoever which shall be made against bis per-

" son, crown or dignity. And I will do my utmost en-

" deavour to disclose and make known to his majesty and

" his successors, all treasons and traitorous conspiracies

<( which I shall know to be against him, or any of them,

C( And I do faithfully promise, to the utmost of my power,

" to support, maintain, and defend, the succession of the

" crown against the descendants of the said James, and
fC against all other persons whatsoever ^ which succession.
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« by an act, intitled, an act for the further limitation of § 6.

iC the crown, and better securing the rights and liberties
0ATHS TA"

*
. «

KEN BY
" of the subject, is, and stands limited to the princessjosTicE?,

" Sophia, electress and duchess-dowager of Hanover, and
(i the heirs of her body, being protestants. And all these

ee things I do plainly and sincerely acknowledge and swear,

" according to these express words by me spoken, and ac-

" cording to the plain common sense and understanding of

*' the same words, without any equivocation, mental eva-

u sion, or secret reservation whatsoever. And I do make
z< this recognition, acknowledgment, abjuration, renuncia-

" tion, and promise heartily, willingly, and trulyj upon

*« the true faith of a Christian."

The oath of supremacy is in the following terms :

" I, A, B, do swear, that I do from my heart abhor, Oath of ea=

11 detest, and abjure, as impious and heretical, that dam-
prcmac^

« nable doctrine and position, that princes excommunicat-
<c ed, or deprived by the pope, or any authority of the see

«« of Rome, may be deposed or murdered by their subjects,

** or any other whatsoever. And I do declare, that no

" foreign prince, person, prelate, state, or potentate, hath,

< c or ought to have, any jurisdiction, power, superiority,,

" pre-eminence, or authority, ecclesiastical or spiritual,

" within this realm. So help me God."

This oath was imposed by the statute 1 Geo. I, c. 13,

$ 1, upon all officers civil and military ; but, Mr. Erskine

observes, has never been adopted in our practice.*

These oaths must be taken, and all of them, ex-

cepting the assurance, subscribed by every justice with-

in six months, at the general or quarter sessions of

the peace where he shall be, or reside. There is a clausa

• In»titutc,b, i, tit. XI, § 33.
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§ 6. of indemnity, in some act, almost every session of parlia-

oati!,. TA- men* to grjve farther time to justices of the peace to take
KEN BY »>•. •

jxisncEs. the oaths. But the indemnity \s not extended to persons

against whom final judgment shall have been given, nor

exempts any justice from the^enaltics who shall act with-

out being duly qualified.

if taken on- By the statute 1 Geo. Ill, ch. 13, § 2, it is provided,
ly once. ^a^ jU£tices having once taken the oaths under a writ of

dedimus potestatem, shall not be obliged, upon the issuing

of a new commission, to sue out, or have any other dedr

rnus poiestatem from the clerk of the crown; but the clerk

of the peace, or his deputy, shall, on every new commission

being issued, prepare a parchment roll, with the oaths an-

nexed to, and usually taken under the said writ of dedimus

potestatem, engrossed on such roll, and shall administer,

without fee, to such justices, the oaths in such roll specifi-

ed ; which justices, having taken the said oaths, shall sub-

scribe their names on the said parchment roll ; and the said

roll shall be kept among the records of the sessions.

But, by the 7 Geo. Ill, c. 9, such persons as have been,

or shall be, appointed justices, by any commission granted

t>y his present majesty, and have taken and subscribed, or

shall take and subscribe, the oaths mentioned in the said act

of 1 Geo, III ; and such persons as shall be appointed jus-

tices by any commission which shall be granted after his ma-

jesty's demise, by any of his successors, and shall have, after

issuing the first commission, whereby such persons shall be

appointed justices in the reign ofany succeeding king, taken

and subscribed the said. oaths, shall not be obliged, during

the reign of his present majesty, or during any future reign,

in which such oaths shall have been so taken and subscribed,

as aforesaid, to take and subscribe the same oaths, by reason

of such persons being again appointed justices by any subse-
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quent commission which shall be granted during any such § 6 -

reign. That is, they shall not be obliged to take and sub- ken bt

scribe the said oaths more than once in the same reign. The JUST,C ^ 3 -

parchment roll, containing the oaths and subscription of the

justices, is kept among the records of the sessions.

VII. Justices of the quorum were a select number, spc- 5 7-

cially sworn for their knowledge m tne law. This distinc- 8F JUS.

tion never appears to have obtained in this country ; and in TICES »

effect is now done awTay even in England ; as it has long

been usual to repeat the whole names over in the quorum

clause. But this only expresses the confidence of the crown

in the knowledge and attention of all the justices, " since

** all statutes that require the presence of the quorum do

" tacitly signify such a learned man.3

Vin. By the general statutes above mentioned, 15
it was § g -

.,,, ,.. in i i • is -PAYMENT
provided, that the justices " shall have, during the time ofOF THE
" sessions, for every day of their abode (so it do not ex--) USTICES -

t: ceed the number of three days at the most at one time),

" allowed to every one of them fourty shillings of Scots

(i money dayly to be paid and uplifted by the collector of

'« the fines : but neither lord, bishop, privy-counsellor, or w{iat
J
usfi "

* r r J ces are not
" sessiones, shall have any such allowance." entitled to

payment.

On the other hand, it was provided, " that all such jus- Wh
1

at i" sti-

' r J
ces liable to

K tires as have the benefit of that allowance, and shall bebepunished

" absent from every ordinary quarter-sessions, or otherwise, by "ne
J non-atten-

" when he is required lawfully by the custos rotulorum to dance.

tl attend any particular meeting, shall incur the penalty of

(S £40 Scots money, not being lawfully excused, and the

use allowed by the justices there assembled."

Burn, tit. Justices, 2.

b- Acts 1 17, •', 25, and act 1661, ) 26. See Appendix i.

C Ibid.

Vol. I. D
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? 8. Justices of the peace receive no pecuniary recompence

ok hie ">«" their very important extra-sessional services : but as is

justices.
just and reasonable, they are always indemnified for any

How are
pecunjarv disbursements, or expence they may incur, on

demnified account of the public, either on giving a note of it to the
for "pencegj^g. wj1Q wjjj resent {* ^[fa fog ther accounts, in ex-wcurred in * * *

extra-ses- chequer, or, in lesser matters, from some countv fund, such

nessf

bU"'
aS the r°8Ue money*

§ 9- IX. The office ofjustice of the peace, which is held by

the oB- virtue of the commission, naturally expires by the demise of

*1CK ; the sovereign •, but, by special statute/ it endures for six

by the months after, unless in the meantime it be made void by

mise^o/six tne successor. And, for the same reason, it may be recalled

months at his majesty's pleasure, either expressly by writ under the

great seal, or tacitly, by omitting the name in a new com-

mission. But, until notice, or publication of the new com-

mission, the acts of the justices under the former one are

valid.

But the king's death does not determine the authority

of those who are conservators of the peace by virtue of let-

ters-patent, or ratified charters ; which cannot be recalled,

unless they be forfeited, and the liberties seized, on account

of some great misdemeanour, or general defect, in the ex-

ecution of their powers. 5

X. One of the justices is appointed by the king custos

d From the records of the sessions for his reimbursement the fines and

of the County of Edinburgh, it ap- other public money that should come

pears frequently to have happened into his hands. A practice, in more

that the clerk or collector was in ad- than one respect exceptionable,

vance, from the expence of prosecu- « x Anne, st. i, ch. 8, § 2.

tions, and other expences which he f Dak. ch. iii. Burns, tit. Justices,

had disbursed. In such cases it was g m^
customary to ordain him to retain
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rotulonim, and invested with special powers. This office § io.

is not in use amongst us. The name occurs, however, in oe T
"

E v

Cromwell's instructions to the justices of peace, as well asJ USTIc ES «

in the two general statutes, 16 17 and 1661.h

The clerk of the justices, or quarter-sessions, is named Clerk,

by the secretary of state.'

The clerks, according to lord Eankton,k of all inferior Must the

courts ought to be notaries. This opinion is founded upon c be 3

two statutes of James V, 1 and upon the authority of Craig,

who mentions the reduction of a baron decree, because the

clerk was not a notary ; and expressly says, notarius in om-

nibus judiciis intervenire debet, qui quae dicuniur et fiunt in

acta curios redigat.m

h " That we had such a custes rotu- 1 1540, ch. 78 and 8r,

" lorum (observes Mr. Forbes, Jus- m Lib iii, dig. 7, § 20.

" tice of Peace, preface, p. 4.) as Hie mutem scriba, sive clericus, sem-

" they have in England, is clear from per notarius esse debet, ut senatus, in cam

" the first commission for keeping of sa inter dominum de Keir et Hamiltonutrt

" the peace within the shire of Edin- de Pardovan interkcutus, nam earn sen-

" burgh, under the great seal, dated tentiam quam Barocuria pronunceaverat

" 28*11 August 1610; wherein Sir retractavit, ex ea sola causa, quod cleri-

" James Eoulis of Colingtoun, one cut curia nonfuisset notarius. Ibid,

"of the justices of peace therein Notaries derive their name from
u named, was appointed cusios rotu- taking notes of things, to extend

" lorum, cum potestati nominandi ama- more regularly afterwards 'ibid. 1. ii,

" nuensem, seu scribam, qui scripta om- d. 7, 7.) The introduction of the

" nia ad hujusce commissions executionem solemnity of the instruments of nota-

" spectantia in notam redigat, et publicis ties, was, because of old few could

" schedis inserat." write, and the impression of seals was
i Pari. Ja. VII, 1686, ch. 20. The easily imitated (Stair, b i, t. 3.) No-

act 1685, cap. 16, inter alia, empower- taries were either apostolical 01 im-

ed justices to nominate their own perial. The former were established

clerk. But this clause was doubly in the first ages of Christianity, to pre-

repealcd; first, by the last-mentioned 3erve the sayings of the martyrs,

act 1686, and afterwards by the ge- And afterwards, deriving their au-

neral rescissory act 1690,0. 28. thority from the pope, prevaik

k E. iv, ch. 4, '. 9. all places under the papal hierarchy.

They

D2
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§ 10. ij<he clerk f the sessions,
Of F I C E R S

.

Duty of the dfe1" 1}' and imP°rtance t0 tne

clerk.

They appear to have been recognised

in Scotland before the reign of James

III ; for the act formerly mention-

ed, requiring all notaries to be ap-

pointed by the king, provides, " that

" full faith be given to the papall

*' notaries in time bygane in all their

" instrumentes " After the reforma-

tion, ministers were prohibited from

acting as " notaries in ony matters

" (the making of testamentes only

" excepted.)" James VI, c. 133,

1584.

Imperial notaries derived their au-

thority from the civil power. Some

lawyers pretended that the creation

of notaries belonged to the emperor,

hut ::ot to kings. Our statute there-

fore, James III, c, 30 (1469), in refer-

ence to this doctrine, declares, that

" notars suld be maid be the king,

'* and not be the emperour." Vari-

ous statutes have been since passed,

respecting the admission and beha-

viour of notaries. By an act of

queen Mary's (1563, c. 79), all no-

taries were to " be made by the

" queen's letters, and thereafter exa-

" mined and admitted by the lords

" of session." " But now" (s:r Geo.

Mackenzie observes, p 168) " they

u need no letters from the king, but

" depend upon the cierk of register

- and his depute, the clerk to the

" notaries. The clerks of session are,

" by their admission as such, notars,

" though they be not admitted in

" manner mentioned in this act."

An act of sederunt (159.T, Dec. 31.)

anent the admission of notars, pro-

though an officer of inferior

custos rotulorum in England,

vides, " that they half sum honest in

" dustrie and moyane to leve by the

" exercise of that office : That they

" be passed the twentie-fyft yeir of

" their aige, and be hable to wreatt

" weill and correctlie, and to under-

" stand and form onie evident in La-

" tin or Inglis, belonging to the of-

" fice of an notar; the particulars of

" which evidentis the saidis lords

" remittis to the discretion of the

" saidis examinators and sicklike, that

" they have been servandes or pren-

" tises by the space of five yiers of

" before, with some honest and fa-

" mous notar, and produce his mais-

" ter's testimonial of his honest and

" dewtiful behaviour and diligence,

" the tyme of his service, and the

" yeir of his age ; and forder, to try

" thaime on ony other requisitt head

" that the saides examinatours finds

" meitt ; and efter dew triell had be

" thame in the premisses, the saidis

" lordis ordanis thame to report in

" thair presence the hability or inha-

" bilitie of the person presentit, to

" the effect they may admit or refuis

" according thairto the presenta-

" tion." By another act of sederunt,

notaries are prohibited from subscrib-

ing writs for any person who cannot

write, unless they know that the per-

sons for whom they subscribe are the

persona designed in the writ, or that

the same is attested by witnesses who
subscribe the writ, or by other cre-

dible persons ; and the notary thall

mention this when he subscribes, 21 st

July 1 62 3. In the case of a deed ex-

ecuted
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has the keeping of the books, and the registration of things § 10.

in them. officers.

Clerks of inferior courts 2 were prohibited, by a statute Clerk.

of James VII, to register in their books any thing in which
the court is not competent, under pain of deprivation, and
being fined ftve hundred merks.

By particular British statutes, some matters which the

justices have no further cognisance of, are ordained to be

recorded in the books of the sessions. As, for example, by
33 Geo. Ill, c. 54, the regulations of friendly societies must

be exhibited in writing to the justices at the sessions, or ad-

journment thereof, for the county and place where such so-

ciety shall be established ; and if approved of, and confirmed

by the justices, shall be signed by the clerk of the peace at

such sessions ; and a duplicate thereof on parchment shall

be deposited with, and filed by, the clerk of the peace at

such sessions without fee ; besides, persons are ordained to

qualify themselves by taking certain oaths beforethe sessions.

The charge of all this business belongs to the office of

clerk.

The statute of 26 Geo. II, cap. 1 4, after regulating the

fees to be exacted in the justice of peace court, ordains a

table thereof to be deposited with the clerk of the peace,

who is to cause a true copy to be constantly kept in a con-

spicuous part of the room where the sessions are held, un-

der the penalty of .£10.

ccutcd by a person who is blind, or per and necessary to take place as a

who can neither read nor write, the precaution against fraud, and that

reading it over to him, in presence the witnesses may be able, if called

of the witnesses, was found, by a late upon, to establish the fact. 1794,

decision, not to be a solemnity neces- December. Yorkston against Mary
6ary to be mentioned by the notary Grieve.

in his doquet, though it may be pro- * 1685, cap. 38.

D :
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f 10. The sessions are ordained to appoint a sufficient collector
fiici s.

|.or uplifting the flncs anci penalties, which they have power

to impose.' But this officer is now more generally known
under the name of fiscal j a term which does not occur in

any of our statutes. The collector levies the fines, and dis-

burses necessary expences, at the command of the justices.

As public prosecutor, he gives his instance, or concurrence,

in the steps necessary to be taken for the apprehension or

prosecution of delinquents. 15

Who act as The procurators of the sheriff and other courts practise

before the
before the justices; regularly, however, they should be

justices. entered by the sessions. The practitioners of the supreme

8 i66i, § 26.

b It aj.pears from the records of the

justices of the peace of the county of

Edinburgh, that the three offices of

clerk, collector, and fiscal, were ori-

ginally held at the same time by dif-

ferent persons. It was found conve-

nient, and soon became customary, to

appoint one person to the two last

offices. The separate office of col-

lector thus grew into desuetude. But,

for some time
s

after it had become

customary for both office* to be held

by the same individual, there still

continued to be a separate appoint-

ment to each.

The fiscal appears, for the first

time, in those records, upon the o^h

September 1707: " Thereafter, it

«' was represented, that there ought

w to be a fiscal to the justices of

" peace, which had always a relation

" to the collector's office
;
and Ro-

" bert Thomson, being chosen collec-

*' tor formerly, it was thought fit

" that he should be chosen fiscal

;

" whereupon the said Robert Thom-
" son being called, and demanded, if

" he would accept of the said office,

" he judicially accepted the same

;

V and thereupon the oalh, &c. of al-

" legiance was administered to him ;

" which he swore, and did sign, with

" the assurance ; and he was also

" sworn defddi; and thereupon the

" said Robert Thomson was a

" ted fiscal to all the courts of the

" justice of peace, and he to have

" right to all the emoluments there-

" of, and to act and do as fully as

" any fiscal may do, and to substitute

" fit persons at the several courts

" where he cannot attend himself,

" who were to be accountable to

" him; and thereupon the said Ro-

" bert Thomson took instruments."

c By the zz Geo. II, c. 46, no per-

son shall act as solicitor, attorney, or

agent, or sue out any process at any

general or quarter sessions, either

with inspect to matters <[ a criminal

or civil nature, unless he is admitted

and inrolled according to law on

pain of £50 to him who shall sue in

twelve months, with treble costs:

and if any attorney shall permit any

person to make use of his name in

the said court, he shall, in like man-

ner, forfeit £50. This statute has

never been understood to apply t«

Scotland.
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courts occasionally practise before the sessions of the peace. § 10,

In the records of the sessions of the peace, we meet with°"^" s

the first legal names that have appeared in this country, as justices.

occasional pleaders in that court.

Constables are appointed by the justices of peace as Constables,

their officers for executing their warrants, &c. But the

various important duties of that office will be more fully

explained below.

XI. Extensive counties are usually divided into dis- § n.

tricts, for the more frequent and speedy administration of
DIVIS10N

* r J OF COUN-

justice. But the jurisdiction of each justice remains entire ties into

over the whole county. The sentence of a district meet-
DISTR1CTS '

ing, therefore, will bind persons who do not live within
6e

°

tenct £

the district. The justices of the peace of the shire of Ayr a district

divided themselves into several districts. The justices ofi^'p^-.

the districts of Cunningham imposed a penalty upon cer- sons livinS

tain persons who lived in the district of Kyle. This was district i

objected to, and the answer made for the justices of the

former district was, that they are justices of the peace over

the whole shire ; and that the division into districts is on-

ly for the more frequent meeting and speedy administra-

tion of justice ; and the residence of the pursuers was with-

in two or three miles of the place where the court was

held. The objection was not regarded.d

Each district has a separate clerk and fiscal. The clerk Officers for

must be named by the general clerk of the sessions, to whom l

he is accountable ; and the fiscal, either by the general fiscal

of the county, or by the justices. It is found extremely in-

convenient not to have those public officers on the spot in

each district; both to attend to the public interest, with re-

spect to nuisances, vagrants, and other matters of police ;

a rullerton againu Hamilton, 19^ November 1714. Dalrymplc,N° 115.
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S «• and to be ready, at a call, to take measures for apprehend-
D1VISION 1 A A

into Dis mg robbers, house-breakers, or other felons, when any crime
iBicTs.

jjas been committed. In the former case, when no such of-

ficer is on the watch, the public interest is in danger of

being altogether neglected, from the dubious title of any

one individual, or the disinclination naturally felt, to dis-

charge a duty equally incumbent on all. In the latter

case, it frequently happens, that, before a return can be ob-

tained from the county town, the delinquent may have

escaped ; and though the fiscal's concurrence is not neces-

sary, in applying for a warrant, it is certainly desirable, if

possible, to have the thing from the first done regularly,

under the eye of the proper officer.3

§i2.
^ XII. Justices of peace have expressly, by their com-

ces act mission, jurisdiction, as wT
ell within, as without liberties.5

•liber

1
-*' liberties, says Mr. Burn, here mean those " liberties and

ties? « franchises which have return of writs, and not such as

i( are counties of themselves, as London, Norwich, York,"

&c. " They may," he adds, " execute their office with-

" in any town (not being a county within itself), though
*' it have a special commission of the peace for its own li-

« c raits, unless there be also an exclusive clause prohibiting

is the acts « others from acting within the bounds." And bethinks
... , o

liberty
^ " questionable whether such a special exclusive clause

null? " makes void the acts of the county justices within the

" liberty j although the justices, who proceed in defiance

" of it, may perhaps be punishable, as for a contempt of

" the king's prohibition." 11 Eut he notices the case of Tal-

bott and Hubble, tit. 14, c. 2, where lord-chiefjustice Lee

delivered the resolution of the court of king's bench, that

the act of the county justices, in such case, would be void,

and not to be considered only as a breach of the franchise.

In this country, the magistrates of the different boroughs are

* Book ii, ch. i, $ 3.
c Ibid.

b Burn, tit. Justices, § 2. d Ibid.
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generally inserted in the nomination ofjustices for their re- §13,

spective counties ; and throughout Scotland the county jus- j^.^."^

tices are in use to exercise their jurisdiction as freely with- act with-

in, as without, the liberties. 3
riE^

* "As to the power'
1

(says Mr. For-

bes) " that justices of shires here do

" claim in cities within the same,

" whose magistrates are heritable jus-

" tices of peace, that being presently

" under debate betwixt the justices

" of Mid-Lothian and the Town of

" Edinburgh, and perhaps to be laid

" before parliament ; I shall r.ot pre-

" sume to expose my private thoughts

" upon so tender a point of jurisdic-

" tion, so anxiously disputed on both

" sides." Forbes, part ii, p. 5. From

the justice of peace records, it appears

that this point was very warmly dis-

puted with the magistrates; who
went the length, not only of dis-

owning the sederunts of the justices,

but even of preventing the execution

of their sentences within the city.

On one occasion, where the justices

had sentenced two thieves to be

whipped through the town by the

common executioner, the magistrates

would not permit their officer to ex-

ecute the sentence. Committees,

from time to time, were appointed

to "commune with the magistrates."

The latter persisting in their refusal,

the justices at last remitted to his ma-

jesty's advocate to prosecute the

thieves before the court of justiciary
;

lO tf> May 1779.

Queen Anne directed her advocate,

sir David Dalrymplc, to inquire into

the dispute, and report his opinion.

He gave an opinion in favour of

the exclusive jurisdiction of the city,

as having « always been reckoned as

" a shyre or county within itself, di-

" stinct from the shyre of Mid-Lo-

" thian, called the shyre of Edin-

" burgh." But this opinion.appears

not to have been regarded in practice.

The county justices have continued

to exercise a concurrent jurisdiction

within the liberties. This dispute

died away, and does not seem to have

ever existed in the ca6e of any other

borough.

Indeed the opinion seems not easi-

ly reconcilable to the immemorial ju-

risdiction of the sheriff of the county

within the city. A city being a

county within itself, would exclude

the jurisdiction of that judge ordina-

ry as much as of the justices of the

peace.

In England, in questions of this

kind, it would appear that much

weight is given to immemorial usage.

Thus, In the case of Blankky -v. Win.

stantly, where it was adjudged that

a charter granting jurisdiction to bo-

rough magistrates over a district not

within the borough, does not ex-

clude the county justices from hav-

ing a concurrent jurisdiction without

express words in the charter. Lord-

chief-justice Kenyon expressed him-

self as follows: "The pro

" stated by the defendant's counsel,

" from Lord Hale, and which was a-

" doptcd in the case Talbot v. Hub-
" ble, namely that the jurisdiction of

«' county justices can only be taken a-

« way by express words, I have al-

" ways understood to be a cardinal

" ground
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i

$*3- XIII. Justices of the peace execute their authority in

act *e- tne county wherein they are justices. They cannot regu-

tond larjy (jo a judicial act out of such county \ nor, when they

kisopc- are in it, does their power extend to other counties. Ju3r

rtox.
tjces f peace, accordingly, when out of the county where-

in they are justices, cannot by their warrant bring a per-

son out of the county of which they are justices, to come

before them in the county where they happen to be ; nor

imprison a person for not giving a recognizance or bail-

bond ; nor grant warrant for committing one suspected of

a crime ; nor exercise any other act of coercive power, or

contentious or compulsory jurisdiction.15

Donimtstc- But justices of peace can do ministerial acts anywhere i

v? where. sucJl as examine a party robbed, take recognisances and in-

formations of consent, and exercise all voluntary jurisdic-

tion.

Such is the general rule : but in some cases particular

« c ground in decisions of this kind. Builer,
J.
—" Then with regard to

" And this is not more grounded in " the usage—usage, consistent with

«* law than inconvenience ; for it does "the meaning of the charter, ha»

«' sometimes happen in limited juris- " prevailed for 190 years past. And
" dictions, that little factions and in- " if the words of the charter were

" trigues step in and impede the ad- " more disputable than they are, I

«' nviiistration of justice. In this par- "think that ought to govern this

t( ticular case we should pause before " case. There are cases in which

" we broke in upon the usage which " this court has held that a settled

« has prevailed for near two centu- " usage would go a great way to

" ries, and which has at least grown " controul the words of a charter.

'' venerable from length of time, that " And it is for the sake of quitting

*' both the county and borough jus- " corporations that this court has always

*' tices have, without any objection, " upheld long usage, ivhere it was pos-

* concurrently administered justice in " sible, though recent usage would

" this place," &c. His lordship adds, " not perhaps have much weight."

** It is clear that usage alone would Durnf . Rep. vol. iii, p. 279.

c' not prevail against the express pro- b Bacon Abridge, vol. iii, 798. %

•« visior.s of the charter: but in this, Hawk. 37. 2 Hale's '^ist. 505,

" as in other cases, contemporary and' Bacon Abridge, vol. iii, p. 798.

" continued usage is a good guide for

tf the construction of it."

3
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statutes authorize justices to exercise compulsory jurisdic- ^ I , <

tion out of their county. can jus-

tices ACT
BEYOXD

Thus, by 28 Geo. Ill, c. 49, any justice acting as such, their }U .

for any two or more counties, being adjoining counties, T10N
>

"

may act in all matters and things whatsoever, concerning, Exception

or in anywise relating to any or either of the said counties:^/. a8 Ge0'

. . ,
HI, c. 49,

and all acts of such justice, and of any constable, or other respecting

officer, in obedience thereto, shall be as valid, eood, and *wo ad
J
om*

,
ing coun-

effectual, in law, as if they had been done in the county ties.

to which they more particularly relate. And all constables,

and other officers of the said county to which such acts re-

late, are required to obey the warrants, orders, directions,

and acts, of such justice so granted and done, and to do

and perform their several duties, under the pains and pe-

nalties to which any constable or other officer may be liable,

for a neglect of duty. c But it is necessary that the justice Must fesidc

be personally resident in one of the counties at the time of^ one
°[,

doing such act, and that the orders or directions be direct- time.

ly given,, in the first instance, to the constable, or other

officer, in the county to which the same may particularly

relate.

It is farther provided, that it shall be lawful for any con- Powers of

stable, or other peace officer, or any other person apprehend- *
j

co
?
st
^"

ing, or taking into custody, any offender, and whom they cers in the

lav- Cully may, and ought to apprehend, by virtue of their "*^°°°f

office, or otherwise, howsoever, to convey him to any jus- so granted,

tice acting for the said county, and resident in such ad-

joining county, and so to act in all things as if the said

justice were resident within the said county to which they

respectively belong. And all persons obstructing such con-

stables, or other peace officers, in the execution of their

respective offices, in such adjoining county, shall be liable

t,') the same pains and penalties as if the same had been
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f
y

i 3 . committed in the county for which the said constables, or

other peace officers, were appointed to act.b
CAN HE
ACT BE-

YOND HI8

JURIS-

DICTION ?

The same statute makes it lawful for any sheriff, consta-

ble, peace officer, or other person, lawfully taking into, or

having in his custody any offender, whom he might law-

fully convey to gaol, or place of safe custody, to convey

such person into, and through, any part of, the said coun-

ties so adjoining in the way to such gaol, or place of safe

custody, within the county wherein such offence was com-

mitted. And all persons escaping from such custody, or

aiding or assisting such escape, or rescuing such offender,

shall be subject to the like pains and penalties as if the same

Exception had been done in the county wherein such offence was
by 24 Geo. committed. And as to the latter case, wherein it is sup-
II, c. sSi as .... .

to indorsa- posed that his power is limited unto that county only, it is

tion o£war- enacte(j fry the 24th Geo. II, c. 55, that if any person a-

gainst whom a warrant shall be issued, shall escape, go

into, reside, or be in any place out of the jurisdiction of

the justice granting the warrant, any justice of the place,

where such person shall be, upon proof, on oath, of the

handwriting of the justice granting such warrant, shall in-

dorse his name thereon, which shall be a sufficient autho-

rity to execute the warrant within such other jurisdiction.

'

Terms of The justice may further order (if he think fit) the

rantT

31
*

P^ty* according as he shall appear bailable or not bailable

upon the face of the warrant, to be brought before himself,

or some other justice or justices of that county, or to be

carried back into the county from whence the warrant did

issue.

Tenants Justices, either of the county from which tenants fraud-

Wmov-'* ulently remove goods, or of that in which they are conceal-

ing their

Soods b 28 G. 3, c, 49- § ».
c

I 3-
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ed, may convict the offenders in their respective counties. S r 3-

Unless facts are stated to make the contrary appear, the,^ B

T
E

" ET

supreme courts always presume in favour of the acts of in- yonb

ferior jurisdictions. 3

COUNTY

Any justice acting for any county at large, may act as

such at any place within any city, town, or precinct, be-

ing a county of itself, and situate within, surrounded by,

or adjoining to, any such county at large.b

And by 33 Geo. Ill, c. 55, $ 3, where distress cannot be Levying

found in the jurisdiction ofjustices granting warrants for .^q**' n£
that purpose, it is provided, that the same may be levied inc. 55.

any other county or place, upon such warrant being indors-

ed by a justice of such other county or place.

XIV. No maxim is more firmly established, than that a §14.

judge or magistrate, ought to be completely disinterested.
"

C

N
E

A
0F

U '

A justice of peace, therefore, ought not to exercise his",ACEACT

powers, either as a member of the court of sessions, or out RELATES

of the sessions, in matters where he himself is concerned. T0 HIM ~

Accordingly the provost of the borough of Rutherglen hav-

ing fined and imprisoned one for alleged removing of

land-marks between him and other proprietors, of whom
the judge himself was one, the court of session decided

that in that case he could not sit as judge, but should have

declined himself; and that it was sufficient ground to make

him liable for the damages and wrongous imprisonment.

And the English court of lung's bench went ths farther

length of <* laying the mayor of Hereford by the heels,"

for sitting in a cause where he himself was lessor of the

plaintiff in ejectment, though he, by the charter, was sole

judge of the court.d

* K.-v. Morgan, H. 22. G. Ill, Cal. c Fount. 27 th
July 1711 ; Leitch

Cas. 156. Burn, tit. Justices, \ 2. Dictionary, voce Reparation.

t> 9 Geo. Ill, c. 7 ; 28 Geo. Ill, c. d x Salt. 396. Burn, tit. Justice.

4?>$-7- Burn, tit. Justices, § 2. ^5.
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§ 14. Justices, therefore, ought rather to cause offenders to bs

Ĉ

N

E 3

U

^CT carried before some other justice, or get another justice

in their to be present/ But, in some cases, the justice of peace

cause ? may act *n *^s own cause I f°r example, if he shall be as-

saulted or (in the doing of his office especially) abused to

his face, he may commit such offender until he shall find

sureties for the peace or good behaviour, as the case shall

require. But, Dalton observes, if any other justice were

present, it were fitting to desire his aid.b

Neither can a justice sit as a member of the sessions in

any cause which concerns himself. c This was disapproved

of by the king's bench, in a case where a justice of peace

was surveyor of the highways, in a matter which con-

cerned his office coming in question at the sessions, hejoin-

ed in making the order, and his name was put in the cap-

tion. Lord-chief-justice Holt said, " it ought not to be ;

" as if an action be brought by my lord chief-justice

fe Trevor in the court of common pleas, it must be before

*< Edward Nevill and his associates, and not before Thomas
li Trevor," &c. - It was quashed, or dismissed. 11

16 Geo. II, But by the 16th Geo. II, cap. 18, § 1, it is lawful for

tion touch-
everv justice of peace, within his jurisdiction, to execute

ing paro- every thing appertaining to his office, so far as the same
axes

' relates to the laws concerning the poor, vagrants, highways,

or other laws concerning parochial taxes, levies, or rates,

notwithstanding he is chargeable with such taxes within

any such parish or place affected by such his acts

No act already done by such justice shall be void, be-

cause himself is rated.

a Dalt. cap. 173.
c H. 3. An.

b Dalton, c. 173. Bac, Abridge- <* % Salk. 607. Burn, tit. Justices,

ment, vol. hi, p. 8oi. * j.
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But this act does not empower any justice for any coun- § *4*

ty or riding at large, to act in the determination of any ap- ticks act

peal to the quarter-sessions for any such county, from any IN THE1*

order or thing relating to the parish or place where such cause?

justice is so charged.

The late statute, 39 Geo. Ill, c. 56, in favour of colliers

giving certain powers to justices of peace, provides, that no

coal-master, or lessee of coal, shall act as a justice of peace

under this act ; and in like manner, in excise matters, the

acts 15 Car. II, and 14 Geo. II, prohibit justices concerned

in particular trades from acting as justices in any informa-

tions respecting those trades.

XV. "Justices of peace," Mr. Forbes observes,3 "for- $*&
TU STIC i.9

(t merly were censurable by the privy-council of Scotland OF THE
<c for any miscarriage in their office ; and now, in conse- PtACE

»

WHE V PI/--

" quence of the Union, are answerable for' their good be-NmtABue,

" haviour to the privy council of Britain."

Besides, they act under the review of the supreme judi-

catures of the country ; and are liable, according to cir-

cumstances, either criminally, before the court ofjusticiary

or, for pecuniary reparation before the court of session.

The plea that justices of the peace cannot be called to

account in the courts of session or justiciary, has been fre-

quently pleaded in both courts, but uniformly repelled.b

* Justice, part ii, c. i, £ 30. in their official capacity as justices

b Sir John Carnegie of l'ittarrow, of peace in settling a minister; and

and John Arbuthnot of Fordoun, that, for what they did in their of-

were prosecuted, at the instance of fice, they were responsible only to

Mr. John Blair, agent for the kirk, king and council. It was answered,

and of Sir James Stewart, her majes- that they had exceeded the bounds of

ty's advocate, as art and part, of a their commission, and been guilty of

violent intrusion into a church. a violence and riot; which was only

They had recourse to this defence, so much the more blameable for that

among many others, that, on the oc- very reason. " The court repelled

libelled, thej had been acting " their defences." Jan. 10, 1709.

A
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%ts .

1U.-.TICES,

WHEN PU-

NISHABLE.

But justices of peace not being professional men, nor

deriving any personal emolument from the discharge of their

A similar decision was pronounced

in the following case, which also in-

volved another point, that will come

under our notice afterwards, viz. an

interference of the different jurisdic-

tions within the same territory :

The presbytery of Kirkwall had

found a man, of the name of Oliver

Turk, guilty of adultery, and appoint-

ed him to be censured, agreeably to

the forms of the church. The man

applied to the justices of peace of the

county, who pronounced a judgment,

finding that there was no proof of

the adultery ; but appointing both

the man and woman, as guilty of scan-

dalous behaviour, to give satisfaction

after another manner. The minister

brought the Justices, by indictment,

before the court of justiciary ; which

decided that the " appointing Oliver

'* Turk to satisfy church discipline in

" another manner than was appoint-

" edby the presbytery and kirk-ses-

" sion of Kirkwall, and sending to

" protest against the minister for not

" receiving the delinquent was rele-

" vane to infer an arbitrary punish-

" ment." 1712, August.

The presbytery of Kirkwall, on a

reference, had sentenced William

Stainsgirth and Katharine Crown, his

spouse, to stand in sackcloth, in their

parish church of Birsay, as guilty of

the crime of sorcery. They gave in a

complaint to the justices, stating, that

this procedure was occasioned by

their parish minister, who was one

of the reverend presbytery, and had

pursued them with unrelenting ma-

lice ever since he had stole a sheep

from them. The fact turned out to

be, that the minister had poinded the

sheep in consequence of an order

from the baron-bailie. After a va-

raiety of procedure, too long here to

recite, the justices inflicted a fine up-

on the minister of 40 shillings, and

ordained him to be rebuked or ad-

monished. The minister presented

an indictment to the court of justici-

ary, against the justices for illegal

oppression, &c. The informations on

either side are learned and elaborate.

The justices chiefly pleaded, that

though the sentence might be null,

the judge was not punishable, with-

out palpable injustice, or malus animus.

The court found, " that there is no

" such gross malversation libelled, a9

" to infer a punishment against the

" s-rid justices." 171a, I st August

;

reverend Mr. Sands and others against

captain James Moodie and others.

Only one other case shall be men-

tioned. The baron-bailie of Dunse

made an act that none should wash

leather or skins in a certain damhead

in that barony, under the penalty

of £3 Scots. Some persons exer-

cising the business of tanning and

dressing leather, gave in an appli-

cation to the justices, complaining

of this regulation, and craving re-

dress. The justices ordained the

baron-bailie to give in answers ; and

also that the damhead, in the mean-

while, should be used as formerly.

The complainers took the benefit of

this permission. The baron-bailie, of-

fended at their disobeying his prohi-

bition, imposed a fine upon them, and

imprisoned them till payment. The

justices, taking offence at this, as an

insult to their authority, ordained the

complainers to be set at liberty. The

constables
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various and importan

gence and protection.

various and important duties, are entitled to great indul- § 15.

JUSTICES,
WHEN PU-

NISHABLE.

They are not liable in damages, still less in punishment,

although they act illegally, unless they likewise act corruptly

This rule perhaps may likewise apply to justices when Lenity and

acting ministerially. At least the error, to be punishable, or a g^rTic.
06

ground of awarding damages, must be gross and palpable, them.

There are cases, however, where no integrity of intention

can excuse a deviation from the letter of the law. The
personal liberty of tfie subject is carefully protected ; and

illegal, or informal, attacks upon it, seldom escape with

impunity. If a magistrate imprison a person, without ob-

serving all the requisites of the act 1701, bona fides will

not, in general, save him from being subjected in damages,

as guilty of wrongous imprisonment.*

When justices, again, are acting as a court in the exer-

cise of their judicial powers, it must be a very strong case,

indeed, with flagrant proof of their having acted from cor-

rupt motives, that will make them personally liable. But

where the iniquity and partiality of an inferior judge,
l - or clerk, is very gross and palpable, so that it looks like

" dolus, or lata culpa) the court of session," says Lord

Fountainhall, <( will sustain action, and will find a judge,

constables executed their sentence. " masterful or wilful encroachment

The baron-bailie reincarcerated them. " and insults on any jurisdiction con-

Upon this the justices, not only again " stituted in favour of any private

ordained the complainers to be set at " person," &c. The court assoilzied

liberty, but proceeded to the more the justices (dismissed the action.)

decisive step of imposing a fine upon But, amidst the various defences

the baron-bailie himself, and granted pleaded in long papers,- the justices

•warrant to apprehend him for pay- did not pretend to decline the su-

ment of it. The baron, Mr. Kay of preme criminal tribunal as incompc-

Drummelzier, now interfered, and tent to review their official conduct.

presented an indictment to the court 1731, Feb. 2 ; Hay of Drummelzier

of justiciary against the justices. The agair.6t Cockburn of Langton, &c.

libel bore, " whereas all unwarrant- a B. 7,, c. 3, (j 6.

" able u»urpation or jurisdiction.

Vol 1. K
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§ is-
c< or clerlr, liable for repayment of the sum so unjustly de-

cen.ed •'

pop
U1 L

MSUABLE.

In Eng'and it is said, " that a justice of peace is not pu-

" nishcble at the suit of the party, but only at the suit of
11 the king, for what he doth as judge, in matters which
" he hath power by law to hear and determine without

" ihe concurrence of any other, for regularly no man is

" Kab.e to an action for what he doth as judge."5 If this

means, that in no case a private part} may bring a civil ac-

tion of damages for reparation of injustice done to him by

a judge through malice or corruption, the principle has not

been admitted into cur lav. ; in which the only distinc-

tion that obtains betwixt the responsibility of a justice of

peace, when acting ministerially, and when acting judi-

cial! v, is tin's, that in the one case mere error and ignorance

sometimes subjects in damages ; in the other, the error

must be wilful. Accordingly, in the cases just now quot-

ed from the justiciary records, the indictments were at the

instance of private prosecutors. And while scarcely one

instance occurs of the punishment of a judge at the suit of

the crown, actions of damages at the instance of private

parties abound in our records. Thus, the private party

having prosecuted certain justices of the peace who had

granted an act of warding for recovery of a civil debt, the

court of session, while it assoilzied (acquitted) them from

the conclusion for damages, thought it necessary to put

absolvitor upen the express ground of the communis

error ; in consequence of wl ich, that illegal practice had

been long unchallenged in tho-e parts of the country.

And in a late action of damages at the instance of a private

party against certain justices of pence, for improper judicial

proceedings against him, not only had the court of session

no difficulty to refuse a demand made by the defenders, that

the pursuer should find caution (security) for ex, ences incase

1679, January 24. ^"ol. i, p. 37.
c 1 754, July 9 ; Blaw of Castlchill

b Bac. Abrid. v. Justices. F. against Robert Geddes and ether jus-

tices of the peace.
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of his not succeeding in the action ; but, farther, it was ob- * *•?

JUSTICE S

.

served from the bench, that though complaints against in- WHEN PU.

feriorjudges or magistrates would noi be readily listened to,
NISHABtI

yet the door was not to be shut against any person complain-

ing of wanton or wilful oppression, and that the security

of judges and magistrates, however desirable, is not to be

maintained at the expence of the rights and liberties of the

subject. 1

The principle, indeed, in favour of those exercising ju-

dicial functions, is carried so far, that, even where damages

are awarded to the private party, it is rather against any

other person who is to blame for the judgment, than against

the judge who pronounced it. Thus, in a late case, 5 the

dean of guild (the procedure of whose court is summa-

ry) having granted warrant of imprisonment, without the

requisite preliminaries, and an action being brought by the

person injured, concluding for damages against the private

party, and against both the judge and the procurator-fiscal,

the court of session, while their lordships were clear that

the imprisonment was illegal, yet acquitted the judge, who
was not suspected of being intentionally to blame, and

awarded damages against the procurator-fiscal, whose bu-

siness it was thought to be to know the forms of court,

and prevent the irregularity.

JUSTICES of peace, Dr. Burn observes, are not liable to
notboth

^
be punished both criminally and civilly on the same ac- criminal

count; and the party will not be allowed to insist in the action '

rin.inal prosecution till he relinquish the civil action,

should it be already commenced. ,

So far is this carried in England, that, " even in the case
'•* of indictment/ and though the indictment be already

. Bell against Maxwell and others, c Bum, tit. Justices of peace, § 6.

nuary i 7 j t d Indictment is a criminal prose-

18; Willi.m Butter cution at the suit of the king, dc-

'v. Gloag and others. mundinj punUhment lor an offence

E '4 agciitiii
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s 15. <* found, yet the attorney-general, on application made to

wiie-

C

i'u-
" him, will gram a noli prosequi x upon such indictment,

msHAbLE. «« if it appear to him that the prosecutor is determined to

(t carry on a civil action at the same time." b

Another privilege is bestowed on this magistracy by

the 7 James VI, c. 5 ; by which it is enacted, that if any

action " shall be brought against a justice for any thing

** done by virtue of his office, he may plead the general

<f issue, and give the special matter in evidence ; and if he

<f recovers, he shall have double costs." c And by the 21

James VI, c. 1 2, such action shall not be laid but in the

county where the fact was committed.

A still more important security in favour ofjustices of

peace, is, the 24 Geo. II, c. 44, by which it is provided,

that no writ shall be issued out against, or copy of any pro-

against the public, in contradistinc- " whereby to evade it," &c. " For-

tiori to appeal ; which is an accusa- " merly it was seldom pleaded, tx«

tio» by one private Object against " cept when the party meant wholly

another for some heinous crime de- " to deny the charge alleged against

manding punishment on account of " him. But when he meant to dis-

the particular injury suffered, rather " tinguish away, or palliate the

than for the offence against the pub- " charge, it was always usual to set

lie. Blackstone, B. iv, ch. 23,p. 312. " forth the particular facts in what
a This power of quashing criminal "

is called a special plea, &c. But

actions does not belong to the lord " the courts have of late, in some in-

advocate, who cannot refuse his con- « stances, and the legislature in many

currence to any criminal prosecution " more, permitted the general issue

which the private party is willing to " to be pleaded, which leaves every

carry on at his own expence. This " thing open,—the fact, the law, the

will come under our view afterwards. " equity of the case; and have al-

b Bur. Mansf. 719. K. & Field- " lowed special matter to be given

jng, H. 32. G. 2. Burn, tit. Justices
" in evidence at the trial. And

of Peace.
" though it would seem as if much

c This relates to a peculiarity of " uncertainty and confusion would

English form, not applicable to cur " follow from so great a relaxation

courts. " The general issue is what " of the strictness anciently observ-

" traverses, thwarts, and denies at " ed, yet experience has shewn it to

*' once, the whole declaration, with- " be otherwise." Blackstone, b. iii,

M «ut offering any special matter ch. 20, p. 305.
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cess, at the suit of a subject, shall be served on any justice § 15.

for any thing done by him in the execution of his office,
[v HEN. p„l

until notice, in writing, shall have been given to him, or nishaule.

left at his usual place of abode, by the attorney for the

party, one month before the suing out, or serving the

same, containing the cause of action, and indorsed with his

name and place of abode, for which he shall be entitled to

a fee of twenty shillings, and no more. a

It was decided in the court of session, that the benefit

of this last statute extends to justices of peace in Scotland.

But this was reversed on appeal.b

But doubts have always been entertained of the pro-

priety of this reversal. The phraseology, indeed, of the

statute, is entirely English. This circumstance, however,

as we shall have often occasion to remark, being common

to it with many statutes confessedly British, seems, there-

fore, scarcely sufficient evidence that this statute was not

intended to include Scottish justices of peace, who are cer-

tainly entitled to the same protection and encouragement

with their English brethren, in the execution of those

* $ I. Geo. II, cap. 44, resting chiefly upon

b Duke of Douglas against Lock- the last clause, by which it is provid-

hart, 18 ' December 1753. The suit ed, that no action shall be brought

was for malversation in office, as jus- against any justice of the peace for

tice of the peace. And as the deci- any thing done in the execution of

*ion of the la9t resort in this very his office, or against any coitstable,

important case has been so generally head burrough, or other officer or

disapproved ef, and as the application person.acting as aforesaid, unless com-

of statutes to this country is still a menced within six kalendar months

matter often of much difficuky, no after the act committed,

apology perhaps will be necessary for Lockhait and Pringle for the pur-

quoting the pleadings at some length, suer, answered : The statute does not

conducted fey the ablest counsel then extend to Scotland : for, that the En-

it the bar. gUJj la ^u -UOrJs used, and the English

Pcrguson, Miller, and Swinton.for la-w forms referred to in this statute, im-

thc defender, pleaded the statute 24 /lied a limitation of it to England. Par-

ticularly

£3
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5 is- powers and duties, which are now the same throughout
J05TICEI,
WHEN ru-

MSIIABLE.

all the kingdom.

ticularly, it mentions only vexatious ference U forms known in the English

actions brought against justices of law only, in case these words andforms

peace, where the trial of these actions can be translated into ear law, ivill no*

is by a jury ; therefore the remedy imply limitation to England. To verify

provided by the statute cannot be this, many instances may be given ; in

applied to actions brought against some of which trials by jury of civil

justices in Scotland, where trial by cases seem to have been as much in

jury in civil cases is unknown. That, the eye of the legislature as in the

although the last clause of the statute cases now debated
;
particularly the

is rather more general than the acts of indemnity, t Geo. I, sess. 2,

others, yet it cannot be taken separate cap. 39; 19 Geo. II, cap. 20; the acts

from the others, but the whole must against gaming, 9 Anne, cap. 14; 12

be extended or restricted together. Geo. II, cap. 28; iS Ceo. II, cap. 34 ;

Jn general, ihjt it lucre of dangerous con- the Stage act, IO Geo. II, cap. 28 ;

sequence to the-law 'of Scotland to admit upon which judgments have been

of all the British acts which are not ex given by this court, although the last

pressly limited te England; for in that clause of it is liable to the like objec-

case many acts, altogether inconsistent tion as the clause in question. See

•with our U'c, and which -were never also the annual mutiny acts, as well

supposed to extend to Scotland, would he as 12 Anne sess. 2, cap. 16, 12 Geo.

introduced into it. Instances of this II, cap. 21; 15 Geo. II, cap. 28; ]8

are, 7 Anne, cap. 18; 8 Anne, cap. Geo. II, cap. 10; and 24, $ 4; 19

14; 9 Anne, cap. 20; 10 Anne, cap.

20 12 Anne, cap. 7; 12 Anne, sess. 2,

cap. 23; 4 Geo. I, cap. 12; 11 Geo.

I, cap 29 ; 20 Geo. II, cap. 19.

Geo. II, cap. 21 and 37; 23 Geo. II,

cap. 13; 5 Geo. II, cap. 39. Fur-

ther, were the use of words, or re-

ferences to forms, sufficient to imply

Replied for the defender, that since a limitation to England, what would

the Union all acts of parliament must be the use of an express limitation

be construed to extend to both king- in many cases, as in 4 Geo. i, cap.

doms, except such where limitation to n; 2 Geo. II, cap. 25; 9 Geo. II,

one of them is either exptessed or im. cap. 36 ?

plied. . That as itfrequently happens that In this case the court at first decid-

Englishla yei are employed tofrtme the ed that the statute extends to Scot-

bills in parliament, so these gentlemen na- land ; this judgment it afterwards al-

turally make use of the w ords and refer ti tered ; but ultimately adhered to the

theforms, of. that law in which they are first judgment, that the statute ex-

tnost versa/it, without any intention of tends to Scotland. By their second

limitation to England ; and, therefore, interlocutor, they found the act d:d

when there is equal reason for extension not extend; ' ut by their third and

to both kingdoms, the use if -words, cr re- fourth interlocutors, they adhered to
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the first, and found the act extends rented ch : rfly on th :8 ground, that

to Scotland. Scotland w~s not mejitio icd in the

It has been verbally handed down act : a principle, certainly which has

at the bar, that the duke of Argyle, not governed -he constructs of

and the other peers who took the other .statutes, as we sh •
I hd>/e i.c-

Iead in obtaining the reversal of the cation to notice in subsequent parts of

judgment of the court of Session, the work.



CHAP. II.

Of the Sessions of the Peace*

$ i. I. "IT^E a^ now arrived at what Lambard calls 1 "tho:e
the con yy « matters of greater weight which do requireSTITUTION & & 1
and row. « the solemne bench and figure ofjudgment.''
ERS IN GE-
NERAL.

But the sessions of the peace are seldom without the aid

of skilful and experienced justices ; to whom written in-

structions, to use the language of the same author, are only

*{ setting a candle in the sunshine, and rather bewray want
u in the writer, than bring help or light unto them."b

HePvE, therefore, notwithstanding the importance of the

subject, a minute explanatory detail may not be so practical-

ly indispensible as even in lesser matters of extra-sessional

business, where the justice of
.
peace may be called to act

individually, on the spur of the moment, apart from his

learned brethren, and experienced officers. It would be a

defect, however, in this work, to omit so important and ex-

tensive a branch of the duty of this magistracy. But it

must be entered upon with the more caution and diffidence,

and will be received with the more indulgence, that the

• Eircnarcha, b. iv, proem. •> Ibid.
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Scottish sessions of the peace have been far from being so $ i„

fortunate as the English; which are copiously, accurately, TIIEIR

and minutely, explained, by a succession of authors, of esta- TioN and

blished reputation. The authority of books, therefore, can-
P0WERsIS

.

r J 3 3 GENERAL.
not, it will readily occur, always be appealed to throughout

this explanation ; which indeed chiefly results from atten-

tively considering, and carefully comparing together, the ac-

counts of the practice of their respective jurisdictions, obli-

gingly communicated from every quarter, and almost every

county in Scotland, by the gentlemen who hold the office

of clerks of the peace.

The sessions of the peace, according to the English law- The ses-

yers, is "a court of record, holdenby two or more justices S10ns of the

i
peace de-

<c of the peace, whereof one is of the quoru?n} for the ex- fined.

" ecution ot the authority given them by the commis-

" sion of the peace, and certain statutes and acts of parlia-

** ment."*

The Scottish sessions of the peace differ considerably from

the English, as wel in the questions, as the manner, in which

they exercise jurisdiction. The definition, however, may
perhaps be safely adopted by us, at least with some little ex-

ion. But a difficulty occurs at the very threshold. A
court of record is not a native term of Scottish law. Our own „J

. : -«
* Court of

therefore have not defined or explained it. Lord record,

Stair, who once uses the term, seems to consider it as mean- whatiS il •

ing a court, in whose books deeds are usually recorded.

" Baron courts (says his lordship) are not courts of record,

u ivhrrein writs are usually registered.'^ If this be the crite-

rion of courts of recgfd, it seems to exclude the sessions of

the peace. Writs are not usually registered in their books.

They cannot be registered therein either for personal execu-

tion, which does not follow upon their c! civil mat-

• D It. c. 185. Burn tit. Sc^iont, 4 B. ii, tit. 3, J 63.
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^ * ters, a nor even for conservation merely : which the statute
TBEIR.

<

J '

cons n. of King William b disallows, in t!ie case of incompetent

nd'po
1

courts - Some writs, indeed, are specially ordered to be

entered on record by the clerk of the justices. As, for
KRAl" example, letters of episcopal ordination ; of which the ex-

tract unquestionably bears faith. But a court of reord, ac-

cording to Sir William Blackstone, is, " that where tbe

*' acts and judicial proceedings are inrolled in parchment

" for a perpetual memorial and testimony : which rolls are

,c called the records of the court ; and are of such high and
*' supereminent authority that their truth is not to be call-

" ed in question. For it is a settled rule and maxim, that

" nothing shall be averred against a record ; nor shall any
" plea, or even proof, be admitted to the contrary. And
•* if the existence of a record be denied, it shall be tried by
" nothing but itself; that is, upon bare inspection whe-
* c ther there be any such record or no, else t'ere would
" be no end of disputes

;

d whereas the proceedings in

«' courts not of record, may be tried as to the truth of their

ts existence, or having actually been had by a jury, like

" other matters of fact, and not by mere inspection." e

Every part of this description does not apply to the

Scottish sessions. There is no custos rotulorum. Neither

are their acts taken down in parchment-rolls. In general,

however, their procedure is entered by the clerk in a se-

derunt-book, and authenticated by the subscription of the

presiding justice. Extracts are given out, either of the last

interlocutor, or if the party desire it, of the whole proce-

dure. In the ordinary justice of peace court, the proof ge-

nerally is in writing. The processes are all preserved.

a See below, $ 10. * B. iii, ch. 3, p. 24.

•> 1685, c. 38. ' Woodeson, vol. i, lect. 4, p. 915

* See above, cap. 1, § 10.
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gf ALLcourts of record," SirWilliam Blackstone observe?,* $ *

** are the king's courts, in right of his crown and royal dig- C0NSTI_

" nitv, and therefore no other court has authority to fine r TUTI0N....AND
" imprison ; so that the very erection of a new j unsdiction, mters in

" with power of fine or imprisonment, makes it instantly CENERAL '

" a court of record." And, " on the other hand," Mr.

Woodeson,b adds that et inferior courts not of record cannot

fi hold pleas for trespass, in et armis, because they cannot

u assess a fine."

The decrees of the justices in civil matters are no ground

of personal diligence, but of poinding only. But, as crimi-

nal judges, they can both fine and imprison. Prosecutions

for assault and battery, which seem to correspond to the

pleas for trespass, vi et armis, are not only competent be-

fore them, but form the chief and most appropriate sub-

ject of their jurisdiction. In this view also, the description

would appear to belong to them.

Tivo justices, by the express words of the commission of How many

the peace, are t here, as well as in England, to con- ^"j^
stitute a regular court of sessions of the peace- c That part tute a ses-

of the description, by which one of them must be of tlie
sl°

quorum, has been already explained.*1 °ne of tllc

quorum.

A COURT of sessions of the peace being thus a court held For execu-

for the execution of their general duty, it is not constituted
tlono

|

ieir

by two or more justices meeting for inquiry only, or for the duty.

a Com. E. iii ch. 3, p. 24. in practice, courts were sometimes

b V. i. Lcct. 4, p. 09. held by one justice. Both those er-

c In the case of Fullerton against rors have been corrected by subse-

Hamilton 1 7 14, N°. 19, reported by quent decisions. 17.30, Dec. Reid

rymple, the court of ses- against Finlayson. Diet. Dccis. tit.

sion, ;; the words of Jurisdiction.

the act 1661, found three justices ne- * See chap'cr I, i 7.

ry to constitute a qutrum ,• while,
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Quarter-

sessions de-

fined.

Time for

the meet-

ing of the

quarter-

session.

Act only

directory.

discharge of any particular service, or to inquire, hear, and

determine, of a riot, by virtue of the statute, 13 Henry

IV.

The csurt of general quarter-sessions is described by lord

Bankton/ as " tne quarterly meeting of the justices of

" peace of a whole county, at the times mentioned in their

«' commission, authorised by the statutes." The statute

1661, cap. 12, ordains the justices to meet four times in

the year, viz. the first Tuesday of March, May, and Au-

gust, and the last Tuesday of October.? While this sta-

tute directs the general quarter-sessions to meet on the days

above mentioned, it does not annul their meetings if they

be held upon such other periods as may better suit the

conveniency of any particular county. It shews, however,

the desire of the legislature, that the meetings of the ses-

sions should be regularly held at stated and known times i

much inconveniency having arisen from the loose and ir-

regular practice which formerly obtained in England. In

Scotland, the sessions, almost universally, meet upon the

days specified in the act.

if no quo- If a quorum dees not meet on the day appointed, the

Tum 2t" quarter-sessions may be held any other day within that

quarter of the year.

General

quarter-
•

General

i

Special

stssions.

The quarterly meetings are called the quarter-sessions,

or rather the general quarter-sessions ; and may adjourn

from time to time as may appear necessary. The adjourn-

ed meetings are termed general sessions ; or, if they be

held for some particular piece cf business, special sessions.

c Eambard, ch. iv, '„ I.

f Inst. b. iv, tit. 7,

» Forbes, part it, p. 6.

By the law of England, the quar-

ter-sessions of the peace are held ge-

gerally four times in the year, viz.

in the first week after the feast of S c
.

Michael, the first week after Epi-

phany, the first week after the close

of Easter, and the first week after

the translation of St. Thomas th«

Martyr. Burn, tit. Sessions.
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U.Besides the regular district meetings,'1 the justices withO O » «J THEIR
us have always been in the practice of holding courts at constito

any time, though not by way of adjournment of the quar- ™ w* r<Tik

ter-sessions ; these meetings are called common and interme- ceneral.

diate sessions. b Common.
:ons.

The court of general quarter-sessions is held at the head Place of

borough of the shire ; where, by the common law, all
J^stssfoni,

courts must be held, which are not specially ordainc

meet in some other place. c This wise and salutary rule of

our common law, avoids those inconveniencies, difficulties,

and embarrassments, which are complained of in England *

where, sometimes, it is said, different justices appoint the

general quarter-sessions to meet in different places at the

same time. And what, in such a case, is the proper reme-

dy ; which of the two is to be considered as the legal meet-

ing ; whether both are to be held good, or neither ; and

how the justices, " by whose forwardness," as Dalton ex-

presses it, " such division happens," are punishable ; these

inquiries, which afford subject of dispute and controversy

to the English lawyers,*1 concern not us to whom the

evil is happily unknown.

The sessions may be held in the head borough, even

when it is an incorporation, having its own justices.

The quarter-set. Ions are generally called by advertisement Mode of

in the newspapers, or by letters sent, or other intimation
calims ths

r r J *
_

sessions,

given by the clerk. When a nnmerous attendance is parti- and who is

cularly wished, some justice of high rank and consideration
c
?
nve"er

is usually appointed convener ; in whose name letters are

written, requesting the attendance of the other justices.e

* See chap. I. e Accordingly, during the earlier

b Ersk. Inst. b. i, tit. 4, (, 15. part of the last century, when the or-
c Kaimes' Decisions, v. ii, p. 36. dinary routine of the justice of peace

* Dalt. c. 185 ; Burn, tit. Sessions, business of the county of Edinburgh.
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', i. It is not lawful to hold courts on fcriat or holy days.
their Lord Bankton observes. xi we have no other stated holv days*
CONSTITU- * J J *

tion and " whereof the observance is enjoined on account of religion

gene
RS

l

N " besidesSunday." 1 Formerly inferior courtscould not,with-

out a dispensation from the court of session, sit during the
At what

vacation of that tribunal : that husbandmen might not be
time is it °
unlawful distracted from their labour in seed-time and harvest. 1

' But

rionst

8CS"" justices of peace," Mr. Erskine observes, ".whose powers

meet. '« chiefly consist in preserving good order,may sit at all times

" in matters which concern the public peace; as sheriffs also

<( do in criminal causes." A decree of the sessions, which

subjected a person in damages, for taking rabbits from a

warren, not clandestinely, but openly, and by order ofa per-

son, who claimed the property of the warren, was held to be

null, being pronounced during the christmas vacation. 11

Freedom of Tilat the sessions maybe attended by every person whose
accent the presence a mav ^e nectssary for the furtherance of public

" justice or the service of the king, they are," says Mr.

Lambard, c " invited thereto by a certaine freedome of ac-

was done by numerous meetings of 1696, July 21. 1728, Feb. 29. 17S3'

the county gentlemen, among whom Feb. 16. Fount. 1709, Nov. 12, Lees

were generally several of the judges and Parlone.

of the court of session, and other law c Ibid.

officers, the lord advocate was most d-The court of session decided,

frequently the convener, and en- " that there being no violence libel-

trusted with the charge of procuring " ltd, the justices of peace could not

full meetings of the justices. Extra- " have judged in the cbristmas va-

ordinary meetings were also called " cance ; but found that this and the

by him at the direction of the secre- " former errors could only infer nul-

lity of state, to communicate matters " lities in the decreet, but not da-

to the justices.—Sometimes those " mages against the justices." ^h
communications were made by other November 1714 ; Fullerton and his

justices of distinguished rank; as, for tenants against I
:amilton. Dalrym-

cxample, earlof Dalhousie, in 1767, pie. N°. 115. Mr. Erskine with-

31 st March. out remark, quotes this decision

a B. iv, tit. 42, \ 3. which would require further explain-

b Ersk, b. i, tit. 4, § 1$. Bank. b. ation.

v, tit. 42, ^ 4, Acts of Sederunt, e Eirenarcha, b. iv, c. 3.

sessions
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" cesse, and by protection from common arrest : a thing § r.

* e that is incident to each court of record : and without ihe
Tl

li which justice shouldbe greatly hindered ; so that if a man tios an»

" come voluntarily to these sessions, either to preferre aJ^"V
" bill of indictment, or to give information against another,

i£ or to tender a fine upon an inditement touching him-

*' self, or doe come compelled to make appearance for the

** saving of his bond" (or saving his recognisance, as Bum
expresses it), " and be arrested by the sheriff upon common
(i and original process, in his coming thither, or during his

f( tarrying there ; it seemeth that, upon examination of the

" matter, under his oath, he shall be dismissed" (discharged)

*e thereof by the privilege of this court, even as it is used

<{ in the higher courts at Westminster* But," Dr. Burns

observes, *' Mr. Hawkins puts it more doubtfully, say-

<; ing it is questioned, whether the sessions, as also ail ,

*< courts of record, may rot discharge any person arrested

" during hisjourneying to or from such courts, or necessary

* c attendance there, by process from any ether court. How-
" ever it seems to be agreed, that any such coi rt may dis-

'•' charge a person who shall be so arrested in the face of it.

" 2. Hawk. 5." Dr. Burn further adds, " it seemeth to

" have been agreed in the argument upon colonel Pitt's

" case (which was an arrest in his return from parliament),

*' that not only in the high court of parliament, but also in

** the inferior courts, the parties to the suit, and also the

" witnesses, are protected ingoing, continuing and- return-

" ing. And this returning hath never been very nicely

* s scanned, so as to require a man to go the direct road ; and
" the protection is not forfeited, by the plea of going out of

" the way ; because it may be the pa- ty went to buy a

'« horse, victuals, or other necessaries, for his journey. Nei-
<c ther is the law so strict in point of time, as to require a
< { person to set out immediately after the trial is over; and

* Tit. Sessions.
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§ i. '• for that was cited the case of Hatch and Blesset. T. 13,

An. 1 But where a man is arrested by process, out of

tion and " the courts of Westminster," Dr Burn observes, that

it doth not seem that the justices of the peace (unless the

" arrest is made in the sessions) have power to discharge

" him ; but, on application to the court, from whence the

" process issued, such court probably may discharge him,
i( and punish the person who made the arrest."

In the passage just now quoted (and which Dr. Burn

adopts without alteration), Lambard considers this privilege

as " a thing; incident to each court of record :" and sir Wil-

liam Blackstone b lays down, in the same general terms, that

" suitors, witnesses, and other persons, necessarily attend-

" ing any court of record upon business, are not to be arrest4

" ed during their actual attendance, which includes their

" necessary coming and returning." Upon this, sir Wil-

liam's learned successor in the chair at Oxford, remarks,

« This latter point," (the power of courts of records to pro-

tect and discharge suitors and witnesses from arrests) " sir

" Wiiliam Blackstone, without citing any authority, lays

" down very generalfy. it is, I believe, the received

lt doctrine, and is at least veiy strongly countenanced by

" the case of Clerk v. Molyncux, as reported (1 Lev. 159).

" The same case is to be met with, I. Keb. 845, 1 sed. 269.

11 The distinction eble attributes to the chief jus-

" tice, that a i unish the contempt in arresting,

" and yet not ;e the party arrested, is absurdly in-

" consistent/ c And the learned annotator on the Com-

a In this ca^e the person had a the court held that she ought to be

trial a: .c;, which was discharged, her protection not being'

over on Friday at four in the after- expired, and a little deviation of loit

noon ; she staid there till after dinner ering would not alter it. Str. 987.

on Saturday ; and in the evening at t> B. iii, ch. 19, p. 189.

seven was arrested going home to c Woodeson, Vinerian Lectures,

Portsmouth, which is ao miles ; and Lect. iv, vol. i, p. 98.
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mentaries, remarks, upon the same passage of Blackstone, § r.

" The court of common pleas have laid down this general THEIRr ° CONSTITIT-
" rule, viz. that all persons who have relation to a suitno h and

" which calls for their attendance, whether they are com-
vo

" pelled to attend by process or not, are entitled to privi-

" lege eundo et redeundo ; provided they come bona fde»
" A person, therefore, attending the court, to justify him-
" self as a common bail, is privileged, l H. Bl. 6*36. Bar-

•
' risters arrested upon the circuit, have frequently been
u discharged by the judges. Ibid. The court of king's

" bench have refused to discharge a creditor of a bank-

" rupt, arrested whilst attending the commissioners, to

11 prove his debt ; but, probably, he would have been dis-

" charged by the chancellor, from whom the commission-

" ers of bankrupt immediately derive their authority. I

" T. R. 377. Where a cause is referred by a rule of court,

" the party is protected from arrest whilst attending the

''arbitrator. 3 Anst. 941." a

Concerning this point, our law affords few authorities

or cases. If, as Lambard says, it be a thing incident to

each court, without which justice would be greatly hin-

dered, it should belong to the Scottish sessions also, who
yet appear not to have ever exercised it. Some y«ars

ago this matter, it is said, came under the cognizance of

the court of session; when this opinion, viz. that it was a

power necessarily inherent in all courts, was supported by

the late lord-justice-clerk Macqueen ; while others of the

judges rather inclined to view it as an extraordinary inter-

position, peculiar to the supreme tribunal. But no such

case appears in the books ; nor can any thing certainly be

learned concerning it.

* Black. Comm. with Notes and laws of England in the university of

Additions, by Edward Christian, Esq. Cambridge, t. iii, p. ago, note 4.

barrister at law, and professor ef tbe

Voh L v
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§ i. In a court held at Edinburgh, under the small-debt act,
THEIR
CON6TITU- one °f tne Parties having offered the evidence of a prisoner

tion and in the Canongate jail,, on application by the court to the
POWER SIN
general, magistrates, he was sent up from prison, accompanied by an

officer i and, after giving his evidence, was remanded back

in the same manner. Had it been the case of one confined

for debt, at the instance of any private person, and suppos-

ing him to have contrived to escape by the way, it is not

perhaps very clear how far the interference of the court

would have screened the magistrates from payment of the

debt, even independently of any proof of actual blame or

negligence in the mode of escorting him.

Lord Fountainhall mentions the case of one who was

cited into court, to give up, by the Porteous-roll/ criminal

9 Portcousroll (portuis) is derived

from the Latin verb portare, to carry

(in French fortes vtus.) It was the

catalogue, or roll of names, to be

tried at the justice ayres (itenerajus-

thiariij, or circuit courts of justicia-

ry ; as trahth was the roll containing

the more particular statement of the

offences of the different malefactors.

The traistis, according to sir John

Skene, was so called, because it was

committed " to the traist, faith, and

" credit, of the tierks and crowner

;

" quha, gif they be trustie and faith-

" ful, suld nought reveale, deleete,

tc change, or alter the samin." De

Verborum Significations, v. Traistit

Porteous.

Dittay was the old word for in-

dictment. The ancient court of jus-

ticiary was entirely itinerant, hold-

ing justice ayres, or circuit courts,

over the whole kingdom. At Edin-

burgh, one was held so late as the

reign of James VII. When a justice

ayre was to be held at any particu-

lar place, the old practice was for the

justiciar to issue a brieve of dittay to

the sheriff and his deputes, direcring

him te summon to the head burgh,

or other certain place, of each ba-

rony, twelve or fifteen sufficient men

(ad ' bee opus tnagis sufficienies), of

each tenantry or village (tenendria

seu villa), four or six men ; of each

burgh twelve or sixteen burgesses,

according to the respective popula-

tion of the places (quantitatem keo-

runt et numerum personarum in eisdem

existem) : together with the miller,

breiver, smith, and officer of court of

each barony; " because," says sir

George Mackenzie, " it was prcsum-

" ed that the best intelligence was

" to be had from such public per-

" sons." The purpose of summoning

them was to the taking up of dittay

fad sunum reddendum indictamenta re-'

SiaJi
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dittays (to give information respecting criminals in order to S *

their trial at the circuit court of justiciary), and is taken C0NSTITC.

with caption. He gives in a bill for setting him at liberty ;tion and
, . 11-.1 .it POWERS IN

upon this reason, that the judges gave a protection to all general.

who came in for giving up ditta}*s, and so he could not be

taken. {i The lords inclined to set him at liberty, and to

" sustain the privilege and exemption, (being as favourable

« as a public fair is) though it was founded upon law, in

" regard the justices declared and attested it was their cus-

« torn and practice to grant such protections. Our bro-

« card," (maxim) adds his lordship, (c runs in the contrary

« to this, viz. that nothing can take away signet letters,

** such as caption is ; but signet letters, viz. a suspension,

«< eodem modo unumquodq. dissolvitur"* &c.

The most frequent occasion of the supreme court exer-

cising this power, is in the case of the sanctuary of Holy-

loodhouse ; from whence persons, whose presence is ne-

giaj; that is, to give information of

the offenders within their respective

bounds. These informations were

returned into the court of justiciary :

and from them was made up the

roll of names for trial, called the

Portcous roll.

The statute 8 Annae, c. 16, (> 3,

abolished the ancient method of tak-

ing up dittay by the stress and Por-

tcous roll ; and \ 4 ordains informa-

tions, in order to making up of dit-

tays concerning crimes, to be tried

in the circuits by presentments, to be

made by the justices of their quar-

I ons; or upon informations, to

be taken by the sheriffs, Stewarts,

bailies of regalities, and their depu-

ties, magistrates of boroughs, other

or judges and magistrates, who

arc ordained to hold courts upon the

"aa" of February and zz* of July, year.

ly, for the purpose of receiving in-

formation of crimes to be tried at

the ensuing circuit ; and, at least 40
days before the holding of the court,

to transmit to the lord-justice-clerk

and his deputies, accounts, subscrib-

ed by them, of the names of the of-

fenders, the facts committed, with

the time, place, and other circum-

stances, that may serve to discover

the truth ; as also, the witnesses

names, and titles of such writs as are

to be made use of at the trial. In

practice, Mr. Hume observes, this

piece of duty has ordinarily been al-

lowed to fall into the hands of the

sheriff, whose office, since it was new

modelled in 1748, affords more secu-

rity than of old, for his skill and di-

ligence in such matters. Hume's

Crim. Law, v. iii, p. 31,

* 1679, Nov. 13.

F 2
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5 «• cessary, either on their own account or on the causes of

sok si itu- others, are, at the discretion of the judges, brought to court
tion nd un(jer the custody of one of the macers (officers of court)*
POWERS IN J v '
•BNE&AL. and afterwards reconveyed to the sanctuary ; being protect-

ed, in the meanwhile, from personal diligence.*

If the «e»-

•ions divide.

Can they

refer}

The English lawyers state various cases of difficulty from

the court sometimes happening to be divided ; s in which

case the expedient recommended seems to be, to delay the

,

matter till a full meeting of the justices be called ; or, if

they should still be equally divided, to submit, or refer, the

matter, with the consent of parties, to a higher tribunal.

But it seems to be understood in England, that, without

the consent of parties, they cannot refer any point to the

decision of another tribunal, but only to examine and report. 11

t From being arrested. See more

on this subject, and seme late cases

under Warrants meditatisnc fugte.

% An example of this is the fol-

lowing case, stated by Dr. Burn

(tit. Sessions), from the books of re-

ports (a sess. 193, t. 8, G. II, k.)

and the justices of Westmoreland,

©f " an order of two justices of the

•' borough for removing a poor fa-

" mily : appeal to the sessions of the

•' county, at which the justices were

*' equally divided ; so no determina-

K tion was made, nor the appeal ad-

" journcd. A mandamus (or or-

*' der) was directed to all the jus-

«* tices of the county in general, to

11 proceed on the appeal. And it

" was said that the justices ought in

M this case to have adjourned the

*{ appeal, or continued it over to a

«' subsequent sessions, till, by the

•• coming of more justices, it might

" kave been determined. Or," adds

Dr. Burn (ibid.), " if the court shall

" be still divided, as may happen in

" small counties, or towns corporate,

" where the justices are but few, or

" where the number is reduced by

" reason of the rest being interested,

" in order that the cause may not be

•• hung up for ever, it may be ad-

" visable for the court, by consent

'* of the parties, to affirm or quash
;

" and thereupon state the case spe-

" cially, to be laid before the judge*

" of assize, or before the court of

" king's bench."

h In the case of K. and Hard-

ing, 2. Salk. 477, it was delivered as

the resolution of the court (of king'e

bench), a judge of nisi prius, by con-

sent of parties, " may make a rule to

" refer a cause ; but the sessions can-

M not do so though by consent. They
" may refer a thing to another t»

" examine, and report for their de-

" termination, but cannot refer a

.
« thing
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In this country the sessions of the peace sometimes refer § «•

matters which they cannot conveniently overtake them- c , SS71TC.

selves, to a committee of their number, to examine, take T, °* Alto
* POWtRs 1KT

evidence, and report. This frequently happens ; for ex- ot; >,ERAL.

ample, in the case of appeals to the quarter-sessions, which Must they

will come under our view afterwards.
ta e

/ ,

e

selves by

The persons entitled to act as procurators before the ses-
comi™3-

,
* x sion ?

sions, have been already mentioned.*

The sessions are attended by the justices and clerk of the Bv whom

peace, procurator-hscal, bar-constable, ana other onicers. ttr <ess,oni

By our two general statutes,'' at least one constable musi at arc auend*

tend from every parish, instructed with a commission to an-

swer for the others. By the law of England, the quarter-

session must be attended by the jailor that he may produce

his prisoners, and receive such as are to be committed ; and

by the keeper of the house of correction, to give an account

of the persons in his custody. The same descripuon oi per-

sons ought, for the same reason, to attend the Scottish quar-

ter-sessions ; and all those who are bound over to answer,

©r to prosecute, and give evidence.

" thing to be determined by the " bad : but if they did it by consent

" other. But in the case K. and " of the parties, they h-ve done very

" the justices of Northampton, t. 17,
" right ; and we will never suffer

G. Ill, on a motion to quash an " the party, who consented to the

•' order of session, quashing a poor " reference, to come here to set it

" rate," (that is altering what had " aside ; and 1 think it sufficient if

been done, and striking the pauper " the attorneys consented, and at-

off the list), " on the ground that
' tended at the reference. And the

" the rate was by the sessions refer-
" cause was sent back to the ses-

•• red to two justices out of the ses- " sions, to certify whether it was re-

" cions; and that the sessions after-
" ferred by consent." Cal. Cas. 30.

" wards adopted their opinion with- Burn, tit Sessions.

** out exercising their own judg- See chap. 1, § ij,"

«' mcnt. Lord Mansfield said, if they b 1617 and 1661.

" did this of their own accord, with- c Forbes, Justice, part, ii, C, i, $ 1$.

" out the consent of the parties, it is
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i * II. The uniform practice in England is to read, after the

business, proclamation of the session?, the commission, and some sta-

tutes of peculiar importance. 11 This regular course never

was followed in this country. It has not been usual to read

any of the statutes at the quarter sessions. The new com-

mission is always read at the first meeting of the sessions

after its arrival in the county.

The meeting being constituted, takes up whatever busi-

ness, whether public or private, is competently brought

before it •, first, public matters, as those relative to tbe po-

lice of the country ; such as, bridges, road-money, &c. It

receives reports from committees or district meetings ; aa

account of fines collected by them, &c. &c.

In some counties it is customary to commence the quar-

ter-sessions by reading over the intermediate sederunt-books

of the different district meetings. The sessions of different

counties have frequently communications with one another,

touching matters which require their joint co-operatio'n ; as,

Weights *°r example> the maintenance of the poor,b repressing va-

and meas- gabonds, and adjusting weights and measures. The usual

proper

l
* *°rm *s* ky forwarding to the clerks extracts of the resolu-

standard.

a The king's proclamation against sessions yearly. And the 2 G. IJ, c.

profaneness and immorality is also 24, against bribery and corruption, in

to be read; and, likewise, there are election of members of parliament,

divers acts of parliament required to is to be read at every Easter sessions.

be read in the sessions ; as the 5 El. b Upon this matter much corre-

c. 1, against popery ; and the riot spondence took place betwixt the

act, 1 G. c. 5 : and the black act, quarter sessions of the counties of La-

9 G c. 22; and the 11 and 12 W. nark, Linlithgow, Edinburgh, and

c. 15, about ale measures: 30 G. IF, Hadington, about the beginning of

c. 3, about burying in woollen, are last century. Overtures were present-

required to be given in charge at the ed from the justices of Lanark ; and

sessions. And the 4 and 5 W. c. 24; committees, appointed by the quarter

7 and 8 W. c. 32 ; 3 and 4 An. c. sessions of the county of Edinburgh

18 ; and 3 G. II, c. 25, concerning to converse with the Lanark justice,:..

jurors, are to be read in midsummer thereon.
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tions of the respective sessions, and by appointing commit-

tees to correspond or meet together.

The quarter sessions have been occasionally applied to by

the presbyteries, or synods, of their bounds, to adopt joint

measures for repressing immorality and profaneness.3 The

ORSER OF
BUSINESS.

a Thus, for example, in the year

1742, the reverend presbytery of E-

dinburgh corresponded with the ses-

sions of the peace, touching the best

method to check the corruption of

manners at that time remarkable
;

•which they seem respectively to have

laid the blame of upon each other's

neglect. The presbytery commui-

cated a representation, requesting the

said justices would take into their se-

rious consideration the several acts of

parliament, and his majesty's procla-

mation, against swearing andcursing,

and excessive drinking, and other

profaneness and irregularities; and

take effectual methods for putting

the laws in execution ; and that

they would appoint a court weekly

to be held for that purpose ! This not

having been immediately noticed by

the sessions, was followed with an-

other representation, subscribed by

the moderator Mr. Gustart,andper.

sonally presented by three of the mi-

nisters of the city ; recapitulating

the former, and " also humbly desir-

" ing the justices might restrain the

" acting of plays, under whatsoever
,: pretence, whether of concert or

" otherways, whereby the acts of par-

" liament against them may be elided,

" to the great prejudice and hindrance

" of youth in their education ; and,

" for the reasons therein mentioned,

" their great wisdom, take the most

" proper and effectual methods to

" prevent it." The justices in

their answer, professed themselves

highly sensible how much " profane-

" ness, vice, and immorality, do
'' abound, and are openly practised,

" notwithstanding the many good
" and wholesome laws made against

" the same," &c. " and do declare.

" that they are ready on all occa-

" sions to give proper countenance

" and encouragement to such en-

" deavours as may be used for the

" proper execution of those laws,

" and suppression of vice and immo-
" rality ; and that they will be ready

" at any time, and in any court held

" by them, to receive proper com-

" plaints against offenders, and to

" give the same all due dispatch

;

" and to apply the penalties enacted

•' by the foresaid statutes against of-

" fenders in the most proper and ef-

" fectual manner." But they seem

to have thought the presbytery them-

selves to deserve reproof : for they

say, they cannot but observe that the

" reading and publishing the laws and

"proclamations against immorality from

" the pulpit , in the manner by them af-

" pointed, hath been far many years en-

" tirely neglected ; they therefore recom-

" mend to the ministers within tho

" county, to consider how far thr.

the justices might, in " reading those laws, or proclama-

H tiona
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^ %
- sessions have also occasion sometimes to apply for advice to

ORDER or .
rr J

business, the courts of law, with whom the communication is con-

ducted in the same manner.

Private The private business of the quarter sessions chiefly con-
business. . * '

* J

sists in appeals from the common or district meetings,

which, as well as the causes in the ordinary sessions, are

taken up according to a roll kept by the clerk.

.~.lil m* Causes are brought into court at the instance, either
PROSECO- ° '

tors. of the private party or of the procurator fiscal (public pro-

secutor), or of the private party, with the concurrence of

the procurator fiscal, or at their joint instance.

Private Even the material interest of each member of the bodv
prosecutor. , ,«.««-

politic, to prevent wrong from being committed with im-

punity, has not introduced into this country the principle

of the Roman law, by which criminal actions were popu-

lar. 1 As they can only bring a civil action to whom the

debt is owing, so none are permitted to bring a criminal

prosecution but the injured person ; to whom the court

will award reparation, besides punishing the offender.

But every conclusion for punishment ought regularly to be

with concurrence of the procurator fiscal.

Special in-

terest.

ACCORDINGLY, in those revenue matters, where any per-

44 tions from the pulpit, and enfor-

41 cing the justice of them, and the

" practice of morality, may be pro-

41 per for preventing the growth and

" practice of the immoralities so

" much abounding, and so justly

4t complained of." And answer,

44 with respect to the plays, they do

4C not find that the animadverting

44 upon them doth properly belong

44 to the justices, but that the execu-

** tion of the laws thereanent doth

44 belong to other powers." Neither

appears to have taken the steps sug-

gtstcd by the other. The justices

appointed no weekly meeting for

that purpose specially. The clergy

were not more regular than former,

ly in the particular mentioned by

the justices.

a Popular actions, in the civil and

Scottish law, mean those in which

any person capable of suing, guilibit

ex jicfulo) may prosecute.
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son may prosecute, the legislature gives the private informer $ 3.

or prosecutor a special interest, by making part of the pe-
" °

X
S

5

EC**

nalty payable to him.a

Every individual sui juris, and not fugitated (outlaw- who may

ed), and thus put out of the protection of the law, may pursue*

prosecute for an injury done to himself.

A person therefore can prosecute, although he be under Outlaws ?

a sentence of excommunication ; the once " dreadful" b Excommm-

weapon of ecclesiastical jurisdiction ;
c or though inadmis-

meate "

sible as a witness on account of legal infamy. Infamous?

1 By special statute indeed, 1612,

sap. 4, the relations, in the case of

one crime, that of rape (not compe-

tent to be tried before the justices),

may pursue to the effect of an arbi-

trary punishment, without the con-

currence of the person principally

injured.

b 16, 61, c. 5.

c This, however, is the happy im-

provement of modern times. Even

the Reformation was so far from tak-

ing the civil sting from excommuni-

cation, that by the act James VI,

1609, c. 3, excommunicated persons

were not to be suffered, either di-

rectly in their own persons, or co-

vertly and indirectly by others in

their names, and for their behoof to

enjoy the possession of their lands,

rents, and revenues, which were to

be uplifted for his majesty's use

;

and as sir George Mackenzie tells

lis, (Observation on the Statutes, p.

328) they were " not so much as

** bona fids possessors ; but, in virtue

« of this act (1609, c. 3), arc obli-

" ged to refund all their own by-

" gone rents possessed by them be-

" fore citation," And by different

acts o* parliament, in the reign o£

James VI (1572, c. 53), and Charles

(166. c. aj ; 1663,0.13), excom-

municated persons were to be de-

nounced rebels, and put to the horn.

But, in the first parliament of Wil-

liam and Mary, those acts " enjoyn-

" ing civil pains upon sentences of

" excommunication," were rescind-

ed, " as being now either useless, or

" found to be hurtful." 1690, c. s8,

and this improvement of our law

was completed by the British statute

(10 Ann, chap. 7, section 10) pro-

hibiting civil magistrates to compel

any persons to appear in a process of

excommunication, or to give obe-

dience to such sentence when pro-

nounced, as well as declaring that

no civil forfeiture, or disability,

should be incurred by reason of any

excommunication.

But in our neighbouring country,

it would appear that the law still

lends
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$ *, If the principal pursuer be a married woman, the action,

tKdsECu- vvhether civil or criminal, cannot proceed without thecon-
TORS. *

currence of the husband ; if she be defender, it must

conclude against him also : if the party be under age,

it must be brought in name of his tutor, guardian, or other

Minor in person, who has the charge of him. But as even a minor
service. engaged in business may validly bind himself, so minors, if

in service, may pursue for their wages in their own names

without the concurrence of any body.

The person specially interested being the only one who
is entitled to prosecute, it seems to follow, that others, who
are not personally interested, cannot even concur in the pro-

secution along with him ; which, regularly, must be either

solely at the instance of the injured party for his own in-

terest, or with the corteourse, 1 (concurrence) or at the in-

stance b of, the procurator-fiscal, for that of the public.

How far therefore those associations are legal, which are

enteredinto for the preservation ofthegame,and punishment

of poachers, as they are termed, or even for the important

purpose of prosecuting thieves ; or for any other in itself

equally lawful and meritorious, has appeared question-

able. No action has yet been sustained in the name of the

president, secretary, or committee, of any such association,
i

lends a supporting hand to this exer- p. 101.) See below, ^ i. This
]

cise of ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

—

part of the English law is regretted

Excommunicated persons cannot be by Dr. Christian, who proposes its :

witnesses in any court ; and, which correction by the interference of the i

(says Blackstone) is the -worst of all, legislature.

cannot bring an action, either per- a Concourse is the technical term |

sonal or real. Nor is this the whole :
• when the lord advocate or fiscal ll

for if, within forty days after sen- concurs in the criminal prosecution I

tence, the offender does not submit, brought by the private party,

the sheriff shall imprison him in the *> Instance is the term when the i

county jail till he be reconciled to fiscal or lord advocate is the princi-

ths church. (Black. Com. v. iii, c. 7, pal pursuer.

5
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Associations, by private authority, are not a safe way of $ j,

attaining what is right. Would counter associations, for ™°!Ectr ,

protecting against cruel, intemperate, and vindictive, pro-

secution upon the game-laws, be tolerated ? At all events,

even should the association defray the expence, yet the

prosecution ought to be brought in the name either of the

injured individual or of the procurator-fiscal. 1

If there be more than one pursuer, having each a separate Different

ground of complaint, and a separate conclusion, they can-Pursucr?

not insert them in the same summons or libel. Neither elude their

practice nor principle support any such form. Each pursuer s<
r
veralc

-

on''

r ... elusions ia

must conclude for what he desires in his own separate libel, one sum-

For example, servants to whom a master may be owing mons "

money, cannot all of them insert their respective claim.6 in

the same summons.

Still more is this the case in matters strictly criminal

:

as, for example, in case of an assault, or riot, each per-

son must bring a separate libel and complaint for his own
damage. All who may have been injured cannot unite

their several complaints and conclusions. Nay, farther, even

the concourse of the procurator-fiscal creates no such con-

nection between the complaints as to make it regular to con-

tain them in the same paper. But this does not hold, if the

fiscal gives his instance, whether as sole prosecutor, or along

with the private party.

But the same pursuer may include more than one de- Mo" tha*
one defen-

der.
a In a late prosecution, at the in- had never allowed their own names

Stance of certain gentlemen associut- to go into any such associations. The
preservation of the game, al- bill was passed, but the matter never

thougli no objection had been made followed out ; so that neither this

other party, doubts were en- nor the other points of the cause

tcrtair. I by the bench of the lega- were ever decided. Stewart of Al-
lity of such associations; and some lanton and others against George,

of their lordships observed that they Liddcl, i8oz, June.

By
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*3-
»ROSECO-
TORS.

More than

one defen-

der.

fender in the same libel or complaint. 3 The same reason

indeed does not obtain. The defender sustains no prejudice

from the circumstance.

If a servant therefore has money owing him, by more

than one master, he may include all of them in the same

summons. In like manner, John, James, and George, may

be called in the same libel for their respective acts of guilt

in the same riotous assembly- b

ffthceTl * But if it appear that the prosecutor has brought so

one defen- many parties to the bar, with the unjust purpose of depriv-

<ier be ne
jng them f fae evidence of each other, the court may se-

cessary to ° "

toother? parate their trials, and begin with the trial of those persons

first who are meant to be examined as witnesses for the

others.

a By the regulations 1695, concern-

ing the court of session, summonses

against debtors are not allowed to be

called against more than six defenders;

fcut that is only to avoid confusion.

b Home, Crim. Law, vol iii.c. 7.

As the same principle is ap-

plicable to all courts, it may be

proper to mention a case or two,

where such relief was given by the

court of justiciary. The first is, the

case of M'Nicol, M'Culloch, and

others, who were tried in July 1744.

This was a prosecution for assault

and battery. Seven persons had been

together in a private apartment

drinking. One of themwas prose-

cutor : four of them were panncls
;

and the other two, who were cited

as witnesses against them, were the

prosecutor's near connections. In

this situation the panncls moved that

«ac cf. their number, culled Mac-

candlish, who, according to the story

told in the libel, had the least con-

cern in the affray, should be tried in

the first place by himself, that they

might have the benefit of his testi.

niony in case of his acquittal. This

was reasonable ; and was according-

ly ordered by the court. M'Candlish,

in consequence, was tried and ac-

quitted ; and he having afterwards

borne testimony for the other pan-

nels on their trial, they too were ac»

quitted.

Another case, in some measure of

the same complexion, came before

the court in June 1748; that of Dt

Stirling, Scott of Horslie, the ho-

nourable Charles Elphinstone, and

others. Two companies, of opposite

political attachments, Whigs and Ja-

cobites, had been drinking in the ad-

joining rooms of a tavern at Stirling;

and having irritated each other with

their
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The pursuer of a criminal action must find caution S 3*

PP«OSECt? r*

(security) to insist and give his oath of calumny ; that is, T0RS ,

swear to his belief of the action being well founded.

After the death of the pursuer, the action docs not fall, Transfer-

but is transferred, to his representatives. His executors sue- tions tg ^
ceed to his right of action, along with other personal rights j represec-

even where it has a connection with landed property ; for

example, to actions of damages from trespassing on inci-

sures ; those damages being considered as money, which

ought to have been in the pocket of the deceased himself

at his death. The right therefore, goes to his executor,

who in that case would have been benefited ; not to his

heir, although the latter may succeed to the property itself.

The right of succession is unquestionable in all actions ; What ac-

which, had they been brought by the predecessor, would £" taken*

have concluded only for some pecuniary or civil conse- up by the

quence. Thus, the servant's executor succeeds to the same

claim for wages that would have been competent to the

servant himself, if alive. It sometimes also obtains, with

respect to the patrimonial consequence at least, even whea
the ground of action partakes somewhat of a criminal na-

ture. The representative may sue for the recovery of stolen

goods. He may recover quod abest patrimomo.

their toasts and songs, which were their own number, whose evidence

heard through the partition wall, was said to be material to their

they at last mingled, and came to friends. And the court seeming dis-

hlows. Afterward?, in vindication posed to comply with this request, the

of their own honour, each party in- prosecutors on both sides agreed to

sifted in the court of justiciary against desert the diet, as to certain of those

all the members of the other party, whom they had libelled. But, be-

as for an assault and riot. In the fore going to proof, both partie3 di<;-<

course of the process, each set of pan- covered the propriety of deserting

tiels moved aUo the court for the their libels in toto. Hume, Crim.

trial, in the fim place, of certain »f Law, vol. iii, cap. 7, p. a88, 289,
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$ 3. But it may be more doubtful, whether the representa-
pRosEcu-

j.jves may corilpetently bring actions, whereof the shape,

May the re as well as the ground, is strictly criminal. If an assault,

prcsenta- for example, has been committed, is it, after the death of
tive pursue

for a ulati the injured party, competent to his executor, or nearest of
um, fine, or ].• t0 |)rino- with the fiscal's concurrence, an action, con-
other pu- O' 'J
mishment ? eluding, not only for damages, but also for a sum of mo-

ney in solatium, for fine, imprisonment, or other punish-

ment ? In one case, which does not fall under the cogni-

zance of the sessions of the peace, viz. murder, the nearest

relations, or if they do not move, then those more distantly

connected with the deceased, may bring a criminal prose-

cution before the court of justiciary, concluding for the pu-

nishment of the murderer, with the highest pains of law.

If the execution of the sentence be prevented by a royal

pardon, or if the crime be found to amount to culpable ho-

micide only, then they have an action of assythment,a ei-

ther before that court, or the court of session.b

But in the case of those injuries, which the sufferer sur-

vives, such as an assault, or other lesser wrong, cognizable

by the sessions of the peace, Mr. Hume seems to think it

doubtful whether any criminal prosecution be competent to

the relations after the death of the sufferer; " because the

" pain and distress of that injury were suffered by the'de-

" ceased himself, end the law does not hold his kindred to

** be so deeply affected with the wrong on such occasions."

If the deceased had himself raised the prosecution, and

brought it the length of litis contestation (when parties judi-

a An asssythment is described by " pacifying of their rancour." Prac.

Balfour, to be " money paid to the tit. Caussis Crim. p. 517.

" kindred, in contentatioun of the b Balfour's Practics, p. 517. Hume,

" hurt, dammage, and skaith, suste- Criminal Law, vol. iii, c. J, p. 197.

" nit be theme throw the wanting c Ibid. p. 194.

'» of the person that is slane, and for
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ciallyjoin issue upon the matter), 3 his death, it is clear, i 3>

would not prevent the judge from pronouncing sentence.
!j.0K !.

EC

Neither, were the prosecution likely to be found ground- L;t ; s<:on.

less, could the death of the pursuer prevent the defender testation,

from obtaining, not only a decree of absolvitor, but repara-

tion of his expences from the party's representatives ; who,

of course, on the contrary supposition, must have the same

right of insisting in the action.

In the civil law, the general rule is, that even without

litis contestation, all penal actions descend to representa-

tives. Penal actions are those by which the pursuer ob-

tains more than his true interest.5 But there are excep-

tions. Thus, actions having principally in view, not the
• Pen 3.1 nc**

redressing of any patrimonial damage, but satisfaction for^g.

some affront, or other injury, to the feelings, did not pass

to the heir without litis contestation ; the sufferer, who
died without bringing the action, being understood to have

either not felt, or to have overlooked, the injury. That

the above rule is rejected or altered in our practice, does

not appear from any decisions or authorities ; which in-

deed generally regard the opposite case of the transmission

of actions against representatives. This will come under

our view in $ 6, which treats of defenders.

Tins right, such as it is, belongs only to legitimate rela- Unlawful

tionship : at least so it has been decided in the case of an kindred.

action of assythment. There was found to be no process at

the instance of a bastard cousin-german ;
d and Mr. Hume

seems to think that this highest privilege of blood ought

a See it explained, Ersk. book iv, mills at. Inst. lib. iv, tit. iz, ^ i.

tit. I, t<). Quod in est non principaliter dc damno

b Stair, b. iv, tit. 3, f, 37. //; qui- sarciendo std te contumclia vindicanda

bus ad panam pri-jatis applicandam agi- oritur. Vinnius ad loc.

tur, Voct.adP.uid. I.ib.44, tit. vii,§ n. d 27^ June 162 1, Thomas Weir
c Actio injuriarum et si qua alia si- and M'Naught for rape and murder.
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S $• not to be admitted, even in the nearest degrees of unlawful

t*rj.
" kindred.* At the same time it has never been yet decid-

ed, whether a bastard, in the nearest degree, a son, for ex-

ample, would not be entitled to maintain an action of as-

sythment against the murderer of his mother.

§ 4- IV. Wherever the ground of action relates to a private

or con- individual alone, and affords no conclusion but for some civil

couRSEor or pecuniary consequence, neither the i nstance, nor concourse

curator- °f tne public prosecutor, is necessary. But actions, more
fiscal strictly criminal, petty riots, thefts, offences against any penal

in matters statute, &c. &c; or, in short, all those which involve pains
of pecuni- ... 1 n. • » j ,

ary conse- and penalties against the offender, as well as damages to the

quence and su -flferer 0Up-ht to be brought, either at the instance, or with
private

,

right. concourse of the fiscal. The public is interested in the fine

R . . which is levied by the public officer, and applied to public

uses. And the sovereign is directly interested in the punish-

mentof (as in the eye of law heprincipallyis injured by) eve-

ry such offence , which indeed, is technically described, and

principally punishable, as a violation of the king's peace.

BUT this necessity ofobtaining the concourse of the fiscal

is intended, not to quash and discourage, but to facilitate

and forward, due inquiry into any wrong which has been

committed. Although the public prosecutor cannot be com-

If he refuse pelled to give his i?istancef he cannot refuse his concourse.

the^rerne-

S

Were the lord advocate to refuse it, either the court would

*y compel him to give it, or perhaps the cause might be al-

lowed to proceed without it.
b

3 Hume's Criminal Law, v. iii, was lord Alemour's opinion, as men-

c. 5, p. 197. tioned by Mr. M'Laurin, p. 298.—

b " Had the advocate refused his Mr. Hume (Criminal Law, v. iii,

" concourse, he might have been p. aoo), mentions a case of a re-

" compelled to give it ; for every one duction and improbation, where the

" is entitled to justice ; but he can- court of session ordained the lord ad-

" not be forced to prosecute." Thi# locate to give his concourse, which

1 he
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THEREseemsto be no reason to doubt that local judicatures <> 4-

have the same controul over their fiscals. With respect to the KK ^ ca
"

other alternative, ofthe criminal action going on without the Cou rse of

concourse, -Mr.Hume mentionsitasa confirmation oftheright CURAT0R.

ofthe individual to force the reception of his complaint: that, F1SCAI-

in the case ofcolonel Charteris where the lord advocate s con-

course was withdrawn at the calling of the libel, after a full

debate, the trial went on at the instance of the private com-

plainer. 3 Mackenzie seems to state that even criminal causes

could go on without the public prosecutor's concourse or in-

stance. 11 In this respect, then, (if we may venture to speak of English

a foreign law) the right of private prosecution seems to be

freer and more unrestrained with us than inEngland; where

the attorney-general is said to have the power of stopping

any criminal action by issuing his writ of nolle prosequi.

The procurator-fiscal must sometimes give his concur- Can tfie &•

rence to two opposite libels. If the defender find it ad- concourse

visable to meet the prosecution by raising a counter one, to tw0 °F"

though he give a different colour to, and draw oppo- \,beh i

site conclusions from, the same facts, he, as well as his

antagonist, is intitled to the sanction of the fiscal's con-

course. This very often happens in those contentions^

petty riots, assaults, &c. which afford the most frequent

ground of criminal prosecution before the justices.

Complaints touching matters, which, though rather of Encroacil *

° ° mtnts on
a civil nature, yet respect the public chiefly, such as public public

nuisances, encroachments on high roads, &c. &c. are more roa
'

fit for the procurator-fiscal to insist in, than for any private in-

he had refused : and considers this to " if he attempt to exercise this power

found a probability of the like inter- " in a proceeding on a penal statute,

position by the court of justiciary " the prosecutor need not refrain *

touching any criminal process before " from recovering his portion of the

themselves. " sum at which the prohibited de-
a

172.3, Nov. it. Hume ibid. " linquency is appretiated." Vid
b Observations on the acts, p. 270. Lee. 32,

c " But," Mr. Wooi.son observes^

Vol. 1. G
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^ 4- dividual, whose interest, though it may be real and im-

an^con- portant, is yet not peculiar.

COURSE OF

curator'- ^f ^ie prosecution be raised at the instance both of the

fiscal, procurator-fiscal and of the private party, either of them
If one of may be absent, or disclaim the process, without invalidating

ers with- ^1C right °f trie other. In like manner, the private party's

draw his decease does not put an end to the instance of the procura-

tor-fiscal. In the case of colonel Charteris, already noti-

ced, where a private person was prosecutor, with concourse

only of the lord advocate, the prosecution was allowed to

proceed after this concourse was withdrawn. Actions at

the instance of the private party, with the procurator-fiscal's

concourse, Mr. Hume seems to think, ought to fall, by the

if the pro- private parties withdrawing his instance. 2 But he mentions
curator- fis- a case f Mattery and invasion, where the lord advocate was
cal with- J

draw his allowed to insist ad vindictain puhlicam ; although the diet

concourse
. was deserted " as far as concerned the reparation of dama-
<( ges and injury done to the private person, who did not

" appear to insist in the action.5 If the party prosecuted

criminally by the procurator-fiscal ad vindictam publicam,

Absolvitor obtain an absolvitor, how far does this prevent the same
from a en- jv^g from either being aoain made the foundation of a cri-
minal ac- ° °
tion at the minal prosecution, on the one hand, at the instance of the
'"st

g
nce

j°
f
lord advocate, before the court of justiciary ? or, on the

other, of a civil action of damages at the instance of

the private party, concluding merely for reparation of his

loss, either before the sessions, or any other court ? Thefirst

of these questions has been decided twice ; once in the case

of an absolvitor, by the sessions ; the other was by the bailies.

Does it pre- Neither was found to bar the lord advocate from bringing
vent an ac-

indictment against the parties before the court of justi-
tion of da- -a r j

n.ages? ciary. But both those prosecutions had been collusively

brought before the inferior courts fur the purpose of pre-

* Crim. Law, vol. iv, c. 9, p. 14.

b 17:7, Dec. iS and ;6, Col^hcun ar.j BuQtine.
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venting the trial before the court of justiciary. a The other § 4-

question is stated by Mr. Humeb as a subject of inquiry not AND CONJ

yet settled by decisions, at least with respect to thelordad- COURSE 0ff

vocate; and with respect to inferior public prosecutors, it CURAT0R
".

plainly depends on the same principles. fiscal.

The public prosecutor, discharging a necessary and offi- Public pro-

cial duty, is not required to find caution to insist, nor to 1^"-

w

Sa

give his oath of calumny. Neither, if he do not succeed,

is he liable in damages or expences. But that the party

unjustly prosecuted may not be without redress, Mr.

Hume/ in the case of the lord advocate e at least, inclines to

think, against the opinion of Mackenzie,'" that he is bound

to give up his informer.

V. No class of persons have any privilege to exempt them § 5-

from being called as defenders before the sessions ofthe peace.
°

R g

END"

Scottish noblemen, by the treaty of Union, enjoy the privi- Noblemen:

lege of British peers, and cannot be tried for any felony but

in the court of the lord high steward of Great Britain. But

for offences of a lower degree, assault, Sec. &c. both Eng-

lish and Scottish peers must answer like other subjects in the

a
1 7 ,}0, January 26, Februaryo.— d Criminal Law, vol. iii, c. 5, p.

John Walker, indicted by the lord 216.

advocate to stand trial for assaulting e The king's advocate or attorney

an excise officer; for which offence general. " Our calling them lord ad-

he had been prosecuted by the pro- « vocate, and the French calling them
curator-fiscal b- fore the justices of " messire, which title only the chan-

the peace of Forfarshire, and acquit- " cellor and advocate get there, seems

ted; and 1758, December 26, Janet to have," says Sir George Mackenzie,

Macrachan and others indicted for a " flowed from tbe Roman practice of

riot, for which they had alreadybeen " designing the advocates with the

tried by the magistrates of Dunbar, "titles ot comes and of darissimui et

quitted. " tfectabili], (L. 4 and 6. De Advoc.
b Criminal Law, vol. iv, c. 17, " Divisois. JuA) which were bestow-

" ed only on the chief nobility.
'

c Whether the public prosecutor Works, v. ii, 541.

be entitled to expences from the dc- ! Obscrv. on the Statutes, p. 6.

fender, is presently 'j udite oi the

1 justiciary. Q 2
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§5-
DEFEND-
ERS.

ordinary courts of justice. a They cannot plead any pri-

vilege against the jurisdiction of the justices, whether in

civil or criminal matters.' Although it he merely from

their supposed relation to police that certain actions, con-

taining pecuniary conclusions, are competent before justices

of peace; yet the rule,, which obtains in civil actions, so

far applies, that persons under age could net be called with-

out their tutors or guardians ; as, for example, in conclu-

sions for wages, or an action fo* payment of an account

under the small debt act.

But in all prosecutions of a criminal nature, as for as-

sault, petty theft, cVc. it is sufficient to call the delinquent,

In crimi-

nals, the

offender

alone called whether under age, or clothed with a husband, without

tor
0°

hus- callingthe guardian orthe husband; neitherdoes it make any

band. difference that the conclusion is for pecuniary reparation.

Insane per-

sons.

Ix like manner, an insane person cannot be called in any

civil cbim, without some person to act for him ; nor can he

be punished for such offences as he has committed during

that state of mind. But, if danger may be apprehended

from him, he may be secured and restrained by the justices,

under that charge of the public safety and tranquillity which

is committed to them as magistrates of the policed

Transfer-

ence of fhe

The debtor, or delinquent, may happen to die before the

raising the action, or before litis contestation taking place l

gaimt rhe or before tke pronouncing of the decree, or before execu-

te
escn

tion. In those circumstances the action either falls, oris

transmitted against the heir.

a Hume, Crim. Law, vol. iii, cap.

I, p. 23.

b i he limitations imposed upon

their jurisdiction, in the case of per-

sons of rank, as we havt already seen,

(b 1, c 1, > 3, p. 14,) were removed

by queen Anne's act.

>w far the hi sband is liable

fo* such fines, and whether they can

be the ground for immediate incar.

ceration of the person of the wife, will

come under our notice afterwards.

d But there must be

the insanity, and fhe judge ought noj

on ex parte certificates to grant war-

rant of commitment without previ-

ously bringing the person before hini

for examination,
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In the first place, all actions (in the language of the civil § s-

law) reipei'secutorie, or (as lordBank on terms them) recupe-
E^

E

ratoryS viz. those by which " we pursue barely for recovery Actionsrei-

" of a subject that is ours, or of a debt which is unjustly Persetuto-

" withheld from us by the defender,' 15 pass against the

heir, whether they arise from contract or delinquency, and

whether there has been litis contestation with the deceased

or not. " In this species of action damages are included ;

'* for the pursuer is as truly a sufferer in his patrimonial in-

" terest by that damage, as by the loss of the subject itself,

" or its value." c This is agreeable to the most approved

interpretation of the civil law ; although in actions arising

from delinquency, Cujas maintained that the heir was no

farther liable than he had been benefited by the thing a

dispute, quatenus ad eum pervenisset. e

Is the second place, penal actions fail by the death of Pcnal ac-

the delinquent, and do not transmit against the representa-

tives, unless there wras litis contestation with the predeces-

sor/ Neither can any claim of a penal nature be pleaded

against the heir in the form of exceptions

a B. iv, tit. 24, § 4. 167a, no such credit could be allow-

b Ersk. b. iv, tit. I, § 14. ed, the late earl having neglected to

c ibid. make up tutorial inventories.

4 Vinii Institut. lib. iv, tit. 12, *j Ansiuercd. -The objection resolves

I. Voet. ad Pandect, lib. 44, tit. IJ. into a claim for a penalty; and there-

c Cujac. Obs. lib. 7, c. 37 ; et lib. fore, though it might have been rele-

13, c. 39. vant in a question with the late earl,

f Ersk. b. iv, tit. I, § 70. it cannot be stated against the pre-

E 1798, March 6 lady Christian sent defender, in accounting for his

Graham and others against the earl father's intromissions.

of Hopetoun. Replied.—The present action is in

Lady Christian Graham brought no respect penal. The pursuers claim

an action against the earl of Hope- nothing but the moveable funds of

toun, to account for the marquis of the marquis in the hands of the dc-

Annandale s executry. His lordship fender. They only object to a counter

claimed creditforhis father's disburse- claim on his part, expressly disallowed

ments, when tutor for the marquis. by the act 1672.

Objected.—That in terms of the act £uf>licd.—The same defence is comfe-

G 3 *">t
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§ 5- But litis contestation implies a judicial contract and new

ers. ground of obligation, by which the action is perpetuated

Litis con- and transmits against heirs. 1 In private actions therefore,

testation.
arisingfromdelinquency,wherethereis a privateparty having

an interest and title to pursue for the penalty; such as,among

thoRomans, actiofurti, vi bonorum raptorurn; inourownlaw,

xictions upon the passive titlesfor viiio is intromission; conclu-

sionsofviolentprofits; damagesforan assault andbattery, fyc;

in such actions, if the parties have joined issue, and the cause

has gone the length of litis contestation, the pursuer is under-

stood to have thereby obtained such a jus quasitum in the

consequences of the action, that his claim does not fall

by the death of the defender, but, like any civil action,

" is transferred against some person alive who represents

" him."b This is called a transference passive; and may
take place against the defender's heir, whether he be serv-

ed heir or not ; as " his wilfulness ought not to bar the

creditor from constituting his debt. c Yet a transference can-

not proceed against a debtor's apparent heir till the expiry of

the annus deliberandi; and the pursuer, in the transference,

ought first to charge him to enter heir, if he cannot other-

wise fix a passive title against him. Transferences being in-

cidental, can be pronounced only by thejudge before whom
the principal action depended. Where the representatives

do not reside in the territory of that judge, the supreme

court alone can transfer."1

tent to heirs against penal claims, -wle- " tories, in terms of the act 1672, Is

tber they he broughtforward in the ?vay "of the natuie of a penal action,

of action or exception. Stair, icth July « and Joes not transmit against the

1666, Cranston against Wilkinson.

—

" defender James, now earl of Hope-

Forbes, 15'h December 1710, and " toun, as heir to his father." Fac. Col.

1

7

th January ; lord and lady Ormi- a Ersk. b. iv. tit. 1, ^ 70.

ston against Hamilton. The court b Ibid, § 60.

decided, "that any claim which might c Ibid.

"have heen competent to the pur- d i754, December 11 ; William
" suers against the deceased John earl Ross against George and James Max-
" of Hopetoun, on account of his wells. Fac. Col. During the depend-
" not having made up judicial inven- ence of an action at the pursuer's ill-

stance
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Int the third place, actions purely criminal, pursued by the § s-

public prosecutor ad vindictampublicam, although conclud-
ERS

ing for a pecuniary sum only, do not transmit against the criminal

heir, even when litis, contestation has taken place with the act,ons-

delinquent. 3

stance against Alexander Maxwell, sure short of the legal measure ; that

before the sheriff of Hadington, he had used this false measure for

Alexander died ; and the pursuer years past ; and concluding for a fine

called, by letters of supplement, George and expences. The dean of guild

and James, both resident in London, pronounced the following judgment:

as his representatives, to appear be- " find the complaint proven ; fine and

fore the sheriff, who found they " amerciate the defender John Pax-

were not legally summoned. The « ton in £tco sterling, payable to the

case being advocated, on the head of " procurator-fiscal for behoof of the

iniquity, " the lords seemed to be of " Charity Workhouse of Edinburgh;

opinion, that in cases of this kind> " grant warrant to the ofEcersof court

" the proper form of proceeding was " to poind his goods, or imprison his

»' to have called the defenders by «« person within the tolbooth of Edin-

" transference to appear before the " burgh, till payment of that sum;

" court of session ; and then to have « find the defender liable in £10
" advocated the cause from the she- «« sterling, of damages to the private

" riff, not for iniquity, but for defect " complainer; find him liable in full

" of jurisdiction. However, « expences, and decern." Paxton;

" They advocated the cause, and brought a suspension of this judgment.

" remitted to the ordinary to pro. The \ rA ordinary took the cause to

" ceed." report, and informations were lodged;

a 1773, February i8;Robert Gray, but before they were advised Paxton

procurator-fiscal of the dean of guild diod. A summons of transference

court of Edinburgh, against James was executed against his son ; and

Paxton and others, representatives of having been called in court, the ac-

John Paxton, vintner in Edinburgh, tion was transferred in st.itu quo, re-

This case relating to an offence cog- serving all objections to the def:n-

nizable by the sessions of the peace, der. The private party afterwards

must be m-jre particular)' noticed. disclaimed the action, which was

Upon a complaint to the dean of carried on by the procurator-fiscal

jjuild of Edinburgh, in name of alone. The court decided, "that the

George Marshall, vintner, in Dum- " action being purely criminal, cannot,

fries; James Burges, his servant; and "now proceed against the present

P.obert Gray, procurator fiscal,against " defender, the heir of John Paxton;

the said John Paxton; on this ground, "and therefore suspend the letters

thatBurges having set up some hack- " timpliciter, and decern." Wallace's

ney horse-, the property of Marshall, Decisions, N°. 59.

in Paxton'a stables, he and his scr- In the case Smith against War-

•/ants, on feeding them, used a mca- rands, 1802, Dec. 15, litis com-

3 tion
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§ r>. VI. It is frequently doubtful in what county to com-

mence the suit or prosecution. From mistakes in this mat-

ter, procedure, which has occasioned both trouble and ex-

pence may become nugatory and unavailing. It may be

necessary, therefore, to understand the principles which

regulate this branch of our law in the case of inferior or

county jurisdictions.

jurisdio Civil jurisdiction, Mr. Erslune observes,
-1

is founded,,
*'

f

on
'
ongin

either when the defender resides, or is possessed of some

estate or subject within the territory ; because the judge

can enforce his decree, as well by awarding execution

against the effects, as against the person, of the defender.

Citation. This applies, hovever, to the case only of the supreme

court, which is the common forum to all the subjects and

to which, when abroad, they can be summoned by procla-

mation at the pier and shore of Leith : for all actions must

commence by citation, which is either personal, or at the

dwelling-house, or at the market cross of Edinburgh, and

pier and shore of Leith.b But county, or local, courts, have

no method of citing persons out of their jurisdiction, whe-

ther they reside abroad, or only in a different part of the

same kingdom. For letters of supplement, an extraordina-

ry remedy for a particular inconvenience, are not issued by

the supreme court to compel a person residing in one county

to appear as defender in the courts of another county mere-

ly because he may have property there.

Domicile, FonuM domicilii, therefore, is the principal forum with
what is it ?

tion was found not to subject the is carrying on ; or where it is neces-

heirs in the treblefor/titum introduced sary to call a person out of the juris-

by iz Anne, c. 16, respecting usury, diction to appear, not as principal

a B. i, tit- 2, ij 16. defender, but for his interest; or in

b B. i, tit ^,
!
) 17. any case where there is a particular

c Letters of supplement are grant- reason for not bringing the cause in

ed to cite witnesses who reside with- the jurisdiction where the defender

out the jurisdiction where the cause Jives.
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respect to inferior judicatures. A domicil is the dwelling S <>•

place which a man chooses for a fixed abode to himself and

his family. Neither a pleasure-house, to " which he goes

S( only by starts ;
a" nor a friend's house, where he may be

on a visit ; nor an inn, where he may have put up for some

time," is a legal domicile.

To prevent disputes upon this point, a rule is received by Residence

custom, that the place where one has resided with his fami-
orty ays"

ly forty days immediately preceding his citation, is his legal

domicile, as to the question of jurisdiction. Where a per-

son has two different houses in differentjurisdictions, which

appear equally entitled to this appellation, he is liable to

both jurisdictions.-1 And if, on the other hand, he be en-

gaged in such a way of life as to have no fixed residence, Two houses

for example, if he be a soldier, or a travelling merchant, a Soldiers.

personal citation against him is sufficient to establish a juris-

diction over him, in the judge of that territory, where he is

found. c

These general principles, plain as they may appear, often

give rise to questions of great puzzle and intricacy ; some

of which will come under our view in a subsequent part

of this work.

Domicile, so far at least as respects local and subordi-

nate judicatures, is the chief source of criminal jurisdiction

likewise. It is competent to prosecute a man in the place

where he dwells, even for offences (the transgression of

a penal statute for example, as the case of the game act, an

assault, or affray, inc.) which he may have committed in a

different jurisdiction. f

a Er>kine, b. i, tit. 2, $ 16. ' j'ount. iz' h November 1709.

t> Ibid. Lees. Ersk. Ibid.

c Ibid. f Mackenzie, Crim. Lav/, part iii

d I rsk. Ibid. Fount. 15"' July t. 2, ^ J'/.

i"10i, Spottiswood. r
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(, 6 In tills matter the practice of inferior courts, more than
torum. that of the supreme tribunal, coincides with the doc-

trine of the civilians, and of the German commentators.

For, however it may sound, " the question, whether a man,

f* who had committed a crime in Italy, and fled to Britain,

" while Britain was a province of the Roman empire, was
** to be tried in Britain or Italy, is not intrinsically in the

" least different from this, whether a man who commits a

" crime in the shire of Linlithgow, and flies into that ofE-
{( dinburgh, is to be tried in the one county or the other. The
" same law governed both countries; and wherever the of-

** fence was committed, it was still an offence against that

tf law." 1

Not only is the law the same in the different counties,

but the assistance of the supreme court can be obtained to

enforce the attendance of witnesses necessary on both sides.

There can be no reason, therefore,to doubt of thecompetency

either of a criminal action for punishment, or a civil action

for damages, brought by the complainer in the jurisdiction

where the delinquent dwells, although the offence may
have been committed in another county.

Can the "But if no private party complain, nor any notice be taken

where he by the fiscal of the county where the offence was commit-
T

J?^m
'?"' tec*' can tne ^sca* °f tne jurisdiction, where the delinquent

call him to resides, call him to account, ad vindictatn publica?n $ It is

account for
pjam t jie offence was no disturbance of the peace of that

offences * r

committed district of which he had the charge. But Mackenzie15 says
',ut

. °f. expressly, " with us criminal pursuits are sustained at the

" instance of the procurator-fiscal of the territory where a

« man dwells, for crimes committed without the territory,

te though no private party inform : for we see (says he)

P that fathers do, and are obliged to punish their children

; Laurin, N°. 76. b Crim. purt ii, tit. », N°. :.
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« for faults done by them, even without their own family ; $ 6.

« ; and a judge is, in law, instead of a father to his own FOMM "

" people ; and should endeavour that they keep themselves

" free from all guilt."

Whatever may be said respecting offences, which have

their whole course and final completion in another juris-

diction, Mackenzie's opinion evidently holds in the case of

offences which have a continuance of time and succession

of facts, as of one going out of the jurisdiction to steal

poultry, break gardens, or kill game unlawfully, and bring-

ing home the unlawful spoil, and using it within the ju-

risdiction. 1

F •rum domicilii then is competent for the trial of of-

fences committed in a different county. But does the same

thing obtain where the offence has been committed in afo-

reign country, as England, Ireland, or beyond seas ? A per-

son who has assaulted, or otherwise injured, another in

London or Paris, comes to reside in this country, can the

injured party prosecute him before the sessions of the peace,

sheriff, Stewart, or borough, court of the jurisdiction where

he may happen to dwell ?

The competency of the high court ofjusticiary to take cog- offences

r.izance of theft committed in a foreign countrv, was keenly c"mmi"cJ
. abroad.

debated in the case of Taylor; who had no domicile in Scot-

land, but wasapprehended there, inpossessionofhorseswhich

he had stolen inEngland. " The jurisdictionof the court was

3 Mackenzie (Crim. part ii, t. 2, " crim.; and thus the lords sustained

•} 2.) farther adds, " that the " an improbation against Burghtoun

" judges of the place where the ma- *' in July 1672 ; though the deed for-

'- Icfactor dwell«, may proceed against " ged concerned an Irish estate, and

" him, not only if they find him pre- "though he dwelt in Ireland, and

" sent, but though he be absent, 1. i, " was cited in Scotland."

>i. rjua in provincial C. ull de
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§ 6. «< objected to ; that, as it appeared from the libel, the crime
FORUM. " alleged against him had not been committed in Scot-

" land ; over which country alone the jurisdiction of this

fC court extends, no trial could proceed." a The court re-

pelled 13 " the declinature offered to the jurisdiction of the

*' court, and find the said indictment relevant to infer the

" pains of law ; and remit the pannel, with the indictment

* c so found relevant, to the knowledge of an assize."

Various topics were pleaded in the learned informa-

tions ; but it is said, " that the main ground of the judg-

*« ment wa9 the circumstance that the crime was truly of

€{ a continued and successive nature, so as to be renewed
c< and carried on in Scotland."d And " so far as I have
,e observed, (adds Mr. Hume) a libel has not in any case

" been sustained in the«ourt ofjusticiary against a person

(i resident in Scotland for a crime, such as murder, assault,

« f perjury, which had its whole course and final comple-

u tion in the realm of England. 1 Much less, therefore,

ff can any such pretension be competent, with respect to

<e crimes committed by Scotsmen in other countries, which
*c are absolutely and completely foreign." f

The great objection against trying offences committed in

a foreign country, is the unavoidable ignorance of the court

by which the offence would be tried of the foreign laws ;

which, however, ought to determine both the criminality

to be attached to the offence, and the punishment to be in-

flicted upon the offender.

But will a different rule obtain, if the action (whether

* M'Laurin, N°. 76. d Hume, Crim. Law, vol. :ii,p. 85

b 9th March 1767. e Ibid.

~ M'Laurin, N°. 76. f Ibid,
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with or without the concourse of the procurator- fiscal) § 6,

brought by the individual assaulted, or otherwise injured,
F0RUMj

in a foreign country, concludes, not criminally for punish-

ment, but for pecuniary reparation only ? May not an in-

jury sustained abroad, be the foundation of an action of

reparation here, just as a contract executed, or a debt con-

tracted abroad, is the foundation respectively of an action

of implement, or of payment ? in neither of which latter

cases the creditor can lose by the debtor's change of resi-

dence.

There has been no decision of this point ; but still as

the action is rather of a criminal nature, at least with re-

spect to the source of the obligation-; and as the defender

might be able to exculpate himself by the evidence of

witnesses, whose attendance cannot be compelled in this

country, the safer opinion seems to be that such an action

would not be competent,

In civil matters an opposite rule obtains. Thus a will, if

executed agreeably to the law of the place, carries the move-

able succession wherever situated. In the same manner, a fo-

reign bill or bond is good, though defective, in the solemni-

ties requisite by our law to give validity to such deeds. The
judges, in such a case, take evidence of the foreign law, as ofa

matter of fact: for example, the opinion of some practitioner

ofeminencein the law in dispute. Thus also,2? marriage, valid

by the laws of the place where it was entered into, is good

all the world over. A marriage entered into in this country,

according to the forme of the Scottish law, is sustained in

England. In like manner, the decree of a French court, by

which two persons, who had been married in France, were

divorced on account of the difference or disagreement of

their tempers, 11 was not considered by the court ofsession as

a Pour canst d'inccmpatiiilitc d bumtur it de cms '
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§ 6. a bad divorce here ; nor the marriage of one of the parties

roR&M.
to a native of this country held invalid. 1 So also the status

of a person must be determined by the law of his domi-

cile.
1' On the same principle of comitas, the law of the

place where the deceased died regulates his intestate move-

able succession. And, farther still, the division of the move-

able funds and ciTects of a bankrupt, wherever situated, is

regulated by the law of his domicile.

But in criminal matters greater strictness is required. Thus,

whatever effect we may give to foreign decrees in civil mat-

ters, Mr. Hume expresses some doubt whether the courts

of this country would so far regard the decree of a foreign

criminal court, as to authorise the execution of a warrant

against a person living here to the effect of his being carried

abroad j and of course, how far the late instance of the

states of Holland delivering up William Brodie,d or conniv-

ing at his seizure, can be justified on sound principles,

a i8ci,Junei8; Fenwick. The table estate in this country. The son,

validity of the divorce did not fall to though a bastard in America, where

be expressly stated in the interlocutor, there is no legitimation per subsequent

because the point at issue did not ab- matrimonium, claimed the Scottish

tolutely depend on the validity of the estate ;
pleading, that marriage being

second marriage; which, howvver, once admitted, full effect must be

was the defence principally pleaded; given to it, agreeable to the laws of

and from the opinions delivered, this country.

the court did not appear to enter- But the eourt was of opinion,

tain any doubt that the French divorce that the parents having been mar-

was equally -valid with the French ried, and always residing in America,

marriage. the claimant's status must be deter-

b This was decided in the late case mined by the law of that country,

of Sheddan against Patrick : 1 st July and awarded the estate to the ne"

1803. An American residing in phew, as nearest lawful heir,

that continent, married a wife, hy c jst July, 1803; Read against

whom he had previously had a son, Struther.

born in concubinage. '1 he father died d Tried for house ar.d shopbreak-

ia America, but ro::es<ed of an heri- Ing in :
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1

or would receive any countenance from the practice of this § 6.

FORUM.
country.

Formerly the same disregard was paid to the decrees

of foreign courts, even in civil matters. The first step

was allowing a presumption in favour of their justice

:

at length, in the progress of improvement, general utility

became better understood, and more liberal principles were

adopted j and in certain case?, such decrees are held as con-

clusive.

Special statutes were passed a in England and Scotland

for the mutual conveniency of both countries, to supply the

defects of the common law ; and providing, that ifany per-

son having stolen money, goods, or other effects, in either

part of the united kingdom, should afterwards have the

same or any part thereof, in his possession, in the other

part of the united kingdom, it should be lawful to indict,

try, or punish, such person for theft or larceny, in that part

of the united kingdom where he had such money, &c. ; as

if the said money, &c. had been stolen in that part of the

united kingdom. But all other offenders, with the excep-

tion of thieves alone, must be transmitted for trial to the

country where the crime was committed.

The observations that have been made with respect to/o- Domici i fo.

rum domicilii, apply also to forum deprehensionis ; of which, rumdeprc-

Machenzie observes, " vagabonds may be punished where-

" ever they are apprehended ; for, having no certain do-

*' micile, every place is in ipsorum prcejudicium allowed to

" be their domicile. Boss. de foro compet. num. 69 ; and he
" is said to be a vagabond, who has no certain dwelling, li-

« cet habeat domicilium originis ; these ourlaw calls dusti-

a 1612, c. :; Eng. stat. 7. Jamt» I, c. 1 ; and [3 G^o. Ill, c. 3r.
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^ 6. " foots ; and such are our Egyptians, sturdy-beggars, who,
?orum. (f ^ough they may pretend to have a dwelling, to which

" they may sometime retire ; yet, since ordinarily they use

'« to wander and do things unlawfully, they ought to

" have no benefit by that domicile." 1

Forum de- Fonun! delicti is the prime and most proper forum with
hen. respect to the high court of justiciary, which acquires a

jurisdiction chiefly, if not solely, from the circumstance

that the crime was committed in Scotland.6 If either a

stranger or native, though here only transiently, commit

an offence, and be found, he may be tried in the high court

of justiciary as the foro delicti. Although, if the foreigner

escape to parts abroad, after offending, no fugitation or

outlawry can regularly pass against him, as it could against

the native j or if, per incuriarn, any such proceeding should

take place, it will not be followed with the confiscation of

any property he may have in Scotland at the time, or may
afterwards acquire there. c

In like manner, from what was stated above, it will be

evident that the mere circumstance of a trespass being com-

mitted within a county gives the local magistrate no jurisdic-

tion, unless the delinquent be taken within it. If one as-

sault another, or commit any other offence, and be taken,

the sheriff magistrate, orjustice of peace, before whom he is

brought, may order him to be imprisoned, unless he give se-

curity for his appearance before him,toanswer for the offence.

If he escape, as already observed, the action can be brought

only in the jurisdiction where he resides. The localjudge

would not be competent to the action, merely because the

a Mackenzie, Criminal Law, part ii, tit. a, o >,p. x$l,

b Hume, Criminal Law, \ol iii, cap. i, p. 89.
r

Ibid.
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offence was committed within his bounds, unless the of- § 6.

fender was personally apprehended.

Forum originis, which is daily less regarded even by Forum ori-

supreme courts, needs scarcely to be noticed, as it is dif- Sims "

ficult to imagine a case where an inferior judge is compe-

tent upon that footing.

Vol. I. U



CHAP. III.

The Jurisdiction of the Sessions in General.

§ i. !• "Justices of the peace stand on a different footing

jcrisdic- J fr0m judges ordinary. The latter, the native fudi-

the sEs- catures of our common law, conceal their origin in the ob-
sions «°w

scurity of the most ancient times: The former were intro-
DIFFER- J

. . .

ent from duced by positive and comparatively recent enactments.
JWDGES0R- The one are competent in all causes whatever which are
DINART.

. .

not specially limited to particular courts : 1 he other have

no jurisdiction, excepting what is either expressly commit-

ted to them, or is supposed to be implied in the particular

nature and object of their institution.

t a.
II. Justices of the peace being appointed chiefly for the

natural purpose of preventing and punishing breaches of the peace,

tioiTof and Petty delicts against the police, have naturally no civil

their ju- jurisdiction. Sometimes they exercise a species of juris-

tio"
C"

diction, which appears to approach very near to it. But

still it is under some idea, direct or remote, of its con-

nection with the conservation of the peace. For example,

what may appear at first view to be rather anomalous,

the sessions daily award aliments to natural children, while

they are not competent to alimentary questions betwixt law-
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ful relations. But their competency in the former case very
$ 2.

naturally arises from their criminal or police superinten- NATURAL

dency. They have not only power by statute to fine per- tion of

sons who commit fornication, but, as guardians of the po-™ EIR
_

JU"

lice, may farther imprison them till they give security that tion.

the child shall not burden the parish.

So far this branch of their jurisdiction is founded on Bygone ali-

principle. Hence, however, has arisen a practice, sanction-
ment "

ed by inveterate usage, of their sustaining themselves com-

petent to take cognisance of actions, brought, at the dis-

tance of years, against the father of the bastard, by the

mother, or other person, who may have been at the ex-

pence of its aliment, for repayment of the money, with

interest. But, as the child, already grown up, can no longer

be a burden on the parish, such a question has no more to

do with police, nor belongs more properly to the jurisdic-

tion of this magistracy, than the alimentary claims of law-

ful relations, which are competent only before the ordinary

courts of law. It is nowise different from a civil debt.

Another example of their exercising something like

civil jurisdiction, is the power conferred on them by the

general act 1661, b to compel masters to pay their servants

wages, " if the servants please rather to pursue for the

f same before them than any other judge." But this power

of ordering payment of wages, though in itself merely civil

jurisdiction, naturally followed from those powers, which,

as a branch of their police jurisdiction, the same statute had

given them " to fix the ordinary hire and wages of labour-

te ers, workmen, and servants ;" and to punish those who
refused " to serve upon the price set down for them."

Accordingly, the ground which the statute itself expresses

for making them competent to pronounce decrees for pay-

ment of wages, is, " that the servants may be the more wil-

* $ 15. Appendix I.

w 2
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NATURAL
LIMITA-
TION OF
THEIR Jl)

RI3DIC-

TION.

<; ling to obey the ordinances," (as to fixing the rate of

" wages) to be made by the same justices." And so closely

connected is the power to compel payment of wages with

the power of fixing the rate of wages, that in England,

where the former is not expressly conferred by statute, the

Liberalcon- sessions have acquired it by a liberal construction of the

struction of COurts of law. " Though the statute gives them a power
their po- r . .

wers in one on^V *° se* *'ie ra ^e i or wages, and not to order payment

:

caseinEng- a
yei grafting hereupon they have also taken upon them to

" order payment ; and the courts of law are indulgent in

" remedies for wages, and therefore," &c.a

§3-
1NSTANC
OF A LIB

RAL CON
STRUC-
TION OF
THEIR
POWERS.

Servants

wages.

III. Wages b are one of the few cases where the jurisdic-

tion of the justices has in this country also been extended

. beyond the letter of the law. The statute empowers them

to " decern and compel the masters to make payment of

fi the fees appointed by their ordinances

:

c But in practice,

their compentency in questions of wages has not been thus

limited : .The sessions have decided questions respecting

the payment of wages beyond that amount, due to ser-

vants of all descriptions, and whether the rate was fixed

by the sessions or not,

This liberal csnstruction is agreeable to the English prac-

tice and authorities, which, however, in this matter of wages,

have not been uniform, but different at different times. The

power of the sessions to decree for payment ofwages, if of

the proper description, never appears to have been question-

ed. But opinions have not been uniform touching the de-

scription of wages which it is competent to sue for before

^ .. . the sessions. Thus " in the case #f K. and Gregory, 2
English „ •

cases touch-" Salk. 484, there was an order to pay 40.?. for wages ge~

ing wages.
a Burn, tit. Servants, $ 4.

b Whether, when a man enters in-

to a contract to do a peace of work,

such as put gravel walks, hedges, &c.

in proper condition, for a stipulated

«tim, that is to be considered as

wages, occurred in the case Graham

against Leslie and others, which if

decided finally before this edition

goes to press, will be stated in Ap?

pendix III.

« Ibid,
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ft nerally ; and because it was not said for wages in bus- §

" bandry, it was moved to quash it ; for that the justices

<c can only settle wages in husbandry ; but, by the court, we ral con-

" will intend it for such wages, since the contrary doth not TI0Jf

*

E

f appear." a But in the case of K. and Helling, M. 3. G. their

,, , . ,. „ . . . POWERS.
v there was an indictment ior not paying servants, reciting

" an order of two justices ; whereby it appeared that £9
" sterling was due, which the defendant refused to pay,

" having had notice of the order. It was moved to quash

" the indictment, because it doth not set out the labour of

" the servant, and is only generally for wages ; the justices

" have only jurisdiction in cases of husbandry ; and the or-

ec der ought to shew that this was a matter within their ju-

Cf risdiction." It was said by justice Eyre, " the practice

" is, if an order be for paying wages, it is supposed to be

" for such as the justices have power over. But Parker,

" Ch. J, and Pratt, J, were of another opinion ; and ip

11 the next term following, the indictment was quashed,
fC Str."'

: that is, the action dismissed on the head of in-

competency. This latter construction seems to have pre-

vailed : for in the case, K. and Clegg, M. 8. G. when " it

'* was observed by judge Fortesque, that in the case of ser-

" vants wages, although jurisdiction is given only in hus-

f* bandry, yet orders have been held good, where it did not

f* appear that the service was in husbandry ; therefore the
u court said they would intend it so, unless the contrary
M appeared." Lord chief-justice Pratt said, " this was aU
" ways ivondcred at, and in my lord Parker's time was or-

ie tually contradicted, in tlic case King and Helling ; Sir.

« 47".'-

THE third section of the same general act, IGQ1, affords

another example of extending their powers beyond the consmic-

strict import of the words. It ordains (hem " to appoint ,i< ""

" prices for all handicrafts." This clause has been unda^.T^cm
stood to authorise them to fix the wages of craftsmen with- 01 " hw -

1 Burn, tit. £crv;nts, §4. b ibiJ.

H ',
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^ 5>
iri burgh, masons, wrights, &c. ; although no statute gives

iNSTAN- them that power, as the old act 1424 gives it to themagi-

lh;krai. strates of boroughs. 1

COJJSTRUC
T)(. OF
THEIB
POWERS.

The Scottish sessions having, in the manner already-

mentioned, acquired jurisdiction respecting wages, and be-

Rates of ing expressly entrusted with the charge of roads and ferries,
ing

* have been in the practice of fixing the rates of posting also.

This power which belongs not to the English sessions of

the peace, has been sustained by the supreme court. But

this subject, and the opinion of the house of lords in a late

appeal respecting it, will fall more properly to be consider-

ed under the head of police.

These are perhaps the only instances of a liberal con-

struction extending the jurisdiction of this magistrac}^, be-

yond the letter of the law.

S 4- IV. The general rule and inclination of the courts, are to

their ju-
iimit them to the matters speciallv committed to them.

JUSDIO
,

r J ...
tion Thus the sessions were found to be incompetent to judge in
strictly an action for shooting pigeons, founded upon two old sta-
interpre- or© r

ted. tutes of James VI, 1567, cap. 16 • and 1597, cap. 270 ; by

which it is not " leisum to slay deare, raes, hares, wilde

" fowles, or doves," (pigions ;) those statutes having been

enacted priqr to the institution ofjustices of peace.b

a See this more fully stated under sion appears not to have turned alto-

police, gether upon the priority of the two

b 1797, Jan. 19; William Mur- statutes to the institution of justices

ray, with concourse of the. procura- of the peace. It rested upon other

tor-fiscal of the county of Hadding- grounds. The remark respecting the

ton, against Robert Turnhull and date of the statutes appears to have

Adam Russel. been made from the bench as an ad.

" Dovecote. Jurisdiction. A ditional reason. The facts were, as

" complaintfar shotting pigeons,feunded stated in theFacultyCoIIection, these

:

P on the acts 1567, c. 16, and 1597, c. William Murray, portioner in the

s: 270, cannot he competently brought Ir- village of Tranent, and proprietor of

" fore th: justices nfpeace." This deci- a pigeon-house in it, which had been

built
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In like manner, though justices of the peace are intrusted

with the power of punishing the offence of the irregular ce-

lebration of marriage, yet should the clergymen refuse to

built by the family of Winton, while

the barony of Tranent belonged to

fhem, presented a complaint to the

justices of peace for the county of

Haddington, with concourse of the

procurator-fiscal,againstRobertTurn-

bull and Adam Russel, for shooting

pigeons. The complaint stated," that

" by sundry laws and acts of parlia-

" ment, and particularly acts 1567,

* c. 16, and 1597, c. 270, all persons

" arc discharged from shooting at, or

" slaying of doves (pigeons), with

" hagbuts, hand-guns, cross-bows,

" and pistols, and taking of them
" with nets and girns, under certain

" penalties, payable to the judge and

** apprehender ; and more particu-

" larly by the British statute a Geo.

" III, c. 29, persons are discharged

" from shooting with intent to kill,

" or by any means killing, or taking

" with intent to destroy, any bouse-

" dove or pigeon, under the penalty

" of twenty shillings, upon convic-

" tion, of oath of party, or one wit-

" ness, payable to the informer or

" prosecutor."

The defenders admitted they had

killed a few pigeons ; but they stated

that there were no less than thirteen

pigeon- houses in the village, twelve

of which belonged to persons not

qualified to build a pigeon-house
;

and that what they had done was

absolutely necessary to protect a field

belonging to the father of Turnbull,

in the immediate vicinity of the vil-

lage, while it was sowing with bar-

ley. The justices ordered Turnbull

to pay ir s . and Russel 5/. in name of

fine and expences. An appeal to the

quarter-sessions was dismissed, with

expences.

In a suspension, the lord ordinary

found the letters orderly proceeded,

and expences due.

In a reclaiming petition, it W2S

pleaded for the suspenders—" The
" two Scottish acts founded on,intro-

" duced a general prohibition against

" killing game with fire-arms, and

" are now in disuetude. Besides, if

" they were in force, the justices

" under them would be limited t»

«' inflicting the special penalties there.

** in mentioned, which are escheat of

" moveables, imprisonment, placing

" o* the stocks, and cutting off the

" right hand. From the nature of

" thes« penalties, it is further evident

" that such complaints can only be

" insisted in ad vindictam publicam^zrui.

" not at the instance of an individual,

" particularly when no proof of the

" damagesustained is offered.

" The statute 2 Geo. Ill, c. 29, was
" passed merely for the purpose of

" amending certain English statutes,

*' and does not apply to Scotland."

Answered for the chargers—" The
" Scottish acts founded on are s ill in

" force. It is no objection to the

" judgment of the justices, that a se-

" verer punishment might have been

" inflicted by them. The action in-

" troduced by the statutes is popular;

" and accordingly part of the pcnal-

" ties is declared payable tp the ap-

" prehendcr."

§4.
THEIR JU-
RISDIC-

TION
8TRICTLT
INTERPRE-
TED.
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THEIR JU.

RISD1C-

TION
STRICTLY
INTER-
FkETED.

proclaim banns, the sessions of the peace cannot afford the

injured party any redress. 1

And the offences of scandal and verbal injur}-, though

naturally tending to violence and disturbance of the peace,

are not cognizable by the sessions,b unless there be ac-

The court had no occasion to de-

termine the merits of the complaint.

But it was observed, that lord

Bankton's opinion, as to the legality

of shooting pigeons, h. ii, tit. 3, S 167,

is ill founded, and that himself af-

terwards admitted it to be so.

As to the competency of the com-

plaint, it was

Observed—" The right to have a

" pigeon-house is inseparable from
" property in land. The complainer

" therefore, having no right to a pi

-

" geon -house, has no title to insist in

" the action. Besides, the justices of

" peace have no jurisdiction under the

" Scots statutes /bunded en, ivhicb ivere

" passed long before their appointment :

""and the 2 Geo. Ill, c. 29, does not

" apply to Scotland."

The court of session dismissed the

action as not competent in its present

shape. Fac. Coll.

N. B. It sometimes happens that

justices of peace are competent to

the execution of statutes which passed

prior to their institution.

' a Kilkcrran,tit. Jurisdiction of Jus-

tices of Peace, N°. 6, 1 749, July 13 ;

Hairgricve and Janet Donaldson a-

gainst the ministers and kirk sessions

of Lintoun and Eckford. The mini-

sters and kirk sessions of those two

parishes having refused to proclaim

the baniis of the said two persons in

their respective parishes for this

cause, " that they would not comply

" with the established custom to con-

" sign a dollar, which is to bcrestor-

" ed in the event it appear that they

" have not become impatient before

" marriage, were by them pursued

" before the justices of peace of Rox-

" burghshire for said refusal ; who,

" notwithstanding a declinator of

" their jurisdiction, proceeded to give

" sentence, ordaining the respectiv; set'

" sion clerls to make proclamation of the

" pursuers banns on Sunday then next ;

" and after proclamation made, to give

" proper cerlifcates thereof, "with certifi-

" cation.

" This sentence being complained

" of by bill of suspension, the ordina-

" ry, before whom it came, refused

" the hill ; but the suspenders having

" reclaimed, the lords appointed the

" bill to be seen, at the same time declar-

" ing their opinion in such a manner that

" it is not likely the case ivill be again

" heard of.

" The lords were clear that there

" lay no jurisdiction with the justices

" of the peace to judge in such mat-

" ters, and the remedy in a case of a

" groundless refusal was thought to

" be for the parties to protest upon

" the refusal to proclaim, &nd that in

" that case there would be no penal-

" ty due for marrying without pro-

" clamation."

b 1 711, July 17 ; Sharp of Hod-

dam against Maxwell of Cowhill.

" In discussing a suspension at Cow-
" hill's
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tually a breach of the peace by their assuming the shape § 4-

of a brawl or uproar ;
a or unless the injury be done to j^"* J0 °

the justices in relation to their office, when it becomes pu-TioN

nishable by the sessions, in virtue of the power necessarily,j™"l?

lodged in every judicature to protect itself from insult and pri

interruption.6

INTER.

tETEB.

Neither are they competent to take cognisance of an

action at the instance of the private party against the offi-

cers of the revenue, respecting an illegal seizure of foreign

spirits for example ; unless the seizure be made under cir-

cumstances that it can be proceeded on as a riot ; in which

t:
hill's instance, of a decreet obtain-

" ed at the instance of the procura-

" tor-fiscal, of the justices of peace

" within the shire of Dumfries ; and

" John Sharp of Hoddam fining

*' Cowhill in 400 merks for saying

" that Hoddam was guilty of several

" acts of falsehood, injustice,and mal-

*' versation, in his office ; the lords

" found that the justice's ofpeace are not

" judges competent to cognosce upon scan-

" dal, or a verbal injury" Forbes.

a Sir William Blackstone considers

libels among offences against tbe pub-

Ik peace, as being constructively so.

Perhaps on the same account the =es

sior.s ought to be competent to all

questions of scandal and libels.

lj 1752, February 4 ; Eell against

Dundas. Dundas pursued JB--11 be

fore the justices of peace for having

injured him by a defamatory libel.

Bell declined their jurisdiction
; plead-

ing in a bill of advocation, that justices

of peace have no jurisdiction in the

crimes of slander and defamation.

Ansivcred for Dundas—The libel

contains expressions which import a

threatening to break the peace ; and

besides, it reflects on Dundas for

words uttered by him at the quarter-

sessions held by the justices of the

peace, who therefore are proper

judges of an injury offered to a mem-
ber of their court. Even judges of

inferior rank and less authority, may
punish injuries offered to any of their

number, on account of words utter-

ed, or things done, in court; as ap-

pears from the decision, 14th Novem-
ber, 1679; magistrates of Kirkaldy

against Dougal. " The lords refused

" the bill of advocation." In this

case, the injury done to Dundas was

not during the discussion of the re-

gular business of the session, but dur-

ing a conversation respecting the de-

taining and opening post letter-,

This, it was pleaded, was a crime

not competent to be tried before the

sessions, and of course, during that

conversation, they were not to be

considered as acting judicially ; on the

other hand, it was said, that, as the

grand jury of the nation, they wer<

competent, at least, to inquire into

such offences, and give information,

thereof. Fac. Coll.
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an officer making a seizure 3

But though where the act of seizure is attended with a

S 4- case it will be no defence that the person complained of was
THEIR JU-

RISDIC-

TION
STRICTLY
INTERPRE-
TS, riot, the justices of the peace may punish those guilty of the

riot, whether officers of the revenue or not ; yet they can-

not take cognisance of the legality or illegality of the act

of seizure, unless in the particular cases where the law has

given them jurisdiction.

It was decided that justices of the peace are competent

in an action for the penalty incurred by transgressing the

statute of queen Anne, 1 703, cap. <7, discharging " the

*< importation of Irish victual, beef, and cattle," unless in

8 Kilkerran, title Jurisdiction of

Justices of Peace, N°. 3, July 17,

>747 ; Ramsay against Adderton.

Addert»n, surveyor of the customs at

Ayr, made a seizure of three casks of

brandy, as being carried without a

permit. Ramsay, to whom the spi-

rits belonged, brought a complaint

before the justices of the peace, who
repelled the declinature offered by

Adderton to their jurisdiction ; and

having been satisfied on a proof, that

the spirits had been lawfully pur-

chased, and illegally seized, " decern-

" ed the spirits to be delivered up to

'' the comptroller, or £y : 16s. sterling

*' as the value, and condemned Mr.
" Adderton in £4 sterling in name of

,£ damages and expence." An appeal

to the quarter-sessions having been

dismissed as incompetent, Mr. Adder-

ton brought the case by advocation

underthe review ofthe court ofsession.

The lord ordinary decided, " that

?* thejustices of the peace had no juris-

f diction in this case, and advocated

" the cause ;" and alto " found the

" cause incompetent before the lords,

" and dismissed the same." And, on

representation and answers, found,

" that as nothing of its nature cri»

" minal, nor any irregularity what-
" ever, was alleged in the complaint

" against the officer, other than what
" is by the comptroller supposed to

" arise from the bare act of seizure

" complained of, the same was not

" competent before the justices of the

<l peace ; and that neither was it cog-

" noscible by the court of session, and
M adhered to his former interlocu-

" tor ;" and on advising petition and

answers, the court adhered to the

judgment of the lord ordinary.

b 6 Geo. I, gives jurisdiction t»

the justices of peace, touching the le-

gality of seizures, where the quanti-

ty seized is within 63 gallons, in pro-

secutions brought at the suit of the

•fficcr, and where the issue to be

tried is for unlawful importation.

But this will fall more properly to

be explained when we come to treat

of the excise and customs.
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times of scarcity, under certain regulations; although §4'
, , 11 i,. 1

THEIR JU-
the statute declares that the penalties may be prose- RISDIC .

cuted before the judge ordinary. a " This," lord Garden- TI0N

. °
# .

STRICTLY
stone remarks, e

is a single decision ; and I doubt if its au-iNTERPRs«

" thority should be followed in a similar case ; as the juris-
TED#

*•* diction ofjustices being special, and defined by particular

e( statutes should not be extended beyond the express pro-

(t visions of the law."b

It is unnecessary to add, that our sessions of the peace

are not in general competent to civil causes. It has been

decided that they are incompetent in an action upon the

passive titles for payment of£29 Scots. c

A similar decision was pronounced in the case of an ac-

tion for payment of sSbQ sterling, consisting partly of a lega-

cy bequeathed to the pursuer by one whom the defender re-

presented, and partly of articles furnished to the latter him-

self, which it was offered to instruct by his oath. Thejustices

pronounced decree against him; of which a bill of suspen-

sion waspassed without caution or consignation ; the court

of session being of opinion that the decree was pronounced

by an incompetent judge.d
Still more lately it was again

decided e that justices of peace have no jurisdiction in ordi-

nary questions of debt. However, a decree of the justices,

a 1712, January 24 ;
justices of the " upon this ground, that the justices

peace of the shire of Ayr and their " of peace are not competent to

fiscal against the town of Irvine and " judge in actions upon the passive

several inhabitants of that burgh. " titles, except for small debts, tx-

Forbcs. " pressly allowed by the act par-

b MS. tit. Justices of Peace. " liament i66i,to be pursued before

c Forbes, 1 7 10, December 15 ;
" them.'*

Forsyth against Ritchie. Walter For- d Agnes Ramsay against William

cyth pursued Margaret Steedmen, as Fergus, 10th February, 1756. Fac.

representing her deceased husband, Coll.

for payment of a debt due by him. c |jdi June, 1790; Robertson a,-

u The lordi advocated the cause; gainst Sheddan, Fac. Coll.
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§ 4>
for the sum of ^£3 : J Os. sterling, due for grass-mail, or

their ju- rent for pasture, was sustained; 1 but whether in respect
RISDIC*

tion of the supposed competency of the justices in such ques-

strictlt tions or of their jurisdiction having been prorogated, both
INTERPRE-
TED, points being pleaded, does not appear. This decision was not

universally approved of. Lord Gardenstone remarks : " the

ff lords, during last session, did sustain a decree of the jus-

*' tices for a small debt ; a precedent which, in my opinion,

«' tends to a dangerous latitude. As ice have vo power to

<c enlarge or limit the extent of this statutory jurisdiction ;

" and in every case it will be an arbitrary question, what
<e is to be considered as a small debt within the powers of

<c the justices ; but the safe, sole, and, I think, the sound
c< principle to determine the powers of our justices of

" peace, is, " that they have no power or jurisdiction be-

<c yond what some law or statute has expressly committed

« to them." b

This principle, indeed the court of session has not only

in general adopted, but carried so far as to decide that the

justices of peace could not acquire civil jurisdiction even by

prorogation, that is, the consent of both the litigating par-

ties. And we have had already occasion to observe that

the same court has uniformly refused to authorise let-

ters of horning and caption to pass even upon the regular

a 44th January, 1769, Millar a- a reclaiming petition, the defender,

gainst Boyd. The court " repelled for the first time declined the juris-

" the reasons of suspension, and found diction of the justices; who repelled

" the letters orderly proceeded.'' the objection, and decerned in terms.

b MS. tit. Justices. of the libel. An appeal against this

c 1759, February 13 ; Barclay a- judgment was dismissed by the quar-

gainst Christie. The action was for tcr-sessions. A bill of advocation be-

payment of a legacy of £100 Scots, ing presented, the court advocated

The justices found the legacy in- the cause, and remitted to the lord

structed, and ordained the defender ordinary to proceed accordingly,

to depone upon the passive titles. In
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decrees of the sessions. The general principle, therefore, $ 4-

9
THEIR. J XJjS

of their having no civil jurisdiction, unless from particular risdic-

statutes, is established by concurring decisions of the su-
TI0?}

preme court, and can nowise be shaken by that consuetu- interpre-

dinary jurisdiction assumed by them in some places of the TED '

country, which naturally introduces the next chapter.

,



CHAP. IV.

Of the Civil Jurisdiction of the Sessions under the Small

Debt Acts.

No human code of law can be without imperfections.

If it b<

5 1. I.

summary j_ ^ jf jt ke commensurate to the extended occasions,
MODES OF *

deciding and important business, of an opulent and flourishing com-

munity, it becomes, from the expence and difficulties of

litigation, less adapted to the petty claims and controversies

that daily multiply, and neither safely nor justly can be

overlooked.

SMALL
CAUSES

Why neces- This appears even in the case of our neighbouring coun-

urY- try ; where both civil and criminal jurisprudence has been

so carefully and successfully cultivated. Yet there, fi if

" the debt exceeds 405. the action may be brought in a su-

" perior court, where, if contested or defended, the ex-

*' pence, at the lowest computation, must be upwards of

" ^50 sterlings

a Police of the Metropolis, by Mr. "amounted to no less than 5719;

Colquhoun • who further states, that, " and the aggregate amount of debts

" in the county of Middlesex alone, " sued for, was the sum of £81,791.

" in the year 1793, the number of " It will scarcely be credited," he

" bailable writs, and executions for adds, " although it is most unques-

" debts, from £10 to £20 sterling, " tionably true, that the mere costs
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We were no strangers in a certain degree to the same S »
, . i i n* i --j i • • SUMMARY

inconvenience, winch, however, anords no solid objection to M0DM f

the judicial establishments of either country, but, less or nECIDINC*

l • l_ • SMALL
more, must obtain, wherever, in the progress of anairs and CAUSES .

under the auspices of constitutional liberty, law has grown

into a system, involving the study of statutes and decisions

and usages ; and is dispensed, according to fixed principles,

by judges, who are prepared for their function by profes-

sional habits and erudition. The very dekrys and difficul-

ties, the dangers and expence of litigation, Montesquieu

scruples not to pronounce the price which each individual

pays for the secure enjoyment of property and liberty.*

They afford, then, no just ground for dissatisfaction with,

far less, for rash innovations of, principles of law and forms

of procedure, which have been held sacred and venerable

for ages ; which are fitted to the state of society among us ;

which have " grown with our growth, and strengthened

«< with our strength."

But they render it a wise and indispensible measure

of policy, to devise a particular remedy to the particular

evil, by some less expensive mode of summarily settling

petty disputes, by the equitable award of men of sound

sense and integrity. Various expedients have been employ

-

,.«. . „ .. i.,- ti-» Tribuneaux
ed at dilierent times for attaining this object. In Den- de concilia-

tion.

" of these actions, although made up, c. n. Si vous examines les frmalit-;

"and not defended at all, would de lajustice, par rapport a la feint: qua.

" amount to £68,728 sterling ; and if un eitoyen a sefiire rendre son Hen, ou a.

*' defended, the aggregate expence to obtenir satisfaction de quelque outrage,

" recover £81,791 sterling, must be vous en trouveres tans doute trop-, si

" (strange" says be, " and incredible vous let regards dans le rapport quclles

" as it may appear), no less thao «nt ante U liberie et la surete des cite-

£285,005 Sterling, being consider- yens, vous en trouveres sou-vent trop peu ;

"ably more than three times the et vous 1/errez que les peines, Its depenses,

amount of the debts pursued for." hs longeurs,les dangers mime de Ujustice,

Chap. XIX, p. 584* &C tont le prix que ('/iiqve ciloyen donn' p*ur

* De, l'esprit des Loix. Li/, vi, ta liberie.
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§ i. mark, n litigation is said to have been much diminished in

hod --,' of tnc ordinary courts ; and great benefit to have been expe-

deciding rienced in consequence of the tribuneaux de conciliation, an
SMALL .... ii-i .. n «

causes, institution introduced in the year 1 7D5, consisting or a tew

men of integrity and intelligence in the neighbourhood,

but not of the profession of the law,h who, within the pe-

riod of eight days in towns, and fifteen days in the coun-

try, determine causes at a small expence, not to be paid un-

less both parties acquiesce in their determination ; which

then only has the force of a decree. Every citizen who,

for the period of eight years, zealously discharges the du-

ties of this office, obtains honourable marks of distinction.

Justices of peace, in this country, have been but recent-

ly made instrumental by the legislature in promoting the

same important purposes.

Baronial Oliver Cromwell, although he has obtained the credit

of inspiring the institution of justices of peace in this coun-

try with fresh vigour, yet, in this particular, chose to em-

ploy the different expedient of baronial courts ; which he

established in each barony, for determining, by an assize,

all " contracts, debts, promises, and trespasses, whatsoever,

" arising within the said manor and precincts thereof;

" provided that the matter in demand exceed not the value

" of forty shillings ; and that in any such action or tres-

" pass, the freehold, or title of the lands, be not drawn in-

" to question." This court was to be held every three

weeks. This regulation, whether ever acted on or not, ex-

pired with its author.

But justices of peace, though, as we said above, not

a Tableau des Etats Danois, par b Les avocats sont txclus de la liste

Jean Pierre Cottcau, vol. i, chap. 5, da candidats.

page 296. The account of it taken c 1640, 3d Nov. Scobel's Acts,

from that writer, will be found in

appendix, iii, N°. 2.
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vested by their constitution with any civil jurisdiction. § I#

SUMMARY
yet, in the county of Edinburgh and some other laces, modes of

had, past all memory, been in the practice of determining n?clDINO

small civil claims, not exceeding ^640 Scots, or <aL3 ; 6 : 8 causes,

sterling. This, if not directly sanctioned, was yet far from

being discountenanced by the supreme court ; such appear-

ing to be the strong necessity of some remedy for the ex-

pence of litigation in the courts of common law, so op-

pressive in small causes.

II. As the reason of exercising this dubious jurisdiction t
s>

was merely to avoid expence and delav, the procedure was C0NSUE -

mi i«i t
"

i i i
TODINARY

quite summary. Inere was no libel ; but merely a charge civil ju-

by a messenger to the defender to appear.* " I rjsdic-

1 t» TION.
« messenger, summon, warn, and charge you A B, to com-

" pear before his majesty's justices of peace, in

" shire of Edinburgh, at Edinburgh, the day of

*
, in the hour of cause ; to answer at the instance

f< of , with certification."

The messenger's return bore the nature of the claim and

sum more specifically.

«« Upon the day of , I J. R.
** messenger, passed, and lawfully summoned, warned, and

" charged A B to compear before his majesty's justices of
ie the peace, within the shire of Edinburgh, on the

" of , in the hour of cause, to answer at the in-

iC stance of J M, with certification. This I did, by deli-

i( vering," &c. There was no inducicc. The party was

charged to appear the next day.

a In the city of Edinburgh the der the cognisance of the court of

magistrates had been in the practice session, in the case Graham .igainsf.

of holding a justice of peace court, Leslie and others, which, if finally

where, it is said, there are only verbal decided before the publication ol thii

citations given. Among other points, edition, will be inserted in Appendix

the legality of this practice came un- 111.

Vol. I, I
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S a - In causes not exceeding icn merles Scots, (eleven sliil-
CONSUE- °

>i'DivAKY»ngs a-»d one third of a penny stoning) it was understood
civil jd- thg deiender was to appear personally. If he did not ap-

tjon. pear he was held confessed, unless the citation had only

been left at his dwelling-place ; in which case a second ci-

tation was necessary. If he did appear, a viva voce plead-

ing took place If a proof was necessary, he got till next

court day to bring forward his witnesses.

If he did not appear on such second citation, or on the

first personal citation ; or if he appeared, but made an un-

successful defence, then decree was pronounced against him,

containing a warrant to poind his effects, or imprison his

person, if he did not pa) the sum contained in the decree.

This warrant was not extracted for eight days; and the ex-

tract might be prevented, by lodging a petition with the

clerk to the ordinary court j or if the decree was in ab-

sence, the cause might still be heard on payment of the

previous expence.

If the decree was not brought under review within

eight days from its date, it was extracted. No charge was

given ; but the constable or messenger having the extract-

ed warrant in his hand, immediately proceeded to poind or

imprison ; and, in like manner, when a reclaiming petition

was refused, the extract might be taken out immediately',

Ix causes above ttn merks, the procedure was somewhat

different. In that case it was optional for the defender ei-

ther to appear personally, or give in defences signed by him-

self or his agent. Any person who had a house within the

jurisdiction, and a mandate from the party, could act as

agent. The debate was thus from the first sometimes verbal

and sometimes written. The decree could not be extracted

for eight days, and there was a charge to the defender to

give obedience to the decree within fifteen dirps, under the

penalty of poinding and arresting.
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Ix both cases reclaiming petitions to the ordinary court § 2 *

. ,. ,
CONSUE-

were competent ; but in cases exceeding ten merks, extract tudinar

t

could not go out till eight days after the refusal of any such C1VIL JU-
° ° J - RISDIC-

petition. In both cases an appeal was competent to the-noN.

quarter-sessions, on lodging a bond of caution, or security,

for the sum in dispute, and expences.

Even kt causes under ten merks, it was thus in the

power of a litigious defender to have the proof, as well as

the debate, in writing ; to multiply petition after petition :

and, after appealing to the quarter-sessions, to fora- his an-

tagonist into the court of session. Many pounds have been

thus incurred in recovering a few shillings.

III. The inconveniencies, as well as dubious legalitv, of $ 3-
** ^f GEO Til

this jurisdiction, and the benefits which it seemed to pro- the first

mise, under proper regulations, together with the example SMALl"

. _ ,. ,
^

.
DEBT ACT,

of the English courts of conscience, suggested the idea ofour

first " small debt act." Accordingly the statute, 35th of the

king, was passed by way of experiment, to endure for five

years. And having been found, on trial, to produce the ex-

pected benefits, a perpetual statute was passed, correcting

the former, where it appeared to be defective; and extend-

ing the jurisdiction of the court from causes not exceeding

-£3 : 6 : 8 sterling, to those not exceeding *£5 sterling.

IV". In* explaining this statute, it seems proper to insert the § 4-

words of the statute itself; making upon each section such
°*°" '"'^j

remarks as appear to be necessary ; and particularly noticing 4';—the

in what it differs from the former statute, as well as the de-
S "

cisions which have been pronounced by the supreme court

upon both.

W An act for the more easy and expeditious recovery of small
« debts, and determining small causes, in that part of
« Greet Britain called Scotland.— [30th May 1800.]

I 2

TEBT ACT.
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* 4- Tn the title of the former act, 35 ^eo. Ill, c. 123, the

ceo. in. words recovery of small debts, and determining of small

causes, were followed with this qualification, ft arising

" from personal contract or obligation." See under, the

second section of this statute.

Preamble. « Whfkeas the regulations introduced by the act, made
" in the thirty-fifth year of the reign of his present majes-

(C ty,for the more easy and expeditious recove y ofsmall debts,

<l and determining stnall causes arising out ofperson I con-

<( tract or obligation, in that part of Great Britain called

€t Scotland, and which act is near expiring, having in ge-

" neral been found useful and beneficial to the public, it is

<f proper that they should be renewed and mnde perpetual,

<{ with such amendments as experience has suggested, and

" that other and further regulations should be made for at-

<c taining the same salutary ends ; may it therefore please

" your majesty that it may be enacted ; and be it enacted

« by the king's most excellent majesty, by and with the ad-

tf vice and consent of the lords spiritual and temporal, and

« commons, in tbis present parliament assembled, and by
< f the authority of the same, that all causes and complaints

" brought under the authority of the said act, and depend-

" ing at the commencement cf this act, shall be carried on

" to a conclusion, according to the rules thereby prescribedj

*' notwithstanding this present act."

« II. And be it enacted, that from and after the first day

(< ofJune one thousand eight hundred, (which is hereby de-

« clared to be the commencement of this act) it shall be

« lawful and competent for any two or more of his majes-

«< ty s justices of peace in that part of Great Britain called

" Scotland, within their respective counties or stewartries3

" to hear, try, and determine, as shall appear to them agree-

•' able to equity and good conscience, all causes and com-
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u plaints brought before them, concerning the recovery of S 4-

<c debts, or the making effectual any demand : provided al- GE0> ni>

" ways, thai the debt or demand shall not exceed the value

cc of five pounds sterling exclusive of costs, and that in a

" summary way, as more particularly herein after men-

« tioned."

The words it shall be competent nd laxvful express the pe-—oblig a-
TION TO

remptory will of the legislature that courts be held regularly MEET RE .

in the different counties, in terms of this act ; and by nq GUtARLT *

means leave it in the option of the justices of peace to hold

such courts or not as they may deem proper. Authority

and powers are not conferred on magistrates and public offi-

cers for the sake of themselves individually, but of the com-

munity. Powers always infer corresponding duties. Under

these words, then, the justices of each county are solemnly

charged to form arrangements for holding regular courts

under the small debt act. Nothing can more directly tend

to counteract and frustrate the benign views of the legisla-

ture in framing this act ; nothing can be more vexatious

and injurious to that < lass of persons for whose behoof it

was principally intended, than irregularity in holding the

courts ; and, after parties are assembled, adjournments for

want of a quorum. The statute must do harm, rather than

good, without scrupulous attention to this particular.

The words equitu and a mod conscience* 1 it is of great

—

equit-

lmportance, correctly, to understand ; that, on the one hand, ERS .

inexperience in the doctrines and procedure of courts of

law, may not deter gentlemen of sound judgment and inte-

grity from undertaking this honourable and useful duty *

while, on the other hand, nothing can more directly tend

to bring the institution into discredit and neglect, than any

a A phrase derived from the small dtbt act of the city of Loodoa

3 J. I, cap. jj.

1 3
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$ 4 . idea that the judges, under the small debt act, are not under

39 and 40^ same obligation with other judges to decide questions
GEO. III. " JO ^

__ of fact according to the proof of the fact ; and questions of

able pow relevancy or law, according to the nature of the right.

They are to " try, hear, and determine" f ' causes and com-
(t plaints concerning the recovery of debts, or the making
*' effectual any demand that shall not exceed," &c. But every

"cause" "complaint," or " demand,'' must involve some

controversy either concerning fact or law. And this statute

subjects to this judicature causes of a certain description,

viz. not exceeding ^£5 sterling ; which " demands, causes,

te or complaints," before the erection of this judicature,

were (and but for it would still be) decided by the judge

ordinary. But though they are decided more cheaply and

expeditiously, more suitably to the smallness of the cause, as

well as more beneficially for all concerned, still the thing to

be decided, whether by this court or by the judge ordinary,

cannot be different ; it must be either a matter of fact, or a

point of right. In either case, this act intrusts to private

gentlemen, although they may not be learned in the law,

the power of deciding the cause according to the best of

their knowledge and conviction, upon attentively consider-

ing the circumstances of the case.

Equity and But these words, " equity and a good conscience," will not
a good con- authorise them to decide contrary to the law, or contrary to
science*

the proof of the fact, from ideas of abstract equity; as the sup-

posed inhumanity of a legal demand, or considerations arising

from the relative situation of parties ; one of whom may be

rich, and the other poor, but who have an equal right to the

aid and protection of the law. Whether the creditor act harsh-

ly or commendably in making his demand for full payment

;

whether the deciding one way or another would be a great

advantage to the one party, and a trifling inconvenience to

the other ; these, and such like, are inquiries which the
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words alluded to give justices of peace no title to enter into, § 4 .

and which are property only for the private individual in di 3 ? AND 4°

recting his own conduct. It was indeed a celebrated maxim _CQU1T .

of the ancient moralists, not to pursue a smaller good to one's able pow-

self at the expence of a greater evil to others : or, as improv-

ed in scripture to behave to others, as we would wish

others to behave to us : But such balancing of the circum-

stances and morality of two litigants, belongs not to the

judge deciding with regard to the rights of others. Whether
the prosecution on the one hand, or the defence on the

other, be gentleman-like, grateful, commendable, or the con-

trary, cannot enter into view : The decision must solely de-

pend (as the case may be), either upon the proof of the fact,

or on the real merits of the point of right.

Accordingly, no such discretionary or arbitrary power
is claimed by the court of session itself, though entrusted

with the highest equitable jurisdiction, and is said to possess

a nobile off cium ; which, ill understood, provoked the acri-NoWr off,-

monious animadversion of two distinguished names in our "ounot
C

literary annals.a session.

On. the contrary, such aibitrary power is uniformly dis-

claimed by the judges. An instance of this occurred lately,

in a dispute concerning certain articles of furniture •, a chest

«i" drawers, bed-cloaths, table-linen, and other articles,

which were claimed by the creditors as the property of the

bankrupt, and by his wife as her parapharnalia. b

a Buchan. Rer. Scot. Hist. lib. 14, every thing belonging to the wife,

p. 467, ed. 8vo. fritter dotem. Ulpian in /. ix. \ 1, jf.

Dr. Stuart's Public Lav/ and Con Bejure dot In our law it means those

tituttonal History of Scotland, note moveables which continue the pro-

perty of the wife after marriage ; in-

b Paraphernalia (from the Greek eluding the whole v ' '</, or \ntiniui

a-a^and* , .. rfil law meant muUei/r'u ; which means " not only

« Che
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^ 4. As this was giving that word a more extensive meajiing

^ o

A
*|
D 4°than strict law warranted, she expressly threw herself upon

—equit- l^e e(lu i table powers and supposed nobile ojjicium of the

able pow- court The answer from the chair was, that though the

case was hard, and the creditors did not appear to he acting

a liberal or commendable part, yet that was entirely in

their own discretion, as the court had no power to give away

the property of litigants, or to be liberal at the expence

of others. 3

If the supreme tribunal itself, the grand jury of the na-

tion, be thus limited in the determination of private causes,

it will not appear very probable that it could be intended to

give the small debt court a more arbitrary power, which

would be no less painful to the judge than unsafe to the

lieges, and become the fruitful parent of animosity, discon-

tent, and of evils more than sufficient to counterbalance

any inconveniencies it could prevent.

Such a power, or latitude, in deciding a cause, to go be-

Cambden's yond it, an eminent judge and celebrated writer calls " that

definition « most tremendous and most dangerous power, the discre-

" tion of the judge j"b and a lord chiefjustice of England

has described it as the law of " tyrants ; always unknown j

" different in different men. It is casual, and depends up-

<( on constitution, temper, and passion. In the best it is

" the body-cloths and wearing-appa- " tories for holding paraphernalia, are

" rel, but all the ornaments of dress " not paraphernal, unless they be

" proper to a woman's person ; as " made such by the bridegroom's

" neckcloth, ear-rings, breast or arm " giving them to the bride before and

" jewels, given by her husband to " on the marriage-day." Ersk. b. i,

" her either before or after marriage, tit 6, § 15.

" But things of promiscuous use to a 1803, Nov. 24, Beatrix Hevva*.

" man and wife, ex.gr. watch, jewels, b Sir William Jones' Law of Bai!^

" medals, plate, and even the rcposi- ments
; p 2j,
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" often caprice ; in the worst it is every vice, folly and § 4.

*' passion, to which human nature is liable." " Discretion" 39 AND 4°
. CEO. III.

(observes another learned judge) in the only sense in which _
it can properly belong to judges, " is a science and under- able pow-

" standing of distinguishing and discerning between false-
ERl"

u hood and truth, &c. and not to do according to arbitrary

U will and private affection." d

These words, then, " equity and a good conscience,"

cannot lead us to imagine that the framers of this most ex-

cellent statute intended to erect a petty tyranny in each

district. They were meant merely to signify the summary
procedure of this judicature : its freedom from the trammels

and forms and review which make litigation so tedious and

expensive in courts of law ; and in particular, certain equi-

table and extraordinary powers which the act itself confers

upon it with the most salutary consequences ; as, for exam-

ple, where circumstances require it, to make the sum award-

ed payable by instalments ; of which more fully afterwards.

Perhaps, also, those words may give them some lati- Latitude

tude in the matter of evidence, freeing them from the ne- resPectinS...... legal evi-

cessity of scrupulous attention to nice objections, in point ofdence.

law, to the evidence produced, whether witnesses or writs;

provided only, under a general view of the whole, they are

convinced, as jurymen or arbiters, of the truth of the fact

in controversy before them.

But this discretionary power, (if it at all obtain) even in

matters of evidence, must not be carried far.

Thus, for example, an action is brought for payment of

c Lord Cambden's Argument in judge Blackstone, v. iii, p. 429, &c.

the case Doe v. Kersey; Morgan's " Ibid. 5, Co. 100. A. Rookc $ case.

Law of Evidence, p. 2S4. Sec also
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$ 4- an account, more than three years after the date of the last

cE^.m.
40

article in it. 1 hough the short prescriptions are not ex-

tinctions of the debt, strictly speaking, but of the mode of

proof only, yet they are so generally known, and firmly

established, and so indispensible to the preventing of fraud

and imposition, particularly in small causes, that the justices

would net think themselves at liberty, more than the judge

ordinary, to allow a general proof of a prescribed debt, in-

stead of requiring it to be proved by the defender's writ

or oath.

Neither, perhaps, would they be warranted in resting

solely upon the testimony of one witness ; our law reposing

confidence only in the concurring evidence of two wit-

nesses.

Unless, therefjre, in some of those cases in which British

statutes have required credit to be given to one witness,

perhaps justices of peace ought not to dispense with so es-

tablished a maxim of our law of evidence. Be this however

as it may, it is certain, that nothing whatever can enter in-

to the judgment of the small debt court in deciding a cause,

Lut the point in controversy ; be it a matter of fact in ques-

tions of fact, or a matter of right in questions of law.

These words, " all causes and complaints brought before

" them concerning the recovery of debts, or the making ef-

'/ fectual any demand," were followed in the former act by

the farther description, " arising- out of personal contract

" or obligation •" which was omitted, as seeming to imply

a more limited construction of the statute than appeared to

be expedient or necessary. Under the present act, there-

fore, all questions whatever, not specially excepted, and not

exceeding the statutable sum, are • competent before the
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§ 4.

small debt court. Concerning this point there have been 39 and 43
... 1 • 1 • i 1 • GEO. 111.

some decisions which it may be proper here to mention.
—CAUSE?.

The poor of the parish of Avondale claimed £3 : 6 : 8

sterling, as their proportion of the money arising from the

proclamation of banns, and registration of births, from Mar-

tinmas l7<)4to Whitsunday 1795. For this sum, with

6s. of expences, action was brought before a session of the

justices of peace, held under the 35 George III. Decree

was pronounced in terms ofthe libel. In a bill of suspension,

it was pleaded, that the just construction of the statute em-

braced only small causes arising from bargains, accounts,

wages, &c. In answer, it was said to comprehend all cases

whatever, which resolve into a question of debt, or into a

personal obligation to pay a sum of money, or which are of

a declaratory nature. The late lord Swinton, who is said

to have had the merit of first suggesting the Scottish small

debt act, expressed himself very clearly of opinion that this

case did not fall under it ; but the court was of a different

opinion. The letters, of course, were found orderly pro-*

ceeded.*

The present act, which purposely omits the disputed

words, clearly comprehends all causes whatever not exceed-

ing £5 sterling, and not specially excepted.

This was the opinion of the court of session in the case

of a decree of the justices for £2 : 1 : 8 sterling ; which

was brought under review by reduction, and was stated

to have proceeded on the footing, not that the defender

owed the debt himself, but that he was liable for it as a

debt of his father and mother's, having intromittcd with

their effects. Some of the judges viewing it as a question

a Thomas Hamilton, treasurer for minister of the parish, 1 797, Dec. J.

the poor, against the rev. John Scott, Fac. Coll.
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§ 4- ofpassive titles, which tended to fix upon the party a gc~

ceo. in. neral representation of his father, expressed doubts whe-
—causes, ther it fell under the description of causes included in the

act. But the court in general did not enter into this idea ;

which appeared too much to narrow and limit the statute>

as scarcely a case could occur which might not be said to

involve a point of law. The reasons of reduction were

repelled. 1

The court was of the same opinion 'in the still more

doubtful case, of a libel brought before the justices of peace

for the county of Stirling ; stating, that " the defender

" was justly addebted, and resting owing to the com-
** plainer the sum of £5 : 19 : 6 sterling, which is hereby

" restricted to s£5 of damages, for fraudulently taking up

" money, and allowing another messenger to do the same,

" in the cause of lavvburrows, and keeping up bond of

" caution ; by which means the complainer's wife, Janet

«* Turnbull, was committed to prison, when in a bad state

«« of health." And the libel concludes for the said sum,

with interest and expences. The justices gave decree

against him for S3. In a bill of advocation the defender

pleaded, that the libel, containing a charge of fraud, and

impropriety of conduct in his official capacity, involved a

question of more importance than could competently be

determined by the justices under the small debt act. But

the bill of advocation was refused ; in respect the fraud

was not judged of to any other effect than ordering resti-

tution of the money which alone, was concluded for. b

Provided the debts or demand hall not exceed the va-

lue offive pounds sterling, exclusive of costs,

a Johnston against Kellow, 1803, Jan. ro.

b John Bruwn against Laurence Turnbull. fcbiuary, iSoi,
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The former act limited the sum to £40 Scots, or $ 4.

£'d : 6 : 8. The advantages found to result from the first"j™*1

act, induced the legislature in the present act to extend the—CAU*Es<

jurisdiction of the court to the sum of five pounds. a

It is not competent to divide the sum in dispute for the DlvldinS

purpose 01 raising several actions belcre the justices.

Such an attempt was strongly reprobated in a case that

fell under the for ner act. Within a period of no more

than 13 years, about 40 small feus had been granted upon

the estates of the countess of Loudon for feu-duties of 8s.

or Vs. a year In the bargain it had not been mentioned

whether the expence of the feu-rights was to be paid by

the superior, or by the vassal, or by both of them. The

feuars had long demanded their feu-rights. The factor at

length assembled them together, and presented to them,

not only feu-dispositions, but seisines taken thereon, which

lie refused to deliver, unless they paid him the expence of

the charters and infeftments. This the feuars refused, al-

g they had given no orders to take the infeftments.

Separate actions were brought before the justices against

each of the feuars at the instance both of the writer to the

a Mr. Colquhoun proposes that the " term'ine,fum/ly by a jury, all actions

justices of peace of the county of " of debt under £50, and to tax the

Middlesex should be empowered fin " costs in proportion to the amount

ally to determine causes to the extent " of the verdict, great benefits would

of £50 sterling. " If, instead of the " result to the public' Ibid. p. 587.

*• various inferior courts for the re- The author is here speaking of what

" covery of debts (exclusive of the would be proper for London ; but

" courts of conscience) which are of whatever may be the justice of the

" very limited use, on account of ap- remaik, it is plain that in this coun-

*' peals lying in all actions above £5 try the sum could not at present with

•• sterling -the justices, in the gene- propriety, be raised above £5 sterling.

" ral tessions the peace, specially h 20"' December 1790. ; John At\-

wjiorud, were to hear and dc- dcrson and others., feuars in Dalvtf.
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5 4- signet and of the country agent ; the one for the expence

^^^f,
4°of the feu-dispositions, and the other for that of the sei-

G£0. Ill, r *

—causes, sines. The justices, in terms of the several libels, pro-

nounced decree against the feuars, who offered a bill of ad-

vocation, or suspension, praying " for letters of advocation,

" in case of no extract, and that the same shall be judged

« competent by your lordships, where a general point of

iC importance, more than a sum of money, is in question ;

" or otherways, upon letters of suspension on caution in

" common form." Lord Stonefield, ordinary, refused the

bill. But on advising a reclaiming petition, with answers,

the court passed the bill as an advocation without a dis-

senting voice.

OBSEnrED {< on the bench.—The two claims, viz. mak-
c< ing out the disposition and infeftment thereon, could not

u be disjoined. Two persons, it is alleged, were employed
** under the countess. It makes no difference whether
(i two or a dozen were employed ; it was in one business ;

" the factor wishing to recover payment for both easily,

fl acts for both separately in each of their names. This

?t was making an unfair use of the act of parliament."

This case was determined under the former act ; but the

same principle applies under the present ; and it seems pro-

per to mention it, as the court considered it as a case of

importance.

Feudal It was farther mentioned from the bench, that the small
rights. fefa ac£ was not intended to regulate questions relative to

feudal rights, but only small questions of debt. Even this

ground also applies to the present act, though omitting the

words personal obligation or contract; and, as we have

teen understood by the court, to extend to all cases not in-

cluded within the special exceptions, which last howeve?

jnclude all cases of heritable rights.
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" III. And be it enacted, that all such causes shall pro- §4-

ts cecrj Upon petition or complaint, stating shortly the^*"**
" cause or ground of action, and concluding against the— p«oce-

" defender ; which petition or complaint heing signed by

" the justice of peace cleric, or any deputy by him ap-

(C pointed, or in case of his failing to appoint, by a clerk

" to be appointed within the respective districts, as herein

tf after mentioned, shall be a warrant for any constable or

" peace officer for summoning the defender to appear and

" answer at the next meeting of the justices of peace in

€t the district of the county or Stewart ry where the de-

fi fender resides, the same not being sooner than upon the

te sixth day after the date of the citation, and also for

" summoning witnesses to the same day and p!ace : pro-

t{ vided always, that a eopy of the said petition or com-
tc plaint, with the citation annexed, and also a copy of the

€t account, document of debt, or state of the demand, with

" the names of the witnesses, or other means of proof,

' all be delivered by a constable or peace officer to the

« c defender personally, or at his dwelling-house or place of

* e abode ; in which last esse, if the defender shall not ap-

" pear, he shall be cited a second time personally, or at his

f* dwelling-house or place of abode, upon the words de

(( novo being cither subjoined to the original petition, and

ued by an}- one justice of the peace, or written in

" the procedure-book kept by the clerk, and signed by
" the justices, to appear either at the next stated meeting,

" or at a meeting to be held by adjournment for that pur-

" pose, and fixed by the justices at the first diet, which
" second meeting shall not be sooner than three days from

lC the date of the first, or,- in default, to be held a? confess-

" ing the debt or justice of the demand ; and the consta-

f* blc or peace officer shall, in both cases, return an execu-

£ tion of citation signed by him, or shall appear and give

e upon oath of his having duly cited the defender
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i 4. f* in manner aforesaid : provided nevertheless, that ii" the

cEcfm
40 " defender shall appear at any time before such second ci-

— pkoce- « tation, and the parties and witnesses shall be then

«« ready, the justices may proceed to hear and determine

" the cause.''

*' All. such causes shall proceed upon petition or com-

libel
" pla int> stating," &c. The libel or complaint ought not

to enter into any detail, but merely mention the ground

of action, and the coaclusion, that the same may be the

foundation for a decree ; the intention of the statute be-

ing, that the defence, and all information concerning cir-

cumstances, and all facts and arguments on both sides

should be stated verbally in the presence of the court

:

thus, for example, in an action brought by a merchant for

payment of an account, the complaint ought only to spe-

cify the sum due, and refer to the account, a copy of which

ought to be served on the defendant, and the account it-

self lodged with the claim, or produced in court at calling

the cause, But the complaint ought to enter into no parti-

culars ; such as communings between the parties, or low-

ness of the prices, or ingratitude of the defender, but bare-

ly that such a sum is owing. It may be made out in the

following form,

form of it. " Unto the honourable his majesty's justices of peace

" for the shire complains

f« that where is justly addebt-

?< ed, resting, and owing, the complainer the sum of

" which he refuses to pay, unless compelled :

f* therefore the said ought and should

?' be decerned and ordained to make payment to the com-

f* plainer of the aforesaid sum, with expences."

" Which petition or complaint being signed, &c. shall

*£ be a warrant for any constable or peace officer for sum-*

f< moaing the defender to appear."
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The forms of the warrant and citation, both with respect * 4«

to the defender and witnesess, will be found in Appendix II. geo. m.
4

I'ROCE-

<c To appear at the next meeting of, &c. the same not be-

ing sooner than the sixth day after the date of citation"

In the former act the expression was « the same not be-^ay of ap-

ing sooner than six days after the date of citation." This

was understood to exclude both the day of citation and the

day of compearance , which made it necessary for all war-

rants given out on the Monday to be executed that nay,

though the constable was attending the court to verify hi*

execution on oath, in terms ot the act, if thought necessary,

otherways they could not come into court for a fortnight

thereafter, which occasioned much inconveniency. The pre-

sent act therefore uses the words, not sooner than the sixth

day ; thus saving a week to the parties, who a:e less apt to

be punctual when too long a period intervenes between the

day of citation and the day of compearance.

" T/ ta r a copy of the said -petition or complaint, with the Copy of the

citation annexed, and also a copy of the account, document q^
comPiaint -

debt, or state ofthe demand, with the names of the witnesses,

or other means ofproof, shall," &c. These worCs were in-

serted to remedy the celay which had beenexperienced under

the former act, from the defender not knowing, or pretending

not to know, the nature of the claim till explained in court.

<c He shall be cited a second time personally, or at his

dwelling-house, Sfc. upon the words de novo," &c.

THE former act, where the first citation was not given Citation,

personally, r< quired the second to be upon a new warrant or

order, subjoined to the original petition, and signed by one

jtotice of But the present act adopts the simpler

plan of granting the warrant de novo.

! \ r,
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^ *" '* Provided 7ievertheless, that if the defender shall ap-
39 and 40 j j r
geo. in. pear at any time before the second citation^ &c. This

proce-
prov it.jon Avas 1)0t ju the former act.

DIKE. r

Citation of « IV. And be it enacted, that the original warrant,
witnesses.

{( g;gne(i ^y the justice of peace clerk, or his deputy, shall

« contain an authority to the officer to summon witnesses,

*' not only for the pursuer, but also for the defender, if the

ie officer shall at any time, before the diet of appearance, be

" required by the defender to cite such witnesses."

These forms will be found in Appendix II,

if witnesses « V. And be it enacted, that if the witnesses cited, ei-

appcar not. t( tjier Upon t jie one part or the tlier, do not appear at the

%t time and place to which they are cited, it shall be com-

« petent to the party or parties to apply for a new war-

*« rant for compelling them to attend at the next stated or

« adjourned meeting, which warrant may be signed by

" any one justice of the peace, and may require them to

tc attend in order to give evidence, under a penalt}r not ex-

*< ceeding twenty shillings sterling, to be awarded by the

« justice of peace in default' of their appearance, unless a

*' reasonable excuse be offered and sustained, and to be

« recovered by the party at whose instance they were cit-

«« ed, in the same form and manner as is herein directed

*f with regard to other small debts, or, in the option of the

<* justice of peace, to be imprisoned for a certain time in

" the county prison, not exceeding ten days.

Pj
,. «' VI. And be it enacted, that when the parties shall ap-

" pear, the said justices shall hear them viva voce, and ex-

*' amine witnesses upon oath, and also the parties by decla-

<e ration or upon oath : provided always, that no procura-

(t tors, solicitors, or any persons practising the law, shall be

*' allowed to plead for them, either viva voce or by writing,

«* nor shall any of the pleadings, or minutes, or evidence,
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«* be taken down in writing, or be entered upon any re- S 4-

« cord."
39 AND 4°

^"1U| run inGEO. III.

PROCt-

" Also the parties by declaration or upon oath." Inthe
DURi

former act here followed, <( proceeding on the reference of

" either party."

u A\d the parties by declaration or upon oath." Oaths how
1 s l

to be taken.

This clause imposes upon justices of peace a delicate and Mode of

important duty, and affords them an opportunity either of
rr0 °

preventing or of occasioning much evil. Good men have

ever been averse to swear, unless on important occasions.

Grotius mentions, with approbation, the encomium of the

orator Libanius, upon a worthy character, that such was

his abhorrence of perjury, that he dreaded even to take an

oath. a '« To swear about trifling matters, or without any

* cause, is very impious ; as it plainly tends to abate that

" awful reverence which all good men should constantly

If maintain towards God." b Hence it has been remarked,

that " where perjuries in serious matters grow frequent in

'• any state, the legislators or the magistrates arc generally

" chargeable with much of the guilt ; if they either fre-

" quently exact oaths in smaller matters, or when oaths

" give no security in the point of view j or if oaths are re-

*' quired where there are great temptations to perjury,

" with hopes of impunity."-

But, in the present case, much of the same guilt wi!! 0at}ls not

attach to those justices of peace who rashly admit litigants, to be taken

to terminate the cause by their oath, when very possibly a
rail y

little patience and temper, address and attention, might

have better discovered the truth, without employing that

'rous and disagreeable expedient; which ought to bo

a Dc Jure Belli ct Pacis, lib. ii, l> Dr. Hutchcson's Elem. of Ethics,

cap. 13, § 21. 'Erupxlat rttitt*, b. ii, c. 2, § i.

«W«r«T4Jv, UT'. k sr '; ,-j.i iutt*'i»t ILiJ.

i%u, ifo«/3«f< K 2
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S 4- the last in every case, but particularly where the litigants

GEo
A
m.

4°
are generally of the lower orders of society.

—PROCE-

Justices, who have had much experience in the execu-

tion of this act, have frequently found that defenders, who
at first not only denied the debt, but offered to swear that

it was not due, have been brought to acknowledge it, by

a little investigation into the nature of the claim, refreshing

the memory, giving assurances of indulgence, by instal-

ments, &c. ; Whereas less patience in the judge, admitting

the oath when it was offered, would have had the effect

of defrauding the one party of a just debt, and involving

the other in the disgrace and guilt of perjury.

" Provided always, that no procurator, solicitor, or

any persons practising the law, shall be allowed to plead

for them.'*

No procu- When claims are brought, not by the original creditors,

mitted. but by other persons to whom they have been assigned,

much caution is necessary, especially if the pursuer be a

legal practitioner ; lest the debt may have been collusively

made over for the very purpose of defeating this clause,

which requires parties to appear personally, without the aid

of any legal practitioner.

" Non shall any pleadings, or minutes, or evidence, be

taken down in writing, or entered on any record."

In a late case brought before the court of session by re-

duction, it appeared the clerk had taken down the evidence

in writing. The court so much disapproved of his con-

duct, as to speak of inflicting a fine upon him.a

" VII. And be it enacted, that if the defenderwho ha*

been personally cited, or who has been cited a second

a i?°3> January ; Alexander Stewart,

>i
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" time on default for non-appearance on the first citation, S 4-

" shall not appear by himself or by one of his family, and GE0> IU>

" shall not send an excuse to satisfy the justices to give PRO ce-

" him a delay, he shall be held as confessing the debt or DURS -

" justice of the demand but if a sufficient excuse shall

(i happen to be made, or if the absence of witnesses, or

" any other good reason assigned, shall move the justices

** to adjourn the meeting to another day, or to the next

" stated time of meeting, it shall be competent for them to

*< make such adjournment, and the parties and witnesses

" shall be ordered then to attend."

* On by one of hisfamily:' One of the

family.

These words were not inserted in the first act. It some-

times happened that the husband or father, who had to

work for the subsistence of the family, could not conve-

niently attend. The present act, therefore, allows any

other member of the family to appear instead of him.

" Or any other good reason assigned."

It is not without some very good reason assigned, that Adjourn-

delay is to be granted from one day to another; each day's mentof the

roll ought to be determined, if possible, at one sederunt

;

as the loss oi time, besides the injury to the community, is

a very serious evil to persons in the lower ranks of life,

for whose benefit this act was principally intended.

<{ VIII. And be it enacted, that where a decree has gone

" in absence or by default, it shall be still competent for the

¥ defendant, upon consigning the sums decreed for in the

" clerk's hands, and making intimation of this to the pur-

<c suer personally, or by two citations at his dwelling-house

u or place of abode, at any time before the days of the

<; charge elapse, to have the matter re-heard at the follow

-

K 3
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? 4. M ing court-day ; and, in like manner, where absolvitor has

geo
AN
hi

4°" passed in absence, it shall be competent for the pursuer,

PR0CE .
" upon consigning two shillings and sixpence in the hands

dure. tf of the clerk, and giving the like notice to the other party,

(e to have the cause again called at the next court-day, the

te two shillings and sixpence being paid over to the defen-

" der, in order to defray his previous expence."

The first act did not contain this regulation.

<c IX. And be it enacted, that in case it shall be proved,

" to the satisfaction of the justices, that the non-attendance

" of parties or witnesses has been occasioned by any failure

" of duty on the part of the officer, and that he has return-

<e ed a false execution, it shall be in the power of the said

< e justices to punish him, by a fine to the poor, or imprison-

iC ment, the fine not exceeding twenty shillings sterling,

" nor the imprisonment not exceeding ten days."

iC X. And be it enacted, that the clerk or depute-clerk

" shall keep a book, wherein shall be entered a transcript

S( of the petition or complaint, with the date of giving it

*' in, the several deliverances or interlocutory orders of the

" justices, and the final judgment or decree, with the date

f< thereof, which last shall be signed by the justices pre-

tc sent, or by their preses. if more than two are present;

« and a copy of the said decree shall by the clerk be annex-

'< cd to the principal petition or complaint, containing war-

** rant for arresting or poinding the effects of the defender,

*< or for committing his person to prison; which copy or

*< extract, being signed by the clerk or his deputy, and de-

" livered to the party in whose favour the same is granted,

<f shall be a warrant for execution, after the expiration of

*' six free days from the date of pronouncing the decree, if

*' the party against whom it is given has been present in

<e court when it was pronounced, or if he has not been
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" present, execution shall only proceed after a charge of six S 4*

u free days given by the officer, by leaving a copy of the^*^
1I#

" decree or judgment against the party either personally, _ PR0CE .

" or at his dwelling-house, to which charge the officer DURE «

iS shall make oath, if required."

" Siased by the justices -present, or by their preses, if

more than two are present."

In the case of Scott against Hamilton, quoted above, it Decree,«ub-

was objected, that though the decree was pronounced by two
scnp l

justices, yet it was subscribed by one only, and by him not

as preses. It was answered, that it was the book kept by

the clerk, and the principal decree inserted in that book,

which must be signed by two justices ; and that an extract,

or copy of the decree, signed by the clerk or his deputy,

without the signature of any of the justices present, is a

sufficient warrant for carrying the 'iecree into execution.

It was also sa.d, chat though the act requires the book to be

signed by two justices, where no more than two are present,

its being signed only by the preses is declared not to be a nul-

lity. The court appears not to have regarded this objection.

' ' W i /: na vt for arresting and poinding.''—These form s Arestmcnt

will be found in Appendix II.
*" poin "

mg.

" XI. And be it enacted, that the form of the poinding
11 shall be summary; videlicet, by carrying the effects poind-

" ed to the nearest market town, or kirk town, or village,

<( within the parish, and, after getting the same duly appriz-

" ed, selling them between the hours ofeleven and twelve

" forenoon, at the cross or most public place, after one hour's

" notice given by a crier, by public roup, to the highest

" bidder, returning the overplus (if any) to the owner,
" after deducting what is allowed by this act for poinding

° and sale ; and if the effects are not sold, delivering them
" over at the appraised value to the creditor, to the amount
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f 4- " of the debt and the allowance for poinding ; provided al-

ll~
''' " wavs, that in case the place of sale is not a market town,

—proc i but on'.y a kirk town or village, the place and time of sale

'* shall be advertised two davs at least before the day of sale,

" at the door of the parish church upon Sunday after the

'« forenoon sermon."

The forms used in poinding will be explained in the

chapter concerning Constables.

" XII. And be it enacted, that the said justices may, if

*' they think proper, direct the sum or sums found due to

" be repaid by instalments, weekly or monthly according

*< to the circumstances of the parties found liable, and un-

*' der such conditions or qualifications as they shall think

" fit to annex."

The wisdom and humanity of this statute is nowhere

more conspicuous than in the provision with respect to pay-

ing the turns found due by instalments. Defenders have

often no other defence than their inability to pay the debt.

But when it must be taken in small moities, to answer

weekly wages, they pay cheerfully and punctually sums

which could not be obtained from them at once without

their utter ruin.

But this indulgence ought not to be abused. Each moie-

ty ought to be religiously paid when due. The statute there-

fore allows the justices to annex what qualifications they

think proper to their decree; for example, where they think

it necessary, they may declare, that in case one moiety lie

over till the second become due. or the second till t, e third,

the party shall be at full liberty to do diligence for the

whole sum and expences contained in the decree.

tl XIII. A nd be it further enacted, that the decree given

e{ by the said justices shall not be subject to advocation, no
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" to any suspension, appeal, or other stay ofexecution ; and § 4-

" in case either party shall afterwards insist in an action of CE0 . n i.

« reduction before the court of session, for setting aside the —review.

" proceedings, on the ground of alleged iniquity or oppres-

" sion, he shall, before he be heard in such action, beobli-

« ged to find sufficient caution, and to lodge the same in

" the hands of the clerk of court, for payment of such ex-

" pences as may be awarded against him; nor shall any such

.'* action be at all competent after the expiration of one year

* c from the date of the decree of the said justices."

" Shall not be subject to ad-vocation, nor to any suspen- Advoca.

i , - . ,, tion.
swn, appeal, or other stay of execution.

The decree is in general not subject to suspension or ad-

vocation.

But if the justices exceed their powers, viz. judo-e in Suspension,

matters not subjected to their cognizance, redress may be

applied for in the form of advocation or suspension. Ac-

cordingly, in the case of the feuars quoted above, the bill

was passed as an advocation. This must have been done,

even had the act declared the judgment of the justices

not reviewable at all. If the justices exercising this statut-

able jurisdiction go beyond the powers committed to them,

the lieges are entitled to apply, in common form, to the su-

preme courts for protection.

" In case cither party sltaU afterwards insist in an action

of reduction, lie shall" $c.

In order the more fully to obtain the beneficial effects of Reduction.

this act, it was originally proposed that the decree of the

justices sliould not be reviewable at ail on the head of ini-

quity ; but it was ultimately judged better and more consti-

tutional not to shut the door altogether against redress ; at
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\ 4. the same time to prescribe such a mode as would not be re-

^9 and 4°
gorteci to wjthout substantial grounds. This object accord-GEO. HI. ->

—review, ingly is, as far as possible, attained. For few persons, it may
be presumed, will think of employing the expensive process

of reduction, unless in a case of palpable iniquity ; and, at

any rate, the wise precaution of requiring caution for the

expences, secures the other party from all risk of loss.

" Nor shall any such action be at all competent after the

expiration of one yearfrom the date of the decree"

within the This was necessary. The statute prohibits the justices ei-

year.
tjier to jjeep a record of their proceedings, or to take any evi-

dence in writing. The reduction therefore becomes necessa-

rily a new cause. The party makes his allegation, obtains a

new proof, examines what witnesses he pleases, and the su-

preme court determines the merits as they then appear, rather

than the merits of the decree of the justices, according to the

statement and evidence that may have been laid before them.

Had any longer period been suffered to elapse, important

witnesses might be dead, or out of the way, so that the re-

duction might be determined on quite different evidence

from the original decree. In order, as far as possible, to

prevent this hardship and inconveniency, the statute limits

the time for raising the reduction to a twelvemonth. Even

in this short time no doubt, sometimes important altera-

tions may happen from the death of witnesses, &c. But

every particular hardship cannot be remedied or prevented.

It is sufficient that the short period of a twelvemonth af-

fords the least possible risk of such inconveniencies.

—JURIS-

DICTION
©VER AL

" XIX. And be it enacted, that no privilege shall be al-

" lowed to exempt any person liable to be summoned by
" virtue of this act, from the jurisdiction of the said justi-

" ces, on account of his being a member of any other court

" ofjustice."
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UNDER the former act, which contained no such limita- § 4-

tion, some cases occurred of members of the college of jus- GE0> llu

tice pleading their privilege ; and thouph the court repelled—J" RIS -

1 , ,. . • i , -, ,
DICTION.

the declinature, it was judged proper to put the matter be-
... ,

° ^ r r Members
yond doubt. of the col-

lege of jus-

" XX. Provided alwavs, and be it enacted, that this
, . . , . "

• • i ,, i
EXCEPTION.

< s act, or any thing herein contained, shall not extend to

H any debt for rent, upon a tack, or lease, or real contract,

<e where the title of any lands, tenements, or hereditaments,

<{ can or may come to, be brought in question, nor to any
" other debt, matter, or thing, that shall or may arise upon quest ion>

" or concerning the validity of any will, testament, or con-

" tract of marriage, although the same shall not amount to

ie the sum of five pounds sterling, nor to any debt for any
st money or thing won at or by means of any horse race,

" cock match, or ariy kind of gaming- or play, or any debt Game
j r- • • debts.

fl or demand ior or on account ot any spiritous liquors,

" any thing herein contained to the contrary in anywise i^'u^

*' notwithstanding.

These exceptions speak for themselves.

.BURGHMA-
" XXI. And whereas the magistrates of the city of edin-

<c Edinburgh have long been in the use and possession of
BU

^

" holding a weekly court for determining in a summary trates.

•' manner, according to equity and good conscience, all

" causes and complaints brought before them for small sums
" not exceeding ten merks Scots money, and of putting

" their decrees into immediate execution against all persons

" residing within the said city and liberties thereof: and

" whereas it would be expedient to extend their jurisdic-

" tion so far as regards the sum or value of the cause to be

** tried in that manner at their said weekly courts ; be it

ft therefore enacted, that the magistrates of Edinburgh sliMl

< f have full power and liberty as justices of the peace, and
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4- " they are hereby authorised at their aforesaid weekly courts,

e-r.o. m.
:c to try, liear, and determine, in a summary manner, all

<f causes and complaints brought before them, concerning

" the recovery of debts, or the making effectual any demand
(t against all persons residing within the said city of Edin-

(i burgh and liberties thereof, as described in a royal char-

Ci ter in favour of the city, dated the twenty-third day of

" October, in the year one thousand six hundred and thirty-

f* six : provided always that the debt or demand shall not

sf exceed the value of forty pounds Scots.

f* XXII. And be it enacted, that in every case where

V the claim or demand shall not exceed the aforesaid sum
" of forty pounds -cots, the provisions herein before con-

*• tained shall be, and the same are hereby directed to be

'.* observed and put in execution by the said magistrates of

" Edinburgh at their said weekly courts, and that their de-

" crees shall be put in execution in the same way and man-
" ner as herein before directed and authorised, relative to

" the proceedings before and by the other justices of the

11 peace.

*' XXIII. And be it enacted, that the jurisdiction of the

"justices of the peace in that part of Great Britain called

" Scotland, so far as not regulated by this present act, shall

" remain entire, and be exercised in the same manner as

(< they are entitled to exercise the same before the passing

" of this act."

Since the first institution of the small debt court, in the

year 1 795, a period of little more than eight years, in the

Edinburgh districts alone of the county of Edinburgh, ex-

clusive of the two other country districts and the court held

by the magistrates within the city, there have been de-

termined no fewer than twenty-four thousand six hundred

causes, the sums wherein amounted to ^34,600 sterling,
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which could not have been otherwise recovered without s 4.

involving both parties in an expence disproportionate to 39 A

the sums at issue. We need not be surprised then at the

«< anxious desire," in this country as well as in England,

to obtain these small debt " acts j" a which are calculated

to prevent a multitude of vexatious actions in the superior

courts, while they give honest creditors an opportunity of

recovering their debts, which otherwise they would be de-

terred from by the expence of a suit at law.

Discretionary this jurisdiction may no doubt be, as

well as summary. But the legislature has cautiously in-

trusted it to justices of peace alone, the most respectable

noblemen and landholders of the country, who, though

only two are requisite to make a quorum, may yet all of

them attend, and are all of them answerable for the regular

and proper execution of tie statute within their respective

counties. Our small-debt aet, therefore, appears not to be

liable to the same objections with the English courts of

conscience, of which judge Blackstone speaks with some

hesitation j but (to use that great man's wcrds respecting

county courts) is a plan entirely agreeable to the constitu-

tion and genius of the nation, and which, one would

think, wants only to be generally known in order to

universally approved of.

a Blackstone, b. iti, c. 6.



CHAP. V.

Of the Criminal Jurisdiction of the Sessions.

$ i. I.
rHPHE criminal jurisdiction of the sessions, is, in like

t°on
D

and manner, derived either from the general statutes,*

limita- or from particular enactments, or from the royal commis-
TI0N OF
THEIR JU- SlOn.

RISDIC-

Tpie first view, whether of the general statutes, or of

the commission, would appear to embrace the whole range

of criminal justice, even in its most tremendous aspects.

But the commission itself admonishes this judicature not to

proceed to the determination of causes of difficulty without

the aid and direction of one or other of the supremejudges.

How limit- Accordingly, even in England, in matters of greater mo-
ed in Eng- ment i and in all questions without clergy, the sessions, a-

greeably to the direction of the statute,b content themselves

with binding over parties to the next goal delivery.

In Scotland.
*N Scotland two reasons concur still farther to limit and

diminish their criminal business. The one is, that the she-

* 1617, and 1661. b 1 and a P. and M. ch. 13. c Burn, tit. Justices.
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riff, since the new regulation of his court, relieves justices § r .

of the peace of great part of the criminal business, judicial F0UNDA
"

....... TION AND
as well as ministerial, which falls upon their brethren in limita-

England : where the office of sheriff, resembling ours in
TI0N OF

° * ' '

' ° THEIR JtJ-

name only, and held annually by one of the gentlemen of risdic-

the county, is so far from having the same various and ex-
Tl0N '

tensivejurisdiction with our sheriff-deputes, that the tourne why more

or leety (the criminal court of the English sheriffs) is said to s cotiand

have become almost obsolete. Mr. Woodeson, therefore, than in

has explained it very briefly, observing, that '« it would be

** losing time to be more particular in treating of this court,

?« which is almost become obsolete ;" and, with regard to

the county court, (the sheriff's civil court) he observes, " its

«* business and importance has been for several centuries de-

" pressed by a great variety of co-operating occurrences

:

*< it retains few causes unless those of replevin, which, as

*' before intimated, are frequently commenced here, and
<f almost as frequently removed to a superior judicature." 11

The other is the different practice of the Scottish and

English sessions, in the important particular of jury trial,

which the latter use always, unless in summary convictions

regulated by particular statutes, as in revenue questions,

those against swearing, drunkenness, 1
' &c. &c. but the for-

mer, never.

The records of the Scottish sessions of the peace discover

no trace of any such practice. And in the earliest pleadings justices ne

extant in the books of adjournal, in relation to this magis-
v
f
r en

,

1

. .
° ployed

tracy, it is stated, without contradiction, that the sessions assize

never employed an assize. But there appears to be nothing

a Vinerean Lectures, lect. i, vol. I, c The Records of the High Court

T- IO - of Justiciary.

*> EJackstono, vol. iv, 280.

ver em-
ail
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* *• in their constitution incompatible with that mode of trial. 1

tion a.vd Neither can it be positively said that our legislature did not

i.imita-
intend them to use it : for the general act 1661 authorised

TION OF °
THBiR ju- them to execute statutes which, in certain cases, inflicted

RI3DIC
" corporal punishment, and by some of which the delinquents

were expressly required to *' be put to the knowledge of an

" assize.,,b But, as sir George Mackenzie observes, they

have never been in the practice of executing th6se criminal

statutes according to the directions of the acts 1617 and

why the 1661 ; and the true reason of their not being accustomed

^
csslons "e " to employ juries, seems to be, what the same author also

:uries. remarks, that " only small matters occurred in justice of

" peace courts." Their jurisdiction appears to have seldom

gone beyond those smaller delinquencies, which, under the

denomination of breaches of the police, even our judges

ordinary try summarily.

This circumstance of the sessions not using an assize of

itself, excludes them from the cognisance of that class of of-

fences, (whether contained in the commission and two gene-

ral statutes, and whether falling under their general powers

and natural jurisdiction or not) which other judges must try

in the constitutional mode of a jurv trial ; the importance

whereof would be frittered away, were it in the power of

the public prosecutor to deprive the subject of the benefit

of it, by inditing him before any two justices of the peace.

Two objections have been stated to this doctrine and in

support of the more extensive criminal jurisdiction of the

a In a case which will come under tiMe wi fh a jury-trial. 15 th
July,

our notice afterwards, the late lord 17 95, procurator- fiscal of the Stewart-

justice -clerk Macqueen, whose most ry of Kirkcudbright against Fisher,

extemporaneous opinions were care D Case of vagrants by the statut*

fully remarked, and will be long re- I579> c^- 74-

membered, observed that he saw no- c Observations on parliament 22

thing in their constitution incompa- James VI, 1617, c. 8.

4
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sessions ; first, it has been said, that queen Anne's act, 3

while it provides that the trial shall be by the forms of

the law of Scotland, extends the whole powers of the Eng-

lish justices to the Scottish, so far as relates to the preserv-

ation of the peace.

But this cannot make them competent without a jury

to the cognisance of any offence, which, by the immemo-
rial practice of the country, had required a jury-trial. The
contrary would be no less than so far abolishing that great

constitutional security by implication. Accordingly this

view of the thing seems to have been taken by the court

of justiciary, in the only case where it had an opportunity

of deciding the abstract point. b

§r.
FOUNDA-
TION AND
LIMITA-
TION OF
THEIR JU-
RISDIC-

TION.

6 Ann,c. 6.

* The other argument in favour of these more extensive

a
6, cap. 6.

t> Charles Hay against John Hay,

S

; June 1 710. Maclaurin, N°. 22.

John, with concourse of the fiscal,

indited Charles before the justices of

peace at Edinburgh, on act 80 James

V, and act 48 Q^Mary, regarding

the subornation of witnesses. Charles

offered a bill of advocation, {certiorari),

Oder alia, pleading, justices of peace

have no jurisdiction in capital crimes.

dnsivcreJ.-- " By 6 Anne the jus-

" tices of the peace in Scotland have
" the same powers vested in them
" that the justices of peace in England
" have ; and they are appointed to

" take the assistance of one or more
" of the lords of justiciary in pro-
' nouncing sentence. Now, that the

" justices of peace in England may
'• judge capital crimes, appears from

Vol. 7,

" i8 :h Edward III, cap. 22 ; and 34
,!l

" Edward III, cap. 1 ; and Dalton,

" -voce Felony."

" Replied. —The. act 6 Arine gives

" no additional powers, but only such

" as are necessary for the preserve

-

" tion of the peace, and had been in

" use to be exercised by the privy

" council ; and even by the law of

" England the justices do not judge

" in capital crimes, but have only a

" power of inquiring into and ccrti-

" fying them to the justices of gaol

" delivery ; and the 18 Edward III

" was restricted by the statute 1 and
(< 2 Philip and Mary, as lord Hales,

" in his Pleas of the Crown, and

" Dalton, both observe." The court

of justiciary advocated the cause, that

is, pronounced a judgment finding

the justices incompetent.

I«
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of the ses

sions in

great

crimes.

S *• criminal powers, has been drawn from the 33 d section of the
FOUNBA- r

tion and general statute 106!, which provides, " that at what time*
mmita- ( c ancj whensoever one shall accuse another person or persons
JiON OF * r
their } V - * to be guilty of treason, murder, or other felony, blasphe-
risdic. (( m^ incest or any other heinous crimes, in such cases the

' said justice or justices shall forthwith cause such person to

Argument " be apprehended ; and after inquiry made into the cause,

/
0I"

jn f

*' -' the saidjustice or justices, if they find cause, shall commit

your of the « the offender to prison, or take sufficient bail, if the case
)n

<: by the law be bailable, and shall take the information of

<s the accuser, upon oath, and bind him to prosecute, and
*- shall take the testimony and deposition of the witnesses

<- likewise upon oath, and bind them to give an evidence,

" and shall also take the examination of the party accused j

tf all which recognizance, informations, depositions, and ex-

(( aminations, the said justice or justices sliall certify to the

-- next quarter-sessions, assizes, or criminal courts, respec-

'• tively, to the end the justice may proceed against them ac*

« cording to Zaxy." Individual justices are here, it is alleg-

ed, distinguished from the sessions. The one are to take

precognitions, and report. The other are classed with cri

minal courts, competent to the trial of the crimes. This

construction of the act was likewise pleaded in the case a-

bove cited/ but unsuccessfully. And when that clause of

the statute came again under the view of the court,b the

counsel for the prosecution admitted that the words must

« CharlesHay, in his hill of advo-

cation, having pleaded that the justi-

ces had no jurisdiction in capital

crimes, it was ansivered by the prose-

cutor,—" Even by our old law the

" justices might judge in capital

" crimes, at least in quarter- sessions.

«* This appears from the instructions

w 1661, which empower them to in-

" quire into several capital crimes,

" and to certify them to the quarter*

" sessions or criminal courts.

" Replifd, i
sr

, the instructions r66l

" empower the justices not to judge

" capital crimes, but only to inquire

" and certify as to them."

b Procurator-fiscal of the stewart-

ry of Kirkcudbright, against Fisher

-79J> JuIy *-»•
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be taken under the exception of crimes inferring death or § i.

demembration. But this concession quits the literal con. F0UNDA-X TION' AND
struction; and for the same reason excludes from their ju-hmita-

risdiction, all crimes requiring a jury-trial.
TI0N 0F

RISDIC-

WiTH the exception, therefore, of summary convictions,
TI0N "

introduced by positive enactment, which usually chalks out

the particular mode of trial justices of peace, not using ju-

ries, are on that account incompetent to the trial of any of-

fences of such a description, or punishable in such a man-

ner, as to require an assize, when prosecuted before other

jurisdictions.

II. This makes it necessary to inquire what causes re- § *•

quire a jury-trial. TRIALj
WHEN NE.

C£ S SA RTj
Ol'R criminal code, guided, in most other particu-

lars, by sound and liberal principles, and eminently

indulgent to the accused, here, it must be owned, ex-

hibits its darkest and most uncomfortable aspect ; what*

offences require a jury-trial, and what do not, neither ap-

pearing to be marked with such precision, nor to depend v t pre-

on such reasonable grounds of distinction, as might have cisely fised>

been expected. tC There is no point," says lord Kilkerran,a

" less fixed than this, when a trial was to be by a jury,

« and when not :" Such still is the immaturity with us of

this most important branch of criminal jurisprudence. Yet

jury-trial is not of recent or foreign origin, but a native

branch of our common law, which, of old, employed juries o/juiy-^
in all cases, civil as well criminal. trial -

Juries were first disused in civil acuses. The lords of . ,

, . Anciently
council and session, a numerous court, consisting of no fewer use in ci-

tron fifteenjudges, succeeded the daily council, which, like
vU cause! '

a Tir. Delinquency, Is . 15.

1 2
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St.
JO*T-
TRTAt,

WHEN SE
CESSART.

the ancient session, a parliamentary committee, was *« a com-

« pound ofbishops/abbots, lords,gentlemen, and burgesses,"*

to represent the three estates of the realm. It is there-

fore not merely from the number of judges, but by a sort

of hereditary constitution, that the lords of session have

civil causes, always been considered as the jury, or grand assize, of the

nation in civilibus.*3

When first

disused in

a Lord Karnes' Law tracts, tr. 7.

Sir John Dalrymple says, there was

no necessity for his majesty choos-

ing then* from the estates of parlia-

ment. Essay on Feudal Property, c.

vii, § i, p. S39-

But he produces no authority In

anpport of this opinion. It is so far

true, that although committees of

parllamentwere chosen outofthethree

estates, viz. church-men , landed men,

p.nd burgesses, yet it seems to have

been entirely accidenlal. whether the

jjudges, iaany particulartause, consist-

ed more of one estate than ofanother.

See farther particulars concerning

;he history and constitution of the

court el sesskn, or college of justice,

in Appendix III.

b "In all courts," observes lord

Karnes, ** crsil aadcrimiEal, gosrera-

** ed by a single judge, we find juries

" always employed. On the other

— band, juries were never employed

** in any British, court where the

** judges were sufficiently numerous

* fc» act as jsrymeo. Accordingly,

** in Eoglsad," Eis Jordsbip adds,

<e I *ranrer% persuaded tfaatthecoE-

" tinuance of jury-trial, is these new
*' courts" (Iring^s bench, e£chee»uer,

common pleas) a was owing to the

** IbBowIng circumstance, that four

" judges only were appointed ia each

" of them, and but a single judge in

«' the circuit courts." Law tract 1
;,

tr. 7. This opinion of lord Karnes is

disputed, in the pamphlet cited above,

in the following passage :— " As to

<* the history of jury-trial, and its

<* continuance or disuse in courts of

" common law, whether in England

" or Scotland, I have not been able

" to discover, that this was ever un-

u derstood to have any connection

" with the establishment of those

41 courts in point of number. In

** England, from the earliest times

" down to the present moment, it is

" believed the mode of trying issues

** in fact an the common courts of

" law has been by jury, with some

" exceptions. Trie same was crigin-

tt ally the ca*e in Scotland, and would

** probably have continued to be so,

** whether the judges were numerous
u or few, had not the form of insti-

*' tuting actions by brieves wore out

Ci gradually, and anew form of sum-

" manses been Introduced, more con-

** soncnt to the practice of the eccle-

" siastical and civil law courts.

" Brieves i ssulng from chancery In

•* the king's name, and directed to

a the judges ordinary, for trying aiy

* issue in fact, were the proper au-

'• tberity or warrant for calling in-

>* guests, ta order to try that issue

;
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This hich tribunal, therefore, like the two which it h »•

JURY-
i-RIAL,

WttEM NE-

succeeded, never employed an assize.

The example of the supreme tribunal was readily imitat-

ed by inferior judicatures, whose gradual disuse of juries

<e will not surprise us," lord Karnes remarks, " when it is

" considered that an appetite for power, as well as for imi-

** tating the manners of our superiors, do not forsake us

" when we are made judges."-1

CESSARY.

and these established brieves being

limited in number and form, and

consequently ill adapted to the trial

of new cases, this, together with an

act in the reign of James IV, 149I)

c. 24, gave the first check to that

ancient constitutional mode of de-

termination in Scotland. The act

alluded to statutes and erdains,

" that na brieves nor other letters be

given to na partie but after theform

tf the brieves of the chancelluries used

in all times of before ; and that the

form of the chancellarie be leiped and

observed -without innovation or eiiing

of neiu termes : and iif onie beis given

utherzvaies, that they be ofnaforce nor

effect, except the brieve of summoundes

of error." This statute must have

had a very great effect upon the ci-

vil business of the country, as the

fixedforms of the customary brieves

couldnot suitnewly emergent cases.

In England the matter was other-

wise conducted. By a statute in

Edward the First's time, cap. 24, it

was enacted, " ^uotiescunque de cetera

evenerit in cancellaria, quod in uno ca-

su reperitur breve et in consimili casu

cadente sub eodem jure et timili indigen-

te rcmcdio, concordent elerici de camel'

" laria in brev'r faciendo vel atterminent

" quisrcntis in proximo parliamento et

" screbant casus in quibus concordare non

" possunt et referant eos ad proximum

" parliamentum et de consensu jurisperi-

" torumfiat breve , ne eontingat de cetera

(< quod curia din defciat quarentibus in

" justicia perquirenda." " Had any

" thing of this kind taken place in

" Scotland, the old form of jury-trial

" in civil cases, where the issue turn-

" ed upon fact, would have been pre-

" served ; and it is certain that brieves

" continued long after the establish-

" mentof the old session, and in some

" instances continue to this day."

a Ibid. Lord Karnes adds, " were

*' the ancient records preserved of

" these inferior courts, it would, I

" presume, be found that civil causes

'' were tried in them by juries, even

" after the institution of the college

" of justice," &c. ;
—" conjecturing

" that the old form of jury-trials

" might wear out more slowly in

" shires remote from the capital, I

" continued to search, and in the re-

" cord luckily stumbled on a book of

" the sheriff's court of Orkney, be-

" ginnii:g 3
d July, 1602, and ending

ii ao/i August, 1604; all the proces-

" se<

L 3
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$ 2. Juries were probably first disused in civil questions ;

and next, in those criminal actions where the private party

when ne- concluded for pecuniary reparation. It would not appear
cessart.

a vj ient cr undUe stretch to dispense with an assize in

small criminal prosecutions, which concluded only for fine

and imprisonment, although brought at the instance of the

procurator-fiscal. Even for the latter punishment, the way
had been prepared by the immemorial practice of the royal

boroughs, of imprisoning debtors in civil causes by acts of

warding.3

The decisions of the courts of law, and acquiescence of

the country, appear to have sanctioned to this length the

disuse of juries; which, accordingly, are not now under^

stood to be necessary in petty riots, tuilzies, or brawls,

small thefts, termed pickery or pilfering, or in general in

such other lesser delinquencies as are not solemnly tried,

and severely punishable, as crimes, but checked by fine and

imprisonment, as breaches of the peace, and offences against

the public police. 13

*' ses in this book, civil as well as

" criminal, are tried by juries." Law

tracts. Ibid.

a The second statute of Robert I,

c. 19, (an adaption, as is supposed,

of the English statute 1.3 Edward I),

lord Kames presumes to be the found-

ation of the act of warding, peculiar

tc royal boroughs. But this wiil more

properly be noticed in treating of me-

ditationefuga warrants.

b It may be proper to mention

from the books of adjournal, a few

of the cases that have been decided

upon this important point. The first

that may be mentioned is the case of

Alexander Flight, (noticed by Mr.

Iiume, Crim. law, vol. iii, c. 6, p.

*3,j)> who was guilty of insulting

the provost of the borough of Cupar,

and resisting his officers. The bailies

sentenced him to pay a fine of £5 ; to

be imprisoned for a month certain,

uid until payment of the fine ; and to

be banished from the burgh for three

years, under certification of whip-

ping, in case of his return. The sen-

tence was brought by him under the

review of the court of justiciary

;

who sustained it, excepting with

respect to the last particular, June

I3> ^ 767. But this seems rather to

belong to another class of cases,

which will be noticed below, viz.

the power of all persons in authority

summarily to protect their dignity.

The court of justiciary had an op-

portunity «f declaring unequivocally

its
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So far convenient at least, if not necessary, the thing § 2 .

seems to be liable to no objection, nor to threaten any con-

J

URY -

TRIAL,

siderable danger. Indeed the learned judge, whom we have when ne-

so repeatedly mentioned in this historicalsurvey,and "whose CESSARY*

" works," says sir William Blackstone, " have given exqui-
if

U

pJ p"riy

*' site pleasure to every contemplative lawyer," a observes, laid aside in

civil causes.

its opinion concerning this right of

trial by jury, in the case of Craig and

Clark, who were indicted to stand

trial before the Stewart of Kirkcud-

bright for an assault and battery.

The punishment concluded for was

imprisonment, fine, damages, and se-

curity for good behaviour. The stew-

art found that the case required a

jury, and gave orders to summon one

on an inducitt of 15 days. This judg-

ment was complained of in a bill of

advocation ; wherein the defenders

pleaded, that if a jury were to be

summoned, it could only be in a new
process, and on another libel or

complaint. The court remitted to

the stewart-depute ; with this instruc-

tion, that he proceed in the origi-

nal complaint without a jury, and do

therein as he shall see cause. ij th

March, 1788.

The magistrates of Edinburgh sen-

tenced JeanMore to be confined in the

correction-house, conducted through

the streets by tuck of drum, and

privately whipped, for harbouring

young boys who broke shops, and

for keeping a house of had fame.

She brought the matter before the

court of justiciary by a bill of suspen-

sion, which was refused. 1784, Jan.

j 7. It was an aggravation of this

woman's guilt, that she was under

sentence of banishment from the

city on account of former misde-

meanours.

In another case, a complaint, nar-

rating, that taking away a person's

property without his knowledge and

consent, is a crime of a heinous

nature, and severely punishable, es-

pecially when committed in breach

of trust; and stating, that the de-

Fender, one Fairbairn, was guilty,

art and part thereof, in so far as he

had taken corns out of a barn where

he was employed as a thresher ; and

concluding that he should be exem-

plarily punished in his person and

goods, was found relevant to infer

an arbitrary punishment ; and a proof

of the libel and exculpation being

allowed, the bailies sentenced the

defender to pay £5 of fine, £i to

the procurator-fiscal, and the ex-

pences of the action. A bill of ad-

vocation was presented; of which

the second reason was the want of a

jury in the case of theft, charged as

a heinous offence.

—

Ansivered, no jury

was craved, and it is the uniform

practice of sheriffs to fine and im-

prison, without remitting the libel

to an assize. 1787, July 26. The

court refused the bill.

a B. iii, c. 27, Ed. Dut* 1771.
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:.

WHEN NE-

CESSARY.

" I cannot here avoid declaring my opinion, that in civil

trial, '* causes it is a real improvement to trust with established

'• judges the power oi* deciding on facts as well as on law.

" A number of men trained up to law, and who are daily

<c in the practice of weighing evidence, may undoubtedly

" be more relied on for doing justice, than the same num»
if ber occasionally collected from the mass of the people, to

" undertake an unaccustomed task, that of pronouncing a

" verdict on an intricate proof." a And another distin-

guished judge, who was never suspected of being un-

friendly to public liberty, or to the rights of the people, or

liable to be biassed by the peculiarities of the law in which

he was educated, expresses himself in similar terms. " I

< c am fully convinced that our ancestors judged wisely in

" departing from the ancient custom of determining, even

" matters of fact, by the verdict of juries in questions of

" civil right."b

But innovations once begun are not easily restrained

within proper bounds. That ambition and lust of power,

to which lord Karnes ascribes the disuse of juries by inferior

judicatures in civil causes and petty delinquencies, naturally

Farther al- prompted them to hazard more serious deviations from the

terations of cautious and benign spirit of our ancient jurisprudence.

law .
Accordingly, justices of peace, sheriffs, magistrates of bo-

a Law tracts, tr. 7. stone) observes, " in a free country it

b Lord Gardenstone's MS. tit. As- " is safer to commit the trial of crimes

size. But this remark, so far from " to juries than to judges, especially

entitling us to conclude that lord " the trial of political crimes, in

Garden.stone did not duly appre- " which ancient experience teaches

ciate the importance of trial by jury, " us, that an established court of

was indeed made upon the occasion " judges may be more easily infiu-

of his mentioning with disapprobation " enced by the power and corrup-

a well-known author, who underva- " tion of a court than honest private

Jues its use, even in criminal matters
;

" men, who are called by rotation ty

concerning which, he (Lord Garden- ' bejutymen'upon different trials.'.'
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roughs, but particularly the latter, proceeded the still far- § ~
, °, i ~ • -i JURY-
ther length of trying, in the same summary manner, grave TRIAI;

and serious offences, which not only subject the delin- WHEN n e~

quent to the severest arbitrary punishment, but necessarily

degrade his character and estimation in society.

This dangerous innovation of the principles of the com-

mon law, and encroachment on the personal rights of the

lieges, were at one period too much countenanced by some

decisions of the court of justiciary : It soon, however, per-

ceived and corrected the mistake ; and in the celebrated

case of Leonardo Piscatore, returned to those sounder and

more constitutional views, which have ever since guided

its practice in this interesting particular.

Simp=Ckv, with concourse of the fiscal, brought a crimi-

nal action before the sheriff of the county of Edinburgh

against Mr. Piscatore : setting forth, that the defender had

fired a gun or pistol at him, loaded with small shot, by

which he was grievously wounded; and therefore con-

cluding that the defender should be decreed to pay £.r)U0

sterling of damages, and for a corporal punishment, by

whipping, pillory, imprisonment, or otherwise. Piscatore

moved the sheriff for a jury-trial : But the sheriff found

here was nothing in the complaint, or its conclusions,

that rendered a trial by jury necessary ; and he after-

wards refused a reclaiming petition, without answers.

Piscatore preferred a bill of advocation to the court of

justiciary, contending, that he was entitled to a jury-

trial. At the same time he agreed that the trial should

proceed before the sheriff without a jury, if the court

should direct the sheriff to restrict the punishment to a pe-

cuniary reparation. Simpson put in answers to the bill,

agreeing to restrict the conclusions of his tibi 1 to a pecu-

niary reparation : " But the court," observes the lear
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§ * author who reports the case, *' most properly laid hold of

trial,
<c this opportunity to testify their disapprobation of the mode

when ne- <c f iria i int€nded by the sheriff/' and pronounced the

following judgment :
M Having considered the said bill and

*' answers, with the criminal complaint before the sheriff,

(i find the libel referred to in the bill ought to have been

" tried by a jury ; and therefore remit the cause to th»

<e sheriff, with this instruction, that he alter his interlocu-

** tor complained of, and dismiss the libel ; reserving to

" the pursuer to insist in a new libel before the sheriff, or

** any other competent court, as accords of the Iaw."a

(t Thisjudgment," he farther adds, " merits the highest ap-

#< plause i and will, it is hoped, put an end to such mode
" of trial for the future, excepting when special statutes

*' authorise it : of these, it must be lamented, there are too

<c many.,?l>

in any trial
*T Reserves notice, that in this case the pursuer agreed

for a hein- to restrict his libel to a pecuniary reparation. But the

thouzhmi- court disregarded this, as it could not alter the description

ly pecunia- of the offence charged, which was not a petty breach of

tionbecon- tne W2iCe> but a heinous crime. Independently of the pu-

cluded for. nishment altogether, the disgrace of a conviction for an of-

fence of any magnitude, or heinous nature, appeared to

be too serious and great an evil to be inflicted by a judge

without the intervention of a jury. This has ever been

considered, and quoted, as a leading case.c

a Maclaurln, N°. .ioo. " saulting, wounding, and maiming,

b Ibid. " whereby the persons therein nam-
c A similar decision was pronoun- " ed were in danger of being mur-

ced in the advocation at the instance " dered ; and also charging, that, in

©f William Brown, March 19, 1783, " pursuance of these assaults, the de-

where the lords found, " that the li- " fenders seized, and theftuously car-

** bel or complaint referred to in the " ried off, certain effects belonging

" bill of advocation, which contains " to the persons assaulted ; and con-

tf a charge of different acts of as- " eluding for punishment, by whip-

ping*
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Juries then, though not usually employed in the trial § a*

of petty disorders and offences against police before infe-

'

U

R

R

,^
rior courts, are indispensable in a " charge of any grave WUEN N *»

" or serious transgression," 1 or any crime at all of a higher

denomination; which therefore may be laid down as not

•ompetent to be tried before the sessions of the peace.

III. But, ex converso, it cannot be stated that the ses- S 3-

sions are competent to take cognisance of all those lower C0GNIS _

offences or disorders which may be summarily tried by ABLEB,r
THE SFS«

other magistrates without the formality of a jury-trial. It SION s

becomes necessary, therefore, more particularly to inquire OF THE

what offences they can try.

First, then, the sessions of the peace have the same utt Dis-

power with other judges, to punish summarily, and f f
urbances

r J s r J in court,

their own motion, all such disorders and misdemeanours, or offences

committed in court during the progress of a trial, as are ?gj
inst l^

o r & »
judges.

either a disturbance of the judges in the exercise of their

functions, or a violation of that respect and deference

which ought to be observed towards them when proceed-

ing in their office. Such offences may be punished sum-

marily by the court of justiciary, although trial by jury is

the regular and ordinary way of trial in that court for all

crimes, whether great or small ; and, for the same reason,

they are competent before the sessions of the peace, when

V ping, pillory, banishment, or other- the magistrates of Edinburgh, as shc-

*' wise, as to the judge shall seem riffs of that city, had passed sentence

" meet, ought to have been tried by of whipping and banishment, on a

* a jury." The like deliverance was charge of assaulting a young weman
given, of the same date, on the biil in her house, and forcibly carrying

of suspension for William Ballantyne, her away from thence, under pre-

who was charged with similar orTen- tence of a warrant which he had

ces, and in a libel which concluded feigned or falsified for that purpose,

for the same punishment. The third 1789, 23d February,

decision was in the suspension at the a Hume, Crim. law, vol. iii, p,

instance of John Johnston, on whom 340.
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% 3. they are committed against that jurisdiction. We may
er fences

tberefore, perhaps, adopt, with little variation, Mr. Hume's

able by enumeration of offences of this description, which indeed

he gives, not as applicable to the court of justiciary alone,

but to a every judge of whatsoever degree." Such are,

" the hinderance or molestation of the macers, or other

i( officers of court, in their duty ; the use of any threat-

tl ening or contumelious speech or gesture there, with re-

«< lation to the judge, or the trial ; any open expression,

" of either censure or approbation, of the proceedings of

" the judge, as by acclamation or otherwise; nay, the

« wilful and repeated breaking of silence in court ; all

<« these are examples of this sort of blameable contempt,

et for which the magistrate may reprove the delinquent of

" his own knowledge, and upon the spot. All wilful dis-

« obedience, or gross neglect of the orders and precepts of

«* court, in matters relative to any trial, is in like manner

*« necessary to be subdued without delay, otherwise the

'.' course of justice would be liable to be stopped by the

" refusal of jurors to serve, or of witnesses to appear or to

" answer, and the like.''
1

The sessions appear to have the same power with other-

judges of summarily punishing any « attempts which may
" be made with relation to airy trial depending at the

<{ time, or which has recently been so, to slander the

(t proceedings of court, or to depreciate the character, or

" sully the honour of the judges,5 or to impose on their

" wisdom, and pollute the channels of justice, to the pre-

<; judice of a fair and unbiassed trial between the parties ;" c

as by detaining, misleading, overawing, or corrupting, wit-

nesses; or altering, suppressing, or destroying evidence,

or by the witnesses themselves, when summoned to give

a Crim. law, tol. Jii, c. 6, p. 220. b Bell against Dundas. See above,

c. %, :
) 4.

c Hume, ibid.
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evidence, not attending, or keeping a contumacious silence, $ s-

or attempting to prevaricate. But in such cases the offence C0GN
'

1S „

must have been committed acainst the court, or in relation ABIE «
the s f i—

lo some procedure of the court, which punishes them thus giONS .

summarily. This holds with regard to the justiciary court

itself. a

In like manner, the sessions are a competent, and indeed Offence*

the proper, judicature, for taking cognisance of offences

f

om
P
11

.

tte<1

committed by their own officers in the execution of their officerc

duty ; as, for example, hy negligence or extortion.

In the second place 3 jurisdiction has been expressly com-^, offen-

snitted to them in certain offences, which mav be divided c« ofw5llc^
they have

Into two classes; 1 st
, those mentioned by the statutes cognisance

16i7s 1661, or by 6 Anne, c. 6, or by the king's con»-J£^J*£
e"

mission, which together form the general code of law re- special acit

gulating this magistracy ; 2<%, offences committed to them

by particular enactments. Both these branches of their

jurisdiction will more properly fall to be explained under

ifyeir respective heads.

In the third place, the sessions have been in the practice

a Thus the court dismissed as in- complain to them oF those irreo-ula.

competent (Nov zi, 1797)., a com- rities in this brief and summary fa_

plaint at instance of the lord advocate shion, but in the shape of indictment

against Alex. Ritchie, who, as agent only, if he should see cause to raise

for a private party, was conducting <jne. And in like manner was dis-

a precognition before a sheriff, and missed (January 20, 1798), a corn-
was charged with practices tending plaint at the instance of the said

to corrupt the witnesses on that oc- Alexander Ritchie against Stewart
casion. As the precognition here was Brown, and others, printers and own-
neither b the court ofjusticiary nor ers of a newspaper, for having pub.
at the instance of the lord advocate, fished in that form a partial account,
who has a public and fixed relation as he alleged, of the lord

- j that tribunal, this was held to be complaint against •

,3 jiidEdent reaw>r. why he could nqt
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3</> Consue-

tudinaryju-

risdiction

in petty de-

linquencies,

Pickery.

(too long sanctioned by the supreme courts to be now rashly

questioned) of exercising jurisdiction in certain petty de-

linquencies, which have neither been expressly committed

to them by any statutes, whether general or particular,

nor by the royal commission.

One example of this is the offence of petty theft, or pick-

ery, or pilfering. In a case of this kind, where the sen-

tence, on account of its severity, and indeed the whole pro-

cedure, on account of its irregularity, were disapproved of

by the court of session, not without expressions of repre-

hension and blame, yet, in general, the jurisdiction, though

its incompetency made one of the reasons of review, was

not doubted of nor discountenanced.*

a David Wilkie against the procu-

rator fiscal of the justices of Fife, 10 th

July 1798. The point of jurisdiction

was not the principal ground on

which the judgment of the justices

in this case was brought under review.

Indeed that objection was very short-

ly stated, and by no means appeared

to be relied upon. Though the court

passed the bill of suspension, it was

tipon other grounds, not as entertain-

ing any doubt of the competency.

Wilkie had been verbally complained

of to one of the justices, as having

been guilty of stealing fowls from the

complainer's barn- yard. The justice

upon this wrote the following war-

rant : " County of Fife." " Where-
l

- as complaint has been made to me,

" the subscriber, one of his majesty's

" justices of the peace for the said

" county, by Mr. A. B., that, for a

" considerable time past, he has fre-

" quently lost a number of fowls,

" which he verily believes have beea

" stolen ; and that last night he

" caught on bis premisses and seized

" David Wilkie, feuar inLeven, com-

" monly called Cuffabout, in the act

" of stealing his fowls ;—warrant is

" hereby granted, and you are ordered

" to summon the said David Wilkie

" to be, and appear before the said jus-

" tices of peace, in a court to be held

" at on Monday first, the

" 4' 11 June instant, at 12 o'clock

" noon, to answer the said complaint,

" and other matters touching the

" peace, with certification that he

" will then be proceeded against, and

" no delay granted. Given under

" my hand, at this I st of

" June 1798 years. Signed and ad-

" dressed to A. T. or any other con-

" stable in the county of Fife." This

warrant was served on Wilkie, who

appeared on the day specified ; when

the complainer and two witnesse*

having
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This jurisdiction does not arise from the clause of the act § *.

1661, respecting felonies and heinous crimes, providing, 0FFENcE9

that " at what time and whensoever one shall accuse an- able bv

f< other person or persons to be guilty of treason, murder,
THE SES "

" or other felony, blasphenry, incest, or any other neinous
<f crimes, in such cases the said justice or justices shall Origin of

" forthwith cause such person or persons to be apprehend- •"Zy'^
«' ed ; and, after inquiry made in the cause, the saidjustices, fences,

having been examined on oath, the

Justices pronounced the following

judgment: "The justices having con-

" sidered the complaint against Da-
4t vid Wiikie, and the depositions of,"

&c. ; " and in consequence of the

" former delinquencies and convic-

" tions, with the notoriously badcha-

" racter of the said David Wiikie,

" find him guilty of the crime libel-

" led ; and same time fully consider-

" ing his circumstantes, and looking

" on him as an incorrigible rogue,

" decern and adjuge him to pay the

" sum of £10 sterling to the minister

" and session-clerk of the parish of S.

*' to be by them applied for the use

" of the poor of that parish, in name
" of fine ; and further decern him to

" pay the sum of 20s. in name of ex-

" pences ; and they farther adjudge

" the said David Wiikie to be im-

" prisoned and confined in the com-

* mon jail of Cupar for the space of

" six kalendar months ; and they fur-

" ther decern and adjudge him to

" find good and sufficient security to

" the satisfaction of the procurator.

* fiscal of the county, himself and

u two securities, conjunctly and se-

verally, for his keeping -the peace

" towards the said A. B. and ail other

*' his majesty's subjects ; as likewise

" to his good behaviour for the term
*' cf seven years, after the expiry of

" the said six months, to pay the ex-

" peDce of the said bail boad, his

" prison- fees, and all other expences,

" and to remain in prison until this

" sentence is fulfilled. Witness our

" hands, at 4**1 June,

" 1798."

Lord Svvinton, ordinary, (179S,

28 t!l June) refused a bill of suspen-

sion presented against this interlocu-

tor, " in so far as concerns two
" months imprisonment, and finding

" caution for the ccmplainer s keep-

" ing the peace for three years after

" the expiry of the said two months,

" but passes the bill quoad ultra."—

Wiikie having preferred a petition

against this interlocutor, the Court

did not entertain any doubt that the

sessions had jurisdiction in such an

offence as this ; but thought it irre-

gular and improper tlrat there was

no complaint by the procurator-fis-

cal, and yet a punishment inflicted

—no written complaint at all—no

information given the delinquent of

the natura of the complaint—and the

private
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5 3- <* if thev find sufficient cause, shall commit the oifender

coGNiz- '* to prison, or take sufficient bail, if the crime by law be

able by a ba iiakie and shall take the information, &c. ; all which
THE SES-

stons. " recognisances, &c. the said justices shall certify to the

ft next quarter-session, assizes, or criminal courts respec-

t( tively, to the end the justice may proceed against them
" according to law." This clause relates to heinous of-

fences, which, requiring a jury-trial, are, as we have seen

above, on that account alone incompetent before the jus-

tices, according to that plan at least on which the sessions

liave hitherto exercised their criminal jurisdiction. It has

no connection, therefore, with this jurisdiction in petty de-

linquencies, which even other judicatures try summarily.

Neither does this jurisdiction arise from queen Anne's

act, which, as we have also seen, conferred no new juris-

diction on this magistracy, but only removed some limita-

tions which had prevented the full operation of their

powers concerning the peace.

The difficulty arises entirely from considering this juris-

diction as an exercise of the peculiar functions of the cri-

minal judge. Its origin therefore will be more surely traced

by attending to its nature, and to the view in which

those delinquencies are at all punishable. This may be il-

lustrated in the same case of pickery or pilfering. The

crime of theft, properly so called, must be tried in the so-

lemn method of indictment and assize ; it may be punished

capitally. But those lesser descriptions of it, as well as all

private complaincr sworn as a wit- procurator-fiscal and justices did not

ness. On account of these, and other attempt to insist in the cause any far-

irregularities, the bill luas passed, that ther ; and Wilkie, relieved from all

the cause might be properly consider- further question, or apprehension of"

ed ; but the opinion of the court, at punishment about the matter, was se»

the advising of the bill, being so de- far victorious,

cJdedly against the judgment, the
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those other delinquencies in question, are rather considered § s-

in the light of interruptions merely of the public tranquilli-^^" 8

ty. Accordingly such offenders are summarily punished, able by

even by judges ordinary. As they may be taken cognis- SIONS<

ance of by sheriffs and magistrates of boroughs, with-

out the formality of a jury, so, for the same reason, they are

competent before the sessions, the proper police magistracy.

Such is the view taken by the justices themselves of

this branch of their jurisdiction, as appears from the usual

stile of the complaints, and of the interlocutors in such

cases. Thus, in one case of pickery, the last part of the

sentence was, to ft find security to the peace, and for good
s* behaviour •" a implying that the offence had been punish-

ed as a breach of the peace, and of good behaviour. In

like manner another example of this extensive construc-

tion of their care of the peace was not discountenanced

in a late case. A gentleman's servant finding a horse on

his master's grounds, cruelly maltreated it. The owner of

the horse brought an action of damages against both the

master and the servant, alleging that the latter had com-

mitted the misdemeanour at the instigation of the former.

The justices, " in respect the offence alleged is complain-

" ed of as a delinquency and breach of the peace, sustain

" their jurisdiction." This judgment was affirmed by

the quarter-sessions. Thereafter, on advising a proof,

the justices subjected both defenders in damages. This

judgment was indeed altered by the court of session ; but

it was upon the ground of no proof appearing against the

master, who alone had brought the cause under their re-

view. No doubt was entertained of the competency of

the jurisdiction, although that point also was pleaded.'

* Wilkie. Sec supra, page 164, ties had joined issue on the merits;

note a. but that could not remove the objec-

b 1804, January 17; Crierson a- tion, if otherwise well founded. In

gainst M'Gill. In this case, both par- the C2se of civil jurisdiction, at least,

it

Vol. I. M
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f. 3. Tins jurisdiction of the sessions, indeed, is understood
offences

ke fixed law, beyond doubt or controversy. Accord-
COGNIS- 'J J

able bt in^lv, in numberless instances of prosecutions for petty

thefts, and other delinquencies, occurring in the justice of

peace records of the county of Edinburgh, the objection

to the jurisdiction is taken entirely from the severe pu-

nishment concluded for ; the aggravated nature or other

peculiarity attending the particular case, Sec. as excluding

iithe cognisance of this magistracy. But " excepiio

iirjnat regulam" &c. Even in the heat of argument, it

is not alleged that the sessions are in general incompetent I

• to take cognisance of such delinquencies. 1

Offences of a more aggravated nature have, under cer-

tain circumstances, been found competent before the jus-

tices : for example, it has been decided, that thefts, which

could not come under the denomination of pickery or pil-

fering, are competent to be tried before the sessions, when
committed by a servant against his master.

This was carried very far in one case. The justices of

the county of Linlithgow sustained themselves competent

to the trial of a servant for breaking into his master's brew-

house and cellar, and stealing wine. Their own idea of

the magnitude of the offence appears from the punishment

which they inflicted. They sentenced him to be repeated-

ly whipped, and burned in the back with the common
iron of the borough. Even in this aggravated case, the

it hasbeen decided, that prorogation pie, at the instance of the public

cannot give justices of peace those prosecutor and the private compainer,

powers which they have not by law. John Macdairie was indicted before

a From these records it also ap- the sessions, for the crime of stealing

pears that the justices have some- horses; and being found guilty, was

times ventured to exercise a jurisdic- sentenced to transportation forth of

tion in more aggravated offences, and the kingdom to the plantations.

—

inflicted severer punishments than 1704, November,

fell within their powers : for exam- 5
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jurisdiction was sustained by the court ofjusticiary. That

part of the sentence respecting ti ing was ordered Cog»is^

to be put in execution.* AE1S ET
1 THE

510

But subsequent decisions of the same high court have

:d us from the necessity of considering '

authority. If the crime be of such magnitude as would

require a jury-trial when committed by any other- person,

it cannot be competent before the justices (who do not

ploj an assize), merely because it was committed by a per-

son in the relation of sen-ant. The thing must have lien

If a servant commit murder, or forgery, against his master,

his situation of servant does not make it competent for the

sessions to take cognisance of t '...i crime?. The

only criterion, however, as already mentioned, seems to

be this; does the offence require a jury-trial, when com-

mitted by a person not a servant ? V; ith the trial of such

.h committed by servants, the sessions should

not intermeddle. It is obvious, if

they are bound to t master

and servant. The}* pronounce decre t the ma

for payment of wages, as well as against the servant for

.performance of his service. In like manner, whatever cri-

minal offences are competent before the sessions, when

committed by a servant against his master, must be equally

competent before them, when commiu

against the

!: criminal jurisdiction of U therefore, in

the case of servants, extends not to offences of the heinous

nature al; :tioned ; but is limited to lesser del •

quencici, such as breach of trus'., m< Qt, &c.

unded in the words of th- (tor pro-

nounced by the court of justiciary, in the case of a prose-

cution brought before the justices against a servant, for em-

bezzling the
J
rcf.t-; oi' his masters farm. The lords found

a July 13, i
- ';' Robert Dow.

M 2
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" the indictment did not contain a charge of theft > but of
" fraudulent concealment of his master's goods, and, by
" fradulent contrivances, endeavouring to prevent that con-

" cealment from coming to his master's knowledge, and

" that such a charge was competent to be tried by the jus-

" tices of peace without a jury," a &c. In like manner,

if a servant should run off with a suit of his master's livery,

this would not be the crime of theft ; but, as a breach of

trust, would be cognisable by the sessions. Neither the

interlocutor of the court, nor the pleadinge in the case of

Tait, enable us to draw the line with precision betwixt

those breaches of trust which are competent, and those

which are not competent, before the sessions. It certainly

cannct be stated that they are competent to take cognisance

ofall the various offences belonging to that description, still

less to punish those of the higher denomination of swind-

ling,where the original possession hasbeen obtained by frauds

* 1776, February 25; Taitj ser-

vant to earl of Roseberry.

b It would be in vain to attempt

enumerating all the various descrip-

tion of crimes which come under this

denomination. A creditor who has

his debtor's property in pledge with

him, is not guilty of theft if he shall

irregularly use or sell it ; for such is

his interest in the thing, that the

owner would be guilty of a crime,

and, as some allege, even of theft, in

certain circumstances, if he should se-

cretly withdraw!: from his possession-

The same also is the case of a

factor, who runs off with the rents,

after receiving them from the te-

nants. Indeed, this is a less strong

case than that above of Archi-

bald Tait. In general, it seems to

be true, of all persons who are in a

responsible state as officers, and are

intrusted, not with the care only, but

gfee proper possession of money, such

as cashiers and tellers of banks, col-

lectors of taxes or parochial rates,

treasurers of bodies corporate, judi-

cial factors, and the like, that they

are not punishable as thieves, but as

criminals of an inferior order, for any

dishonesty or malversation in their

charge. In like manner, if a land-

holder, finding a stray animal in hi»

field, or a treasure in his grounds,

or wrecked goods thrown in upon

his shore, or a passenger finding a

pocket-bookupon the highway,which

has the owner's name marked in it,

or a hackney coachman finding a

parcel in his coach, which was left

there by a passenger, whom he

some time before set down ; if the

holder in any of these cases, yielding

to the opportunity and temptation,

shall keep the thing to himself, it

seems not to amount to the crime of

theft, because there was no felonious

intention or trespass in the first oc-

cupying
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As the sessions have the fixing of wo^ men's wages, § 3.

rates of posting, &c. so they are competent t take cogni-°"^
s

CE$

sance of all unlawful combination, whether by masters a- able by

gainst servants, or the latter against the former, &c. ; but this

will be more properly noticed under the chapter on Police.

THE SES-

SIONS.

IV. It only remains to mention the different punish- ^ 4-

PUNISH-

MENTS.ments ; an inquiry which none, who consider the number-
pu

less unforeseen events that a day may bring forth, and the

infirmity of human nature can view with indifference ;

neither character, nor providence, nor elevation in life,

putting any man bejond the possibility of being suddenly

involved in the imputation of guilt. p And the magistrate,

on the other hand, unless he thoroughly understand the

nature and extent of his powers, must be perpetually in

danger of going astray ; of either exceeding or falling short

of them ; and thus either exposing himself to danger, or

the public to detriment.

The two great sanctions of law and command are re- Reward

ward and punishment. These, it has been generally said, j^f"™*"
are the two hinges upon which all government turns ;

b and far the

both sanctions are no doubt necessary, that laws may be pro- ^huma!
perly inforced. But whatever may have been imagined inlaws.

Utopian constitutions, yet no code of human laws, actual-

ly in force, has ever gone farther than punishing transgres-

sors.'- The temporal magistrate threatens, but does not

cupying of it. The contrary seems b Neque solum ut Solents dictum

to have been decided, with respect usurpem qui sapientissimus fuit ex scp-

to the coachman, in the English case tern ; Is rempublicum uuabus rebus con-

of William Winn ; but on principles, tirieri dixit, pramio et pana. (Cic. ad

observes Mr. Hume, which probably Brut. Epis. 15.)

would not be followed in our practice. c " Although," says Dr. Swift," wc

(Leache's cases in crown law, N°. " usually call reward and punishment,

x68. Hume, Crim. law, vol. i, c. 11.) " the two hinges upon which all go-
a Sir Michael Foster's Crown law, " vernments turn, yet I could ncycr

preface, p. 3. « observe this maxim to be put in

" practice

M 3
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promise ; for it is impossible to reward every one for obe-
ru N IS H-

dience to the laws of his country. So far, therefore, as de-

pends upon the temporal magistrate, the sole sanction of

human law is punishment j
' unless, at least, with Dr.

ITutcheson, we consider it " as a common reward ; that

iS these who continue to obey the laws enjoy ail the ad-

" vantages of civil society."'

Punishment has been defined in general to he suffer-

mem de- jnpr inflicted en account of misbehaviour. And an inge-
nned.

nious writer remarks, 13 that " it is from an abase of lan-
Prevention

of crimes, " guage that we appty the word punishment to human m-
not re- « stitutions :" meaning, that the prevention of crimes
venge; the

.

end of cri- should be the great object of the lawgiver ; that vengeance
mina] jus-

|,eion oretli not to men ; that it is the end of civil laws not
tice

to revenge past, but prevent future, guilt.

Damage When damage (which lord Stair c defines to be the di-

1 bv minishing, or taking away, someiiiing from another, that

of right he had) is sustained, the sufferer is intitled to re-

paration. And those criminal codes are so far erroneous

which do not make the safierer's complete indemnification

the first step in the punishment.

But where the damage arises from delinquency, more 13

requisite than merely indemnifying the individual of his pe-

cuniary loss ', w hiofa will not always put either the injured

individual, or the community, that also suffers by every

" practice by any nation except that b Elements of Ethics.

" of I.illiptlt." (Gulliver's Travels, c Malum passlonis quod infligitur eo

vol. i, p. 97.) malum actionis. (Grctius de jure Belli

a Divine Legation, book i, § 2, et Pacis, lib. ii, c. 20 § 2.)

where Dr. Warburton states the ar- d Principles of Penal law, c. ii,

gument at large, and shews the re- ^ 1.

ly provided for this necessary de- c B. i, tit. 6, ' 2.

uf human laws.
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IHtNISH-

rs.

violation of the law, " in as good a condition'- (to !

§ 4

Stair's word?) " as they were in before the injury." a In-**
1"

terested that the lieges do not transgress the law, the magi-

strate is entitled to chastise the delinquent, with a view to

his personal reformation,6 An evil e. as been set in

society; to counteract it the punishment must make the de-

linquent a warning to others. And the repeated, or ex-

treme guilt of an incorrigible offender, may justly be pu-

nished in such a manner as will deliver the community

from all further dread from him. In any of these three

views, punishments, though going beyond pecuniary repara-

tion, are just and proper.

a Stair, lib. i, tit. 9, $ 2.

b Chastisement, as distinguished

from punishment, has in view only

the reformation of the sufferers.-

—

(Dr. Hutcheson's Ethics, b. iii, c. 8,

§ 8.) This, which has become an ob-

ject orsnme attention of late, ought

to be chiefly in view in the case of

petty delinquents, who, if not made

better, will certainly be made worse,

by punishment.

c /;; vindicandis injuriis bac trla leu

' est, quee princeps quoque sequi

d bet, ut aut turn quern punit emendet, aut

ut puna ejus cateros meliores reddat aut

ut sullatis malls securiores ceeteri vi-

iiant. (Seneca de clem. lib. i, c. 28,)

quoted by Grotius with approbation.

(De jure Belli et Pads, lib. ii, c. 20,

If what is stated in the text be cor-

rect, it would seem to supersede the

necessity of that distinction which

lord Stair has put betwixt reparation

and punishment. " In reference to man
the obligation of repairing his

11 damage, by putting him in as good

" a condition as he was before the

" injury. And this only is man's

" part for himself: but the power of

" exacting punishment is In God
;

" and as from and for him it is com*
" mitted to man, it is but a ministe-

" rial power, and not dispensable at

" man's pleasure, and hath an obli-

" gation whereby man stands bound
" to God for doing his duty therein.

" Though the positive laws and ac-

" tions of men, and in some things

" the positive laws of God himself,

" may constitute a penalty, and em-
" ploy it for the proper use of the

" injured, yet it is not a proper pu-

" nishment that hath its force by

" paction and positive law, and not

*' b) 'iie law of nature. The obli-

" gation to punishment arising from

" delinquence, and man's power and

" duty to inflict the same, is a pubiic

; which, though naturally

*' it did concern every one, yet it is

" now, with divine approbation, for

trt, devolved upon public

" authority, id to be a ter-

" ror to evil doers, &c. By which

" it is clear that the magistrate, at
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§ 4 But this threefold division we shall not adopt as a rule
PUNISH-

t

r

runts. for arranging the several punishments presently known in

our practice, many of which are recommended by more

than one of those views ; some of them by all the three.

The most obvious division of punishments, and which is

Capital and the first in our elementary books, is into capital, and not ca-

oot capital.
pitai. By capital, in the language of the civil law, is meant

f he executeth revenge, doth it not much as awarding pecuniary repara-

" of or from himself, nor for nor tion, is " man's part for himself."

«' from the people, as their proper Reparation, in the proper sense of

" right or power of exaction ; but the word, includes it, as being re-

" therein, as he is the minister of quisite (to use his lordship's expres-

" God, he doth it for and from God." sion) for putting the suffering indi-

(Book i, tit. 9, § 2.) Lord Stair, if vidual and the community in as good

•we may say this of so great a man> a condition as they were in before

has not here expressed hin.self with the injury. Hence, in the phraseo-

his usual precision. Punishment, in logy of all nations, the delinquent is

one sense, never can belong to the said, by his crime, to incur a debt,

magistrate ; in another sense, it be- which he discharges by his punish-

longs to him on the same footing ment. Thus, in Latin, lucre fxxnam,

with the right of inforcing repara- lucre peccata. In illustration of the

tion. If by punishment we mean same idea, Grotius quotes the expres-

taking vengeance on the individual, sion of S r
. Augustin, Si non redJit fa-

according to his sinfulness and moral ciendo quod debet, reddet fatiendo quod de-

depravity, this power is not only not bet. In punishing any crime, there-

" man's part for himself," but never fore, how severely soever, yet if it

did belong to him ; neither to the in- be only suitable to the crime under

dividual, in the natural state, nor to all circumstances, the magistrate truly

the magistrate since the institut on exercises no other right than that of

of government. It is limited foropoli obtaining reparation to the indivi-

alone, and never was attempted to be dual and society; and as this right

exercised by human power, without originally belonged to the individual,

producing the worst and most in{- so, after the institution of govern-

quitous consequences. But if by pu- ment, the magistrate (as lord Stair

niskmentwemeanchastisingmisdeeds, well expresses it in another passage),

as they are injurious to the perfect " stands in the place of those men

rights of others, and inflicting such " to God, to execute that revenge

pains and penalties on the offenders " which they themselves were n?.tu;-

as may be necessary for the protection «' ally obliged unto."

of the commtiriity ; this power, as
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those which defranchise a man of his citizenship, as well $ 4-

as those which take away his natural life.* « But with ments."

" us," (observes sir George Mackenzie) " these crimes are Capital pu-

*' only called capital which are punished with loss of life"
is 'lin

^
nta

" or limb." 1'

Capital punishments have ever made a conspicuous fi- death.

gure in criminal codes; « although," (as a sensible writer

observes) " the infliction of death is not to be regarded in

*' any instance as a mode of punishment, but merely as our
" last melancholy resource in the extermination of those,

f( whose continuance among their fellow-creatures is be-

" come inconsistent with the public safety." Some have

gone the farther length of denying the lawfulness of capital

punishments in any case. No man, it has been said, can

transfer or forfeit to the magistrate that right over his own
life which he does not possess himself. But it is in rirrht of
the sufferer that the magistrate punishes the offender, from

whose want of power over his own life, it certainly does

not follow that he may not be justly put to death, if his mis-

deeds render that extreme measure indispensable to the per-

sonal safety or preservation ofthe perfect rights of other men.

So far, no doubt, is true, that neither death, nor any

other severe punishment is justifiable, if the case admit of

a more lenient remedy. " For nothing but the evident

" result of absolute necessity can authorise the destruction

*« of mankind by the hand of man." 1

But whatever may be thought of the use of capital pu-

nishment at all, at least in other cases, besides murder and

. (mpitalis pana)vel-vitam natu- c Principles of Penal law, C. iij,

rahm-vcl caput civile tollit. (Heineccii. §2.

lustitut. lib.iv tif.17, jM,ccc,xxxvi.) d Principles of Penal law, ibid,

* Criminal law, part i, tit. 2, § %. 3
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§ 4. treason, it must be universally admitted that our practice,

"""^ts—
*n t^ie m°de of inflicting it, is agreeable to the best philo-

death. sophy, and to the opinions of the most liberal and enlight-

ened jurists ; preventing crimes, and enforcing obedience

to the laws, no less successfully than other plans of execu-

tive justice, which cannot be perused without shuddering

at the very idea of those miseries which men, with un re-

Mode of lenting ingenuity, have devised for each other. a But the
infliction.

pUnjbiiment of death, with us, " in later times, has always

" been inflicted in one way, that of hanging by the neck

" on a gibbet, without any aggravation of bodily suffer-

" ing ; farther than that, in cases of cruel and atrocious

" murder, it has been sometimes ordered to strike off the

< : right hand before suspension." 1
" And in the case of trea-

son, the law ordains the offender to be executed with ma-

ny circumstances of indignity and horror*; which, how»

ever, the king usually remits.

,-

Dissection OUR practice employs other methods of aggravating the

of the body, severity of the punishment. In cases of murder, the dead

. body is apooiuted to be delivered to a surgeon for dissec-
Hangingin ^ r '

. .
'

t . .

chains. tion, unless the court shall order it to be hung in chains."1

2 Principles of Penal law, c. iii. " We may pronounce it then contra-

" In some countries it has been usual " ry both to Sentiment and morality,

" to sew up criminals in the warm " to aggravate capital executions by

" skins of beasts, and in this condi- " any circumstances of terror or pain

" tipn to expose them to wild dogs

;

'• beyond the sufferings inseparable

" in others, the limbs are torn asun r
" from a violent death." § 3.

" der by horses; in others, 'recourse o Hume's Criminal law, vol. iv, c.

" is had to crucifixion, burnings, 17, p. 362.

" flayiiigs, boilings, famishing?, im- c Women convicted in all cases of

" palements, and other modes of d,e- treason, shall receive judgment, to be

" struction, equally shocking to de- drawn to the place of execution, and

" cency and humanity." Ibid. And there to be hanged by the peck till

in a subsequent section of the same dead. 30 Geo. II, c. 48.

chapter, this humane writer adds, d 25 Geo. II, c. 37.
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" And by custom out of mind, every capital sentence is § 4.

" attended with a farther consequence, the confiscation, or™* 1 * 1^
" escheat, as we call it, of all the convict's moveable goods death.

(i and substance to his majesty's use ; to which effect the -
s „heat f

" sentence bears a general declaration and an order and moveables,

fi authority to the proper officer to collect and bring in the

« effects.''-"
1

After the explanation already given of the nature of the what

criminal jurisdiction of the sessions, it seems unnecessary toi udgcs
.

can11111 • n- -i • , inflict it.

add, tnat they have no power to inflict capital punishment;

which indeed properly belongs to the supreme criminal

court, the exclusive judges of the four pleas of the crown ;
b

although sheriffs, and those magistrates of boroughs who
have rights of sheriffdom also, being competent to \he trial

of theft, house-breaking, and hamesucken, may punish

such offenders capitally.

But though the sessions have no power of inflicting the

punishment of death, it concerns individual justices to know
what crimes are so punisliabc. The act 1661 particular-

ly calls upon them to examine and commit heinous and capi-

tal offenders for trial. In all cases, prisoners may make de-

mands upon them to be liberated on bail; the refusal

whereof, in offences not capital, will subject them in dama-

ges to the individual ; as granting it in capital offences will

to the public. The several crimes, therefore, which may
be punished capitally, shall be mentioned according to Mr.

Hume's very accurate classification, with some change in

the general arrangement.

First, crimes against religion;—as blasphemy/ saying inwhat

Of maSS.d cases it may
be inflicted.

a Hume's Criminal law, vol iv, c. c l66l> c> ai>
Religion.

I7> P- 364- d By 1567,0. 5.

b Murder, robbery, rape, and fire-

ruising.
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$ 4. 6* y'O.a"/), crimes against the state.—Treason ; coining cop-

ments— Per mone)' > uttering false British coin, in case of a third

death, offence, or of having been convicted before as a common
State. utterer ;

b counterfeiting foreign coins current by consent of

parties ;
c inlisting or entering as a soldier with any foreign

prince or state, without his majesty's leave ; or procuring a

subject of his majesty so to inlist or enter ; or hiring any

such subject with intent to cause him so inlist and enter *

or procuring any such subject to embark or go beyond seas,

with intent so to inlist.d

Public Third, offences against public trade.—Piracy; plunder-

ing a stranded vessel, if any human being either be in the

vessel alive, or though he may have left the vessel for the

time, yet continues his care over it ; wilful destruction of

ships, with intent to injure the owners or underwriters ;
e

smuggling, if three or more armed with firearms, or other

offensive weapons, assemble, in order to be aiding in the ex-

portation of wool, or other goods, not allowed to be export-

ed ; or in running, landing, or carrying away, prohibited or

uncustomed goods ; or in the relanding of goods which have

been shipped on debenture for exportation ; or in the res-

cuing the same, after seizure, from any officer of his majes-

ty's revenue ; or in the rescuing or hindering to apprehend

any person who has been guilty of any of the above of-

fences ;
f passing with prohibited or uncustomed goods, and

having the face blacked, or wearing any vizard or mask, or

when it other disguise ;
s maiming, or dangerously wounding, any

may be in-
fficer f excise or customs, when attempting to go on board

lieted.

a ij Geo. II, c. 28 ; 11 Geo. Ill, d 9 Geo. II, c. 3 ; 29 Geo. II, c. 1 ;.

c. 40; doubtful if these statutes ap- e xi Geo. I, c. 12; 11 Geo. I, c.

ply to Scotland. Hume, vol. ii, c. 28, 29 ; 29 Geo. Ill, c. 46.

p. 506. * 39 Geo. II, c. 34. Hume Crirru

b 15 Geo. II, c. 28 ; the same doubt law, vol. ii, c. 24, p- 373-

here. See ibid. & 19 Geo. II, c. 34, N°. i.

c 14 Eli/-, c. 3. Ibid.
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any vessel, within the limits of a port ; or to maim, danger- § 4.

ously wound, or shoot at him, when on hoard such vessel,
pumsa"

J. * * * MEN TS—
and in the execution of his duty; maliciously shooting at death.

any vessel of the navy, or in the service of the customs or

excise, within the limits of a port, or within four leagues of

the coast ; or maliciously wounding or shooting at any offi-

cer of the navy, customs, or excise, in the execution of his

duty. 1

Fourtit, offences against the public police and econo- Public po-

my.—Incest, notour sdultery,b Venus nefandum, and that
and

J ' J> * economy.

of being Egyptians.

Fiftit, sorning; a mob beginning to demolish or pull The public

down a house ;
d a mob, to the number of twelve, remaining

peace"

an hour after proclamation to disperse

;

e duelling, whether

either death or wounds take place or not. f

SiXTHy offences against the course ofjustice.—Striking Against the

or hurting any judge when sitting in judgment ;S striking f
ourse of

or hurting any person in the outer house, (or tolbuith, as

it is called in the act), during the sittings of the lords of ses-

sion, or in presence of the justice and his deputes, (and now
the lords of justiciary) when sitting in judgment ;

h invad-

ing or pursuing any of " his highness session," if it be on

account of service done to the king in that capacity ; ' per-

jury, in a capital trial, whereby an innocent person may
have been wrongfully put to death. k

a 24 Geo. Ill, c.47. fi6oo,c. 12.

b 1563, c. 74. g 1593, c. 177.
c 1609, c. 13. But Mr. Hume ob- h Ibid,

serves, that a lenient construction i 1604, c. 4. Whether this relat:.-

seems so far to be adopted, that some to the court of session or to the privy

actualguilt is required in aidof the evil council, is doubtful. Hume, Crim.

fame. Crim. law, vol.ii, c. %l, p. 341. law, vol. ii, c. 15, p. 205.

d Riot act, 1 Geo. h k Formerly, aggravated cases of

e Ibid. perjury were capitally punished ; and

perjury
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I 4

PUNISH
M E \' T S

DEATH.

Against the

person.

Against

property.

•\r, offences against the person.—Murder, 1 rape,

__ hamesucken, beating or cursing pare r. .

offences against property Theft;"- stealing the

mail; 1 breaking dove-cots, cunningaires or parks, on Ik
third fault, by a person not responsible for the pecuniary

pains ;
e stealing of bee-hives

;

f robbery; house-breaking;

stealing linen, cotton, calico, or other stuff, to the value of

ten shillings, from any bleaching-croft, or from any ground,

place, or building made use of by any calico-printer,

bleacher, &c. for printing, whitening, bleaching, or drying

the same ; ; wilful fire-raising, or setting on fire another's

house, corns, coal-heugh ;
h forgery.

RETURNING from transportation is also made a capital

certification by the statute 25 Geo. Ill, c. 46.

BANISH-
MENT.

Exile, or banishment, like exilium, the general terra

perjury in a capital trial, by which

<>cent person may lose his life,

Mr, Hume observes, is a species of

murder or conspiracy ; but this con-

struction has not been adopted in

our law, as is observed by the same

author, who inclines himself to the

lenient construction. Vol. i, p. 283.

a What cases of homicide amount

to this crime, and what are either in-

tirely excuseable or punished arbi-

trarily, see illustrated at large by Mr.

Hume, Crim. law, vol. i, c 6.

b i66t, c 20

c
It rests with the discretion of the

coun "vhat, under all ihe circumstan-

ces, amounts to furtum vravc, to re-

quire capital punishment.

<i 5 Geo. Ill, c. 25 ; and 7 Geo. Ill,

c. 50.

e 1474, c. 60; 1535, c. 13; 1587,

c. 59 : and 15.79, c 8 ;.

t 1535, c. 13, and 1555, c. 58. But

our ancient law respecting thefts of

animals not completely domesticat-

ed, is rendered doubtful by other sta-

tutes, (1503, c. 69, 1607, c. 3,) which

breathe a less sanguinary spirit, de-

nouncing only pecuniary or petty

corporal pains.

S 18 Geo. II, c. 27, which gives the

judge the discretionary power of sub-

stituting the punishnlent of transport-

ation for fourteen years.

h 1592, c. 1 4C ; 1426, c. 75; 1528,

c. 8 These statutes made the crime

treason ; but by the 7 Anne, c. 21, it

Was again lowered to the ordinary

condition of a capital offence. Hume,

vol. i, c. 4, p..1 7 6.
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among the Roman?, contains several modes of punishment § 4-

of different degrees of severity. a
L^kts-
TRANS-

THEkind of exile greatest in degree, and like the Roman
™*

N
*~

deportatio in insulam, is transportation j by which the de-

linquent is sentenced to be transported to such place be-

yond seas, as his majesty, with advice of the privy coun-

cil, shall think fit, for life, or for a certain number of years,

under certification of death, in case of his being found at

large within the kingdom, without some lawful cause *

and also his services adjudged to such person as shall con-

tract for the due performance of such transportation ; the

time of his confinement in gaol, under such sentence, being-

reckoned in discharge of the term of exile. b

The certification, in case of the convict's return to Scot-

land before the expiration of the term, was anciently death.

About the middle of the last century, it became the practice

to commit the delinquent to the gaol from which he had

been carried abroad, and to scourge him on the next mar-

ket-day after his commitment, and on the first market-

day of every succeeding month, until an opportunity

should offer of transporting him. But the statute 25 Geo.

Ill, c. 46, made the certification again capital. (t He is

" liable to suffer death, if he break gaol after sentence, to

i* avoid transportation, and be found at large within these

" realms, or any of them. c "

a Steundum Marcianum (says Voet) planation of the different kinds of ex-

exilium tripkx est, aut certorum locorum ile among the Rbmans, in Dr. Hill's

interdiclio; aut lata fuga, ut omnium lo- Synonimes, &c. p. 34I.

corum interdicalur prtctsr certum Ileum; b 25 Geo. Ill, C. 46, being the last

aut in intuit vinculam, id est relegutio in statute regulating this matter.

imulam. (L. Exilitim, 5 ff. I)e rele- c Hume, Criminal law, vol. iv,

lib. xlviii, c. 17, p. 368. " It seems, however,"

re particular ex- adds Mr. Hume, " to be doubtful,

" by
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*uni9!i-
r

I nrs punishment is appointed by special statute for va-

trans.

-
*"ious offences; for example, opposing excise and custom

porta- house officers ;

a and may be inflicted by the discretion of

the court of justiciary in cases appearing to merit it.
TION.

„ „.„ Another species of exile is banishment from Scotland ;BANISH* *
„

ment or (as the sentence has sometimes been) from his majesty's
*° M

.
<l haill dominions."'5 " It has been the ordinary course forSCOTLAND.
" the execution of this sentence, that the convict is charged

How exe- " with the care of it himself, being relieved from prison,

" and allowed a reasonable space of time to settle his af-

Cf fairs and depart ; after which, if he be again found, he

_ .c " shall suffer the certification of the sentence. This has
Certifica-

tion in case " been different at different times. From the beginning till

found "ifthe
" t^le m^dle of the last century, and even later, the ordi-

country. <e nary stile of the prisoner's enactment was under the paine

" ofdeathe." c But this excessive severity was afterwards

the cerdfi-
mitigated.d For many years the penalty has uniformly

cation miti- been imprisonment, and whipping on the first market-day

after conveyance to the gaol where the person has been at

the date of his sentenced

Banishment and transportation are punishments un*

" by the words of the act, whether c Ibid.

" this high denunciation docs not ap- d " I cannot dismiss this subject,

" ply to those offenders only, who " without expressing a doubt relative

" have had judgment of transport- " to the propriety of punishing by

** ation in pursuance of trial and con- " death a return from transportation,

" viction of a crime, or who have " especially where the original of-

" entered into a contract to tran- " fence was not capital. It certainly

*' sport themselves, and not to such " is not justified by necessity . and

" who are ordere I to be transport- « is not such severity inconsistent

" ed, on their own petition, without " with that leading principle which
•« trial." " forbids penal laws to attack the na-

a 14 Geo. II, c. 40 ; 8 Geo. f, c. " tural sentiments of the heart ?

—

Jo- " Duri est non desiderare patriam."—

b Hume, Crim. law, vol. iv, c. 17, Principles of Penal law, c. iv, § J.

7 369. -
e Hume. Ibid.
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known in the common law of England. It is said, that $ 4.

the former was first introduced there as a punishment by me'Lts—
the 39th of Elizabeth, c. 4 ; which enacted, that " such »AiV is«-

u rogues as were dangerous to the inferior people should FR0M
" be banished the realm;" and that the first statute where Scotland.

the latter occurs, is the 18th (jna . u^ c . 3^ which gives ai s ; t a com.

power to the judges, « at their discretion, either to exe- mon law

r k c. i'r t •»* punishment
cute, " or transport to America lor hie, the Moss troopers in England?

*' of Cumberland."* When in-

troduced

t> . „ . . . . . there.
.banishment is so far injurious to the community, as

the kingdom is deprived of a subject, and renounces all Expediency

the emoluments of his future existence* But it has ever of '*
,

as *

. .
punish-

been the practice of all states to retain their right to obe- ment.

dience from the banished member ; although that right Does t^e

might appear to be discharged when he was excluded from state retain

the protection of the laws, obedience and protection being
tjon ,"

s

er

1C°

reciprocal. " But it was necessary all states should act in the exile •

(( this manner when they inflicted exile as a punishment *

" it being no punishment, but by accident, when the claim Reason of

" to subjection was remitted with it. They had a right to tluS*

" act thus ; because it was inflicted on an offender, who,
" by his very offence, had forfeited ail claim of advantage

u from that reciprocal condition." b

This punishment is enacted by statue for various offen-

ces ; as celebrating a clandestine marriage; or any con-

i

n what

cern in giving, sending, or accepting a challenge, though caSi

;

sin"

no combat should ensue.a watutc.

Banishment from the realm, and transportation, are

a Dr. Christian's Note 14 on c j}y the act I (,f>l} c> 3^
Blackstone, B. i, c. 1, S a, p. 137, i 1696, c. 35.

b Div. Leg. b.i, ) a.

Vol. L N
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% 4- punishments peculiar to the supreme court, neither compe-

men r s - tent t0 tftc sessions ol the peace, 3 nor yet tojudges ordinary ;

banish- although the latter may, in some cases, inflict the punish-
MENT -j J
i OM ment ol death.

SCOTLAND.

What As the court of justiciary banishes criminals from the

inflict it.
kingdom, so inferior judges banish lesser delinquents from

their respective bounds, whether shire or borough.b This

species of exile seems to be unknown in the practice of our

from enlightened neighbours. Neither indeed (at least as an or-

sujRE. dinarv punishment in inferior courts) does it appear to be

quite in unison with those excellent schemes of criminal po-

licy devised by our ancient legislature for the confinement

of petty delinquents in workhouses, with a view both to the

reformation of the punished, and to the benefit of the public,

by their industry. But magistrates, though endowed with

ample powers for carrying those wise plans into execution,

early shewed themselves proner to adopt the easier methods

of corporal chastisement, or, as it was imagined, the more

effectual method of ridding themselves of the delinquent

at once, by expelling him from their territories. ,

There seems reason, however, to doubt how far this view

a I find a judgment of justices of banish from the kingdom in general,

the peace, adjudging one John Mac- must have the power of banishment

dowall as guilty of stealing horses, from any one place of it. Accord-

" to be transported from the king ingly the high court of justiciary

" dom to the plantations." The have, on particular occasions, inflict-

meeting too was attended by names ed this lesser species of exile. Thus

of first respectability ; and no less a in the case of an assault and battery,

person than lord Fountainhall presid- Mr. Hume takes notice of their ba-

ed. (Records of the justices of the nishing one of the parties from the

county of Edinburgh. Scd. 1704, particular parish, where both he and

Nov. 4) the prosecutor dwelled. (1723, July;

b The greater punishment must John Higgins. Hume, vol. iv, c. 17

include the less. The court that can p. 37 1.)
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of the tiling was correct. " In Russia, indeed, banishment § 4.

*' from one place of the kingdom to another, is made subser-
PUNIS""

r o •» MENTS—
f< vient to political utility." The criminal is severely punish- banish-

ed when he is banished to Siberia ; and the public is bene-
R̂

E

Q

N
J

fited by every increase of the population of those desolate burgh or

regions. But when our counties of Fife, and Perth, and

Forfar j or the boroughs of Edinburgh, and Stirling, and

Glasgow, let loose their respective banditti on each other,

what advantage arises either to those places in particular, or

to the country in general ? Certain however it is, that she-

riffs and magistrates of boroughs are in the practice of in-

flicting this punishment ; although the improving spirit of

the present age has turned the public attention to some at-

tempts to carry into execution the plans of our ancient par-

liaments for confining and employing delinquents.

The sessions of the peace have not been in the general

practice of inflicting this punishment. In some particular

counties it has been occasionally inflicted. And when that

exercise of power came under the review of the court of

justiciary, in the case of Tait, mentioned above, who was

sentenced by the justices of the shire of Linlithgow to be

punished with imprisonment, pillory, and banishment, for

ever from the county, the sentence was affirmed, so far as

respected imprisonment for one month, and the banishment.

The court found, ' that sucli a charge," (concluding for

banishment from the county, as well as imprisonment)

'* was competent to be tried by the justices of peace with-

" out a jury." So therefore stands the law.

But this does not impose any necessity upon justi-

ces to inflict that punishment, whether expressly conclud-

ed for or not. In order, therefore, to the proper exercise

3 Principles of P?nal Law, c. 4.

N 2
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§ 4. of their own discretion in this matter, it may be proper to

ments— understand, that this punishment of banishment from the

banish- county neither is, nor ever has been sanctioned, by the

IROM
r

general practice of the sessions of the peace. On the contra-

burgh or ry, by far the greater proportion of the sessions employ no

punishments except fine and imprisonment; the punish-
Not in ge- ments specified by the general statutes, and the safe and con-
neral prac- r

.

tice as a pu- stitutional modes ofrepressing such petty offences, as chiefly
Dls^ent

, constitute the criminal jurisdiction of this magistracy. It is

session. not used at all in more than eight or nine counties • and, in

the majority even of these, never, unless upon the delin-

quent's application. In very few counties, therefore, is ba-

nishment from the district considered, and occasionally in-

flicted by the sessions as one of the ordinary punishments. 3

Before, then, any justices of peace resolve to alter this

general practice of the sessions, and follow the example

of that judgment of the sessions in the case of Tait, which

was altered by the court of justiciary in several points,

as erroneous and severe, although it was confirmed as to

banishment from the county, it may be proper to reflect,

jirsty that the practice, as above stated, seems quite agree-

able to the spirit and words of the general statutes 1617 and

1661, wherein banishment from the county occurs not as a

a In the year 1783, on occasion of the practice of justices of peace, t»

three bills of advocation, two from -whom the cases then depending did

the sheriff, and one from the magi- not relate, the following query, a-

stratesof Edinburgh, of libels, at the mong others, was transmitted to the

instance of the procurator-fiscal, con- clerks of the peace : " are the justice*

eluding for a corporal punishment, " in your county in the practice of*

such as whipping, pillory, and im- " punishing by fine and impnson-

prisonment, &C. the justiciary clerk, '' ment : or do they ever whip, or

by order of the court, made inquiry " banish the county ; or punish by

into the practice of those jurisdictions " the stocks, or the pillory ?" It is

throughout Scotland. The result, gratifying to learn, from the sub-

with which I have been favoured, is scribed answers of the respective-

printed in Appendix III. clerks, that the practice is as stated

As n« report was mads touching in the text.
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punishment. On the contrary, throughout those acts, the § 4.

words punish and fine seem to be used synonimously. And PUN1SH
-^

the clause intrusting justices of peace with the execution of bamsh-

various statutes, which contain severe punishments when"
R

EI

^
T

executed by judges ordinary, expressly declares, " that the burgh or

f{ punishment to be inflicted by them" (justices of peace)

<e shall be a pecunial sum, answerable to the circumstances

" of the case and quality of the offenders." 3 Secondly, It

deserves consideration, whether the banishment of a man
from his native county or city, the seat of his professional

industry, of his friends and chosen circle of societ}', be

not a punishment of such shape and degree as should not

be hazarded by a judicature intrusted with the cognisance

of petty delicts only, which do not require a jury-trial.

A legislator of antiquity punished all crimes capitally %

but a scale of punishments, each suitable as nearly as pos-

sible to the nature of the crime, has been more generally

approved of. In many cases, it would neither be proper to

put the offender to death, nor yet to expel him from the

community. Other punishments therefore, touching his

purse or his person, have been employed in all ages.

We shall first consider the punishment of infamy ;—the INFAMT4

declaration of his being a base and infamous person, by

which he is disabled to enjov honour, or place, or trust, or

to be received as a witness on his oath. This punishment is

appointed by special statutes for certain crimes ; as bigamy,5

perjury, subornation, 1
* wilful error on assize, e bribery in a

judge,' and some others. " Likewise in several instances,

u without the positive direction of statute, the supreme

a Appendix I, p. xyiii and liv.
d Ibid,

b Queen Mary's ist pari. 1551, c James III, 1475, c. 63.

c 19. f James VI, 1579, c. 93.
c

1555, pari. 6, c. 47.

N3
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S a- " courts <V -justiciary and session have justly applied this

ments— " stigmab} -ipecial declaration of their sentence, in the case

infamy, k of thos offences to wiioh, it seems, a suitable reproof,

f< such as the falsehood or gross malversation of persons in

" situations of public trust."a

It need scarcely be observed, that the punishment of

infamy cannot be inflicted by the sessions of the peace.

So much the contrary indeed, that a man who had been

publicly whipped, in virtue of a sentence of the justices*

was not helcl to be disqualified for being a witness. " The
1C court over-ruled the objection ; being of opinion, that

'« no man could be deprived of his good name by the sen-

« tence of an inferior court, unless it proceeded on a pre-

" vious conviction by a jury."b

Infamy is likewise the legal consequence of scourging,

and other corporal punishments, " which consist chiefly in

" their ignominy, or the open exposure of the culprit to

«« contempt and derision, and to the public knowledge as a

" base and infamous person ; though, in most of them, he

*' suffers also some degree of bodily distress." Legal in-

famy fellows such punishments, i( when they are inflicted

" in pursuance of conviction by the verdict of a jury."d

Legal infamy is not removed by the king's pardon. e

pulory. The pillory is the principal of this class of punishments ;

<( est supplicii machina ad ludibrium magis quam ad pas-

my or the" nam" { " It appears however, from the barbarous

pain chiefly « Latin name collistrigium, or stretch-neck, that it was con-

a Hume, vol. iv, c. 17, p. 377.
d Spellmarfs Glossary, v. Pilloria.

b Maclaurin, p. 725. e Hume, vol. iv, p. 377.

e Hume, vol. iv, p. 375. f See below, chap. 6,1 5.
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f* structed formerly, in some measure, for the bodily un- * 4-

" easiness, as well as the shame and contempt of the suf- ME
'

NTSl_

« fgreiv'a pillory.

It appears not an unmerited compliment to the humanity

of our criminal law, to bring under this class the other cor-

poral punishments also, none of them being inflicted in

such a manner as if the present pain were chiefly in view. pi°nhh-
a

Thus, in cutting out the tongue or ears, or burning the ments more

cheek or back, cutting the hand, &c. (none of which have
than tor-

been for some time used), the present pain during those ture *

operations is less in view than the disgrace, which the de-

linquent must carry about along with him.

Neither, perhaps, need we except even the punish- scourg-

ments of whipping or scourging, when inflicted by the
ING

'

criminal magistrate.

In the army, again, where it seems to be inflicted with a

view to the pain chiefly, and to be unattended with those

infamous disqualifications which attach to its judicial in-

fliction, the regimental surgeon invariably attends to stop

the executioner on the first appearance of danger. But

the peremptory and literal manner of executing judicial

sentences admits not of any such provision. This aione is

ground for believing it to be the spirit of our law that ma-

gistrates shou'd keep so far within the most distant possi-

bility of danger, as to leave to the punishment little sting

except the disgrace. The lesser pain which attends the

judicial infliction is compensated by its consequence of le-

gal infamy. In the case mentioned above, from Mr. Mac-

laurin, it appears that the punishment would have disqua-

lified the witness, had it not been inflicted by justices of

peace without a jury.

a Hume, v. iv, c. 6.
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S 4- Justices of peace will hardly appear to have any power of

ments— inflict ing tne corporal punishments we have nowfceen men-
coRroRAL.tioning, if the thing is to be regulated on general principles.

out jury- ft was unlawful to scourge a Roman citizen uncondemned.
trial. The rights of the British subject are no less sacred. And our

common law recognises no criminal condemnation involving

such consequences, without the verdict of a jury.

Farther.—Legal infamy, the ordinary consequence of

Whipping such punishments, did not, we have seen above from the case

ous iTwith-
rePorted by Mr. Maclaurin, attach even upon a public scourg-

out a jury- ing through the streets, in virtue of a sentence ofjustices

of peace, without a jury. The court of justiciary here

expressed, in pretty intelligible language, an opinion of the

legality of inflicting such a punishment without a jury. In

this view it appears to be understood by the eminent coun-

Such pu- se* wno rePorts tne case* Indeed, without meaning the or-

nishment dinary consequence of legal infamy to take place, it scarcely
necessarily . . n . . , , . ,"

infamous in seems proper or consistent to inflict a punishment, to which,

joint cffact. as ft exhibits the delinquent a public spectacle of derision

and contempt, it is utterly impossible to prevent infamy and

disgrace from attaching in point offact.

This is not all. We have already seen from the case of
Case of Pis- pjscator4 tcat neither justices of peace, nor other inferior
catore in

.

J r

point. judges, without a jury, are competent to the trial of any of-

fence above the description of leviora ddicta, orpetty deticts,

even to the effect ofpecuniarypunishment alone. Independ-

ent of the punishment altogether the conviction of any

greater offence appeared too serious an evil for any British

subject to suffer without the verdict of his peers. So tender

is our criminal law respecting the feelings and character of

a Corporal punishments, in the Ian- hut in this inquiry I understand ky it

guage of our law, includes imprison- whipping and pillory.

tuent. See below, p. 207, note 6
;
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individuals. But the limited statement in the libel will be $ 4.

of little avail if the punishment be unlimited; it will be PUNISH"
r ' MENTS—

small consolation that the charge is trifling and petty, if thee 0;; fora^,

punishment be great, infamous, irreparable. The only rea"
"ur jurv-

sonable ground of distinguishing petty from other delicts is, trial.

that in the former the interest involved is inconsiderable,

which cannot be considered to be the case where the stake

exceeds fine or imprisonment.

The spirit and reason therefore of the judgment in the

case of Piseatore extends to this case also. This in particu-

lar appears from the manner in which it is reported by Mr.

Msclaurin (afterwards lord Dreghorn), who could not well

mistake the opinions of the court delivered in so remarkable

a case, when he was in high consideration at the bar.

—

« { This practice," (of inflicting severe arbitrary punishments Incongru.

of banishment, whipping, and pillory, without ajury-trial,)
petty courts

saj s he, " was most incongruous and improper : incongru- should have

*« ous, because the justiciary, the supreme criminal court of^trusted
(( ihe country, cannot inflict the smallest punishment with- to the su-

" out a previous conviction by a jury; improper, because

(t it holds either that the person of a British subject may
" Le held very cheap, or that jury -trial is not a valuable

*' privilege. Expediency may perhaps require that inferior

" magistrates should have the power of fining and impri-

«' soning for petty offences without the intervention of a

" jury ; but to allow them to inflict corporal punishments,

«' without a previous conviction by a jury, is quite incon-

'* sistent with the spirit of our constitution. It is there-

** fore with great pleasure I give an account of Piscaiore's

€i case, in which the justiciary pronounced a judgment dis-

<« approving of this practice."*

$3ut though the practice, at least of the justice of peace, Decision ©f
supreme

court.
* Macluurin, p. 733.
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§ 4# and sheriff, courts has been, in general, guided by such con-

punish- siderations, yet those judges, as well as magistrates of bo-
MENTS— .«...«
corporal, roughs, have, on some occasions of conviction without a
if wi

.

h-
jUry-trial, not scrupled to inflict the punishments of scourg-

r rial. ing, pillory, and banishment from the shire.

Such judgments have been brought under review ofthe

supreme courts with various success. Sometimes the bills of

suspension and advocation have been simply refused ; some-

times the corporal punishment has been altogether remit-

ted ;
J sometimes it has been remitted in part. Thus a sen-

tence of a meeting of a sessions of the peace, already men-

tioned, adjudging Robert Dow to be imprisoned for five

months, to be burned in the back, banished the county (of

Linlithgow), and repeatedly scourged, was suspended, ex-

cept as to one whipping. This decision sanctioned the ge-

neral power, no doubt, although it corrected the particular

instance of rigour in the exercise of it.

But this and some other judgments pronounced by the

court of justiciary about the same period, " have," (as the re-

Decisions
spectable commentatoron our criminal law observes ') "sunk

prior to « in their authority." We have already seen, that, with

cae ci ro- respect to the description of crimes competently tried with-

neous in ou t a jury, another rule was introduced, or rather revived,
'

in the popular decision in favour of Piscatore. If those

other decisions therefore were erroneous in so important a

particular as the description of the crime, that must so far

a As in the case of Archibald Tait, the court of justiciary And a Iik?

steward to the 'earl of Roseberry, sentence of scourging, without aju-

15 th February 1776. The justices ry-trial, where the general point w?s

had passed sentence of imprisonment, pleaded, was suspended by that great

pillory, and banishment, from the judge, lord Pitfeur, a year or two

county. This sentence, so far as re- before.

• ptcted banishment, was affirmed by b Hume, vol. iii, p. 239,
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detract from their weight touching the other particular, the 5 4.

severity of the punishment. punish-
J x ME NTS-

CORPORAL,

But, for another reason, those decisions afford no argu-
lr WITa -

O OUT JURT-
ment in favour of corporal punishments. If it was found trial.

competent to try other offences than leviora delicta withoutDt ms

a jury, that may have been erroneous and unconstitutional
pi

I

1S "

doctrine ; but still it was consistent in the case of such con- not iupoint.

victions to sanction the infliction of scourging, &c ; less Those deci-

than which would have been inadequate to the condign pu-
su,Uj n

°i

nishment of such aggravated offences. But the inconsistency inconsi >

here appears to be the limitation supposed to be introduced^'\ f

"''

in the crimes which it is competent to try, but not in the punish-

punishments which it is competent to inflict; and that l^j^ctedb
petty offences to which summary convictions are now restrict- judges who

ed
y
may be punished by severe and infamous punishments. j malt**

crimes.

Leaving then cases prior to that of Piscatore, we may Dec
—
ons

proceed to inquire, whether subsequent decisions have subsequent

brought this interesting branch of jurisprudence to more piscato^.

maturity and precision.

The point again occurred in the case just now mentioned

of Archibald Tait. The justices of peace had passed sen-

tence of imprisonment, pillory, and banishment. He com-

plained of the sentence by bill of suspension. The court of

justiciary ordered informations on these two points,—how
far justices of peace have jurisdiction to try the crime charg-

ed by the original complaint ? and, 2
', whether they could

1 d without a jury ? On advising very elaborate papers

the court suspended that part of the sentence which respect-

ed the pillory.

The point next attracted notice in the case of two sum-

mary judgment, ordaining the punishment of whipping or

scourging to be inflicted ; the one of them pronounced by
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§ 4- the sheriff, 3 and the other by the magistrates of Edinburgh.13

ments— One reason of advocation was, that no corporal punishment
corporal, can be inflicted by an inferior judge without a jury-trial.
IF WITH- . . , , • 1

•ut jurt- The clerk of justiciary was ordered to inquire into the prac-

trial.
jjce< gQ far were t]ie court from then thinking it a point

known and settled either by positive or consuetudinary law.

" The sheriffs of all the most considerable shires in Scot-

'* land, and the magistrates of all the most considerable

" towns, were wrote to by the clerk of court." d From

the report of the justiciary clerk, c
it appears that in the she-

riff-courts, with the exception of the county of Edinburgh

alone, it was neither the practice, nor held legal, to inflict

any corporal punishment, without a jury-trial ; but in the

towns, with the exception of Ayr, such instances of the in-

terposition of juries had seldom or never occurred. Even

in the case of towns, however, the report does not go the

length of expressly establishing (what Mr.Maclaurin thought

so important), that they had been in the practice of refusing

a jury-trial when demanded.

This report is not mentioned in the books of adjournal.

The two cases, with a view to which the enquiry had been

ordered, did not, it afterwards appeared, bring the general

question before the court ; which could not therefore pro-

nounce any decision upon it.
f The libel in the one case

a 1783, March 19; William Brown rough courts, no inquiry was made

and others, complainers by advoca. into the practice of the sessions of

tion, against the procurator-fiscal of the peace,

the sheriff-court of Edinburgh. d Report.

b Eo die. Young and Wemyss com- c See Appendix IN.

plainersby bill of advocation against f I say this upon the anthority of

the procurator-fiscal of the city of a MS. jotting, in the handwriting of

Edinburgh. the late justiciary clerk, Mr. Norris,

c The cases then in dependence who made the report, and whose

before the court of justiciary, being knowledge and accuracy are well

advocations from the sheriff and bo- known to all who had occasion t»
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had been drawn with great irregularity, and in the other § 4-

was directly against the rule established in the case of Pisca- M£NTSL.

tore. They were both therefore dismissed. The complain- corporal,

t i • • i f if wi i a-
ers thus gained their cause, witaout reference to the gene- uT jury-

ral point, which had been pleaded in their bills of advocation. TRIAL -

In the following year the court found an opportunity ofOnly two

more directly deciding the general point, by refusing the bill thepoint
^

has been

mate inquiries into our criminal law "as committed by the defenders at expressly

and practice. He expressly says,— " various times and places, and upon decKle<1'

** the general question not being be- " different persons, for some of which

" fore them in the bills and answers, " they had been tried, fined, and im-

" they could not give a judgment

" thereon." [Among other papers

" prisoned, for others they had been

" only prosecuted ; and for the last

in the possession of Mr. Anderson, " article charged in the libel, one of

justiciary office.]

7,
ili, The same appears from the

interlocutors themselves, which con-

tained articulate findings.

In the case of Brown, the interlo-

cutor was inserted already under a

different head. See above, ^ 2, p. 161,

note a.

In the other case, that of Young

and Wemyss, the advocation from

the borough court, the interlocutor

was as follows.

" The lord justice clerk, and lords

'' commissioners of justiciary, having

" them had been tried and acquitted,

" and by blending the whole into one

" libel, and charging the defenders

" as guilty of one or all of the riots

" therein enumerated, it is impossible

" to discover which of the articles of

" the libel is meant to be insisted on,

" or against which of the defenders,

,! and thereby the defenders are de-

" prived ef the legal means «f mak-
" ing their defence, therefore the

" said lords remit the cause to the

" magistrates of Edinburgh, with this

" instruction, that they dismiss this

" considered the libel or complaint at " libel or complaint against the de-

" the instance of William Sprott, " fenders, reserving to the procura-

" procurator-fiscal, against Henry " tor-fiscal, and all having interest,

«' Young and James Wemyss, defend- "to insist in a new libel or com-
" ers, before the magistrates of E- " plaint, containing proper and spe-

" dinburgh, with the proceedings " cific charges against both or either

" had thereupon ; and having also " of the defenders before the magi.
«* considered the reasons of advoca- " strates, or other competent courtj

" tion for said defenders, with the " as accords of the law.

' answers thereto for the procurator- " Tho. Miller, j. p. d.'*

•* fiscal, and having heard parties. J**, From the opinions of the

"procurators fully thereupon, find judges, as taken by the counsel in the

" that the libel or complaint, by cause, it appears they were not dc-

" charging a number of riotous act», livcred as deciding the cause. Ac-
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5 4. of suspension presented by Jean Moir, a who had beensen-

ment"— tenccc* by the magistrates of Edinburgh to be confined for a

Cl)'.( I'OIIAL,

XI with-
Cordingly a very respectable judge, any distinction betwixt borough and

(Lord Kenm t) the first who spoke
}

other court9, seems of importance, in

began with observing, " ivehave no oc- considering, whether this case fixed

" casion to decide .;> thing more than cases the point, even with regard to the

" before us. At same time I shall throw former class of inferior judges. For

" out my -opinion in general." notwithstanding this opinion in fa-

These opinions were in favour of vour of all inferior judges, the re-

the power of inferior judges to in- spectnble author of the commenta-

flict corporal punishments without a ries, with general approbation, lays

jury-trial. The same practice in this it down, that the rule of punishing

particular, as we mentioned above, corporally without a jury-trial, does

had not, it appeared from the report, " not seem to have found reception

obtained in the sheriff and borough " i"to sheriff courts, even in this or-

courts. Yet I do not find from the " der of offences, or leviora delicia."

notes, which appear to be accurately (Hume, vol. iii, p. 238.)

taken, that any of their lordships dis- It is said in the report of this case,

tinguished borough from other infe- in the appendix to the Faculty collec-

rior courts. Their opinions were tion, N°. iv, " the court were there-

stated generally. Thus, lord Hailes, " fore unanimous in rejecting this

who spoke second, illustrated his ar- " reason of appeal," viz. the infliction

gument in the case of magistrates, of corporal punishment without a

from the circumstance of justices of jury-trial. And expressly on this

peace not having it in their power to authority, the r^pectable commen-

use juries at all. " Justices of peace tator on the criminal law says, " the

" never tried by a jury ;" and his " court were unanimous in confirm-

lordship then proceeds to lay down the " ing it with their decision." But the

law as directly in the case of sheriffs; interlocutor pronounced will perhaps

" as to sheriffs, there are fewer trials not appear to warrant us in going so

" before them. Some of them choose far. If the opinions thrown out by
,( to proceed with solemnity, out they the judges be regarded, they make
" have not less poioer than magistrates." no distinction between borough and

.\nd lord justice-clerk Macqueen, other courts, but allow the power of

(then Lord Braxfield) who spoke im- summary corporal punishment to all

mediately after him, instead of cor- inferior judge*, which is not now
reeling his lordship, and distinguish- held to be good law. If the intcrlo-

ing magistrates from other inferior cutor again be regarded, it says no-

judges, says in general, " if inferior thing of jury-trial at all; and neither

" judges could in no case inflict cor- did, nor had occasion to, decide the

" poral punishment without a jury

—

point in the one case mote than in

" bad consequences." the other.

This fact, that the judges, on the a 17 th January i;84.

occasion of this trial, did i>jt intend
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time in the house of correction, and thereprivately scourged, § 4.

and also to be drummed out of, and banished from the bo- ^ N"sL.

rough. And the court refused a bill of suspension ; in which corporal,

Thomas Elliot and James Alexander complained of a sen- ,, T JURVo

tence of the magistrates of the same place, condemning TR1AL -

them to be " scourged through the borough."*

But the refusal of these two bills of suspension had not

been generally understood to fix so important a point of cri-

minal law. For the year following, in the more noted case

of John Johnson, a very eminent counsel represented to

the court, that <* he meant to state the general point, how
fi far a corporal punishment could be inflicted without pro-

** ceeding by calling a jury ?" The general point, however,^ S
f

ut"

that case did not bring before the court ; though it afforded the difficul-

a striking example, how incurably prone inferior judges are ^r

°

iDi^
to exceed their legal powers. Against not only the rule esta- inferior

blished in Piscatore's case, but the marked application of it^fjn

by the unanimous judgment of the justiciary in the recent their leSaI

case of Young, this was a new attempt by the same bo-
p

rough court to take summary cognisance of a heinous of-

fence. The court of justiciary, therefore, had no difficulty

to repeat the same judgment it had given in the former

case, that the trial ought to have been bjT an assize. John-

son thus, like the two complainers, whom we mentioned

above, was victorious, without any necessity to argue or

establish the general question. 5

A point, then, so important in our criminal law, has ne-

ver, since Piscatore's case, been expressly decided, except by

the refusal of two bills of suspension without any writing

or investigation appearing in the record in those particular

a 1788, March 10. been different, had the court, while

b The record bears, that " the they refused to bear the very respect*

" court refuse to hear counsel on the able counsel, jret proceeded to ii

" genera! point now meant to be ar- a corporal punishment upon hi

" gued." Eut the case would have cnt.
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S 4. cases ; or any argument by counsel taking place upon the

ments— import of that report of the practice, which was ordered

CORroRAL»with a view to the other case.
IF WITH-
OUT JURTT-

trial. But the manner in which inferior judges are supposed

to have acquired this summary power of corporal punish-

ment, with which the supreme judicatures are not entrust-

ed, affords subject of still more serious inquiry.

We have seen above, that " antiently no person could be

" convicted of the smallest offence, till he was found guilty

«* by a jury of his countrymen." 1 We have also seen, that

" for more than a century backwards, inferior judges have
(( tried lesser breaches of the peace de piano;" and how o.-e

encroachment after another led them the lengths already ex-

plained. In the days of lord Durie, it was subject of doubt

and controversy, whether magistrates, or other inferior

judges, could inflict even a pecuniary penalty without an as-

size ;- and he reports, in particular, " that the lords found

* Ersk. b. iv, tit. 3> § 57- " holden to swear upon a criminal

fc Ibid. " fact, and the judge ought not t«

c 13 ' February, 1634, Bailie of " put it to his oath, but only ouaht t«

Melross against Darling, and the " have tr'ud the same by an assize; and

cases there cited. " One Darling be- " neither by oath nor yet by wit-

"' ing convened before the bailie of " nesses; for -asitnesses might have been

" the regality of Melross at the in- " produced before the inquest, to inform

" stance of John Tait and *he procu " them, but the judge could not try

" rator-fiscal, for wounding of the " it by witnesses. The lords sustain.

«« said John Tait torhe effusion of his " ed the decreet, notwithstanding this

" blood ; and the fact of blood and " reason, and found it might be tried

" bloodwyte being referred to the " by the party's oath, (or by wit-

" defender's oath, Aadrew Darling " nesses, as some thought) seeing the

" being then present in court, and " party was personally present ; and

*• refusing to give his oath thereupon, " for refusing to give his oath, they

" decreet was given against him, con- " found the sentence well given, for

" victing him, and therefore unlaw- " he was not pursued for life or men-

" ing him in a particular sum for «' her, to incur any criminal censurt

"blood and bloodwyte ; which de- ''therefore, but only for e fecuniai un.'

" erect *ieing suspended, on this rea- " lain, (fine.)"

w son, that the party is not in law
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" that the sheriff cannot impose an unlaw of <s£50 pound, $ 4,

u except thefact had been tried ig <inst the party committer PUNISH
-_

" by an assize"* But their powers kept moving onward, corporal,

In the following age, sir George Mackenzie, after taking *t jury.

notice of the old law, remarks,

—

"yet now sheriffs fine trial.

" and imprison for all bloodwits and lesser delicts, upon £ncroacj,,
f( probation led before themselves without an inquest."^ ments of

And in our own time, in favour of one set of inferiorjudges, -udles.

is said to have been introduced this distinction of leviora

delicta, on which, ex hypothesi, they may inflict any pu-

nishment less than death, or demembration.

But were this right to be conceded to inferior judges, Allowing

would the sacrifice relieve us from all danger of still farther their
|

cor*

D poral pu-
£ncroachments ? The reverse strikingly appears from the nishment fa

very cases which are supposed to have led to the establish-
le'ulora ***"

ment of this distinction ; being (three out of five) reiterat- not prevent

ed attempts by magistrates to shake themselves loose from "^^f^
the limitation laid down in the case of Piscatore. mentf.

Hitherto their attempts have been unsuccessful ; but

have we ground from the past to believe they will not be

from time to time repeated ? A thousand such illegal acts

may be committed without one ofthem attracting the notice,

or receiving the censure, of the supreme court : Thus usao-e,

if such are to be its legal effects, may have sanctioned the

usurpation before there be an opportunity of correctino- it.

And if inferior judges can thus creep, step by step, into the

right of inflicting corporal punishment at all ; if they can

acquire by usage the right of summarily inflicting severepw
nishments onpetly deiicts

y may they not, in the sameThanner,

acquire the right of inflicting small (or pecuniary) punish-

ments on great crimes £ and may not both inferior and su-

a 7'" February 1624, Sandilands against Robertson.

l> Criu.inul law, part ii, tit. 31.

Vol. L O
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S 4- perior courts acquire the right of substituting summary con-

ments— victions instead ofjury-trials in all cases? If usage may
corporal, operate the one effect, it does not seem easy to draw the
IF WITH- t

out juRY- une > or t0 ^x tne ne plus ultra. Yet assuredly there are pub-
trial. iic constitutional rights, the distinguishing birth-right of

the British subject, whereof neither official encroachments,

If they may nor temporary neglect, can deprive us. And one of these is

a*quire t

f

hejury -trial, to which, more than to any thing else, a great

corporal writer looks for the perpetuity of the British constitution.

punishment

by use,

when are These considerations will rather incline us to examine
their en-

flie first step more narrowly, and doubt the legality of infe-

mentsto rior judges summarily inflicting corporal punishments upon
5t0P • those lesser breaches of u the peace, which they have been,"
Some pub-

yery proper]y
« jn the practice of trying de piano."*

cannot be

lost by pre- Usage, accordingly, is seldom regarded by our supreme

instances of courts when it runs counter to established and approved
usaSe

^
lsre- principles, either of civil or criminal law. b For example, we

thesupreme

court. a Erskine, b. Iv, tit. 4, § 93. " iimptrtion of children, communio»

t> Notwithstanding what is stated " of goods between man and wife,

in the text, and the decisions there " and the division thereof at their

mentioned, it is certain that cus- " death, the succession of the nearest

torn or consuetude not only consti- " aquates, the terces of relicts, the

tutes law, but is the most known " liferent of husbands by the courte-

and most popular of any, being al- " sy, the exclusion of deeds on death-

ways adapted to the constitution of " bed ; which are anterior to any sta-

the country, and the national man- " tute, and not comprehended in any,

ners and habits. Lord Stair, there- " as being more solemn and sure than

fore, in his introductory chapter on " those are " (B. i, tit. 1, § 16.)

the general principles of law, very Another instance of such coRsuetu~

propei ly gives it precedence to the dinary law. though inferior in anti-

statutcs. " We are ruled in tit first quity to those given by lord Stair, is,

" place by our ancient and immemorial as mentioned above, the disuse of ju-

" customs, which may be called our ry-trial in civil causes. It contra-

" common law; though " &c. " By diets no gene al principle of our pre-

" this law is our primogeniture, and sent munici ...1 law ; on the contrary,

" all degrees of succession, our legi- the procedure of our courts is adapt-

ed
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have seen above, that justices of peace, in one quarter of the § 4-

country, had been in the practice of granting acts of ward- "e^"".!.

ing in small civil debts* After public acquiescence, past allcoRPoaAL,

memory, a dispute arising, the court were so far from think- 0UT j U&

'

Y .

ing themselves obliged to accommodate their decision to the TRIAL «

practice, that it was with great difficulty they sustained the

communis error, so far as to shelter the particular justices

from being personally subjected in damages.*

But indeed the identical point has been decided by the

highest authority, both of this and of our neighbouring

country, in another branch of jury-law.

In England, the rights of juries had been long encroach-

ed upon in criminal prosecutions for libels " It had fre- Encroach-

" quently been determined by the court of king's bench,^d
*j^4

" that the only questions for the consideration of the jury of English

" in criminal prosecutions for libels were the fact of publi-
juries*

'« cation and the truth of the innuendo?, that i?, the truth of

" the meaning and sense of the passages of the libel, as stat-

ed to it. Hence, by an easy transi- decisions. And so far from being uni-

tion, as we have seen, did the prac- Tersally admitted, it has been always

tice of checking breaches of the reprobated as an unsafe and incon-

peace by summary fine and imprison- gruous violation of our public rights,

ment originate ; which, supported by So deeply is this sound principle of

strong necessity, and unequivocally constitutional law interwoven in the

admitted on all hands, may be consi- mind and practice of the Scottish

dered as another example of consue- bar, that the learned gentlemen, tp

tudinary law. whom we owe the faculty report of

But these instances need only to be the case of Young and Wemyss, has

contrasted with the usage in question ; most properly recorded, that " the

which, <.o far from being known and " counsel for the crown, whoagreed
established, past all memory, was as a " to argue the point on the part of

thing unknown, the subject, as we " the public, controverted the flea of
n, of recent inquiry; when " ibe prisoners as l» imprisonment onl\."

)' allied with the opi- a iSlair against Gcddes. See.

nions ol the bench, nor with former c. i, <) 15, p. 56.
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§ 2. «« ed and averred in the record ; and that the judge, or

ments— " c°urt, alone, were competent to determine whether the

corporal," subject of the publication was or was not a li'oel."
a But

out joky. the legislature, by a declaratory act,' removed all doubt of

trial. tke right of juries to give a general verdict of guilty or not

guilty upon the whole matter at issue.

""""
In' Scotland, no such distinction ever obtained between

regarded in libels and other offences.
another en-

croachment
on the But the rights of juries were in more general danger,
powers of

-Exercising, of old, the unquestionable power of deciding

juries. the law as well as the fact, they found the prisoner, if

they thought him guilty, fylit, culpable, convict ; if in-

nocent, they found him clenstt, or acquit and sometimes

innocent; which ancient style continued, with little variation,
Ancient down to the usurpation, when the equivalent words clean

rerdict. and guilty were adopted. But the opinion that juries were

judges of the fact only, gaining ground towards the close of

prr V en Hng Charles the Second's reign, introduced verdicts ofjoro-

fim
ten and not proven. 6 This dangerous innovation was promot-

ed and confirmed by the practice then introduced of special

indictments and interlocutors on the relevanc}r of the several

articles. About the beginning of the last century even ge-

neral verdicts began to be worded in the same manner.

Such continued to be the stile of verdicts, and con-

struction of the power ofjuries, downward to the trial of

Carnegie of Finhaven. e

a Case of the Dean of St. Asaph, tried for assassination, io' h January

3 T. R. 428. 1674, the jury found certain parts of

b 32 Geo. !IF, c. 60. " An act to the libel proved, conform to the lords

« remove doubts respecting the fur.c- interlocutors. And in the case of Ar-

" tions of juries in cases of libels." thur for treason, 9
th January 1682,

c Christian's Blackstone, vol. iv, the jury found the libel proven,

p. 151, note 6. e August, 1728.

* In the case qf Mr. John Mitchell,

used.
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Mr. Carnegie had confessedly killed the earl of Strath- § 4.

more, by an accidental thrust, aimed at another person, \vho^ISH"

was giving him great provocation. The slaughter was there- corporal,

fore accidental as well as in chaude melle (hot blood), and 00 ^j„"y.

on suddenly. These legal defences became the subject of TRIAr «

elaborate oral and written pleadings. The court repelled
-j rial of

the defences ;
a remitting the indictment, as a relevant Carnegie of

charge of murder, to the knowledge of an assize. But

these legal pleas his counsel b he. itated not to plead over

again at the assize ; and charged them as in right intitled,

and in duty bound, c to decide the law as well as fact. They
returned a verdict of " not guilty."1

Finhaven.

a The court found, " that the pan-

" nel, at the time and place libelled,

" having, by premeditation and fore-

" thought felony, with a sword, or

" other mortal weapon, wounded the

" deceased Charles earl of Strath-

*' more, of which wound he the said

" earl soon thereafter died, or that

" he the pannel was art or part there-

" of, relevant to infer the pains of

" law ; but allowed, and hereby al-

" low, the pannel t» prove all facti

*' and circumstances for taking off the

" aggravating circumstances of fore-

" thought and premeditation : as al-

" so, fand, and hereby find, that he

" the said pannel, time and place

" foresaid having, with a sword, or

•* other mortal weapon, wounded the

w said earl, of which wound his lord-

" ship soon died, or that he the pan-

" nel was art and part thereof sebara-f

" tim, relevant to infer the pains of

" law ; and repelled, and hereby re-

" pel, the defences proponed for the

*• pannel, and remitted, and hereby

" remit, him and the indictment, as

" found relevant, to the knowledge

u of an assize."

b Mr. Robert Dundas, afterwards

a senator of the college of justice,

under the title of lord Arniston, and

promoted to the chair on the death

of president Forbes of Culloden.

c In duty bound.—This flows from

the important principle which can-

not be too often considered, that

public rights are not of discretionary

use. but infer correspondent duties.

But this affords no argument against

the jury, on proper occasions, return-

ing special, verdicts reserving the

law to the consideration of the court.

If they are doubtful of the law, they

may find the fact subject to the opi-

nion oft! ciurt upon the relevancy ;

but if they can form an opinion

themselves upon the whole case, law

and fact, they are bound to do so,

and declare it.

d See Arnot's Criminal trials, page

191. where sir Robert Dick

Invercsk, chancellor, and the names

of the other spirited and enlightened

jurymen who concurred in 'hat me-

morable verdict, arc gratefully re-

corded.

O 3
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T*y$ triumph of constitutional law achieved a twofoldt 4 .

ruNisa-
ments— effect ; on the one hand, reviving that humane distinction

corporal,
f <i siauc^ter on suddenty," which was familiar to our

if WITH-
OUT JDRV
TRIAL.

early jurisprudence, and now daily recognised by the court,

under the term «' culpable homicide," 1 has resumed its

place as an acknowledged doctrine of our criminal code ;

and, on the other, re-establishing the right of juries on

such a basis in this country, that it has never since become

the subject of doubt or controversy

,

b

a
It seems material to remark, that

neither abusive words, nor derisive

gestures, nor any trespass on lands

or goods merely, if not accompanied

with violence to the person, are ad-

mitted in excuse for slaughter. Far-

ther, our law differs from the Eng-

lish, by which any assault whatever

on the person, though no more than

a blow with the hand, or twisting of

the nose, or a fillip on the forehead,

or justling on the street, or whipping

the person's horse out of the track,

(Biackstone, v. iv, p. ico), are said

to lower the offence to manslaughter;

whereas, excepting in the peculiar

case of killing the adulterer in the

fact, our law requires the assault to

be severe "id continued, earning

agitation and alarm with it, a dread

of further harm and injury, as well

us present smart and pain of body,

making a case, not of passion merely,

but of passion excited by bodily suf-

fering, and mingled with terror and

perturbation of spirits. See this dis-

cussed at large by Mr. Hume, vol. i,

c. 6.

Our law differs from the English

in another particular also. By the

latter it is said to be manslaughter,

when the parties on a sudden quar-

rel, fight with mortal weapons, each

giving the other time to draw and

be on his guard; or even if, in heat

of blood, they go to the field and

fight. By our law, again, the person

who kills must have been assaulted,

and in a manner constrained to strike

by the bodily violence he was suffering,

But this will come under our notice

below, in the chapter touching Duel-

ling.

b If it be important that juries

should not neglect, it is equally so

that they should net exceed, their le-

gal powers. They are like judges,

to decide the cause before them, viz.

the proof, in point of fact, and the-

relevancy, in point of law; which

therefore must regulate their verdict.

Were they to be influenced in re-

turning their verdict, by considera-

tions of supposed equity or expedi-

ency, cither favourable to the pan-

nel, on the one hand, as the supposed

injustice of the law, or its being

too severely punishable, &c. ; or un-

favourable to him, on the other, sg

from prejudices against him indivi-

dually, or against the offences char-

ged against him, this would be step-

ping out of their own province, and

iafringing their oath of office. " It

V w*ulV
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If usage, therefore, could not deprive juries of their h 4-

PU N I S H

-

right of deciding the law, far less can it exclude them al- VENTS

together, even in petty delicts, which are corporally pu- corporal,
.

°

IF WITH-
nishable. OUT JURY-

TRIAL.

These considerations may therefore perhaps deserve the

notice even of that class of inferior judges who have been

in the practice of inflicting this punishment ; of such ques-

tionable legality • which necessarily renders the delinquent

shameless and incorrigible, instead of aiming at his per-

sonal reformation ; and the salutary operation whereof, as

a warning to others, depends upon the rarity and solemni-

ty of its infliction ; and consequently admits and requires

the formality of a jury-trial.

At all events, it certainly affords matter of serious consi- Borough

deration to magistrates, who may be in the practice of in-
cour s "

flicting such punishments, to know, that from the books

of adjournal, it appears, that in nine out of ten of those

cases which may seem to favour the general powert yet the

particular exercise of it has not been sanctioned, the hu-

manity of the supreme court remitting the corporal pu-

nishment in part, if not altogether.

Other inferior judges have not even this usage to plead.

From the report made by the clerk of justiciary in 1783,

it appears that only in one sheriffdom had any such prac-

tice prevailed.

»' would be laying claim, not to be " has the charge of it, be a jury or a

" judges of the law, but to judge the " court, and is nowise less liable to

«* law itself and the legislature too, " abuse in the hands of the one set

* and to set their own voice and au- ,( of men than of the other." Hume,
" thority above both. Let it be re- vol. iv, p. 292.

" membered, that wherever the law The jury in Finhaven's case did

" is thrown aside, the trial is arbi- not exceed these limits. Their ver-

" trary, whether the tribunal, which diet was their opinion of the law.
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§ 4- This report not including justices of peace, it was

ments— tnougnt necessary, in the view of this work, to transmit to

corporal, the different clerks of the peace the following query :

—

out jury-
" Are the justices in your county in the practice to punish

trial. « by fine and imprisonment; or do they ever whip or ba-

Justkes of « nish the county; or punish by the stocks or the pillory ?"

FCiCe - rpke answer5 received from almost every county in Scotland,

Query put Were what might be expected from a court which ranks

of the peace, among its members the chief of the landed gentry and le-

Answer of ga^ ability of the country. Excepting one or two counties,

the clerks no corporal punishments were known to be inflicted.
of the

r r

peace.

Instances, as we have seen, there have been of severe

punishments inflicted both by the sheriff and by the ses-

sions, and sanctioned by the supreme court. But abhor-

rent from the ordinary practice, they can be considered only

in the light of culpable excesses of power, which all infe-

rior functionaries, if not narrowly watched and speedily

checked, are liable to commit. What the learned com-

mentator on our criminal law therefore has judiciously laid

down, with respect to sheriffs and stewards, that no such

yule of law has as yet found its way in their courts, may be

also with the same reason extended to justices of peace.

Argument ^N tne case °^ tne ^atter» indeed, the principles of the

in the case common law, and the propriety of abstaining from corporal

from the* punishments, are still farther inforced by the terms of the

act 1661. two general statutes, 1 which, giving justices of peace the

execution of some severe acts against the cutting of plant-

ing, and other offences, under the certification of scourging,

hanging to the death, &c. provided expressly, that with re-

spect to this magistracy, the " punishment to be inflicted by

« them shall be a pecunial sum, answerable to the circum,

tf stances of the offence ;" whereas the execution of the sta-

8 Appendix I, N°. 5, p. 18 ; and N°. 7, and N°. 8, p. 54.
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tutes against cursing and swearing, or mockers, or reproach- § 4-

ers of piety, offences punishable by fine and imprisonment
«"
^tsZ-

only, were committed to them generally,- corpof \l,

IF wii ,;-

OUT )URT-

But although the verdict of a jury may be necessary to trial.

establish the guilt of the culprit, who is to be punished with

loss of life, good name, or exposed to corporal pain, yet we
have seen that inferior judges have properly and necessarily

acquired the power of summarily checking leviora delicta,hy

depriving the offender of some part of his property ; which

indeed, from the clause of the act 1661, above inserted, ap-

pears to be punishment in view for justices of peace to in-

flict ; throughout that statute the word punishment being us-

ed synonymously with fine. This leads us therefore to no-

tice next that class of punishments which Lambard stiles

pecuniary, " comprehending therein all fines, amerciament,

" and forfeitures of offices, goods, or lands." 13

Fine, or pecuniary mulct, the chief sanction employed

by our German ancestors in almost every case, not even ex-

cepting that of murder, is now to be considered as a pu-

nishment of the lowest denomination, and is used chiefly

in the case of assaults, not of an atrocious nature, and pet-

a See ibid, 1661, § 30. the same offences, means only im«

This is nowise contradicted by that prisonment and confinement in the

part of this section, which provides, jugs, appears from the original acts

" in case of the inabilities of the par- referred to, 1551, c. 16, and 1581,

" ties delinquents to pay the sum c. 103, which specify the particular

" mentioned in this instruction, the endurance and nioJe of the coniine-

" said justices shall put in execu- ment, and other minutia of the pu-

" tion such laws for corporal punish- nishment ; but neither of them, like

*' ments as have any provision men- the other class of statutes, give, in

" tioncd in them for such cases."

—

the case of poverty or repeated guilt,

That corporal punish ment, in this clause any authority to scourge, put in t^ir

of the statute 1661, against cursing, pillory, or hang to the death.

£::. and in the immediately preced- b Jj. i, c. 12.

jug enactment, 1661, c. 19, against
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rvtosH- *y r
'

l0t5> anc* breaches of the peace; the kind of offences

MiuTt— wherein the jurisdiction of the sessions chiefly consists.
SIHt.

Fine is either imposed by some special statute fixing the

quantum, or at the discretion of the judge.

Those of the first class do not fall to be enumerated here,

but will be found under their respective heads, of game, ex-

cise, &c. he. Besides escheat, or forfeiture of moveables,

(personal estate) is a consequence of capital punishment, and

makes one article of the statutory pains of deforcement, big-

amy, perjury, and some other offences.

With respect to the other class of fines, the discretion.

of the judge must be regulated according to law.

Excessive ipHE cia ;m of rights has particularly declared, that exces-
fines not to .

&
\

be inflicted. sive fanes, such as the offender cannot pay, at least without

his ruin, ought not to be imposed. 1 " It is therefore," says

Blackstone,b and the same observation must apply to this

country, " not usual to assess a larger fine than a man is

u able to pay, without touching the implements of his live-

« lihood."

Dcprlva- Here also, as affecting a man patrimonially, may be men-

£Wi tioned the punishment of deprivation of office ; by which

the justices may punish any fault or neglect in their clerk
3

fiscal, or other officers.

a 1689, c. 13. It also declares, "used for usury between 1663 and

that all grants and promises of fines, " 1670, at instance of the earl of

and forfeitures of particular persons, " Glencairn, who had obtained a gif

before conviction, are illegal and " of all penalties and forfeitures ac-

void. " And that this was not an " cruing from the infringement of

" imaginary grievance, appears," (says " the laws relative to that offence."

Mr. Hume), " among other proofs, Vol. iv, p. 382.

,: from the many libels which were b Blackstone, b. iv, c. 4, p. 373.
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Imprisonment, another of our ordinary punishments, $ 4-

naturally follows that of fine, whereof it is the necessary sub- MEN
8
*1.

stitute in the case of the offender's poverty, and in every case imprison-

the natural compulsatory for obtaining payment. As the'

sentence imposing the fine generally ordains the offender

to be imprisoned till payment, so, if his known indigence

affords no prospect of his ever paying it, were he to lie in

prison for years, or for life, the judge rather punishes him

by imprisonment for a certain time, either absolutely or as

an alternative, by which he may redeem himself from pay-

ment of the fine.

In this country it has not been the practice to imprison

for those long terms of four and five years, of which instan-

ces have sometimes occurred in our neighbouring kingdom.

Indeed there scarcely has been any examples of sentencing

to imprisonment for a longer period than twelve months,

excepting some cases of certification of return from banish-

ment ot transportation, where mention is made of im-

prisonment for a longer time, even for life, though rather

in terrorem than with any serious purpose of carrying it

into effect.1

" It does however appear, that a thing was formerly

<f practised with us, in itself certainly improper, and of

u which I see no instance in more improved times ; that of
<f sentence to imprison indefinitely, or during the pleasure

" of the court.""

But imprisonment for a moderate endurance seems to

have been an usual punishment in our ancient law, which,

as already mentioned, devised excellent plans for securing

and setting to work petty offenders, that have not however

been generally carried into effect ; though we seem novr

a Hume, voL ir, c. IJ, p. 378. fc Ibid, p. 379.
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§4-
PUNISH-
MENTS ••

IMPRISON
MENT.

beginning to be aware of the necessity of having places in

different parts of the country, where the offender may not

only be confined, but employed in some sort of labour, by

which he may, in part at least relieve the public of the ex-

pence of keeping him, as well as have some chance of ac-

quiring industrious habits. And it is not to be " doubted,

« that independently of our statutes many of which ap-

" point this course of discipline for offenders of certain

" kinds, especially beggars and vagabonds, and the har-

" bourers of such, there is sufficient authority in law for

<s qualifying a sentence of imprisonment, with so reason-

" able and wholesome a provision."*

a Hume, vol. iv, p. 380.

" Of the reforming punishments

et which have not yet been tried,

" none promises so much success as

u that of solitary imprisonment, or

** the confinement of criminals in se-

" parate apartments. Aversion to

" labour is the cause from which

" half of the vices of low life deduce

" their origin and continuance
; pu-

" nishments ought to be contrived

" with a view to the conquering of

f* this disposition. Two opposite ex-

M pedients have been recommended

" for this purpose ; the one, solitary

" confinement, with hard labour; the

" other, solitary confinement, with

" nothing to do. Both expedients

" seek the same end ; the one, by

f* making labour habitual, the other

" by making idleness insupportable.

" When jails are once provided for

" the separate confinement of prison-

*' ers, which both proposals require,

" the choice between them may soon

" be determined by experience. If

c> labour be exacted, I would leave

" the whole, or a portion, of the

" earnings to the prisoner's use ; and

" I would debar him from any other

" provision or supply, that his sub-

" sistence, however coarse or penu-

" rious, may be proportioned to his

" diligence, and that he may taste

" the advantage of industry, toge-

" ther with the toil. I would go
'" farther; I would measure the con-

" finement, not by duration of time,

" but by quantit of work, in order

" both to excite industry, and to ren-

" der it more voluntary. Bnt the

" principal difficulty remains still

;

" namely, how to dispose of criminals

" after their enlargement. By a rule

" of life, which is perhaps too inva-

" riably and indiscriminately adher-

" ed to, no one will receive a man or

" woman out of a jail into any service

" or employment whatever. This is

" the common misfortune of public

" punishments, that they preclude the

" offender from all honest means of

" future support. It seems incum-

" bent upon the state to secure s.
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The punishment of putting in the stocks, or jugs, seems § 4.

to be viewed, both by our own and the English law, as a
PUN,sli

^
species of imprisonment. Where there was no proper pri- stock*.

son, it was a mode of securing offenders always at hand.

Accordingly, in England/a constable, by the common law,

may confine offenders in the stocks by way of security,

but not by way of punishment. It is called the constable's

prison, and confinement therein does not prevent the cuK
prit from being tried for the offence.

Formerly, the court went the length of protecting a

prisoner from all arrestment for civil debts. 1

The abuse of those protections being complained of, it ^durance

was corrected by the statute 1(58 1, c. 9, which allows the of Prot«-,.„... . .. , , , tion limited
lords ofjusticiary to give protections to such as are charged by statute

to appear before them, for the necessary space of time on-

ly, not exceeding one month. This act empowers the lords

" maintenance to those who are will- " try." (Paley's Philosophy, vol. ii»

" ing to work for it ; and yet it is p. 292, 293, 294 )

" absolutely necessary to divide cri- a On the 15
th January 1677, Geo.

" minals as far asunder from one an- Hardie, a person from Orkney, and
" other as possible. Whether male prisoner, upon sentence for an as-

" prisoners might not, after the term sault, sets forth, in a petition, that he
" of their confinement was expired, is under hazard of captions and acts

" be distributed in the country, de- of warding, and therefore prays re-

" tained within certain limits, and lief ; " the lords, &c. discharge all

" employed upon the public roads, " messengers at armes, and other of-

" and females be remitted to the " ficers whatsomever, from using or
" overseers of country parishes, to be '« putting any acts of warding, cap.
" there furnished with dwellings, and " tions, or arrestments, for civil debts,

" with the materials and implements « to execution against the person of
•« of occupation

; whether by these, « the said George Hardie, sua long
" or by what other methods it may " as he remains prisoner in the tol-

" be possible to effect the two pur- « buith of Edinburgh, by virtue of
" poses of enployment and disper- « their sentence, and for twentie days
" sion, well merits the attention of «' thereafter, that he may rcttr.

" all who are anxious to perfect the «' to his own country."
' : internal regulation of their coun-
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§ a. to protect those only who are charged to appear before

themselves. 1

MENTS—

Arrest in A PERSON when undergoing sentence of imprisonment Is

prison. liable to be laid hold of by legal diligence, whereby, after the

expiry of the term contained in the sentence of imprison-

ment, he will be detained in gaol till he settles with his pri-

vate creditor.

But sometimes the public interest, and that of the private

creditor, may be opposite. The sentence may have con-

demned the prisoner to banishment also. In such a case the

court of justiciary found, " that the criminal sentence of ba-

" nishment must, notwithstanding of the arrestment used

Arrest of
c< upon the caption, go to execution." 13

Still less reason
one under

jjas t^e crec[jtor to complain where the banishment is not
sentence of *

transport- from the kingdom, but from a particular county only, the
at,on

* debtor remaining still under the jurisdiction of his native

courts. The sentence of the law cannot be disappointed by

private debts. The creditor might as well not allow a cri-

minal to be carried out in order to be whipped. c

. . In the course of this inquiry into punishments, we must

ary power have seen the great confidence which our law reposes in the

tra™s
S1*" w *se an(* numane discretion of the magistrate ; to which, in

most cases not capital, is intrusted the proportioning the se-

verity of the punishment to the particular circumstances.

But this discretion has limit?, which it cannot exceed

without incurring the animadversion of the supreme tribu-

How limit- nals. In particular, it is not legal arbitrarily to inflict pu-

nishments unknown in our practice, or not usually em-

a Hume, vol. iv, p. 371- a similar judgment is reported of the

b 16 '• Nov. 175a, Wm Douglas, court of session, in the case of a pe:-

c Kilk. tit Prisoner, N°. 4, where son under sectence of transportation,
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ployed in offences of the particular description. On this 5 A-

subject the court of session had lately an opportunity of j^tj!
pronouncing a very decisive judgment.

Under night, during an affray on the streets, a gentle-

man, carried to the guard or prison, a person who, he

thought, had insulted him. Next morning the culprit being

brought before the magistrates, the accuser verbally stated

his complaint. The other pleaded intoxication as an apolo-

gy for any thing that might have been improper in his be-

haviour. Without a written libel, or testimony of witnesses,

or even of the accuser himself on oath, an inhabitant and

householder of the borough was summarily adjudged over to

the sea-service, while there was neither proof nor admission

that he had been bred to the sea, and was forthwith sent

on-board one of his majesty's ships. But the court of ses-

sion, on his application, unanimous^ granted warrant for

his immediate liberation.3

a 10th March 1804, captain James

Nash, royal navy, regulating the im-

press service at Leith, against Dun-

can Robertson.

The interlocutor of the magistrates

was as follows: " D. R. having been

" brought before the magistrates, on
M the complaint of colonel M. of the

M i8 ta regimei t of foot, for assault-

" ing him on the streets of this city,

" under cloud of night, while order-

'* ing two of his men home to their

M quarters ; and which having been

•' substantiated against him. and be-

" ing known to have been brought

" formerly before the magistrates for

" irregular conduct, he was consider-

" cd as a (it person to serve his ma-
M jesty in the present iituation of

" affairs, having formerly been m
" the service. 31" December 1803."

—Application was made to the

judge-admiral, who " having con-

" sidered this bill, answers, and re-

" plies, and writs produced, in re-

" spect that it appears that the com-

" plainer has been adjudged to serve

" his majesty, in consequence of an

" offence committed on shore, by a

" court over whose jurisdiction,

" while exerc'^ed in matters or of-

" fences not maritime in their nature*

" the high court of justiciary has no
*• controul, refuses the bill, recals the

" interdict, and finds expences due."

It being thus found necessary to apply

to the court of session, the interlocutor

mentioned in the text was pronounced.
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$ 4 When the cause came to be advised, opinions were deli-

vered, which cannot be too well known, or too accurately

remembered by inferiorjurisdictions. In language unusually

indignant, the court reprobated the whole procedure, as

equally a violation of the fundamental principles of our cri-

minal law, and of the privileges of a British subject ; in par-

ticular, the taking the accuser's word, though of the greatest

respectability, as evidence against the defender, how inferior

soever in personal consideration. The offence, it was ob-

served, had it been regularly libelled and proved, might have

been suitably punished with a short confinement ; but to ad-

judge a landsman to the sea-service, was going far beyond

their powers, and never justifiable, unless when inflicted in

virtue ofsome special statute, such as the temporary com*

prehending acts.



CHAP. VI.

Of Evidence.

I. Hp'HE sessions found their judgments on legal evi- 5 r .

X dence : And, individually, justices of peace are EV1DENCR

often appointed commissioners to take proofs in causes de-RAt,

pending before the supreme court. In both views, some

general acquaintance with this branch of jurisprudence is

necessary.

Evidence, or proof, is defined by lord Bankton to be pr00f^
u the legal means of convincing the judges that the pur- fined.

<c suer's claim, or defender's plea, is founded in fact ;"a

and is either by writ and other productions, or by oath of

party, or by witnesses.

Proof by writ, or b}- oath, or by witnesses, lord Stair . .„ .

.

i, . .
Artificial

calls inartificial, as proving points expressly, directly, and and inarti.

in icrminis, and so requiring no art or skill to make parties
ficia1-

understand that the point is proved.'1 If the points be

proveable by all those ways, the proof is said to be pro ut

de jure.

a Bank. b. iv, tit. {6, " i. b B. iv, tit. 4j.

Vol. T. i>
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II. Written evidence is either public or private. The
WRITTEN r r

evidence, former are either records or matters of an inferior nature.

i st
, acts of The jirst sort of records are acts of parliament, or other

parliamentary proceedings. Acts of parliament are either

General or public and general, or local and personal, called also private

public acts. and particular. The former regard the kingdom in gene-

ral ; the latter, some individual only, or particular descrip-

tion of men,a

General or public acts are supposed to be known to all

the lieges. It is pars juclkis to take notice of them, though

* Burn, tit. Evidence.

" From this definition, it is plain,

ec that the same law may be both

" general and particular in differ-

" ent parts ; ex. gr. 3 Jac. I, against

" Recusants, is general in disabling

" them to present
;

yet the clause

" giving their presentations to the

u Universities is particular, and must

" be pleaded or found.

" A law which concerns the king

« is a general law, because be is the

" head and union of the common-

" wealth. A law that concerns all

" lords, is a general law ; because it

" concerns the whole property of the

" kingdom, it being all holden un-

" der lords mediate, or immediate

:

" but a law that concerns only the

" nobility, or lords spiritual, is a par-

" ticular law, because it relates to no

" more than one set of persons, as if

" a law make them liable to such and

" such process; yet perhaps, if a law

" related to the bsdy of the peerage,

" it would be deemed a general law,

«' for as such they are part of the le-

'* gislature, and what relates to the

' constitution is a general law.

' What relates to all officers in ge-

" neral it a general law, because it

" concerns the universal administra-

" tion of justice ; as that no sheriff or

" other officer should take a reward

" for his office. But if it relate only

" to particular officers, as to sheriffs,

" (23 H, 6, 10.) it is a particular law.

" What relates to all spiritual per-

" sons is a general law, inasmuch as

" the religion of the kingdom is the

" general concernment of the whole

" kingdom, as 21 H. VIII, 13 Eliz.

" 10, 18 Eliz. 11. But what relates

" to one set of spiritual persons is

" particular; as the act of 11 Eliz.

" of bishops leases.

" An act that comprehends all

" trades is general, because it relates

" to traffic in general ; but an act

" that relates to grocers or butchers

" is particular.

" If the matter of a law be ever so

" special, yet if it relate equally to

" all, it is a general law ; but a law

" relating to some counties or pa-

" rishes is special.

" Though it be regularly true tha'.

" a private law shall not be taken no-

" tice of unless it be shewn, yet it

" will be otherways in case such

" private law be recognised by a pu«

" blic one. £x. gr, the 23 H. VI,

u c. ic,
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not pleaded by the parties ; and the printed statute-book is § a.

'

allowed to be evidence of them. T*
1™ -"

PUBLIC.

But local or personal acts are not supposed to be known Particular

to any other persons, except those whom they particularly acts

mvatC

concern. The printed statute-book therefore is not evi-

dence of them, even although they be reduced into the Evidence

same volume with the general statutes. The part}' must

have an authenticated copy, compared with the parliament

roll.3 To prevent this inconveniency, it is frequently de-

clared, that acts in their nature private shall be deemed

public.b Hence, in the printed statute-book, they are ar-

ranged under these three heads : public general—local and

personal, to be judicially noticed—and local and personal,

not printed*

The second sort of records are the judgments of the 2d, judicial

king's courts of justice; which ". prove themselves, and records°

" cannot be proved by witnesses : copies of them must be

" proved by witnesses, and then they are good evidence." 1*

But the regular and surest way to prove them is, in this

country, by an extract, or official copy, subscribed by the

clerk. e

%

" c. 10, relative to sheriffs bonds, is a these things are the rather to be ad-

" private law
; yet 4 and 5 Anne hav- mitted, because they gain some au-

" ing enabled the sheriff to assign thority by being allowed to be priht-

" such bond, the court must take no- ed by the king's printer; and they

" tice of the law that enables him to are supposed not to be wholly un-

" take such bond." (Bulk r's Law of known. (Burn, ibid.)

niti prim, p. 22a.) c This arrangement was lately a-

a Ibid. dopted, instead of the former one:

b Law of evidence, by T. Peake, public general—public local and per-

Esq. p. 20, N°. 6 sonal—and private.

Private acts of parliament, which t! Burn, tit. Evidence,
J

2.

concern a whole county, or a large e And in England, by what they

body of people, have been allowed to call an exemplification under the

be given in evidence, without com- great sea), or at least the seal of th*

paring them with the record ; and court, Ibid,

P 2
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§ a. « The records of courts will prove what was done by

ruBLic.
<c the judges, or alleged by the parties, but will not prove

" the verity of their allegations, without the instructions

Judicial « f them." a Nor will the judicial minute of the clerk
minute. , _ . .

before an inferior court, bearing a party's confession, be ef-

fectual against him, unless it be subscribed either by him,

or, if he cannot write, by the judge for him.

Warrant
presumed
in the re- record.
cord.

The warrants of the extract are presumed to be in the

Solemnities « Judicial writings, as, enactment by a party to his cau-

cessary to
" tioner, in the court-books, or judicially made, are good,

the validity a without the ordinarv solemnities of other deeds, and may
of judicial ...
deeds. " come under the notion of public writings ; but unless the

tl parties subscribe them, they are not probative." 15

Notorial in- Under this class of public writings fall notorial instru-
.ruments. men^s ajSOj an(j executions by messengers, which prove

Executions " that the solemnities therein set forth were used, and are

" not to be invalidated otherways than by a proof of false-

prove not " hood. c But they do not prove any other extrinsic facts

facts!

1810 " therein averred against third parties, nor are they evi-

fl dence of the warrants on which they proceed.d But

nor their a where the notary is required to make out or extend an

<« instrument upon any fact which may be proved other

-

ft wise ; or, in other words, where an instrument is not

« considered in law as a solemnity, it is not admitted, per

*< se, as evidence of the facts therein attested, but must be

" supported either by the testimony of the notary and in-

<£ strumentary witnesses, or by some other proof." e

private. PRIVATE writings, again, are as various as the transaction'.

a Bank, book iv, tit. 27, § a. d Ibid.

b Ibid.
e Ibid. § 6.

c Ersk. book iv, tit. %, § 3.
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of mankind j and in order to guard against forgery, certain § 2.

solemnities are necessary to their validity. Before the art of
WRITS—
PRIVATE.

writing was common, deeds were vouched by the seal of Solemnities.

the granter.a But even in those days, the presence of wit-^
bse"l>

-.

nesses at the sealing was usual and necessary. The first im- nesses

;

provement was, requiring the subscription of the granter,

or, if he could not write, ofa notary for him.b Afterwards,
srantcr"

in deeds of importance, the subscription of two witnesses,

and if the granter could not write, of two notaries and four Des,'gna-

. ..... tions.

famous witnesses, was required as an indispensable solemni- D ,

f

ty, not suppliable by a condescendence and proof.d Notaries importance.

must express in the doquet, the mandate or authority Notary's

whereby they subscribe. It is necessary to mention in the

body of the deed, the name and designation of the writer

of it,
e as well as of the witnesses/ who must either see the Writer's

granter subscribe, or hear him acknowledge his subscription

;

name '

otherwise they are punishable as accessary to the crime ofw -

t

forgery; and if he be blind, or cannot read, they must also see

it read over to him, and be sure he understands its meaning.?

Deeds may be written book ways, 1
' provided each page

be signed by the granter, and marked by its number, and

the testing clause express the number of pages. Certain

deeds are not probative, unless written on stamped paper or Stamped

on parchment. 1 The granter's name and designation are 1
' 3^ 1-

'

essential.

a Ante annos octjginta plena fdes
d

IJ79, James VI, pari. 6, c. So •

ibjrtis adl/ibebalur licet tigillo disponcn- and l68l, Charles II, pari. 3, c. 5.

iis tantum csunt mur.ita. (Craig, de c 1593, James VI, pari. 21, c. 175.
Ftndis, lib. ii, dieg. 4, \ 13.; f ^81 , Charles II, pari. 3, c. 5.

b IJ40, James V, c. 117. S July 3, 179a, Trustees of George
c By which are understood con- Ross against S. Agliaraby. (FacCoIl.)

vcyanccs of heritable property, or h 1696, Will. pail. 1, c. 15.

obligations for sums exceeding £ioo i 10 Anne 18, and a multiplicity

Scots, £8:6; 8. of subsequent enactments.

r 3
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S a. Some deeds do not require the ordinary solemnities. A
I'S

FRIVATE. holograph deed is effectual without witnesses, 11 but is not

probative of its date. Testaments in no case require more

deed's^ than the subscription of one notary and two witnesses;;

and if they are executed where professional aid cannot be
ograp s

' obtained, they are sustained, though they may not be quite

Testaments. formal. Discharges to tenants are sustained without wit-

Discharges nesses, from their presumed rusticity or ignorance in busi-
enants.

ness> Missive letters in re raercatoria, commissions, fitted

accounts in the course of trade, and bills of exchange, though

not holograph, are, from the favour ofcommerce, sustained

Foreign, without the ordinary solemnities. Deeds executed abroad,

and valid there, are sustained here ex comitate. And
books of accounts kept by merchants, manufacturers, shop-

accounts.

S

keepm* and other dealers, are probative against themselves,

though they be neither holograph, nor subscribed by them.19

Jottings in loose papers, not subscribed, are not probative,

though they be holograph, being frequently designed as

notes for the memory : And tilings may be marked as al-

read}^ finished, merely from the view that they are to be

immediately transacted.

How far
The books of a merchant, regularly kept, and containing

evidence in bis whole transactions, are received as a legal evidence, if

the m'er- they be supported by one witness in articles which admit of

chant him- parole evidence, and by the supplementary oath of the mer-

chant himself.d ct But, after all, the authority due to the

i( books of a merchant, depends much upon his character,

" and on the particular circumstances of the case." e

Ancient ^N *he proof of ancient facts, as the proximity of blood,

facts.

a A deed is holograph where the c Ibid,

essentials of it are written by the d Gosf. June 5, 167a, Wood3

granter.
e Ersk. Ibid,

b Ersk. book iv, tit. 2, § 4.
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primogeniture, &C. histories compiled by writers of credit, S
2 -

near that age when the facts happened, are probative, if private.

they be not contradicted by other historians as ancient, and Histories.

of equal authority. 1

In considering how far histories are evidence, the English Histories,

lawyers make a distinction, whether the fact be of a ge- how tar

neral or particular nature ? Camden's Britannia was offered evidence of

. . general
in evidence to prove a particular custom, but refused ; for facts

:

the court held that a general history might be given in evi-

dence to prove a matter relating to the kingdom in general, * P a*icu-

lar facts.

because the nature of the thing requires it, but not to

prove a particular right or custom. 1*

Surveys, taken on public occasi >ns, are evidence to ascer- Surveys on

tain the rights even of individuals not named in them. c pubheocca.
° s.ons.

a Stair, book iv, tit. 42, \ 16;

Ersk. Ibid.

b So in the case of St. Kathcrine's

Hospital, Hale, c. i, " allowed a

" chronicle to be evidence of a parti-

" cular point of history in Edward
" the Third's time : so a year book

" may be evidence to prove the course

" of the court. And in this case it

" was admitted, that heralds books

" are good evidence as to pedigrees,

" and parish registers as to births and

" marriages, upon the nature of the

" thing. But in the exchequer, the

" question being, whether the abbey

" de fontibus was an inferior abbey or

" not ? Dugdale's Monastion was re-

" fused for evidence, because the ori-

" ginal records might be had." (1

Salk. 281, 7 W. Stainer and the

burgesses of Droitwich).

So in the case of Cockman and

Mather, E. 13 G. On a trial at bar,

concerning the right of visiting the

university college in Oxford, one of

the issues was, vrf :her king Alfred

was founder ? A .d the counsel for

the plant iff would have given in evi-

dence several historians as to this

point ; but the chief justice declared

that such evidence is never admitted, un-

less in proof of a point concerning the

public government. And the evidence

was not allowed. (Barnard 14.

—

Burn, vol i, p. 652).

c Peake's Law of evidence, p. 55-

Thus Doomsday book, which was

a survey of the king's lands, made in

the time of '.Villiam the Conqueror,

is the only evidence to prove whe-

ther a manor is held in ancient de-

mesne ; that is, whether it was part

of the soccage tenure in the hands

of Edward the Confessor, or not ; and

so high is the credit of this book,

that the inspection is made by the,

court. (Ibid).
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i, 2. In England, since the reversal of the attainder of AJger-

Î

1

v

r

A
5~ non Sydney, similitude of hands seems not to be held as

similitude evidence in any criminal case, whether capital or not capi-

of hands, tal j
l but the witness saying that he was well acquainted

with the party's writing, and knew it to be his, is evidence. 1*

In general, the witness should have gained his knowledge

from his having seen the party write : But, under some

circumstances, this is not necessary ; as where the hand-

writing to be proved is that of a man residing abroad

:

Any one who has frequently received letters from him in

a course of correspondence, would be admitted to prove it,

though he had never seen him write. c

Sir George Mackenzie has intimated his opinion, that

similitude of hands is not such proof as the judge can pro-

perly rely on, but, at the best, a ground ofpresumption only.

* J And perhaps the point must be yielded with respect to

<l those situations, if such shall ever happen, where the pro-

** secutor trusts to similitude of hand alone, not strenghten-

" ed with any other likelihood or circumstance of presuinp-

" tion in the case, as if a person be accused of treason or se-

" dition, on the single evidence of an unsigned writing

** found in the custody of some one who is a stranger to

" him. But it is no less fit to be considered, on the other

(( side, that men do not call witnesses to the execution or

" delivery of writings of a criminal nature j and hardly in

a Burn, tit. Evidence. witness who had examined the pa-

b Ibid. rish books, in which was the same
c So where the antiquity of the person's name, was permitted to

writing makes it impossible for any swear to the similitude of the hand-

living witness to swear he ever saw writing ; for it was the best evidence

the party write; as where a parson's in the nature of the thing; for the

book was produced to prove a modus, parish books were net in the plan*.*

the parson having been long dead, a iffs power to produce. Ibid.
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*« anv case will it happen that the evidence arising from the 5 3.

" likeness of hand is not either strengthened or discredited
WIMTS ~

" by the other particulars of the case*."*

III. Another sort of evidence in criminal matters consists § 3-

in exhibition of articles in the hands of the clerk of court, £XH , B1TltD

such as the staff or cudgel by which a man has been attack- with the

ed, or the bloody cloaths, or bloody knife, or the stolen C0URT .

goods, or false keys ; any of which may either be articles of

evidence themselves, or may become such by what is depos-

ed in reference to them by the witnesses in the trial.
1 '

But no article can be used as evidence at the trial, which Descrip.

, tion i"
"

'libel.
has not been described and given notice of in the libel, and

which has not been lodged with the clerk of court in suffi-

cient time before the trial, for examining and inspecting it.c

a Fume, vol. iv, p. 210.

" Thus, if writings are found,

" though unsigned, in the pannel's

" own possession, and referable to

" transactions id which he can he

" shewn otherways to have had an

" active concern, or i: letters signed

" with his name, are discovered in

" the possession of his familiar friend,

" and answers thereto, addressed to

" him, are found in his cv.n posses-

" sion ; or if the minutes are produc-

" ed of the proceedings of a meeting,

" whereof the pannel was a member,
" and to which he is proved to have

" been chosen secretary or clerk ; and
*' in any of these cases, if his hand be

" sworn to by a competent number
" of credible persons, who have cause

" of knowledge on that head ; this

" seems to be such a proof as there

" is no sound reason for distrusting.

' Accordingly, in the trial of Camp.

" bell of Eurnbank (March 29,1721),

" for falsehood and conspiracy, w here

" the libel rested in a great measure

" on a writing in which Campbell,

" for a sum of money, rcce:\

" Aluscliet, obliged himself to pro-

" duce two affidavits of the adultery

" of. Margaret Hair, Mus
" the authenticity of this material

" document was proved chiefly by
" similitude of hand. The pannel's

" handwriting was established in

" some measure by the like means,

" in the trial of James Stein for brib-

" ery ; as also in the trials of Skir-

" ving and others for sedition, in 1 793
" and 1794."

b Hume, vol. iv, c 14.

c In the noted case of Smith and

Brodie, August 1788, the Litx

notice that a bank note for £5 was to

be used in evidence against theiu ;

but in this purpose the pr<
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$ 3. Towards the better telling of their story, witnesses may exhi-

kxaiBiT-* kit the articles of which they are speaking : for example, a

*». man who has got possession of the staffwith which he was

assaulted, may shew it when he depones, that the violence

which he suffered may be better understood • but if no no-

tice has been taken of this instrument in the libel, he can-

not leave it with the clerk, to be sworn to by other witness-

es ; whereby the staff itself would become part of the proof;

and a substantive article of evidence against him. a

•ATH or
FAETV.

r ^ IV. " Probation by oaths of parties," says lord Stair,h

f{ hath a moral ground, and a scriptural warrant. The for-

*' mer is, that as men are obliged to perform all duties to-

ff wards men, so they ought not to refuse to acknowledge

<* the same, so that the other party be obliged to acquiesce,

«* and not further to strive or contravert. The scriptural

(C warrant is, that an oath for confirmation is the end of all

ee strife ,* and therefore, as men are obliged to remove the

(i ground of strife, so they are obliged to give their oaths,

* £ when these are necessary, for removing it. Strife doth

« comprehend, not only contending by force, but contend-

** ing by law."

No man's oath is evidence in his own favour, unless

of those particulars which are referred to it by the adver-

sary ;
c who must previously not only renounce every other

mode of proof, but (if required) swear that he knows of no

probative writing by which he may make good his plea.d

Should the parties mutually refer the point at issue to the

oath of each other, it lies with the discretion of the judge

•was disappointed ; because the note a Ibid.

in the clerk's hands was held not to b Book iv, tit. 45.

be properly a bank-note, being the
c Ersk. book, iv, tit. 2, § 3.

note of a private banking-house only, * Ibid. ^ 9'

and not of any of the chartered and

c-orporate banks.
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to make him depose who appears to have had best opportu- S 4*

nity of knowing the fact. l

party-
verity.

The oath is no evidence against third parties ; not (Mr. Can it af-

Erskine thinks) even against correi, or conjunct co-obli- pities!!

gantS.b
Correi.

The oath is evidence against the referrer, only so far as intrinsic.

it is intrinsic. Whatever is extrinsic in it is disregarded, as

the mere averment of a party. Any quality, or special li-

mitation, which cannot be separated from the other parts

of the oath, is called intrinsic ; when it may and ought to

be separated, it is called extrinsic. All qualities are intrinsic Extrinsic,'

which relate to the point referred in the oath j or which,

as Dirleton expresseth it, are inherent in the thing in dis-

pute ; or, to use lord Karnes' words, all facts and circum-

stances that resolve into a denial of the libel j because if the

libel be not proved, an absolvitor follows ; or whatever are

proper cross interrogatories to a witness ; for had the pur-

suer taken a proof by witnesses, it would have been com-

petent to the defender to put cross interrogatories, and the

latter must not be cut out of his privilege by the former

being chosen as the only witness j
c or if an agreement be

referred to the oath of the defendant, every circumstance is

intrinsic that imports it to have been altered or passed from ;

for such circumstance is in effect pars ejusdem negotii. But

where an agreement is fulfilled and brought to its final con-

clusion, no after alteration adjected to the oath is intrinsic.

Thus, where a bargain for a horse, with delivery, is referred

3 Ibid. " ed, the oath is to be received with
b Ibid. In thishe differs from Stair. " the quality adjected to it, because.

c Elucidation, art. 25. " the condition under which the pay-

Thus, for example, " if a promise " ment was promised, was^an nego-

" to pay a determinate sum be refer- J ' tii
t
and so not to be disjoined from,

V red to the defender's oath, and he " the promise itself." (Erik. b. {v.

" depose that the promise was made tit. 2, K ll.)

" under a condition not yet perform-
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5 4. to the defendant's oath, in order to recover the price, if the
ath or

barp-ain and delivery be acknowledged, which fulfil the bar-

verity, gain on the pursuer's part, an addition to the oath that the

bargain wa< afterwards passed from, and the horse redeliver-

ed, must be proved otherwise than by oath.a

No man in dubio is presumed to mean to refer facts, the

proof of which lies upon the adversary

.

b

A holograph bond, which is owned to be genuine, is

a good document during the long prescription (40 years)

:

If the defender, therefore, who is sued after the vicennial

prescription, qualify his acknowledgment of his subscrip-

tion by deposing to payment, this is extrinsic. c

Still more clearly extrinsic is it, if the defender, neither

denying his subscription, nor the original constitution of the

debt, should only depose to his delivering goods, or dis-

bursing money on the pursuer's account to the full amount

of the debt. The reference in dubio, will not be presumed

to include such a claim, or mutuapetitio, of which (whether

a ground of compensation or not) it is incumbent on the

defender to bring legal evidence.d For the same reason,

when resting owing is referred to the oath of the debtor in

a prescribed bill, compensation is extrinsic. c

On the other hand, suppose the defence of payment to

be referred to the oath of the pursuer, if he qualify his ac-

knowledgment of the receipt of the money, by adding that

it was not inpayment of the debt in question, but on a separate

a Elucidations, art. 25. man law was an extinction of the

b Fountainhall )
22JDec. 1702, Ni- debt; but by the law of Scotland It

colson. Forbes, 6th July 1 71 1, Clerk, does not operate ipsa jure. (Ibid.)

Ersk. b. iv, tit. 2, ^ II. e Rankine against Adair, June 29,

c Ersk. Ibid. 1799. Fac. Coll.

'bid. Compensation by the Ro-
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account ; this is intrinsic ; but if he admit receiving the mo- * 4-

ney in payment of the debt, it would not avail him to depose
p

*"
y
"

that he had afterwards disbursed it on the debtor's account, veritt.

The oath, if necessary to establish the constitution of the

debt, is competent to prove its extinction. In general,

therefore, in a reference of a debt not constituted by writ,

payment is an intrinsic quality. But the rule cannot in-

clude those debts whereof payment ought naturally to be

verified by written vouchers.3

The act of court is the warrant for taking the oath, and

ought specially to mention the particulars to which the party

is to depose.5 The party, therefore, who means to adject

any qualities to his oath, ought to protest for a qualified

oath ; that is, that such qualities may be held as part of his

oath ; and when the diet is assigned for his deposing, he

must declare in court such special qualities or facts, which,

ifjudged relevant, will be inserted in the act for proving.

Reference to oath may be made at any period of the when may

cause. And, without any reference to oath, the adversary * re
u
Cn

^

c
,

may be called upon to confess or deny judicially the truth place.

of particular facts.

If the oath be made in general or doubtful terms, parti-

cular interrogatories may be put for further elucidation

;

but so far as it is clear and particular, re-examination is not

permitted.

The oath, should it afterwards appear to be false, may be

a Thus a tutrix, to whose oath cer- merits, unless in small incidents, with-

tain articles of charge against her out written acquittance-. Erskine,

were referred, was not allowed to in. Ibid.

strut; , her oath, be- I) Ibid.

c Ibid.
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$ 4. the foundation of a criminal prosecution for perjury ;
a but

it finally and unalterably settles the civil point at issue.b
oath or
PARTY—
VERITY.

Reference to oath is not admissible in criminal prosecu-

tions, where the consequence may be to deprive a mart of

life, limb, or reputation. " It appears repugnant to the or-

<c dinar}7 course of our practice, which, even in civil matters,

" is actuated with a great fear of involving any one in the

«' guilt of perjury ; that a person should be placed in this

t( hard and trying situation, where conscience is at war with

ft the strongest propensities of our nature." Farther, in

prosecutions for capital offences, though the punishment be

restricted, in the particular case, to pecuniary penalties, the

Claim of Right declares this mode of proof to be contrary to

Iaw.d " And we may warrantably conclude, both on the

*l reason of the thing, and the state of practice, that it is

" unlawful even to exact an oath from any one respecting

*' any charge which is prosecuted to affect his person or li-

i( berty j or which, though not insisted to that extent in the

" particular case, is plainly of an infamous or dishonour-

" able nature." e—fl And indeed, even in the last centu-

t( ry, the instances of abuse, in this respect, seem chiefly

* f to have happened in proceedings relative to state crimes

« before the privy-council, and what were then called in-

« quisition?, rather than in the course of ordinary trial for

* s vulgar offences. And in this latter department," adds

Mr. Hume, " all the instances I have observed of reference

« to the pannel's oath, are in cases where the subject of the

«« oath, though decisive of the issue, was in a great measure

a It was not so by the Roman law, " depone against themselves in capi-

jus jurandi conUmpta religlo satis Djum " tal crimes, however the punish-

vttorem babet. (Lex. ii, cod. de jure " ment be restricted, is contrary to

jurando). "law." (Declaration of the estates

b Ersk. b. iv, tit. 32. of the kingdom of Scotland. .Ap. ii,

c Hume, vol. iv, p. 130. 1689).
A " That the .forcing the lieges to

c Hume, vol. iv, p. 13a.
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ft of a civil nature, and, according to the custom of those § 4.

*« times, might have been referred by the lords to the iude:-
0ATH or

' O J J O PARTY—

1

" mentof a civil court; as in a prosecution for stealing verity.

« corn, where the defence was, that it had been carried off

« by a lawful poinding ; it was found relevant to prove, by
" the defender's oath, that the poinding was not lawful ; in

" a trial for wrongous imprisonment, on a caption after let-

<( ters of suspension, it was found relevant to refer the pan-

*i nel's knowledge of the suspension to his oath ; in a pro-

*< secution for cutting down sixty great trees on the prose-

" cutor's lands, the libel was referred to the pannel's oath.

" Upon the whole," Mr. Hume therefore, concludes, « I

« think there is only room to inquire concerning those in-

'« ferior delinquencies, such as assault and breach of the

* f peace, which are not necessarily attended with infamy,
« c and are prosecuted for fine and damages only, whether
«« the delinquent may not lawfully be constrained to absolve

f or condemn himself by his oath. Yet even of this I have
f( not found any instance in the books of adjournal within
*' that period which is chiefly intitled to regard in any con-
,e troversy of this complexion ;"* and Mr. Hume mentions,

as a farther confirmation of the same argument, that a par-

ticular statute b was necessary to authorize reference to oath

as a competent mode of proof in the case of usury, though

seldom punished but with patrimonial penalties.

This practice of applying a mode of proof, properly civil,

in the case of those delinquencies which draw no deeper

than fine and damages, probably originated from the double

jurisdiction, criminal as well as civil, belonging to some in-

ferior judges : accordingly, Mr. Erskine, when he states,

that " oaths of verity cannot be urged against a defender in

" any trial properly criminal, so as to compel him to depose

«< against himself," qualifies it by observing, that in trespas-

* Hume, vol. iv, p. i$%, b 1600, c. 7.
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I 4. " ges where the conclusion draws no deeper than the da-

« mage of the party wronged, or a pecuniary fine, a party

verity. « may be compelled to swear, as inbloodwits, before an in-

" ferior judg-e^ and in injuries verbal or real." And in a

prosecution at the instance of the public prosecutor, for the

penalties under the statute 1707, c. 13, against shooting

haves-, where the court of session concurred with the sheriff

in finding the reference competent, the prosecutor, in his

argument, expressly admitted that mode of proof to be in-

competent, wherever " the facts alleged against the defend-

<c er are of such a nature as to render him infamous, if

« proved, or where the prosecution has been brought in

" order to inflict corporal punishment.'"1*

But justices of peace are directed by the general statutes

1617 and 1661 to employ this mode of proof in the case of

those delinquencies committed to their cognisance, to the ef-

fect ofa pecuniary punishment. Thus the clause c concerning

riots and breaking the peace, " for the more clear determi-

i£ nation of the order which shall be kept by the said co'm-

" missioners in the deducing of any such process, declares,

<e that it shall be lawful to the said justices, whensoever they

** have any occasion to move any action against parties for

«* committing any like fact or riot, to refer thefirst summonds

(l to the party s oath ofverity > (in case of inlake of other law-

'« ful probation) who, being personally summoned by the first

" citation, shall be holden as confessed, and decreet be pro-

" nounced against him conform to the decreet and sum-

" monds." And in like manner the clause d respecting cut-

ters of planting, and various other offences, declares, " that

a Feb. 13, 1634. See ..: //•.?, p. to3. c Appendix T, p. xvi, and XXxiv,

11. c. Fount. July 24, 1678 ; Gordon, and lii.

t> Procurator-fiscal of the county
d Ibid. p. I'.v.

of Edinburgh against David Wilson,

June 27, 1787. Fac Coll.
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*< the trial shall be by witnesses, oath ofparty, and punish- § 4 .

« ment," &c. 0ATH 0F
PARTY—
VEP.ITT.

This statute has been successfully pleaded, as sanctioning

this mode of proof in offences not particularly specified in

the general statutes. Thus, certain persons being prosecuted

for the «' unwarrantable importation of Irish victual," were

held confessed upon their not compearance, and fined in the

sum of c£lOO sterling each. This sentence they brought

under the review of the supreme court,among other grounds,

pleading, " the justices of peace committed iniquity in sus-

<{ taining the libel, thoughfor a crime relevant to be proved

ft by the suspender's oaths."—f* Anszvered, by § 9 of the act

(( 1661, the justices of peace may, upon a personal citation,

" without further solemnity, hold the defender as confest

'« as to all crimes and misdemeanours committed to their

" care/"— " The lordsfound that there was no iniquity in sus~

tl taining the libel relevant to be proved by their oaths.Vx The
same statute was also pleaded in the case of a prosecution

for a petty riot or assault before a borough court, which had

allowed a reference of the libel to the defender's oath •, and

the judgment was affirmed by the court of session. 1'

a January 24, 1712; justices of " expressions," the libel adds, "have
peace of the shire of Ayr and their " no other meaning than a challenge

fiscal against the town of Irving and " to Mr. Stewart to fight him, the

several inhabitants of that burgh. " defender." The fiscal restricted

(Forbes.) the libel to a pecuniary mulct, and

b Jan. 2, 1736; procurator-fiscal referred the same to the defender's

of Edinburgh against Archibald oath of verity, which the bailies

Campbell. The libel set forth, " that found relevant; and upon his de-

" the defender did, at the cross of dining to depone, he was held as

" Edinburgh, assault the said James confessed. Against this judgment the

" Stewart, calling him by opprobrious defender presented a bill of advoca-

" names, did spit in his face, and de- t'loa, among other reasons, pleading,

" sired him to resent it, if he durst, " they did wrong in finding that his

"publicly, in presence of several " oath was a relevant mean of proof

;

" persons there convened ; which " as the giving a challenge to fight,

" albeit

Vol, T. a
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$ 4- From the report of the cafe of Wilson, mentioned above,

i'artv— it appears that one of the judges doubted " whether such a
veritt. "judicial transaction, as is implied in a reference to oath,

Can the ts can ^e validly entered into by a procurator-fiscal." But
procurator-, "* ..,
fiscal refer in all other cases, which have been quoted above, and
to the oath? vvhere the reference to oath was sanctioned by the supreme

court, the party was the procurator-fiscal.

This method of proof is none of those peculiarities ofour

law of which we have reason to be proud. In England, re-

ference to oath of party is said not to be admitted in civil

actions, far less in those of a criminal nature, exposing the

party to disgrace and punishment. Plence questions have

arisen concerning the competency of this mode of proving

offences prosecuted under British statutes.3

To prevent calumnious suits and false allegations, liti-

gants, or their counsel for them, so early as the reign of

James I, were ordained to swear that the facts set forth by

them were believed to be just and true.b Such oaths have

" albeit no fighting ensue, is punish- downwards, for impressing the people

" ed with banishment and escheat of vrith the sanctity of oaths, and the

" moveables, by the act 1696.

—

An- sin of violating those taken in mat-

" sivercd, by the •/" article of the in- ters of revenue. (Printed acts.)

" structions to the justices of peace, ° Pari. 9, 1429, c. 125. " Throw
" as contained in the 33' act of the " the consent of the hail parliament,

" parliament 1661, such riots may be " it is statute and ordained, that ad-

" proved by the defender's oath, es- " vocates and forespcakers in tempo-

" pecially as the libel is now restrict- " ral courtes, and alswa the parties

" ed, of consent, to a pecuniary mulct. «' that they pleade for, gif they be

" The Urds found it was competent to " present, in all causes that they

".prove the libel by Mr. CampldCs " pleade, in the beginning, or they be

" eatb." (Clerk, Home.) « heard in the cause, he sail sweare
a See vol. ii, 545. The bad effects " that the cause he trowis is gude

of multiplying oaths appear from the " and leill that he sail pleade. And
measures repeatedly taken by the ge- " gif the principal party be absent,

CCral assembly, from the year 1719 "their advocate sail swear in the
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not been much in use since the act of sederunt J
a by which r

4

any party, against whom a matter offact shall be pleaded, may 0ATH 0F

be compelled, without making oath, to confess or deny it.
b
Calu.mT~y.

An oath of calumny, therefore, or of opinion of their be-

ing good reason for the action, is now confined to criminal

prosecutions at a private instance. It is not required of the

public prosecutor. If the pursuer decline to swear, the

court will desert the diet ofhis libel ; and farther, Mr. Hume
is of opinion, that the party " will have a good defence

" against any other the like libel for the same crime, which
" this prosecutor may afterwards raise, although he should

'* then be willing to confirm it with his oath."^

If the evidence amounts not to absolute conviction, but supple.

to strong suspicion only, it is called semi plena probation and MeNT*

in civil questions is eked out by the party's suppletory oath,

which an eminent author considers to be the consequence

of the erroneous principle, as he esteems it, of the Scottish

and the civil law, in refusing to give credit to one witness.d

Such oaths
;
commonly put by the judge, are usual in ac-

" saule of him, after as is conteined admit the party himself (plaintiff or

u in this meters:" defendant) to be examined in his own
behalf, and administer to him what

IHud juretur, quod lis sibi justa videtur. ,, , , , , , . c'J
1S called the suppletory oath ; and it

£t si quaretur -vcrum, nan infcietur. , . •
, , ....

his evidence happen to be in his own
A // promitdtur, nee falsa probatio delur,

Ut lis turdttur, dilatio nulla petetur-
favour, this immediately converts the

half proof into a whole one. By this

'" Keb. 1,1715, §6. ingenious device, satisfying at once

ok iv, tit. 2, '. 16. the forms of the Roman law, and
c Vol. iii, p. 206. acknowledging the superior reason-

« l.'ackstone, book iii, cap. 2;,.— ableness of the law of England, which

They call the testimony on one wit- permits one witness to be sufficient

ness, though ever so clear and posi- where no more are to be had ; and

live, temiplena probatio only, on which to avoid all temptations of perjury,

no sentence can be founded. To lays it down as an invariable rule

make up, therefore, the necessary that nemo testis esse debet in propria

imenl of witnesses, when they eautu. (Black, book iii, cap. 23;

one only to any single fact, they

a 2
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§ 4- tions for pavment of articles furnished by shopkeepers,
OATH OF V. • S .. l, .

party- where tlie quantity or the price is not proved by two wit-

nesses ; in the case of a factor or steward's disbursements,

not well admitting of legal evidence, but appearing suitable

to the management ; prosecutions for the aliment of bas-

tard children, where there is no direct evidence of guilt,

but suspicious circumstances only.

Few branches of judicial duty are of more delicacy, or

require a sounder discretion, and greater caution, than this.

What circumstances amount to the proper semi plena pro-

bation and what do not, varying with the endless variety of

cases, cannot be anticipated and circumscribed by particu-

lar rules, but must be judged of when they occur. In ge-

neral, however, it may be safely observed, that a very

strong presumption, arising from the other circumstances

of the case, is indispensable, to justify a measure, whereby

otherwise unhappy individuals might be betrayed into the

crime of perjury.

i 5. V. We have reserved to the last, what lord Bankton a

' calls " evidence in the most proper sense," viz. by witness-

es, who, u in all controversies, are adhibited to determine

* as a common rule among all nations ; which is confirmed

" by the word of God, in the mouth of two or three wit-

" nesses let every word be established ; where, by every

u word, is understood every allegeance to be proved."b

SKJ.

cases com-
petent.

In what This expression of lord Stair's, <* all controversies," and

" every allegeance," must be taken under great limitation.

Our early law, indeed, like the Roman, admitted testimony

Among the in almost every case. But the art of writing becoming more

general, the field for testimony was narrowed. It is still

Ia.,r. admitted in sale, in barter, in loan, in location, and, in short,

* Book iv
j
tit- 30, i I. b Stair, b. iv, tit. 4,3.
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in all other contracts and bargains relating to moveable sub- § 5-

jects, and having known prestations naturally arising from„,N ™*8**

themj a in verbal and nuncupative legacies, to the amount CASFS

of <s£100 Scots j and in such verbal agreements as are not tent.

distinguished by the name of any known contract, and in what

where something is to be mutually given or performed by cases now '

the parties.5

Witnesses are competent evidence of the performance when pay-

of special facts : for example, of the delivery of corns, butfient mayr
.

be so prov-
not of the payment of debts, contained in a written obliga-ed.

tion, unless in the case of payment to a third party ; and

of facts not well admitting written evidence ; for example,

the nullity of a bond ex dolo. c

Witnesses are persons legally cited to give testimony.—atten-

If they offer themselves without a legal compulsatory, they DAKCE 0F -

are rejected as ultroneous. The leader of the proof, there- ultroneous.

fore, must obtain a warrant from the judge for citing those .

whom he wishes to examine. If the witnesses reside be-

yond the particular district or county, it is necessary to ap- Judge must

ply for the authority of the supreme court, whose j^risdic-^"^""

tion extends over all the kingdom. If they be in a foreign ing wit-

country, their evidence in civil matters may be taken by
ne

commission, under the authority of the judge of the terri- ^/"^n.
tory where they reside. But neither the sessions of the try.

peace, nor the sheriff, nor other inferior judge, have power Judge can-

to compel any inhabitant to go out of their territory to bear
"JftI,

c

e°™ft

e

witness in a trial depending in some other county

,

d go out of

the juris-

diction.
a But it is rejected in all bargains absolutely rejected, be the sum ever

to whose constitution writing is es- so small,

sential, as in those relating to land, c Ersk. book iv.

or in which it is commonly used, as d From the communications with

in the borrowing of money, or cau- which I have been favoured, I learn

tionary obligations. that cases have occurred where the

fc But in gratuitous promises it is sessions of one county have, on the

application

a 3
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§ 5. But a witness is not ultroneou?, because lie gives notice
witnesses

p himself as one who ouo'ht to be cited, nor even because—ATTEND- &> *

ance or. he conies of his own choice from England, or elsewhere,

Disqualifi-
*nto t^ie jurisdiction of the court, to receive his citation, nor

cations. because the citation is in some respects irregular ; of which

the witness is not presumed able to judge.

But great care should be taken of the regularity of the

citation. If it be given without the proper warrant, or by

one, who either is no officer, or who has not at the time

his warrant upon him;a or if the witness be not rightly nam-

ed and designed, both in the principal list of witnesses, and

in the copy, not only is the witness excused of his outlaw,

though he fail to attend, but the blunder may be taken ad-

vantage of by the adversary to prevent his examination.

There are no inductee in the citation of witnesses. 15

application of the sessions of another,

granted their concurrence to compel

witnesses to go thither to give testi-

mony, and have imposed fines upon

them for refusing ; nothing can be

more illegal.

This is not all : I see from the re-

cords of the county of Edinburgh,

that the sessions of the peace attempt-

ed to exercise the still more extraor-

dinary power, (which belongs not to

the supreme court), to compel an in-

habitant, living within their jurisdic-

tion, to go to England to give testi-

mony.

ad August 1737. M. G. present-

ed a representation by two justices

of the peace of the county of Carlisle,

requesting the justices of peace of

this shire to give their concurrence

for sending J.
Ewart, watchman to

the custom-house, to Carlisle assizes,

in order to be evidence against J.

Nixon, to be tried for horse- stealing.

—Which being considered by the

meetir.g, and they having called the

person before them, they ordered lim

to vo to Carlisle, in terms of the at

quest, under the penalty of £10 sterling;

and recommend to the preses to speak

to the commissioners of the customs

to appoint another in his place until

his return ; and to -write to the said

justices they would on all occasions concur

ivith them to punish such offenders. (Se-

derunt-book of the justices of the

peace of the county of Edinburgh).

a In one case where the witnesses

had all been cited on a notarial copy

only of the letters, and not on the

principal letters themselves, or an ex-

tract of them, the prosecutor, consi-

dering this blunder as fatal to the

citation, moved to have the diet de-

serted pro loco et tempore, which was

done accordingly. (Alexander Dur-

ham ; 15 th March 1792).

b Even in the practice of the high
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If a witness, being duly cited, neither attend, nor offer § 5«

~ i . n i • • ii
WITNESSES

a sufficient excuse, he incurs a nne, or unlaw, as it is call-~ATTEND.

ed, of one hundred merks"; and this whether he be cited ANCE 0f -

personally or at his dwelling-place only.

If a witness, whose testimony the party deposes to be

material, be afraid of personal execution for debt, he may

obtain from the court of justiciary a protection for the ne- Protections,

cessary space of time, not exceeding a month j or from the

court of session a warrant for stopping the execution of let-

ters of caption, or acts of warding.

In England, where a witness is a prisoner in execution i" England

for debt, he must be brought up by writ of habeas corpus remedv.

ad testificandum to give his evidenced

Neither the Scottish sessions of the peace, nor indeed

our other inferior judges, are in the practice of grafting any

protections.5

If the party make oath that the witness means to ab- if the wit-

ness means
to abscond.

scond, in order to avoid giving evidence, warrant will be ne

granted to imprison him, either till he find cautionj or se-

curity, for his appearance ; or sometimes (when there

seems reason to fear that he may forfeit his surety, or be

tampered with, or carried of, or otherwise disabled to ap-

pear) absolutely.

< ourc of justiciary, a critical and arrest upon mesne process, but not

punctilious accuracy is not indispens- upon an execution ; yet the sheriff,

able ; but the citation is void, if there in that case, may be committed for

be any material variation, such as his contempt. (NcviPscase, 15, c. 2.

may possibly mislead or deceive the Trials per pais, 310. Burn.)

pannel in his inquiries concerning the l> In this particular the answer

individual who is summoned. from all the counties was the same

;

a One was subpa-ncd aJ tatifuan- no such thing either was at present,

and prayed j. privilege from or was remembered ever to have

which .va, granted; been practised.

a! "l '•'
it will supercede an ? In the case of John Kcr and He-

len
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Witnesses, when poor, ought to be paid their neces-
TVJTNESSES . .„ , „ i . , « • .

-attend- sary expenoes, if not indemnified for their loss of time and
anceof. trouble.

§5-

English

law.

In England, this matter is regulated by special statute ;

by virtue whereof the sessions " from time to time lay

" down and alter such rules and regulations concerning

" any costs or charges to be allowed to any person by vir-

" tue of this act as to them shall seem just ; which rules

" and regulations, having received the approbation and sig-

" nature of one or more of the judges of assize, shall be

ft binding on all persons whatsoever."-1

len Yorstoun, two gypsies, July 20,

1714, the court of justiciary, " in re-

" spect that the above named John
" Ker and Helen Yorstoun arc not

" able to find caution to the effect

" above mentioned , therefore ordain

*' the said John Ker and Helen Yor-

" stounto be carried back to the tol

" booth of the Canongate, there to

" remain until the event of the trial

*' above mentioned . the petitioner

" paying the said persons their ex-

" pences during the time of their im-

" prisonment."

But it will occur that extraordina-

ry cases requiring imprisonment ab-

1 tut .'y, belong most properly to the

supreme tribunal.

a Burn, tit. Evidence. This power

is expressly conferred on them by . 9,

18 Geo. Ill, c. 19.

lord Swinton inserts this clause

d* extending to Scotland ; observing,

that clauses 4th to 8
th inclusive, ap-

ply only to England. The 8 th clause

is as follows: " The court, where any

" person shall appear on recognisance

" or subpoena, to give evidence as to

" any grand or petit larceny, or

" other felony, whether any bill of

" indictment be preferred or not,

" may order the treasurer to pay to

" him such sum as they shall think

" reasonable, not exceeding the ex-

" pences he was bona Jide put unto ;

" making also, if he shall appear to

" be in poor circumstaoces, a reason-

" able allowance for his trouble and

" loss of time ; which order the

" clerk of assize, or of the peace, re-

" spectively, shall forthwith make

" out, and deliver to him, on being

" paid for the same sixpence, and no

" more; and the treasurer, upon

«« sight of the order, shall forthwith

" pay the same." A witness was

served with a subpoena at Chester to

attend the sittings at Guildhall, and

two guineas were tendered by the

person who served it ; and being ob-

jected to as too little, he declared he

would give no more. The witness

not coming up, an attachment was

moved for, but on shewing cause was

discharged ; the court saying it was

too little, and that the witness is not

obliged to trust to the court's allow-

ing him more when he comes to the

book ; for perhaps the party may not

call him, and then it may be difficult

for him to get home again.
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With us the allowance to witnesses was regulated by act § S-

. i ,, ., ., ,, WITNESSES
of sederunt ; the rate varying as the witness rides or walks ;..ATTEND.

but he is entitled to no allowance if he put the party to the ANCE OF *

trouble of obtaining a second diligence. 5 These rates were Rat
5
s W1

.

th
° ° usoi paying

fixed so far back as the year 1 760 ; and by a late decision it witnesses,

was found, that witnesses were not legally entitled to de-

mand more. b

Notwithstanding this, however, the later practice,

both of the supreme and inferior courts, construes it liberal-

ly, increasing the allowance so far, to make up for the great

fall in the value of money.

a Sederunt, 2i K December 1765.

" The lords of council and session

" considering, that for many years

'• past, the practice has been to modi-

" fy the expences of witnesses to the

" sum of eight-pence per day to each

" witness who travels on foot ; and

" to the sum of one shilling and four-

" pence per day to each witness who
" travels on horseback ; and consider-

" ing that the rate of hire of horses,

" as well as the price of all sorts of

" provision, have now increased to

" such a height, that the sums above

" mentioned are by no means suffi-

" cient to indemnify witnesses; they

" do therefore enact and declare, that

" in time coming all witnesses shall

" be entitled to the allowance of one

" shilling sterling per day for their

«' personal charges ; and that such

" witnesses as travel on horseback,

" over and above the foresaid allow-

" ance, shall be entitled to the addi-

" tional sums following ; viz. to the

" additional sum of one shilling and

" sixpence sterling for each travelling

" day, and to the sum of one shilling

*' and twopence sterling for each day

" they shall be detained in court af-

" ter their appearance upon the cita-

' tion, till they are examined and

" dismissed ; and that the number of

" travelling days shall be ascertained

" by a reasonable computation, ac-

" cording to the distance of the wit-

" nesses place of residence ; and the

*' said lords authorize the ordinaries

" upon the oaths and witnesses for

" the time, or either of them, or the

" ordinary in the cause, if the wit-

" nesses are called on an incident di-

" ligence, to issue summary warrants

" as formerly against the agents of

" the party adducer of the witnesses,

" for payment of the charges hereby

" allowed them
; provided always,

" that nothing herein contained shall

" entitle witnesses who do not give

" obedience to the citation, but are

" brought into court by a second di-

" ligence to any charge ; and ordain

" this present act to be recorded in

" the books of sederunt, and publish-

" cd in the usual form."

b 3d December 1794, Gordon a-

gain»t Macfarlancs. Eat. ColL
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$ 5. If the witness appear not on the day fixed by the war-
V1TNESSES

,
' rant of citation, a second warrant (called letters of second— SWEAR- '

i.nc, ok. diligence) is granted, which is of the nature of a caption,

^ 1 containing a command to the messenger, whose name is
vompuiso- o o '

ry process, filled up in the warrant, to apprehend him, and bring him

if he faih before the court. 1 If he be unwilling and unable to travel,

it is competent, in civil questions, to examine him on com-

mission, as if he were in a foreign jurisdiction. If, after

an action is begun, either party be afraid of losing a wit-

ness, from old age or infirmity, his deposition may be taken

immediately, to lie sealed up with the clerk.b

if he refuses If he appear, and there be no objection offered, it is next
to swear.

necessary for fae judge to put the oath to him. If he refuse

to take the oath, it is considered as a contempt which the

Form of court may punish by fine or imprisonment. Holding up

his right hand, the witness swears, " that, as he shall an-

" swer to God at the day ofjudgment, he will tell the truth

" so far as it shall be asked of him ;" a cautious and tem-

perate form, inquiring not Into his particular creed; whe-

ics liberal-
t^lcr °^ tne established church or a sectary, Jew or Maho-

ity. mctan ; requiring only his belief of a God and a future state

;

and rejecting none who can conscientiously join even in the

pagan creed, diverso itinere malos a bonis loco tetra, ineul-

ta,fceda atque formidolosa habere.*

fom *N England, again, the form is, by laying the hand on the

New Testament, and kissing it ; thus requiring the profes-

a Ersk. b. iv, tit. 2, § 30. the kings bench, chief-justice Holt

b Ibid. § 31. said it was a great contempt • and
c Lord Preston was committed by that had he been there, he would

the English court of quarter-sessions, have fined him, and committed him
for refusing to be sworn to give evi- till he paid the fine, but being other-

dence to the grand jury on an indict- wise, he was bailed. (1 Sclk. 278.

ment of high treason; and on his Burn, tit Evidence".

being brought by habeas corpus into d Cato apud Sallusr. Cat. c. "-.
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sion of Christianity at least, upon the principle, as sir Ed- § 5-

ward Coke expresseth it, «c that all infidels are in law per- _!SWE

A

*_

<c petual enemies ; for between them, as with the devils, ING 0F -

" whose subjects they be, and the Christian, there is per-

" petual hostility, and can be no peace." a

But though this Christian oath was settled in very early

times, yet Jews, before the 18^ of Edward I, when they

were expelled the kingdom, were permitted to give evidence

at common law ; and were sworn, not on the Evangelists,

but on the Old Testament. b No distinction was taken be-

tween their swearing in a civil and in a criminal case.

In later times, the nature of an appeal to heaven, which

ought to be received as a sanction to evidence, has been

better understood ; and the English judges have adopted

the more liberal notion, that there is no particular form

essential to an oath to be taken by a witness : but as the

purpose of it is to bind his conscience, every man of every

religion should be bound by that form which he himself

thinks will bind his own conscience most.c Accordingly*

not only have witnesses been sworn in England without

kissing the book, and in the Scottish form, by holding up

the right hand merely,' 1 but Jews upon the Old Testament, Jews.

Mahometans upon the Alcoran/ and Gentoos, and other Mahomct"

r
#

ans.

pagans, according to the ritual prescribed by their respec- Pagans.

tive superstitions.'

a
7 Co. 17, A. Calvin's Case, right hand: the jury prayed the

Peake, p. 90. opinion of the court ; and Glen, chief-

ly Lord Mansfield. Cowper,p.388. justice, told them, that, in his opi-

c Lord Mansfield's Speech, in At- riion, he had taken as strong an oath

cheson v. Everett. Cowper, p. 288. as any other witness. (Leache'3

d Dr. Owen, vice-chancellor olOx- Crown cases, 459. Peake, 92.)

ford, refused to be sworn by hy- e Bullcr's Nisi prius, 29a. Burn,

inp his right hand on the book, or tit. Evidence, !, ixt.

kissing it, hut caused it to be held f Peake, ibid.

weforc him, and lifted up his The commissary court repelled the

objection
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S 5- Thf. same liberal way of thinking that began to prevail in

—•wear- these kingdoms after the revolution, gave birth to the English

ing of. toleration aciy
z which, though not general, was very ex-

tensive in the relief it afforded to scrupulous consciences.

Quakers. This act, taking notice of the sect called Quakers, which

had sprung up during the troubles, and one of whose

scruples was the taking an oath, according to the form

prescribed by the law of England, enabled them to give

assurance of their fidelity and allegiance to the state, by a

different form •' and was followed in about six years by

another statute, which allows a quaker to afjirm in cases

where other persons are required to take an oath ; whereas

before that period the law had considered their scruples of

conscience as a crime, and did not allow them to be set up

as an excuse or justification of another offence. This, first

a temporary act for seven years only, was d afterwards con-

tinued for eleven years f and was made perpetual by stat.

1 Geo. I, § 2, c. 6 ; which again was explained and en-

larged by the subsequent statutes 8 Geo. I, c. 6, and 22

Geo. II, c. 30. f

The breach of an affirmation is punished with the pains

of perjury. Indeed, heing a most solemn appeal and attest-

objection to the examination of Lat- down to the house of commons, but

chimo, the negro, that he was not a they would not give it even a first

Christian. The judgment was af- reading. See the four lust years of

firmed both by the court of session queen Anne, by Dr. Swift, who, it is

and house of peers. See Hamilton's observable, commends the house of

Decisions, N°. 5^ commons for the opposition they

a 1 William and Mary, c. 18. gave to the act.

b § 10. Before the British statutes eottend-

c 7 and 8 William III, c. 34. ing this relief to quakers Jin Scot-

d By statute 13 William III, c. iv. land, the court of session, on the li-

- hi the year 1713, there was an beral principles of our common law,

application to the house of commons had, in civil cases, sustained the qua-

o make it perpetual, but it was re- kers' solemn declaration as equiva-

jected. An application was after- lent to an oath. ( Diet. tit. Quakers)

wards made to the house of lords, f Appendix I.

who passed the bill, and it went
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ation to God of the truth, an affirmation is in substance § 5-

i j-np WITNESS'S*

the same thing as an oath ; the form only is different. _SWKAP _

The original statute 1& and 8th William III, c. 34, is-

generally expressed in the first section. It gives the quakers

a right to affirm in all eases whatever, where another man

may take an oath, and only inserts, by way of exception,

that he shall not be admitted in a criminal case : no varia-

tion has been made by subsequent statutes as to this parti-

cular. This exception was regretted by lord Mansfield ;
a

and in England, it is held that it ought not to be extended!

by equitable constructions ; wherefore «* their affirmations

u are received in penal actions, as for bribery ; and lord

" Mansfield lays down generally, that an affirmation is not

" refused, where the action, though in form a criminal ac-

* tion, in substance is a mere action betwixt party and

* party ."b

The same construction of these statutes must obtain in

this country. The affirmation therefore of quakers would

be received in all penal actions, concluding only for dama-

ges, or a sum in solatium, to the private complainer.

Suppose, then, quakers to be cited on a criminal trial,

and refuse to give oath, shall they, like other persons, be

committed for a contempt ? " Neither of the acts dispense

" with a quaker's giving evidence in a criminal case ; and

<< an attachment will go upon refusal. But he might now
" say, the toleration acts indemnify me, and take notice of
" my scruples.

" For after the act of toleration, it was settled, in the

" case of sir Thomas Harrison, chamberlain of the city of

a He observed,'" it is not possible » Christian, note 14 on Blacks

to say why the exception was b. iii, n. 369.

*' made." Atchcson v, Everett.

—

Cowper,
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\ y. " London, versus Evan?, pursuant to the opinion of all the
witnesses «-

(j except one, that a dissenter from the church of
SWEAR. •' O ' r >

iNG of. lt England is not guilty of a crime, barely by having that

U religious opinion.

" Quakkrs, therefore, since that action, are not in the

*' eye of law guilty of a crime, by saying, that sincerely

" they cannot swear according to our form of oath. It is

" a fair excuse for them, and a reason for dispensing with

" the usual form ; otherwise, by reason of their scruples,

" they would be imprisoned for life, for you cannot take

" their answer upon interrogatories." 1

Does the Tins indulgence, granted by the tolerant principles of the

extend to British constitution to religious scruples, is not extended to

others? rank or dignity, or individual consideration; neither peers

Peers, &c. and lords of parliament, nor the first officers of the crown,

ajid dignitaries of the church, can bear evidence, either in

civil or criminal causes, without being sworn like other sub-

jects. Instances have occurred in England of noblemen

refusing to take the oath being committed as for a con-

tempt."

Saverejgn. The royal dignity does not permit the sovereign to ap-

a Lord Mansfield's speech. Cow- But Mr. Woodeson observes, it is

per, ibid. not clear that a peer can he compel-

b In the reign of Charles I, it was led to take the oath. " If this be law

unanimously resolved by the house " in civd actions, as it is asserted in

of peers, that the nobility of this " one book of authority (i Freem.

kingdom, and lords of parliament, « 422), it seems strongly to demand
are of ancient right to answer in all " some remedial alteration. In cri-

courts as defendants upon protestation " rninal prosecutions, I presume the

of honour only, and not upon the " courts would enforce, at the peril

common oath. " of commitment, the attestation of

But where a lord of parliament is " peers for the just detection of the

to give testimony, it has been often « guilty, and necessary acquittal of

ruled that he must be sworn; other. « the innocent." Wcodesou, vol. iii,

wise what he speaks is not evidence, p, 575, 1 Salk. %'/• i Hawk. iji.

nor can he be puniihed for perjury.
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near in court and be sworn : and therefore it has been said § 3*
r » ... WITNESSES
that the king cannot be witness for or against his subjects.1 —shear-

ing OF.

Before examining the witness in causa, it is customary Purgation

for the witness to purge himself of malice and ill-will tQ
U"nitiabb"u

the party against whom he is cited, of all receipt, or pro-

mise of good deed, or reward, for his evidence, and of all

instruction how to depone.

By the first, the witness is not understood to swear that

he is a well-wisher to the party, or has never had any quar-

rel with him, but that he has no such malice against him

as would lead him to give false evidence against him.

This oaih of purgation will make him an admissible wit-

ness ; unless the party can shew that the witness bears him
Whit sort

capitales inimicitice, or mortal malice, originating from an f eBmjt_

adequate cause, and appearing by substantial acts and deeds disqualifies.

of hostility against him.b Lesser degrees of enmity may
affect his credibility.

The second extends even to the offer of bribes, though

rejected by the witness ; which, if it has been made by,

and with the knowledge of, the prosecutor, deprives him of

a The certificate of James I, under of Ashentully. It was sustained to

his sign manual, was received in evi- disqualify
J.

Rattray, that he had in-

dencc in a chancery suit without ex- dulged in vindictive expressions a-

ccption. But the legality of admit- gainst the pannel, had been engaged

ting this evidence has been question- in various feuds with him, and had

ed by high authority ; and in the se- once been present at an assault ot

cond year of his successor, the house him by a party of men in arms,

of lords referred it to the judges, 1788, Edgar Wright tried for an as-

whether, in the case of treason, the sault. The chief witness was found

king's testimony is to be admitted, to be disqualified by the circum-

Eut his majesty prohibited them from stance that he had fired a pistol at

giving their opinion. (7 Pari. hiit. the pannel with intent to kill him.

43-) Hume, vol. iv, p. 171.

b fcb. 10, 1763,'rrbl of Spalding
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§ 5- the benefit of the witness in odium corrurpentis. But if a
^V 1 TNESSES
—swear- third party, a magistrate, for example, should so far forget

i.NG or. his character as to give the witness assurances of pardon,

in case of the conviction of the culprit, he is indeed guilty

of a wrong, which, how culpable soever, yet cannot take

away the interest of the private complainer, and much less

of the public prosecutor. 3 It is no ground of disqualifying

a witness that he was public informer ;
b but if he be en-

titled as informer to a pecuniary reward on conviction, that

would appear to detract so far from his credibility.

By instruction to depone, is meant, not only the express

and corrupt tutoring of a witness in a particular story that

is exceptionable, but every practice or contrivance which

may tend indirectly to constrain or give him a bias in telling

his story ; such as writing him letters on the subject of his

testimony; furnishing him with narratives of the factj

sending him notes or observations on the casej taking pri-

vate and written accounts from him of what he can say,

and the like ; all which practices are more exceptionable

still, if they be used after his citation as a witness. Irre-

gularities of this sort may not, indeed, in every instance,

have the effect of setting aside the witness, who may hap-

pen to be a person optimce opinionis3 and above all suspi-

cion : yet are they always dangerous and prejudicial pro-

ceedings, for which the party shall be liable to censure, and

must always detract so far from the credit of the witness.d

But communications before citation being often necessary,

a So it was held in the case men- from his office for malpractices, and

tioned above, of Brodie, where an al- had imputed that to the advice of the

legation of this sort was made with party against whom he was cited

respect to Andrew Ainslie. Hume, to depone, so that he could not be

b Hume, vol. iv, p. 154. considered as impartial ; and it wai

c ibid. agreed that the examination should

d To a witness (Aitken) it was ob- be delayed till the matter should be

jected, that he had been dissmissed inquired into. Upon this, the agent

for
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are not viewed in the same light.3 Tn order to know whom to § $.

cite as witnesses, it is necessary to inquire of third parties ^_
ITNESSE

_

3

what they know of the matter. But the law ie jealous ofi^c or.

any communication with the witness after citation.

Accordingly, the court of session did not hold it suf-

ficient to exclude the evidence of certain persons that they

had been previously precognosced before a justice of the

peace, at the instance of a pursuer of a civil action, although

the court expressed strong disapprobation of taking precog-

nitions in civil causes.5 But the explanation of the duty

of justices of peace, with respect to precognitions, will come

under our particular notice afterwards.

for the pursuer told the witness, who
was waiting in another room, that

this objection had been stated, and

held some other conversation with

him on the subject of the cause.

And when this conduct of the agent

afterwards came out in the examina-

tion of the witness in initialibus, it

was stated as a bar to his admissibi-

lity.

The commissioner made avisandum

with the objection, answers, £;c. to

the court, which, (though it acquit-

ted the pursuer's agent of all bad in-

tention) had no doubt of the validity

of the objection, and found Aitken

could not be examined hoc statu. 19th

Jan. 1799, John Cadell against Mr.

John Mortland and John Johnston.

Fac'. Coll.

a Thomas Durham brought an ac-

tion against Thomas Mair lor defam-

ation ; in which the latter adduced

as a witness Alexander Wardrop, for-

merly his clerk, who being examined

in initialiius, < that before

" he left die' defender's service, and

" lor.g I : i

v
- . i any citation

-, he drew up a paper,

1.

" containing an account of all the

" facts which he knew with regard to

," the cause, and likewise of other par-

" ticulars which did not come within

" his knowledge ; and that he signed

" the paper at the desire of the defend-

" er, and delivered it to him, and has

" not seen it since." The commissa-

ries, " in respect of the testimony of

" Alexander Wardrop in ink

" found him disqualified from being

" a witness in this cause."

The defender, in a bill of advoca-

tion, stated, that the writing

been drawn up by Wardrop merely

in the capacity of his clerk, for the

purpose of being sent to his agent in

the cau?e, and that he had no objec-

tion to its being destroyed before the.

witness was further examined. The
lord ordinary having taken the point

to report on memorials, the court

unanimously repelled the objection;

10th February 1798, Thomas Dur-

ham against Thomas Mair. Fac.

Coll.

b z(>th F,.b. j -0 ^ jaini

and others against William W<

Fac. Coll.

R
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5 5. A RELEVANT objection against a witness, if instant proof

—weak- ke not brought thereof, is no bar to his examination ; but

jng of. immediately before he makes oath, the party objecting may

Protest for Protest f°r a reprobator, i. e. that he may be allowed after-

reprobator. wards to bring evidence in support of his objection. Even

without any such previous protestation, actions of reproba-

tor were, by our former practice, admitted, so long as sen-

tence was not pronounced in the principal cause in which

the witness had deposed ; but in the case of the intermedi-

ate death of other witnesses who could have sworn to the

same facts, the action was not admitted without such pre-

vious protestation, even where the principal cause was still

pendent ;* for there the producer of the witness, who saw

no objection offered against his testimony, had reason to rest

upon his evidence ; whereas if protestation had been entered

by the adverse party, he might have brought others then

alive in support of his allegation.6 But the present prac-

tice is not so favourable to those actions, which are now re-

ceived in no case where they have not been previously pro-

tested for, even though he who produced the witness can-

not shew that he has suffered any prejudice by the inter-

mediate death of others :
c The presumption is, that the

party who insists for the reprobator, if he truly had a suffi-

cient objection against the witness, would have entered the

usual protestation before making oath. When protestation

is properly made, the action of reprobator is competent,

even after sentence pronounced in the principal cause.d

As the witnesses are successively called into court to be

examined, the^ are presented to the pannel or culprit, who
Proper *& desired to say, with respect to each of them, whether he
time for

jjas an„ kjecti n to him as a witness. This is the proper
objecting J u * *

to them, time for stating every objection, of whatever sort, to the

* Fount. 13 th
July 1700. Goodin, c Home, 46.

b 6th Feb. 1679. Irvine. - Er»k. book iv, tit. 39.
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witness. How far one would be precluded from stating § 5.

afterwards objections arising from irregularities, which arel^o un-

essential defects in the process, and impositions on all con- «"ca-

cerned (as the personating a witness) is a question of more

difficulty. In such a case there is no room for presuming

implied consent.

Having said so much about the manner and time for

making objections to witnesses, it may be proper to inquire

more particularly wherein such relevant objections consist.

The early law of most countries seems to have been

scrupulous respecting the admission of witnesses. Balfour*

gives us a minute list of objections, in his days regarded!

as disqualifications, but which have since been considerably

abridged.

The same change is said to have taken place in the prac-

tice of our neighbouring country. « We do not sit here,"

observed lord Mansfield, " to take our rules of evidence

" from Siderfin or Kable." b

Among disqualified persons our old law included the

whole female sex, who came afterwards to be admitted in

particular cases cum nota. Mr. Erskine apologizes for the

exclusion, as not being a debarring of them from imagined

incapacity, but an excusing of them, to save them trouble.

The more reasonable practice of later years admits the tes-

timony of women in every case. c

But there are objections which are still regarded, and
these may either be to the credit or to the competency of

the witness. " No two words have been more frequently

a Practics, p. 380.

t» Pcake'» Law of evidence, pref. p. v.

c Ersk. book iv, tit. a 5 $ 33.

R2
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§ 5.
<c confounded together, and consequently less understood,

witnesses (l t|ian those f competent and credible."" Objections to the
DISQ.UA- *

LiFicA- competency of a witness, if sustained by the court, exclude
tions. ^m ajt0gCther from giving his testimony: The objections

c
n

°

d

mP eteil,:
to his credibility, again, though sustained, do not exclude

dible. him from giving testimony, but" make that testimony be

received cum nota. (t The expression of credible witness

<f is often used in acts of parliament ; but this leaves the

" question of his competency as before, and means no-

" thing more than that the magistrate shall judge, as the

" jury would do, of his credibility, which they must de-

i( cide on according to the opposing or corroborating cir-

" cumstances of the case."b

Witnesses must be possessed of such understanding as

enables them to know the obligation of an oath, and to re-

tain in memory the events which they witness; hence the

first objection to a witness is incapacity.

incapacity. A person who is constantly in a state of derangement, or

is subject to frequent returns of his malady at short intervals,

cannot safely be relied on as a witness. But if he has only

at times been deranged, at long intervals, it seems probable

that his testimony may be taken, at least cum nota, concern-

inc any matter which has fallen under his observation in his

season of sound health ; more especially if it be a recent

matter : provided always that no fit of derangement has in=

tervened. c

Sometimes, when persons of earlier years are, from the

a Peake's Law of evidence, p. 83. times bound, on account of his disor-

b Idem, p. 85, 84. der ; but having had no return of it

c Hume, vol. iv, c. 13, ^ I, where for a period of at least four years, he

some decisions of the court of justi- was received cum nota.

ciary are quoted, particularly that of The testimony of a pupil is reject-

H. Adam, who was proved to have ed, because he is presumed ignorant

been frequently furious, and some- of the nature and impressions of an

oath.
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nature of the charge, necessary witnesses, the court takes § s-

their examinations without an oath, ut prosint ad veritatem
.I^isquaI

indagandam ; leaving it with the jury to put that degree of lifica-

faith in their relation, to which, on weighing the matter and

manner thereof, and all the circumstances of the situation, under age
-

it shall justly seem intitled. 1 examined
without

swearing
u In England," it is said, " there seems to be no precise them.

" time fixed wherein they are excluded from giving evi-

" dence, but it will depend in a great measure on the sense

" and understanding of the child, as it shall appear on ex-

* " amination to the court. However, it seems to be settled,

" that a child under the age of ten shall in no case be ad-

" mitted ; but after that age, if the child appear to have
t5 any notion of the obligation of an oath, after there has

<( been a foundation laid by other witnesses to induce a sus-

" picion, the child shall be admitted to prove the fact.

u Doubtless, the court will more readily admit such a child

" in the case of personal injury (such as rape), than on a

*' question between other parties ; and perhaps in such case

<( would even admit the infant to be examined without

" oath y for certainly there is much more reason for the

" court to hear the relation of the child, than to receive it

" at second hand from those that heard it say so."

Witnesses may be disqualified by defect of character as infamy.

w ell as understanding. Infamy is eith er facli, or jur is. The

latter renders a witness inadmissible. The other affects

his credibility only. The witness in such a case is admit-

ted cum nota.

oath. But a minor may be received of distinguishing facts. Ersk. book

as a witness in relation to occurrences iv, tit. z, § z%.

which happened during his pupilage, a Hume, vol. iv, c. 13.

if ' was, at 'lie time of such occur t> Burn, vol. i, p. 656. Law of Nisi

fences, of an age sufficiently capable pr. 293.

R 3
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rNEssEi
IxFAMiAJuris, or legal infamy, arises only from convic-

DisQUA-tion in course of law of some crime inferring infamy. But
this consequence, we have already seen, will not arise from

a summary conviction, without a jury, before inferior courts,

such as justices of peace, or magistrates of burghs.

Manner of This conviction must be proved in the best and most au-

Provin& '"' thentic manner, according to the custom of the country
jamia. juris.

m

° J

where it has taken place. In this country there must be an

extract, or official copy, of the proceedings and sentence,

under the hand of the clerk of court ; in England and Ire-

land it is proved hj, what they term, an exemplification,

which is not complete without the seal of the court.a

Effect of a In England, a pardon does away the sentence and convic-

Eneland"
tion,andmakesthedelinquent anadmissible witness. "With
" us, on the contrary, and perhaps with as good reason, a

(i pardon is considered only in the former point of view,

< c and does not wash away that stain of infamy, which, in

<c certain cases, is the consequence of conviction." b An
actual pardon must be shewn under the great seal, the war-

rant for it under the sign-manual not being sufficient.

In England, according to the present practice, relation-

a In the case of the trial of Joshua the man had stood in the pillory,

Deane for coining halfpence, it was they could not prove the cause why,

objected that he had been convict- nor the tenour, of the sentence. Deane

cd, and had stood in the pillory, for wa*received accordingly; 1729, Sept.

the like .rime in Ireland ; in evi- 26. Hume, vol. iv, p. 159.

dencc whereof the pannel produced b Ibid.

a copy of the proceedings, signed, as c Peake, p. 87. Where the same

he »aid, by the proper officer, and he farther observes : In the case of con-

offered to examine witnesses who had viction of perjury, on the statute of

seen this man undergo the sentence Eliz.5, c. 9, nothing but a reversal

of the law : the lord advocate insist- of the judgment can render the per-

ed that, by the custom of Ireland, the son a competent witness, for the sta-

seal of the court was necessary to tute has made his incompetency 3

authenticate these proceedings ; and part of the punishment,

though witnesses might prove that
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ship, except that of husband and wife, which is a total § g,

disqualification, affords an objection only to the credibility. witn esses

The father may be a competent witness against the son, and lifica-

the son against the father. a And our own law is now in-
TIONS *

clined to a less jealous rule than formerly.
ship?

10""

In the first place, in all prosecutions at the instance of

the fiscal or public prosecutor, his nearest connections are

competent witnesses.

In the second place, in regard to prosecutions at the in-

stance of the private party, Mr. Hume has said, that he

found nothing in the books of adjournal to serve him as

sure ground for any exposition of the law. Where the con-

clusion is for damages only, or some peculiar interest, for

which the public prosecutor could not insist, the same

author thinks it probable that " his near relations are re-

t( ceivable only when necessary, and even then with re-

" servation of their credibility." 15 And he mentions a de-

cision of the court ofjusticiary to this effect, in the case of

a nephew to the wife of a pursuer of an action of damages

for an assault. In an action of divorce by the husband

against the wife, the court of session refused to admit her

mother, brother, and sister, as witnesses for her.c What
is the case where the individual insists for the ends

of public punishment and example, is said by Mr. Hume
to be still a nice question, not settled by decisions, and

upon which he does not pretend to deliver any positive

opinion.

Where the fiscal and private party are joint pursuers,

Mr. Hume mentions two decisions, from which it appears

that the public prosecutor does not lose his right to examine

the nearest relations of the private pursuer.

a Bum, tit. Evidence, $ 3. * Jan. zi, i797> Bell against King,

k Ibid. p. 144.
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S 5- The pannel or defender's relations have no exemption

_ DlsQUA .from appearing as witnesses against him. Even a child is

lifica- an admissible witness against his parent; <salthough we will

" not compel him, if he feel that just reluctance to such an
Isolations

ot the pan- " office, which may put him in hazard of perjury." 1

ncl or de-

Husband ^HE re^ati°n °f husband and wife is the only exception,

and Wife. Neither of them is receivable against the other, even al-

though no declinature be pleaded. As no one can be wit-

ness for himself, it is said by the English lawyers to follow

of course, that husband and wife, whose interests the law

has united, are incompetent to give evidence in behalf of

each other, or of any other person whose interests are the

% fame ; as if two persons are jointly indicted for an assault,

the wife of the one cannot be admitted as witness for the

other.5 And the law considering the policy of marriage,

also prevents them from giving evidence against each other,

by the reason of the implacable dissension that might be

roused by it, and the great danger of perjury from taking

the oaths of persons under so great a bias, and the extreme

where the
hardship of the case. Yet an exception has been allowed

an be in the case of treason ; and where the prosecution has been

brought on account of some injury done to the wife her-

self, 1 as where either husband or wife have cause to de-

mand sureties of the peace against each other.d
„

Concubine. It is clearly settled in England, that a woman, who is

not lawfully the wife of a man, though she has been, in fact,

married to him, may be a witness against him j as in an in-

dictment for bigamy, the first marriage being proved by

other witnesses, the second wife may be examined to prove

the marriage with her, for she is not de jure his wife: but

on an indictment for bigamy, after a marriage, in fact, has'

a
II

c Hume. Ibid,

b Rex V. Frederick and Tracy, 2 d Burn. Ibid,

u tooj. Peake, ibid.
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been proved, a former wife is no witness to prove her mar- l
s>

, 1-1 n 1 • • r. „ WITNESSES
riage, because she is legally his wife.* _BISOtJA .

LIFICA-

The nile of law does not -merely prevent a husband or
TI0

'
b *

• • • /.i „ . . . Bigamy.
wife from giving evidence for the purpose oi criminating

each other ; it farther precludes them from giving any evi-

dence which has the least tendency to it, or directly affects

the civil rights of either.

In a civil action, they are no more permitted than in a

criminal one to give any evidence, which, in its future

effects, may criminate each other ; and this rule is so invio-

lable, that no consent of the other party will authorize the

breach of it. But in civil actions, where neither is a party,

the wife may be cahed as a witness to prove facts which

may eventually charge the husband.5

In like manner, the law respects the confidential com- Courfsel

munications made for the purpose of defence in a court 6JF
an "Sent<

justice. Counsel, agents, or other procurators, are not per-

mitted to discover the secrets of their clients, though, they

offer themselves for that purpose : for it is the privilege of

the client, and not of the legal practitioner. It is contrary

to the policy of the law to allow any person to betray a

secret with which the law has intrusted him.

But this docs not apply to such things as maybe reveal-

ed without breach of the trust reposed in him on the parti-

cular occasion. Such persons may be examined as to what

they knew before their employ ; or to a fact of their own
knowledge, and of which they might have had knowledge

without being employed in the cause; as, suppose him wit-

a Bull. N. P. 287. Pealce, I2.}.- permitted to give evidence; which

k Peakc, ibid. Thus in an action shewed that they were delivered on

against the daughter's hutband for the credit of the mother's husband.

Jier v .r mother was (Williams v. 'tra. 504.)
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$ 5 * ness to a deed, he shall be examined to the true time of
WITNESSES
—dis^ua- executions
LITIGA-

TIONS. _ , . ,,. . . .
Tutors and curators are, from a like suspicion of par-

tiality, accounted improper witnesses for their minors and

pupils, but they may give testimony against them. And al!

such behaviour on the part of witnesses with relation to

the trial itself, as indicates too forward and busy a temper,

as by searching for evidence, proposing the charge, suggest-

ing inquiries, or advising how to conduct the prosecution,1*

may be reduced under thehead of partialfavourand affection.

Interested. Still less can a person interested in the question be a

witness. An interest is, when there is a certain benefit or

advantage to the witness attending the determination of the

•f an^inT- cause one way« It must be a present interest ; a future con-

rest. tingent interest will not be sufficient to prevent him from

being a witness ; " yet it is certain that the repelling a wit-

ft ness is not confined to an immediate interest ; for if he

* be called to a matter, where he claims under the same

« c title, though he be not affected in that action, yet he shall

(i not be admitted ; and that is the case of commoners ; so

" in an action on a policy of insurance, any who have in-

" sured on the same ship cannot be witnesses. Yet in an ac-

" tion by a master for beating his servantper quod servitium

<l amisit, the servant may be a witness, for he is not only not

Cf interested in the cause, but not in the question ; for there

" the question is the loss of the service ; and the action he

f« is entitled to is of a different kind."c For the like rea-

son, in the case of deforcement, the private party, whose

a In the trial of Thomas Wilson sir Archibald Kinloch, respecting eir-

for forgery, Jan. 23, 1790, Andrew cumstances which had been commu-

Reid, cited as a witness for the crown, nicated to him as counsel for the pan.

objected for himself, that he had net's family, but prior to the facts

acted as agent for the pannel in that which gave occasion to the trial,

trial.
b Hume, vol. iv, p. 151.

June 1795, Mr. Charles Hay, ad- c Buller, N. P. p. 283.

vocate, was examined in the trial of
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diligence has been hindered, is not a competent witness, S 5-

Mr. Hume seems to think, not even in the lord advocate's
WITNESSKS

' —DISQUA-

prosecution, unless he will renounce that interest which the lifica-

statutes give him, in the goods of the convict, both as es-

cheated and for payment of his debt ; and he thinks it

doubtful, whether the same objection does not apply to one

entitled as informer to a reward, payable on conviction.3 .

But such an interest (naturally concomitant on the crime

libelled, and arising out of the pannel's own act and deed)

as that which one has to recover his goods lost by theft or

robbenr
; or to prove the forgery of a bill, &c. will not ren-

der him an incompetent witness, though it may in certain

circumstance s affect his credibility. If the pannel raises a

libel of recrii tination against some of the persons in the

prosecutor's list of witnesses^ this will not render them in-

admissible ; they are allowed cum nota.b

Socu criTniniSy though formerly rejected, are now allow-

ed cum nota. In an action of divorce, on the head of adul-

tery, the court of session rejected the evidence of the man
with whom the woman was said to have been guilty. It

was thought to place him under too urgent motives to per-

jury. The late lord-justice-clerk Macqueen delivered a de-

cided opinion in favour of this judgment. A man, he

said, ought not to be examined as a witness, in such a pre-

dicament, that he must either act dishonourably or perjure

himself. But that decision was reversed on appeal.d

a And he mentions a case where c It is not easy to obviate this view

such an objection was pleaded, and of the subject. And its sound sense

though no interlocutor appears in and wisdom have been strongly mani-

the record, yet the witness was not fested by such examinations as have

examined ; and there being no more taken place, in consequence of the

than one other witness to the fact, opposite judgment of the house of

the pannel was of course acquitted, lords.

^Dict. vol. iv and viii, 1738.) d Hay Marshall. In this case the

b Hume, ibid. p. 174. witness was brought forward by the
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S 5- In England, it seems to be understood, that secresy is
WITNESSES

. ,

allowable in no other case but that ot a legal practitioner,

respecting facts stated to him for the purpose of conducting

the cause ; and, therefore, confession to a clergymen lor eas-

Enniny.
jng t^e cuiprit's conscience, to a man's private friend, or to

a phvsician, are not within the protection of the law. a

—examin- Witnesses swear to those facts only, of which they

ation. have an immediate knowledge and recollection. Witnesses

are not permitted to read their evidence.

May he In England, it seems to be held that they may look upon

notes to refresh their memory. b A witness may refresh his

memory with a copy taken by himself from a day-book •, and

if he can then speak positively as to his recollection, it is

sufficient ; but if he has no recollection further than find-

ing the entry in his book, the book itself must be produced.

Our practice distinguishes between notes taken at the

time and on the spot when the transaction happened, and

these taken afterwards at a distance of time, by which a

connected story might be made up, not easily detected.

when opU Though witnesses can in general speak only as to facts,

dence.

L" yet in questions of science, persons versed in the subject,

may deliver their opinions upon oath, on the case proved by

defender. See Hamilton's Decisions, and the plaintiff's clerk afterwards

No. 55, where the adulterer was found read over the items to him, and he

to he a competent witness for the acknowledged they were all right

:

pursuer. it was held that the witness might

a Hume, vol. iv, p. 1 86. refresh his memory by referring to

b Burn, tit. Evidence, § 5. the book, although there was no

c Peake'sLaw of evidence, p. 136, stamp to the items' on which the re-

where the defendant had signed ac- ceipt was written ; for this was only

knowlcdgn-.tnts of having received proving a verbal acknowledgment,

money in a day-book of the plaintiff, and not a written receipt.
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the other witnesses. Thus, a physician, who has not seen § 5-

the particular patient, may, after hearing the evidence of_EX
N

A
E

uiN-

others, be called to prove, on his oath, the general effects AT10N 0F -

of a particular disease, and its probable consequences in the

particular case ; for though not a particular fact, it is still

general information, which the rest of mankind stand in

need of, to enable them to form an accurate judgment on

the subject in dispute.*

The examination of witnesses is a duty of no small im-\yhatques-

portance and difficulty. It is of consequence to be so under- tions can_

, , , lt . _., . . , not be put,
stood by the witnesses, that tney may not omit any material

circumstance of the case, and at the same time to avoid the

unfair and illegal practice of leading questions, or those which

instruct the witness in the answer he is to give.

If the witness wish to explain or correct any part of his Can he ex-

evidence, this may be permitted de rccenti.b Plain hj
"

s

evidence ?

A witness who has been precognosced, is entitled to ifprevfotw-

have what he there said, whether on oath or not, cancelled ** Prec°g-

before giving his evidence.

Witnesses must be examined separately. The court ofExamined

justiciary had occasion lately of declaring their unanimous seParatel 7-

opinion, that this was a rule of the law of Scotland not to

be departed from or relaxed.

a Peake, ibid. p. 138. " retract; if one has not been inter-

fa July 16, 1701. " Irving, who " rogated fully, or has not deponed

" gave in a bill to the lords, pretend- " distinctly, he may be re-examined
;

" ing some things had escaped him, " but it must be at the desire of the

" which nowburdencdhisconscience; " party adducer, and not upon the

" and therefore prayed to be cxamin- " witness's own application, who
" cd for exonering thereof. The " may be suborned to retract."

" lords refuted the bill; for by his (Fountainhall.)

•' oath there is i-Jui jiu-iiiu/u in the c December 180 r. On occasion of

" party, wbieb the witness cannot the objection to certain witn

«« tint
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§ 5. Witnesses are not obliged to answer any questions
*r,TNES8

f
s which affect themselves. Prevaricating witnesses may be

ation of. committed, and otherwise punished, by the judge.

ONE
WITNESS

" Probation," says lord-president Balfour, t{ allenarlie

" be ane witness is not sufficient of the law ; quoniam in

(e ore duorum aut trium stat omne verbum.,,z Though the

offence be even of a low degree, and how high soever in it-

self the credit and character of the witness, yet still the law-

is averse to rely on his single word. But in addition to what

was said in speaking of the oath in supplement, it may only

farther be observed, that this rule does not prevent the want

of a second witness to the fact from being supplied by the

circumstances of the case. If one man swear that he saw
When one

witness is the pannel stab the deceased, and others confirm his testi-

evidence. mony, with circumstances which correspond to it, such as

the pannel's sudden flight from the spot—the blood on his

clothes—the bloody instrument found in his possession—his

confession on being apprehended ;—such circumstances are

as good, nay, better even than a second testimony to the act

of stabbing.b And with respect to circumstantial evidence,

it is not " to be understood that two witnesses are necessary

" to establish each particular ; because by the aptitude and

" coherence of the several circumstances, the truth of the

(i story shall often be as fully confirmed as if all the wit-

*« nesses were deponing to the same facts." —" Yet," adds

the same respectable author, " I shall not affirm, that a case

<( may not be imagined in which one circumstance shall be

(( of such peculiar weight, that an intelligent jury will nei-

lt ther convict on the other circumstances without it, nor

fc readily receive this important particular on the testimony

" of one witness only, at least unless he be a person above

" all suspicion. But it belongs only to the assize themselves

" that they had been frecognoscei in a 6th
July 1549; I st July 1

5

5° '>

" presence of each other;" which l.t. c. 1118. Prac. p. 373.

will be noticed afterwards in treat- b Hume, vol. iv, p. 2.34.

ing of precognitions.
c Ibid,
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" to discern this situation when it shall happen, and not to S S>

u any lawyer to furnish a rule before-!;

*' distinguish such a case from others."

u any lawyer to furnish a rule before-hand, by which to IL'oni,

5"

The evidence of single witnesses has been held sufficient

even to establish separate acts of the same crime.a

VI. Evidence founded on circumstances alone, with- § 6.

out any direct testimony to the fact in question, is often ir- sta°nti-

resistible to the mind, and in many crimes is the only sort ofATE > 0R

evidence that can ordinarily be obtained. But as in cases of T iVE evi-

pure circumstantial evidence it is always possible that the BENCE -

prisoner may not be guilty, or that the fact in question may its peCulia.

be otherwise, although every particular be true to which the r"y*

witnesses have sworn, much caution and reserve are neces-

sary in founding entirely upon it. At the same timea how-

ever, such is the difficulty of contriving an apt and coherent

train of circumstances, that perjury is by far the most easily

detected in cases of this description.5 Presumptions are as DJv:si°n <&

various and unlimited as the facts themselves, but are redu- [ion.

ced by lawyers to three different classes ; 1 st, juris et de

jure; 2dly» juris ; 3dlv
> hominis vel judicis.

The presumption juris et de jure, takes place where lawPresump.
tion jut is it

dc jure*
a In July 1738. Thomas Soutar, " against the pannel Mr. James Hog,

and James Kog, minister of the pa- " proven in sundry facts, each fact

rish of Captuh, were acaised at in- " only by one single witness. As to

stance of Hagart of Cairnmuir, of " Thomas Soutar, the other pannel,

the crime of attempting to suborn " they found him art and part in the

false evidence against him ; whereof " said subornation."—" Parties were

the libel charged a number of in- " heard at large on the import of

stances which had happened at dif- « this verdict ; and the issue was,

ferent times and places, with rela- " that judgment passed against both

tion to different persons. The jury «* panncls for £250 °f damages and

* found, that the crime of suborna- " cxpences, and banishing them from
M tion, or endeavouring to suborn H Scotland for their lives."

" people to be witness, as libelled •» Ibid.
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-
(,. or custom establishes the truth of any point on a presump-

tmcuM-
t jon ^ £0 that its effect cannot be traversed by any contrary

ate, or evidence.
PRESUMP-
TIVE EVI-

dence. Prjesvmptis juris is taken for true, only till the con-

Presump- trary shall appear to the judge to be supported by stronger
tionj»ris.

^vidence.

Prcsump- Prjrsumptiones hominis veljudicis, differ frompnr-
f ion hominis. , .. . . , . - ,, i • j i

swnpt iones juris only in this, that the latter are laid down
in our statutes, or established by custom or decisions, where-

as the former emerge from the various circumstances of the

special cases, and have more or less weight with, the judge,

according to the several degrees of evidence which they car-

ry with them. They have frequently the force to over-rule

a prcesumptio juris, especially when it is of that kind which

owes its whole force to the want of contrary evidence.

Thus, a deed may be declared forged from a concurrence of

circumstances tending to invalidate it, notwithstanding the

presumption of law that all deeds are genuine.a

r . VII. Some things which did not fall under anv of the

general foregoing heads, or were not so full}' explained as they de-

serve, may be mentioned here in general, as acknowledged

principle^ to direct us in judging of evidence.

i st
, Not on First, then, no justice of the peace must be influenced

private ^y jjjs prjvate knowledge, but must jud^e solely upon the
knowledge. J v b j a j k

evidence judicially laid before the sessions.

For example, if a complaint be laid before the sessions

against an individual, as guilty of poaching, any of the jus-

tices who happened to have seen lam with his gun, may

be a competent witness. But, sitting upon the bench,

3 Ersk. b, iv, tit. a.
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he can neither lawfully communicate that private know- S 7«

ledge as a ground of decision to his brethren, nor proceed RULE ,.

himself upon it. If sufficient legal evidence be not laid

before the judge, the defender must be acquitted. The

extreme case, indeed, can seldom occur : but the rule in

general is important : The neglect of it produces much
injustice and inconvenience : It opens a door to the very

dangerous habit of being influenced by private prejudices.

Every justice of peace, or other judge, who determines a

cause without a jury, is himself an assize -, and whatever

may have been the idea formerly, it is now understood,

*f that no jury are warranted to convict, except on such

" proof as is external, if I may so speak, to themselves,

" and arises from testimonies of guilt, which are publicly

" produced to them, and not from the private knowledge

" of the persons of the assize, or any of them."*

(i From this power, it nowise follows, and far be it

(l from me" (adds Mr.Hume) ,
b " to teach any such doctrine,

" that it can ever be warrantable to a jury to convict on
«« any, though apparently decisive, evidence, if it is any

" how known to themselves, or any of them, to be false

« or inconclusive. But it cannot be inferred from this ne-

" cessary restraint, which to violate it in any case would
" be perjury, and in capital cases murder, that it there-

« fore is allowable to convict a person in respect of private

i( knowledge, against whom no lawful evidence has been

« obtained."^

After what was said upon the equitable powers ofjusti- *d , Must

ces, under the small debt act, it need scarcely be added, that
ffi*v-J

,e ~

justices of peace proceed according to legal evidence, which dcntc -

may indeed be different in different cases. Thus the oath of

a Hume, vol. iv, p. 108.

fc Ibid.
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5 ?• the party in some cases, and in others one witness is alloW-
CHN BRAIL .,
rules. ahle by special statute, which makes it so far legal evidence.

But the justices of peace have no powers to relax the rules

of evidence; for example, to rest upon the evidence of one

witness, how respectable soever, where two are necessary,

nor to compel the defender to give his oath, where that is

contrary to common law, and not commanded by particu-

lar statute.

.r'.Thebest It is a general rule that runs through all the law of evi-
evidence -7, i ' •. •

that can be dence in all causes whether civil or criminal, that the best
had neces- evidence the nature of the case will admit of shall always
5ary. ... .

be required, if possible to be had j but if not possible, then

the best evidence that can be had shall be allowed. For if

it be found that there is any better evidence existing than

is produced, the very not producing it is a presumption that

it would have detected some falsehood that at present i$

concealed.

No rule of law is more frequently cited, and more gene-

rally misconceived, than this. a Evidence may be divided

into primary and secondary. The latter is as much legal, and

as accurately defined by law, as the former. If the primary

cannot be obtained, the second is admissible. But the want

of legal evidence will not justify the admission of what is

not legal evidence ; as interested witnesses, or copies of co-

pies ; or, in case of the death or absence of a material wit-

ness, evidence of what he may have said before his death

or departure ; the rule signifying only, that if the best le-

gal evidence cannot be produced, the next best legal evi-

dence shall be admitted. For though the party must pro-

duce the best evidence he has, it does not follow that bad

evidence is legal, merely because he has no better.

Eenwla The nature of this rule, and the necessary limitation of
icstium,

3 Christian's Bhckstcnc, vol, iii, p. 367, N. 10*
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it may be Illustrated by the latitude allowed penuria tes- 5 1-

iium to examine persons, whose relationship or nonage, RyilES ,

or other circumstances, would make them inadmissible.

It is not enough that there is a scarcity of good witnesses,

whether that be owing to accident, or the party's delay in

bringing the action. The penuria, to have such legal effects,

must arise from the nature of the case ; depending upon oc-

cult facts; which strangers cannot be expected to know,

but they only who are connected with the family.

In like manner, as repelling entirely the evidence of

children in the cases of personal injuries (such as rape),

where the child is the party injured, would, in some mea-

sure, be denying them the protection of the law, the court

will more readily admit children in such cases than on a

question between other parties ; '< and perhaps, in such
l( case, would even admit the infants to be examined with-

»* out oath," a but under all the caution that their levity

and want of experience requires.

Fourth.—The illustration used above naturally leads us 4'", Hear-

to mention the very important rule against the admission of *ay evi"

hearsay evidence, except in a few cases, the nature whereof

admits not direct and positive proof ; as in questions of pe-

digree, or of prescription, or custom ; wherein the evidence

of any one living witness, as to what passed within hi6 own
memory, would, in the one case, generally, in the other,

always, be insufficient. " Thus in any dispute about a right

« of way, or road, or other right of servitude, declarations

t( made by the deceased tenant at the time he was possessed,

» of whom he held, are good evidence."5

Hearsay is justly rejected ; for no evidence is admissible

a Bullcr's N'ui f>rius, p. 293. See above.

t> Ibid. p. 295. Davh v. Pearce, % T. Rep. ^ 3.

s2
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S 7* but what is on oath ; and if the first speech were without

rules. oath, another person's swearing that there was such speech,

makes it no more than a bare speaking, and so of no value

in a court of justice. Besides, if the witness be living,

what he has been heard to say is not the best evidence.

This leads us to the reason of that deviation from the

rule which is admitted, where the person from whom the

witness had his relation of the facts is no longer living to

bear testimony himself; " and where this person was also

(t the best and most material of all witnesses, the party suf-

«' ferer by the crime libelled, and gave his evidence under

< c such circumstances as naturally lend it a more than ordi-

(( nary degree offaith. Thus in cases ofmurder, ourjudges

«« have admitted evidence of the dying declaration of the

u deceased, even though purely verbal ; and still more, if

*' reduced into writing by any creditable person, with re-

*' spect to the manner and guilt of his death ; justlv consi-

c« dering, that such material testimony, and given on so

(i trying an occasion, is of some weight in the scale of evi-

(t dence and sound reason, as a circumstance and presump-

" tion of guilt, though not to be admitted as of equal value

u with an oath admitted before the assize.*' 1

5
ts

, The af- Fifth.—In every case the affirmative is to be proved. A
firmation negative cannot regularly be proved ; and therefore it is

proved.
' sufficient to deny what is affirmed until it be proved. But

when the affirmative is proved, the opposite side may con^

test it with opposite proofs ; for this is not properly the

proof of a negative, but the proof of some proposition to-

tally inconsistent with what is affirmed ; as if one be prose-

cuted for an assault or intrusion, he need only make a gene-

ral denial of the fact ; and if the fact be proved, then he may

8 Hurne s veL iv, p. aa6-
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bring evidence of a proposition inconsistent with the charge, § 7.

as that he was at another place at the time, or the like.
GENERAL
KUIiES.

But to this rule there is an exception of cases where

the law presumes the affirmative in question ; as in an ac-

tion against a magistrate, or other person, for an omission

of his duty ; for a person is presumed to exeoute his office

till the contrary appear.



CHAP. VII,

Of the Process, Decree, and Review.

t j, I. T Taving already seen the general constitution of

iummons, XI this court; its criminal and civil jurisdiction ^

plant, and those rules of evidence by which it must be governed,

it only remains, before leaving the subject of the sessions,

to take notice of the forms observed in the procedure, and

the manner of reviewing and executing its decrees.

As the indictment, or criminal letters, in the court ofjus*

ticiary are said to be in the form of a syllogism, so to a cer-

tain extent the same is true of all writs, whether summons,

complaint, or claim, or libel, by which any cause is brought

into court; containing, all of them, 1 st
, some legal posi-

tion, which is the major ; 2d, some statement in fact, which

is the minor ; and, 3 d
, the application of the law to the case,

whether payment or punishment be in view, which is the

conclusion. And although the same scrupulous exactness

cannot be expected in other courts, as in the criminal trials

before thejusticiary •, yet in no case can attention to perspi-

cuity, brevity, and precision, be safely omitted.
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ALTHOUGH, in one sense, the jurisdiction of this magis- $ i.

tracy be altogether statutory, yet some branches of it, such
^

UM!^ S '

as concerning the excise, customs, stamps, game, Sec. arise plaint.

from particular statutes ; which, therefore, are the direct-

ory in drawing the complaint or libel. a

It is material not to omit any of the statutes, particu-

larly the last, relative to the matter of the complaint ; other-

wise, penalties may be concluded for, and inflicted in vir-

tue of statutes, either wholly or partly repealed ; a thing

far from being without precedent in practice, and arising

from the multiplicity of enactments in many branches of

the law, without any very conspicuous difference from

each other. Such an inaccuracy must render all concern-

ed liable in damages,

In other cases, the form and conclusion vary with the

nature of the action. But as the same sort of causes come

before the different sessions, so the same form of procedure,

and stile of the summons or complaint, seem to prevail

;

the answers received from the different counties, as to this

particular, being almost in the same words.

Complaints are generally subscribed by the clerk ; and

the party is cited in virtue of a deliverance, signed by any

one justice, on an inducias of six or more days. He appears

either personally, or by a procurator, and the cause is either

decided on a viva voce argument, or a proof is allowed, or

^vritten informations ordered against a certain day, when

the next meeting is to take place.

Should neither the pursuer appear, nor any person for if t jie pur.

him, nor a satisfactory apology be made in writing, the 8Uer lic "
..,,..,, . , , . , not appear,

justices will dismiss the action, and assolzie or acquit the

«•)• Tender, with full expences.

9 Examples are to be found in Appendix II.
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51. If the defender fail to attend by himself, or procurator
summons,

tjie court jn like manner, willhold him confessed, and pro-
OR COM- *

. . .

vlaint. nounce decree against him, in terms of the libel. But if it

If the de- shall appear from the execution that he was not personally
fender does

cjte(j then agreeable to the direction of the general sta-
not appear. ....

tutes, the practice is to cite the defender dc novo before the

next meeting of justices; and upon a second execution be-

ing returned, though not personally given, the justices hold

the defender as confessed, in case he does not appear, and

give decree against him, with expences.

It is also in some places the practice for the party to state

his case fully, in the form of a petition, which is appointed

to be answered within six or ten days ; and, with the an-

swers, is laid before the justices ; thus from the first the

pleadings are in writing.

In summary complaints, a petition is given in, praying for

service, and the order is to give in answers within forty-

eight hours, or three days, according to the distance of the

party's residence. In all cases, however, whether summa-

1 ry or ordinary, " there ought to be a competen time, less

*« or more, according to the exigence of the matter."*

In criminal matters of any importance, it is proper that

the party should not only be served with the copy of a com-

plaint to appear on an inducice, more or less, as the thing may
require, but the complaint should narrate the particulars of

the crime or delict committed, and the fine or punishment

concluded for, and should be served on the defender at least

six days before the diet of compearance. ft The constable

" should also cite the witnesses necessary for probation; and,

" if required by the defender, he shall cite witnesses at his

« instance, giving the witnesses a competent time for at-

a Fullerton against Hamilton, 19
th Nov. 1714. (Pref. Dalrymple's De-

cisions).
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ee tending the diet of compearance ; and the constable shall $ r.

" give to the defender and witnesses a short copy of cita-
SUMM0NS »

o *«/ OR COM*
M tion, and return an execution subjoined to the said me- plaint.

u morandum." a

No precise rule, therefore, can be laid down, whether the Litigation,

litigation is conducted in writing or viva voce, which must J
c
?
n~

depend upon the circumstances ofthe case ; but even where writing.

it is done viva voce, the result is minuted by the clerk.

In like manner, no precise rule can be laid down as to Pmofs.how

the taking of proof, whether in writing or viva voce. The uken *

general practice, however, is, on ordinary occasions, to take By com-

it in writing, and generally by a commission, or committee
mi9blon*

ofjustices, who report it to the next meeting.

The diets of the justices are not understood to be pe- DIets not

remptory. A reasonable ground of application for delay is temporary,

never rejected.

II. The shape and nature of the actions being various, § 2j

the decrees, which follow thereon respectively, must vary DECKEE

also. But, in general, it may be observed, that,with the same-cuxioN.

exception, as before, of matters regulated by express statute,

such as excise, customs, game, stamps, &c. in all private

causes, that is, all causes where the object is pecuniary re-

paration to some private individual, the decree cannot be

enforced by personal execution, which in the case of debt
,

Not by
• •

horning
was not a compulsory recognised by the ancient common and cap,

law of this country ; and still less is a warrant for horning tlon *

and caption, an extraordinary diligence, which even judges ac°[ ^J
ordinary are armed with only by particular statute. warding.

The decree of the justices can be enforced by poinding

* Printed regulations for the county »f Inverness.
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§ 2. and arrestment only. In some counties these proceed on a
secree cnarpe f fifteen days, in some of ten, and in others of six
AND EXE- ° "'.

cution. days. The mode of executing them, and farther particulars

By poind- as to poinding and arrestment, will more properly be no-
mg and ar-

tjce(j in explaining the duty of constables,
vestment. r o j

imprison- Imprisonment does not follow the decree of the ses-

merit,when
s jonSj uniess when, in the exercise of their criminal juris-

placc. diction, it is inflicted by way of punishment, or as the ne-

cessary compulsitory for payment of a fine ; or in the ex-

ercise of their preventive justice, they employ it for secur-

ing either the father of a bastard, till he give security that

Aliment of the public shall not be burdened with the aliment ; or the
astar

.

(je^)tor ^ meditatione fugce, that he shall not leave the ju-

risdiction to defraud his creditors.

Accordingly, suppose decree obtained for bygone ali-

ment, in an action brought after the child is able to do for

itself, it is not believed it could be enforced otherwise than

by poinding and arrestment*

But there is one exception. If the libel concludes, both

for a fine to the public prosecutor, and damages to the pri-

vate individual, it is the general practice of the sessions,

though with the exception of some counties, to imprison till

payment of both. This, though it may at first seem to

deviate from principle, is agreeable to the practice of other

judicatures, and indeed arises from the humanity of our

law, and the apparent hardship that the public should be pro-

vided in a more effectual compulsitory for obtaining pay-

ment of the fine, than the injured individual, who bore the

expence of the action for obtaining indemnification.

But suppose the individual who has been assaulted, or

otherwise injured, instead of having the sanction of the pro-
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curator-fiscal's concurrence, and concluding for a fine to the § *•

public, shall bring the action in his own name alone, and AND EX&.

conclude only for his own indemnification ; in that case, cotm»k.

it may rather seem he can have no compulsitory, but the

ordinary one of poinding and arrestment.

Indeed, it seems not free from some doubt, whether a

complaint in such a form would be competent before the

sessions, before whom the action is competent, chieflj' as

police, or criminal magistrates ; and, of course, as necessari-

ly supposing public punishment as well as private reparation.

There is no doubt of the competency of such a complaint

before the judge ordinary, who has both civil and criminal

jurisdiction. The difficulty arises from the sessions not

having civil jurisdiction. Mr. Hume, though he observes

he could find no instance of any libel in the pure pecuniary

form being laid in the court of justiciary, yet does not go

the length of pronouncing it incompetent ; and he observes,

if a " libel has been raised, which embraces both the pub-

" lie and private interest in its conclusions; here, though
u the former happen to be disappointed, owing to the pan-
<c nel's plea of res judicata, or a royal pardon, or an act of

" indemnity, or the like, still the action has its course for

*' recovery of the prosecutor's damages and expences."*

From this, therefore, we may rather conoiude, that such

actions, at the instance of private individuals, conclud-

ing for private reparation onlv, are competent before the

a In the ca»e of Adamson and that this was cognisable in a criminal

Ogilvie, 3'' and 15 th August 173;, court, cb contingentiam, only with the

who were libelled for an assault public interest, depending by process

at the instance of the lord advocate there at the same time. But the lords,

and George Home, the panned limul ct semtl, «ent the charge to an

pleaded that they had already been assi2e, and sustained this defence as

punched for this tresspass by the ma- relevant to elide the libel quoadw-
gi«tratc3 of Brechin, whereby hi* ma- Jictam publieam only. (Hume, vol i,

jcsty'» instance was excluded; and c. 1, p. 46.)

as to the private interest of damages,

3
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5 2. sessions, if arising from those breaches of the peace which
hkcree wouid ke competent before that court to the effect of pu-
AND EXE-

<

* *

cution. nishment.

No decree can be put in execution till it be extracted;

that is, a copy of the decree (or of the whole procedure, if

the party may wish it, or the nature of the cause require it)

made out and subscribed by the clerk, and containing a pre-

cept, as the warrant for execution. By the statute 2 Geo. I.

chap. 26, it was provided, that, '* and to the intent that no
<c person or persons whatsoever, who shall be convicted

" by any civil magistrate, or court of judicature with-

«* in that part of Great Britain called Scotland, of any

«< crime importing a capital, or any other corporal pu-

«« nishment, may be grieved by the over-hasty execu-

«< tion of such sentence, without allowing time for ap-

*< plication to his majesty, or to his heirs and successors,

ce for his or their gracious pardon ; be it enacted, by the

<c authority aforesaid, that from and after the first dayofJune

« one thousand seven hundred and twenty-five, no sen-

** tence or judgment of any civil magistrate or court ofjudi-

<c cature, importing a capital, or any corporal punishment,
€C if pronounced in Edinburgh, or any other part of Scot-

tc land to the south of the Frith or river of Forth, shall be
(e put in execution within less than thirty days after the

«' date of such sentence ; and if pronounced in any place to

" the northward of the said Frith or river ofForth, shall be
<c put to execution within less than forty days after the date

ff of such sentence : Provided, nevertheless, that nothing
*f herein contained shall hinder or disable the courts ofju-

« dicature, or any other civil magistrate within Scotland, to

« commit to gaol, and detain in custody, in order to trial,

« or in order to the execution of sentences, as they by law
u might have done before the making of this act." But

this long delay being found troublesome, and a discourage-*

ment to the trial of petty offenders, it was abridged by the

statute 3 Geo. II, c. 32, which allows the inflicting ofany
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•punishment short of death or demembration, after the ex- f *
DECREE

piration of eight days, or of twelve days from the date of AND EXE.

judgment ; as it is pronounced to the southward, or to the CUT10N *

northward of the Forth ; saving always the right of apply-

ing to the court of justiciary, who, or any of them, may-

stay the execution of any such sentence of an inferior judge,

for the space of thirty days, if there be cause for such an

interposition.

III. The decrees of the sessions of the peace, where sta- § 3*

. •it REVIEW.
tute has not provided otherwise, are reviewable, like other

inferior judicatories. Either the defender or pursuer may-

bring the judgment under review. The private prosecutor

may do so, even ou the footing that the punishment is not

sufficient ad vindictam publicam. But whether the same

power belongs to the public prosecutor, who may be thought

to have discharged his duty, by raising and prosecuting the

libel before the competent court, and should acquiesce in

their judgment, has appeared to some more questionable.

It may be proper to begin with appeal, the only method—appeal
by which, of old, the judgments of inferior courts could be

T0 THE
J * ' "* «5 QUARTER-

brought under the review of the supreme tribunals. sessions.

The judgment of a common sessions of the peace is

brought under review of the quarter-sessions by appeal,

which does not stop procedure, if the sentence appealed!

from be only interlocutory. The justices may proceed to

the finishing of the cause by sentence, though not to exe-

cution, till the determination of the appeal. 3 An appeal is

not competent after execution.

a Kilkerran, p. 3C4. Meldrutn " tcnce ; but that if against such scn-

against Brown, 1746, December 23. " tence an appeal be entered, they

*' The lords were of opinion, that an " should admit the appeal, and not

* appeal to the quarter-sessions dots «• proceed to execution till the same
41 not stop the justices from proceed- " be discussed."

•• ing and finishing the cause by sen-
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$ 3* An appeal may be taken from a meeting, either of the conv

»?eal to mon or quarter sessions, to the circuit-court oi justiciary.

THE C1R-

CBTT-
COBKT OP
jusTici-

ARr.

By the statute 20 Geo. II, an appeal may be taken to the

next court ofjusticiary against any final judgment of an in-

ferior judge within the bounds, not inferring death or de-

membration ; or in civil causes, where the sum or subject

does not exceed <£12 sterling. The words of the statute

make no distinction, whether the appeal be taken to a cir-

cuit-court, actually at the time ordained to be holden, and

to the judges nominatim, who have been appointed to hold

it, or, before any such appointment, to the judges indefinite^

\y }
who shall next hold such a court for that district.*

The reasons of the appeal to the circuit-court must be

lodged with the clerk of the inferior court within ten days

a Hume, Crim. law, vol. iv, c. 18.

Some argument on this point, but no

decision, took place, in the case of

McMillan, who being prohibited by

the magistrates of Glasgow from

working at the tailor business, with-

out entering with the incorporation ;

and appealed to the circuit-court.

The appeal was served upon the

pursuer on the 4
th of October. It

was addressed, not to the judges no-

minatim, who were to hold the next

circuit, which was not then appoint-

ed, nor generally to the lords of the

circuit, or such as should officiate, but

to the justice-general, justice-clerk,

and lords commissioners of justiciary.

* ,h October; the pursuer presented

s. petition to the magistrates, praying

them to allow their sentence to go

out, "both in respect of the irregular-

ity, and of the incompetency of the

appeal, as neither concerning a mar-

tyr criminal r.cr, if civil, under £13

sterling. On the 10th
, the magis-

trates found the complaint neither

competent on the merits, nor in pro-

per form : Therefore, refuses to sus-

tain the same, and allows extract of

the sentence complained to go out

four free days after intimation here-

of. A petition and complaint was

presented to the court of justiciary,

pleading, that the appeal was regu-

lar and competent, and, at any rate,

that the magistrates could n»t com-

petently judge of its competency or

regularity. The court refused the

desire of the petition as incompetent

and groundless, and found the peti-

tioner liable in expences; 1791, 4^.

July. Mr. Hume remarks, that if

there was any thing wrong, the

complaint fell to be made to the

judges on the next circuit ayre at

Glasgow, who were to be judges, i(

the appeal is duly brought.
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after the date of the sentence ; and a copy of them given to $ 3«

the other party, or his procurator, at least fifteen days be-^^/a"
fore the time of holding the circuit-court ; and caution must

be found also, at entering the appeal, to abide the judgment

of the circuit-court, and pay the costs.

It may sometimes happen, that the pursuer, when he is

the appellant, may wish to secure the defender's person,

that he may not escape such severer punishment as the

higher court choose to inflict % in such a case he has the

ordinary remedy of a meditatione fugce warrant, which
will be treated of afterwards. a

The sentence of the circuit-court is not subject to re-

view ; but cases of difficulty, with the grounds of doubt,

may be remitted to the whole judges of the court ofjusti-

ciary.

If a person, after lodging an appeal, does not attend to

follow it out, so that protestation is admitted, that is, the

decree appealed from remains in force, the appellant is not

precluded from bringing the matter before the other courts,

if he previously indemnify the other party of the expence

of the appeal.

1. Advocation was originally the remedy where theAdvoca*

judge was thought partial or incompetent, or refused, orde- tlon '

layed, to give justice. It is now usually resorted to any time

a Mr. Hume mentions an instance an appeal, for damages also, and cx-

where this was granted, in the case penccs ; and as the period of the con-

of a prosecution, by one Stewart, and finement had nearly elapsed, insisted

the fiscal of the sheriff-court, against for warrant to detain his person till

James Cossar, for an assault. The he should find caution judicio titti et

sheriff sentenced the defender to be judicatum solvi. He was ordered to

imprisoned for one month. The pro- find caution judicio s'uti.

$ccutor made a claim, in the form of
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S .v before extract, even after a definitive sentence has been

Af pe vl"""
Pronounced to obtain redress, where the judge is thought

(in our law language) to commit iniquity, or pronounce an

erroneous decree.

Does advo- Advocation stops further procedure in the inferior

procedure ? court, whether the sentence complained of be interlocutory

or definitive.

—suspen- When the cause is concluded by an extracted sentence,
eion and

or jjggygg^ tjje proper remedy is suspension, or reduction.

-non. The latter is the only remedy after payment. Thus a

complaint being brought upon the 24 Geo. II, c. 34, the

magistrates, as justices of peace within the royalty, fined

the party £$. sterling, to be levied by distress and sale of

his goods. The party, after paying the fine, brought the

matter before the court of justiciary by appeal. «« The court

* f of justiciary, in respect the appellant had already paid the

« fine, dissmissed the appeal, reserving to bring a reduc-

« tion." a

Reductions do not appear to have ever been attempted

in the court ofjusticiary, which has no permanent sittings.

Advocation and suspension are the modes of obtaining the

review either of the court of session or the justiciary court ;

of the latter, in all cases where the justices act in a criminal

capacity, inflicting either a pecuniary fine or other punish-

ment ; of the former, in all cases whatever, not only of

decrees awarding pecuniary sums to private individuals, but

even of fines and other punishments inflicted ad vindictam

publicam ; that tribunal having a general superintendence

over inferior courts in the case of all such offences and

a This must mean the court of session, which is the only competent

court (or reductions.
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disorders as fall under the notion of breaches of the po-^J^'

lice ;
a and Mr. Forbes has reported several cases, where

fines imposed by the justices were restricted by the su-

preme court as exorbitant.5

In many of the causes which are competent before jus-—"tb a-

tices of peace, the legislature has thought proper in some

cases to make the sentence of the justices final ; in other

cases, to make them only reviewable in the manner pre-

scribed by the particular statute.

Thus the review of the quarter-sessions is excluded in all

matters relative to the excise and customs. This was not

very early understood. The sessions were long in use to en-

tertain those appeals ; and Mr. Forbes, where he says in

excise matters the decrees of justices are final, means only

to exclude the review of the court of session, not the review

of the quarter-sessions ; for, he observes, the court supersed-

ed extracting their own decree for a certain time, that the

suspenders might apply to the next meeting of the quar-

ter-sessions for redress. But, agreeably to the practice of

England, the matter has long been fixed, and was last de-

cided in the case of the collector of excise at Aberdeen

against George Mollyson. c The jurisdiction of the justices

in excise matters does not originate from the common-law

nature (so to speak) of this magistracy, as created by the

general statutes, but from particular enactments, which
must be its measure ; and, of course, if no power of review

be expressly given to the quarter-sessions, they cannot inter-

fere. On the same principle, the sentences of presbyteries, in

the exercise of their powers with regard to parochial school-

a William Kerr and Agnes Shaw b 1710, Nov. 9 ; justices of Wig.
against Mathew Hays, 29 th Novem- tonshire against Martine, <fcc.

Lr 1774. Wallace, Decisions. c March 7, 1798. lac. Col.

Toh 1* T
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* 3- masters, under the statute 1693, c. 22, are not reviewable
~ by the superior church courts.a

EXTRAO
BIKARV.

In other cases, again, the appeal is to the quarter-sessions

alone, and can go no further. But the particular instances

of extraordinary review, will fall more properly to be no-

ticed under their respective heads. The extraordinary re-

view, obtaining in the case of the small debt act, by the

mode of reduction before the court of session, has been al-

ready explained.

Extraordi- Btrr the presumption is always in favour of the review

"""w

fC
°^ ^ie suPreme tribunals, which the country has been ac-

presumed. customed to look to for protection against the ignorance or

prejudices of local jurisdictions. Hence it was found, that

the words of the statute 18 Geo. I, empowering justices of

peace to hear, and finally determine and adjudge offences,

in destroying trees and planting, do not exclude the review

of the court of session.b

In like manner, even where the sessions, or other inferior

functionaries, are declared not to be reviewable in the ex-

ercise of their statutable powers, yet redress is to be obtain-

ed from the court of session, in cases of unforeseen difficul-

ty, for which no provision is made ;
: or where the powers

a 26 fl» Nov. 1793, Macculloch a- peal was lodged with the quarter-

gainst Allan. sessions of roth the counties, who
b 10 th March 1754, Buchanan a- gave opposite judgments The thing

gainst Towant. Fac Col. being not otherwise extricable, the

c As, for example, an act passed in court of ?ession " repelled the objec-

the 26 Geo. II, for repairing a road, " tion to the competency;" and "de-

running partly through Lanarkshire, " termined the direction of the

and partly through Dumbartonshire. " road." 18 th January 1764, Rus-

The trustees differed about the di- sel against Trustees for repairing the

rection. The appeal by the statute roads leading to Glasgow. FaT,

was to the quarter-sessions. An ap. Col.
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given by the statute have been exceeded, as happened in § 3.

the case of commissioners, under the 19 Geo. Ill, adjudg-*
1^1*™"

J L 1. . . , - EX1RAOI
nig a man beyond the age to the army ;

a and in the case dinar*,

of the commissioners, appointed by statute 35 Geo. Ill, c.

9, inlisting an apprentice as a volunteer for the navy.b

a 25 th June 1779, Patullo against Simpson against sir George Home,
sir William Maxwell. Fac. Col. Fac. Col.

b Jan. 19, 1796, Cunningham and

T 2



CHAP. VIII.

Of Constables.

$ i # I. 'T^HE constable was an officer of great power and
of the X hio;h rank in feudal times, a and appears from
OFFICE IN

general, the laws of Malcom II, which mention his fees, to have

been early known in Scotland. The 20 Geo. II, abolished

the heritable constabularies, excepting that of high consta-

ble, which is hereditary in the family of Errol.

The lord high constable attended on great occasions, as

the king's coronation, and the like ; regulated all matters of

chivalry ; and besides, jointly with the marischal, had su-

preme itinerant jurisdiction in all crimes committed within

a certain distance from the court.b

But our business is to explain the office of those consta-

bles who, while they are themselves conservators of the

a The word, according to Lam- ments, and other feats of arms, which

bard, is derived from the Saxon ko- were performed on horseback.

ning-stapel, the strength of the king- b By the laws of Malcom, c. 6, it

dom ; according to Spellman, Cowel, is twelve miles, though Skene ob-

Blackstone, (through the medium of serves, " the best manuscripts have

the French), from the Latin comet " only two leagues.'' Sir Geo. Mac-

stabuli, an officer well in the empire

;

kenzie, v. ii, p. J40.

so called from his regulating tourna-'
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peace, are employed for carrying into effect various acts of § i.

parliament, and are the proper officers for executing the°p
f

™
E

E

IN

warrants, decrees, and orders, of justices of peaoe. This general.

lower constableship, says Lambard, a " was at first drawn
«' and fetched from the other, and is, as it were, a very

'* finoer of that hand."o

But the constable, though fallen from his ancient grand-

eur, yet, having duties so various, difficult, and important,

is still an officer of great trust and respectability, whose de-

ficiency in knowledge, or decision, or activity, not to say

fidelity, must be attended with much detriment to the com-

munity. Constables have important duties to perform in

the execution of the laws, relative to most of the branches

of police ; those relative to religion and morality, trade and

manufactures, and almost every other department of law, of

which this work treats. The explanation of those duties

must be found under their respective chapters : at present, it

will be necessary only to notice some things relative to the

office in general.

II. Constables are appointed half yearly by the quarter- § z.

sessions of the respective counties. The manner is so parti-
MANNE *

r r OF CHOOI-
cularly described by the general statutes, as to require little ing con.

farther explanation.*1 The justices are directed to choose
,TABI*ES •

two at least in every parish, or more, according to their dis-

cretion, having consideration of its extent. In great towns>

likewise, not being cities or free boroughs, they are to ap-

point a sufficient number of constables ; but in all royal

boroughs and free cities, magistrates are to choose them, and

they are to endure and to be changed from six to six months.

And whoever shall refuse to accept this charge, or to give
F; f

his oath for the faithful execution of the office, may be im- accepting,

prisoned and fined, at the discretion of the justices of peace, 0ilth
-

a Of Constables, V. b See Appendix I, p. lxiv.

T 3
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$2.
THEIR A I'

at their next sitting. The constable?, upon entering to their

point- office, take an oath defideliS
KENT.

§ 3- III. Constables, therefore, act either in virtue of their
CONSERV- „ a1 „ „
ators of own pow^s, as conservators of the peace, or as officers of

THEPEACE.the justices ; their duties in both capacities are very distinct-

ly stated by the general statute. b Constables are not men-
tioned in the statute of queen Anne, 5, c. 6. But there is

no reason to doubt, as lord Gardenstone remarks, that it

was intended to enlarge their powers, as well as those of

justices.

Without a As conservators of the peace, and without any warrant, it

is the duty of every constable to interpose, in case of any

breach of the peace, committed in his presence ; and to ar-

Affrays. rest any man who, in his presence, shall make an affray or

assault upon another, or shall threaten to kill, beat, or hurt,

another, or shall be t{ in a fury, ready to break the peace." 1

Can he ar- But where persons barely contend with hot words, without

contending any threats of personal hurt, it is said he can do no more
tnerelywith than command them, under pain of imprisonment, to avoid
hot words? , .

hghtmg. c

The constable thus is intrusted with a power over all act-

ual breaches of the peace. He may suppress even those acts

of violence by which he himself is a sufferer. If an assault

be made upon the constable, he may not only defend him-

self, but may also imprison the offender, in the same manner

as if he were no way a party. f

And if an affray or tumult be in a house, the constable

* See the form in Appendix I.— p. S6. Burn, v. Arrest. Hawk, i,

p. Ixiv. p. 137.

b Appendix I, N°. VIII, part. i;.
e Hawk. ibid. Bum, voce Afrra. r

c MS. voce Affray. p. 19.

d Dalton, c. i. 4. Hales, Hift. t Hawk, and Burn, ibid.
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may break open the doors to preserve the peace, 3 or even § $

to stop any disorderly drinking or noise in a house at an un- A 0Ri Q

'

F

seasonable time of night, especially in inns, taverns, or ale- the i
,eace»

houses.5

Burn adds, after Hawkins, that if affrayers fly to a house, in pursuit

and the constable follow with fresh suit, he may break open ofaffra>er8'

the doors to take them. Mr. Hume observes, there is no

authority in our law to warrant a constable to break open

doors in pursuit of one who flies, after committing a breach of Scotland,

of the peace. The act 1617, c. 7, rather directs him£o andm er ' terms of

take notice of the master of the house, that he maybe after- 1617,0. 8.

wards challenged for his contempt in refusing admission.

But, agreeably to the above observation of lord Gardenstone,

it appears, that the powers of English constables were com- p ,

.

municated to Scottish constables, so far as relates to the pre- open doors

servation of the public peace. Be this as it may, there is '" Pursu,n

no doubt he may break the doors of any house, in pursuit derer.

of a murderer, robber, or the like criminal.

To justify the constable in making a violent entry into Must first'

any house, (and this ho : ds equally, though he bear a written cm ind

admission,
warrant), he must first demand, and be refused, admittance,

and must notify who he is, and the purpose of his coming.'

It is the proper business of a constable to kee;) the peace, Only does

and not to punish the breach of it. He has no power, D
°} P

UIUS
{>

therefore, to arrest a man for an affray, or breach of the ofthtpcace.

peace, out of his own view, without a warrant from a ius-
•»_ J Can arrest

tice, unless a felony were done, or likely to be done.a He an afftayei.

cannot read the riot act. Neither can he require surety of?J,j !j£
the peace, unless the offence be upon his own view, and notsencc.

3
1 Hawk. 137. Burn, Affray, p.

c Hume, ibid.

19- d 1 Hawk, f . 137. Burn, Affray,

b 2. H. H. p. 95. Burn, Arrest, p. so.

Hume, vol. iii, p. 118.
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S3- if it be committed out of his sight ; for he cannot take a

vators of man's oath that he is afraid of death, because he is not a

THEPEAce.judge of record. Hence the obligation taken by him shall

be in his own name, and not in the Icing's name, and the

same shall be certified to the sessions of the peace.a

May call A CONSTABLE is not only bound to interfere himself in

for the as- arresting those who commit a breach of the peace, or other
Sistancc or °

m -,

the by- offence, but may call for the assistance of the bystanders,
standers. wb are punishable by fine an(j imprisonment, if they re-

fuse to assist him.b

Powers of In like manner, without any warrant, the constable is

constables
enip0wereci t se ize gypsies, vagabonds, and sturdy beg-

hending gars, by the 1 7 Geo. II.

vagabonds.

Deserters. A constable may apprehend a deserter, and bring him

before the next justice of peace. c

what is to The constable may carry the offender, whom he has ar-
be done af- . . .

ter arrest, rested, immediately before a justice, or he may imprison him,

of his own authority, for a reasonable time, till the heat shall

Mayheim-be over j and also afterwards detain him, till he find securi-

of his own ty to keep the peace. d If the constable, or his watch, hath
authority, arrested affrayers, or persons drinking in an ale-house, elis-
or must he .

carry him orderly, at an unseasonable time of night, he may put the
immediate-

p

ersons jn tne stocks, or in prison, till the heat of their pas-
ly before a . .

*

justice. sion, or intemperance, is over, though he deliver them after-

wards, or till he can bring them before a justice.

Cannot gUT jt ceems he has no power to imprison offenders for
commit for r r
trial.

a Cro. Eliz. p. 375, 376. Burn, d i Hawk. p. 137. Burn, p. 19,

voce Constable, p. 468. Affray.

b Burn, Affray, p. 19. 1 Hawk. e 2 H. H. p. 95. Burn, Arrest, p.

p. 137. z Hawk. p. 75. 139.
c Tytler.
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any other purpose ; far he cannot commit the offender to AS C0N
"_

gaol to stand trial.*
5ERVAT0"
OF THE
PEACE.

Lord Kilkerran reports, that in the case of Meldrum,

1746, Dec. 13, the lords were of opinion, that a constable

might of himself apprehend, and commit in order to trial

for a crime, without any warrant from a justice. This case,

however, as Mr. Hume observes, did not call upon the

judges to decide that point ; and the instructions in the

general statutes 1 6 1 7 and 1 66 1 , as much as the English au-

thorities, would appear to intimate the contrary.

IV. The constables are the proper officers of the justi- § 4-

AS O FFI—

ces of peace, by whom they are appointed, as well as re- CERS 0F

moveable and punishable, in case of misdemeanour. So JU3T1CES *

much arc they the peculiar and appropriate officers of jus-

tices of peace, that where a statute authorizes a justice of

the peace to convict a man of a crime, and to levy a pe-

nalty by warrant of distress, without saying to whom such

warrant shall be directed, the constable is the proper officer

for serving such warrant, and indictable for disobedience.b

In like manner, if an act of parliament direct a justice to

grant a warrant, and doth not say to whom it shall be di-

rected, by consequence of law, it is presumed to be to the

constable ; and it cannot be directed to the sheriff, unless

such power is given in the act. c

It is thus the business of constables to execute citations Citations.

of any claim or complaint before the justices ; to cite wit-

nesses in those cases ; to execute arrestments, poindings,

warrants of distress, &c.

If the defender can be found personally, the constable if the party-

is personal-

ly found.
a

i Hawk. p. 137. Burn, Affray, p. 19.

t> 2 Hawk. 262. Burn, -v. Constable.

f L. Raym. p. 1192. a Salk. p. 381. Burn, v. Warrant.
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% 4- shall give him a copy of citation. If he cannot be found,

cers of tne constable shall leave the copy at his dwelling-house,

justices, with his wife, servant, or other person living in family

with him. If he cannot get access to the dwelling-house,

he should, after six audible knocks at the door of the house,

leave it in the key-hole.

Citation of If -witnesses are to be cited, he must give each of them
witnesses.

, c ., ..

a short copy ot citation.

If the defender has any witnesses to adduce on his part,

it shall be competent to the constable, on the defender giv-

ing him a note of them, to cite them to the said diet of

meet; g ; " to bear leal and southfast witnessing for the

« defender in the claim or complaint at the instance ofA B
« against C D."

But constables are also employed in carrying the decrees

of the justices, when pronounced, into execution. We have

already observed that their decrees are no warrant for acts

of warding, or letters of homing and caption. They are car-

ried into effect by arrestment and poinding ; whereby the

creditor may effect the debtor's moveable (personal) property,

in order to obtain payment of the sums found due to him.

Arrest- By arrestment, is sometimes understood the securing a

ment. criminal person for trial ; but here, we understand by it

the order of a judge, by which he, who is debtor in a

moveable obligation to the arrester s debtor, is prohibited to

make payment or delivery till the debt due to the arrester

be paid or secured.

Common The arrester's debtor is usually called the common debtor,

debtor. because where there are two or more competing credit-

ors, he is debtor to all of them. The person in whose hands

the diligence is used is stiled the arrestee-
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Arrestment may be laid on by the authority, cither § 4-

of the supreme court, or of an inferior judge. In the firfft**^
1

£
case, it proceeds either upon special letters of arrestment, T »2 jus-

or on a warrant contained in letters of horning; and it ARREST_

must be executed by a messenger. The warrants granted men*.

by inferior judges are called precepts of arrestment, and

they are executed by the officer proper of the court. AVhere rant of ar .

the debtor to the common debtor is a pupil, arrestment ia refitment.

properly used in the hands of the tutor, as the pupil's ad- jn whose

ministrator: this doctrine may perhaps extend to other ge- hand * lt

. . a
may be

neral administrators, as commissioners, &c.j but arrestment used.

ured in the hands of the factor or steward of the debtor to

the common debtor, cannot bar such factor or steward from

accounting to his own constituent ;
a as he is truly debtor

to his constituent only, and not to the common debtor.

Where the debtor to the common debtor is a corporation,

arrestment must be used in the hands of the directors or

treasurer, who represent the whole body.b An arrestment

being intended as a restraint upon third parties only, can-

not be used in the hands of the debtor himself ; nor pro-

bably in those of his servant, (sent, for example, with money

to the bank), who is not properly debtor to his master, but

a hand merely for carrying the cash. But it may be compe-

tently used in the hands of a factor, or steward, having

funds in his possession belonging to the common debtor,

for which he is accountable, or debtor ; but the constituent

must be called in the furthcoming.

ALL debts, in which one is personally bound, though Upon what

they should be heritably secured, are grounds upon which p^eed"^

a Kerse, MS. fol. p. 234. Morison's c Ersk. b. iv, tit, 6, § 4. Bank. b. iii,

Decisions, -v. Arrestment. N°. 61. tit- 1, § 1. i8 !l
' Jan. 1709, Donald.

b io' h January 1739, Creditors of (Forbes.) Morison's Decision?, 1/. Ar-

JWcnziei. renm-nt, N°. 65.
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§ 4- the creditor may arrest the moveable estate belonging to his

cers of debtor ; for every creditor, whatever the nature of his debt
tiie jus- inav kc 0Ug;ht to have the whole of his debtor's estate sub-
TICES .

. .

arrest- ject to his diligence. Arrestment may proceed on a debt,
ment.

tj^e temi of payment whereof is not yet come, in case the

Arrestment debtor be vergens ad inopiam.* If a debt be not yet con-
upon a de-

stituted by a decree or registration, the creditor may raise
pendence. J

. .

and execute a summons against his debtor for payment, on

which, pending the action, arrestment may be used, in

the same manner as inhibition. This is called arrestment

upon a dependence. 1* If the ground of credit be for the

performance of a fact, or if the depending process be mere-

ly declaratory, without a conclusion for payment or delivery,

such claims are not admitted to be sufficient grounds for

arrestment.

what debts Moveable debts are the proper subject of arrestment

;

are arrest- unc}er which are comprehended conditional debts, and even

depending claims. For lessening the expence of diligence

to creditors, all bonds which have not been made properly-

heritable by seisin, are declared arrestable, by 1 644, c. 41, re-

vived by 1661, c. 51: but this act is limited to contracts and

obligations, and does not extend to adjudications, wadsets,

or other personal rights of lands, which are not properly

debts. c Certain moveable debts are not arrestable. First,

debts due by bill, which pass from hand to hand, as bags

a
~-'ee 16 th July 1678, lord Pit- " that the summons upon which any

medden. " arrestment proceeds was not execut-

b By 33 Geo. Ill, c. 74, 5 3, " it " ed, or that the debt upon which it

" is provided, that in time coming, " is founded was not liquidated at the

" letters or precepts of arrestment, " date of the arrestment; providing

"bearing to be upon a depending " always that these, and all other ne-

" action, may be granted summarily " cessary steps, are afterwards taken,

" upon the libelled summons ; and it " without any undue delay."

" shall be no objection to the pari c i2d Feb. 1666, Lockhart. (Stair.)

" patsu preference hereby establi&hed,
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of money. Secondly, future debts ; for though inhibition § 4.

extends to adauirenda as well as cidquisita, yet arrestment is
As 0FFJ"

1 2 ' J trp.s of
limited by its warrant to the debt due at the time of serv-THE jus-

ins; it against the arrestee. Hence, an arrestment of rents
T1CES—OO » ARREST-

or interests carries only what have already either fallen ment.

due, or at least become current : to carry such as had nei-

ther fallen due, nor become current, at the date of the first™
er

r
bills nor fu-

arrestment, a new arrestment must be used, which may beture debts,

done on the first warrant. Current rent is that which has

begun to run from the -last term, but cannot be demanded

till the next. Claims depending on the issue of a suit are

not considered as future debts ; for the sentence, when
pronounced, has a retrospect to the period at which the

claim was first founded. 1 The like doctrine holds in con-

ditional debts. Thirdly, alimentary debts, or funds, are Alimentary

in general said not to be arrestable, as being granted on per-

sonal considerations, and so not communicable to creditors.

But this admits of limitations and distinctions, and must

denend a good deal on circumstances. Thus, the arrears

of an officer's pay were found arrestable.b But the half

pay of a lieutenant of the navy was thought to be unat-

tachable. c Minister's stipend was found arrestable.11

In other cases, a minister has been allowed to retain a

certain part of his stipend for necessary subsistence, without

being obliged to surrender the whole to his creditors. 6

In obligations which carry a yearly right to the credi-

tor, if the obligation itself be arrestable, e. g. a moveable

bond, or an heritable one not clothed with seisin, the princi-

ic/ h Dec. 1744, WarJrop. (Ful- d Clerk Home. 12 th Feb. 1736.

concr.) e Dictionary of decisions, vol. ii,

b Bruce, a6lh
Jan. 17 15. Personable and TraaimMsiblfc c/"

c Fac. Col. 5"" March i -63 July 1668, Beg.

Grierion.
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§ 4- pal sum is carried by the arrestment, as well as the past in*

tersest ; and, consequently, all the future interests until pay-

tiie jus- meat, as accessory to the right itself: but in rights of lands,

arresT- or ^n heritable bonds perfected by seisin, no more can be

ment. arrested than the rents or interests that had either fallen

due, or become current at laving on the arrestment. In
The yearly

profits may the same manner, the arrestment of a bond due to a wife,

be arrested, use^ Vjy a crcciitor of the husband, carries only the past and
where the . .

right itself current interest ; for the right itself does not fall under the
cannot.

jus marm?.

Effect of If, in contempt of the arrestment, the arrestee shal'.

breach of j^^g payment of the sum, or deliver the goods arrested to
arrestment. r J °

. .

the common debtor, lie is not only liable criminally for

breach of arrestment, but he must pay the debt again to

the arrester. In the case of arrestment used at the mar-

ket-cross of Edinburgh, and pier and shore of Leith, against

a person abroad upon the public service, payment by the

arrestee to his creditor, after the date of the arrestment,

formerly subjected him in second payment to the arrester

;

because the arrester had done all in his power to notify

his diligence.b

But by the late bankrupt act, c it is enacted, that l( an

" arrestment executed at the market-cross of Edinburgh,

<<r and pier and shore of Leith, to attach the effects of the

" debtor, as in the hands of a person out of Scotland, shall

'•' not be held to have interpelled such person from paying

6t to the original creditor, unless proof be made that he5
5£ or those having authority to act for him, were previous-

" ly in the knowledge of such arrestment having been so

" used.''

a 19th January 1739, Creditorsof h FonntainKalL 2l<i July J70J

Clunes. Diet. vol. i, p. 155. Blackwood.

c 33 Geo. Ill, c 79. §
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ARRESTMENT is not like inhibition, merely prohibitory, § 4.

but is a step of diligence which founds the arrester in a
AS 0FFI "

" O CERS OP
subsequent action, whereby the property of the subject the jus-

arrested may be adjudged to him : it therefore does not, by ar
C

r

E

e S

~

our later practice, fall by the death of the arrestee, but con- men*.

tinues to subsist, as a foundation for an action of furthcom- Arrestment

ing, against his heir, while the subject arrested remains in does not

. . fall by the
medio.* Far less is arrestment lost, either by the death of arrestee's

the arrester, or of the common debtor. death.

Arrestment, proceeding on a depending action, may L,oosjng ot
-

be loosed by the common debtor's giving caution or securi- arrestment,

ty to the arrester for his debt, in the event it shall be found

due. By the ancient practice, the receiving of this security

was committed entirely to the messenger, whose certificate

that security was given effectually loosed the arrestment

:

but all bonds of caution in looslngs are now to be received

by the clerk to the bills, and recorded in the books of ses- admitted
°^

sion, 1617, c 17. Arrestment founded on decrees, or on but on pay-

,,,. . i«i. i-i 01 ,
ment or

registered obligations, which in the judgment of the law comi-rr.a-

are decrees, cannot be loosed, but upon payment or consig- tlon
'
in re*

. ' gistered

nation ; except, first, where the term of payment of the obligations.

debt is not yet come, or the condition lias not yet existed. Exceptions.

Secondly, where the arrestment has proceeded on a registered

contract, in which the debts or mutual obligations are not

liquid. 15 Thirdly, where the decree is suspended, or turn-

ed into a libel ; for, till the suspension be discussed, or the

pending action concluded, it cannot be known whether

any debt be truly due. A loosing takes off the nexus which rf... Effect of

had been laid on the subject arrested ; so that the arrestee loosing.

may thereafter pay safely to his creditor, and the cautioner

is substituted in place of the arrestment for the arrester's

security : yet notwithstanding the loosing, the arrester may
;

a (Clerk Home, N°. no.) »i« Dec. 1738, F. A' erdecn,

r> 31"- July i'ok, Macfarl.'in. (Forbes.

J
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S 4- while the subject continues with the arrestee, pursue him
AS OFFI- ./...»
cers of in a furthcoming.

THE JUS-

TICE Z

arrest- Arrestment is only an inchoated or begun diligence;

ment. ^0 perfect it there must be an action brought by the arrester

against the arrestee, to make the debt or subject arrested

inwon^l" furthcoming. In this action the common debtor must be

restment. called for his interest, that he may have an opportunity of

excepting to the lawfulness or extent of the debt on which
Before

tjie diligence proceeded. Though an arrestment cannot be
whom can or o

it be pur- executed without the territory of the judge who granted
»ued.

t|ie pj-ecep^ ye^ one inferior judge is competent to a furth-

coming, upon an arrestment laid on by the warrant of an-
The arrest- t>> r J

cr's debt other. b Before a furthcoming can be pursued, the debt
must

,

be first
clue by the common debtor to the arrester must be liquid-

liquidated. J
m

±

ated j for the arrester can be no farther intitled to the sub-

ject arrested, than to the extent of the debt due to him by

the common debtor. If the pursuer cannot prove the debt

due by the arrestee scripto, recourse must be had to his

oath. Where the subject arrested is a sum of money, it is,

Decree of by the decree of furthcoming, directed to be paid to the

furthcom-
pUrsuer towards satisfying his debt : where goods are ar-

ing is really^ . ».• , , ,

an assigna- rested, the judge ordains them to be exposed to sale, and
tlon ' the price to be delivered to the pursuer :

c so that, in either

case, decrees of furthcoming are judicial assignations to the

arrester of the subject arrested.

Arrest- In all competitions regard is had to the dates, not of
ments are ^q grounds of debt, but of the diligences proceeding upon

by their them. In the competition of arrestments, the preference is

governed by their dates, according to the priority, even of

a 7
th Feb. 1665, Graham.

b Stair, iii, i. 24. 23 d June 1 7 10, Dalrymple.
c ii'

h Nov. 1 680, Stevensons.

dates
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hours, where it appears with any certainty which is the first. § 4»

But as arrestment is but a begun diligence, therefore, if ac E R S of

prior arrester shall neglect to insist in an action of furth- THE JUS "
r °

w
T1CES—

coming for such a time as may be reasonably construed into arrest-

a desertion of his begun diligence, he loses that preference
MENT '

which it was in his power to have obtained for himself, and Provided
r

#
the arrester

the last arrester is preferred : but as dereliction of diligence insists in

is not easily presumed, the distance of above two years, be-
his

."rt

tween the first arrestment and the decree of furthcoming,

was found not to make such a mora as to entitle the poste-

rior arrester to a preference. 11 This rule of preference, ac-

cording to the dates of the several arrestments, holds, by our

present practice, whether they have proceeded on a decree^

or on a dependence ; on debts not yet payable, or on debts

already payable; provided the pendency shall have been

closed, or the debt have become payable before the issue of

the compelition.b

In the competition of arrestments with assignations, Rules of

an assignation by the common debtor, intimated before ar- Preference
& J between

restment, is preferable to the arrestment ; for, by the inti- arresters

mated assignation, the debtor is fully divested, after which
asslSu"

the subject cannot be arrested as his. If the assignation is

granted before arrestment, but not intimated till after it,

the arrester is preferred ; for arrestment renders the subject

litigious, and so excludes every voluntary right of the debt-

or, either granted after the diligence, or not completed till

after it. From these rules, a third necessarily follows, that

if the intimation and arrestment are of equal dates, they

are preferable paripassu; unless the arrester has deserted his

diligence, by neglecting fox a reasonable time to obtain a

furthcoming.

a Jan. 1 724, Nairn. Geo. Ill, c. 74, $ 3 and 31, a pari

b
14"' June 1710, Brody. (Forbes), paisu preference of arrestments is es.

By statute 23 Geo. Ill, c. 18 ; ai>d 33 tablishcd in the case of bankruptcy,

Vol, II. U
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5 4- Poinding is that diligence by which the property of

cers of moveable subjects is carried directly to the creditors. It is

the jus- eitlier called real poinding, which proceeds on real debts,

poinding, (dtbita fiindi) ; or personal poinding ; which alone falls

under our notice.

Personal poinding may proceed on letters of horning,

containing a clause for poinding, (in which case it is exe-

cuted by messengers), or on the decrees of inferiorjudges;

to the extracts of which precepts of poinding are always

subjoined. It is executed in that case by the proper offi-

cers of the respective courts.

Formerly it was usual to poind the goods of debtors

without any previous intimation of the registration of their

bond,a &c. This rigorous practice was abolished by stat.

1469, c. 35, which, under the pains of spulzie, prohibits

any personal poinding to be carried into execution, till the

debtor be first charged to pay or perform, and till the days

of the charge be expired, under the pains of spulzie. The

constable must therefore give the debtor a charge.

As it is not presumed that landlords will incline to in-

jure the credit of their tenants without necessity, the act

reserves entire their right to proceed as formerly. Barons,

therefore, may still poind their tenants for the arrears of

rent fixed by decree, not only without an antecedent charge,

but even instanier, after pronouncing decree.6

Mode o£ If, after the elapse of the time mentioned in the charge,
proceeding, payment be not made, it shall be competent to a constable,

with two witnesses and two appraisers, to go to the defend-

er's possession ; and having ingathered his goods, and expos-

a Kalmes' Elucidation, p. 407.

b Irskine, bock iii, tit. 6, ^ 21.
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ed them to public view, to read the decree of the justices, § 4.

and the execution of charge; and thereafter the constable *£R
°

S

F *£"

shall appoint the said two appraisers, who shall be birley-TH E jus-

men, and must swear, " to execute the business of appris- roiNDINc;

" ers now committed to them, according to the best of their

«« skill and ability." After the appraisers have comprised

the goods presented to them by the constable, which should

be to the extent of the debt, and one-twentieth part more,

the constable then cries three several ojesses ; offers back the Compns-
in 0-

.

goods three several times to the debtor, or to any person

in hi? name, who will pay the goods appraised ; with cer-

tification, that if such prices be not paid, he will deliver

them to the creditor in satisfaction of the debt.

If the debtor pay the money to the constable, or his law- if payment

ful attorney, the goods must be left with the debtor, and the
be made '

consignation or payment mentioned in the execution.1

But if payment be not made, the constable or messenger if payment

shall leave in the hands of the debtor a schedule of the be not

mad?,
poinded goods, and of the appraised value, (one appraisement

being now in every case sufficient), and shall forthwith re-

port his execution of poinding to the sheriff, or other judge

ordinary, who shall give directions for selling the goods bv
public roup, after such publication, and at such time and

place as circumstances may require. Any person who in-

tromits with, or carries off, the goods in the meanwhile,

being liable in double the appraised value ; and the neat

sura arising from the sale, after deduction of all cha.

or the goods, in case no offerer appear, shall be delivered

over to the poinding creditor; a note or minute of the

iction being kept by the clerk, to be made patent to

all concerned, for a fee of one shillii,

a Ersk. b. iii, :
:
-. '.':•. h , .
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S 4- The poinding (and so also the English distress), must

proceed between sun-rising and sun-setting. If, therefore,

the jus- the constable or messenger should attempt to poind in the
T 1 C 11 S— L

poinding. nig^*j those who resist him are not guilty of the crime of

Betwixt deforcement. Thus in the case of Porteous of Walkin-
whattime

sh gth ju]y 170 i the defence, « that the messenger.
must it

* * ©
proceed. (t and his assistants began to gather the poind before the

" sun-rising, was found relevant to elide the libel." 1 This

rigour, however, is so far abated, that a poind begun be-

,'

ull
.fore sun-setting is sustained, if it is finished before the

set - going off of day-light.b

AS OFFI-

CERS OF

The creditor can poind only the goods belonging to his

debtor. The old law, which authorized the poinding of the

goods of tenants for the debts of their landlords, was in

part corrected by 1 469, c. 3 7, which confined such poind-

ings to the amount of the rent due by the tenant to the

landlord ; and now of a long time no poinding has been

used against a tenant, even to the least extent, for a per-

sonal debt due by his landlord.

Exception Even the moveables of the debtor, in certain circum-

moveables stance?, cannot be poinded. The Roman law,d by which
which can. plough horses, oxen, and other instruments of tillage, could

poinded, not ke attached by a creditor, has been, under some restric-

tions, adopted by the act e 1503, c. 98, which prohibits

the poinding of horses, oxen, or other goods, belonging

to the plough, at the time of labouring the ground, even

a Hume, Crim. law, vol. ii, c. 13, whatever goods and chattels he finds

^ 4. upon the premisses, whether theybe-

b Feb. 11, 1695, Douglas. Ersk. long to the tenant or to a stranger.

b. iii, tit. 6, k is- (Black, v. iii, p. 3).

c Ersk. b. iii, tic. 6, [, 22. d L. 7, 8, C. que res p'ignori obligari

By the English law, the general possunt.

rule (under some exceptions) is, that e Par. 6, James IV.

the landlord may distrain for rent,

3
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where the debtor has other goods that may be poinded, or 5 4-

other lands that may be appraised. CERS 0F
"

THE JUS-

But the latter part of the act has long been in disuse ; poinding.

and now, though the debtor hath land?, his plough goods in what

may be poinded, if he hath no other moveables, or where"o^
11

by those left the cultivation of the ground may be carried goods be

on, though with some less disadvantage than before. 1 pom

By the time of labouring, mentioned in the act, is meant To what

the time in which the tenant, whose goods are to be poind- per 'od
,

ex"

° r tends the

ed, is tilling the ground. A debtor's plough goods, horses, exception

cannot be poinded, if his own ploughing be not over, *.s *° l

f

e

though that of the neighbouring tenants be finished. Ac- ploughing.

cordingly, in a criminal trial for deforcement, the court of

justiciary sustained this defence,—" that the said oxen were
t{ stricked and yoked, and actually working several days be-

'< fore the poinding ; and that some others in that county
*{ wert also labouring in the same manner their stubble

u ground at the time libelled, and likewise there were other

" poindable goods upon the ground at that time," b

It is only the ploughing for immediate sowing that the Does the

exemption relates to. A debtor's plough utensils ma}' there-
exceP*lon

fore be poinded, although he should be continuing to plough ploughing

for summer fallow.
for summer
fallow.

The poinding of plough goods, in contravention of the Penalty for

above act, infers a spulzie ; but if the messenger has been to Foind 'nS

goods.

a Dec. 7, 169a, Turner. (Foun- in the nature of an execution by any

tainhall). Brsk. b. iii, tit. 6, <j S2. particular statute, as for poor rates,

The same obtains in the Engli-h and the like. (Burn, tit. Distrcs?
3

distresses for rent, arrcar, amercia- ^ a).

ments, and the like; but docs not ex- b Hume, vol. iii, p. 179.

tend to easts where a disir:s; is gi'-'.u c 1712, June 20, Arnott.

U J
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§ 4- blame no otherwise than by not making a thorough search

cers of f°r moveables, the debtor is intitled to restitution only. 1

li'

the jus-
t]]e ffiCer, in his search, find some moveables, but not

J I C E S —"

roiNDiNc. enough for clearing off the debt, he may lawfully proceed

in execution of the poinding. This exemption from poind-

Other ing was by an old decision b extended by analogy to the

not poind- bucket and wand of a salt pan, which cannot be poinded,

able if the debtor has sufficiency of poindable goods.

Goods pre- Those goods of the debtor's which have been previously

tested ? arretted by another creditor, may nevertheless be poinded :

for arrestment is but an imperfect diligence, leaving the

Cm grow- property still in the debtor. Growing corns being moveable,

ing corns ? ancj their yalue as capable of being fixed before as after

their separation from the ground, may of course be poind-

ed.'1

Symbolical Corn is sometimes poinded symbolically, by rips or par-

pbinding of ce]s drawn from the stacks. This sort of poinding is effec-

tual to creditors when proceeded in regularly, so that the

user of it is preferable to another creditor who shall com-

a 1703, July 20, Lawson. (Fount.) giving occasion to breaches of the

b Balfour, p. 400. peace, nor valuable things in the way
c Ersk b. iii, t. 6, § 22. of trade, as a horse standing in a

By the ancient common law of smith's shop to be shoed, &c. Ibid.

England, a man's tools and utensils d Fount. June 15, 1709, Ballan-

of his trade, the axe of the carpen- tyne.

ter, the books of a scholar, and the By the English law, nothing fixed

like, were privileged ; because the to the freehold may be distreincd,

taking them away would disable the as cauldrons, windows, doors, and

owner from serving the public in his chimney pieces ; for this reason also

station. (Blackstone, b. iii, p. 8) growing corns could not be distrein-

But utensils and implements of trade e d, till the statute 11 Geo. II, c. 19,

may be distreined when not in actual empowered landlords to distrein corn,

use. (Christian's note thereon.) By grass, or other products of the earth,

the English law, nothing in the per- and to cut and gather them when
sonal use or occupation of a man ripe. (Black, ibid.)

can be distreined, in order to avoid
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1

plete a poinding before him, by getting the grain legally S 4-

appraised, and its quantity ascertained ;
a because it is tlie CE Rs of"

sentence of the messenger, adjudging the subject poinded THE * us -

to the creditor, which transfers the property : but if thep i NB1NG .

creditor, poinding by rips, take possession of the corn before „ .. . ,

its price be legally fixed by a sworn appraiser, and the possessing,

quantities settled either by sworn threshers, casters, or^ °.re
.

measurers, or at least by the tenants from whom the credit- fixed.

ors received it,
b he will be liable in a spulzie. But care if a suffi-

must be taken that the poinding be without prejudice ofno"^^
the landlord, who objects his hypothec, otherwise the mes-the land-

senger may be resisted with impunity. p^thec/"

Though in executing a caption a messenger is not bound,

as lord Bankton observes, to shew his blazon, as this were

a warning to the debtor to make his escape, the case is

otherwise in poindings ; in going to execute which, or real should the

dilisrence, the messenger should have his visible badge upon H*^ be
°

.

° or shewn in

him, otherwise he may be resisted with impunity

.

d executing a

poinding.

In case the constable be prevented from completing the

poinding, by shut doors, he is to return an execution to

that effect.

If he shall break open doors to poind, without letters of if he a.c.

open doors, he may be resisted, without the guilt of de- teniPts t?

forcemeat/ doors tT"
m poind,

a Fount. Dec. 22, 1698. Cath- break an inner door to take a distress.

cart, 1727, June, M'Whirtcr. (Buller's Nisi prius, p. 81.)

l> March n, 1707, Ersk. There is one exception. If the te-
c Hume, Crim. Law, vol. ii, p. 199. nant clandestinely conveys away his

<• Gardenetone, MS. v. Deforce- goods, and locks them up, the land-

Went lord, calling a constable, and making1
c By the English law, the landlord oath to the house, may break it up

has no means to get at the goods, if in the day-time. (Burn, tit. Dis-

the tenant locks his door. But if tress.)

the outer door be open, one may f Hume, Ibid.
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S *• If he be deforced, he returns an execution of deforce-

cers of ment. If the debtor offer payment before the poinding be
the jus- completed, time will be allowed for that purpose.

POINDING.

lithe debtor As the property of moveables is presumed from the pos-

OToath"
1 " sess*on °f themj tae constable or messenger ought to pro-

that the ceed on executing his diligence, though the debtor should

fc°°

s

to

e" declare, even on oath, that the goods about to be poinded

another ? belong to another. But if a third party shall, before the

if a third poinding is completed, offer to make oath that the goods
party inter- , .

feres? are his, the constable, who is vested with judicative autho-

rity in this matter, is authorized to take his oath, and even

put special interrogatories to him, in order to discover in

whom the property is truly vested ; and if, by the claim-

ant's answers, it appear to him that the claim is collusive,

he may proceed in the poinding ;
a otherwise he shall re-

turn an execution stating the interruption.

If the party has omitted, or does not incline, to make

oath to the constable, he still has an opportunity of making

oath to the sheriff when the appraisement is reported ; and

if dissatisfied with the sheriff's judgment, he may carry the

question by advocation before the court of session. But if,

without appearing or objecting at that period, lie suffer the

sheriff to issue forth his warrant for the roup, it is then top

late to offer his oath to the constable, whose powers then

consist merely in earning the roup into execution. The opi-

nion that oath may be made any time before the sale, is er-

roneous, and tends to produce much confusion, and to di-

minish the beneficial alteration of the bankrupt act, which

gives the party so much more time to retain his property

.

b

a Stair, b. iv, tit. 30, § 6 ; tit. 47, Anderson against Roy, i sc February

$ 26. Ersk. b. iii, tit- 6, ^ 26. t8c4.

b Observation from the bench

;
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If a sist or suspension be intimated to the messenger or § 4.

constable, he must desist ; the poinding will not be effec-*^ ,"**

tual '

3
X he may even be resisted with impunity: the court the jus-'

ofjusticiary sustained the defence, that a sist was intimated Rinsing;

to the messenger the day before the deforcement.5

And by the general opinion of our writers, supported by

several decisions, if the claimant produce a written convey-

ance, and make oath to the verity, the constable or messen- If a written

ger has no authority to judge whether the claim be collusive
conveyan

or not. He must desist from the poinding, and express his

reason in the execution :
c if he attempt to proceed in the

face of the conveyance, it is no deforcement to resist him.J

Many British statutes in force in this country order ex- distress.

ecution by distress and sale, for recovering sums and pe-

nalties awarded by the decrees of thejustices of peace ; for

the particulars of which recourse must be had to the sta-

tutes themselves ; or to those parts of this treatise where

they fall to be noticed.

Although the title of Distress is explained at great

length by Burn, it is not necessary here to go into any mi-

nute detail, having already, as we proceeded, marked its

agreement or disagreement with the Scottish poinding ; and

indeed this statutable distress, with which alone we have

to do, differs very essentially from the English distress at

common law ;
c we shall therefore only notice that distress

which takes place by warrant of justices of the peace-

By the 27 Geo. II, c. 20, it is enacted as follows : " In

a Dec. 7, 169a, Turner. Fount. d Purves against Craw, 1697,

b Major Burnet, 1697, August 4. aou March. Hume, Criminal LjWj

Hume, Crim. Law, vol. li, c. xiii,
\ 5. ibid.

c Fount. July zz, 1687. Bread. c Blackstone, b. iii, p. 6.

and Brsk. b. iii, t. 6, § zd.
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'> 4- " all cafes where an}' justice of the peace is or shall be re-

iC quired or empowered by any act of parliament to issue a

the jus. <t Warrant of distress for the levying of any penalty inflict-

distrTss. " °d> or any sum of money directed to be paid by such act,

{( it shall be lawful for the justice granting such warrant*

distress
5 " therein to order and direct the goods and chattels so to

and selling a be distrained, to be sold and disposed of within a certain

" time, to be limited in such warrant, so as such time be

« not less than four days, nor more than eight days, unless

" the penalty, or sum of money, for which such distress

f* shall be made, together with the reasonable charges of

" taking and keeping such distress, be sooner paid.

charges of a And the officer making such distress, shall and may de=

keeping,
i{ duct the reasonable charges of taking, keeping, and sell-

a:;d selling, a
jn o-

3 $ueh distress, out of the money arising by such sale

;

" and the overplus (if any) after such charges, and also the

" said penalty or sum of money, shall be satisfied and paid,

(l shall be returned, on demand, to the owner of the goods

Ci so distrained ; and the officer executing such warrant, if

" required, shall shew the same to the person whose goods

i( are distrained^ and shall suffer a copy thereof to be taken-

Where els- <( And whereas warrants of dk tress are sometimes inef-

not be
" " fectual, by reason of the goods of the offenders being oui

found in " of the jurisdiction of the justice granting the same, it is

diction of
" enacted, that in all cases where any penalty, forfeiture,

the justices « finej or other mone}r
, is directed by warrant of anyjustice

warrants, it " to he levied by distress and sale of the goods of any per-

may fee le- a Son, if sufficient distress cannot be found within the Ii-
vied m any . . . .

ether place. " mit3 of the jurisdiction of such justice, on oath thereof,

(t made by one witness, before one justice of any other

<« county or place, (which oath shall be by him certified by
u indorsement on such warrant), such penalty, forfeiture,

" fine, or other money, or so much thereof as may not

" have been before levied or paid, may, by virtue of sucl*
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« warrant and indorsement, be levied by the person to $ 4.

" whom such warrant was originally directed, by distress
£ J r

°

s
"£

<c and sale of the goods of such person in such other coun- the jo

iC ty or place ; to be applied in like manner as if sufficient

«« distress had been found within the jurisdiction of the

" justice who originally granted such warrant ; and if no

" such distress can be found, such offender may be pro-

(t ceeded against according to law."*

W Provided, that no justice who shall indorse any such

" warrant as aforesaid, shall be answerable for any irregu-

u larity which may have been committed in or about the

* f granting thereof/'^

V. The most and important part of the duty of consta- § $•

CIUM1N;
"WARRANTSbles, is the execution of criminal warrants.

If a warrant be directed generally to all constables, no

one can execute it out of his own precinct ; for in such case

it shall be taken to each of them respectively within their

several districts, and not to one of them to execute it with-

in the district of another.

Accordingly, in an action of trespass for entering the

plaintiff's house, where the defendant had acted under a

warrant from a justice of the peace to search for nets, di-

rected to the constable of Shipborhe, to Samuel Carter, and

to all other officers of peace in the county of Kent, lord

Mansfield delivered the opinion of the court as follows :

—

" This is a most unjust action : the plaintiff having receiv-

tl ed no sort of damage, and the defendant having acted

ie bona fide. I therefore wished much to get rid of it : but

< c the hwf is correctly brought to my recollection, and I an'

a 33 Geo. Ill, c. 55,
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5 5.
<e sorry to find it with the plaintiff. No constable can act

criminal (t out Qf hj3 Qwn district. it j3 certainly to be taken re-

<e dendo singula singulis. The defendant is neither con-

" stable of Shipborne, nor Samuel Carter ; and the general

<l direction is to be taken to each within his own district

;

(C therefore, as the warrant was not directed to the claim-

«< ant, he cannot justify under it. The plaintiff must have

" a verdict for one shilling."*

Reason of The reason of the rule seems to be, that warrants may
the rule. ke executed by persons whose character as officers of the

law is known in the place ; otherwise force might often be

ble^ompel- repelled by force, and infinite mischiefs might arise. Even
lable to ex- jf the warrant be directed to a particular constable by name,
ecute it out,. >.,, • r» 1 . *• ± • *

of his dis- he is not compellable to execute it out 01 his own district

;

trict? though he may execute it any where within the jurisdic-

tion of the justice.5 He may execute the warrant also be-
When may .... .« -, . - . ,- -

a warrant yond the jurisdiction of the justice, provided it be indorsee!

be executed ^ a justice or magistrate for the county or place where
beyond the J J J ° *

. . .

junsdic- the delinquent (whether before or after the issuing 01 it)

tlon
• has gone to reside.

Warrant to Although the warrant be directed to two or more
two or

jointly, yet any of them alone may execute it.
d

jointly.

Taking the Though others may lawfully assist, yet the person to

assistance whom the warrant is directed must personally execute it,
•i others. •• .* "

,

unless it be directed to the sheriff, who may command nis

bailiff, under-sheriff, or other known and sworn officer, to

serve it, and even without any writing or precept. Eut if he

will command another man, that is no such officer, to serve

a Cas. by H. Black, i V. 15 N. c 24 Geo. II, c. 35. Burn, *. Wa*-

b Lord Ray M. 546. 1H.H.581. rant,

a H. H. no. a Hawk. 8$. Burn, d Dalt. 169.

o. Arrest.
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it, he must give him a -written precept, otherwise false im- § 5-

prisonment will be committed.* warrants

Hawkins, however, adds, that, "inasmuch as the office May heap*

<e of a constable is wholly ministerial, and no way judicial, Pomt
?

a d"-

" it seems that he may appoint a deputy to execute a war-
tc rant directed to him, when, by reason of sickness,absence,
<c or otherwise, he cannot do it himself; yet it doth not
(e seem to be settled that a constable can make a deputv

" without some special cause."5 Dr. Burn* upon this sub-

ject, states the following cases—Maidhurst and Waite,

M. 2, G. 3. The high constable appointed a deputy to

billet soldiers under the mutiny act : the appointment was

by parole only, and the deputy was not sworn. It was

ruled by lord Mansfield and the court, that the high con-

stable had power by the act to billet soldiers ; and he may
appoint a deputy to this particular ministerial act. This is

a ministerial (not a judicial) act : and a constable may ap-

point a deputy to do ministerial acts.

And in the case, King v. Clark, it seemed to be admitted

as a settled point that a constable may appoint a deputy

.

d

The superior must be answerable for his deputy upon Re5ponai-

any miscarriage, unless the deputy be allowed and sworn ;
ble for his

for then he is constable.

And by 1 W. c. 18, 1. 7, if any person dissenting from Vyithrc_

the church of England shall be sworn constable, and shall sPtct to <ii&-

scntcrs
scruple to take upon him the office, in regard of the oaths,

or any other matter required to be done in respect of such

office, he may execute it by a sufficient deputy, by him to

be provided, to be allowed by such persons, and in such

* I.amb. 89. c Burr, Mans. JXJ9. Burn (Constable.)

* 2 Hawk. iz. * Durnf. and East. z. v. 6 •
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% 5. manner as such officer in such office should have been al-

"^"^^ lowed; and by 31 Geo. Ill, c. 32, the like privilege is ex-

tended to Roman catholics, on their taking and subscrib-

ing the oath and declaration specified.*

Manner of The officer to whom a warrant is directed and delivered,
arresting.

OUgjjt xx[x\x an speed and secrecy to find out the party, and

then to execute the warrant.

Ought he It seems to be proper, that at the time of arresting the
to notify

constabie notifv his office and errand. The delinquent is
nis errand •* *

and office, thus warned of his duty, and of the consequences of resist-

How ? ance.b The natural warning is to exhibit his baton, and

Exhibition (if a messenger) his blazon, c and produce his warrant

;

ofl"st>lazop wh}ch precautions, as far as possible, ought to be observed,

but cannot be said to be indispensable. An officer gives suf-

ficient notice what he is, when he says to the party, " I

K arrest you in the king's name ;" in which case the party

must at his peril obey him, though he know him not to be

an officer ; and if he have no lawful warrant, the party ag-

grieved ma;- have his action of false imprisonment.^ We
have already seen, that, without any warrant, a constable

may arrest by virtue of his office ; in like manner in cases

of felony, not only a constable, but even private person?,

may arrest the felon, without any warrant at all.

a known A distinction has been made between an officer known

to be such, and when he is acting among strangers.

—

If he act out of his precinct, or be not .sworn, and common-

ly known, though he be not obliged to part with his war-

rant to any one, even an impartial spectator, for inspection

. Constable.) fixed fo theii breast, messengers

b IJuir.e, vol. iv, p. IJI. 1 < at .urns.

the brass < . ^69. •
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or perusal,
3 yet he must shew it, if demanded ;

b otherwise §"$.

the party may make resistance, and need not obey it.
c Thus"^"^

9

in the trial of John and George Sinclair, for resisting a

warrant to apprehend for theft, judgment was delivered in ed to parf
these terms : " But find the defence alleged for the de- with his

« fenders, that James Sutherland was not known to be a any one for

u sheriff-officer, and that no warrant was produced by inspection.

« him from the sheriff, when required, for seizing John

« Orr, relevant to elide that part of the libel."d But a per-

son sworn, and commonly known, and acting within his

own precinct, need not shew his warrant ; but he ought

to acquaint the party with the substance of it.
c The dispo-

sition of our practice seems rather to be for exacting the

same compliance, even from a known officer, acting within

his ordinary precinct, wherever he acts in virtue of a war-

rant, since it is possible he may not be possessed of it, or

not have it upon him at the time/

VI. The act 1662, c. 6,? entitled, for suppressing theft, $-6.

robberies, and depredations, enacts, " that whenever any""^
' oppressions, hayships, reifs, somings, thefts, robberies, or 0F the

1 depredations, shall happen to be committed within any
f part of this kingdom, by whatsoever person or persons,

f the owner of the goods shall immediately give intimation

' to the sheriff or his deputes, or any of the justices of the Duty of ail

f peace, or constables within the paroch, out of which the[°
gIve in"

1 goods are taken, as can be most conveniently had ; and
< which sheriffs, justices of peace, or constable, shall im- Duty of the

• mediately, upon intimation foresaid, under the pain of n"S istrat ''

( being liable in the restitution of the goods away taken, or

( payment of the value thereof, command and require all

a Hume, vol. lii, c. 2. e Ibid. Hawk. p. 85.

b 2 Hawk. p. 85, 86. f Hume, vol. iii, c. a.

c Dalton, L. 169. Burn, Arrest. S CIu. II, pari. I, a

e, vol. iiL • . 125.
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5 6 - " sensible persons within the parish to concur and go along

the power" with him in pursuit of said goods and away-taker9 there-

of the te f. an(j which persons are obliged to obey, under the
COUNT?. u pain foresaid," &c. " And in case it shall happen the

u said thieves or robbers to pass through or rest in any
<e other paroch where the justices of peace, constables, he-

" ritors, woodsetters, and fewers, within the same, are able

** to stop and oppose the carrying away of the saids goods,
*e then, and in that case, the saids justices of peace, consta-

" hies, heritors, woodsetters, and fewers, shall be themselves,

** tennants and servants, and such as they can command,
<e make opposition, and seize upon the goods and drivers

<e thereof; and shall be obliged upon complaint made to

Restoring " the sheriff or his deputes, or any of the saids justices of
thegoodsto« peace, by the owner of the saids priods, or any having
the owners. r

„ , J> , .." power from tne owner for that enect, to restore the saids

" goods within fifteen dayes after the requiring thereof;

" and deliver, or secure, the drivers and way-takers thereof,

<c that they may underly the law ; and in case the commit-

" ters ofthe foresaid crime be so numerous and powerful that

" they cannot be stopt and mastered by the inhabitants of the

<c said parodh, thert the saids whole sensible inhabitants shall

Rising of
u he obliged, under the pain foresaid, to rise in arms, and

the county. « follow and pursue them ; and require all the sensible per-

" sons, in any other paroch they shall happen to pass

" through, to joyn with them (and which persons shall be

tl obliged to do the same, under the pain of being lyable for

P inish
*' ^ie Sooc*s> or value thereof, as said is), in the prosecution

tiient of <c and recovery of the saids goods, that so the goods ma}7 be
t^ose w o^ t( restore£j t0 the right owners, and the depredators punish-

ed. <( ed according to law. It is likewise statute and ordained,

" that if the pursuer of the goods shall not be able, after

<( all his utmost endeavours, with concurrence aforesaid, to

" recover the saids goods, and apprehend the way-takers
te thereof, then, and in that case, the respective heritors,

" woodsetters, and fewers, within the paroch wherein the
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«f goods shall be found to have been disposed of, or sparpel- § 6 -

(s led, shall be lyable for the value of the saids goods, ac- THE power

•' cording to their several interest." of the

A private person cannot raise power to arrest or detain who may,

a felon :
a but anv justice, or the sheriff, or other officer,

and who
.

« ° '
;

may not •

may take of the county any number he shall think proper,

to pursue, arrest, -and imprison traitors, murderers, robbers,

.

and other felons ; or such as break, or go about to break,

and disturb the king's peace : and no man can refuse his Penalty for

aid and assistance, under pain of fine and imprisonment.5
ai(ii

glviniJ

But it is not justifiable to assemble the posse comitatus, or

raise a power or assembly of people, without good cause. In

England, a justice, sheriff, or other officer, entitled to take

the posse comitates, may command the assistance of al\
Poss*

'

comi-

* .. i , i , . -, , *
tatus

> wll£D
knights, gentlemen, yeomen, husbandmen, labourers^ trades- proper.

men, servants, apprentices, and of all other persons above who ought

the age of fifteen years, and able to travel/ because, by the t0
J
om **

statute of Winchester, all above that age are bound to have

harness * d but women, ecclesiastical persons, or such as who art-

are decrepit or diseased, shall not be compellable to at-
exemPted *

tend ;
e and in such case it is referred to the judgment

of the justice, sheriff, or officer, what number he will

have to attend him • and how, and in what manner, they

shall be armed, or otherwise furnished/ Similar to these

are the provisions of the Scottish act, above recited, though,

says Mr. Hume, not observed with that punctuality that

may be wished. 3

By this statute, the severity both of king James the Sixth':}

act for the punishment of thieves and other such offenders, 11

a i Hale. Hist. p. 601. c Dak. ibid.

'At.c.iji. Bum, Arrest. f Idem. Burns, ibid.

' Idem. 8 Hume, vol. iii, c. 2, § 2.

d Burn Arrett. k 7 J94, c. 331.

Vol. L X
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f *• and of the clause in the general enactment respecting homi-

THEP0WER cide,a making it lawful to kill depredators and fugitive

of the criminal?, seems to have been moderated and explained, in

as lar as the warrant of a lawful magistrate became necessa-

ry to justify the slaughter of such offenders and their asso-

ciates ; and so the law has been understood in practice.b

§ 7 . VII. An arrest in the night is good, both at the suit of
arrest in

t]je k«ng an(j sukjectj otherwise the party may escape.

Criminal warrants may be executed on the Lord's day

;

"^"ThTis^11* an^ c*v *' warrant executed that day is void; and the

it lawful ? person executing it is liable in damages, as if he had had

no warrant. 11

If the constable merely require the party to go before

the justice, this is no arrest, nor imprisonment.® For bare

Not by words will not make an arrest, without laying hold of the
words. person, or otherwise imprisoning him ;

f but if the officer

, . come into the room, and tell the party he arrests him, and

the door, lock the door, this is an arrest, for he is in custody of the

upon one ?

It hath been held in England, that if a constable, after
Retaking & '

V,

after arrest, he has arrested the party by force of a warrant, suffer him

to go at large, upon his promise to return, and find sure-

o on'his ' ties> he cannot arrest him again by force ofthe same warrant.

promise to If the party, however, do return, and put himself un-
return.

der the custody of the same constable, it seems that it may

urn/re-"

^

e probably argued that the constable may lawfully detain

turns. him, and bring him before the justice, in pursuance of

2 Cha. II, pari. 1, 1661, c. %%. f Burn, Arrest.

b Gardenstone, MS. v. Murder. £ 1 Salk, p. 79. % Hawk. p. 1 29.

c Burn, Arrest. Cases in the time of lord Hardwicke 3

d 29 Cha. II, c. 7, § 6. Burn, ibid. p. 301,
f Dalt. c. 17c.
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such warrant ; but in this the law seems not to be clearly § 7.

settled. 3 But if the party arrested escape, the officer may, J^
E

t
^"?

upon fresh suit, take him again and again, as often a9 he
EscapeafteJ

escapes, though he were out of view, or shall fly into an- arrest,

other town or county.5

When the officer has made the arrest, he is forthwith What hap-

to bring the party according to the direction of the warrant. ^"
e

s

st

a

If it be to bring the party before thejustice who granted the

warrant specially, then the officer is bound to bring him be- The war-

fore the same justice ; but if the warrant be to bring him r?"tstV
ctly

before any justice of the county, then it is in the election of

the officer to bring him before what justice he thinks fit,

and not in the election of the prisoner. But if the time be May the

unseasonable, as in or near the night, whereby he cannot at- warrant

tend the justice, or the residence of the justice at a distance, only
.

he for

or if the party be sick, or if there be danger of a present res- departed

cue, the officer may secure him in his house, or other place from -

of safety, till the next day, or such time as it may be rea- if the war-

sonable to bring him.d If the warrant to apprehend contain, ra
P
t con"

. . * x tains an or*

de piano, an order for commitment (as is not unlawful, but der for im«

the ordinary stile of those obtained from the lords of iusti-
media

^
e

J J commit-
ciary), the constable must lodge him immediately in gaol. e ment.

A warrant to break up doors is not to be executed May he

without necessity. The constable or other officer must

^

a

rs

open

first signify to those in the house the cause of his coming,

and request them to give him admittance.' If this be re- he p

a

r(>vi-'

S '

fused, he may then break open the house, whether it be °udy do *

the delinquent's own, or some other person's who is giving

him refuge for the time.s

•-> z Hawk. p. 81. e Hume, vol, iil, c. 3.

b Dalt. c. 169. Hum, Arrest. f % Hawk. p. 86. Hume, Vi .

c 1 Hale's Hist. p. 582. a Hale's c . 1.

Hist. p. 11:. E % Hale's Hist. p. 117

it 2 Hale's Hhr. o. 120

X 2
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S 7- The same is the officer's privilege with us upon a war-

ceneral. rant t0 search any house for stolen goods, and apprehend

the possessors." If the goods be not there, the officer seems

justified ; but he that made the suggestion may be punish-

able. 13

Warrant to The officer observing these precautions is not answerable,
search for hough the party be innocent, or even though no such felo-
itolengoods

. t> • ...
ny have been committed. But a private individual, who

Can a p.-l- breaks up doors to arrest any person barely on suspicion of

breakdoors^011^' C*°eS lX at mS Pe1"** '
*^at 1Sy *^*n trut^ suc^ Person

to arrest be a felon, then it is justifiable ; but if he be innocent,

pidon"of
US
"though upon a reasonable cause suspected, then it is notjus-

felony ? finable.*1 For the private individual is not compelled, but

Difference onl}' permitted, to arrest ; whereas the officer is punishable

betwixt a if he mit it on complaints As without a warrant an of-

person and ficer may search for stolen goods, though he may not break
constable.

pen doors, so, if he enter in the day-time, the door being

open, and the door be afterwards shut, and upon demand

refused to be opened by them within, if the stolen goodi

be in the house, he may break open the door. f

Power of As laws and tribunals would little avail were their or-
kilung.

(jerg resjsteci ancj contemned with impunity, their officers,

who are intrusted with an important duty to be executed,

though at the hazard of their lives, are justifiable, under

certain circumstances, even in killing offenders.

Execution An officer, in attempting to execute a civil warrant, is

of a cJ-.ii
t

iust ifiabie in killing; the party who merely flies from
Warrant, ,,,,, , .- .,

him, and who, though he may escape, and disappoint the

a Hume, vol. iii, c z, 12, !
, 3. d 1 Hale's Hist. p. 82. Burn, Ar-

b a Hale's Hist. p. iji. Eurn, Ar- rest.

rcst .

e Ibid, a Hale's Hist. p. 92.

c Ibid. f 2 Hale's Hist. p. IJI. But*,

Search-warrant.
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execution of this particular warrant, yet, far from disputing* § 7.

ARREST
GENERAL.rather seems to acknowledge, its authority ; and thus nei-f
R1

ther exposes the authority of the law, nor ofthe magistrate,

to any such hazard of contempt, as to render that extreme

measure necessary; so far is clear hoth by the law of Eng- If he mere.

land and Scotland. If there be a warrant against a person 3way ?

for a trespass or breach of the peace, and he fiies,, and wiij

not yield to the arrest, or being taken makes his escape, fr fa trespass

the officer kill him, it is murder. 3 But in the lav/ ofEng- or breucn.

land it seems farther a fixed point, that " if such person, if he as-

. , , c- 1 saults the
" either upon the attempt to arrest, or after the arrest, as- messenger j

(< sault the messenger, to the intent to make his escape from

< s him, and the officer standing upon his guard kills him,

«« this is no felony ; for he is not bound to go back to the

" wall, as in common cases se defendendis ; for the law is

" his protection, and this the necessity, that he cannot

<* otherwise execute his commission." 5

<e The doubt with us will be, not whether we will go

" farther, but whether we will go so far, and hold a mes-

*' sengerjustifiable for such slaughter, as he necessarily doth

" towards execution of a poinding, caption, or other civil

** diligence, to apprehend." 2

Deforcement being a crime which has a distinct punish-
Is our

.

ment affixed to it, the messenger, it has been argued, when the same

resisted, should break his wand of peace, and protest for re- ^Weland
meid of law, and is not justifiable in killing, unless he be i" those

seriously attacked with offensive weapons. Accordingly,
particu arl

Mackenzie observes, that if any man resist the execution of

his majesty's laws, by messengers or other public servants, in

that case the messenger cannot proceed to kill, as was found

a a Hale's Hist. p. 117. Burn, v. Arrest.

b z Hale's Hist. p. 118. Burn, it. Arrest.

* Hume, Ciim. law, vol. i, c. 6, § 4.

x 3
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§ 7 . in John Macintosh's case.3 But if the resister do also pro-
arrkst iN

ct
.

t(i to offer violence, by drawing upon the messenger, in

that case the messenger may lawfully kill him, without the

What dan- necessity of proving that he would have been in danger of

The ^^ his life, if he had not killed ; though private persons cannot

bk in kill- kill when they are invaded, unless they be by that invasion
ws' put in danger of their life. ' Though, therefore, an officer

may no doubt kiD, if it be necessary to carrying his commis-

sion into effect ; yet (observes Mr. Hume) the rule, as far

as can be gathered from our records, and in itself a salutary

and reasonable rule, appears to be, that no violence is held

sufficient which does not carry evidence with it to the offi-

cer that his life shall come to be m hazard, if he persist in

Win the
executing his warrant. According to any light with which

dread of a the practice of past times supplies us, the dread of a wrest-

bout of ling-bout or struggle, or even of a beating or bruising in the

beating, prosecution of the service, shall not be held a relevant de-
> 1 > 1

m.
£ence . nor jn(jee{j anv thing short of the preparation of

lethal weapons against the officer, or of such a power and

force as, in the whole circumstances of the case, plainly in-

form him that, but with the terror of his life, he cannox

advance to do his duty. c

THEdifference
;
therefore,between an officer and ordinary

man, lies here, -an individual, tojustify his killing the in-

vader, must be in actual and imminent danger of his own
life, as at the momentofkilling, andso situated, tbatunless by

killing the invader, he has no means of escaping alive. But

the officer shall be acquitted, if, at the time of killing, thai

danger be in near and manifest preparationfor him, so as in

reason to convince him that he shall come to be in danger of

his life in the farther prosecution of his duty, and although

a May 11, 161Z. Mr. Hume ob- b Mackenzie, Crim. law, tit M'...

serves, this point, though among o- der, N°. 19.

thers largely debated, was nut dead- c lb
:

,d.

:d in this case.
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by deserting the service he might at once put an end to the § 7-

ARREST I lJ

hazard. A messenger, for instance, bearer of a caption, if GENERAU

he find a posse of the debtor's friends posted at the door

with drawn swords, and resolute to oppose his entry, may
justify advancing and firing upon them, though no thrust

have yet been made at him, and before coming within reach

of their weapons ; for his life and theirs are not, in these

circumstances, of equal value to the law ; nor is he obliged

to expose himself so far on their account. 1

In executing criminal warrants, the officer's powers arc Power of

still broader. By the law of England, where a warrant is^e case of

sueth against a person for a felony, and either before or af- criminal

ter arrest he flies and defends himselfwith stones or weapons,

so that the officer must give over his pursuit, or otherwise

cannot take him without killing him, if he kill him, it is no

felony ; and the same law is for a constable that doth it by

virtue of his office on hue and cry. 1
' But the party ought

to have information of the reason of the pursuit, viz. that

there is a warrant against him ; and it must be a case of ne-

cessity, but not such a necessity as in the former case, (a war-

rant for a trespass, or a breach of the peace), where an as-

sault is made upon the officer ; but this is the necessity, what ne-

namely, that he cannot otherwise be taken. But though a cess'ty j"s-

private person may arrest a felon, and if he fly so as he can- constable ?

not be taken without he be killed, it is excusable in this

case for the necessity ; yet it is at his peril that the party be In the case

a felon ; for if he be innocent of the felony, the killing (at persons ?

least before the arrest) seems to be at least manslaughter : for

an innocent person is not bound to take notice of a private

person's suspicion •, although, whether innocent or not, he

ought to yield himself to the officer of the law, and answer

to the charge on record against him ; but that the practice

a Hume.Crim. law, vol. i,c. 6, § 4. c z II. II. p. 119. Burn.

i> 2 H. H. p. 118. Burn, Arrest.
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§ ">• of Scotland shall in all points be governed by the same con-AURESriN
m f

° J

general, siderations, and in particular, that it shall make the same al-

ls the law lowance in case of the felon barely flying from the warrant
of Scotland

t jiat j5 out agaj nst \&m cannot perhaps be affirmed. 3 The
the same _

a * *

herewith above-mentioned act, 1662, c. 6, empowering justices of

£
at

i d ? Peace J
&c. to make " all the sensible men in the parish con-

t( cur with them in pursuit of goods way-taken, and the

" way-takers thereof," declares, that in " case it shall hap-

" pen the parties, whose goods are taken, or those that are

" obliged to rise with them in manner foresaid, to slay, hurt,

" mutilate, in the said pursuit, the way-takers or their asso-

" ciates, yet notwithstanding they shall never be drawn in

" question, nor liable in any pursuit, civil or criminal, for

i( said slaughter, mutilation, &c. but are hereby as freely

iC remitted as if they had our sovereign lord's special com-

" mission for that effect."6 The general act, c passed " for

" removing all question and doubt that may arise hereafter

<c in criminal pursuits for slaughter," among other instan-

ces' ofjustifiable homicide, states the three following homi-

cides : " In time of manifest depredation, or in pursuit ofde-

" nounced or declared rebels for capital crimes, or of such

" who assist and defend the rebels and depredators by arms,

u and by force oppose the pursuit and apprehending of

« them." These masterful depredators were bands of High-

land thieves, who, so late almost as 1745, were in use to

make incursions into the low country, and carry off whole

herds of cattle in a masterful and warlike manner. These

lawless bands, as also declared and denounced rebels for ca-

pital crimes, the act authorizes the inhabitants to attack, and

even kill, in the pursuit, although they were not in a pos-

ture of violence or defence.^ But betwixt these two classes

and the third, viz. those who aid and assist, the act makes

this distinction, that the latter it is not lawful to kill, unless

a Hume, Crim. law, vol. i,c. 6, §3. c Cha.II,parL i,sess. i66i,c.Z2,

b Cha. II, pari. 1, sess. 2, c. 6. d Gardenstone, MS. Murder.
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thev^ resist with arms, and oppose the apprehension of the $ 1

criminals with force; whereas the former, like public ene- ARRESTI!*

mies and outlaws, may be killed when running away.
GENERAI"

But in the case of officers of the law and their assistants

executing a criminal warrant to apprehend one, even upon
the accusation of a capital crime, no decision has yet gone

the length of justifying the slaughter of the party who
seeks his safety merely by flight.3

a Lord Gardenstone, in his manuscript, tit. Murder, says, it is clear that

•fficers of the law are not justifiable to kill one who flies away,



CHAP. IX,

THEIR
ORIGIN

Of Commissioners under the Comprehending Acts.

$ r. I. Ti1 very man, in return for the protection he receives

-L* from the state, is bound to yield military service,

when necessary for its defence. This duty is coeval with

the national union. In Greece and Rome every freeman

was a soldier ; and the same was formerly the case in al!

the European nations, and particularly among the warlike

inhabitants of this island, though the training was not so

systematic and regular. In England, the peasantry of the

different counties were levied by commissions of array ;

and in Scotland they were led by the sheriffs, either im-

mediately or more remotely, as the vassals of feudal supe-

riors. And although the feudal laws always strove to ap-

propriate the vassals to their respective chiefs, and separate

them from their general allegiance to the state, yet not even

in France, at the very height of feudalism, did the king re-

linquish the right in cases of great emergency,3 to call im-

mediately for the service of all the lieges, whether holding

of the crown or others. The term ban b was derived from

* Arrierban^rf extraordinarium. Si expanse: wdtntur radium turncrc, inds

quandoreipublicits necessitas exigit. Craig, pan, ban (quibus alii d adjicittnt injine)

Pe feud. lib. ii, dig. ia, § 36. pro vexillo. (Spelm. Gloss, ad ve-

to Ban. A Saxo pan pro txtenso et cem.)
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the signal employed to summon the people to take arms ; $ i.

the fiery cross was the signal in this country, which none

,

could disobey with impunity.

Owing, indeed, to the fortunate situation of this island,

it has been seldom necessary to call out the great body of

the people ; and the feudal tenure of military service (later

here than in some other countries) came to be commuted

into money, with which regular troops were inlisted and

paid But the enactments respecting levies, and the suc-

cessive changes in the nature of our armaments, will fall

more properly to be noticed when we come to treat of the

state military, including the army, navy, militia, he. Our
present object is to explain, in general, the jurisdiction of

those commissioners who have been occasionally empower-

ed, by special acts of parliament, to seize and impress for

the public service, idle and vagabond able-bodied young

men. Such offenders had always been liable to be seized

and punished, or put to work, by the judge-ordinary.

This power of impressing such persons was intrusted to

commissioners of supply, by a clause in two of " the acts

*< for the levies," which passed in the reign of king Wil-

liam, 1695, c. 33, and IC06, c. 23.

II. These acts proceed upon the narrative, " that all he- <j z.

»' ritors, and the superior sort of his majesty's lieges, do T^*o'V
te really contribute to the expence of the war, by payment king wiv
<l of supplies and other public burdens ; and that it there-

"
CT̂

S

i( fore seems most reasonable that the inferior sort, who
<c contribute little or nothing, especially young men without
« e wives or children, should be compelled to contribute their

?' personal services in the war for a certain space, which is

« manifestly most necessary for the defence and security of
" themselves and the whole kingdom, besides the other ad-

F* vantages of profit and honour that may thereby accrue to Persons to

< J:e:n." And accordingly, these acts ordain the comrcis- j£:

,'/'
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§ 2- sioners of supply, &c. first, to design, and cause be given,

tion of tne idle, loose, and vagabond, persons, liable by former
KiNGvvH. acts to be seized by sheriffs, within their respective bounds

;

secondly, to call out by lot the other young fencible men,

who had not wives or children.

LUM 3

ACTS

$ 3- III. Since the Union, certain acts of parliament have
BRITISH
com pre- been passed, from time to time, commonlv called " com-

«« prehending acts." The last of these, 19 Geo. Ill, c. 10,
' « prehending acts."

§ 1, empowers justices of peace, commissioners of the land-

be^ompre- *ax> an(* magistrates of boroughs, to impress all able-bodied,

bended, idle, and disorderly persons, who cannot, upon examina-

tion, prove themselves to exercise, and industriously follow,

some lawful trade or employment, or to have some sub-

stance sufficient for their support, &c. ; as also, persons con-

victed of running goods, or of being aiding therein, and

who are liable in a penalty not exceeding «s£40, &c. Thi9

act materially differed from former ones, with regard to the

ease and protection that it afforded the magistrates employ-

ed in executing it.

In the records of the justices of the county of Edinburgh,

there appears a complaint in the name of William Wilson,

prisoner, stating, that although he produced a pass and cer-

tificate that he had a calling, he was nevertheless seized by

a recruiting officer in Argyllshire, and brought by him to

town, and was still detained in his custody. The officer

stated, that the prisoner had been made over to him by the

sheriff of Argyllshire as a vagabond ; but produced no evi-

dence of the assertion. The justices found him unwarrant-

ably seized, and ordained him to be set at liberty, and prohi-

bited the recruiting officer from troubling him. Compre-

hending acts, passing on the exigency of the moment, are

temporary.

\ 4- IV. A general question arises under all those acts, how
far the commissioners acting under them are liable to the re-
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view of courts of law ? And there has always been some S f
difference of opinion on the bench respecting the import AiLSt

^

of such clauses as this, " that the person so inlisted shall

« not be taken out of his majesty's service by any process

w of law, excepting for a criminal act ;" which clause also

occurs in the mutiny, militia, and other enactments, for rais-

ing men for the army and navy. The late lord-justice-clerk

Macqueen was of opinion that it did not apply to any case

where the validity of the inlistment was the question in

dispute ; and this seems to have been in general the prevail-

ing opinion, the supreme court never having thought itself

precluded from taking cognisance of complaints against such

commissioners, not for a wrong judgment under the statute,

but for acting in the face of it, and disobeying its injunc-

tions. One instance of this occured in the case of a man,

who objected to his inlistment, on the ground that he was

upwards of fifty years of age, under which alone the act

allowed persons to be comprehended. The court passed the

bill ; being generally of opinion, that its power of review,

from its inherent and constitutional jurisdiction, was not

excluded by this statute.*

A decision, somewhat contrary, had been pronounced in

the preceding year,b in the case of two men, who being im-

prisoned by warrant ofthe commissioners, and ordained to be

delivered to the commanding officer, presented a bill of sus-

pension and liberation, offering evidence of their good beha-

viour,and that theyfollowed a lawful employment,being hired

servants, and that the commissioners refused to receive that

evidence. The bill was refused, upon the principle that the

judgment of the commissioners could not be reviewed in a

court of law. The court, however, was much divided in

opinion ; and in the subsequent case of Cowpar and others

a Patullo against sir William Max- b 9thAug. 1778, Foot and Marsh ill

well, »j' h June 1779. Fac. ColL agaimt Major Stewart. Fac. C«U«
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5 4-

nitVIEW-
ABLE.

against sir John Ogilvy, the court, after hearing in pre-

sence, and upon the most solemn consideration, sustained

An argu-
lts competency to give redress in such circumstances. 1 In-

ment at the deed, if access to the supreme court in the most summary
manner were denied in such cases, the most oppressive con-

sequences might ensue.

a Diet. vol. iii, p. 34Z. See also

p. 344, case of the countess of Lou-

don against trustees on Ayrshire

roads; a8 t!l May 1793.

On the same principle, the court had

no doubt of sustaining its jurisdiction,

but thought the competency and me-

rits involved in the late case, as to

the exemption of volunteers from

serving as militia-men ; although the

statute, 47 Geo. Ill, c. 71, $ 44, pro-

vides, that no sentence, or order of

any deputy-lieutenant, or justice or

justices of peace, in Scotland, shall be
removed into any court, by hill of

advocation, suspension, or process of

reduction, or in any other way what-

soever. 16th Dec. 1807. Duke or

Buccleugh against Elliot.



CHAP. X.

Of Commissioners of Supply.

I, t"T"*he office of commissioner of supply is another op- a t ,

A portunity which the wise policy of our govern- CFmof"

FICE IN
ment affords to gentlemen, whose fortune does not require general.

professional pursuits, and whose inclination keeps them

procul a republica, of turning their leisure to the public

advantage.

Commissioners of supply, while they have a joint

charge with justices of peace, of roads, bridges, and ferries,

besides being employed with some other magistrates in

executing the comprehending acts, have the sole and ex-

clusive charge of levying the land-tax, and dividing valua-

tions. They indeed derive their name from this, their most

appropriate and important business.

Commissioners of supply are named in the yearly acts § 2 .

imposing the land-tax, for levying it, as well as adjusting C0M

the valuations of the several lands in each county.a
supply
HOW

a The act of convention, 1667, first powers which arc referred to and
NAM1

1 . . 1 , .
NOMINA

put commissioners on their present adopted by the subsequent statutes, TI0N
footing, and contains the rules and British and I'nglUh. The following

ara

MIS-
SIONF.RS ot
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§ *• In the county of Perth, some additional commissioners of

tjon of. supply being needed, their names were inserted in an act

for inforcing certain duties on pensions and offices in Eng-

land, but not appearing to relate at all to the commissioners

of supply for the county of Perth. At a meeting for choos-

ing a collector, the votes of those additional commissioners

were objected to ; and though a suppletory act had been

obtained, indemnifying the gentlemen named for acting as

commissioners, yet the election of the collector, which de-

pended on their votes, was set aside ; the court of session

being of opinion that the suppletory act could not operate

retro, so as to effect the rights of any individual ; and

though it was clearly the intention of the act to name the

gentlemen as commissioners of supply for Perth, still it had

not been carried into effects

. III. The Scottish acts name the most respectable gen*

^ualifi- tlemen and noblemen to collect the cess of their respective

counties ; and " for the burghs, the magistrates of the

(t same for the time being, with power to them to choose

iS stent-masters within their respective bounds."

But the British acts declare that none of the commis-

sioners named for the county shall be capable of acting

without being infeft in superiority or property, or possess-

ed as proprietor, or liferenicr, of lands, valued in the tax-

roll of the county where he acts, to the extent of <aC100

Scots per annum.

The act makes no distinction between superiority and pro-

are the dates of the different acts,al- c. 6, 9, and 10; 1603, c. 9; 1695,

most downward to the union : 1670, c. 10.

c. 3; 1672, c. 4; act of convention, a 1802, Jan. 19, Stewart against

1678; i68r,c.3; 1685, c. 12; 1685, Kinloch. l-'ac. Col.

c. 34 ; 1686, c. 2 ; 1689, c. 32 ; 1690,

CATION,
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perty. The same lands, therefore, qualify both the supe-
0UAL

5
j .

rior and the vassal to act as commissioners. 1 And two vas- cation.

sals, one of them holding base of the other, were both

found qualified to act.b

Mr. Wight observes, if this decision be well founded,

it is hard to say where it will stop. It should seem that as

many may act in respect of one parcel of land, of .£100 va-

Juation, as there may be subfeus of it granted. c

The acts, as they have hitherto been framed, make no

exception of lands of an old extent, proved by a retour be-

fore 1381. A freeholder, therefore, though eligible to re-

present the county in parliament, may not have valuation

to qualify him for a commissioner of supply.

Any person who shall take it upon him to act without Penalty for

the proper qualification, shall forfeit £20 sterling for every without a

such acting, to be recovered by action, complaint, or peti-ProPer<lua -

1 • n . . 1 • lification.

tion, in a summary way, at the suit 01 any proprietor within

the county, before the county court, or the court of session.

But the court of session seems now to think it sufficient to

inflict one penalty for one meeting, even though adjourned

from one day to another ; and though the person complain-

ed of may have acted in many different points. Costs have

also been refused in one case.d A different judgment, in

both respects, had been given in former cases. e

In the case of Gordon against Forbes, the latter, who was

appointed factor on the forfeited estate of Cromarty, plead-

a Bank. Inst. i,b. iv, tit. 18, par. i. c 1766, sir John Gordon against

b 41 Jan. 1766, sir John Gordon Forties,

against Anderson. Diet. Decis. vol. iii. Idem, against Forsyth. Wight,
c Wight, b. iii, e. 2. b. i, c. r. p. 192.

d July 25, I755> Macadam against

I.ogan.

Vol I.
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* 3- ed that it had been the practice to appoint factors in theab-

cat ion." sence °f their constituent; and that this ought at least so

far to be sustained as to exempt him from the penalty in

respect of his bona fides. This defence was sustained by

the first judgment ; which, however, was altered on far-

ther consideration, and captain Forbes subjected in the sta-

tutory penalties.

Nullity. The payment of the penalty does not supply the want of

the qualification, so as to validate the actings of any person

as commissioner who has not land to the requisite extent.

The words of the statute are extremely express, that none

shall be enabled, or capable to be a commissioner ofthe land-

tax, or for executing the several powers and things herein

enacted, without, &c.

Exceptions There are two exceptions ; the one is, the eldest sons
where the

an(j jie irs_apparent of persons so infeft in lands to the re-

gion is not quisite extent and valuation ; the other is, provosts,, bailies,

required.
^Qan f guild, treasurers, maste."? of merchant companies,

deacon conveners of trades for the time being, of any royal

burgh, and bailies for the time being, of any borough of

regality or barony.

§ 4- IV. The yearly land-tax acts require that the cbmmis-

: „ .

*
sioners, before proceeding to act, should take and subscribe

Allegiance. 3 r ° .

... . the oath of allegiance and abjuration, and subscribe the as-
^ADju ration. o **

Assurance, surance appointed by law, to be taken by persons in offices

and public trust in Scotland, under the pain of forfeiting
Penalty. •

=£20 sterling.

If a nullity. The court of session held a division of valuation to be

void, because the commissioners had not taken the oaths of

allegiance and abjuration.^ But the statutes do not declare

a 8 th July 1 75 1, Sutherland,
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the proceedings of such commissioners to be void and null ; f 4.

and in a later case, 1 the court was unanimously of opinion

that it did not infer a nullity, and that the former case

had been erroneously decided. In this case many in-

stances were given of valuations being divided by commis-

sioners who had not taken the oaths ; and the clerks to the

commissioners for Ayrshire reported, that they never knew
one instance of their taking the oaths to government at any

meeting, except the general meeting, 30th April. t( The
" oaths are only produced at that meeting, and never call-

4( ed for at any other. When a new nomination coming

" down, I should think it necessary to take the oaths at

w the first meeting thereafter, that such new commission-

" ers might at present be qualified ; but that lias not hap-

" pened here, as I observe from the rolls of the oaths no
-" commissioners have ever qualified but at the general

" meeting in April yearly." Were, therefore, such ob-

jection to be sustained against a division of valuation, few

or none had taken place in that county for some years past,

which might not be challengeable ; the same looseness was

found to prevail in several other counties ; and in one it

was said to be the practice to qualify only once every par-

liament, when the separate act is passed naming the com-

missioners.

V. The commissioners of supply are entitled to name $ 5-

their convener from time to time, and may remove him at T10 "oF*

their pleasure.*5 thbclkrs

They are empowered to name likewise a collector and a

clerk, whom they may allow suitable salaries. Dr. Burn ob-

serves, the expression of the statute is, that the clerk is to be

appointed by a majority at each-respective meeting; but lord

Mansfield said, w if clerks were appointed under the land-tax

a
17??;, Feb. 20, Campbell against Macdowal. 1'ac. Coll.

b 1767, Dec. S4, Pultney against ur John Gordon. Ibid.

Y2

AND COL-

LECTOR.
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\ $.
et act each time of meeting, there would be no end to the

nomina-
(( eicct;ons." A competition having taken place for the col-

theclerk lector of the cess for the county of Ross, the disappointed

candidate brought an action before the court of session, con-

cluding for having it declared that the election was void,

and ought to be reduced, and that he himself ought to be

elected. He called as defenders his competitors and nine

of the commissioners of supply, who had concurred in his

appointment. The defenders objected, that all parties hav-

ing an interest had not been called ; and the lord ordinary

c< sustained the defence, that the whole of the commission-

s' ers of supply who voted for, and elected, Kenneth Mac-
" kenzie of Kilcoy, upon the 30th f April last, were not

* c called as parties to this process." The lords adhered. 1

§ 6. VI. The yearly acts specify the time and place for their

time and |>rst meetinpr. It is ordained to be held at the head boroughs
PLACE OF °

t

°

mbeting. of their several shires on a certain day, named in each act,

and the}' are empowered to name the subsequent diets oi

their meetings, and to name their conveners from time to

time. '* This is wisely ordered, to prevent packed meet-

'* ings of a few commissioners for the purpose of serving'

f« ajob." b

Notwithstanding an adjournment, the convener may
call a general meeting, upon the application of any person

having interest. Where the commissioners had neglected

to name a convener, the court of session has ordained the

sheriff to call a meeting on proper advertisement- 11

§ 7. VII. The acts appointing commissioners of supply are
quorum. very inaccurate as to the number of commissioners that

must be present, in order to constitute a quorum. But, in

a RoderickMackenzie against Ken- c Dec. 14, 1)56, sir Robert C- or >

?.eth Mackenzie, 1771, February. don. ( V\"ight, p. 194.)

b Wight, p. 193. d Ibid.
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practice, the commissioners act at their meetings as if they § 7«

were not confined to any quorum.1 quoR»*^

The proceedings of the commissioners are subject to the

review of the court of session, as the supreme civil court

of the nation. It seems sufficient to state this much here

in general. The particular detail will be more properly

deferred to those chapters which explain their duty,

whether acting by themselves or along with justices of

peace.

* Wight, p. 194.

yS
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PEACE,
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BOOK IL

OF 7W.fi PEACE.

CHAP. L

0/ Breaches of the Peace,

\, TT Avino already taken a general survey of the his- § r.

X. A. tory, powers, and procedure, of the several offi-
GENERAt

ces, we shaJl now, with more advantage, proceed to the

other, and more extensive, branch, namely, the objects of

their jurisdiction, under the general heads already men-

tioned ; of the public peace, the police, improvement of the

country, &c. The subdivisions will bring under our par-

ticular consideration the powers and duties of the respective

magistrates.

IT. Peace, extensively taken, includes every duty. It h **

;ans, what Cicero, a after Aristotle,b calls obtemperatiQ™£^'
lrJ9A

* Lit. I, dc legibus. t> Zii. 5, Ethct U
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PEACE,
WBATITIS

scriptis legibus et institutis populorum ; or, as it may be well

rendered, " walking in all the commandments and ordi-

" nances of the law blameless ;" a which Justinian reduced

to these three precepts, that we should live honestly, should

hurt nobody, and should render to every one his due.b The

first includes those classes of duties, the neglect of which giv-

ing public scandal, and setting an evil example, thus indirect-

ly proves injurious to others. These are enforced bv the laws

for checking impiety, irreligion, &c. c The second prohi-

bits our injuring another in his person or character.4 The

third has in view the protection of property, against all man-

ner of injustice, that we should not touch what does not be-

lon« to us, and that we should pay the debts which are due

by us. e In short, every action that in any of those points

of view is the object of criminal justice, may {hus be con-

sidered as a breach of the peace, which, in this extensive

a Luke, c. i, v. 6.

b Inst. lib. i, tit. i, § 3. Juris pra-

ctpta sunt bac boncste vivrre, alterum

non l&dere, suum cuique tribuere.

Both Harris, in his translation of

the Institutes, and judge Blackstone,

render honeste vivcre " to live honest-

«' ly." Professor Christian thinks it

should be rather rendered " to live

" benourably, or with decorum and bien-

" seance." It is certainly true, as the

learned professor remarks, that this

precept " was intended to comprise

" that class of duties, of which the

* violations are ruinous to society,

" not by immediate, but remote,

" consequences ; as drunkenness, de-

" bauchery, profaneness, cxtrava-

" gance, gaming."

But as the Latin word bor.esic un-

questionably has this signification, so

there seems to be no reason to doubt

.i.a: these t'.>« Irarr.id wsthc-rs meant

the same thing by the term honestly

;

which, as well as the substantive be-

nesty, and the adjective honest, is used

in the same extensive sense by the

acknowledged standards of pure Eng-

lish ; for example, by the translators

of the Bible. See 1 Timothy, c. ii,

v. a ; Romans, c. xiii, v. 13 ; and 1

Peter, c. ii, v. 12.

c Et prima quiJem, quo vita honcstas

pracipitur, intelligi ofortet mctari facta

omnia, qua ladunt pietatem, verecundiam,

ex'utimationem nostrum et generaliter qua:

pugnant cum legibus, bonis moribus et pub'

lica honestate. ( Vinnius Com. ad loc).

A JW alicujus vitam, aut incolumitj'

tern, libertatem, existimationem ladamui

aut vielemus. Vin. Ibid.

e Tertium ad resextcrnis : ut ab alierii

manus abstineamus hoc est, res a'.ttxjus non

attrectemus, aut minxxamus.; vt pfifiamur

vnumquemque rebus suit uti, ut reddamu.

qued alteram spud ms e$. Ibid.
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sense, is defined by the English lawyers to be i( any inter- § fc

" ruption of the confidence, quiet, and amity, that is be-^^xlrifc
w tween man." a

This extensive definition of peace naturally arose from

the political truth, that the magistrate, having no cure of

souls, cannot lawfully punish any action, unless so far as it

is injurious, or gives disquiet and disturbance to others.

Human laws cannot enforce those duties which men, as

moral or religious agents, owe to the Deity, or to them-

selves, or which affect certain rights of others, thence call-

ed imperfect i such as the right of the benefactor to grati-

tude ; of the unhappy to compassion ; of the needy to re-

lief. The avenging sword b can no more be unsheathed by

the magistrate after, than by the injured individual before,

the institution of government, if the action be sinful or im-

moral only ; it must, moreover, be injurious to the perfect

rights of other men.

But peace, in common language, is used in a more limit-

ed signification ; and has been defined to be *< any injurious

'* force or violence, moved against the person of another*

« his goods, lands, or other possessions, whether it be by
'« threatening words, furious gesture, or by force of body,

" or by any other force used in terrorem."-

(X u attention, then, must first be directed to violations of

the peace, in this narrower sense ; which class of offences

chiefly occasioned the institution of justices of peace, gave

that magistracy its name, and still form its widest, most pe-

culiar, difficult, and important province.

Breaches of the peace, though (even in thid restricted Divisi ..

breaches oi

a FitZ£eibcrt'y Justice of peace b ClaJius ultor. '

b, 9.

"

9. 1 1. Dakoo,
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5 2. sense) multifarious, differing in their features, characters,

Jthatitis
and consequences, and not correctly admitting any one de-

finition, are, however, all of them, either general or public

in their object, or private only.

§ 3. m. THE first class of breaches of the peace, or those

*
re" having a public object in view, may be introduced by the

crime of high treason, the greatest of all civil crimes. It is

derived from the French irahison, deceit. Neither treason,

nor misprision of treason, are within the letter of the com-

mission of the peace. These crimes are not competent to

How it falls be tried before the sessions ; but they fall under the cog-

jurisdiction
nisance °f this magistracy as offences against the peace of

•£ justices, the king and of the realm. And any one justice of peace,

either from his own knowledge or the complaint of others,

must take Measures for the apprehension of persons suspect-

ed of such crimes ; take the declaration of the delinquent,

or of others who can give evidence against him ; put the

same in writing; commit the delinquent for trial; and bind

Duty of over others to give evidence against him.a And generally,

justices where a person is committed for treason, it is advisable,

person is Dr« Burn observes, for the justices of the peace to send an
committed acCount of all the particulars immediately to the secretary
for treason. „.,-.,,, to

of state. It wih not be necessary, "therefore, to enter more

fully into this offence, than merely to state, in general, those

circumstances which are necessary, according to the English

lawyers, to constitute it.

Treason, Treason was, by the old law of Scotland, either proper

proper or or gtatutorv. The first included those facts which were
high, what
£ it>

treasonable by the common law ; such as contriving the

death of the sovereign, or laying him under restraint in his

person, or in the exercise of the government ; raising a

a 2 Hawk. p. 39. Hall, p. 1. i63. & Burn's Justice, tit. Treason.

1 Hale's Hist. p. 372.
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fray in the host without a cause ; levying war against him, § 3-

or inciting others to invade him ; the assaulting of castles TaEAS0Ni

where he resided ; the endeavouring to alter the succession*

impugning the authority of the estates^of parliament ; the

making of treaties, either with subjects or with foreign

states, or maintaining any forts without the king's con-

sent j and the resetting or concealing of traitors.* The se-

cond included all crimes which, though not of their own
nature carrying in them any of the distinguishing charac-

ters of proper treason, yet were punishable by statute with

the pains of treason, viz. theft by landed men ;
b murder Statutory

under trust ;
c wilfully setting fire to coalheughs,d cr to the old

houses, or corns :
e and assassination/ Scottish

law.

The punishment of treason, whether proper or statutory,

was death, and the forfeiture to the crown of the traitor's

estate, both real and personal, and the extinction of all the

heritable dignities, honours, or privileges, that the king had

conferred on him. The year immediately ensuing the

Union of the two kingdoms, anno 1707, the British parlia-

ment judging it reasonable that the whole united kingdom

should be governed by the same law in the matter of trea-

son, as their obligations to loyalty were the same, declared,

by 7 Anne, c. 2 1 , that the laws of high treason that then English

obtained in England should also take place in Scotland,
j

1^011

.

not only with respect to the facts which constituted that tended te

crime, but in relation to the forms of trial, the corruption
cotIan**

of blood, and all the other penalties and forfeitures conse-

quent on it.s The facts, which, by the former law of

Scotland, inferred statutory treason, are by this British act

declared to be simply capital crimes. 11

3 J449, c. 24 ; 1455, c. 54 ; 1584, e 1548, c. 8,

c.1.30; i66i,c. 5; z66i, c. a. * 1681, c 15.

b 15871 c 50. 6 Ersk. b. iv, tit.4, § 20, p. 758.

« Ibid, c.51. h Ibid.

* xj$i, c 146.
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The English treason laws are founded upon the 25 Ed-

ward III, c. 2, which lord Hale calls a sacred act, and lord
TREASON. '

^ J*
TL l'sh

C°ke an excellent act, and the king, who made it, a blessed

rreason law king, and the parliament a blessed parliament ; as more pre-
°

r

"
t

™
te

at
cisely than before describing and fixing this crime ; a matter

tounded. of so much importance, that if the crime of high treason be

indeterminate, this alone (says the president Montesquieu)*

Danger js sufficient to make any government degenerate into arbi-

law being trary power. This statute, then, like the lex Julia majesta-

indetermi-
fus f tne Romans, contains the whole code of treason

laws, with the exceptions of a few explanations and addi-

tions by subsequent enactments. This statute comprehends

all kinds of high treason, under seven distinct branches.

Com- First, when a man does compass, or imagine the death

passing the f our lord the king, of our lady his queen, or of their eld-

^Jk est son and heir. This description includes a queen-regnant,

but not her busband.b The king in possession, whether the

rightful heir of the crown or not, is here intended.

The terms, compassing or imagining, are synonymous

;

the word compass, signifying the purpose or design of the

mind or will/ and not, as in common speech, the carrying

such desip-n into effects It is not treason, therefore, to

wound the king mortally by an accidental stroke, without

any traitorous intent.

I Tew to be But the t( compassing, or imagining," being an act ofthe

proved. mind, must be demonstrated by an open or ouvert act. Thus

to provide weapons or ammunition for the purpose of killing

a L'Esprit des Lcix, Iiv. xii, c. 7.
c Ibid.

C'est assc-z. que le crime de lese majesti d Coke 2- ^ns^ J»

Mi/ -vague, four que le gouwrnmsnt iege-
e I Hale, P. C. IC7. Blackstene,

;;rre en despothme. ibid.

b 3 Inst. 7. 1 Hale, P. C. 106.

Blackstone, b. iv, c, 6< p>
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the king ;
a to conspire to imprison the king by force, and S

move towards it by an assembled company;1
' assembling, T re ason.

and consulting on the means, to kill the king ;
c these, and Ouvertactr,

all such measures taken to render treasonable purposes effec- ™
at '

tual, are sufficient ouvert acts of high treason. J

WORDS, how wicked soever, unless it be by some pa&. Words,

ticular statute, do not amount to an ouvert act of treason,

but to a high misdemeanour only. But if they are attend-

ed, or followed, by a consultation, meeting, or any act,

they will be evidence, or a confession, of the intent ofsuch

consultation, meeting, or act ; but " loose words, not re-

* lative to facts, are no more than bare indications of the

« malignity of the hcart." e

Even words set down in writing, though that argues writing.

more deliberate^ntention, yet if they are merely speculative,

without connection with any plan of treason, are no suf-

ficient ouvert acts of treason ; a doctrine which was re-

cognised by the court of justiciary at a period of no remark-

able judicial purity/ and has the best possible foundation

in the parliamentary reversal and general discontent which

followed the condemnation of Algernon Sidney.

a 3 Inst. 12. Black, ibid. court of justiciary was as follows:

b i Hale, P. C. 109. " Finding the manifesto mentioned
e 1 Hawk. P. C. 38. 1 Hale, P. " in the indictment does contain

C. 119. " treasonable matter^; but finds that

i Black, b iv, c. 6. " the pannel's being the framer or
c Foster, p. 2«2. « writer thereof docs not infer the

f 6th Sept. 1693, Robert Calder. " crime of treason against him, un'-

Though the paper libelled in this case " less he had shewn or divulged it to

was no abstract speculation, but the " some person before it was seized,

draught of a manifesto addressed to « or among his papers : yet finds

the people, and exciting them to take «« the same relevant to infer an arl

jp arms for restoring the episcopal « trary punishircr*.

"

rnment: the decision of the
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§ 3- Second.—<{ If a man do violate the king's companion,
PPBHC—
treason.

fe or tne king's eldest daughter, unmarried, or the wife of

2rf, violat- " tue king's eldest son and heir." By the king's companion
ing the

js meant his wife ; and by violation is meant carnal know-
*ung s wife,

*c. ledge, as well without force as with it ; and this is high

treason in both parties, if both be consenting. The " plain

** intention of this law," says judge Blackstone, •' is to

<e guard the blood royal from any suspicion of bastardy,

tl whereby the succession to the crown might be rendered

" dubious : and therefore^when this reason ceases, the law
€l ceases with it; for to violate a queen, or princess-dowager,

c< is held to be no treason." But Dr. Christian remarks,

(i that the instances specified in the statute do not prove

<{ much consistency in the application of this reason ; for

" there is no protection given to the wives of the younger

*' sons of the king, though their issue must inherit the

«c crown before the issue of the king's eldest daughter ; and

" her chastity is only inviolable before marriage, whilst her
* ( children would be clearly illegitimate." 1*

3i,Levying The third species of treason is, if a man do levy war

^
araSainst» against our lord the king in his realm. This may be

done by taking up arms, not only to dethrone the king, but

under pretence to reform religion or the laws, or to remove

evil counsellors, or other grievances, whether real or pre-

tended ; to attempt, by intimidation and violence, to force

the repeal of a law ; to resist the king's forces by defending

a castle against them ; to make an insurrection, with an

avowed design to pull down all inclosures, all brothels, and

the like. These are instances, each of them, of levying war

against the king. But a tumult, to pull down a particular

house, or lay open a particular inclosure, amounts at most

a Com. b. iv, c. 6, p. St. nob, commonly called Shawfield's

b Blackstone, edit. 1 8oo. mob, and Porteous' mob, though
c Upon tiiisprinciplejthe great meal they had great affinity to treason,

were
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to a riot, being no defiance of public government ; so also S 3*

it is no treason if two subjects quarrel and levy war against t&e^som
each other.

To assail any of the king's ships upon the narrow seas,

is a levying of war within the realm.

Fourth,—If a man be adhering to the king's enemies 4*5, Aiding

in his realm, giving to them aid and comfort in the realm,
the k

!

ng300 enemies.

or elsewhere*; sending them intelligence, even although

it should be intercepted ;" furnishing them with provisions

-

treacherously surrendering a fortress, or the like ; these* are

all instances of this treasonable adherence : foreign pirates,

or robbers, who happen to invade our coasts; fellow-sub-

jects in actual rebellion at home, are, in the statutory sense

of the word, the king's enemies.

Fifth.—If a man counterfeit the king's great or privy 5^, Conn-

seal, this also is treason. In supplement of this, the act of
t

^
rfe,tl"S

the 7 Anne, c, 21, provides, that if-any man counterfeits

her majesty's seals, appointed by the treaty of union to be

kept and used in Scotland, that the doing thereof shall be

construed and adjudged to be treason,

Sixth.—It is treason " if a man counterfeit the king's 6^, Coin,

" money ; and if a man bring false money into this realm,

« counterfeit to the money of England, knowing the money
'* to be false, to merchandize, and to make payment with-

te all." Gold and silver money only are within the statute.b

It is treason, whether the false money be uttered in payment

or not, or if the king's miners alter the standard or alloy

established by law. Under the second branch, it is hclcJ,

•jwcre found only toamountto a high a I st Burr. 6jo.

degree of riot. Hume, Com. crim. b I Hawk. P. C. 41.

law, vol. ii, c. 26.
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S 3- that uttering false money, without importing it, is not

within the statute.1
TOBT.IC

TREASON

?//*, Killing Seventh.—The last species of treason, ascertained by
ie JU ges

'this statute, is, (t if a man slay the chancellor, treasurer, or

What M trie king's justices of the one bench or the other, justices

judges. tt in eyre, or justices of assise, and all other justices assign-

« ed to hear and determine, being in their places doing

** their offices." The same protection is afforded to the

lords of session and lords ofjusticiary. 13 It extends only to

offices therein specified, and therefore not to barons of ex-

chequer.c But the lord-keeper, and the lord-commissioner

of the great seal, seem now to be within it, by virtue of the

statutes queen Eliz. cap. I5.d

—new Since the I s * of Mary, cap. I, which abrogated what
?r.EA30Ns.j

u(jge Biackstone calls the many " new-fangled treasons of
te the intervening period, and reduced all treasons to the

«' standard of the above statute, there have been added
s( other treasons, which may be comprised under three

<e heads : First, such as relate to papists ; second, such as

<( relate to falsifying the coin, or other royal signatures %

ts third, such as are created for the security of the pro-

* c testant succession in the house of Hanover."

;.-, Papists. First.—The first species relates to papists, by statute

5 Eliz. c 1 . It is treason if a person shall be twice convict-

ed of maintaining the pope's jurisdiction within the realm*

by 13 Eliz. c. 7. It is treason to put in use any bull or in-

strument of absolution, or reconciliation, obtained from the

see of Rome. e By statute 27 of Eliz. c. 2, if any popish

priest, born in the dominions of the crown of England, shall

a Hawk. P. C. c. 43. d Black, edit. t8oo, b. iv, c. 6,

b 7 Anne, c. %t. e Hawk. vol. i, p. 44.
1 Hale, P. C. vol. J, p. 13 1.
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come over hither from beyond the seas, or shall tarry here S 3-

three days, without conforming to the church, he is guilty NEW
of high treason. And by statute 3 Jac. I, c. 4, if any na- TREAS0NS'

tural-born subject be withdrawn from his allegiance, and

reconciled to the pope or see of Rome, or any other prince

or state, both he, and all such as procure such reconcilia-

tion, shall incur the guilt of high treason.

Second.—Treasons relative to the coin. By 1 Mary, sta-2</, Coin,

tute 2, c. 6, it is treason to counterfeit any foreign coin of^r rffe

*

gold and silver that is current in this realm by consent of coin is not

the crown, or to forge the sign manual, privy signet, 01
' currency

1

privy seal. By i and 2 Philip and Mary, c. 11, it is also

treason to bring into this realm such false or counterfeit

money, being current here, knowing the same to be false,

with intent to utter the same in payments The money
must be current by the king's proclamation.5 But now b\

37 Geo. Ill, c. 126, if any person shall coin or counterfeit,

any kind of foreign gold or silver coin, though not current

within this realm, he shall be guilt}- of. felony, and may be

transported for seven years ; and if any person knowingly

and fraudulently shall bring any counterfeit coin into the

kingdom, he shall be subject to the same punishment.

And if any person knowingly utter, or tender in pay- Uttering

merit, or pay any such counterfeit foreign coin, for the first
co

!

,nt
.

erf<? ' r

1 - J °
, . com, how

offence he shall be imprisoned six months, and find sureties punishable,

for his good behaviour for six more ; for the second offence

Be hall be imprisoned two years ; and for the third, he shall

be guilty of a capital felony. And if any person, without

lawful excuse, shall have more than five such counterfeit

pieces in his custody, he may be convicted before a justice his pocket

and forfeit from 40s. to s£5 for each piece ; and for failure flvc .

of payment may be imprisoned three month's.

a Black, vol. iv, c. 6. b |]j i i.

Vol. I. z
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^ 3* By statute 5 Eliz. c. 1 1, clipping, washing, rounding, or

new filing, for wicked gain's sake, any of the money of this

TREAS0NS
' realm, or other money suffered to be current here, shall be

Clipping, adjudged high treason; and by statute 18 Eliz. c. 1, (." be-

" cause the same law being penal, ought to be taken and
f< expounded strictly according to the words thereof; and

" the like offences, not by any equity, to receive the like

" punishment or pains,") the same species of offence is

therefore described in other more general words, viz. im-

pairing, diminishing, falsifying, scaling, and lightening

;

and made liable to the same penalties.

Having By statute 8 and 9 W. Ill, c. 26, made perpetual by 7

^P
â

cn

e

t3 Anne, c. 25, whoever, without proper authority, shall

knowingly make, or mend, or assist in so doing, or shall

buy, sell, conceal, hide, or knowingly have in his posses-

sion, any implements of coinage specified in the act, or

other tools or instruments proper only for the coinage of

money, or shall convey the same out of the king's mint,

he, together with his counsellors, procurers, aiders, and

abettors, shall be guilty of high treason ; which is by much

the severest branch of the coinage law. The statute goes on

farther, and enacts, that to mark any coin on the edges with

.letters, or otherwise in imitation of those used in the mint

;

or to colour, gild, or case over, any coin, resembling the

current coin, or even round blanks of base metal, shall be

construed high treason. But all prosecutions on this act are

to be commenced within three months after the commis-

sion of the offence, except those for making or mending

any coining tool or instrument, or for marking money round

the edges : which are directed to be commenced within six

months after the offence committed.

Altering And, lastly, by statute 15 and 16 Geo. II, c. 28, if any
shillings toperson coiOUrS r alters anv shilling or sixpence, either law-
the likeness *, • ., 11
cf guineas ful or counterfeit, to nuke them respectively resemble a
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guinea or halfguinea, or any halfpenny or farthing, to make §

them respectively resemble a shilling or sixpence; this is
PUBL

also high treason ; but the offender shall be pardoned, in treasons

case (being out of prison) he discovers and convicts two
other offenders of the same kind.

PUBLIC—
EW

Third—The other species of high treason was created 3^ Protest-

for the security of the protestant succession. The statute 1 skm!""'

Anne, statute 2, c. 1 7, made it high treason to deprive or

hinder, by any ouvert act, any person, being the next in Hindering

succession to the crown, according to the limitation of the ^/^m
act of settlement, from succeeding to the crown. succeeding.

And by statute 6, c. 7, it is high treason advisedly and By writing

directly, by writing or printing, to maintain and affirm
or pnntlI,g

'

that any person has right to the crown of these realms

otherwise than according to the act of settlement ; or that

the kings of this realm, with the consent of parliament, are

not competent to make laws to bind the crown in the des-

cent thereof. To do the same thing by advised speaking, by speak-

as preaching or teaching subjects, is, by the same statutes,
lIlg "

punishable with the forfeiture of lands, and imprisonment

during the icing's pleasure.

The mode of trial by high treason, is in the English Mode of

form. A bill must be found against the party by a grand tml "

jury of twelve men. The petty jury also consists of twelve j

and the trial of treason is not committed to the court of

justiciary, but made competent to any commission of oyer

and terminer, issued in favour of such persons as his ma-

jesty may be pleased to appoint.

SEDITION, according to Mackenzie, " is a commotion of— sedj-

" the people without authority," 3 consisting, as Mr. Erskine T10N *

depresses it, " in raising commotions and disturbances of the What i« it ?

' Crlm. law, part i, tit. 7.

Z 2
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S 3- « peace."* But our learned commentator on the descrip-

sedition. tlon °* crimes, who treats the subject with greater precision

than any of his predecessors, has more properly described it

as reaching u
, all those practices, whether by deed, word, or

« writing, or of whatsoever kind, which are suited and in-

<s tended to disturb the tranquillity of the state j for the

(i purpose of producing public trouble or commotion, and

" moving his majesty's subjects to the dislike, resistance,

<{ or subversion of the established government and laws, or

•' settled frame and order of things."5 According to this

Tumult, is definition, the actual existence of any tumult or violence is

it necessary
SQ .far from being: requisite to constitute the crime of sedi-

to make ° *

sedition, tion, that it makes it a crime of a different name and de-

scription. Thus, if the multitude hath once broke out into

open violence, this, according to circumstances, will either

when sedi- amount to the crime of treason, or to that of riot only,
tion be- which will be noticed afterwards, under the general term
comes trea- °
son. of mobbing. If the cause be public, or against the govern-

ment, it will belong to the former class j if private and lo-

cal, it will belong to the latter.

Under the description already mentioned, must obviously

be included, offences of too great variety and shape to at-

tempt to enumerate them. It is sufficient that the arm oflaw

is able to reach the offence, under whatever disguise it may
ehoose to appear, wherever there is evidence of the same

depravity of principle, and reason to apprehend the like

pernicious effect. Thus the attempting to raise discontent

in the minds of his majesty's soldiers, and proposing to them

disloyal and seditious toasts ;
c the printing and publishing

a pamphlet, which traduced the British government as a

system of venality and oppression ;
d the uttering speeches-,

a Book iv, tit. 4. d 18 th March 1795, Robertson and

b Hume, vol. ii, c. 27. Berry, booksellers.

c 8Th
Jan. 1793, Morton, Andtr-

son, and Craig.
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circulating publications, and forming associations for the S&

purpose of accomplishing, on their own authority, an alter- sedition.

ation of the government

;

a the publishing a hand-bill,

which described the king and parliament as in league to en-

slave the country, and which excited them to combine and

take unlawful measures in their own defence :
b beino- mem-

bers of an assembly, which arrogated to itself the character

of representatives of inhabitants of Great Britain, and in

that capacity took measures for debauching the affections of

the people, and def}ring the legislature : all these have been

held, in our own time, by the court ofjusticiary, to con-

stitute the crime of sedition.

Sedition is mentioned in our oldest law book, Regiam punIsh

Majestatem, as a point of dittay, and the life and limb ofment ky.

the offender is put in the king's power. But, without tra-
iaw .

veiling through the many sanguinary acts which disgrace

our statute book, c and which are now happily no longer

in force, it is sufficient to observe, that the punishment is

arbitrary, with the exception of life and limb. It may be

punished in such manner as the more or less aggravated

circumstances of the case, or danger of the times, may re-

quire. In the case of Morton, Robertson, and Berry, &e.

the court of justiciary inflicted only a short imprisonment^

while they punished Muir, Palmer, and others, with trans-

portation to Botany-bay

.

d

The proper tribunal for trying this offence is the supreme

criminal court; but there is no doubt it is competent also

a August 31,1793, Thomas Muir. d A late statute enabled the Eng-

b Sept. 13, 1793, Thomas Fyschc lish judges to inflict this punishment

Palmer. of transportation upon such offences

c James 11,1447, c - 77 5 James IV, which before had been there punish.

I49 I
>
C - 34; queen Mary, 1563,0. 8.5

;

able only by fine and imprisonment,

James VI, 1584, c. 131 ; i6c6, c. 17 ;
as misdemeanour!.

f.
La [I, 1661, c. 4.

2 3
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§ 3. before the sheriff, or other judge ordinary ; and there is no

doubt that it is competent also before the sessions of the

peace, if there be no circumstance of aggravation to re-

quire a severe punishment. But the important jurisdic-

tion of the justices in this case is extrasessional. The
checking and preventing the growth of sedition, detecting

and counteracting such machinations at the vcr}' first,

and securing the delinquents for trial before the higher

judicatures.

HAS-
IK'G-MAK-

INC.

Sedition differs from leasing-niaking in this, that the lat-

ter seems to be a verbal injury directed against the king as a

person; which may be committed, either by spreading re-

ports tending to impeach his right to the crown, as calling

him a papist, or bastard, cr aspersing his moral character,

or by the false invention of such stories as may tend to

move jealousy or dislike between the king or any of his

counsellors or servants, or other eminent person, or by

speaking contemptuously or reproachfully of the king • but

all this is supposed to proceed out of personal dislike of the

king ; whereas sedition proceeds on a project of disturbing

the state. At the same time, no doubt, as leasing-making,

by lessening the due reverence of the sovereign with his

people, may agree with sedition in its tendency to produce

farther mischief and commotion of the state, it may often

bappen that the same act may be libelled with propriety

c
:

.
• as sedition or leasing-making.

Sedition.by ^° Part °^ our statute-book can more remind us of the

our ancient oppressions exercised in former times, and of the security
laws, capi-

s
, . , , . , . , ,

tal. wepresently enjoy, than the ancient enactments which made

this offence capital. By the second parliament of our first

James, anno 1424, cap. 43, it is ordained, " that all Ieas-

* e ing-makers, who engender discord betwixt the king and

" his people, shall, wherever they can be found, be chal-

a lenged by those who have authority, and forfeit their liueu
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tf and goods to the king." And by the sixth parliament 5 3-

of James V, anno 1540, cap. 83, it is statuted, " that the LEASING .

" same pains shall continue to be inflicted upon leasing- making.

" makers as have been ordained by former parliaments.
Statutc

f
a"

J r gainst leas-

" From this act, too, it appears that leasing-making wasing-maker*

u not only speaking ill of the king to his subjects, but

" speaking ill also of his subjects, * his lords, barons, and

** lieges,' to the king." But these sanguinary statutes were

corrected by the act of the second session of the first par-

liament of queen Anne, (1703, c. 4,) declaring leasing-

making not to be a capital crime.

tc Our sovereign lady considering that by the acts of par- Act of Qi.•.«•-, -r t ,
Anne

>
dc -

ct hament following, viz. the act James 1, pari. 2, c. 43, darin^leas-

** entitled, leasing-makers tines life and goods : act James ,ng-makir.g

c t tt not a capi-
" v, pari. 6, c. 83, of leasing-makers ; act James VI, pari, tal crime.

*l 8, c. 134, anent slanderers of the king, his progenitors,

** and realm; act James VI, pari. 10, c. 17, entitled, au-

u thors of slanderous papers and writs should be punished

" to the death j act James VI, pari. 14, c. 20j, anent leas-

<e ing-makers and authors of slanders ; and act James VI,

" pari. 20, c. 9, entitled, act against slanderous speeches and

" libels ; the crimes herein mentioned are made capital, and

** punishable by death and confiscation ; and that the said

* l laws have been liable to stretches, and that in respect of

" their generality, and the various constructions which the

" same may admit, they may be, as to the foresaid capital

" punishment, of dangerous consequence, doth, therefore,

** with advice and consent of the estates of parliament,

** abrogate and discharge, in all time coming, the foresaid

" sanction and pain of death and confiscation, contained in

M the said acts ; and statutes and ordains, that the punish-^" of^* * Anne, dc-
" mentof the crimes therein mentioned shall for hereafter daring the

«* only be arbitrary, according to the demerit of the trans- P"nishn ' e"t

. .

° oi leasing.

*\ gression, that is, by fining, imprisonment, or banishment; making ar-

bitrary.
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§ 3- « or if the party offender be poor, and not able to pay a

•
, AsiHc- " fine, then to be punished in his body (life and limb al-

M A KING. " ways preserved.)
: '

TUMUL
TUOUS PE

Next may be noticed the offence of tumultuous peti-

jinoNiNGtioning, which was carried to an enormous height in the

times preceding the grand rebellion. Wherefore, by sta-

tute 13 Car. II, stat. 1, c. .

r
>, it is enacted, that not more

than twenty names shall be signed to any petition to the

king, or either house of parliament, for any alteration of

matters established by law in church or state, unless the

contents thereof be previously approved in the country by

three justices, or the majority of the grand jury at the as-

sizes or quarter-sessions •, and in London, by the lord-mayor,

aldermen, and common council ; and that no petition shall

be delivered by a company of more than ten persons, on

pain, in either case, of incurring a penalty not exceeding

^?100, and three months imprisonment.

THE right of assembling to consult concerning petition."

SEMJ5LIE3.

— S ED1TI-

to the king, though evidently implied by the declaration in

the claim of rights, that it is the right of subjects to peti-

tion the king, and that all imprisonments and prosecutions

on that account are contrary to law, lias been' more than

once abridged by the legislature. Particularly by the 30

Geo. Ill, c 8, (originally to endure only for three years,

afterwards revived by act 41 Geo. Ill, c. 30, to continue

for six weeks after the then next session of parliament) it

was enacted, that no meeting, exceeding the number of

fifty persons, shall be holden for the purpose of any peti-

tion or remonstrance to the king, or either house of parlia-

ment, for the alteration of any matters established in church

or state, or for the purpose of deliberating upon any griev-

ance in the same, unless notice of such a meeting be given in

the names of seven householder? in some public newspaper.,
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five days at the least before the meeting; and every pub- §

r of a newspaper, who advertises such a meeting with

out such a notice as is particularly described in the statute, ASSEM
"

should forfeit the sum of ^?o0l. Or, instead of beinp- in-

serted in a newspaper, it might be sent five days before the

meeting to the clerk of the peace of the county, who should

immediately transmit a copy of it to three justices of the

peace resident within the county. But all meetings, with-

out such previous notice, consisting of more than fifty per-

sons, assembled for the aforesaid purposes, should be unlaw-

ful assemblies : and if, after a proclamation made by a ma-

gistrates disperse, more than twelve continue together,they

were guilty of a capital felon}r
. And if, in a meeting held

pursuant to notice, it should either be proposed in the no-

tice, or any one should propose at the meeting, to alter,

without authority of parliament, any matter established by
law, or make any proposition to excite hatred against the

king or the constitution, then one or more justices might

order the assembly to disperse, and take the persons who
made such propositions into custodjr. And every person

obstructing any magistrate in the discharge cf his duty in

enforcing the directions of this statute, should suffer death,

without benefit of clergy.

THE magistrates in Scotland had b\' this act the same

authority as justices of the peace in England. And if any

person opened a house for reading lectures upon public griev-

ances, or the laws and government of these kingdoms, to

which persons were admitted for money, such house, un-

less previously licenced, should be considered a disorderly

house ; and the person by whom it is opened should for-

100 ; and all other persons concerned, as the presi-

dent or chairman at such lectures, or all who paid or re: Licence by

ceived money for admission, or delivered out tickets, should
f

^
vo

'
l18'

also forfeit the same sum. But two justices might grant a
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5 3. licence to read such leotures, to continue in force for one

•ebitioos year> unless sooner revoked by the justices at the quarter-

assem- sessions. But this statute did not extend to lectures de-
* L1 ~

livered in the universities, or to discourses given by school-

masters to their scholars. Prosecutions and actions under

this statute to be commenced within three months after

the offence.

Tins act, with the continuation of it,seems to have expired

at the period last mentioned : but another very important

statute was passed against seditious societies, 39 Geo. Ill, c.

Preamble. 79, the preamble of which states : " Whereas a traitorous

" conspiracy has long been carried on, in conjunction with

'* the persons from time to time exercising the powers of

*' government in France, to overturn the laws, constitution,

t( and government, and every existing establishment, civil

if and ecclesiastical, both in Great Britain and Ireland, and

tl to dissolve the connection between the two kingdoms, so

" necessary to the security and prosperity of both : and

" whereas, in pursuance of such design, and in order to

" carry the same into effect, divers societies have been of

** late years instituted in this kingdom, and in the kingdom
*' of Ireland, of a new and dangerous nature, inconsistent

*' with public tranquillity, and with the existence of regular

*' government, particularly certain societies calling them-

Urmed •' selves Societies of United Englishmen, United Scotch-

Englishmen « men United Britons, United Irishmen, and the London
and others.

*
. « ." Corresponding Society : and whereas the members of

te many of such societies have taken unlawful oaths and en-

" gagements of fidelity and secresy, and used secret signs,

«< and appointed committees, secretaries, and other officers,

" in a secret manner ; and many of such societies are com-
<e posed of different divisions, branches, or parts, which
44 communicate with each other by secretaries, delegates,

ff or otherwise, and by means thereof maintain an influ-
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" ence over large bodies of men, and delude many ignorant 5 3«

i
" • 1. • • f 1 • T i

PUBLIC—
*' and unwary persons into the commission oi acts highly seditions

" criminal :" it therefore enacts, that all these and other cor- A,SEM-

BLIES.

responding societies should be utterly suppressed and prohi-

bited, as being unlawful combinations and confederacies.

And also every society, of which the members shall, ac- Description

cording to the rules of the society, be required to take an

illegal oath, or an oath not authorized by law, or shall sub-

scribe or assent to any test or declaration not required by

law, or where the names of the members, or the commit-

tees or presidents chosen, are not known to the society at

largo ; and every society, which shall consist of different

parts, either acting separate!}-, or having separate presidents

or other officers, shall be deemed unlawful combinations

and confederacies ; and every person who shall become a

member of such a society, or who shall correspond with

them, or shall aid or support them, with money or other-

wise, shall be guilty of an unlawful combination and con-

federacy .

Tins dees not extend to a declaration subscribed to by a Exceptions.

society, which declaration shall be approved by two justices,

and afterwards confirmed at the quarter-sessions, nor to per-

sons who shall cease to act as members ol such societies af-

ter the passing of the act, nor to established lodges of free Free ma-

masons. But two members shall certify, and upon oath,
scns '

that their society has been usually held as a lodge of free

masons, in conformity to the rules of free masons in this

kingdom ; which certificate, and also an account of its place

and times of meeting, and the names of all its members,

shall be registered with the clerk of the peace ; and the jus-

tices at the sessions,upon complaint made to them upon oath,

by any credible person, that such society is likely to be inju-

rious to the public peace and good order, may direct that

{he meetings of such lodge be discontinued.
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Persons offending against this statute may be proceeded
C~~ aga inst either in a summary way before one justice, or more,

assem. who may either fine the offender in £20), or imprison him

three kalendar months, or they may be prosecuted by indict-

PcnaJty.
ment . an(j Up0n conviction, the courtmay transport for seven

years, or imprison for any time not exceeding two years.

justices The justices in a summary conviction may mitigate the

may mid-
pUn i shment to one third. If any person shall permit the

meeting of any illegal society in his house, he shall forfeit

£j for the first offence, and for the second he shall be pu-

nishable as a member. And two justices, upon evidence

on oath that any meeting has been held for a seditious pur-

pose in a public house, may declare the licence forfeited •

and from the day of such declaration the licence is void

and determined, and the owner of the house will be after-

wards subject to penalties accordingly.

Disorderly And because many places were open for lectures and de-

houses, bates of a seditious and immoral nature, and other places

used for seditious and immoral purposes, under pretence of

reading books, pamphlets, newspapers, or other publications,

it is enacted, that all such places where, under any pre-

tence, money shall be received for admission, shall be consi-

dered as disorderly houses, under the 36 Geo. Ill, c. 8,
a

unless they are licenced for any time, not more than one

year, by two justices ; which licence may be revoked by the

Alehouses, justices at the quarter-sessions. Every alehouse shall be

deemed licenced for reading publications ; but upon evi-

dence that publications of a seditious or immoral nature are

usually distributed in order to be read there, two justices

may declare the licence void.

The act then states, that these societies had published, in

great quantities, papers ofan irreligious, treasonable, and sedi-

a See ante, p. 360.
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tious nature, and had dispersed them among the lower classes 5 3.

of the community, either gratis, or at very low prices, and™ BL,
j

—*

with an activity and profusion beyond all former example, assem-

and that it was highly important to the public peace that it

should in future be known by whom any such papers have

peen printed ; it therefore enacts, that any person having

any printing press, or types for printing, and every person pr ;nt ;n<r

carrying on the business of a letter-founder, or maker orPre95eB-

seller of types for printing, or of printing presses, shall give

notice thereof to the clerk of the peace, who shall trans-

mit a copy to one of his majesty's principal secretaries of

state : persons omitting to give the notice required shall

forfeit -€20. Penalty.

And even- person who shall sell types or printing presses sale of

shall keep an account of all persons to whom they shall be^'P"' &c'

sold, and shall produce such an account at any time to any

justice of the peace requiring the same, on penalty of s€20. renalt*

The printer shall print upon the front of every paper Name ami

which is printed on one side only, and upon the first and 3^e
.

of

last leaves of every publication, which contains more than

one leaf, his name and place of abode, and in case of omis-

sion, shall forfeit for every copy published .€20 ; and every

person, who prints for profit, shall keep one copy of every

paper so printed, on which shall be written or printed the

name and place of abode of the person by whom such print-

er shall be employed, and shall produce the same to any

justice of the peace who, within the space of six months,

shall require to see the same, and upon neglect or refusal

shall forfeit .€20. Penalty.

Any person may apprehend those who are publi hing pa-Appre

pers without the name and abode of the printer, and may [

convey them, or deliver them to a 1 nvey to a

magistrate to be examin a peace <
..' by a war-
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' ;

; rant from a justice of the peace, may enter any house or

seditious room to search for any printing press or types suspected to

be kept or used without the notice required by the act, and

to seize and carry them away, together with all printed

papers found in such house or room.

During the same troublesome times another statute was

passed) which must also be noticed.

Act for his In consequence of insults and outrages which had been

safety.* publicly offered to the person of the king, and of the great

multitude of seditious publications aiming at the overthrow

of the government of this country, and also of the frequent

seditious meetings and assemblies held at that time to destroy

the security and tranquillity of the public, an act of parlia-

ment was passed, in the 36 th year of his present majesty's

reign, entitled, "An act for the safety and preservation of

" his majesty's person and government against treasonable

'* and seditious practices and attempts."

Traitors. By this act it was enacted, that if any person should com-

pass, imagine, or intend death, destruction, or any bodily

harm to the person of the king, or to depose him, or to levy

war, in order by force to compel him to change his mea-

sures or counsels, or to overawe either house of parliament,

Capital pn- or to excite an invasion of any of his majesty's dominions,
Dishment. ancj s\xu \\ express and declare such intentions, by printing,

writing, or any ouvert act, he shall suffer death as a traitor.

H ; g}i mii-

AND if any one by writing, printing, preaching, or other

speaking, shall use any words or sentences to incite the

demeanour. people to hatred and contempt of the king, or of the go-

vernment and constitution of this realm, he shall incur the

Punish- punishment of a high misdemeanour; that is, fine, imprison-

ment, ment, and pillory : and for a second offence, he is subject ta

a similar punishment, or transportation for seven years3 at

the discretion of the court.
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But a prosecution for a misdemeanour under this act S 3-

must be brought within six months. And this statute shall SED1TI0e3

not affect any prosecution for the same crimes by the com- ASSEM -

mon law, unless a prosecution be previously commenced

under the statute. The first part of this statute is to con- Enduranes

tinue in force until the end of the next session of parliament oi the act>

after the demise of the crown.a The second part of it was

limited to England, and to three years after passing the act,

and the end of the then next session of parliament.

IV. The other class of breaches of the peace comprehends $ *
those which are in their object private or local. We shall RI0T AC ^T

begin with that description of this offence which is made

capital by statute. I do not allude to the statutes of James

II b and IV, C queen Mary,d and James VI, e which, as they

were originally intended, so, for upwards of a century past,

have been understood to relate only to regular leagues or

bonds, or confederacies for raising men against the govern-

ment, under pretence of public grievances, andi have not

been strained, as they were on some former occasions, to

be the foundation of capital punishment in the case of oc-

casional tumults on account of local or private incidents ;

but I mean the capital offence introduced by the 1 Geo. J, What
c. 5, commonly called the riot act,' viz. the riotous assem- stitutes a

bling of twelve persons, or more, and not dispersing upon
t jjC statute.

proclamation.

This statute enacts generally, that if any twelve persons Number «"

fire unlawfully assembled, to the disturbance of the peace, noters -

and any one justice of the peace, sheriff, under-sheriff, or
Order f*

head officer of a town, shall command them to disperse, ifdisperse:

* 36 Ceo. Ill, c. 1 J 1563, C. 8 i

b 1457. c. 77. ' r6c6, c. i 7.

c
1 49*1- .4 ' Appendix I, N°. I'f.
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§ 4- tliey contemn Lis orders, and continue for one hour after-

wards, the offenders shall suffer death.
PRIVATE
RIO r ACT

'.-" -1 sio

lcnce.

Form of Tin: form of making proclamation is contained in the
1p_rocunia- ^ . but it

,
g addc . d> « Qy jn words {[^ jn effect :

" any

command, therefore, to disperse in the king's name, if dis-

v. ho may obeyed, constitutes this capital offence. But the proclama-

damation? t *on muj3i Dc made by a person properly authorized, viz. a

justice of peace or magistrate. A constable, or peace offi-

cer, is not intrusted with this power.

It is a sufficient ground for the magistrate to command
What jus- them to disperse, that " they are assembled with such cir-

derto dis-*
<c cumstances of force, agitation, and disorder, as arealarm-

pers/e. " ing to the Hege*, and amount to a disturbance of the pub*
fA lie peace, though they have not proceeded to any felohi-

" ous attack upon property or person." 1 On the other

if there he hand, if the rioters proceed to any invasion of property or

person, they maybe forcibly resisted, suppressed, and taken.

on the spot, by the magistrate or constables, or individuals

invaded, or hy their assistants, 1
' without reading the act, or

waiting any interval of time.

Proclama- Farther, if the reading of the proclamation be by force

tion oppos- opposed, or the reader be in any manner wilfully hindered

from the reading of it, the opposers and hinderers shall suf-

fer death ; and all persons to whom such proclamation ought

1o have been made, knowing of such hinderance, and not

dispersing, shall also suffer death.

if any of The act indemnifies the peace officers and their assist-

ive
mob be

ants^
•{

tjiev kju any f tjlc mok
-

n endeavouring to sun.

such riot.

a Hume, vol. ii, p. 267. . Loughborough, afterwards lerd-

b Charge to the jury concerning chancellor Rosslyn,

the great riot 1780, by lord-chief jus*
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And by a subsequent clause, if any person, so riotously $ 4-

assembled, begin, even before proclamation, to pull down !_r
V

I0"t*

any church, chapel, meeting-house, dwelling-house or out- ACT -

houses, he shall suffer death. Tearing down the parti- Beginning

tions, or the pannelling of the apartments, or the slates or
i; s]u

lead from the roof, was held to be <c a beginning to demo-
" lish," under this clause of the act : But neither the de-

struction of exterior ornaments of the house and gardens,

as vasesj statutes, &c. nor tearing down doors or window-
sajhes, in order to get into the house/ constitutes this crime.

By another clause, it is provided, that " if any such Damages

" church or chapel," (that is, any place for religious wor-
5u

U

fferer

the

ship tolerated by law, and where the royal family are pray-

ed for in express words) (f or any such dwelling-house,

<£ barn, stable, or other outhouse, shall be demolished, or

" pulled down, wholly or in part, by any persons so un-
" lawfully, riotously, and tumultously, assembled, damages
lt may be recovered by summar action, at the instance of
w the party aggrieved, his other heirs or executors, against

" the county, stewartry, city, or burrough, respectively,

(i where such disorders shall happen, the magistrates being

* summoned in the ordinary form, and the several counties

<< and stewartries being called by edictai citation at the

" market-cross of the head burrough of such oounty or

a Sept. 1725, Darrachs. Interlo- " libelled, with forge-hammers, or

rutor :
" find the pannels, or any of " otherwise, knock down the parti-

" them, their beginning to demolish " tions in the house, or part of the

" the house libelled, by breaking or " same, or pull down the linings or
u pulling down with force, the doors " parts thereof, or broke down the
*' and windows, alter the said panneU " roof or part thereof, or pulled away
" had entered the said house, or be- «' or destroyed the sclates or lead, or

" ing art and part of the same, rele- " were art or part of the same, or

" vantto infertile pain of death, and " any of the said facts, relevant to

" confiscation of moveables; and find " infer the pain of death and confix

" the pannels, or any of them, that " cation of moveable;.''

" they did, at the ylirc. and rime

Yoh 1, a a
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$ 4- t< stewartry respectively, a: d that in general without men-

-riot act." tioning their names ai.d designations."
PRHA

rT has been made a question, whether damages could be

obtained under this statute for loss of furniture or other

effect?, or only for the damage sustained by pulling down
Are there the houses. In the only case where this point came under

for fumi tne cognisance of the court of session, it was decided, that

ture and « no action lay on the statute for damage arising from
goods de- .•'-.'. , ,

stroyed ?
" carrying oft grain or other goods out of any house or

" outhouse, but only for the damage done by pulling down
" such, house,"" &c. But since that period, the English

judges have interpreted this statutory indemnification

more liberally. It was determined, after the riots in 1780,

that the owners of houses might recover damages also for

the destruction of furniture, or for any injury to their pro-

perty done at the same time that the buildings were de-

molished, or were in part pulled down. b

mobbing Lft us now see how this class of offences stands at

common law*

What is it ? Mobbing, or the tumultuous convocation of the lieges,

is the general appellation under which our practice includes

the several degrees and stages of the disorder, that are

known in England by the name of riot, rout, and unlaw-

ful assembly.

Unlawful -A-N unlawful assembly is, when three or more persons

assembly, assemble to do an u nlawful act ; t..? to pull down inelosures,

to destroy a warren, or ie therein, and disperse with-

out do ng it, or make any motioi towards it. A rout is,

a
Jan. 'a8, £''43. colonel Straiton b oug. 6j\. Christian'- Black.

-

agairsr .he i«tgi - tone not. i, b. t, c. n, p. 143,

• Montrose. Clerk. Home. c Hume, vol. ;i, p. 226.

M°. *24.

Rout.
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where three or more meet to do an unlawful act upon a §4*

common quarrel ; as forcibly breaking down fences, upon..MoEBINC .

a right claimed of common, or of way, and make some ad-

vances towards it. A riot is where three or more actually ^l0t '

do an unlawful act of violence either with or without a

common cause, or quarrel ; as, if they beat a man, or hunt

and kill game in another's park, chase, warren, or liberty, >

or do any other unlaw ful act with force and violence ; or

even do a lawful act, a« removing a nuisance; in a violent

and tumultuous manner.

By the English law, three or more persons are requisite to what num.

constitute a riot. If the jury thereiore acquit all but two, ber neces*

and find them guilty, the verdict is void, unless they be in-

dicted with other rioters unknown, 3 But the lowest num-
ber, which with us is necessary to make a mob, seems rather

to be " left open to be decided upon the circumstances of

" each case, according to the aspect and purpose of the meet-

" ing, and the nature and degree of the excesses to which
" they have proceeded ; the higher these are, the less their

*' number that will be necessary to bring their offence with-
* c in the notion cf a mob; as, on the other hand, inferior

€i outrages will su tain the charge, if they are the act of a

** great host and multitude, \v hereof the very convocation
u is itself a terror and subject of alarm." b

It is essential to this crime that the persons be assembled or
jt SUpp086a

com lined ft r th : purpose. Thus, if a number ofpersons, be- a
.

combina-

ing met '

at a fair, or market, or on any other law-

ful and innocent occasion, happen suddenly to quarrel, they

are net guilty of a riot, but of an affray only j of which

none are guilty but those who actually do the violent acts,

* -e the design of their meeting was innocent and law-

ful, and the subsequent breach of the peace happened unex-

a a Hatfk. 44X. turn, tit. Riot. b Hume, vol. ii, c. i6

A a A
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S 4- pectedly, without any previous intention concerning it :
a

-mobbing. Dut there may be, and often is, a substantial and sufficient,

though sudden and tumultuary, consent on such occasions,

and among persons who at meeting had no settled purpose

of mischief.b If persons innocently assembled happen af-

terwards to differ, and forming themselves into parties, with

promises of mutual assistance, commit violence, they are no

less guilty of a riot from the time of their confederating to-

gether, than if they had met at first on such a design.

object It seems agreed, that the injury or grievance complained
must be f^ an(j intended to be revenged or remedied by such an

assembly, must relate to some private quarrel only ; as the

inclosing of lands, in which the inhabitants of a town

claim a right of common ; or gaining the possession of te-

nements, the title whereof is in dispute ; or such like mat-

ters, relating to the interest or disputes of particular per-

sons, and no way concerning the public : For wherever

the intention of such an assembly is to redress public griev-

ances, as to pull down inclosures in general, or reform re-

ligion, the crime is high treason.d

Must there
*T seems to De clearly agreed, that in every riot there

ke force, must be some circumstance, either of actual force or vio-

lence, or at least of an apparent tendency thereto, that is

naturally apt to strike a terror into the people ; as the show

of armour, threatening speeches, or turbulent gestures ; for

every such offence must be laid to be done to the terror of

the people ; whence it clearly follows, that assemblies at

festival times, or meetings for exercise of common sports or

diversions, as bull-baiting, or wrestling, are not riotous. e

Jn like manner, it is possible for a number of persons to

* Burn, ibiJ. d X Hawk. 157. Burn, tit. Riot,

b Hume, vol. ii, p. 231. § t.

c 1 Hawk. Ij6. Burn, ibid. * j Hawk. 157. Burn.
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assemble together, with an intention to execute a wrongful § *•

O * o PRIVATE
act, and also actually to perform their intended enterprise, -mobbing.

without being rioters. If one, in order to carry away a

piece of timber, or any other thing to which he pretends a

right, assemble no greater number of assistants than are

needful for such purpose, this, except there be threatening

words used, or other disturbance of the peace, will not con-

stitute a riot, although another man may have better right

to the thing so carried away, and this act therefore be

wrong and unlawful. 1

Much more may any person in a peaceable manner as-

semble a meet company to do any lawful thing. Thus, ac-

cording to the English lawyers, every private man may, in a

peaceable manner, assemble a meet company, with necessa-

ry tools, and may remove, pull, or cast down, any nuisance

which threatens to be prejudicial to his house or property •

for which purpose, it is farther said, if necessary, he may

enter into another man's ground. Thus, a man erected a

wear cross a common river, where people have a common
passage with their boats, and divers did assemble with spades,

crows of iron, and other things necessary to remove the said

wear, and make a trench in his land that did erect the wear

to turn the water, so as they might the better take up the

said wear ; and they did remove the same nuisance : this

was held to be neither any forcible entry, nor yet any riot.b

But if, in removing any such nuisance, the persons so as-

sembled shall use any threatening words, (as to say they will

do it, though they die for it, or such like words) or shall use

any other behaviour, in apparent disturbance of the peace,

then it seemeth to be a riot ; and therefore, where there is

cause to remove any such nuisance, or to do any like act, it

is the safest not to assemble any multitude of people, but

a Dalt. c. 137, 1 Hawk. 157. b Dalt. c. 137.

A a 3
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§ 4- only to send one or two persons, or, if a greater number,

-mobbing. yet no more than are needful, and only with meet tools, to

remove, pull, or cast down, the same; and that such per-

sons tend their business only without disturbance of the

peace, or threatening speeches. But in all such cases it seems

more agreeab'e to the spirit of our law, and every way more

expedient for the private individual, instead of redressing

the grievance himself, to apply to the judge ordinary.*

It has been generally held, that it is no way material,

whether the $ct, intended to be done by such an assembly

be in itself lawful or unlawful; whence it follows, that if

a number of persons assist a man to make a forcible entry

into lands, to which one of them has a good right of entry

;

or in a violent and tumultuous manner join together in re-

moving a nuisance, or other thing wliich may lawfully be

done in a peaceable manner; or even if a messenger, em-

ployed to eject from land or houses, or other officer entitled

to command the assistance of the neighbourhood, shall, un-

der the cloak of pretended fear, or the conceit of a vain and

groundless fear, levy, and carry a !ong with him, a great

host of aimed and disorderly people, who, without waiting

to know their reception, tumultuously set to work, and drive

off the cattle, break open the houses, and alarm and insult

the inhabitants ;
b these are as properly rioters as if the act

intended to be done by them were ever so unlawful.

Requisite It is certain the assembly becomes a mob, by destroying,

rifling, or in any manner of way damaging, seizing, or in-

vading, the prope ty either of individuals or of the public;

by any manner of injury done to the persons of indivi-

duals; or by invasion, search, or pursuit of them, with intent

to abuse, confine, or put them in fear ; likewise, by violently

a Idem. c I Hawk. 158. Lurn, ibid,

b Hume, vol. ii, p. 229.

degree of

violence.
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constraining, or intimidating, any one to act contrary to his § 4-

VAT I

OBBING.interest, duty, or inclination ; as, for instance, to sell grain

to the invaders at theii own price ; to refuse working at

the ordinary rate of labour ; to give orders for the release

of prisoners, or the like. It would be tedious to rehearse

the many judgments to this purpose which appear in tiie

record. 1

Although the assembly have not proceeded to acts of

force or outrage, yet if once, in any waj , they ha^je p ainly

discovered their purpose ofsome violent enterprise, and nave

made a movement, or taken any measure towards im mi

execution of it, this, too, in the understanding of law,

amounts to an act of mobbing. If, for instance, a muiti-

tude assemble in the streets of a borough, and take the road,

in a body, to a certain mill, with the declared purpose of

seizing the miller's grain ; although, owing to panic, or to

intelligence that a force is provided against them, they

should disperse by the way, and without doing harm to

property or person ; still they are guilty of a riot, because

of the great commotion and breach of the public peace ; as

well as that their malice has taken a determinate course, by
which the individual is put in fear, and some advance is

made in the pursuit of the particular object. b

Our term of mobbing or convocation of the lieges, as Mere as-

already mentioned, reaches even the bare act of being tu-
semblins

multuously assembled for a violent purpose, though no far-

ther movement be made toward its execution. If a greatO
host of people assemble upon U>e streets of a borough, by
beat of drum, and with something hoisted by way ofstand-

ard, and continue to parade there for a length of time, in

contempt of the peace-officers, providing themselves also

with weapons, increasing their numbers, communicating by

a Hume, ibid. b IVJ.
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h 4- a watch-word, malting declaration of some violent purpose,

.moiiing,811^ with loud clamours, and angry speeches and gestures,

deterring all from interference with them; this of itself

makes a mob, independently of the appearance of any ma-

gistrate to warn them, by reading the riot act. For though

no farther outrage ensue, at least this great harm is done,

that the peace of the neighbourhood is broken ; the indivi-

duals are alarmed, who know themselves to be the objects

of these preparations ; and all the idle and licentious are

put in motion, in the hope of farther mischief.
i

This crime is not of the same simple nature with most

other offences, but often consists of a succession of parts,

which are performed by different persons, and on several

Ait and occasions. Assistance, therefore, is not held to consist ex-

fart, clusively in the lending of hands to do the acts of violence

which are perpetrated, but equally in every other proceed-

ing, which occasions, facilitates, encourages, or in anywise

contributes, to promote the common enterprise ; so that he

who beats a drum to convocate the rioters, or who reviles

the magistrate that comes to disperse them, or who goes

among the multitude and exhorts them to persist, or distri-

butes liquor or money to them, to encourage them, is doubt-

less art and part of all the outrages of which they are guilty

at that time. For this sort of heartening and countenance

as substantially forwards the enterprise, upon the whole, as

the aid of hands or force of body in the execution of their

unlawful doings.

Indeed, it may be a question, whether he is not art and

part of their offence purely by his presence, although no

circumstance of activity or co-operation be proved against

Slim. And this will depend upon the animus, or pur-

pose, with which he mingles in the assembly : in judging

whereof, all the circumstances of his situation will of course

be weighed, and a different decision be given, according.
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as upon the whole evidence in the case, his presence shall § 4-

"RIVAT.

-MOBJUKC,appear to have been accidental only, cr owing to indiscre-..,

tion, or with a purpose to countenance and abate the un-

lawful doings. Thus, in the streets of a borough, a per-

son may for a short time be found in a mob, either inno-

cently, or at least excusably ; being perhaps impeded by
them in his passage, or having stopped for a while to look at

their proceedings, or to inquire what they are about ; and

though he should even follow them for a short way, and

linger in the rear of the multitude, it would be severe to

construe this into an accession, which may be mere heedless-

ness, or idle curiosity. But if a man is found in the throng

with his face blacked, or in woman's apparel, or with a shirt

over his coat, or if it be proved that he used the watch-word
of the rioters, or that he wore in his hat the badge of the

friends of the cause for that day ; these circumstances, or

even the length of time that he has continued in the mob,

or the length of way he has gone along with them, all shew

his intention. If, for instance, at midnight, when he ought

to be with his family, and in bed, a mechanic, or working

man, is found in a mob at the distance of miles from his

home, and is proved to have accompanied them from place

to place, and on all those occasions to have been in the

throng of them, and without any pretence of lawful business

in that part of the country ; in such cases, presence is a law-

ful ground of conviction. Indeed, although the individual

may not have given assistance of deed, word, or gesture, in

the executive part of the business, yet his presence is itselfa

real assistance, since it adds to their number confidence and

apparent force, and to the attendant terror and aUrm, which

jure their engines for execution of their lawless project.*

The common law of Scotland has not, in this particular,

f( {lowed the civil law, by which this offence W*b capitally

a Humr, voL ii, c \0.
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§ 4- punishable in some aggravated cases ; as tlie breaking into a
[VATE

—MOBBING.
'

;#
dwelling-house with offensive weapons, and rifling it. Si

guiuem in turba cwn telo fecerintv l

Punish. The punishment of mobbing is arbitrary, unless so far as

merit.
j t js capital under the riot act. But suppose the mob have

been guilty of robbery, house-breaking, fire-raising, or some

other crime, in itself capital, is the individual imprisoned

for trial entitled to bail or not ? Our law, in this particu-

lar also, deviates from the Roman law, by which such of-

fences, though committed in a mob, were capitally punish-

able. But as indiscretion, or the heat of the moment, may

insnare persons in a mob who are not habitually profligate,

nor in the course of forming separate projects of violence or

plunder for themselves, our custom, therefore, " interposes

" to save the life of the rioter, how great soever the excesses

(i against property or person which have been committed,

" if the libel is laid at common law, for the crime of mob-

*' bing or convocation of the lieges, and not for any higher

f< or more special denomination of crime." b

* Ff. ad leg. Jul. de vi publica. " tim, relevant to infer an arbitrary

b Hume, vol. ii, p. 247. Mr. Hume " punishment" (here follows a clause

observes, that a strong evidence of on the riot act) ; " and finds the

this rule is to be found in the trials " breaking and defacing the statues,

that ensued upon the great tumult at " or other ornament^ of the house

Glasgow, (commonly called Shaw- " or gardens, relevant to infer an ar-

field's mob) Which happened on oc- " bitrary punishment ; and finds that

casion of the passing of the malt tax. " the pannels, or any of them, at the

In the case of James and William " time and place libelled, assaulted

Darrach, the lords found " the pan- " or invaded the guard, especially

" nels at the time and place libelled, " with stones or batons, consisting of

" that their assembling themselves " his majesty's forces, or being art

" tumultuously or riotously, or in- " and part thereof, relevant to infer

*' vading, or violently breaking into, " an arbitrary punishment ; and find?

" the house libelled, or the carrying " that the pannels, at the time and

"away, or breaking or destroying, " place libelled, assembled themselves

" any of the goods or furniture there- " in arms, relevant to infer an arbi-

" of, or their being art and part of " trary punishment."— Sept. 30,1725.

»• the same, or any of the acts sepcra-
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Those tumultuous meetings, and quarrels and fightings, 5 4-

i • , , • i r PRIVATE
which take piace without any previous communication tor AFFRArf

mischief, are the proper subject of cognisance to justices

of peace and inferior judges, being summarily punishable

by fine, imprisonment, and security for good behaviour.

Such are termed in English law an affray, which is not a

technical word of Scottish law, unless so far as it occurs in

the general statutes; but " by the 6 tJl act, c. 5, of queen

*< Anne, the justices of peace in Scotland, besides the pow-
t( ers and authorities vested in them by the laws of

" Scotland, a e further authorized to exercise whatever
fi doth appertain to the office of a justice of peace by the

** laws of England, for the preservation of the public peace,

ts though the methods of trial and judgment shall be ac-

<f cording to the laws and customs of Scotland." " I have,

" therefore," observes lord Gardenstone, « no doubt that

« the whole of this title in the English law is adopted into

•* our law, by authority of the above statute ; I therefore

" assun e Mr. Burn's chapter upon this subject, as it appears

'« to me to be very accurate and very complete."* Upon

this authority I shall make the same use of Dr. Burn, with

such occasional alteration in his language as may appear

necessary to render that accurate author useful and intel-

ligible to Scottish justices.

An affray, or fray, is a public offence, to the terror of the

lung's subjects. It is so caded, (according to lord Coke)

because it affrighteth and maketh men afraid. 1'

There may, therefore, be an assault, which will not What is it?

amount to an affia) : tl us, if it happen in a private place,

out of tbe hearing or seeing of any, except the parties con-

cerned, it cannot be said to be to the tenor of the people.

* MS.w Affray.
c

I Hawk. p. 134.

h 3 Inst. p. J 58.
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§ 4. Mere words, however quarrelsome or threatening, do
r*ivArE

. £^ is said, amount to an affrav : nor can one justify

mere tying *™s hands on those who shall barely quarrel with

words? angrv words, without coming to blows; yet it seems that

the constable may, at the request of the party threatened,

carry the person who threatens to beat him before a justice,

in order to find sureties.1

But although no bare words, in the judgment of law,

carry in them so much terror as to amount to an affray,

yet it seems certain that, in some cases, there may be an

-j witij0Ut affray where there is no actual violence ; as where a man
actual vio- arms himself with dangerous and unusual weapons, in

cc
' such a manner as will naturally cause a terror to the people ;

which is said, by the English authors, to have been always

an offence at the common law, and is strictly prohibited by

statute : for by 2 Edw. Ill, c. 3, it is enacted, that except

the king's sen-ants in his presence, and his ministers in

executing their office, and such as be in their company

assisting them, and also upon a cry made for arms to keep

the peace, no man shall come before the king's justices,

or other of the king's ministers doing their office, with
Arrns nav* °

_
° '

ing. force and arms, nor bring any force in affray of peace, nor

go nor ride armed, by night or day, in fairs or markets,

or in the presence of the king's justices, or other ministers,

or elsewhere ; upon pain to forfeit their armour to the

king, and their bodies to prison, at the king's pleasure

;

and the king's justices in their presence, sheriffs, and ma-

gistrates, and other ministers in their bailiwicks, lords of

franchises, and their bailiffs in the same, and mayors and

bailiffs of cities and boroughs within the same, and

borough-holders, constables, and wardens of the peace,

within their wards, shall have power to execute this act.

And the judges of assize are empowered to punish such

officers as have not done their dutv therein.

a 1 Hawk. p. 135.
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" Upon a cry made for arms to keep the peace," it is
~

* »

held upon these words of exception, that no person is with- p"TArs

in the intention of this statute, who arms himself to sup-
~~

press dangerous rioters, rebels, or enemies, and endeavours

to suppress or resist such disturbers of the peace and quiet

of the realm.

In like manner, no wearing of arms is within the mean-

ing of this statute, unless it be accompanied with such cir-

cumstances as are apt to terrify the people : persons of qua-

lity, therefore, do not offend against this statute, by wearing

common weapons, or having their usual number ofattend-

ants with them, for their ornament or defence ; for this

gives no cause for the least suspicion ofan intention to com-

mit any act of violence or disturbance of the peace.*

It is held that a man cannot excuse the wearing such,

armour in public, by alleging that such a one threatened

Lim, and that he wears it for the safety of his person from

his assault, but it hath been resolved that no one shall in-

cur the penalty of the said statute for assembling his neigh-

bours and friends in his own house against those who
threatens to do him any violence therein, because a man's

house is his castlc.b

But even where there has been no affray, or actual—inc«n-

fighting and assault, the public peace is conceived to be
D

broken by such conduct as gives others serious cause of

uneasiness and alarm. In this view, sending of incendiary

letters is a punishable offence, whether the letter be sign-

ed by the real name of the writer or not.

A man wrote letters to his brother-in-law, all of them in

hia ordinary hand, and signed with his own name, and

* : Hjwk . p. I 36. •» liicii.

DIART
ETTERf.
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§ 4- threatening him with all sorts of mischief, if his demands

of money were not complied with : the court of justi-

ciary sentenced the delinquent to transportation for seven

years. 1'

In some places of the neighbouring kingdom, the practice

of extorting money by anonymous letters had become so

frequent, that certain statutes were passed, punishing the of-

fence capitally. The first enacts, 1
' that whoever " shall

" knowingly send any letter, without any name subscribed

" thereto, or signed with a fictitious name, demanding

" money, venison, or other valuable thing," shall be adjudg-

ed guilty of felony, and suffer death, without benefit of

clergy ; which punishment was appointed by a subsequent

statute, for any person who should send a letter, not signed,

or signed with a fictitious name, and threatening death or

lire-raising, ff though no money or venison, or other valu-

" able thing, be demanded in or by such letter." The first

statute was virtually held not to extend to this country, a

libel raised thereon being found to infer only an arbitrary

punishment ;
d and the latter was merely relative to the

former, being entitled, " An act to explain and amend"

it. Those acts appear to have been framed for the suppres-

sion of local and temporary disorders in a certain quarter of

England ; and neither ofthem is needed in aid of our com-

mon law, which " has native vigour" to inflict a punish-

ment f< fully equal to what the urgency of the evil in this

" country has" at any time rtquired." c

Verbal THREATENING^ though violent and pointed, if they be
threats.

merely verbal, are not a relevant ground of prosecution,

to any other effect than binding the delinquent to keep the

a March 1789, John Fraser. d 27 "' June, and n lh July I737»

b 9 Geo. I, c. 22. James Gray.

e 27 Geo. II, c. 15.
e iiume, vol. ii, p. 278.
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peace, under such penalties as the court, in the circumstan- S *

ces of the case, shall see cause to appoint. Such offences,_1N cen-

therefore, properly belong to the next chapter, which re- DIA:;Y

gards the preventive duties of this magistracy.
LETTERS.

This class of offences may be closed with a briefaccount—duel-

of duelling ; that imperious «< crime, which triumphs proud-
LING *

(e ly over both public revenge and private virtue, and

" tramples both upon the law of the nation and the life of

" our enemy .'' a

For " this crime, though prohibited by the legislature,

" under the pain of death, and the lasting consequences of

«« an attainder, is unhappily enjoined by the prejudices of

<e mankind, and the fallable voice of popular estimation ;

fe and when shame is the consequence of obedience to law,

" the sword of justice loses its terrors. Hence the duel-

" list kills his friend whom he loves; and the judee con-
eS demns the duellist, whilst he scarcely knows how in his

" own heart to disapprove his behaviour."b And " the

" frenzy of passion tempts us to decide petty animosities bj
'< hazard of eternity.'

Duelling is a peculiarity of modern manners. It is no- its origis

wise countenanced by the example of the polished and en-

lightened states of antiquity. " We find no such crime as
(t this among the Romans, because that wise nation em-
" ployed their lives against their enemies, and not against

'* their fellow-citizens ; and the true trial of courage among
" them was fighting against the enemies of Rome.'M

* Sir George Mackenzie's Crimi- c Eden, ibid,

nal law, part i, tit. 12. d Mackenzie, ibid.

b Eden's Principles of penal lffw, Ancient Greece, no doubt, h:id its

p. 224. 6ingle combats, where the prize of

skill
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* 4- Its origin must be traced to the rites of barbaric su-
J RIVAT E
— dukl- perstition, which Caesar and Tacitus first presented to the

ting. contemplation of their learned countrymen; 1 and whence,

in process of time, sprung the various trials, by the ordeal,

single combat, and other modes of judicial reference to the

divine interposition, which wras believed supernaturally to

appear on the side ofjustice.b

SuperstJ- With us, in Scotland, who are one tribe of the same
tiousmode

race due is f dd were allowed, not only for the clear-
of proof by _

* 'J
our old ing of innocence in criminal accusations, but likewise in

civil causes, as, when an heir denied that his predecessor

in crimes.
Da(* granted a conjunct fee ;

=
. or where any thing was de-

nied to be lawfullybought by the owner.'' Accordingly,dueh

In civil ac- ling jg mentioned in our books as one of the generalforms and

manners of probation used in courts. " Ane thing may he

" proven lawfuilie, as debt, or be buying or selling, or as

skill, or valour, or strength, was con- committunt ; -victoria bujus net HHui

tended for ; and the Roman story af- pro prsjuiicio accipitur. (Tacitus de

fords some instances of one individual moribus Germinorum).

stepping forward from the ranks and b Soleiant enim superstitiosa g'.ntt*

challenging another from the hostile stptentrionales de criminibus inqitirere

army; (see Livy, lib. xxv, cap. Jl). eaque cxp'or.ire, vd perf^rrum candens^

"VK e are told by Plutarch, in his Life -vel per aquam, nunc frigidam, nunc ca-

cti. Marc Antony, that that general ledam : in hac si mergerentr.r, in Mo nisi

proposed to Octavius ("Augustus Cse- ill&sl et intectifuisstnt, fit criminis im'

sar) tp put the issue of the war, and, positi hahelantur. (Craig de feudis,

of course, the sovereignty of the lib. i, dieg. /, !j 24).

tvorld, upon a combat between them- c Reg. mag. lib. ii, c. 16.

selves two. But it is needless to ob- " Of dowrie, or an reasonable

serte how different s»ch instances are " tevce," it is ordained, that " gif the

from the modern practice of duelling, " heire denyes all the wife's right

as a method of revenging private in- "and clame, and alledges in court

juries. " that she was never endowed there-

a Est et alia obsirvatio auspi.iorum, " with be his predecessor, the querel

quj: gra-jium bei'.orum eventus expfomnt

;

" or pley may be decided be singular

ejus grntis cum qua bdlurr. est, captivum " battel."

quoqns modo intercepium, cum electa po- d Ibid, lib. 3, C 13.

f'jlar i w sutrum, p.itriis nwrnque armis
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{< ane Ienne, or be the general manner and form of proba- § 4-

P RIVA T £
(t tion, used and observed in courts ; that is, be writ, or be _DUel-

U singular battell"* But the Scottish legislature began to re- LING -

cede from this savage jurisprudence so early as the reign of

Alexander II ; when it was ordained, that in ft time coming improve-

" nojudgement or dome sail be done by water or irn, as has
J

nentof our

" been used in all times." b Single combat maintained its

ground sometime longer ; and Robert III, whose regulations

resembled those of PhiliptheFair, in France,allowed duelling

only in these four cases: "first, that the deed for the quhilk
(s the defender is appealed is capitall, and may be punished

" be the death ; secundlie, that it is quietly and treasonablie

*l done and committed ; thirdlie, that he quha is appealed,

(C be halden suspect, by conjectures, or probable suspicions,

<f and presumptions ifourthlie, that the cause or controversie

" may not be proven otherwise bot be battell, and not be
(l witness, nor be instruments, letters, or by writt." c Judi-

cial combat at length fell into total disuse,d with the progres-

sive dawning of a more enlightened jurisprudence ; and for

ages, duelling has been no otherwise recognised than as a

heinous offence against morality and religion, which it has

been thought proper to restrain by the severest sanctions.

If the parties actually fight, and one of them be killed, What is

this is murder, both b v law of Scotland and England, what- °s
'

ever may have been the provocation, or however fairly the

parties may have conducted themselves ; for those circum-

stances of sudden provocation which lower the offence to

1 Ibid. " 15 71, and was held in Tothilfieldl,

b Stat, c vii,
\ 3. " Westminster; non sine magna juris.

c Cap. 16. " consultorum ptrturbatwne Baith sir

'i'he last trial by battle that " Henry Spelman, who was himself

" was waged in the English court of " a witness of the ceremony." (Her-
'• common pleas at Westminster, was bcrt's Antiquities, p. n8).
«'• in 13"' year of queen Elizabeth,

Vol. L Bb
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4- the denominationof manslaughter, are not understood, by the

law of cither country, to apply to those " who meet avowed-

ling. « \y with an intent to murder. This takes in the case of

" deliberate duelling, where both parties meet avowedly

«' with an intent to murder, thinking it their duty as gen-

(t tlemen, and claiming it as their right, to wanton with their

* e own lives, and those of their fellow-creatures, without

* any warrant or authority from any power, either divine

'< or human, but in direct contradiction to the laws both of

*' God and man ; and therefore the law has justly fixed the

" crime and punishment of murder on them and on their

" seconds also." a

Farther, the mere act of engaging in a duel, whether

Capital by the parties receive any wound or not, is made capital by
statute.

tjie statute 1600, c. 12, and the provoker is to be punished

by a more ignominious death than the other, at the plea-

sure of the sovereign.5 This statute said nothing with re-

spect to seconds ; but the subsequent one of king William

enacts, " that whosoever, principal or second, or other in-

* terposed person, gives a challenge to fight a duel, or

41 single combat, or whosoever accepts the same, or who-
" soever, either principal or second, on either side, engages

" therein, albeit no fighting ensue, shall be punished by

" the pain of banishment and the escheat of moveables,

*' without prejudice to the act already made against the

" fighting of duels." c So presently stands the law. Both

these statutes, on a late occasion/ were declared unani-

mously by the court of justiciary to be still in force.

a Blackstone,- Com. b. iv, c. 14. which duelling is considered as cri-

b This act prohibits the fighting of minal or not criminal, from the mere

any single combat without the king's accident of its being permitted or not

licence. Strange, to imagine it pos- by the sovereign

!

sible that a statute could have any c 1696, c. 55.

durable or effectual operation by d Macdonald, 6 th August 1798.
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There have not, however, been manv prosecutions on this § *•

*
i TR1VATK

statute, which must be allowed to be a rigorous law;_DUBL.

and Mr. Hume observes, he could not find in the records LING -

more than two instances of a conviction upon it.
a

This statute applies only to a serious proposal and adjust-

ment of a combat. Ambiguous hints or inuendos on the

one hand, or on the other, mere verba jactantia, passionate

words of defiance, uttered face to face, and onlv tending to

a challenge, are punished arbitrarily at common law, but

not by the statutory pains. For example, in the course of

a scuffle, one of the persons engaged in it, besides other

abuse, calling to another of them to get a sword, and give

him satisfaction, was not found a relevant charge under

this statute.5

a Vol. ii, p. 282. The one was the next morning, left a verbal message

case of David Cairns, I st and 2d for him with his servant, at his house

May 1 71 2. "It appears from the in Leith, bearing, that he should

" proof, that the defiance was given wait for Eids upon the beach, and
" verbally, and by the one party in have satisfaction from him for what
« the personal presence of the other; had passed the day before. In this

" but iu direct and plain terms, and case it was objected that there was
" with mention of time and place, no mention of mortal weapons, nor

" though accompanied with foul and any express appeal to fight a duel or

" opprobrious epithets. The judge single combat ; but this plea was
" found the libel relevant to infer the over- ruled. They find the said James
" statutory pains; and the pannel Maccall, pannel, his having, about

" being convicted, had sentence of the time libelled, challenged the said

"escheat of moveables and of ba- Basset Eids to fight, relevant to infer

" nishment from Scotland for the the pains libelled. 5"1 April 1714.

" space of seven years." And in the b January 5 and 9, 1719, William

cause of James Maccall, merchant in Alves against William Irving of Grib-

Leith, indicted at instance of Basset toun. " And as to that article of the

Eids, land-surveyor there ; the court « libel, which concerns the pannel'*

had sustained a charge to this effect, « giving a challenge to the said Alex-

that Maccall having thrown out a «« ander Alves to fight, the said lord*

personal defiance to Eids to fight, " find the same, as libelled, not relc-

and threatened to affront him where- « V ant to infer die pains of the act

tver they should again meet, he, early « of parliament against duelling "

Ii 1)2
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S 4. Prosecutions upon these statutes are not competent be-

—DUEi- f°re ^ie sessions of the peace, but only in the court ofjus-

ling. ticiary. 3 Like treason, and other heinous offences already

mentioned, it is merely as a breach of the peace that duel-

ling comes under the jurisdiction ofjustices of the peace, to

whom it belongs to secure the delinquents, and take pre-

cognitions and other steps preparatory to a trial ; and par-

ticularly, on the first notice of an intended duel, to secure

all concerned till they give security to keep the peace ; a

duty so much the more important, that preventive means

seem to be the chief, if not the only, legal check by which

this crime can be successfully restrained. For we cannot

expect that the severest punishments will ever be c< effec-

«' tual to eradicate this unhappy custom, till a method be

« found out of compelling the original aggressor to make
*' some other satisfaction to the affronted party, which the

«« world shall esteem equally reputable, as that which is

ft now given at the hazard of the life and fortune, as well

< £ of the person insulted as of him who hath given the

<« insult." b

a Hume, vol. iii, p. 93. " The " fighting a duel contrary to the sta-

M lords of justiciary are the only ,l tute 1600, c. 12," &c.

" fudges in the following crime : the b Black. Com. b. iv, c. 14, p. 198,



CHAP. II.

HIS-

Of Preventive Justice, or the Means of Preserving the

Public Peace, and guarding Individuals against appre-

hended Wrong.

I, npHE body politic cannot be said to have attained full § i.

J- maturity, or to enjoy perfect health and vigour,
*** so:

while the community have no other security against theTORY of

disturbance of the public peace, nor individuals against **
jus-

wrong and violence, excepting the infliction of punishments TICE -

after the offence has been committed. Besides, vindictive

justice, how necessary soever, and really a kind of mercy to

the community, is yet attended with disagreeable circum-

stances, which are happily avoided by the vigilant execu-

tion ofpreventivejustice. The latter, therefore, becomes an

object of serious attention in every well-regulated code.

The Romans had their cautio de non ojfendendo, by which
any person who had reason to dread violence, applied to the

praetor to make the suspected person give security for his

peaceable demeanour -,
a their cautio de damno infecto, by

which the proprietor of an insecure house was obliged to

a Interim adverius minarum jacta- datisjijijussoribus i>el pignoribus arbitrit

iiones id uiu re;-plum at,ut iniic metucni, judicii, interponendam. (Voet, lib. iv,

implorato judhis auxilio, cautionem de tit. 2, §13; Gayl. dc pace juiblku,

' ndendt '>i/Jt a minarum aucUr:, lib. i, cap. 2, 3.)

B b ;
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^ i. give security that it should not fall down upon his neigh-

ANp HI5 . hour's property ;
;1 and their cautio de dolo, or that security

roRy et which was exacted of the possessor of the thing in dispute,

that it should not he deteriorated during the subsistence of

Saxons. the litigation. 1' In England, under the Saxon constitution,

the public peace is said to have been effectually preserved

by means of king Alfred's celebrated institution of decenna-

ries, or frankpledges ; whereby the whole neighbourhood,

or tithing of freemen, were mutually pledges for the good
Normans, behaviour of each other. Under the Normans, the old

manner of taking surety of the peace, which they termed

treves (truce), was after this order: he, of whom it was

demanded, in open court, taking him by the hand who
demanded it, did solemnly swear that neither he, nor any

of his, should do him harm. But, in process of time, 'i. the

te conscience of an oath" being found less to restrain evil

men than the loss of goods, it became necessary to take sure

bond to the king for the security of such as were in fear.' 1

Scotland. In this country, in like manner, the ancient practice was

for men to take assurance from one another against any

violence they apprehended. e But an early statute ofJames

1/ ordained that " firm and sicker peace be kcepod and

" haldefl throw all the realm, and among all and sindrie

<* Heges and subjectes to our soveraigne lord the king; and

" that no man take on hand in time to cam, to moovc or

«« make weir against uther, under all paine that may follow

*' be course of common law." And by a subsequent en-

actment of the same reign," it was statute and ordained,

a Cat/tio de damno infecto pra.statur rum ; hue mada spondes ab ea re, qua de

cum tua domus ruinosa ruinam minatur a<<:tur, dolum malum abesse, abjuturum

domui mete. (Calvini I.cx. jur. ad vo- esse? (Calvini, ibid.)

cem.) c Blackstone, b. iv, c. 18.

b Lccum habelat cum peiita judido res
d Lamb. b. ii, c. II.

esset vereretgue peiiior, ne quid dclo malo e Stair, b. iv, tit. 48, 3 3.

possessor interea committcret ; itaque apud f 1424, c. 2.

judicem postulabat ab eo,uisibi repromit- S 1439, c. I 29.

teireti se nihil, in ca re, dolo malo facta-
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" that gif onie of the king's lieges has onie doubt of the § l
*' life, outher be deed or mannance, or violent presump- AN^ufs.
ft tion, and he ask sovertie of the partie that the plaint is tor? of

" made upon, sa that the paitie plaintiff mak pruif of the

" deed, or mannance, or of the violent presumption made
<c or done till him, be his aith or uther sufficient pruife,

" and the schireffe do not that effeiris till his office, in

" that case he sail be in fourtie pund to the king, and as-

" syeth the party." And in the succeeding reign, a
it was

declared, " that na man neede till have assurance ane of
'* uther, bot that the kingis peace be assurance till all men,"

&c. ; " and attour, that gif ony person dreadis ane uther,

t* that he passe to the sheriffe, or to the officiares that it

u effeirs to, and make that knawin, or swear that he dreadis

" harm, and they shall take burrowes of peace after the

(( actes made thereupon of before."

It was usual, of old, as a security against any apprehend-

ed harm, to obtain from the chancery the brief ofpeace ;
b

which was directed to the coroner, c who took the com-

plainer's oath, and exacted a pledge or caution from the

other, who, if he thereafter offended, was said to break the

king's protection ; and being convicted by an assize, " he

" sail be in the king's mercie, and sail be condemned to

te the complainer in the harmes and skaith, quherof he is

(C challenged, be pledges found be him thercanent." a

IT. One method noticed, as we have seen in our ancient § a.

LAWHUR-
Rows.

a 1449, c. 13. way : " At Dumfries, it is statute,

l) Reg. Mag. lio. Ii, c. 63, ( 15 ;
" conforme to the law, that gif any

jnd Quon. Attach, c. 54;*md Ap- " man is convict in Galloway, be

^tndix II. « battel, or othcrwayes, of breaking

c Sec above, p. 4. " the king's peace, he sail pay to the

,uion. Artaeh. Ibid. " king tw< ntie-twakyc, thrie horse
;

There was a very particular law " or' for ilk ane of them nine kyc."

ting the inhabitants of CJullo- (Ibid. c. J2-)
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$ z. statutes for preserving individuals against danger, are letters

lawbur- cf }awDUrrows, derived from burgh, or bor&h, or borrow,*
ROWS. °

our old word for caution, surety, pledge, and meaning cau-

tion, found to do nothing contrary to law.

This security may be obtained on application to justices

of peace, or any magistrate.
- If the lawburrows issue from

the court of justiciary, they are executed with the same so-

lemnity as criminal letters, and caution is found in their

books. If from the court of session, they proceed on com-

mon bills ; in which case they are executed as any other

horning ; letters of lawburrows being a horning to that spe-

cific intent, and caution is found in the hands of the clerk

to the bills. They pass without caution ; yet not of course,

but upon the oath of the complainer, or other sufficient evi-

dence of danger. 13 The citation of the party complained of

is not necessary ; because the only security required is, that

he shall do no illegal violence, which at any rate would be

contrary to his duty as a member of society. But to pre-

vent the inconveniency of causeless application for lawbur-

rows, the complainer must either swear that he dreads bo-

dily harm from the party complained of, or bring evidence

of the malicious intentions of the latter against him.

By the narrative of the statute 1581- c. 117, it is clear.
Wliat arc

proper that formerly lawburrows w ere granted only when the com-
causes of

pjajner dreaded danger to his own life, or at least bodily
granting r ° J

lawbur- harm in his own person ; but for the reason expressed in the
row *' statute, the same was extended thus: d " that the complain

" ers, their wives, bairns, tenants, and servants, shall be
(t harmless and skaithless in their bodies, lands, tacks, pos-

lt sessions, goods, and gear, and noways troubled or molest-

a Skene, de Verborum significa- c Ersk. b. iv, tit. i, § 16,

tione ad vocem. d ijSl, c. 117.

fc Stair, vol. iv, tit. 48, § 1.
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** ed therein by the persons complained on, nor no uthers V
" of their causing, sending, hounding out, resetting, com- ^o^!"

8

ci mand, assistance, and ratehabition, whom they may stop

u or let directly or indirectly, otherwise than by order of

f* law or justice."

Any person is entitled to the benefit of this security who Fear, if gc,

is truly afraid of violence, whether his terror appear to
nu

others groundless or not. It is sufficient, therefore, that

he makes oath to the reality of his fears. Still, however,

it may be proper for the magistrate to put such questions

concerning the ground of his apprehension as may disco-

ver whether the application be not utterly unreasonable, or

perhaps wanton and malicious.

In order to prevent delinquencies, and terrify evil doers, a Penalty,

greater penalty than reparation is inflicted for breaking law-

burrows, according to the offender's state and quality. 1 The
penalty for this offence was at first inflicted at the discretion

of the privy council, and the fine divided equally betwixt

the crown and the party aggrieved f but it came afterwards

to be fixed in the following proportion, according to the

rank of the offender, viz. for every earl or lord two thousand

pounds Scots ; for every great baron one thousand pounds *

a thousand merks for each freeholder ; for a feuar five hun-

dred merks ; two hundred merks for each unlanded gentle-

man ; and for every yeoman one hundred merks. c The pe-

nalty fixed for a yeoman must, it is thought, be the rule for

persons of lower degree, no other being mentioned. 11 The
sum may be demanded from the contravener, though he may
not have given security for obedience to the letters ;

e inwhich

case the title to pursue is the charge given to him upon the

a Stair, b. i, tit. 9, ^ 30. d Bankton, yoI. i, book I, tit. IO,

b Pari, 1491, c. »7 j 1579, c /, ; p. 283.

1581,0.117! e Act 1597, c. 269.

C Pari. 1593, c. I$6
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§ 2. letters ; but where caution is found, the bond of caution is

the title to pursue both the contravener and the cautioner. 1tAWBDR
ROWS

Penalty The penalty of breaking lavvburrows is not incurred

re

°

d

w
'

ir
" merely by the uttering of reproachful words. There must

be soine act of violence committed upon the person or goods

of those who are mentioned in the letters. If the act of

contravention be slight, the penalty is sometimes reduced

to a lesser sum ; and at other times no more is decreed

against the contravener than the real damage sustained by

the pursuer. b

Lord Bankton observes, that besides the half of the

penalty, the party may pursue for his actual damages.

The action of contravention must be at the instance of

the king's advocate, as well as of the private party, because

it supposes a breach of the peace, and the penalty is divid-

ed between the king and private party. It must be prose-

cuted before either the court of session or justiciary, as the

letters proceed from the one or other ; and a decree before

an inferior court would be void.d

" But," lord Bankton remarks/ " if the action of con-

" travention is founded on caution for the good behaviour

" (which is equivalent to that found in lawburrows), pur-

a Ersk. sup. lawburrows in their courts, albeit

b Spottis. Practics, p. 74. 3
rl Feb. they may cause parties find caution

1629, Ander.-on. of lawburrows in their courts; and
c Book i, tit. 10, :

;
17;. if they proceed and give process and

d Ibid, if 172. sentence of contravention, albeit a-

i6ix,July6. Kennedy, tailor in gainst a defender compearing, the

Maybole, against Hew Kennedy of same will be null, by way of excep-

Garriborn, and bailie-depute of Car- tion. (Fol. Die. vol. i, p. 49,3. ] I id-

rick, and Quintin Tod. No inferior dington, MS. N°. 2265. Morison't

judge in this kingdom has power to Diet, of Decisions, p. 73c? 1

decide in actions of contravention of e Ibid.
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(t suant to an order from the justices of peace, or other infe-

" rior judges, the

" as I apprehend."

i.

WBU1U
rior judges, the action may be prosecuted before them,

LA

The grounds on which this action of contravention can

be relevantly brought, have been already noticed in general ;

and indeed appear from the cause of issuing the writ, and

the danger which it has in view to prevent. But what in-

juries are sufficient to constitute this contravention, has of-

ten been the subject of litigation. A summary of those de-

cisions, from the Dictionary, voce Lawburrows, is subjoined

in the note.a

a Contravention of lawburrows

was sustained, although there was no

damage done, but only the party had

stopped a highway where carts with

corn used to pass. Colv.

Dec. 1591, Strangs. Threatening

and chacing was not found to be a

sufficient qualification of contraven-

tion, without actual striking. Hadd.

Feb. 1604, Wallace. 1 asturing of

goods was found not to infer contra-

vention, unless herding were also li-

belled. Hadd. Feb. 1604, Bchaw.

Herding not sustained, unless it was

alleged that the goods were violently

held on the ground. Hope. (Con-

travention.) J
tb Dec. 161 6, Ander-

son. Lawburrows being found, and

the party thereafter having pulled off

the other's hat, and thrown it under

his feet, and with a threatening to

nail it to his head with a whinger

;

this was found to be no contraven-

tion, because he neither harmed him

in his person or goods. I.'add. 21 st

June 1605, Young. Drawing a sword

to invade a man, though no harm

followed, was found suflicicnt to infer

contravention. Hadd. 27 th Febru-

ary 1607, M'Kie. In a contraven-

tion, sued by Bruce of Greenyards

against Clackmannan, the libel was

found relevant ; because Clackman-

nan struck the pursuer with his fist,

and drew his whinger, and struck at

him therewith, albeit there was no
harm done. Hadd. 21 st Dec. 1609.

The lords found deeds of contraven-

tion relevant, which libelled upon

the defender's violent entering to the

possession of the lands, after the pur-

suer was put in, although it should

fall out that the defenders should re-

duce the decree of removing. Hope,

(Contravention.) 6 lil July 16x6,

rVluirhead. Injurious words, and

spitting in the face, was found con-

travention. Auch. (Contravention.)

23* Jan. 1619. found, that the let-

ting in water to the pursuer s going

coal, through the defender's, that was

waited, was no act of contravention,

but the pursuer was allowed to insist

for damage and interest, if he had

sustained any. Spot. (Contraven-

tion.) 3 Feb. i62y, Anderson. A
deed
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S *• If security be not given, the pursuer may proceed to de-
tAVTRUH- . . -

hows. nunciation and caption. 1

Although this writ of Iawburrows be issued at the suit

of a party afraid of violence from another, with whom he

is on bad terms, yet it has been held not to be done away,

nor action of contravention to be barred, by a subsequent ge-

neral reconciliation between the parties. 15 A party being

charged to find caution in a Iawburrows, the court of session

held, that though he contract friendship and familiarity with

the charger, yet thereby the Iawburrows is not presumed

discharged, unless it be expressed in writing; and in case the

party had found caution and contravened, the familiarity

since the finding caution was no relevant exception^ A
deed of contravention, being the cutting of some horse-

loads of wood in the pursuer's property, this exception was

sustained, viz. that the pursuer, after the time of the said

cutting, had granted liberty to the defender to cut some

wood there, which the court held to be a presumptive re-

mission ; this action being like the Roman actio injuriarum

deed of contravention was sustained, the stile of court. Dur. Auch.

although there was no violence li- (Contravention). 28 th Jan. 1632,

belled, the deed being the liferentrix Grant. The like ; Dur. 9'"' February

her tilling upland that was found to 1633, Lindsay,

be no part of her jointure, and, after a A late instance occurred of a

the pursuer had sown it, her having husband, who lived separate from his

eaused sow it over again. Dur. wife, in consequence of a voluntary

13 th Dec. 1 63 1, Whitingham. The deed of separation, having taken out

lords refused to sustain contravention
j

a Iawburrows against her, and she

upon this, that the defender had not having found caution, he gave

taken two horses from the pursuer's her a charge of horning, and there-

tenant, since caution was not found after applied for caption. The lord

to the tenant, nor was he insisting ordinary on the bills had some hesi-

here, bat might by himself sue a tation, but, upon consideration, al-

ptrlzie,&c; nor was the tenourofthe lowed the caption to go out.

act here regarded, viz. that the pur- b Hadd. 6th Feb. i6c7,Torbreck.

suer, his men, tenants, &c. should be c Auch. (Contravention,) 9 Ji, •

harmless, &c. seeing that was only Jy 1628.
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guce dissimulatione tollitur : But action was reserved to the $ a-

I-AWBI

ROWS.pursuer for simple damage and interest;*

If lawburrows be taken out with the malicious purpose of if malicl-

affronting and distressing an innocent person, from whom °

\ J
z
f~

no harm was seriously apprehended, it is a very culpable

abuse of a legal remedy, and injurious to the individual,

who, according to lord Bankton,b will be founded in an
action of damages, on the authority of the civil law, which
punished those with imprisonment who maliciously fled to

the altar, under the false pretext of dreading harm from

particular persons.

But with us, in the case of lawburrows, it has been Damages,

doubted, whether the law can be supposed to intend, that
if due*

any one who takes this oath, which has the effect only of

binding the party complained of more particularly to that

course of conduct, which he is at any rate obliged to ob-

serve, shall be farther questioned respecting the reality of

his fears.
d

All persons whatever may obtain this security of law- who may

burrows against those from whom they dread danger. A take ou
5

wife may obtain it against her husband ; and even the hus-

band against his wife : in which cases, however, of family

quarrels, c " iolicl grounds of fear ought to be particularised,

" or otherwise the charge will be suspended.

" Not only private persons, but even communities, and
< f then the town-council as their representatives, may be

a Dur. IIth Jan. 163 j, Ling's ad- futl'ua coerceri, D. Pius rcscripsit.-—

vocate, &c. (L. 28, \ 7. D. de poen.)

b Book i, tit. io, $ 172. d Hume, vol. i, c. u, § 3.

c Eumque qui imaginem Cittatli in in- e Bank. book i, tit. IO. ^ I 76.

-.idiam *lt'.iiu: pratuluief, »» tii.-uula
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" served with letters of lawburrows at the instance of those

tl who dread from them bodil v harm ; but in such case the
u complainer must particularise some act of the community
" as such, in order to infer a contravention ; for the actions

u of particular inhabitants, or even of the magistrates, can-

" not be otherwise chargeable on the corporation ; and by
«« the same rule, the community may serve such letters

«« against those who molest them ; and in such case, the ma-
" gistrates, as administrators, must give their oath as to the

if mischief dreaded by the community, which generally is

" as to their possessions." 11

Lord Haddington reports one instance of this security

of lawburrows being issued at the suit of one community

against another. 1"

a Book i, tit. 10, § 170.

" There is also a kind of lawbur-

rows competent to royal boroughs

; and sea-ports, &c. against those

who stop, impede, or molest, their

; common passages, and the high-

: ways leading to or from them

:

action may be sued at the instance

: of the party aggrieved, on six days

warning, before the lords of session,

: against the offenders, for redress of

the wrong and oppression commit-
1 ted by them; and to find caution,

; acted in the books of session, under

: such penalty as the lords shall tax

1 or modify, never to commit the

'• like by themselves, or others whom
'• they may let or hinder; the one

1 half of which penalties goes to the

; king, and the other to the party ag-

' grieved, as in other lawburrows :

1 such action is truly of the nature

I
of a molestation; but because of

' the importance of the case to trade

" and commerce, and to the whole
«' people, it is only competent before

" the court of session (1592, c. 159)

;

" notwithstanding the former act,

" which ordained molestations to be

" pursued only before the judge-or-

" dinary." Ibid.

b " 1594, June, Auld Toune of

" Aberdene against New Toune. The
" auld toune of Aberdene gat chairgis

" against the provost, bailzies, coun-

" sail, merchandis, and craftsmen, of

" the new toune of Aberdene for find-

" ing of lawburrowis to thame, under

" several paynis respectively
; and in

" like manner, the lairde of Feme
" gat chairgis against the provost,

" bailzies, and counsall, of Ruther-

" glen, for finding lawburrowis to

" him in June 1595, and the year

" preceding, ane Crichton against

" Sanquhar." Haddington, MS. N°.

409. Morison's Diet, of Decis. v.

Lawburrowt.
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The competency of using this writ, in the case of mams- § *•

trates and communities, may have suggested, but can nei- RO w».

ther excuse nor palliate, the issuing of it at the suit of the

sovereign against his subjects. a Even at a period, when
public and private rights were wantonly violated by a system

of tyranny and oppression, this perversion of law, and de-

gradation of the royal prerogative and majesty, appeared

scarcely less ridiculous 15 than at present, when the king and

his people are reciprocally secure, by the legal establishment

of civil and religious liberty.

III. Surety of the peace

a " Throughout the western coun-

" ties, the landlords were required to

" enter into bonds, under the same

" penalties which the delinquents

" incurred, that neither their fami-

" lies, domestics, tenants, nor their

M servants, should withdraw from

" public worship ; or adhere to con-

" venticles; or succour field preach-

" ers, or persons intercommuned."

(Laing'sHist.of Scotland, v. iv,p.<>5).

These bonds {of peace, as they were

called) being refused by the gentle-

men, " a precaution used only against

" personal danger, was converted by

" the most oppresive chicane into an

" alternative for the bonds : a gene-

*' ral writ of lawburrows was issued,

" at the suit of the king, against a

*' whole county, to find security, ac-

" cording to the terms of the bonds,

" for preventing conventicles, under

" the penalty of double rents, and
u any other punishment which the

" council might inflict." (Ibid). See

the writs odlcnvum in Wodrow's Hi 3 -

is the acknowledging a recog- ? 3-
° SURETT

OF THE
tory, vol. i, app. p. 181. This ille- peacs.

gal perversion of an useful writ, can-

not be better exposed than by sir

George Mackenzie's serious attempt

to vindicate it. " Nor was there any

" more surety found, at least from
" masters and heritors, than the or-

dinary surety of lawburrows; by
" the very stile whereof any private

" man may force another, by the law,

" to secure him against all prejudices

" from his men, tenants, and ser-

" vants, and others of his command,
" outhounding and ratihabition ; and
" that the king had great reason to

" be jealous of their breaking the

"peace, appears from," &c. See his

Vindication of king Charles the Se-

cond's government. Works, vol. ii,

P- 545-

b " King Charles 1 was much blam-

" ed for declaring his Scots subjects

" rebels; but the managers made his

" son ridiculous in asking lawburrows

" from his subjects." Wod row's

Hist. vol. i, p. 473.
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§ 3- nisance or bond to the king, taken by a competent judge,

for keeping the peace. 1
©F THE
PEACE.

It is taken by a justice of peace, or other magistrate, un-

der such penalties as the circumstances of the case may
Who may seem to require. Any one justice is entitled to exact this

surety, as well by the general acts b as by the commission of

the peace.

Howitmay Surety of the peace may be taken by a justice of peace,

he taken.
e;ther ministerially or judicially. In the one case, an officer

merely, he gives obedience to some higher authority ; in

the other, a judge or magistrate, he acts by virtue of his

own proper power and jurisdiction^

Or as a As a judge or magistrate, he may command this surety,
J "

ge
* either of his own motion, or at the prayer and request of

another.

whom he The justice of peace, upon his own motion, may bind all

may bind
tkose t0 fceep the peace, who in his presence make an affray *

motion. or strike or assault any person ; or threaten to kill, beat, or

hurt, another, or to burn his house ; or contend together

with hot words ; " whence," says Lambard, " oftentimes

" do ensue affrays and batteries, and sometimes maims, yea*

whom u manslaughters arid murders." In like manner, he may
mzy

.

th
,

e
. , exact it of all those who go about with unusual weapons

justice bind •
.

x

to the or attendants, to the terror of the people ; or whom the

Peace- constable brings before him for a breach of the peace, com-

mitted in presence of such constable ; or those convicted of

having forfeited their bond, or recognisance, to keep the

peace ; and, generally, whomsoever he suspects of an in-

tention of breaking the peace. 11

a Bum, adwcem;
d See Dr. Burn, (Surety of thi

b 1617 and 1601. peace). Bacon's Abridge. (Ibid)

c Lambard, b. ii, c. a.
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The justice of peace, upon his own discretion, as well as § 3-
'

SUF ""
upon any man's complaint, may bind those to the peace who TH

have made an affray, though out of his presence. 3

If the sureties of any one who is bound to keep the

peace be insufficient, he may be commanded by the same,

or any other justice of peace, to find new sureties, 13 and

may be sent to prison till he do so.

A justice of peace may persuade a man to require the

surety of peace against another, and he himself may grant

a warrant for it ; because it is no more than he might have

granted of his own authority, without any demand made,

and it shall be presumed that he saw cause to do all this. c

Any justice of peace may command this surety of who may

the peace, and grant his warrant for it, upon the complaint
eman

of any person f< threatened, or fearing to be wronged."d

All persons whatever under the king's protection, being of

sane memory, and equally, whether natives or aliens, ex-

communicated, or attainted of treason, have a right to de-

mand surety of the peace. A wife may demand it against

her husband, threatening to beat her outrageously, and a

husband may have it against his wife ;
e who, if she can-

not find sureties, must be committed ; " and so," observes

Crompton, " a man may be rid of ascold." f This security, Against

according to Dalton, may be granted to a person at the age ĉ
g™™^

of fourteen, but neither to one of non sane memory, at his

own request, nor against him.s

This surety may be obtained against any person sound in Against

whom.

a Dak. c. 1 1 6. c i Hawk. u6. Burn, (Surety «f

b Ibid. the peace.)

c Ibid. f Crom. 11S.

<l Act 1617 and 1661. EC. 11 -.

Vol. I. re
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<j 3- mind, magistrate or private person, whether he be of full
SURETY OF

the peace a&e or under age. But persons under age, and married

women, ought to find security by their friends, and not be
Surety for koun(j themselves. Surety of the peace may be granted
the peace.

.

J ' f .,*'"• e

A .

st
against the sheriff, coroner, and other such officersofjustice ;

sheriff. who should not, however, it is said, be bound versus cunc-

tumpopvlwn, but to those only who demand it; lest other-

wise it should argue them unworthy of their offices. a

Against a A justice of peace may grant this surety to any man

peace!
° against one of his fellow justices, though great discretion is

here to be used.b " Yea," says Dalton, c "ajustice of peace,

*' upon demand, may grant this surety against his own wife ;

" and yet he and his wife are but one person in law."

Oathneces- The party must swear that he is afraid (to use the ex-

pression of the statute) of being wronged, and that he does

if fear of not require the surety out of malice.
other than

corporal

hurt will The commission appears to have in view corporal hurt,

as by killing or beating, or the firing of their houses. But

the more approved opinion is, that this surety may be de-

manded on the ground of threats of imprisonment, which

may be considered as an assault and injury done to the per-

son :
d for though one wrongfully imprisoned m?.y no doubt

afterwards recover damages, yet somay hewho is wrongfully

beaten. This circumstance no more supersedes the ne©

of surety of the peace in the one case than : ;er.
e

It is no ground for demanding this surety that a man

is at variance, or has a suit, with his neighbour.'

A man is entitled to demand this surety, who is afraid of

a Dalt. c. 117. d Burn, ad •voum.

b Ibid. e 1 Hawk. 127. Burns.

c Ibid. f Dalton, c. 116.

do
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hurt (if not to himselfpersonally, yet) to his wife or child- § 3-

ren ; but (according to the English writers) not where he THEPEACE#

is afraid of hurt or injury only to his servants,* or cattle, oris fear of

other goods. But the broader expression of our statute
v^t

°/
cr"

seems to include those kinds of damage also, that dreaded cattle a rea-

to our goods or cattle at le#st, be the law with respect to
tXing°it."

servants what it may.

It is the fear of some present or future injury that entitles !t must ^
one to demand surety of the peace, which is intended for]^

the relief of those only who are in fear. If the injury has

actually been committed, it is too late to ?pply for this re-

medy ; redress must then be obtained by the punishment

of the delinquent, who may be bound over to stand trial,
5

This surety mav be commanded either by word or by Manner of

. . „ taking it.

writing.

A justice of peace may, by word, command any man to By word,

find sureties for the peace, who, in his presence and hearing,

threatens another ; or makes an affray or assault on another ;

or is paiilty of any thing tending to a breach of the peace ;

or who happens to be in the personal presence of thejustice

when a tliird party swears the peace against him.d

In these cases, the justice may (by word only) command

the constable, or any other known officer, or his own ser-

vant, being then present, to arrest such party, to find sure.

ties for the peace, and to take him into his or their custody,

* Burn, Surety of the peace. " master's ; and the servant's own
• The reason why a man may not " oath before the justice is nei

'' have sur. peace against *• ry."

other, for that he feareth He will b Dak. c. 116.

to his servants, seemeth c Ibid. c. Il8.

I au>c it should be theser- " Ibid.

.

c c2
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S 3- &c. ;

n and ifthe party shall refuse to find such sureties, then

the justice of peace may commit him to the gaol.
i'HEPEACE.

But the justice must make his warrant or precept in

writing, if the party be absent against whom this surety of

the peace is demanded ; for a justice of peace cannot, by

words only, send for, or command, any man, who is not

in his presence, to be arrested, or brought before him, or to

be imprisoned.5

By writ. The precept or warrant c in writing, subscribed by the

justice, must be directed to some officer, or other indifferent

person, and must contain the cause for which, and at whose

suit, it is granted, to the intent the party to be bound may
provide his sureties, and take them with him.

The warrant may direct d the party to be brought be-

fore either the same or any other justice, or before the

granter of it alone, who may be supposed best acquainted

with the circumstances of the case, and fittest to do what

is right.

offer of When the party comes before the justice, he must offer

sureties, sureties, otherwise the justice may commit him j for the

justice needeth not to demand surety of him.'

when new New sureties may be required, if the former prove in-

mlTbl de-
suffic*ent 5 but not, it is said, if they die ; their represent-

manded. atives continuing liable/
In the case

of the death

of the sure- One convicted by due course of law of breaking a bond to

keep the peace, may, at the discretion of the justice, be

bound anew. g

* Dalt. c. 1 1 8. e Dalt. c. 118, 169.

b Ibid. Burn, Surety of the peace. f Dalt. c. 116, 119.
c Appendix II. £ Lambard, b. ii, c. 2,

4 Burn, ibid. Dak. ibid.
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The reoular form of a recognisance is to bind the party § 3-
° ° ... SURETY OF

to appear at the next sessions of the peace, ana m the the peace

meantime to keep the peace as to the king and all his lieges, Form of

especially as to the complaining party. a
rccog°nis-

0r

ance.

The bond must contain the name, place of abode, and

trade, and calling, both of principal and sureties, and the

sums in which they are bound ;
b and it is most commonly

subject to a condition, which is either indorsed or under-

written, or contained within the body of it, upon the per-

formance of which the recognisance shall be void. c

If the bond does not mention that it is for the preserva- Must bear

„ , . • . i -j. to be for
tion of the peace, it is void, as coram non judice ; justices the .

iaclt

not having authority to take recognisances generally, but

for matters only which concern their office.d

If the recognisance be, that the party bound shall not Must be

beat nor maim, it is not good; because the peace may be^p^f
broken by burning, or other acts of violence. e

The period for which the bond may be taken is discre- How long

tionary, either shorter or longer, according to circumstances; ™„y
b
* pcr"

one year, or more ; or sometimes, on urgent occasions, even bound to

for life. The justice may exact surety for life, either of his
"^e!

own motion or upon complaint. But such surety, which

the justice cannot afterwards release, ought not to be exact-

ed without due deliberation and good cause : as if the of-

fender be known to be a common rioter, or otherwise a

dangerous person.' But it seems to be agreed that it may Surety for

be discharged by the death or demise of the king in whose
jjsC'har«d.

reign it was taken ; or of the principal party who was bound

1 Burn, Surety of 1
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thereby, if it were not previously forfeited ;' 1 or, according
surf.tyof

to some, bv the release of the party at whose complaint itTHE PEACE * v r J r

—how dis-Was taken being certified together with it; but this may
.

justjy ke questioned, because the recognisance is not to the

subject, but to the king, and consequently cannot be dis-

charged by the subject, who is not a party to it : Such a

release, however, will be a good inducement to the court

to discharge the recognisance. 1*

A recog- Though the recognisance do not limit any time of ap-

spldfying

1

pearance, but be generally to keep the peace, yet it is good •

the time for the time of appearance is referred to the discretion of the

justice, and the chief scope is the keeping of the peace.

t a If the recognisance name no person before whom the
nor place o r

of appear- party so bound shall appear, he may appear in any place out

of the sessions before that justice of peace which took the

recognisance ; but in the two last cases, Mr. Dalton thinks,

it would be safe for the party to appear at the next sessions

for the peace, and there to record his appearances

If there be If the recognisance be to appear before the justice with-

sefsion^be- i° any period, before the expiry whereof there shall happen

fore the to be a general sessions of the peace, the obligee ought to
time of ap-

,

pearance. appear at such sessions.

Release ofa The king may pardon and remit the forfeiture incurred

ancef

ni

b)r breaking a recognisance, but he cannot release the re-

cognisance itself before it be broken, the subject having

an interest in it.

Represen- On the death of the sureties, their representatives, as al-

tatives of

sureties.
ready observed, are said to continue bound.

a i Hawk. 29. c Dalton, c. 119.

b Ibid. 129. d 1 Hawk. 129.
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If a man, imprisoned for default of sureties, afterwards of- § 3«

fer sufficient ones, or if he who demands the peace against THE peace

him happen to die, the justice may grant warrant to set
—t

him at liberty. 3

HOWDIS-
ARGED.

Many offences against the peace, for which an indict- Forfeiture

ment will lie, are vet no forfeiture of the recognisance for
of th

.

e re '

. cognisance.
the peace ; for the act that shall cause a forfeiture of such

recognisance, must be done or intended unto the person,

or in terror of the people. Therefore, to enter into lands,

where he ought to bring his action ; or to disuse another of

his lands ; or to enter into lands or tenements with force,

being without offer of violence to any man's person, and

without public terror ; or to do a trespass in another man's

corn or grass ; or to take away another man's goods wrong-

fully, so it be not from his person ; or to steal another

man's horse or other goods feloniously, being not from his

person : all these, and the like, though breaches of the

peace, yet will make no breach of this recognisance, nor

breach of the peace, within the meaning of the commission

of the peace. b More particularly, the recognisance is for-

feited, if the party make default of appearance.

The sessions, however, is not, it seems, bound peremp- Default of

torily to record his default, but may equitably consider f aPPearancc'

the reasonableness of any excuse d he may offer for his not

appearing.

And Mr. Dalton says, he has known the justices, upon

due proof of the party's sickness, to forbear certifying or re-

cording such forfeiture or default, taking sureties for the

peace of some friends of his present in court until the next

a Dak. c. ix2. Eurn, Surety of c 3 Hales 7, c. r.

-ice. * 1 Hawk, ijo,

h Ualt. c. r:x
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§ 3 . sessions ; for that the principal intent of the recognisance
!t' RETy, ° F was but the preservation of the peace: but he questions
THEPEACE

. .

* * *

—how how this is warrantable by their oath. a

roRFElT-
BD.

if b vio-
^T may ^e forfeited by any actual violence to the person

lencc of of another, whether it be done by the party himself, or by

others through his procurement; as manslaughter, rape,

robbery, unlawful imprisonment, and the like.5

By treason.
Also it has been held, that it may be forfeited by any

treason against the king's person, or by an unlawful assem-

By unlaw- ^jy \n terror of the people, and even by words directly
fullyassem- " ,",-•. , i „
bling. tending to a breach ol the peace ; as by challenging one to

fight, or in one's presence threatening to beat him ;
c but if

the person, whom the party complained of shall threaten

to kill or beat, be absent, this is no forfeiture of the recog-

nisance, unless he afterwards shall lie in wait for him, to

kill or beat him, or otherwise attempt to carry his threats

into execution.*1

Not by It is not forfeited by bare words of heat and choler, as
bare words

tjje caiijno- a man a knave, teller of lies, rascal, or drunkard •

of heat or , . , ' , .

choler. which words may provoke indeed a choleric man, but yet

do not directly challenge him to break the peace, nor af-

ford any evidence that the speaker designed to carry his

resentment farther. Even a recognisance for good beha-

viour, though it binds to a greater circumspection than the

other, is said not to be forfeited for such words.

Actual as.
Some actual assaults on the person of another do not

saults not amount to a forfeiture of such recognisance ; as if an offi-
amountin? , .

to a for- cer> having a warrant against one who will not suffer him-
fciture. ^if to be arrested, beat or wound him in the attempt to

a Dalt. c. izo. c idem<

fc I Hawk. 139. * Dalt. c. 121.
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take him ; or if a parent, in a reasonable manner, chastise § 3-

his child ; or a master his servant, being actually in his ser- thVpeace
vice at the time ; or a schoolmaster his scholar; or a gaoler—»°w

his prisoner j or even (according to some English lawyers) ED

a husband his wife j or if one confine a friend, who is mad,

and bind and beat him in such manner as is proper in his

circumstances ; or if a man force a sword from one offering

to kill another ; or gently lay his hands upon another, and

thereby stay him from inciting a dog against a third person ;
Actual a*.

or beat another (without wounding him, or throwing at amounting

him a dangerous weapon), who wrongfully endeavours t0
.

a for-

with violence to dispossess him of his lands or goods, or the

goods of another, delivered to him to be kept, and will not

desist, upon his laving his hands gently on him, and dis-

turbing him ; or if a man beat, or, as some say, wound or

maim one who makes an assault upon his person, or that

of his wife, parent, child, or master, especially if it appear

that he did all he could to avoid fighting before he gave

the wound ; or fight with, or beat, one who attempts to

kill any stranger ; or even threaten to kill one who puts

him in fear of death, in such a place where he cannot

safely fly from him; or imprison those whom he sees fight-

ing till the heat is over. 1

IV. Surety for good behaviour is a recognisance enter- § 4-

SURET7 O!?

ed into to the king for being of good behaviour. The TH E coco

good behaviour including the peace, he that is bound to BEliy IOU11

the former, is therein bound to the latter also. Definition

of It.

By the common law of England, the ancient conservators Ancient

of the peace do not appear to have had any power touching conservu"

the good behaviour, in so far as it is contradistinguished peace, theii

from the peace ; the power which the justices presently ex-
powcr ^"

the good
a

I Hawk. 130, 131. Burn, ad b Bac. Abridg. ad vocem. beh

;

•«""• c Dalt. 123. Burn, ad voam.
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§ 4- ercise in relation thereto, solely depending upon the com-

mon mission of the peace, and the statute 34 Edw. Ill, c. l.a
Surety of

the G

BEHAVIOUR

Surety of the good behaviour has not been noticed by

our writers in distinction to surety of the peace ; but a?

queen Anne's act has undoubtedly communicated this

branch also of the powers of English justices to their Scot-

tish brethren, it may be necessary to explain the former,

so far as it differs from the latter.

—when First, then, what are grounds of demanding surety of

tviRED
R

,

E
" *ke good behaviour.

The commission assigns thejustices, jointly and severally*

and every one of them, to cause find sufficient security for

the peace, or good behaviour. But this is limited to two

cases, viz. those who " to any of our people concerning

" their bodies, or the firing of their houses, have used

" threats." But the statute 34 Edw. Ill, c. 1, empower*

the justices of peace to " take of all them who be not of

<c good fame, where they shall be found, sufficient surety

" and main prize of their good behaviour towards the

<c king and his people." The words, " %iot of good beha-
Ongin of t( v jour " Werc long understood to refer to such offences
the power °

of English only as have a relation to the peace f but it is now held that

justices as man m ke 00 -;nc| * his pood behaviour for causes of
to the good J °
behaviour, scandal, contra bones mores, as well as contra pacemS

The first inlet to the larger construction, was a case

where the court of kingVbench adjudged it lawful to ar-

rest a man for the good behaviour for frequenting a sus-

pected bawdy-house with women of bad fame.J On the

same principle, Mr. Lambard thought, that, with equal

reason, the reputed father of a bastard child may be bound

a Burn, ad voccm. c Burn, ad voccm.

* Ibid. . d 13 Hales, 7,10. "Sum, ad voccm.
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to the good behaviour. And Mr. Dalton, a few years after- S 3-

wards, delivers it absolutely that he may be so bound. the
E

Goo°J

BEHAVIOUR

THESE words, then, *f them that be not ofgoodfame," are
~

e

" E

r„.

of great latitude, and leave much to be determined by the <20IRED-

discretion ofthe magistrate himself. In particular, however,

it is laid down, that ajustice may demand surety for good be-

haviour of those who sleep in the day, and wake in the

nighty or keep suspicious company; or live expensively,

without visible mean?, " unless they give a good account of
u such their living ;'"'J or who utterwords tending to scan-

dalize the government, or in abuse of the officers of jus-

tice, especially in the execution of their office; also of

common drunkards, whore-masters, cheats, idle vagabonds,

" haunters ofalehouses or taverns, and common gamesters ;" e

of libellers, whether by scandalous writings, or words, or

pictures, as f* by hanging, &c. tokens of shame or disgrace,

" near the place where the party, thereby traduced, doth
u most converse, as the pictures of the gallows, pillory,

u cockery stool, horns, or such like ;"d of the authors of

obscene publications, though " without any kind of reflec-

" tion upon any one," and " not punishable at all by a
Ci prosecution at common law ;"<' and generally, of all others

whose misbehaviour may reasonably bring them within the

meaning of the statute as persons not of good fame.

But no justice can compel any person to find surety of

the good behaviour upon a general information, nor for any

rash, quarrelsome, or unmannerly words; " as barely calling

«' another rogue or rascal, or teller of lies, or drunkard." 1

" Tin kI'Fokf., upon the whole, it maybe proper to

iC conclude, thai the magistrate, in this article of the good

a BlackftOfie, vol. iv, p, 15a e 1 Hawk. p. 195.

b Dale p. 289. f Burn, tit. Surety for the

c Ibi<i.

» Ibid. p. 29©.
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$ 3- « behaviour, cannot exercise too much caution and good

the good " advisement ; that in matters which the law hath left in-

mhaviour tt definite, it is better to fall short of, than to exceed, his

" commission and authority •, that, to bind a man to the

" good behaviour upon the statute for evil fame in genera!,

" may not always be with safety ; not only because upon an

*' action brought, it may be hard to prove such evil fame,

" but also because in fact it is not always true ; for many a

" good man hath been evil spoken of: that although in

" some cases a justice of the peace may have a discretionary

i( power (as Mr. Hawkins expresseth it) yet he must re-

" member withal that it is a legal discretion, as Mr. Barlow

" terms it, in which, in favour of liberty, great tenderness

" is to be used ; or, as lord Coke hath defined it, discretion

« is a knowledge or understanding to discern between truth

*< and falsehood, between right and wrong, between sha-

" dows and substance, between equity and colourable

,e glosses and pretences, and not to do according to our wills

" and private affections ; and such discretion ought to be

" limited and bounded with the rules of reason, law, and
<f justice." a If the magistrate " commit one for want of

<( sureties, he must shew cause with convenient certainty." 1*

If a person have been convicted of a misdemeanour, it is

usually part of the judgment, that he shall find security for

his good behaviour for some time.

—how Second.—What is a forfeiture of a recognisance for be-

ed.

F
" ing °^ a gooc* behaviour ?

DAlton says, that he who is bound to the good beha-

viour, ought to demean himself well in his carriage, and in

his company, not doing any thing which shall be a cause

of breach of the peace, or to put the people in fear, dread,

ot trouble : this surety shall be intended of all things which

a 5 Co. ioo. io Co, 140. b Eurn, tit. Surety of the good behaviour,
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concern the peace, but not in misdoing of other things § 3.

which touch not the peace. 3
tITgooo'
HEHAVI-

Hawkins say?, it has been laid down as a general rule,
0UR

J
\

° —HOW
that whatever will be a good cause to compel a man to foiueit-

find surety for his good behaviour, will forfeit a recognis-
E *'

ance for it.
b But this has since been denied to be law ;

and it seems to be very unreasonable. The good of the

public may makq; it proper, in some cases, to compel a sus-

pected person to enter into a recogniasnce for being of good

behaviour ; but it would be extremely hard, that the recog-

nisance should be forfeited before he has been guilty of

misbehaviour. A recognisance for being of good behavi-

our is forfeited by the speaking of seditious words. woS?'
011*

A recognisance for keeping the peace is not forfeited If bythreat-

by threatening words, unless the party threatened be pre- worfs.
sent j but a recognisance for being of good behaviour is for-

feited by such words, although the party concerning whom
they were spoken be not present.

A RECOGNISANCE for bein^ of good behaviour, is not in If bywords

the general forfeited by words of heat, as calling a person

knave, rascal, liar, or drunkard. But if words of heat are

spoken to a justice of the peace in the execution of his of-

fice, this is such misbehaviour as amounts to a forfeiture of

a recognisance for being of good behaviour ; for the public

interest requires that magistrates should be treated with

respect.

A RECOGNISANCE for being of good behaviour is for- By armed

feited by the rccognisers having a number of armed at-
attcndancc -

tendants, although he have not been guilty of a breach of

the peace.

If a person, who is under a recognisance for being of EscaPer do from arrest.

a Dalt. I2Z. b 1 Hawk. IJ2.
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S 3- good behaviour, be arrested upon suspicion of felony, and

thk good afterwards escape, it is a forfeiture of the recognisance : Al-

bekavi- though the arrest be tortious, no felony having been com-

H0W mined, the recognisance is forfeited by the escape, which is

;IT_ a misbehaviour ; it being the duty of every person to stand

to the law, and answer to every thing he is charged with.
ED.

Offence

against a

statute.

When a recognisance for being of good behaviour, pur-

suant to the direction of a statute, is entered into by a per-

son who has done something prohibited by the statute, the

being afterwards guilty of another offence against the sta-

tute is a forfeiture of the recognisance.

§ 5. V. Hitherto we have been considering the several ex-
P

°r^RE- pedients for preventing wrong and violence, properly crimi-

venting nal. We now proceed to the delicate and important duty of

preventing that civil wrong and loss which arise from the

debtor's withdrawing from the country without paying his

debt; this jurisdiction being nearly allied to the other, and,

in more than one particular, exercised in a criminal shape

and manner.

CIVIL

\moNG
GENER

AL VIEW.

Civil r TN some countries, personal arrest, even in the case of civil

cebs begun actions, takes place without much ceremony. The Romans

Jre^«
SOna

commenced every action by personally seizing the defender,

Romanlaw. who was dragged to prison, unless he found security for his

appearance.*5 Originally, in all actions in rem, for example,

the caution or surety required was judicaium solvi : But

afterwards, only jtidicio sisti.
b The English law, here,English

practice.

a Hence Horace's fortunate escape from his troublesome companion on

the via. sacra :

Cjiu •venit obtiius illl

A&yersarius : t?t
}
§)jto tu turjiissime ? magna

£xclanat voce ; .'
I u'ari ? Ego vera

Gppoiio auriculam. RAPIT IN jus: clamor utrintjue,

Und'ique cancurrus. Sic me sen .. Scrni. lib, i, sat, i*.

b Inst. lib. iv, tit. 11, i. 52.
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coincides with the Roman ; where our own, and some S S-.

other codes, (which gratefully acknowledge their obliga-'"^
tions, in general, to that admired system of human reason) civil

prefer a different principle. .—gener-
al VIEW.

In England, however, it seems to be only upon actions of

trespass, vi et armis, or for other injuries, which, though not

forcible, are yet trespasses against the peace, as deceit and

conspiracy, where the violence of the wrong requires a

more speedy remedy, that the original writ commands the

defendant to be at once attached without any precedent

warning. In other matters, the personal arrest is presumed

to be in consequence of the defendant's disobedience to a

previous citation, ordering his appearance. But this differ-

ence has become matter of mere form ; it being now usua!

in practice to sue out the capias, (or writ for arresting the

defendant personally) in the first instance, upon a supposed

return of the sheriff, especially if it be suspected that the

defendant, upon notice of the action, will abscond ; and af-

terwards a fictitious original is drawn up, if the party is

called upon so to do, with a proper return thereupon, in

order to give the proceedings a colour of regularity.*

Something resembling this procedure obtained in our ourancien.

most ancient practice, the striking coincidence between practice,

which and the old English law, it is curious and useful to

contrast with the present dissimilarity of the two systems.

« ATTACHMENTS," (says president Balfour) "ar the be-

** ginning and origin of pie} is and process of wrangis and
61 unlaugh."^ Jn cases even of trespasses, as well as of

a Black, b. iii, c. i'j- " gudis, &c. ; sumtimes attachi,

b •* Attachment

n

i
sindry " ig n an man's bodic, viz. in

" manner of waya ; numtimea ii is " criminal actiounis and causi

D the gudis and gcir of " quhen ane dm<;s and hurtis une

f:i,dc-, viz. in actiouns and " urhcr fur, &c. Item, in all i i

of debt, and of movubill " civil, gif the dc-

" fender
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§ 4. contempt, that is, where the party, though cited, had not
pjeven- ansvm-

ecj {n the kind's court, it was usual to secure the
TION OF O >

civil defender's appearance in the action, by poinding or dis-

—gener- trainirig his goods, and arresting his person.

iL VIEW.

But, instead of those harsh methods of securing the de-

fender's appearance, the pursuer has long relied on the cer-

tification alone, or " sting" a of the summons, certifying the

defender of the consequences of non-appearance ; which,

in the case of his contumacious absence on the third day,

were carried, by a temporary act of James II, in imitation of

the English practice, so far as outlawing and putting to the

horn.5 " But our custom, now past memory, hath come
" to a course far nearer material justice in civil causes j but

" the secret council and justiciary sustain no process against

** absents, but do only grant certification against them, de-

" daring them to be fugitives, whereupon they are denounc-

*' ed, and are to be taken by caption ; and then the princi-

" pal cause ceases till they be brought personally to the bar.

u But the session proceeds to do justice against parties ab-

u sent, and determine the relevancy of summonses or bills,

tf and admits instructions thereof, or gives terms to prove
<f the same by writ or witnesses, and decerns, and puts the

*' decreets to execution ; whereby the pursuer enjoys the

" profits, till, by reduction, he be put in malafide by produc.
<c tion of a clear probation of the contumacious party's

" right."'

Ourpresent ^N* the ordinary course of the common law of Scotland,

practice, execution at the instance of a creditor, against the person

or effects of his debtor, must proceed in a regular manner,

Induct* ne-
an<* uPon certain inducice. Thus, letters of caption, to

ecssary. take and imprison the person of the debtor, cannot be issued

" fender be sic ane man quha hidcth a " It is the sting that gives thera

" and with haldeth him maliciously " efficacy." Stair, p. 579.

" and fraudfullie furthof that jurisdic- b 1449, c. 30.

" tion." Practicks, -y. Attachiamentis. c Stair, b. iv, tit. 3, § 31.
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without a previous charge of horning, the inductee of f e.

which are in general fifteen days.3
PREVEN-

TS J TION OF
CIVIL

The abbev of Holyroodhcuse, with a certain precinct
WRONG

•> J
. .

—GENER-
adjoining to it, is a sanctuary, within which a debtor tak-AL view.

ing up his residence, and having his name entered in a Sanctuary,

certain book, kept by a magistrate, called the bailie of the

abbey, cannot be taken by caption for a civil debt; and

though the debtor should be found without the precincts

of the sanctuary upon a Sunday, it is a general rule, that

legal diligence cannot be executed upon that day.

The abbey is no sanctuary against the execution of crJmi- if to crimi-

nal warrants/ 1 There is a place of confinement in it, called
nal war"

*• * rants.

the a*-bey prison, where the bailie of the abbey secures those Abbey

who otherwise would be imprisoned by thejudge-ordinary.
pnson *

Although the sanctuary be in general a protection from May one

diligence, it is thought to be clear, that any person residing
J"

th
,

e ab
."

there may be summoned as a party in any action or suit be- ed as a

party ?

a Civil e:rim non siitive! arreslar't po- the abbey gaol Was not sufficient for

' ioram sua judice cohveniri juxta securing him. The lord ordmu.y

consuetumjudicioruncrdintm debit. Pec- grained warrant to remove him to

cius dejure si&tendi, c. i6. the Qanongate prison. The court

b Feb. 10, 1787, Pare and Brown affir ed the judgment,

against Bennec Be: nee retired to t ibid. Sb'ritrved on the bench. The
the abbey. Pare and Browi, two of privilege of tifte sanetuafy would be

his creditors, made out!) before the greatly perverted, H it could <c used

bailie of the abbey, that they b-.Iiev- as the means 01 a bankrupt s escap-

ed he had gone th.ther to have an ing from Scotland, a d thus • idi g
unity of leaving the kingdom, altogether the demai is a . re*di-

He w.'S examin d before the bailie ; tors. 1 he bailie 01 t te abb.
, t u-

and refusing to giw v.curitv for Ml h.re, with >e
:y J to these - who <c

ing Hi .'-euJi.'id, lie w::s -rim. " refuge H ithif) his
j ,st

to the gaol ol the abbey— "be wan ated> jn the same p • r

ifter, it was stated to the lord " as the other ordinary judges, louse
' ''• credi- " thi y precautions for ^re-

rnded to
!
ring hin to trial " venting w;cngs ol this sort."

as a fraudulent bankrupt, and that

Vol /. X> fj
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h 5- fore the court of session, or other competent court, by leav-

ing a citation for him in the usual form.
fRETEN
TfON OF

CIVIL

•WRONG
GENER In like manner, if his evidence be necessary in any oause,

al view, civil or criminal, depending before a competent court, war-
if one in rant, as we have already seen, 1 may be granted for con-

be neces- ducting him from Holyroodhouse and back again to the
sary as a sanctuary, under a protection, in the meanwhile, from per-
witness. .

r

sonal execution.

Extraordi- But besides the ordinary course of legal diligence, there
nary reme-^^

cjrcumstances which may entitle the creditor to another

remedy, by application to any judge or magistrate for a

summary warrant to arrest the person ofhis debtor, for the

purpose of obliging him to find caution, or surety, judicio

sisti, oath being made by the creditor to those circumstan-

ces which found him in the demand.

What seems necessary to be stated upon this subject,

will occur under one or other of these heads, namely, arrest-

ment within borough; border warrants; arrestment of stran-

gers to constitute a domicile; and meditationefugce warrants*

S 6- VI. Any debtor found within the bounds of a royal bo-

*"" T" rough, where he did not reside, could, from the earliest times,

within have been arrested by any burgess to whom he was indebt-

ed, till he found b?,il to appear in any action to be brought

against him at the instance of the latter before the borough

court. This borough privilege having been found inconve-

nient and oppressive, even to persons of entire credit, was

at length abridged and regulated, by an act in the reign of

Charles II,b statuting and ordaining, "that in time comingno

« burgess, or other inhabitant of any royal burgh, shall have

< s power, or be permitted, to arrest any of his majesty's

a See supra, b. i, c. 2, § I. b Pari, z, sets. 3, 1672, c. 8,
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" subjects of this kingdom, who live without the burgh* $ &

" or force them to find caution, or imprison them, as said MENT
" is, for any debt whatsoever, except allenarly for horse WITum

*' meat or man's meat, abuilziements, or other merchandice,

" due by strangers to burgesses, for which they have no
*' other security but their own com pt books ; and for which ne

°

s>

a S's
"

" the said privilege of arrestment shall only be competent to

" the merchant, innkeeper, or stabler respective, from whom in what bo-

" the samin was gotten, and to whom it was originally ad-
r°ug

c
f debted ; so that in case the samen be assigned to any Not regali-

" other burgess, the assigney shall not have the benefit of '

" the priviledge. And sicklike, if strangers have given
nor baron

" bond, or other security, for the man's meat, horse meat,

" abuilziements, or other merchandice, the mercband, inn-
Certlfica *

3 tion or

" keeper, or stabler respective, shall not have the benefit ofwrongous

te the foresaid priviledge, but shall be left to pursue for their^r

t

'son*

«* respective debts before the judge-ordinar, as accords.

<« And in regard that burghs of regality and barony do as- ^rliat cau"

" sume the same priviledge, therefore, his majesty, with
" advice aforesaid, inhibits and discharges the magistrates^'"o tuft ;

« of these burghs to arrest or incarcerate any persons who
" are not burgesses-inhabitants in their burgh for any man-^"om'
" ner of debt : and it is hereby declared, that if any ma-
" gistrate of any burgh shall presume to do in the contrair Iftne dcbt"

"hereof, they shall be punished for wrongous imprison- bu^hal^b-
" ment of his majesty's lieges." tained let-

ters of ad-

vocation.

The caution, or security, exacted from persons arrested

under this statute, is to answer as law will ; which now
imports only judicio sisti ;

a although formerly it appears to

have included judicalum solvi, or payment of any sum
which might be found due by the decree.b

: one arrested shall find caution to appear in the

2 Er kine, b. i, tit. 2, •'. i2.

b Bank. vol. i, \> 46c ; ar.d j.rt February 1766, M'Culloch.

s d2
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§ 6. borough court, but on the day of his appearance intimates

letter* -^f advocation, is the cautioner discharged of his bond
within or n u .

J $po i one sach occasion, the magistrates, on the

irieu t!iat t.i y were not at liberty to imprison the debtor, re-

fused to liuerate the cautioner till they saw the issue of the

advocation ; " but the court of session found the cautioner

«f free, and that the baiiies, notwithstanding of the advo-

" cation, might incarcerate the principal party, unless he
** had found new caution."' '< This decision" (a learned

judge remarks) "lord Bankton quotes impropeily, as anau-

** thority to prove that the cautioner is free bv presenting

«' the debtor at any time during the suit, The cautioner is

tc surely bound to produce the debtor at all diets during

«' the dependence before the inferior court ; but when that

" dependence ends, he is no longer bound, and the debtor

" must either find new caution, or is liable to be again in-

" carcerated." b It is thought, however, that even during

the dependence, the safest way is to require new caution,

when the original cautioner, bringing the debtor into court,

declines being further bound. The statute, which has al-

ways been strictly interpreted, permits the privilege only in

the case of ft merchant compts, stabler, cooks, or vintneir,

« compts, furnished out of their shops, houses, or stables,

«« for which there is no bond nor subscribed compt." c

B0EDI&
WA5-

§ 6. VII. The two kingdoms of England and Scotland being

mostly separated from each other by an ideal line, much in-

»ants. tercourse necessarily obtained between the borderers, whose

a 20^ Feb. 1766, M'Culloch. " arrested him till he found caution

b Gardenstone, MS. v. Bail. " to answer as law will for payment

c " Law contra Dick, »i st February " of the victual.

" 1677. John Law having sold to " The lords suspended the bond

" Robert Dick a bargain of bear, " of caution simplicHcr, as not falling

«.« which befel to John as a part of " within the warrant of the late act

« c his father's stipend, he having *' o f pa :ament." Stair's Detisions,

«• found R«bert Dick in Edinburgh, Tok ii, p. $Xl.
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occasional inroads on eacli other, form the principal subject § ?•

of the early story and popul?;- poetry of both countries ; Warrant»
while the intimate habns wherein they mutually lived dur-

ing the short intervals of peace, as well as the lenity and

equivocal moderation which they sometimes observed to-

wards each other in national wars, seem, in those days, to

have offended the more zealous politicians, English as well

as Scottish. 1

But though this intimacy " counteracted, in many in-

* stance?, the effects of national prejudice," b
it could not

be expected to remove the natural aversion of thi- creditors-

on either border to repair as suitors to a foreign judica-

tory.

It had been the practice, therefore, past all memory, both

on the Scottish and English border, for magistrates, on the

summary application of any creditor, to issue their warrant

for apprehending any inhabitant of the other side, found

within their jurisdiction, till he gave security to answer

there. This was thought a reasonable and necessary ex-

pedient ; the more especially, seeing it is " notourly known,
" that the English, on their side, keep that course with

" Scottishmen in England ;" c and sir George Mackenzie

a " For" (says a Scottish writer, on * is expres contrar the lauia and con-

the one hand,) " there hes been as " suetudis boytht of Ingland and
" grit familiaritie, and conventions " Scotland" (Complaynt of Scot-

" and tnakyng of merchandreis, on land, Edin. 1801, p. 164) And an
«' the boidours this lang tyme betwin English writer, on the other hand,

" Inglis men and Scottismen, baytht complains of the effect of this fami-

" in pace and weir, as Scottis men liarity in a particular expedition,

* u>i« amang theme selfis witht in which he record*. (Dalyell's Frag.
" the realme of Scotland ; and mc ments p. 76).

" familiarity has been the cause, that •» Minstrelsy of the Scottish border,

** the kyng of Ingland gat intelli- introd. p. 67.

" gence witht divers gentlemen of c Bell against Robertson, 13
th

Ja-
" Scotland," &C.J " the whilk fa- nuary 1676. " James Bell finding

" miliarity" (as he had said before) •' one James Patts, an Englishman, in

" Jedburgh,

DdS
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5 1- observe?, that it was found by the council that the same
RDER

VAERANTS 1
. custom had been, and therefore should be, allowed to she-

riffs and other magistrates within boroughs.*

$
S ' VIII. This law, or custom, of the border, did not, as we

ARREST- *

ment of have seen, arise from any peculiar rancour or animosity be-
strang- twcen t]ie Scottisli and English borderers, but from an al-
ERS TO FIX « T

a forum, lowable predilection for our native courts, and the right

Origin of it. every creditor has to obtain justice in any jurisdiction where

he has chanced to find his debtor ; which principle applies

equally to all foreigners, whether borderers or not.

In the case, then, of any stranger, who is in the situation

of owing a debt, and whose person is found within the ter-

ritory of Scotland, whether the debt may have been con-

tracted in Scotland or elsewhere, an application for a sum-

mary warrant, at the instance of the creditor, may be au-

thorized, upon this single ground, that being a stranger, it is

uncertain whether his residence may be permanent or not

;

and therefore it is necessary to put him under caution, in or-

der to establish forum competem against him, and to make

the jurisdiction effectual.

" Jedburgh, arrests him there, upon " England ;" but the charger founds

" a bargain betwixt them for some upon the local custom of the border,

" cattle, whereupon James Robert- " by which he offers to prove, that

" son became cautioner judicio sisti ct " past memory, it is the custom of

«« judkatum solvi ; and thereafter James " both sides of the border, that the

V Eell obtains a decreet against him " inhabitants of either side," &c.

" before the sheriff of Roxburgh; he " The kidsfound the answer, upon tlie

M suspends, on this reason, that the " custom of the border, relevant, and

" Englishman was unwarrantably ar- " that it was not altered by the act

•' rested, &c. contrair to the act of " of parliament ; and that the arrest-

" parliament 1672, declaring," &c. " ment by the magistrates of Jcdt

" Aris-wcred, that this act of parha- « burgh was by their common autho-

" ment doth only limit the peculiar " rity as magistrates, and not by their

*' privilege of burgh, and bears, that " special privilege of burgh." Stair's

Cl they shall not arrest any subject of Decisions.

" this kingdom, which cannot be ex- a Observations on the act.

" tended to Englishmen residing in
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By our old Iaw, a this went the length ofjudication solvi, § ? -

A R R EST -

as well zsjudicio sisii ; but afterwards, it came to be under- MENT 0¥

stood in practice that it should go no farther than 7W/c2'o STRANGER8... - TO ilX A
sisti, except in maritime cases, before the court ofadmiralty.

b
fordm.

It is to be observed, that in case of debts contracted Foreign

deeds, eic-
abroad, where the obligation is not in the form required by anion

our law, though binding by the jus getitiwn, the creditor
lhereof'

has it not in his power to proceed by horning and caption,

as he would do upon a Scottish bond, or upon a bill, with-

out applying to a competent court, and having the authority

of that court interponed by decree against the debtor, in

terms of the obligation. It is necessary, therefore, to sum-

mon the party to appear, and to use the precaution already

mentioned, in order that the jurisdiction may not be evad-

ed ; as diligence cannot go out upon the original ground

of debt, but only upon the decree, when recovered.

In this case, where a warrant is applied for and obtained, Does the

merely with the view of fixing a competent forum against sa" ct
,

uar
J

the debtor, it is thought, that as this proceeds without any avail such

allegation of criminality, the common rule of law, against
strangers

*

executing legal diligence on Sunday, ought to take place,

and likewise, that the privilege of sanctuary on other

days should be maintained ; or, in other words, that the

summary warrant ought not in such a case to be allowed,

in breach either of the privilege of the sanctuary, or of the

legal exemption from diligence upon Sundays.

A person, though he has taken refuge in the sanctuary,

may, nevertheless, as we have seen, he summoned as a party

or suitor in any action or suit before the court of session, or

a Balfour, p. 192. Faculty Decisions, f h March 1 75J %

b See Dictionary of decisions, voce Harris; ji st June 1763, Rae.

forum umpctcni. (VoL i, p. $li)>
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$ g. other competent court, by leaving a citation for him in the
arrest- usua | form . It is not therefore necessary to put him under
ME NT OF " *

strangers caution, for the purpose of calling him into court; and if

to fix a
.j t gjiajj appear fr0U1 circumstances that there is no danger

of his changing his abode before decree can be recovered,

it seems to follow that the extraordinary mode of proceed-

ing by summary warrant should not be indulged, as the

creditor will, in due time, by obtaining decree, have the

same access to ths regular diligence of the law against his

debtor, so situated, that he has against any other person re-

sident in, and subject to, the jurisdiction, who is not in

meditaiione fugce, but whom the ordinary diligence of the

law will not reach, so long as he takes the legal benefit of

the sanctuary.

§ 9 . IX. But, in general, it is sufficient to give rise to such an
summart application, that the debtor, whether native or foreigner, is,
WARRANT rr

,

°

m£di- upon reasonable grounds, supposed to be in meditaiionefugce9
tatione

j ; e> t0 jjave an intention of withdrawing himself from Scot-
SVGX. ......

land, and consequently from the jurisdiction of its courts,

in order to avoid the diligence of the law against him. Up-

on the creditor's making oath that he believes this to be the

case, and at the same time swearing to his debt/ such a

a A late learned judge seems to ,c the existence of his claim. Wright

have been of opinion, that "this " against Gemmel, Feb. 6, 1782." In

" warrand ought not to be granted that case, however, there was more

" without production of some docu- than mere production of an open ac-

" ment, or an open account, veiined count. There had been previously

" by the creditor's oath. November depending, at the instance of Gem-
" i727,Witherspoon." Gardenstone, mel, an action against Wright, who

MS. voce Bail. had been one of his factors in Ame-

In the index to the Faculty collec- rica, to oblige I»im to account for the

tion, vol. ix, <a. Mtditati* fuga, it is proceeds of two ships and their car-

said, " in obtaining a warrant upon goes, said to be purchased by him for

" this ground, it is not necessary to the pursuer's behoof, besides a con-

" produce evidence of the debt ; but elusion for £5000 as the profits and

** the party applying must swear to expences. And during the depend-

ence
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warrant maybe issued, although horning and caption Lave § 9-

not gone out in the regular form ; and the party so appre-^^ANT
bended must then either go to prison, or find caution deju-~ medi-

diciosisti ; i. e. to answer to any suit which may be brought EVG^
against him at the instance of the creditor within a rea- How grant-

sonable time, e. g. six months.

The magistrate ought, in general, before granting war- Prev5ous

„.. . '

.
& examina-

i rant of imprisonment, to give an order for bringing the tion, if ne-

party before him, in order that the fact may be examined cessai7*

into. But sometimes the warrant is granted de plane, upon

the creditor's making oath as above, without the ceremony

of any previous inquiry ; though there are cases in which,

it is presumed, no magistrate would venture to proceed so

hastily. Muoh is left to the discretion of the judge in the

execution of this business.

ence of this action before " the court

" of stssion, Gemme applied to the

"sheriff-depute ci Laiurk, when:
il Wright resided, setuug forth the

" action tnc& depending ; the de-

" lender's ha^ng no funds in this

St counti y ; and his intention soon to

" leave the same ; -.r.a therefore

" prayii g, &c Wright having been

" called befon the sheriff, acknowledge

" ed the truth uf the facts set forth.'''

Warrant was granted for imprisoning

him till he found caution. Fac. Coll.

The attorney for an English cre-

ditor applied for a meditatione fuge

Warrant against 1 horp, an English-

man, who had resided for some time

in this country : the attorney produ-

ced bills, accepted under that name.

Thorp denied the subscription. The

sheriff being satisfied, comparationc li-

terarum, that the bills were accepted

by him, granted the warrant. There-

after, Thorp escaping from the bo-

rough prisor, action of damages was
brought against the magistrates, who,
inter alia, pleaded, that they could

not be liable in damages for the

escape, the imprisonment having

been illegal ; in respect the sheriff

had granted the warrant without

" either an oath of verity of the debt,

" or of credulity, as to the debtor

" being in mcditatiotiefvga."

Answered, imt, The magistrates

could not now plead this, after re.

ceiving the debtor into their prison,

zdo, " Without any oath ; if circum-

" stances be so glaringly suspicious as

" to justify his belief, the magistrate

" need not fortify his conviction by
" the suspicion of any other man."

The court repelled the defences.

January 27, 1803 ; Dean and attor-

ney against the magistrates of Aye.

Fac. Coll.
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§ 9« The effect of the caution so found, is, that the cautioner

rant niust either present his friend at the diets of court,* whenWAR
i— MEDI-
TATION!

called upon so to do, or pay the debt ; and when the de-

rvGx. pendence is closed, by a decree obtained and extracted, new
Caution, caution may be required to keep the person of the debtor
tfFectofit. ,.„,,,. -. » -

(it the decreet be against him), tor a certain time longer

within the jurisdiction, till there be an opportunity of ob-

taining and executing horning and caption against him in

regular form.

is a sort of Where the warrant is applied for upon an oath of medi-
C

har

ina
tatio fugcE, it resolves, in som# degree, into a criminal charge;

and therefore, although the ordinary diligence of the law

Sanctuary. cannot take place on a Sunday, it has been held, that a war-

rant of this kind may be executed on Sunday.5 In another
Sunday. . , . , ••

case, c a person within the sanctuary was, upon such a

charge, committed to the abbey prison till he should find

caution " to remain within the sanctuary for the space of

w six months." These lastwords are not in the printed report;

but, in fact, the order was so expressed, and there is little

doubt, that, in such a case, the term may be prolonged by

new warrants, from time to time, to the same effect.d

a Cowan against Aitchison and " by afterwards producing the debt-

Walker, Nov. a8, i'/97- The cau- "or precisely in the same circum-

tioner did not produce the party " stances." Fac. Coll.

when required. The bond was there- b 16 th
Jan. 17S6, Kemp. Fac.

fore declared to be forfeited. But, Coll.

before the constitution of the debt, he c Pare, &c. against Bcnnet, iq"1

produced him. By that time, how- Feb. 1787. See supra, p. 407.

ever, the party had obtained a per- d See also Wight against Niblie,

sonal protection: the cautioner wa
s 9

th March 1793.

not restored. Observed on the bench, Niblie retired to the sanctuary.

" it is not clear that the pursuer did Alleging certain acts of fraud against

" not sustain I06S from the cautioner's him, and that he intended to escape,

" failing to present Aitchison in Feb. some of his creditors applied to the

" 1796 ; and at any rate, the bond court of session to deprive him of the

" being forfeited at strict law, the benefit of the sanctuary, or at least

" cautioner could only be reitored to ordain him to find caution judUU

siitL
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If the party applying for such a warrant cannot make w 9-

oath to meditatio jugce, or (supposing mm to make such warrant

oath) if it shall appear to the judge thus applied to, in the
—MEDI -

first instance, or to the court of session, as a court of review, fucje.

that there is no sufficient cause to suspect meditatio fitgee, Oathneces-

it is thought that the warrant ought pot to be granted ; or
sary'

i£ granted, ought to be recalled ; as the common rules of

law are not to be got over, unless where evident justice and
or °ther

expediency requires it; which cannot be stated in the case

alluded to, there being no good ground to suppose that the
If no

, „
. ,

o
•
& i r ground of

party has in view to disappoint his creditor by a premature applying

escape.1
,

forit-

sis'!. The court ivere of opinion, " that

" the circumstances of the case did

" not warrant his being deprived of

" the benefit of the sanctuary ; and

" that any application against him,

" as in medltatione fuga, fell to be

*"' made, in the first instance, to the

M bailie of the abbey, the judge-or-

ci dinary, who, if he saw cause for

" requiring caution, might, on Nib-

11
lie's failing to find it, confine him

" to the prison of the abbey, as wjs

" done in the case of Pare against

u Bennet, ioth Feb. 1787." The lords,

" as to this point, refused the peti-

" tion." Fap. Coll.

Boag and Company against Dar-

ling, 16th and 23" December 1797.
a It is sufficient ground for apply-

ing for the warrant, that the debtor

intends leaving the country -without

paying his debt, whether he be with-

drawing for the purpose of disap-

pointing his creditors or in the ordi-

nary course of business. Feb. 6,1782,

Wright against Gemmtl. Pleaded,

" These arc limited to the case where

** the debtor mediutet an escape

" from justice. Here no such design

" is imputed to the defender. His

" acknowledgment amounts to this,

" that having no prospect ofemploy.

" ment in this country, he intends

" to take the first opportunity of de-

" parting for America, in the prose-

" cution ofhi; ordinaryprofession. An-
" szvered, This argu'aent is quite in-

" consistent with the nature of arrest-

" ments of this kind. The decision

" of the judge must be equally inef-

" fectual, from whatever cause the

" party, against whom it is pronoun-

" ced, departs from the territory in

" which he is sued. Hence Mr. Er-

" skine properly explains the expres-

u sion on which a critical argument

" is attempted by tne defender, as in-

" eluding every case where the debt-

" or means to leave the kingdom."

In the case of Scott against Sandi-

lands and Manderson, 7
t!l December

1 7J4, (Falconer, and Dictionary,

vol. iii, 1/. Meditatiofuga), this point

seems to have been viewed different-

If.

I. ir.it. Scott came to reside in

Edinburgh
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% 9. It is not sufficient to justify such an application, that

wkkakt
debtor is about to remove to a different county. It is the

•WARRANT .—meui- departure from Scotland only, that our law interposes, in

tatioke
t|iig extraordinary manner, to prevent.*

Edinburgh in November 1742. In

the folluvving March, Manderson,

merchant there, with whom be had

been in the habit of dealing, present-

ed a petition to the magistrates, for a

warrant to imprison hirr. as in vsedita-

iio fugs, till he found caution judi-

do sisti eijudicatum schi. It appeared,

from his admission, that he was to

join his regiment in England. War-

rant, as prayed for, was granted. Ac-

tion of damages having been brought

both against Manderson and against

the magistrates and Sandilands, "the

" lord ordinary found the commit-

** ment of the pursuer lieut. Scott to

" prison, dated iotk March 174*.

** was unwarrantable, not only in re-

*• spect the pursuer was burgess and

*' guild brother of the city of Edin-

«' burgh, and therefore not, in the

«• sense of the act 1672, a stranger
;

" but that the commitment -was until

* c he should find caution to male payment

" to 1'efender Manderson ; "whereas, had

' c the pursuer b:cn a stranger, he should

" only have been committed in case hf

" failed t»f.nd caution judicio sisli ; and

— therefore found the docqueted ac-

« count, dated 6 t[1 April 1742, and

" the bill of same date, granted while

" the pursuer was in prison, to 00-

" tain his liberty, reducible. And
*« having considered the pursuer's

** oath, in the process at Manderson's

»' instance against him, found no more

" due than £12 : 19, for which de-

csined against lieut. Scott ; and

" found lieut. Seott entitled to dama-

" ges » on account of his commitment

" aforesaid, and to the full expence

" of this process of reduction."

The court adhered with regard to

Manderson :
" They observed he had

" been in use to trust the pursuer,

" and to receive from him partial

" payments ; that it was not a debt

" contracted in the place by a stran-

" ger ; that he had been all winter

" in Edinburgh, where he had a

" house and family ; and that he

" owned he was going to the regi-

" ment, which was no fuga."

With regard to the bailie, whom
they inclined to assolzie, it being al-

leged for the pursuer, that he was not

informed he might avoid going to

prison by finding caution, i: wai re-

mitted to the ordinary to inquire in-

to that fact But this cannot be con-

sidered as a decision, that a debtor

may not be prevented from leaving

the country without paying his debts,

or finding security to answer in ccu:t

for the same. It was not only a harsh

exercise of right on the part of the

creditor, but he had also conducted

himself illegally, by exacting caution

judicatum so'.vi ; which ground the in-

terlocutor expressly notices.

a Laing against Watson, 1789.

Laing, who was in bankrupt cir-

cumstances, had disposed of most

of his effects in Brechin, the place of

his residence, in the view of remov-

ing to another part of the country.

There
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Such warrants may be applied for against a debtor in me- $ 9.

ditatione fugce, though he be possessed of heritable property WA**^Li

in the country. " A debtor's being owner of a land estate— ^edi-

*' does not protect his person from diligence, it being op- fUG^*

" tional to his creditors which diligence to use."a

The debtor's departure from the country is the peculiar Departure

loss and inconvenience provided against by this legal reme- avuntry.tfce

dy. It has therefore been doubted, whether the debtor, who evil provid-

has been arrested on a meditatione fuges warrant, and is

liberated on caut.on judicio sisti, can retire to the sanctuary Can one

, „ , p ! • • 1 • under can-
beiore the commencement oi the action, without occasion- tion ju&i*

ing a forfeiture of the bond of caution. This point, which "stl reurs

.

x to tne sane-
had on one occasion been debated, though not decided,5

mary ?

There was no reason to suspect he " defenders liable to the pursuer in

meant to quit Scotland. Watson ap- ,£ damages and expences."

plied to Mollyson (provost of the The learned reporter remarks*

borough, and a justice of the peace), «« the court in general observed, that

for a warrant to imprison Laing

;

« although perhaps no one of the

stating, he was in mcdttatlone fugx, " particulars would have been suffi-

and intended soon to leave the king- « cient to subject him, his conduct

dom, or at least that part of it ; and " had, on the whole, been so incau-

made oath thereto. «• tious, as, in a proceeding of this

The desire of the petition appeared '* sort, justly to create an obligation

to have been granted without taking " to make up the loss." Fac. Coll,

Watson's oath as to the amount of a Observation from the bench in

the debt; without any previous exa- the case.—Dr. Heron against captain

mination of Laing; and without any Dickson, Dec. 16, 1773. Fac. Coll.

limitation as to the time within which In that case, an action of damages had

any action was to be commenced been brought, chiefly on the ground

against him. Laing was confined to that the summary warrant was im-

prison for several months. No pro- properly applied for, the debtor hav-

per measures, however, were taken ing a land estate in Scotland. The
by him for some time in order to ob- court " assoilzied the defender from

tarn his release; and it even appear- •« the process of oppression."

ed he was inclined to prolong his b Arrot against the magistrates of

stay in prison, to increase his claim of Edinburgh,

damages. " The lords" found " the
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lately much divided the bench ;* it appearing to some of

the judges unreasonable, that the privilege of sanctuary

a Tasker against Mercer, Feb. 27,

180a.

Cnuiio dejudiciosiAi.—The cautioner

forfeits his bond, unless he produce

the person of the debtor, in such a

state as he may be liable to be attach-

ed by diligence.

Mrs. Susanna Frances Tasker rais-

ed an action for payment of a debt

against Richard Mercer, Esq. an Irish

gentleman, residing in Edinburgh,

and presented a petition to the ma-

gistrates of Edinburgh, stating that

he was in medltatione f.iga, and pray-

ing that he should be imprisoned un-

til he found caution de judicio sisti.

The magistrates refused the petition
;

but, on a bill of advocation, the lord

ordinary remitted the cause to them,

instructing them to alter their inter-

locutor, and to grant warrant to im-

prison Mr. Mercer until he found

caution for six months ; and the court

adhered to the judgment of the lord

ordinary, finding that the caution

should extend to the action already

brought, as well as to any that might

be brought within that period.

Accordingly Mr. Richard Hotch-

kis, writer to the signet, judicially

enacted himself, in the usual terms, as

cautioner, under penalty of payment

•f the debt.

An action for this purpose was im-

mediately raised, in the course of

which, the pursuer called upon the

cautioner to produce the principal

debtor, in terms of the bond. But,

in the meantime. Mercer retired to

the sanctuary, and presented a peti-

tion in his own name, and in that of

his cautioner, for a personal protec-

tion. The cautioner contended, that

he was entitled to a warrant to bring

the debtor into court, as required by

the creditors ; and the debtor main-

tained, that as he had done nothing

to forfeit the benefit of the sanctua-

ry, his person should be protected

from the diligence of his creditors,

both on his way to the court, and also

on his return to the abbey.

The court, by a considerable majo-

rity, "found, that the defender Rich-

" ard Mercer, by retiring to the ab-

" bey, could not liberate himself or

" his cautioner Mr. Hotchkis from

" the effect of the security already

" granted to produce him in courtt

'• in terms of the bond of cautionjw
" dlcio sisti, at the pursuer's instance ;

" and therefore, unless he is produc-

" ed accordingly, the penalty in the

" bond must be incurred : and that in

" the present question between the

" pursuer and the said Richard Mer-

" cer and his cautioner, no regard

" can be paid to the circumstance of

" Mr. Mercer's being booked in the

" abbey as aforesaid : remit to the

" lord ordinary to grant warrant, at

" the instance of Mr. Hotchkis, to

" bring the person of the said Rich-

" ard Mercer from the sanctuary in-

" to court, for the purpose mention-

" ed in the petition given into court

" by him ; but to grant no protec-

<c tion against the further diligence

" proceeding at the instance of the

" pursuers; and, on the other hand,

" to grant the prayer of the petition

" presented to his lordship by the

" pursuer, for the apprehending of

" the said Richard Mercer, in the

" terms
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should be affected by any such circumstances. A debtor, § 9.

under caution judicio sisti, might, it was said, retire to tne WAR^^T
abbey, just as he could succeed to a peerage, or acquire a—mEm-

seat in parliament, without a forfeiture of the bond of cau- F ^. c;E

tion, which was intended solely to guard against his de- jf he SUc-

parture from the country. ceeds a
* peerage.

The court, however, did not go into this reasoning ; but,

under the common style of bonds of caution, K to present

** the debtor in court," thought the creditor entitled to

have his debtor presented to him, as liable to diligence as at

his first apprehension, and to recur against the cautioner,

if the debtor does not appear personally, whether he be

within the kingdom or without it, or if he has done any

thing in the interval to render his person less subject to le-

gal diligence.

But this is peculiar to the creditor to whom he has given May retire

such security. He may retire to the sanctuary, to the effect *°
f
8a" c"

of avoiding the diligence of his other creditors. Accord- other ere di-

ingly, in this same case, the court had no difficulty in allow-
tor3,

ing the debtor a protection to secure him against the dili-

gence of his other creditors, in going to the court, and in

returning again to the sanctuary.

Any one justice of peace is competent to grant these war- By whom

rants, just as he can grant a warrant to apprehend a felon or Srante '

breaker of the peace. " Any judge ordinary, or even par-

(t ties, may seize persons for public riots, or their own debt-

" terms therein specified; but find it " parties to this proceeding; rescry-

" unnecessary and incompetent, in " ing to him to claim the privilege

" hoc statu, to determine any question " of the sanctuary against them, if he

" between the said Richard Mercer " shall be so advised, and to them all

" and his other creditors, who arc no " objections thereto, as accords."
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§ 9- (i ors in their escape out of the kingdom, or in clear evidence

warrant { oi their present going about the same. a Any inferior

—medi- magistrate can grant such warrants.6 In a case mentioned
TATIONE

, „ „ i

rucjE. above, the arrestment of a stranger, in virtue of the warrant

Judge-ordi- of a baron-baiiie was sustained. These warrants are also

nary. granted occasionally by the supreme judicatures^

§ I0- X. Lord Bankton says, ie this remedy ofsummary war-

warrants" rant will not be granted to a foreigner accidentally in this

" country against another stranger likewise occasionally

<c here, in relation to debts contracted abroad : it is for the

a Stair, book iv, tit. 47, § 23.

b June 1727, Barrovvfield. The

court of session was unanimous, that

upon application to any inferior ma-

gistrate, a debtor, sub meditationefuga,

may be summarily imprisoned,though

it had been previously held that a ba-

ron-bailie could not summarily impri-

son. Stair, 18"1 January 1678, and

Dictionary, voce Meditatlonefuga war-

rants.

c 20th July 1705, Potts against

Mitchelson. See Forbes and.l'uun-

rainhall.

The statute 20th Geo. II, cap. 43,

commonly called the Jurisdiction act,

declares, " that no barcn shall have,

" exercise, or enjoy, ar.y jurisdiction,

" in any Criminal cause whatsoever,

" other" than assaults, batteries, and

" smaller ciimes." But a magistrate

may be competent to grant the war-

rant, who is not competent to try

the crime. The caution found, is, to

appear, not before the magistrate

who may be applied to in the spur

of the moment to grant the war-

rant, but before any competent civil

court.

In like manner, justices of peace,

though incompetent in most civil

causes, grant those warrants.

<l 11 th March 1795. Decree for a

random sum of £1000 had been

pronounced by the court of session

against a widow, at the instance of

her husband's heir, who alleged that

she had used improper means, dur-

ing her husband's indisposition, to

get all his means into her possession.

As she did not, when examined, give

any satisfactory account of the moneys

the pursuer prayed the court to grant

a warrant for contumacy ; but some

doubts arising as to the competency

of this step, the party, at the sugges-

tion of the court, added to his peti-

tion a prayer, to have her secured as

in meditation:fugs. One of the judges

entertained some doubt whether this

would not proceed more properly be-

fore the sheriff ; but the court in ge-

neral thought the application compe-

tent, as the parties were before them

at any rate ; and the pursuer being

sworn at the foot of the table, grant-

ed the warrant of incarceration, w-

ditationefugte.
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«' necessity of the thing, and to get justice easily done to the § 10.

" people of each country, that this law and custom is intro-
*"

A
"****

9

" duced: and therefore it ought not to be extended in be

—

if to

" half of one stranger against another foreigner, who must° EIG
™^

te apply to the judges of the place where another resides ;
against

. t i • lit i> ^ ANOTHER.
<e and to do otherwise would be a great discouragement to

, n „ . , r. i
LordBanko

*< commerce and freedom of trade ; and for the same rea- ton
'

s pi.

** son, summary arrestment ought not to be allowed of such nion '

*' stranger's effects, at the suit of another stranger, even ju-

tl risdictionis fundandce causa, till he find caution in or-

« der to found an action ; upon the dependence of which
u a regular arrestment may be used, unless it is for a debt

*' contracted here ; in which sense alone I can take the

*< case collected by Fountainhall to the above effect."*

No such exclusion of foreign creditors was sanctioned by

the authority of lord Stair, nor has been repeated by Mr.

Erskine. The observation, indeed, seems equally irrecon-

cilable to the decisions of our courts, and the principles of

general law.

For, first, lord Bankton himself admits, that, as stated I st
)
stran_

above, strangers here transiently, may, on that ground alone, Sers mav be

a February 1684, Arnold. " Mr.

" Scoular, factor in Rouen, being

" deceased, Thomas Young, mer-

" chant in Edinburgh, being creditor

" to him, did, by a special deliver-

" ance of the lords upon a bill, arrest

44 all his .ffects aad monies owing to

" him in bcotland. Monsieur Ar-
«* nauld, who was partner with Scou-

" lar, offers to draw his part of the

" effects out of Scotland : Thomas
" Young opposed it.' —" 1 he lords

Vol. I.

found, after a great debate, that,

before he can remove his money,

he behoved to find Thomas Young

caution judlcio sisti etjudkatum solvi

in Scotland, for what ex cvnventu he

and Scoular, his conjunct, should

be found debtors to him."

Though, in strict law, actor sequitur

forum ret; and Young, if he had

ought to crave against Arnauld,

should pursue him in France ; but

tutlus est incumbere n't t^uam fane/ix,"

Ee
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§ io. be arrested by any inhabitant of the country. Strangers,

n \KXANTs nK*ecd, are the natural and primary objects of such war-
—if to rants, which are only by analogy extended to residenters,
ONE FO- .

, »..'•/
reigner who are suspected ot meditatiojug.T.

AG.UNST

Thus, lord Bankton, after stating the general principle as

to strangers, says, il the sarne necessity authorizes summary
** warrants against inhabitants who are in meditatione fug<?}
tl

i. e. suspected to be upon flight." 1 In like manner, lord

Gardenstone observes, " upon the same principle, summary
" warrants are authorized to commit inhabitants of this

" country who are in medifatio?iefuga.' ,b And the same

thing appears to obtain in those parts of the continent where

the multiplicity of small states, independent of each other,

brought this branch of jurisprudence to early maturity.

Accordingly, in a variety of cases, very keenly and

ably debated, nothing appears to have been thought ques-

tionable, but the nature of the caution which strangers

should find, whether judicaium solvi, or only judicio sisti.d

A stranger may be able to satisfy the court that he has

no intention of quitting the country ; or, in other word?,

ma}r
, by argument or evidence, remove the natural presump-

tion of his intended departure, which lies against him as a

stranger. This may have been one ground of the decision

in the case of Lechmere, which the reporter thus entitles

:

a Ibid. cius Dc jure sistcr.di, c. 16 ; and then

b MS. voce Bail. he proceeds to explain in what cases

c This we learn from an autiior, the same procedure may be used, even

who treats the subject expressly.

—

against a citizen.

Zgitur qui bona vel personam alicuius d Rae against Bellamy, 21 st June

sistere vel ar restore intendit, cbser-vare I 763 ; Karris against I idderdalc, J
xA

debet principio quod non nisi forensis et March I75J. Fac. Coll.

cxirancus sisti vel arrestari potest. Pec-
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<c A WARRANT may be issued by one foreigner against an- § I0-

« other as in meditatione fugce, but not unless the judge be warrants
" satisfied there are reasonable groundsfor the applicatio?i."*

~IF TO
ONE FO-

REIGNER
a
June 3, 1797, Scudamore and his count, an affidavit by Scudamore, be- against

attornies against Lechmere. fore the depute-mayor of Eath, in
an °ther.

Meditath f"gx.—A warrant may terms of the petition, and a mandate
be issued, at the instance of one fo- to his two attorneys in Scotland. One
reigner against another, as in medita- of the attorneys made oath before the

tionefuva, but not unless the judge be sheriff, " that the deponent is crc-

satisfied that there are reasonable " dibly informed, and believes in his

grounds for the application. " conscience, that the within-design- '

Edmund Lechmere, an English- " ed Edmund Lechmere is in medita-

man, embana-sed in his circumstan- " tkns fuga, and about to leave Bri-

ces, came to Scotland, and hired lodg- " tain, in order to avoid payment of

ings for a year in the abbey of Holy- "the debt mentioned in the peti-

roodhouse. After he had been ten " tion." The sheriff ordered Lech-
or eleven months there, a petition mere to be brought before him for

was presented to the sheriff-depute examination. Mr. Lechmere having

of Edinburgh, in the name of Henry been accordingly apprehended, •witb-

Blackford Scudamore, of the county out the precincts of the abbey, he, in

of Somerset, and his attorneys in Scot- his declaration before the sheriff ad-

land, stating, that Mr. Lechmere ow- mitted the authenticity of the doca-

ed a large sum, by bond and fitted ments of debt produced, and the sub-

account, to Scudamore : that Mr. sistencc of the debt, but said he had
Lechmere had left England in order good defences against payment of

to avoid the diligence of his credi- part of it, and denied any intention

tors; and that " the petitioners have of leaving Scotland. The sheriff

" good reason to believe, and do ve- granted the warrant, but, " in re-

" rily believe," that he will likewise " spect of the magnitude and nicety

leave Scotland, " in case any inti- " of the case," superseded the execu-

" mation or notice shall be given to tion of it for a few days, that Mr.
"him of the intention of the peti- Lechmere might, if so advised, apply

" tioners, to proceed or pursue any to the court of session ; and, in the

" steps against him, for the recovery meantime, authorized the officers of

" of the aforesaid debt." The peti- court to keep him in safe custody. A
tioners therefore prayed that Lech- bill of advocation, with the v bi ,

mere s ould be imprisoned till he proceedings, was ordered to be print-

should find caution judieie jisti, in any cd, and was reported by the lord or-

action for the di bt, to be brought a- dinaiy on the bills.

gainst him within six months. Along Pleaded for Lechmere.—A warrant

with the petition, there were produc- against a party, as in meditationefuga,

cd copies of the bond and fitted ac- ii pbt competent, at the instance of

i.c 2
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No other ground at least can be discovered on which it can

be reconciled with cases decided both before and after it ;

particularly those of Jouett and attorney against Wooley

SUMMARY
WARRANTS

IF TO
ONE F -

reigner and Maidment,3 and Tasker against Mercer. b
.

AGAINST
ANOTHER.
n . , The case of Wooley and Maidment had occurred the
Point dc- J

cidedby the session before that of Lechmere. The court in that case very
court in the maturely considered, and deliberately decided, the abstract

Wooley point. There, no doubt, the original application had stated

m j
that Wooley anji Maidment were swindlers, and craved a

search-warrant for discovering if they had any of the credi-

tor's goods along with them ; but none such were discover-

ed. The allegations were not authenticated. Wooley and

one foreigner against another, for

debts contracted abroad. (6
lh De-

cember 1775, Scot against Carmi-

chael.) Besides, the party applying

ought, in addition to his oath, that

he believes the debtor means to leave

the kingdom, to exhibit some reason-

able grounds for his suspicion. (20th

December 1789, Laing against Wat-

son and Mollison) ; and none such

have been offered in the present case.

Answered.—There seems no good

ground for a distinction in this par-

ticular in favour of foreigners. In-

deed the law in some degree consi-

ders foreigners to be always in medi-

iationefnga, and therefore, in the ad-

miralty court, caution is required

from them, not only judicio sisti, but

judkatum solvi. In this case, the whole

circumstances support the oath.

Observed on the bench.—The court

was much divided in opinion in

the case of Scot against Carmichacl,

which, at any rate, from the period

Mr. Lechmere has resided in this

country, was very different from the

present. But as a warrant of this

sort is an extraordinary remedy, it

ought in no case to be granted nisi

causa cognita. By this, however, it is

not meant that the judge, before

granting it, ought to allow a proof of

the opposite averments of parties;

but that the creditor, in addition to

his oath of credulity, should state

some probable reason lor suspecting

that the debtor means to leave the

kingdom ; and the question is, whe-

ther any such appears in the present

case.

A majority of thejudges thought, that

as Mr. Lechmere had come to Scotland to

have the beneft of the sanctuary, -where

he bad hired lodgings by the year, there

•was no reason to suppose he meant to de-

prive himself of that benefit by leavina

the kingdom.

The court remitted to the lord or-

dinary, to remit to the sheriff, " with

" instructions to set the advocator at

"liberty." Fac. Coll.

a 1796. November.

b 27 ^ February 1802. Fac. Coll.
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Maidment, on the other hand, maintained, that they had h I °-

-I 1 O c-\ir
SUMMARY

come to Scotland on a pleasure jaunt, for the benefit of Mrs. WARRAN r =

Maidment's health. On that state of the fact the creditor—1F T0
ONE FO-

joined issue with them as to the law, viz. his right to a sum- reigner

mar}- warrant against them as strangers here transiently, sine^^'^
animo remanendi, till they found caution judicio sisti. This

abstract point alone was considered and decided. The court,

indeed, must have deviated, no less from their uniform prac-

tice, than from obvious propriety, had they paid any regard

to loose allegations on either side, unsuppofted by evidence.

The decision, though pronounced by a very great majority,

w;s not unanimous. A learned judge even maintained,

that the doctrine, that any foreigner, however responsible at

home, could be summarily apprehended the moment he sets

a foot in Scotland, till he found caution to answer in our

courts, would not only be contrary to the interest of trade

and manufactures, but a reproach on the law of the coun-

try, and an occasion of much hardship and inconveniency.

However, the court in general viewed the law as above laid

down. In particular, the late lord-justice-clerk Macqueen

expressed himself very decidedly in favour of the judg-

ment of the court, which, moreover, has since been farther

sanctioned by the decision in the case of Tasker.

adl
>, To a

Secondly If, then, a foreigner, here transiently, may forei§ner -

be arrested, it seems to follow necessarily that he may arrest.

If our courts issue warrants against him, they must do so

equally at his instance. Even at an early period our courts-

made no such invidious distinction betwixtjforezVrcand na-

tive creditors.

Thus " arrestment was granted by the lords at the in-

" stance of an Englishman upon the goods of another, nei-

" ther of them being in the country animo rcmanendi,
Ci founded upon bonds made in England, not bearing any

k e 3
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§ 10. t( condition of payment to be made in Scotland."-1 This
SUMMARY * «.,.,,
warrants case relates to the arrestment oi goods ; but it depends up-
—if to on the s?me principle with the other : and lord Bankton's
ONE FO- l

reigner opinion goes to both equally. In either case, it is in view

to fix a jurisdiction. Accordingly, at a very early period,

it was decided, that a stranger, as well as a native, might

arrest a foreigner in any of the boroughs.b And in the

different cases already mentioned, the pursuers, as well as

defenders, were foreigners •> which train of decisions rests

on this sound principle, that judges do not dispense justice

as a matter of favour ; but, whenever they have jurisdic-

tion, are bound to exercise it at the motion of any person*,

whether foreigner or native, who has it in his power to fix

a forum, by securing the defender's person or property to

render the decree effectual.

Summary The same principle affords an answer to another question

warrants that sometimes arises where summary warrants are applied
security to ., T . . . . .

appear in for against foreigners, namely, whether it is not enough to

his native gn(j caution to answer in their native courts. The court of
courts:

. , . , , , . . .

session seems to have decided one case upon this principle :
d

But it was a very particular case : The stranger, an English-

man, when arrested in Edinburgh, on the meditatione fugze

warrant, had taken his passage at Leith for Newcastle, in or-

der to return home to Morpeth, in Northumberland, where

he had an established business, which his wife was conduct-

ing in his absence. But this decision, strong as the cir-

cumstances were, met at the time with much opposition,

and has not been approved of since. Accordingly, the court

did not think itself at liberty to pay any regard to proposals

repeatedly made by Messrs. Wooley and Maidment to find

3 Haddington, Dec. 1 6 10 ; F.I vois gainst Lidderdalc, Jouett against

Vernon. Diet. vol. i, p. 320. Wooley and Maidment, Tasker a-

b Robertson against Bell, if" Ja- gainst Mercer.

. 1676. Gosford. d Scot against Carmichael, 6 :h De-

e against Bellamie, Harris a- cember 1775. Fac.Coll.
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caution to return to England, or to allow themselves to be § ro

conducted thither under the charge of one of the macers

or officers of court. The court was of opinion, that the

creditors could not be compelled to agree to those proposals,

how fair and equitable soever; and, having fixed a forum

against their debtors here, they could not be deprived by

the judges of that benefit, whether real or imaginary.



CHAP. III.

GENERAL
VIEW

Of Remedial Justice, or the Powers and Duties of Magis-

trates when the Peace has been broken*

§ i. I. IT then the peace is broken, there are, as we have

V T already seen, certain duties incumbent on magis-

trates, constables, and indeed on all the lieges, who are

bound to use their respective endeavours for allaying any

disturbance that has taken place, or preventing the accom-

plishment of any attempt to commit robbery, murder, or

other unlawful act. Those duties, and particularly the ex-

traordinary jurisdiction for that purpose conferred on ma-

gistrates by the riot a; •

:

iave been already considered.

But, besides quelling the disturbance, or preventing the

accomplishment of such design, it is farther necessary, by

the punishment of the delinquent, to deter him and others

from any repetition of the like attempt. The securing de-

linquents for this purpose, taking their precognitions, and

other steps preparatory to a trial, particularly belong to jus-

tices of peace and other inferior magistrates, whose exten-

sive and important jurisdiction in these matters, we now
proceed to consider in separate sections.
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II. Search-warrants, though little noticed in our § 2.

bocks, occur daily in practice, and often create danger, as warrant.
well as difficulty, to the magistrate, who is not versant in

business.

Regularly, a search-warrant is granted upon the pro- Upon what

curator-fiscal's application, or the private party's, with the
t̂

v
'Lan^d?

concourse of the procurator-fiscal. However, such concur-

rence is not indispensable. That officer may not be on the

spot; he may reside in a distant part of the county, or be

from home at the time ; and those affairs do not admit of

delay. Though the search-warrant may be granted on the

party's signed information, yet it may be proper to take his

oath as to the reality and grounds of his suspicion, and the

particular places which he wishes to be searched. This pre-

caution is particularly advisable, if the party himself does

not subscribe the application, but his man of business only.

However,though extremely proper,it cannot,in our practice,

be said to be indispensable, as it seems to be in the English.1

Any one justice of peace, or other magistrate, may grant who may

a warrant to search. The warrant ought to be dated, and§ram -

must be subscribed by the magistrate in whose name it runs. Form of tho

It should also bear his designation, and the county, as well wanant *

as special cause for which it is given ; which formalities

however, excepting only the magistrate's subscription, can-

not be said to be absolutely indispensable to the validity of

the warrant.'-1

The warrant must be particular as to the place or places General

to be searched. General warrants, to search all suspected
warrailts -

places, are reprobated both in the English and Scottish law.

Thus, lord-chief-justice Hale says, a general warrant to

search for felonies or stolen goods is not good.

H i, p. 12:. c H. PI. .

l> I
1
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K.\ «« I do not find any good authority that
SEARCH- ,

warrant, a justice can justily sending a general warrant to search all

iS suspected houses in general for stolen goods, because such
*' warrant seems to be illegal in the very face of it ; for it

t£ would be extremely hard to leave it to the discretion ofa

et common officer to arrest what persons, and search what
(i houses, he thinks fit ; and if a justice cannot legally grant

< 4 a blank warrant for the arrest of a single person, leaving

si it to the party to fill it up, surely he cannot grant such

« general warrant, which might have the effect of an hun-
«< dred blank warrants." 1

Again-

, lord chief-justice Hale expresses himself thus

:

" I do take it, that a general warrant to search in all sus-

"•' pected places is not good ; but only to search in such par-

tc ticular places, where the party assigns, before the justice,

u his suspicion, and the probable cause thereof; for these

• warrants are judicial acts, and mu^t be granted upon
" examination of the fact." b

Uhcn And therefore, he says, those general warrants dormant,
granted be- which are made before any felon)'- committed, are notjusti-

crime be fiable j for it makes the party to be in effect the judge ;

commuted

:

an(j therefore searches, made by pretence of such general

warrants, give no more power to the officer or party, than

what they may h^ve by law without them. c

Warrant A SEARCH-WARRANT tobreak open the doors ofany man's
to break house to search for a felon, or for stolen floods, cannot be
even doors.

granted upon a bare surmise ; and it would be full of incon-

venience, that it should be in the power of any justice of the

peace, being a judge of record, upon a bare suggestion, to

: the house of any person, ofwhat state, quality, or de.

gree, soever,either on the d . ght, upon such siurmises.d

a 2 Hawk. 82, 84. B ; .

rant. d < I7 -
7 . Burn.

'

list. 150. B
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But, in case of a complaint and oath made, that stolen § "-

goods are suspected to be in such house, the justice, when WARRA ^ T.

he has learned the cause of suspicion, may grant a warrant

to search in those suspected places mentioned in his warrant,

and to attach the goods, as well as the party in whose cus-

tody they are found, and bring them before him, or some

other justice, that he may give an account how they came

into his possession, and farther abide the order of law. a

And by 22 Geo. Ill, c. 58, on complaint made on oath Search, io

before one justice, that there is reason to suspect that stolen
virt"e of

nI
goods are knowingly concealed in any house or place, hec 58.

may> by his warrant, cause such house or place to be search-

ed in the day-time ; and the person knowingly concealing-

such stolen goods, or in whose custody the same shall be

found, he being privy thereto, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanour, and may be brought before any justice ; and

on conviction, may be punished by fine, imprisonment, or

whipping, as the quarter sessions, (who are empowered to

try such offenders) or any other court before whom he shall

be tried, shall think fit to inflict.

Search-warrants, by particular statute, in the case of

journeymen abstracting materials of their work, will fall

more properly to be noticed afterwards.

The warrant ought to be directed to the constable, or To v.hom

other known officer, and not to any private person, though dllL"

the party may very properly accompany the officer, and

assist, because he knows his own goods. b

\Y ith respect to the time of granting search-warrants, Search

in the day-

a 2 Hales* Hist, 113, 15Q. Burn, b 2 Hales" Hist. 151. B

v. Search-warrat

:

• ••.-.
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^ 2. Iord-chief-justlce Hale observes, that it is convenient such
search- warrants do require the search to be made in the day-time ;WARRANT. *

nr> 1

and though, his lordship adds, ;l " I will not affirm, that

st they are unlawful without that restriction, yet they are

" very inconvenient without it; for many times, under

te pretence of searches made in the night, robberies and
Ci burglaries have been committed, and at best it creates great

(t disturbances." However, in case not of probable suspi-

cion only, but of positive proof, it is sometimes right to

execute the warrant in the night-time, lest the offenders

may have removed with their goods before morning.5

what must On the return of the warrant executed, if it appear the

of peace do goods were not stolen, they are to be restored to the pos-

•with the sessor : if it appear they were stolen, they are not to be
<roods re-

covered I
delivered to the proprietor, but deposited in the hands of

the sheriff or constable, in order that the party robbed

may proceed, by indicting and convicting the offender, to

have restitution.

If the party, in whose custody the goods are found, be

suspected to have been either guilty of the theft, or in the

knowledge of the goods being stolen, he must be committed

for trial ; in the one case as thief, in the other as resetter,

if stolen, If he appear not to have been in the knowledge that the

the party ?
goods were stolen, he cannot be committed for trial, but

may be bound over as a witness against the person from

whom he got them. If it appear the goods were not stolen,

he must be discharged.d

The mode of executing the warrant, and when doors

a
2 Hales' Hist. 151. Burn, ad so- c 2 Hales' Hist. 151. ~Quin,advo-

cem. cem.

l> Bad. voce Search-warrant. Burn, <1 2 Hales' Hist. 152. Burn, *</?*.

ai I'ocem. cem.
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may or may not be broken open, have been already consi- § 2.

dered. a search-
WC1CU ' WARRANT.

III. This very important subject of the taking the per- § 3.

sons of delinquents, in order that security may be had for

'

their answering to the charge that stands against them, has

already come, in part, under our view, in considering the

duties of constables. Here, however, it again occurs as the

duty, not of constables and other officers exclusively, but of

magistrates themselves, who, besides their peculiar power?,

have those of their officers also ; and moreover of private

individuals likewise, whose aid they may require, or who,

without such order, or the presence of any magistrate, may
have been eye-witnesses of the fact. An arrest thus may
take place either with or without a warrant.

Any justice of peace, sheriff, or other magistrate, even a—with-

baron-bailie,b seeing a felony, a riot, or other breach of the°v
'

AR ÂNT
peace, committed in his presence, or having certain infor-Ma(r[strates

mation from those who witnessed it, may, in his own per-

son, apprehend the offender. The powers of constables, as Officers,

conservators of the peace, to arrest without any warrant,

have been already explained. The duty and power of pri-

vate persons cannot be laid down with such precision and

certainty as could be wished. However, we may safely state,

that in the case of any felony, such as murder, robbery,

theft, or dangerous wound, private individuals who happen Private in-

to be present, or have certain information of the crime, from

those who saw it committed, may, and indeed are bound, to

arrest the offenders, who might otherwise escape. In Eng- English

land, " all persons who are present when a felony is com-
aA

«' mitted, or dangerous wound given, are bound to appre-

a Book i, c. 8, § 3 and 5. effect of trial and sentence. Hume,
o The powers of a baron-bailie are vol. iii, p. 121.

abolished by 40 Geo. II, only to the c Ibid, p, 1 1 J.
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" hend the offender, on pain of being fined and imprisoned

" for their neglect."3
/. n r E s r

WITH-
OUT A

WARRANT " What may be the privilege of a private person, upon

" probable suspicion only of a felony, or information of it

" from others, and especially in any pursuit which he may
" carry on out of the presence of his informer, is a far

€e more delicate inquiry, and one in which I will not ven-

" ture to affirm any thing in his favour, having no aid to-

" wards it from either the authority of books or the deci-

" sions of the court."5

Private In- In the case, again, ofan affray, or other lesser delinquency,

can they' private persons do not seem to enjoy the same powers,

arrest af- Without an\^ warrant, they may interpose to quell it, and

p't-^Ty'dt'lin. restrain the offenders, that the king's peace may be kept;

meats. jju^ after the affray is ended, they cannot, without a war-

rant, arrest them. c Indeed, this arresting, without any

•warrant or order, and in virtue merely of that conservation

of the peace which is entrusted to every liege subject, is al-

ways rather of necessity than choice. The sanction of the

authority of the magistrate is desirable, wherever it can

be had, without affording the defender an opportunity of

escaping.

—BT A
VERBAL
ORDER.

The authority of the magistrate is either given verbally,

or by a regular warrant in writing. The verbal order is dic-

tated by the same necessity that justifies the interposition of

officers and private persons of their own authority, and

takes place on similar emergencies. Any justice of peace,

or other magistrate, may verbally command any one to arrest

another, who has been guilty of a felony, or breach of the

a % Hawkins, 74. Burn, v. Ar- c Cftke, 2 Inst. 52. Burn, v. At-

rest, '. 3. Hume, vol. iii,p. 12c.

& Hume, ibid.
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peace, in his presence ; which command is a good warrant

without writing. 1 " Nay, though the deed have not been_v.ERB vt
te done under the eye of the magistrate, yet still, if instant 0RD1 l; -

" complaint be made to him of a murder, robbery, or ether

" the like violent and atrocious crime, by those who have
ft certain knowledge of the fact, and of the person also of

" the offender ; this, too, in so urgent a case, is a sufficient

£' justification of a verbal order to the informer and others,

'* to pursue and take the individual thus positively charg-
(e ed, who might otherwise escape, through the delay of

" waiting for a written warrant." So it was judged in the

case of certain persons who had gone in pursuit of a mur_

derer, on a verbal order from a privy counsellor and the pro.

vost of a royal borough, and had killed the man, on his mak-

ing preparation to resist them with a i capon. The
fact had happened in presence of the provost, but not of the

privy counsellor j yet the court pfjusticiary held it equally

relevant to acquit the pannels, whether they acted on the

order of the one or of the other. They had a verdict of

acquittal accordingly.'^

In like manner, as formerly observed, private individuals

arc bound to assist a constable, or other officer, verbally re-

quiring their aid in arresting a felon, as well as in suppress,

ing an affray.

«' It may be fitting in some cases, and this in EngVmd
<( seems to be the usual course of practice, that the warrant
tc be granted after the examination only of the informer, up-

" on oath. But this is not invariably, nor even ordinarily,

** observed with us, in proceeding on the information even

a 2 Halts' Hist. 8c. Burn, v. Ar- others, Dec. 24, 1694. Maclaurin,

rest, S 3. N°. 8.

: against Gillcsjic and c z Hawkins, 75 Biii v. /

rest, § 3.
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S .>• «* of a private individual ; and in cases of complaint, at the

li instance of the procurator-fiscal, or other public officer,

•kder. a who could only swear to his belief of the information

«* which has been brought him, it has never been our cus-

" torn to make use of any such precaution." 3 Neither is

it indispensable to the validity of the warrant, that it proceed

upon a written petition ; which, however, as well as the ex-

amination of the party applying for it, ought not, if possible,

to be omitted.b

-WRIT- A warrant to apprehend, like the search-warrant, ought

n war-
t ke dated, and must be subscribed by the magistrate by

KANT. .

whom it is granted. The warrant issued by a justice of
Form of it.

° ,,,,..,/ ,. -

the peace ought regularly to bear his stile and quauty, ana

the county for which, as well as the place, where it is given j

all which things are more especially proper to be observed,

if it be a separate warrant, not on the back of the applica-

tion.

The warrant must particularly name and describe the per-

son to be apprehended. General warrants, which do not

express against whom they are directed, have been always

reprobated as instruments of tyranny and oppression. " It

t( is not flt,
d either upon reasons of policy, or sound con-

** striiction of law, that where a man's being confined de-

" pends upon information given, it should be left to the of-

" ficer to ascertain the person. The magistrate alone should

" judge of the ground of suspicion."

Before The warrant may either be to bring the party before the

v.homlshegranter himself, or before some other competent magistrate

for the bounds ; and it may either be addressed generally to

addrcsse . ^ie proper officers of the magistrate who gives it, or parti-

* Hume, vol. iii, c. a. d Lord Mansfield. Blackstone's

b Ibid. Report?, $55-

- Ibid. 2
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Cularly to a certain messenger, macer, sheriff-officer, con- § 3.

stable, or the like; or, if necessary, even to a private per-^
REST

son, who thereby becomes an officer pro hac vice ; and iften war.

lie executes it with all the necessary precautions, he shall
RANT *

enjoy the privileges and protection of that character.*

Excepting in one case, noticed above,b the warrant ofindorsation

the justice of peace is of no force beyond the county, unless
°

a
$ e war"

it be indorsed by a justice or other magistrate of the bounds

where the person to be apprehended has taken refuge. Jus-

tices of peace, sheriffs, and other magistrates, may indorse

the warrants of each other respectively ; but the warrant of

a lord of justiciary has force over all Scotland. In like

manner, by virtue of 13 Geo. Ill, c. 31, if the offender

make his escape out of either part of the united kingdom

into the other, the warrant is respectively indorsed by the

judges of either country, its verity being previously proved

by the oath of the bearer. Similar regulations were ex-

tended to Ireland soon after the union with that nation,

Warrants usually ordain the prisoner, with all conve- Either for

nient speed, to be brought before the granter, or some other e *amma
;

y ' o »
j

tion, or im*
magistrate, for examination. They may order, however, his mediate

immediate Commitment,if there be already sufficient grounds commlt -

of suspicion against the prisoner, or if any other circum-

stance prevent his previous examination. This indeed is Form of

the usual stile of warrants from the lords of justiciary, to^ ôu^tof

whose office it does not pertain to examine the prisoner, or January,

to set on foot a precognition concerning his guilt.

In order to obtain the examination of a prisoner, who has

been thus at once committed for trial, it is necessary to ap-

ply by petition, either to the judge ordinary, or to a justice

of peace within the bounds, to grant warrant to bring the

a Hume, vol. iii, c. 2. c 44 Geo. Ill, c. 99. Sec Appen-

h B. 1, c. i, p, 113 iix I.

Vol, I. Ff
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§ 3. prisoner before him for that purpose; which warrant may
be competently granted by inferior judges, although the

prisoner has been committed by the court of justiciary.

ARREST,

S 4. IV. It is the duty of the magistrate not to allow the ex-

E*AMiNA-8am*nat *on t0 Proceec*j if tne prisoner appear either to be af-

tion. fected with liquor, or otherwise disordered in his intellect,

When it or under any influence of threats or of promises which may

to proceed ?
nave keen employed to induce him to confess.

Not to be The prisoner may, if he please, decline saying any thing ;

though he an(^ cannot for such silence, as for a contempt, or otherwise,

refuses to De lawfully punished, or harshly treated by the magistrate.

thing. And as the declaration may militate against him, some ma-

gistrates humanely put him on his guard as to that parti-

cular.

The prisoner's declaration thus solemnly and freely emit-

ted, is a circumstance of evidence to be afterwards used up-

on his trial.

The examination must therefore be taken down at large,

in writing ; then read over to the prisoner, and subscribed

by him (provided he can or will sign), as well as by the ma-

gistrate who has taken it, and two creditable witnesses, who
have heard and seen the examination itself from first to last ;

that, if necessary, on the trial they may be able to authenti-

cate it, and swear to all that passed on the occasion.

^ 5t V. If the magistrate be satisfied, from the examination, of

TREcocNi.-jhe prisoner's innocency, and that the accusation is ground-

less, it is his duty to set him at liberty. If otherwise, he

miration may recommit him for farther examination, or until a pre-

shews the cognition be taken.*
accusation °
tohavebeen

groundless'
a The prisoner is cot entitled to kind, as we will sgon see, in eonsi-

jBE.il against a recommitment of this dering the *<t 1701.
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A PRECOGNITION is an inquiry concerning the prisoner's § s-

guilt, by taking the declarations of such persons as may be™*"
supposed to know any thing of the matter. By this means,

the prisoner, on the one hand, avoids the delay, expence,

and inconvenience, of a trial, if there appear to be no suf-

ficient reason for detaining him ; the prosecutor, on the

other hand, is enabled to draw his libel with more preci-

sion, in the event of a trial taking place.

If the witnesses, who are meant to be examined, do not Unreason-

attend at the time, the magistrate may commit the prisoner
aLlC

l
c

a^]

r

again to gaol, and appoint another day for the attendance of

the witnesses. Yet " it is carefully to be observed, that in

" this, as in all other things, the magistrate must use good

" faith and fair dealing with the prisoner : for if he unrea-
<c onably delay to take his precognition, or make use of

<e false and affected pretences of farther inquiries, on pur-

<f pose to lengthen the man's confinement ; this, without
<c doubt, is a malversation and an act of oppression, for which
e< the magistrate shall be answerable at common law."*

The judge, either of his own motion, or on the applica- citation of

tion of the public or private accuser, may grant a warrant witnewcs '

for citing witnesses to attend a precognition ; but any per-

son else, though not cited, may be examined. If they fail

to appear, he may then grant letters of second diligence, or

warrant to apprehend the persons in default, and brino-

them before him for examination. After their appearance,

also, they may be coerced with imprisonment, if they re-

fuse to answer.

It is usual, in practice, to take their declarations merely, ^ay the

But it is discre tionary with the magistrate to put them up- witnesses

on oath : This precaution is necessarv, wherever, as often

* Hume, vol. iii, p. 129.

F f 2
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% 5- happens, from popular favour to the pannel, or towards the

'
j*"

"offence, or some other cause, the truth cannot otherwise

be obtained. If they refuse to swear, they are liable to be

imprisoned.1

Is the ac- Neither the prisoner, nor any person in his behalf, is

t"tl

C

d

Cn
* ent^^ec^ t0 attend the precognition, or to obtain a copy, or

tend or even a perusal of the declarations. Nor is there any process

person"for at ^s instance f°r citing witnesses to the precognition j but

him, pre- any suggestion, on his part, as to persons whom it ma_y be

proper to precognosce, ought to be attended to by the judge.
sent ?

"Witnesses It is the duty of the magistrate to take care, as far as pos-

should not ^[q tliat the witnesses be examined separately, and that
hear one

# .

another none of them either hear the declarations of the others taken

Prcco|- or reacj over, or have an opportunity of perusing them.b
nesecd.

It affords, however, no objection to the credibility of

the magistrate, who is officially present at taking the pre-

cognitions

The reason of the rule appears not to apply to those wit-

nesses who are called only to authenticate the declaration.

But it applies as well to the case of a precognition con-

ducted by the pannel or culprit, as by the prosecutor. No
fewer than thirteen exculpatory witnesses, who had been

assembled and examined by the pannel's agent, and had their

a Hume, vol. in, p. 149. precognition : this being the situa-

"Whether persons refusing to swear tion of all the other witnesses, the

on account of a religious scruple, as prosecutor declined to call them.

—

quakers, are liable to be imprisoned. 1791, July 13.

See above, B. i, c. 5. c This objection, stated to Thomas

b In the trial of Brown and Mur- Christie and John Hog, the bailies of

ray for deforcement, the objection Dunbar, and repelled by the court, in

was sustained to a witness, that he the trial of ' Jonn Kerr for fire-rais-

had been present at the taking of the ing. 1792, Jan. 13.
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declarations taken down and read over in presence of each S 5-

other, were on that account rejected.* TION.

This last, no doubt, was a gross attempt to corrupt the

tvitnesses. Accordingly, in a late case, the court ofjusticiary-

did not sustain this objection to the admissibility of a witness,

whosepresence at theprecognition had neither proceeded from

any improper motive, nor created any suspicion against his

veracity. 6 In this case, the point was very maturely consi-

dered. The court, indeed, did not think that there was any

such absolute rule in the law of Scotland against the admis-

sibility of a witness who had heard the precognition of the

other witnesses, as there is against that of a witness who
hears the others examined during a trial. But this affords

the magistrate no encouragement to be remiss or negligent

in this particular. It must always, in some degree, affect

his credibility, and may sometimes render him inadmissible.

The precognition must be taken before raising, or at

least before executing, the libel. That act is the commence-

ment of the process, after which all intercourse with the

witnesses is illegal. These declarations, whether on oath

or not, can never be used against the witnesses, but must

be cancelled before they give evidence in the trial.

Should one, who has been cited to the precognition as

a witness, appear on his examination to have been himself

concerned in the crime, the proper course is to cancel his

declaration as a witness, and examine him anew as a party

after putting him on his guard, with respect to the diffe-

rent situation in which he is now placed.

<( It hath been usual for the justices of peace, by whom
« any persons charged with felony are committed to gaol, to

a 1791, Jan. 31. John Lindsay. b jSoi, December.

Ff 3
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§ 5- " admit some one of their accomplices to become a witness

Hon. " (or, as it is generally termed, king's evidence) against his

*' fellows, upon an implied confidence which the judges of

«* gaol delivery have usually countenanced and adopted, that

ft if such accomplice makes a full and complete discovery of

'* that, and of all other felonies to which he is examined by
" the magistrate, and afterwards gives his evidence, without

*« prevarication or fraud, he shall not be prosecuted for that

(t or any other previous offence of the same degree." a

Professor Christian remarks, that neither the deci-

sion alluded to, nor opinions of the court, nor the reason

of the doctrine, extends the claim of the witness to mercy,

beyond those offences in which he has been connected with

the prisoners, and concerning which he has previously un-

dergone an examination. " This discretionary power, ex-

*\ ercised by justices of peace, is founded on practice only,

*' and cannot, at all events, exempt the accomplice from

" being prosecuted. The admission to be a witness amounts

U to a promise of a recommendation to mercy, upon cpn-

" dition that the accomplice makes a full and fair disclosure

*' of all the circumstances of the crime for which the other

" witnesses are tried, and in which he has been in concert

" with them. Upon failure, on his part, with this con-

*' dition, he forfeits all claim to protection." 13

With us the law is understood as laid down by the

a Coupar, p. 331. Blackstone, b. " be preferred against this accom-

iv. c. ij. .
" pbee for the same crime: and up-

b Christian, ibid. " And upon a " on his previous confession, and

" trial some years ago at York, be- " other circumstances, he was con-

" fore Mr. Buller, the accomplice, " victed and executed. And if the

" who was admitted a witness, de- " jury were satisfied with his guilt,

" pied, in his evidence, all that he " there can be no question with re-

" had before confessed; upon which " gard both to the law and justice

" the prisoner was committed ; but " of the case." Ibid.

f*
the judge ordered an indictment to
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learned professor. There is no immunity for more than the S 5»

particular offence in question. It is also clear, that a de- T^ 0C

claration emitted by the culprit, upon the faith of his be-

ing admitted to be king's evidence, cannot be used or li-

belled on against him, *hould the public prosecutor bring

Iiim to trial ; but he may be tried without using it. In this

country, however, such bargains, without the permission

of the public prosecutor, are rarely made, even by sheriffsj

still seldomer by justices of peace.

If the precognition shew the accusation to be groundless,

the prisoner ought to be discharged immediately. If it af-

ford grounds of suspicion against him, the magistrate must

next grant warrant of commitment for trial. The accused

then returns to prison, unless the crime be bailable, when he

must be liberated on offering sufficient bail : In all which

momentous and interesting particulars, the magistrate, hap-

pily, is not entrusted to the guidance of his own discretion,

or equitable feelings, which, even in good men, are some-

times biassed by partial views, and the caprice and prejudices

of the moment j but, at his peril, must walk in strict conformi-

ty to the minute and anxious regulations of the act 1701.

VI. Tins enactment, (our venerated bulwark against ille- r
6

gal and arbitrary confinements, the most formidable andre- w i LI- r- i»

mediless engine of official tyranny and oppression), passed in
1

'
01

'
c '

the first parliament of that illustrious monarch, the friend and

champion of freedom, 3 to whom, through the providence of

God, wc owe our happy " settlement" in church and state,

It is entitled, " An act for preventing wrongous im-

" prisonment, and undue delay in trials •" and contains

three separate enactments: First, it specifies certain form-

a " 'I he love of liberty was predo- " when proposed to him upon terms

" minrtnt in the character of Wil- " ruinous to the freedom of his coun-

" liam," &c. " The alluring bait of " try." ( IV. .Sommcrvillc's I list, of

«• royalty he repelled with disdain, I'oiit. Trans, p. :()^)
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h 6. alitiess essential to a legal commitment for trial : Next, it
WILL. P. I, . , .

1701, c. 6. lays down the law respecting liberation on bail : And last, it

points out a method by which the prisoner may prevent

his trial from being dtlaved beyond a certain definite

time : These several provisions, and the respective decisions

upon them, require to be maturely considered,and thorough-

ly understood, by the magistrate, who, if he err here,

though unwittingly, is yet liable in damages, and will in

vain plead that bonafides, and integrity of intention, which

is his sure refuge in the conscientious discharge of almost

every other branch of official duty.

The clause relative to the validity of the commitment, is

as follows: " All informers shall sign their informations j

«' and that no person shall hereafter be imprisoned for custo-

tl dy in order to trial for any crime or offence without a

" warrand in writ, expressing the particular cause for which
Cf he is imprisoned; and of which warrand the messenger

ee or executor thereof, before imprisonment, or the keeper

« of the prison receiving the same, is hereby ordained to

" give a just double, immediately under his hand, to the

€< prisoner himself, lor the end after specified : declaring,

iS that all warrands for imprisonment, on the account afore-

t( said, either proceeding upon informations not subscribed,

f« or not expressing the particular cause, shall be void and
ee null ; and the judge, or officiar of the law, and all others

(t whatsomever subscribing the same, and the executor, or

tc keeper of the prison, who shall receive and detain the

" person so wrongfully ordered to be imprisoned, or refus-

{( ing a double, as said is, shall be liable in the punishment
s ' of wrongous imprisonment hereafter exprest."

This clause requires three things to the validity of a com-

mitment for trial, or (as it is usually worded) till liberated in

due course of law : That it proceed upon a signed informa-

tion ; that there be a written warrant expressing the cause
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of commitment • and that a duplicate of such warrant be de- § 6.

livered to the accused before, or immediately upon, his im-™^" C

P
'£

prisonment. —com.
M1TMENT.

First, the foundation of the whole must be a signed in- w, signed

formation. Commitment for trial here differs from the ori-
tlon-

ginal commitment for examination, as well as from such re-

commitments as may be necessary during the course of the When ne-

precognition> which, as we have seen, may take place with-
cessary *

out any signed information, and even by the magistrate's

verbal order. The statute expressly specifies " imprisonment

« for custody in order to trial."

This necessity of a signed information prevents any dan- why ?

per from the malice ol unseen enemies. The informero
must stand forward, responsible for the accusation he makes.

The regular and usual form is a petition, or other com- Form of it.

plaint, signed by the procurator-fiscal, or party, and praying

for commitment of the person named, as at his suit, or in-

stance. But any signed information, w hether in the form of

affidavit, declaration, or even letter, distinctly describing the

charge, with the facts on which it is founded, and duly

referred to in the warrant, seems sufficient, both under the

spirit and words of the act. a

The only decision that appears in the books respecting

this clause, enforces it very strongly, by awarding damages

against a magistrate who was not suspected of intentional

wrong.b The error was imprisoning for custody, in order

a Hume, vol. iii, c. 3. him, were, upon search, found in the

b Kilkcrran, June 10,1748, Vhilp house of A.Wilkie.mason inCollings-

contra White and Drummond. John burgh, who thereupon was commit-

Drummond.bailiein Anstruther East- ted to prison; and being examined

er, having had his shop broke, and a upon the 3 ' of July 1 746, in presence

parcel of stocking?, 6cc. stolen from of Thomas White, likewise bailie in

Anstruthcr-
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^ 6. to trial, upon a verbal, instead of a written, declaration.

will, r.i, ip}^
jg expressly remarked by the very eminent judge who

1701,0 6. *
;

3
,

J J &

—com- reports the decision.

MITMENT.

« N. B. Had Wilkie's" (the informer's) « declaration

te been taken down in writing, and signed by him, that

« would have been a signed information, on which a writ-

" ten warrant of commitment might have been regularly

(l granted; but the error lay in that all was verbal.'"

Anstruther-Easter, he emitted a de-

claration, acknowledging the fact,

and averring, in substance, that Dun-

can Philp was the proposer, aider,

-nd principal actor, in it ; whereupon

I'hilp was, upon bailie White's or-

der, also committed to the prison ; but

being brought face to face with Wil-

kie, notwithstanding Wilkie charg-

ed him with the guilt, he persisted

in denial thereof. And being set at

liberty, he brought a process against

the said bailies for themselves, and as

representing the community, of op-

pression and damages, on this ground,

that he had been imprisoned without

any signed information against him,

as guilty of any crime, and without

any warrant of commitment in writ-

ing, expressing the cause of his com-

mitment, as by law required.

The defenders, after setting forth

the above circumstances, in <irder to

fchew the uprightness of their inten-

tions, their innocence of any design

to injure or oppress the pursuer, the

necessity their duty laid them under

to commit the pursuer, after V\ ilkie's

declaration, and the hardship it would

be on magistrates bonajiJe endeavour-

ing to do their duty, were they to be

treated as criminals for every slight

escape in point of form ; pleaded thi»

defence,— that the statute 1701, re-

quiring signed informations and writ-

ten warrants of commitment, excepts

pickering and thieving ; and such is

the present case. 2J0, Though the case

should not fall under the exception,

yet the consequence could only be

that action would lie for the statuto-

ry penalty : but so it is, the action is

not brought on the statute, but only

for oppression and damages.

But neither of these defences be-

ing satisfying, as house and shop-

breaking was not thought to fall un-

der pickery ; and that as an action

laid upon the act only has been sus-

tained for damage, when the fact did

not come up to the statute ; so where

the fact charged is such as might

have warranted an action on the sta-

tute, multo magis should it be sustain-

ed when laid for oppression and

damage ; the lords " found the de-

" fenders, Thomas White the judge,

" and John Drummond the party

" liable in damages to the pursuer,

" which they modified to £10 ster-

" ling, and in the expence ,.of pro-

" cess j" and " refused a bill against

" this interlocutor, without answers

"
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A written1 information, which is thus indispensable,
$ 6.

will protect the magistrate from any complaint under the WItI- p
- '>

statute j even should the frivolous or malicious nature of the—co'm-

information afford the injured party ground for an action MITMENT *

of damages at common law against the procurator-fiscal or

private informer.

The public prosecutor, in such a case, has to defend him- Procura-

self upon the ground of private information, or that which tor"fisca
!

,

r
. .

responsible.

has been procured in the course of his official inquirv. at common
law I

Whether he be bound to give up the names of his in-

formers has been already considered.9

The procurator-fiscal will not be subjected, without com-

plete evidence of malicious intention ; (l there being this

" difference between the situation of a public officer and
«' an individual, that the former is obliged to interfere,

ft while the latter is not: It would be dangerous to subject

(t him in damages when he acted bona fide"'*

The private individual, again, has to defend himself up- private

on his reasonable grounds of susrrcion • and though hePart
y.

re"

. .
x

.

° sponsible at
stands not quite m so favourable a predicament as the pub- common

lie prosecutor, jet, " as far less evidence is necessary to*
aw *

" justify an information for commitment in order to trial

" than is necessary for conviction of the party accused," so

*' if the former acted bona fide, and upon any plausible
(t ground of suspicion, he is not to be found liable in da-

" mages, though the person should be acquitted : for when
" men are robbed, they are not to be put in terror for da-

" mages, aiid thereby restrained from taking the legal me-

" thod of obtaining redress."

a See above, B. i, c. 4, p. 15. c November 27, I747> Jamleson

b Observation from the bench, in centra Napier,

the case of Henderson againit Scott, " Some general rules with respect

;ebfaary 7, 1793. » to commitments in order to trial.
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l 6. The second requisite is a written warrant, expressing the
wiil. p.

£"particular cause of the imprisonment. For as the act, in

—com- its proem, observes, it is declared by the Claim of Right,

KiTM6NT'that the imprisonment of persons, without expressing the

reasons, is contrary to law.

Regularly, the warrant ought to express the date, the

designation of the magistrate, the gaol to which the person

is to be carried, and the conclusion of the confinement, till

liberate in due course of law. But the omission of these

particulars may not constitute an absolute nullity in the

" Mr. Napier of Blackstoun hav-

*' ing had the lock of his drawers

" picked, and money stolen, whereof,

" in the nature of the thing, he could

" have no other evidence but his own
" word, as men do not let any body

" know what money they have in

" their repositories, applied to the

" sheriff-substitute of Renfrew for a

*' warrant to commit John Jamieson,

" one of hi3 own workmen, to prison,

° wherein he set forth the grounds

" of suspicion, that he was the person

" guilty ; and on this application, the

" sheriff-substitute, without taking

*' any precognition, granted warrant

" for committing Jamieson to prison,

*' which was done accordingly. Ja-

" mieson having brought an action

" of wrongous imprisonment and da-

" mages against both Blackstoun and

" the sheriff, wherein appearance was

" made for Blackstoun, (for as to the

« sheriff, he neither compeared nor

" was insisted against) a condescend-

" ence tine inde was made of facts,

" and a proof led ; which the lords,

" on advising, having found no evi-

" dence of the theft, by their first in-

" terlocutor found Blackstoun liable

" in damages ; but, on advising bill

" and answers, assoilzied him.

" It is unnecessary to state the par-

" ticular facts, as circumstantial cases

" can be of little use in the decision

" of any other ; all that is intended,

" is to lay down the general rules

" whereon the lords proceeded.

" 1st, That where a man finds the

" lock of his repository picked, and

" misses money, it is, what in the na-

" ture of the thing, he can produce

" no other evidence of than his own
" word or oath, as men are not in

" use to let any body know what

" money they fuve by them. One

" may prove, by those of his family,

" what bulky goods he had, and in

" what place they used to lie ; but

" the case is different as to money.

" zJly, That in the proof of theft,

" or accession to theft, the greater

" the opportunity the person accused.

" has to commit it, and the greater

" difficulty there is to guard against

" it, the more slender evidence is to

" be admitted in proof of the fact, or

" to justify an application for a war-

" rant of commitment."
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warrant, provided it be sufficiently explicit as to the nature

of the charge, and the information it proceeds on. a

a But it is of great importance, that mittimus, to the magistrates of Ayr,
care be taken to express the warrant of the following tenour.

" Mjybole, 2,Otb June 1800.

" Gentlemen,

" You will please receive and detain

" in your tolbooth, the persons ofJohn
" Andrew, shoemaker, and Robert
" Ramsay, cartwright, both in May-
" bole, accused of seditious practices,

" until they shall be liberated in due
" course of law, for which this shall

" be your warrant ; and you are re-

" quested to put these two persons

" into separate apartments in your
" gaol, that they may have no com-
" munication with each other, nor
" with any other person, without
" your liberty. I am, gentlemen,

" your most obedient servant. (Sign-

" ed) John Murdoch.—To the hon-
" ourable the magistrates of Ayr,
" and keepers of their tolbooth.*

Bail was applied for, (under a clause

S6.
WILL. P.t«

1701, C. 6.

—COM-
MITMENT.

in the regular and usual manner.

Inattention to this creates doubt

and uncertainty, and is attended with

much inconvenience.

In a late case, of very considerable

interest and importance, owing to

such negligence- and irregularity, the

court was much divided in opinion,

in what light the warrant fell to be

considered, whether a commitment

for trial or for examination; and this

involved a very important question

concerning a clause of this statute

1701.

After taking the declarations of

two persons apprehended on suspi-

cion of sedition, the sherifF-substitute

of Ayrshire granted the following

warrant, which was written at the

end of the precognition, and bears

the same date with it.

" 3Cth June 1800.—The sheriff of the act to be considered below), but
" having considered the foregoing refused ; and an action of damages be-

*' declarations of John Andrew, and ing thereafter brought, one of the de-

" Robert Ramsay, also emitted be-

" before him this day, he grants war-

" rant to

" officers, and other assistants, to ap-

tt prehend the persons of the said

" John Andrew, and Robert Ram-
*' say, and to carry them to, and in-

" carcerate them within, the tolbooth

" of Ayr, therein to remain until

" they shall be further examined a-

" nent the crimes of which they are

" accused; and grants warrant to

" the magistrates of Ayr, and keep-

fences was, that the commitment was
©nly for examination, to which the

statute does not apply.

Some of the judges thought it was

a committment for trial, in conse-

quence of the words, " till liberated

" in due course of law;" others, that

it was to be held merely as a com-

mittment till farther examination,

agreeably to the construction put

upon it by the sheriff-substitute him-

self. The defender was acquitted on

the whole circumstances of the case.

" ers of their tolbooth, to receive and John Andrew against John Mur-
" detain them accordingly." doch, sheriff-substitute ef Ayr-shirc-

Of the 6ame date with the above ao' h June, 1806.

warrant, he also addressed a letter, or 3
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§ 6. The third requisite is, that before, or immediately upon,

™jqi'*'1'
imprisonment, he shall be served with a duplicate of the

—com- warrant, under the jand of the messenger, or other officer,
hit

'bearer thereof, or the keeper of the prison, who shall be

with a du- liable in the penalties of the act, if he refuse to give it.

plicate

The usual, and, where it can be done, the best, way of

complying with the two last provisions of the statute, is,

to subjoin the warrant to the information it proceeds upon,

and serve him with a copy of both.a But all that the act

entitles the prisoner to exact, is a copy of the warrant

;

which, however, in that case, must specify the charge, not

indeed with such precision as in the libel, but yet with

reasonable fulness ; as, for example, in the case of theft,

the article stolen, the time when, and the person from

whom, or the place whence, they were stolen, as accurate-

ly as circumstances will admit. But it must particularly

refer to the information, and not omit the name of the in-

former, at whose suit or instance it is issued.

Gaolersand Tiiese three requisites concern not the magistrate mere-

cflicers pu-
jy^ fout the officers and gaolers also. Anxious to guard per-

sonal liberty against every possibility of danger, the act in-

vests, in this particular, the subordinate officers of the law

with powers ofjudging of the legality of the warrant, and

subjects them also in the penalties of wrongous imprison-

ment, if they detain any person in custody upon one defec-

tive in any of the above-mentioned requisites.

.\kthod of The statute has not directed what shall be the prisoner's

relief course of process for relief, when confined on such defec-

tive or illegal warrant ; " but, as it seems the warrant is

« void in such a case, and shall be the ground of penalties 1

u against the keeper of the prison, if he detain upon it; so

1 *'

it seems to follow, that the prisoner has right to his re-

a Hume, vol. iii.p 135.
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« lease in the speediest and most summary mode of appli- § 6-

" cation."* T7m,c'l'—COM-

The prisoner must intimate his application to the party

at whose instance he is committed, and who is entitled to

have an opportunity of contradicting the statement of the

petition, as well as of obtaining a new warrant in case of

any defect in the former. Intimation is necessary in the

case also of the petition proceeding on the alleged want of

a written information, that the magistrate may produce

any such authority he has.

The prisoner's liberation upon bail, or security, to an- —bah.
swer at his trial, is the next subject of attention.

Even in our ancient practice, this privilege was not un-

known^ By this statute it is reduced to a clearer, more

certain, precise, and far more available system. The clause

is as follows : " All crimes not inferring capital punish-

« e ment shall be bailable : And, for clearing and establish-

u ing the method of finding bail in such cases, either be-

" fore or after imprisonment, it is statuted and ordained,

" that it shall be lawful to the prisoner, or person ordered

" to be imprisoned, to apply to the committer, or commis-
tf sioners ofjusticiary, or other judge competent for cogni-

" tion of the crime, and offer to find sufficient caution,

«' that he, the said prisoner, or person ordered to be im-
(f prisoned, shall appear and answer to any libel that shall

" be offered against him, for the crime or offence where-

a Hume, vol. in, p. 138. " the like reason, on the applicatioa

" Accordingly, George Brodicoh- " of Francis O'Neil (June 19 and

« tained an order to be released, on " ao) ; of the earl of Wigton (Nov.

" his petition to the lords of justi- " ao, 1716); of the earl of Home;
" ciary, setting forth, and verifying, " and of William Delavallc ; as also

" with production of his copy, that " on that of John C'alder, against

" the charge againit him was not ex- " whom no written warrant seeros

" pressed in the warrant of commit* " ever to have been given."

" ment. Relief had been given for * Hume, vol. iii, g. 139.
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* 6. " with he is charged, or at any time within the space of

will. p. i, « s;x months ; and that under such a penalty as the said

—bail!
' te committer, or the lords ofjusticiary, or otherjudge com-

*( petent, shall modify and appoint. And that, upon the

<c said application, the said committer, or lords ofjusticiary^

i( or other judge competent, shall first cognosce whether

<e the crime be bailable or not, in order to the finding bail

«« allenarly; and if it be found bailable, then he or they

" shall be obliged to modify the sum for which the bail is

*e to be found, within twenty-four hours after the said pe-

t£ tition is presented to them or him respectively ; the sum
*« for which the bail is to be found, not exceeding six thou-

<e sand merles for a nobleman, three thousand merks for a

*« landed gentleman, one thousand merks for any other gen-

" tleman and burgess, and three hundred merks for any
* e other person, under the pain of wrongous imprisonment

:

" And, upon the parties finding sufficient bail, under the

*c penalty modified, at the sight of the said judge or judica-

*' tory respective, and delivering or offering the same to the

<e clerk, and instruments taken upon the delivery, or offer

" of sufficient caution, the said committer, or judicatory

*« competent, shall order his liberation, or discharge his im-

** prisonment, if not incarcerated, under the penalty of

*' wrongous imprisonment. As likewise, that sufficient

f{ bail, under the penalty modified, being offered to the

** judge or magistrate to whom the execution of the war-

" rant is directed, the said judge or magistrate shall be ob-

•* liged, and is hereby appointed and ordained, to accept

*l of the aforesaid bail, and set the prisoner at liberty, un-

<* der the like penalty of wrongous imprisonment.'-

At the date of the statute, the rank or class to which

the individual belonged, was a juster criterion of his

wealth than it is at present, when many burgesses are more

opulent than some peers. Hence, it must be admitted,

that, in some cases, the sanction of the statute may fall

too light, in others too weighty. But to have avoided
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these inconveniencies, by making: the quantum of bail more §
6 -

discretionary with the magistrate, would have occasioned I7 oi, c. 6.

a more serious evil. Accordingly, in a late case, already
—BAiL -

alluded to, the court in general held, that this was one of

the wisest and most salutary principles of the statute,

and a valuable advantage to the subjects in Scotland ;
a

coinciding in opinion with the respectable commen-
tator on our criminal law. " that the claim of right

" had complained of the grievance of exacting exorbi-

" tant bail, and the limitation of a maximum was justly

< c thought to be the surest means of preventing any such

" abuse.'*

But as these sums became in process of time insufficient,

authority was given to the magistrate to double them, c and

still more lateh d to extend the bail as follows : ^1200 ster-

ling for a nobleman, £600 sterling for a landed gentleman,

££300 sterling for any other gentleman, burgess, or house*

holder, and £60 sterling for any inferior.

The legislature, while thus necessarily increasing the

bail, has adopted and kept entire the wise and consti-

tutional principle of the act 1701.

One clause of the said 39 Geo. Ill, c. 49, empowered

the magistrate, in cases of commitment for sedition, to ex-

tend the bail indefinitely to such sum as appeared neces-

sary for enforcing obedience.

This clause was so far repealing the act altogether. But

it was adapted to the circumstances of that period, and en-

acted on the same principle, that, in England, in evil times,

the act of habeas corpus has been altogether suspended.

a Andrew against Murdoch, tufra,
cH Geo. II, c. 25.

p. 461, note a.
d
39 G,-o. Ill, c. 1

1

9,

b Vol. iii, p. 149,

VqU 1.
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{> (>. The doctrine of bail, as laid down in tlie statute, may

1701,'c. 6.' De considered under these five particulars : What crimes are

—bail, bailable; what magistrates can liberate on bail ; the form

of the application ; the time within which the magistrate

must pronounce his deliverance on the petition ; the judg-

ing of the sufficiency of the bail ; and the terms of the

bail-bond.

No capital Thi general rule is, that no capital crime is bailable.

In extraordinary cases, the court ofjusticiary have extend-

ed this relief to prisoners under capital accusation :
a But no

such discretion belongs to magistrates or to subordinate ju-

dicatories.

One capital In one case of commitment for homicide, justices of

crime bail- peace, and other judges and magistrates, are expressly or-

dained to admit the prisoner to bail. This is a special re-

Revenue gulation in favour of revenue officers, who have been vio-

oflker. lently resisted in the attempt to search for and seize prohi-

bited goods, from persons passing with the same, under

circumstances described in the statute. b " They must,

ft however, remain in gaol till a precognition be taken, from
<: which it may appear whether the slaughter falls under
<( the intendment of this law." c

Bailal - Capital crimes were already enumerated under the ar-

crlmes. tide of punishmcnt.d Here, therefore, only some general

remarks are necessary.

1st general

rule.

The crime being bailable or not, depends on the letter

of the law. Though it may neither be usual in practice,

nor the avowed or probable intention of the prosecutor in

the particular case, to conclude for the full pains of law, yet,

if it may be punished capitally, it is not bailable. e

3 Hume, vol. Hi, p. 145-
c Hume, vol. iil, p. 14?.

b 9 Geo. IT, c. $$• See Appen- d See above, book i, c. 5, § 4-

iV.x !.
e Thus in the ca<e of Alexander

Macdon .Id
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The prosecutor cannot be obliged to declare whether he § 6 -

intends to restrict his libel to an arbitrary punishment. I70I> c
'g.

3

BAIL.

Only those crimes are not bailable which are punishable
2d

,
Seneral

rule.

with death on conviction. A crime, then, is bailable, though , , encrai

the punishment be banishment under certification of death, ruk.

should the delinquent return to the country .
b

While the uncertain issue of any event, as the recovery, Ath general

for instance, of a person who has been wounded, makes it
ru e '

doubtful whether the crime may be capital or not, bail can-

not be taken. c

In general, in considering whether a crime be bailable or 5^ general

not, the magistrate must take the charge, as it appears on
ru e "

the face of the commitment. However, should the charge

appear to be palpably malicious and extravagant, as by mag-

nifying a common assault into hamesucken, or a mere tres-

pass into a robbery, it would be competent for the sheriff, in

such a case, to controul his fiscal, and still more so for the

supreme court to remedy such injustice, if committed by a

sheriff, or other inferior magistrate. 11

There seems to be no reason to doubt, that justices of

peace may exercise the same sound discretion, in the case

Macdonald, committed on a charge b 27 th February 1755, John Can-

of saying mass; of George Short, nochar, committed for celebrating

committed on a charge of forging the clandestine marriages,

acceptance of a bill for £z '.5:6; c The court of justiciary refused

of William Mackean, (.July 1, 1752, Robert Corse's petition for bail, in

and Alexander Black, 16 th March respect that " hitherto there was not

1784), committed for capital deforce- " sufficient evidence of the said John

nient of the revenue ; the court of " Dickson being out of danger of hit

justiciary did not admit them to bail, " life." 24 Ju y 1741.

although those offences were not u- d Hume, vol. iii, p. 144.

dually prosecuted to the utmost rigour

©f the statute*

a g 2
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§ 6
- of any such malicious commitment, by their fiscal, or pri-

WILL. P. 1

i7oi,'c. o'.
vate party, with his concourse. How far a justice could

—bail. so interpose, where the commitment is by another author-

ity, will be immediately considered.

what ma- Power to liberate on bail is entrusted only to " the com-
gistrates . .. „.,.. ,.,
can orant milter, or commissioners of justiciary, or other judge,
bail. ci competent for cognition of the crime."

No justice of the peace, therefore, can grant warrant of

liberation on bail, unless the commitment be either in vir-

tue of his own authority, or for a crime cognoscible by the

if the war- sessions. A prisoner committed by warrant of the court of

from an- justiciary, or sheriff, or even of another justice of peace,

other jus- to cugtody, for trial of a crime not competent to be tried
tice, but

i • » i ,

the crime before the sessions of the peace, must apply to thosejudges,
not triable an(j not to anv justice of the peace. In the last case, also,

sjons? other justices of the peace, he only excepted who granted

the warrant, are excluded by the statutory description, nei-

ther being the committer, nor competent to cognosce the

crime.

Writing. The application for bail must be in writing. It is only

after said petition is presented to the judge, that he is or-

dained by the statute to proceed. Besides, if the applica-

tion be in writing, his judgment is matter of record against

him, in case of his doing wrong.

To enable the magistrate to determine whether the crime

be bailable or not, the petition ought to be accompanied

with the prisoner's copy of his warrant of commitment. But

this is not necessary in the way of solemnity, nor will the

omission excuse the magistrate for refusing bail, if otherwise

acquainted with the nature of the charge.*

a Hume, vol. iii, p. 151.
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The statute humanely intending, not merely to secure § 6 -.•,.,,, , . . WILL. P. I,

the prisoner s release, but to prevent the inconvenience and ijoi, c. 6.

discredit of imprisonment altogether, makes the application
—BAIL -

expressly competent, either before or after imprisonment,
}

p
^ ^*e

and to the " person ordered to be imprisoned," as well as to be made,

to the prisoner.

Agreeably to its general plan, of leaving nothing dis- Limited

cretionary with the magistrate, the statute allows the judge J"antino- or

no more/' than twenty-four hours after the petition ispre- relusing i,:-

" sented to him," to cognosce whether the crime be capi-

tal or not; and if it be -found bailable, then to modify the

sum for which bail is to be found. After thevpetition is

given in, any delay, through the neglect or design of the

clerk, or other person, in presenting it to the judge, is pu-

nishable, though not under the statute, yet at common" law.

This statutory regulation, with respect to bail, does not

apply where the commitment is for examination only. a

When the magistrate has modified the sum for which Whojucfge

bail must be found, it belongs, in the first instance, to the*;^*
8

^
clerk of court to decide upon the sufficiency of the bail of- the bail.

fered. But if the clerk reject it, and the prisoner, taking

instruments thereon, again apply to be liberated, in terms

of the statute, it is then necessary for the judge to deter-

mine himself concerning its sufficiency.

The bail to be found, is, that he shall appear and answer Terms of

to any libel that shall be offered against him, for the crime Howlon?

a This was the opinion of the mitment might be put on the footing

court in general, in the case more of its being lor examination. And he

than once alluded to. One of the further mentioned, that he had ac-

judges, however, declared himself de- Cess to know that the same construc-

cidedlj of a different opinion, upon tion of the_stat:ute was adopted by

this ground, that otherwise the sta- the late Mr. Crosbie. Andrew a-

tute would cease to afford any real gainst Murdoch. (Sec above, p. 461 )

security to the lieges, since every com-

G g3
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$ 6 - or offence wherewith he is charged, at any time within the
VILL. P. I, . , .

&
i7or, c. 6. space of six months, which are counted from the date of his

—bail, bail-bond, six months being, in general, sufficient time for

Ifrenewcd? enabling the prosecutor to prepare for trial. Mr. Hume re-

marks, that he never observed an instance of the lords put-

ting the prisoner to a renewal of his bail for a farther term,

on expiration of the first.
1

At all diets ^1IE ordinary terms of the bail-bond are, " to answer to

" any libel ;'' and if it does not expressly add, '* and at all

(( diets of court in such action," the cautioner is free, if the

first diet be attended by the pannel, who, should the trial

be delayed, must apply for bail anew, and may lawfully do

so, until he be remitted to an assize.

—FORCING
ON THE

SOMETHING, still, was requisite to complete the security

*rial. of the prisoner, who might be unable to find bail, or be

committed for trial of a crime nor. bailable; and, in such

cases, was still exposed to ihe danger of the public prosecut-

or's oppressively prolonging his confinement, without bring-

ing him to trial.

Frequent The justiciary records shew to what length this species of

fey deLy of oppression was formerly carried ; when the prisoner had no
trial. other method of obtaining relief, except applying to the

Common court by a petition, which was usually appointed to be iati-

kw reme- mated to the public prosecutor, who was ordained to say,

against a certain day, whether he meant to insist in the trial

or not. Upon which day, if he said he meant to insist, he

was obliged to take another day, when the trial either pro-

ceeded, 15 or the prisoner was set at liberty.

a Hume, vol. iii, p. 15. session of parliament, without a par-

b Thus, 5
th July 1661, a court of liamentary dispensation; and on this

justiciary appears to be held, per jnan- occasion, there appears in the record

datum d dispenuit'ionem parli imenti, a the following entry .
" The justice

form requisite in those days, as no " assigns 19 " July instant to insist

court was allowed to sit during the " against Jean Brown and Mary
« V/ylic
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Still, however, he was not absolved from the crime, $ 6.

but remained liable to a new commitment and process f<wJ?J'* '"^

the very same offence. a And the trial, if once commenced, —forcing

might have been protracted, without limitation, by succes-
°*,™ E

sive adjournments. 5 Besides, even this inadequate relief

was rather prayed for from motives of compassion than of
f

e

the corn-

right. It was not demanded in a specific shape, under the mon law

remedy*
sanction of pains and penalties. It rested wholly on the

discretion of the judge, who might either interpose or not,

or flx an earlier or a later day, as he thought fit. Although,

therefore, relief certainly might (and really appears to) have

been afforded, wherever the delay proceeded from fcrget-

fulness only, or perhaps mere private ill-will in the public

prosecutor, yet its utter inadequacy to guard the lieges

agai."» ct the arm of power was severely experienced under

the two last princes of the house of Stuart.

" Wylie ; and recommends to Mr.

" Robert Hunter, and Mr. James

" Binnie, to be ready that day, and

" to speak to the advocate, and de-

" clare, that they will put the said

" prisoner to liberty, upon caution to

" sist her that day, under the pain of

" 5000 merks." On the ]O tl} of the

month, there appears another diet,

when the following minute was en-

tered :
" Compeared Mr. Robert

" Hunter, and Mr. James Binnie, ad-

" vocates, and take the I st of August

" next, to come to insist against Jean

" Brown and Margaret Wylie. Com-
" pearcd Jean Brown, and produced

" a bond, subscribed by James Lord

" Forrester, as cautioner for her en-

" try the i
s: of August next, under

" the pain of jooo merks." On the

said day of August, the trial proceed-

ing, they were acquitted: And 1! at the

prosecutor lias in uie to Jix the Jay for

the trial, appears from the following

jhinute subjoined, in these words:

" After pronouncing of the assize,

" their verdict, Mr. David Dunmure,

" advocate, protested that his ma-
" jesty's advocate must yet insist a-

" gainst them at any diet he pleases,

" for lying, perjury, and prevarica-

" tioa, which the justices admit."

It is a remarkable circumstance,

that matters of this kind are held to

be of so much importance as to occa-

sion the obtaining a dispensation from

parliament for the justiciary to sit

;

for, on the diet of 5
th July, no trial

goes on ; the whole steps taken that

day, being either setting the prisoners

at liberty, or taking measures for

bringing on their trial. See the Jus-

ticiary Records of the above dates;

as also the Information lor Alexander

Macewan and Isobel Butcher, (there-

in recorded 2-r
1 June and o ' A\-;;m

1776), drawn by the late Mr. A

dre'w C'rosbie, advocate.

a Hume, vol. iii, p. 159.

b Ibid.
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§ 6. Hence our forefathers, amid other grievances, took

r~oi"c
?

6.
care>

'

in tnc Claim of Right, to mention f« imprison-

—forcing" ing of persons, without expressing the cause, and de-

trial.
l< laying to Put them to trial" The several clauses rela-

tive to this, the most important object of the statute, are as

follows.

1, tl And his majesty, with advice and consent foresaid,

" statutes and ordains, that, upon application of any prison-

" er for custody in order to tryal, whether for capital or

« c bailable crimes, to any of the lords of justiciary, or other

" judge or judicatory competent for judging the crime or

" offence for which he is imprisoned, and the said prisoner

"'Lis producing the said double of the warrand of his im-

iC prisonment under the keepers hand, the said judge or ju-

€t dicatory competent, under the pain of wrongous impri-

(t sonment, are hereby ordained within twenty-four hours

<c after the said application and petition is presented to him
cc or them, to give out letters or precepts direct to messen-

" gers for intimating to his majesties advocat or procura-

(i tor-fiscal, and party appearing b} the warrand to be con-

<c cerned, if any be within the kingdom, to fix a dyet for

" the tryal within sixty da}rs after the intimation ; certi-

" f}Ting his majesties advocat or procurator-fiscal, and the

" said party concerned, that if they failzie, the prisoner

'* shall be discharged and set at liberty without delay, for

ii doing whereof the said judge or judicatory competent,

<( are hereby expressly warranted, and strictly required and

" ordained, to do the same under the penalty foresaid, un-

*' less the delay be upon the prisoner's petition or desire.

2, tl
. And the dyet of the tryal being prefixed, the ma-

te gistrats of the place, or keeper of the prison, shall then

" be obliged to deliver the prisoner to a sufficient guard

*' to be pic\ided by the judge, his majesties advocat, or

ff procurator-fiscal, that the prisoner may be sisted before
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f { the judge competent, and his majesties advocat, or pro- § 6 -

" curator-fiscal, shall insist in the libel, and the judge put^o^'c'V'
(c the same to a tryal, and the same shall be determined— F0RCINS

" by a final sentence within fourty days, if before the°RilL.
E

" lords of justiciary, and thirty days if before any other

" judge.

3, " And if his majesties advocat, or procurator-fiscal,

<e do not insist in the tryal at the day appointed, and pro-

<c secute the same to the conclusion as aforesaid ; his ma-

*f jesty, with advice foresaid, statutes and ordains, that the
<e dyet shall then be simpliciter deserted, and the prisoner

c< immediately liberat from his imprisonment for that crime
€t or offence.

4, " Axd if no process be raised and execute within the
<( time allowed, or in case of not insisting at the dyet, and
<c bringing the process to a conclusion within the foresaid

" space, it shall be lawful to the prisoner to apply to the
(i justice-general, justice-clerk, or any of the lords ofjusti-

" ciary or judge competent respective ; and upon his ap-

St plicationj and instructing that the limited time by law
" for insisting or concluding the process is elapsed, and in-

fi struments taken thereupon, the said justice-general, jus-

" tice-clerk, lords of justiciary, and judge competent shall

i£ be obliged within twenty-four hours, to issue our letters

<e or precepts direct to messengers, for charging the ma-
" gistrats, or keepers of the prison where the prisoner is

" detained, for setting him at liberty, under the penalty

" of wrongous imprisonment, in case of delay or refusal,

tl to grant the said letters or precepts, or to set him at lir

" berty after the charge, without prejudice to the keeper
(C of the prison, as to his dues in all cases of liberation as

" formerly be Tore the making of this act.

pf
<c And the prisoner being liberat in manner foresaid,
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S C. *< it shall not be lawful to put or detain him in prison for

1101 <"i.
tt€ tne sam€ crime> under the penalty of wrongous impri-

—forcing.'* sonment, in case his former liberation be made known

trial*
u t0 tne committer before the warrand be granted, or in

* case he be detained after his former imprisonment is suf-

" ficiently instructed to the keeper of the prison, v. ho, up-

si on production of the former warrand of his liberation

« from his imprisonment for the same crime, shall be ob-

«« liged to set the prisoner furthwith at liberty, unless

<e there be new criminal letters raised before the commis-

" sioners of justiciary, and duely execute against the said

" prisoner.

6, " In which case, it is hereby declared lawful to im-

" prison him of new, though the saids letters be raised for

et the same crime for which he was formerly incarcerat,

« and it shall be lawful to apprehend and secure him at the

" time of executing the saids letters, or at any time there-

" after before tryal, and to detain him till his tryal, or that

" he be set at liberty in the due course of law : and his

** majesty, with advice and consent foresaid, ordains his

e( majesties advocat to insist in the said lybel, and prose-

" cute the same to a final sentence within fourty days af-

" ter the said prisoner is of new incarcerat thereupon, un-

" less the delay be upon the application, or at the desire of

(t the prisoner ; wherein, if the king's advocate Tailzie, the

f< dyet is to be deserted simpliciter, and the prisoner or-

" dained to be set at liberty from the said imprisonment.

7, " And the process not being duely prosecute asafore-

" said, and the dyet thereupon deserted, his majesty, with

" advice and consent foresaid, declares the party imprison-

" ed a second time as aforesaid, to be for ever free from

" all question or process for the foresaid crime or offence."

i NDER this head of delay of trial, there seem to be four
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principal cases. First, when the diet is properly fixed, but 5 6.

the prosecutor does not insist; secondly, wheri no diet is
J

-clc t'

fixed, or stess taken to bring to a trial ; thirdly, where a— fi- RCIKC
O N T KE

libel has beeri served, without fixing a diet, that the trial TRWl%

may take place within the legal time limited by lav/ •

fourthly, when the trial, though properly brought and in-

sisted in, is not finished within the forty days. In the

first case, the matter is left to the common law remedy, of

simply deserting of the diet. In the other three cases,

which arise out of the statute, it affords the remedy of let-

ters of liberation.

The first cf these clauses uses the expression, " to fix a

" diet for the trial within sixty days ;" which limitation

has given rise to two questions.

The one is, whether it qualifies the verb " fixing," or

the substantive " diet for trial" which immediately pre-

cedes it ; that is, whether the trial itself must commence,

or only the indictment, or criminal letters, be raised and

executed, within the sixty days.

i other is, whether, at all events, the trial must com-

mence and be concluded within the immediately succeed-

ing forty days ; or, if fixed within the sixty days, may
take place at any period, how distant soever ; that is, whe-

ther the forty days run from the expiration of the sixty

days, on the one hand, making together one hundred days,

as the maximum of the duration of the imprisonment, or

from the diet of trial, on the other, what interval soever of

imprisonment may intervene betwixt the sixtieth day and

the commencement of the trial.

Both of these, with other questions, in this interesting case of

branch of our law, occurred in a case of imprisonment, by Macew M».

fvarrant of the magistrates of a royal borough, at the in-
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§ 6. stance of their procurator-fiscal, on a charge of theft. The

1701,'c. 6.' prisoners having applied for letters of intimation, the ma-
—forcing gistrates made the usual order on the procurator-fiscal for
ex THE , . . , ...... , _.

TaiAL. bnnging on the trial within sixty days. But, on the fafty-

eighth day, the lord advocate served the prisoners with an

indictment to stand trial at the then ensuing circuit : wrhich

took place, not only after the sixty dajs, but theforty also,

viz. on the hundred and thirteenth day. The judges, on

the circuit, referred the cause to the court of justiciary at

Edinburgh. It was heard in presence. Thereafter an in-

quiry into the practice, and informations were ordered.

But a decision was avoided ; the lord advocate consenting

to the liberation, upon the ground that they had already

been punished sufficiently by the long confinement. 3 <k It

*« may, however, be conjectured, from this desertion of so

a Alexander Macewan and Isobel

Butcher; June 24, and August 6,

1776.

The elaborate informations which

thus have served no other purpose,

but to enrich the books of adjournal

with much valuable learning and in-

genious disquisition, were drawn, that

for the crown by the solicitor-general

(
; ite lord Henderland), and that for

the pannels by Mr. Andrew Crosbie.

The prosecutor argued, that the

statute intended only that a fat of

court, within sixty days, should fix the

diet ©f trial ; or, at most, that it

should, within that period, be com-

menced, by raising and executing the

indictment, or criminal letters. In

support of this construction, it was

observed, that intimation is appoint-

ed to be made to the prosecutor, who

loses his right of prosecuting in case

te disobeys the act. But it is the

province of the court to name the

day for the trial. And the same jea-

lousy-is not entertained of the judge

as of the public prosecutor.

In this case, the diet happened to be

thirteen days beyond theforty days, or

on the hundred and thirteenth day.

But that ardent pleader, and admired

master of our criminal and constitu-

tional law, who conducted the de-

fence, did not take advantage of this

specialty to betray, by concessions,

the general construction of so import-

ant a statute ; he strongly contended,

that the diet of trial itself behoved

to commence within the sixty days
;

and the forty days being allowed to

conclude it, as affording sufficient

time for whatever delays or adjourn-

ments might be necessary, care was,

thus taken to prevent a pannel, in al-

most any case, suffering longer im-

prisonment than fine hundred days.
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fi capital a point, that the prosecutor had not been sanguine 5 6.

'* in his expectations of success-"*
will. p. r,

r i7oi,c. 6.

FORCING

In this case, indeed, where the diet of trial was without 0N THE
TRIAL.

the ensuing/orfy, as well as the first sixty days, the construe-
st

tion of the public prosecutor would have rendered the re- trial, mayi

gulation almost entirely nugatory. The date of the fixing
b
.f

l,

^
ond

of the diet is of little significancy, if it remain as discretion- days i

ary as before ; to delay the trial itself, and continue the

prisoner's confinement, for weeks, or months, or years. As
to its depending on the court to fix the diet, of whom the

same jealousy is not entertained as ofthe public prosecutor,b

it will occur, first, that at the date of the act, the diet of

trial was usually fixed by the public prosecutor ;
c secondly,

at any rate, the argument is not in unison with the princi-

ple of this virtuous act, which is jealous and distrustful of

judge and magistrate, as well as of the public prosecutor, in

regard to personal liberty, and anxiously secures it by fixed

rules, exclusive of human discretion altogether.

The other question, whether the diet of trial must take 2d, must

place within the sixtieth day is more difficult. The practice[^ £*

of late years, it must be admitted, seems rather to be for within the

sixty days?

a Hume, vol. Hi, p. 173. an important point, the country may

As it is so extremely important to be thought to have a sort oijus qua-

diminish the questionable points of situm to obtain the opinion of the

the criminal law, and, as far as pos- court. In particular, the case in

sible, attain certainty where our lives question, so eminently prepared by

and fortunes are concerned, the justi- the bar, could not have undergone

ciary records cannot be perused with- the deliberation and decision of the

•ut having frequent cause to regret bench, without fixing the meaning of

the custom of the public prosecutor, that important clause, and ripening

to avoid a decision when not likely and maturing the criminal law of the

to be in his favour. After issue join- country.

ed, and proceeded in so far with the b See p. 476, note, column I st
.

necessary effect of interesting and c See supra, p. 470, note b.

unhinging the public mind respecting
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\ 6. giving the prosecutor a latitude to make the diet Tall with-

7701" c.
6' 0Ut tne sixtieth day, provided the trial itself be concluded

—forcing within the fortieth, counted from the sixtieth, or the hun-

tr]
™*

dredth in all. However there seems to be reason to doubt,

whether this practice, were it to be disputed, would be sanc-

tioned by the court ; for,

First, in two respects, it seems to be repugnant to the

natural construction, according to the collocation of the

word?.

1st, It separates the limiting words (t within sixty

*< days," from the word " diet" with which the act con-

joins them.

2dly, It seems not well to tally with the exception,

ct unless the delay be upon the prisoner's petition or de-

<( sire," occurring likewise in this clause. A prisoner, on

many accounts, may find it necessary to move for the delay

of the diet of trial ; but cannot be imagined ever to have

&ny for moving the delay ofthe mere fixing of it, or raising

of the indictment. Accordingly, numberless instances dai-

ly occur of the one; while, it is believed, no criminal re-

cords in the wrorld contain any one example of the other.

The Zaffrr member of the same clause thus removes all am-

biguity from theformer. The two members of the same

clause must be construed consistently with each other. The

one speaks of the prisoner's moving to delay,—the other

provides for the prosecutor's fixing,—the diet of trial. Both

relate to the same identical thing. Had the first member

related, not to the diet of trial, but to the fxing merely,

the exception relative to the prisoner's delaying the diet of

trial, would not (in that case, preposterously) have made

a second and correlative member of the same clause ; but

must needs have been inserted in the subsequent clause.
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Secondly, in two respects it maims and curtails the § <>.

relief and protection intended by the statute. 1701, 1.6.

_FORCING

1st, A trial does not always proceed on the first diet.
0N ™*

Adjournments, on the motion of either party, or both

parries, are often necessary. In view of this the statute in-

troduced the exception, " unless the delay be on the priso-

** ner's petition or desire." It provided for such neces-

sary delays: As it allowed the first sixty days for the pro-

secutor beginning the trial, so it allowed the ensuing forty

for finishing it ; and for adjournments at either instance,

or both instances, without any risk of prolonging the im-

prisonment beyond the hundred days. Which humane pre-

caution, if the diet of trial may be postponed till the close of

theforty days, will so far be lost to the prisoner, who can-

not then petition for such adjournments as may be neces-

sary, without lengthening his confinement beyond one

hundred days.

2dly, The necessity of the diet taking place within the

sixty days, secures, at least, from that delay of trial which

arises from the hurry, dilatoriness, or forgetfulness, of the

public prosecutor, who may fix a distant day for a trial,

although he would not venture upon adjournments against

the pannel's opposition, in face of the court and of the

public.

Thirdly, it seems decisive, that it is contrary to the

early practice and understanding of the public prosecutor

after the passing of the statute.

Tins appears from the justiciary records. Seemingly for

no other reason but the supposed necessity of its falling

within the sixty days, tl*e diet appears to have been re-

peatedly fixed for a d\v, when there could be no proba-
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§ 6. bility of its proceeding, and when, of courcc, it was ad-
V1LL

c 6'Journe(* t0 a subsequent day, for which, but for that reason,

—forcing it would have been fixed at the first. a

ON THE
TRIAL.

f
Another question concerning the mode of computing

commenc- time, the subject of such subtile disquisition in our own
inS th

.

e
and the Roman law, has occurred in the construction of

trial, is it
*

counted, or this clause, which enacts, that the " trial shall be determin-

free ' (C ed by a final sentence within forty days, if before the

*« lords ofjusticiary, and thirty days if before any other

« judge." Shall the day, then, of the commencement of

the trial be counted, or be held to be a free day ? b The

first of those propositions was once pleaded in arrest of

judgment, when memorials were ordered. But a decision

was prevented by a pardon to the pannel.

Thus then the prisoner has it in his power to bring on

his trial, and get it concluded within the periods already

mentioned. As observed under the former provisions of

the statute, the prisoner must intimate his demand to the

a An example of this occurs in the

case of Robert Graham, tried for

murder, December 10, 1712. From

he minute-book the letters of inti-

mation appear to have been signed

46 th August I7i2,and probably were

intimated the day after, viz. 27» h

August. The 24 th day of October

(being the fiftynintb from the intima-

tion, and the sixtieth from the

date of the letters), was fixed for the

trial. This happening to be in the

time of vacation (within six days of

the winter session), when the judges

probably were not in town, the trial

did not go on upon that day, but was

continued by lord Royston to the 3d

day of November. This day, which

just brought it within the limits of

the session, would doubtless have

been originally fixed, had it not thea

been understood that the diet be-

hoved to fall within the sixty days.

Sir James Stewart was lord advocate

at this time.

b In legal or judicial proceedings,

in this country, summonses charges,

&C it is said the. first day is fre; ; but

the meaning is, that the days are on-

ly to run from midnight of that day

on which the summons is executed,

charge given, &c.

c
1739, Thomson. See Madaurin,

N°. 45-
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person who is interested in preventing his liberation, viz. § ^.

to the public prosecutor, if he alone has brought the pro- WILL
-

p
- *>

cess, and likewise to the private party, if it be at their

_

F
,

'

joint instance, or at the instance of the latter, with concur-

-FORC1NG
ON THE
TRIAL.

rence of the former.

Accordingly, in one case, where this had been omit- intimation,

ted, and intimation made only to the public prosecutor,

the court of justiciary " refuse to set the prisoner at liberty, ,

" in respect that no intimation was made to the person ap-

<e pearing by the warrant of commitment to be concerned,

«« in terms of the act of parliament 1701.'' a

But as this necessity of finishing the trial within forty

days was, like the other provisions, intended as a protec-

tion against oppressive views in the public prosecutor, it

was equally proper to prevent so valuable a privilege from

being abused, by guilty prisoners moving for successive de-

lays, so as not to leave the public prosecutor a sufficient

period for concluding the trial within the specified time.

Wherefore the forty days must be reckoned exclusive of Forty days,

those delays that have taken place " upon the prisoner's^ pan

V

u

C

crs

" petition or desire." " It seems, however, to be neces- own delay.

" sary, that the pannel's request of a delay appear in some
" plain and special form on the record ; for it will not
S( serve this purpose that he has simply moved some plea,

(t on which the court hesitate, and take farther time to

" be resolved, or order additional arguments or inquiry." b

Let us next consider what is the consequence of the if the pro-

public prosecutor not obeying the intimation, by raisingXU

ys°thc

S"

and executi.ig process, and bringing the trial tu a conclusion i"tiimtion.

within the above respective periods. This is expressed by

a John Cameron, July 15, 1713. b Hume, vol. iii, p. 174.

Vol. I. u 1,
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S 6
- the fourth clause, though not in such a manner as to be

N ILL. PI, °

i7oi,c 6 free from all ambiguity;
F RCING

ON THE
i rial. tt IF no process be raised and executed within the time

ec a-lowed, or in case of not insisting at the diet, and bring-

<e ing the same to a conclusion within the foresaid space,"

the pursuer is directed to apply to the court of justiciary,

or ie other judge competent," (for trial of the crime), who,

within twenty-four hours, must issue out their letters, or

precepts, for setting him at liberty, under the pains of

wrongous imprisonment.

i\ lode of I\t the application he must set forth, " that the time li-

beration.
<( mited for insisting or concluding the process is elapsed-"

ist, If n» That is, first, if no indictment, or criminal letters, have
process been at all raised and executed, then the prisoner is entitled
raised and ...
executed to make this application on the expiration of sixty days
\vithin six- |-rom tjje (jate Qf tjje intimation. Secondly, if the con-

2d if in-
sanction above submitted be just, the same will be the

dictment case if the sixty days elapse without the diet of trial taking

executed pkice; or, thirdly, if the trial be not brought to a conclusion

within the within the ensuing forty days, then, at the expiration
s

" thereof, this application is in that case competent.

Recommit- This liberation, however, appears, from clause sixth, not
*ncnt. .

to be a bar against a future commitment and trial for the

same offence. This is unquestionably, and most reasonably,

the case, as to the prisoner, who has escaped at the expiration

of the sixty days, from no process having been raised and

executed against him. The question is, whether it be

equally competent to commit the prisoner anew, whose

trial had commenced, though it was not concluded, within

the forty days. He obviously stands, in more than one re-

spect, in so different a predicament from the other, a that

* One material difference it would soner, against whom no criminal pro-

occasion between their cases. A pri. cess has been raised, cannot be confin-

4
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the statute might very reasonably have made such a dis- § 6,

tinction between them. Which difference in their cases, jV^
1"

c

P '

6

Ij

however, and the abstract justice and equity of ihe thing, —forcing

rather than the natural construction of the words, seem T rIA
" E

to have suggested the doubt.a

This second commitment is not admitted without qua- Qualifica-

lifications. There must be new criminal letters; the trial c

'™
1^t>

rt '

must be before the court ofjusticiary ; it must be conclud- tiHs-

ed within forty days, otherwise the prisoner is liberated, Nf
w crJ-

never again to be troubled under the same charge ; which te rs.

limitations have been always. critically construed in favour

of the pannel. Thus, as the statute uses the term new
criminal letters, the objection was sustained to a recom-

mitment, that it was on an indictment which had been

raised within the sixty days.b

In the case of a recommitment under this clause, the

act " ordains his majesty's advocate to insist in the said E-

** bel, and prosecute the same to final sentence, within forty

" days after the said prisoner is of new incarcerate there-

" upon, unless the delay be upon the application," &c.

What is the meaning of the words " of new incarcerate ?"

I)oes the qualification of ending the trial inforty days hold

*:d longer than one hundred days, " ciary, proceeding on letters of in-

but one in the other predicament " timation, it is not competent fo

might be confined for one hundred " bring him to trial on a common
and forty days. " indictment, and that no trial can

* See the arguments on both sides " proceed against the panuel on this

very candidly and satisfactorily stat- " indictment ; and ordain him to be

»d, Hume, vol. iii, p. 174. " instantly set at liberty, and dis-

b Jackson, September 1 793. The " missed from the bar." A similar

judges on the circuit at Glasgow judgment was pronounced by the

found, " that in rcspoct the pannel judges on the Perth circuit, April

" was at liberty in respect of a war- 21, 1801, in the case of John Mac*
" rant from the hi^h court of justi- innes.

H h 2
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% 6. if the prisoner be not actually incarcerated, but left at large,

will. i>. i,
either with or without caution ? This point having occur-

1701, CO, c \ •

—forcing red in a trial at the circuit, was referred by the judges to

the court of justiciary at Edinburgh ;
a but the trial was af-

terwards deserted on the lord advocate's motion.

ON THE
TRIAL.

a Trial of John Macinne?.

Trie facts may be stated shortly.

Besides this, and those other points

for which this man's case was al-

ready quoted, it suggests some other

questions, which have not yet been

decided or discussed.

Macinnes, on the 29th of Decern-

ber 1800, was committed to prison

by warrant of the sheriff of Perth-

shire, at the instance of the procu-

rator-fiscal, on a charge of sheep-

stealing. January 23, 1801. Applica-

tion was made by him to the sheriff,

" to issue letters for intimating to

" the procurator-fiscal of court, and

" parties concerned, to fix a diet for

" his trial, in terms of the act 1701."

On this an order was made, in terms

of it, and service thereof made at the

dwelling-house of the procurator-fis-

cal, 24th January, whence, therefore,

the sixty days began to run, and

elapsed 25 th March. On the 26 th

March a petition was given in to the

sheriff, craving liberation in conse-

quence of the expiry of the sixty

days. i 5t April, the sheriff " or-

" dained the procurator-fisoal this

" night to shew cause why the pray-

" er of the petition should not be

" granted;" and 2 rt April granted

warrant of liberation, " in so far as

" he is confined by virtue of the

" warrant, on the petition and in-

" formation of the fiscal." But on

the I st April he had been arrested i»

prison, on a precept issued on the Por-

teous roll, containing an indictment,

served on him on the 28 th March

preceding, to stand trial at the lord

advocate's instance. April 3d, he

petitioned the sheriff to liberate him

on bail ; and which being found, he

was liberated 6 th August. April 21,

the judges, on the circuit, found it

incompetent to try on a common in-

dictment. Spring 1802, criminal let-

ters were raised against him, which

were dismissed by the judges on the

circuit, on account of irregularity in

the citation. Autumn 1801, new

criminal letters were raised. He
pleaded the benefit of the act 1701 ;

and " the lord justice-clerk and lord

" Methven having considered the ob-

" jections offered to this libel, with

" the answers thereto, they refer the

" whole cause, and certify the same,

" to the high court of justiciary, to

" meet at Edinburgh the 15
th day

" of November next; and in the

" meantime, the said lords dismiss

" the pannel from the bar; but or-

" dain him to attend the high court

" of justiciary, to meet at Edinburgh
•' on the said 1 j

th day of November
* next." Informations were accord-

ingly written ; but no judgment was

pronounced, the cause being deserted

on the lord advocates motion ; r?''

July 1803.
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CEJP-

TI0N5.

In the case of treason, the act contains this special excep- § ^,

tion, that the prisoner shall not have access to apply for pre-

fixing a diet for process for forty days after his imprison-

ment, which, in that case, are allowed for preparing the

process.
** reason-

And in the case of a trial for forgery before the court of Forgery,

session, though the statute has not expressly excepted it, the

limitation, with respect to the endurance of the trial, can-

not well take place, and judgment has been given more than

once to that effect.*

The statute expressly declares, that it does not apply in Personal

the case of imprisonment in virtue of personal diligence, r
d gence*

for payment of debt ; nor in the case of colliers and salterSj Colliers,

who were script\? glebx. But their state was altered by 1 5 &c '

Geo. Ill, c. 28, in virtue whereof they are now bound only

as common labourers.

The statute farther excepts the case of inferior magis- Arrest to

trates, judges, or justices of peace, and constables, taking
eep l e

security of persons for their good behaviour, and keeping

the peace, agreeably to former usage, or to imprison, in or-

der to trial, for indignities done to them. It allows them,

as before, to imprison parties contumacious and disobedient Disobedi-

to church censures, vagabonds, and masterful beggars; or<:
j!

cet
h

to imprison for riots, bloodwits, and batteries ; or persons censures,

found acting in tumults-, or for drunkenness, sabbath- rjoU & c

breaking, and swearing ; uncleanness, pickeries, and thiev-

ing. But this relates only as to the formalities in arrest-

ing ; for such persons are entitled to bail, and to force on

their trial, as well a^s other culprits.

a Kilkcrran, 1748, July, v. Delia- catui against Rennie. Clerk Home.

)uency; and Kcb. 24, 1737, Advo- Hume, vol. iii, p. 175.
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^ 6, And, lastly, it is expressly provided, " that in the case of
will. p. i,« imminent or actual invasion, rebellion, or insurrection,"
1701, C. 6, .

1 1 1 r 1 •

excep- commitments may proceed by order or the privy council, or
noNs. any five f their number, upon suspicion of being accessory

thereto, without being liable to any pains.

The first decision 1 that was pronounced by the court of

a January c, 1704. The lord jus-

tice-clerk reported Mr. Adam Pea-

cock contra John Allan, and the other

magistrates of Stirling. Mr. Adam,

formerly episcopal minister at Mare-

battle, near Kelso, being deposed by

the church judicatures, ratified by

the commission of the general assem-

bly, on a call by some of his own

persuasion in Stirling, sets up a meet-

ing-house there, and in the end of

August last, while he was preaching,

bailie Allan and others come, and,

interrupting him, carry him away to

prison, for intrudinginto their church,

where there was no vacancy, con-

form to the 23 d act of parliament

1695, especially he not being quali-

fied by taking the oaths to the queen,

and being under the church censure

of deprivation. The said Mr. Adam
being, after some days incarceration,

liberated by order from the chancel-

lor, raises a process against the magis-

trates for wrongous imprisonment,

founded on the late famous act of

parliament 1701, libelling £2000 as

the penalty for a gentleman, and

£23 half a merk per diem so long as

he was detained, after his offering

bail, and taking instruments against

them ; that there was no subscribed

written information exhibited against

him, nor a written warrant contain-

ing the cause of his commitment, as

by the said act is required.

Anstvered.—Mr. Peacock being de-

posed by the church, and not having

taken the oaths, his attempting t»

preach m Sti ling, where there wat

no vacancy, was a public and open

violation and transgression of the

laws, and being taken in flagrante de~

Ikto by the magistrate, he needed no

subscribed information ; for whom
had he to inform but himself ? 2do>

He was not in the case of the act of

parliament, which specially excepts

those who arc disobedient and contu-

macious to church censures, as he

was, and allows their imprisonment

a» before the act; and by the ^
)̂ ,l

act of parliament 1693, all judges and

magistrates are commanded to give

assistance in making church sentences

effectual. 3'-°, The refusing of bail

is denied, but only he took twenty-

four hours (as the act allows) to ad-

vise on the penalty ; and astothe'se-

cond offer, there were names indeed

given in to him, but they were nei-

ther present, nor any subscribed bond

of caution offered to him, as the act

requires.

Replied.—As to the sentence of de-

privation, he had an appeal yet de-

pending before the assembly (only

these appeals do not stop execution,

and
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session upon that act, regarded this clause, but maybe thought,

perhaps, not to discover any portion of the liberal spirit that

dictated it. The offender was an episcopal clergyman. The

offence was preaching in an unlicensed meeting-house. The

magistrate having taken him in the act,flagrante deiirtoy as it

was termed, committed him to prison without any signed

information. Action for the statutory penalty was afterward?

brought against the magistrate. The court found « there

" was no necessity of a written information in this case,

« seeing the bailie himself came to the place where he was

*< contravening the acts of parliament, and "the act of his

" own deprivation," &c.

WILL. P. 1.

I 701, C. 6,

EXCEP-

TIONS.

The statute ordains, that the pains of wrongous impri-_ PA ix«.

*nd when not.insisted ou, are reputed

deserted) ; and as to his being unqua-

lified, he had taken the oaths to king

William, and was ready to do the

same to queen Anne : and that noble

and excellent law being the great

charter of our personal liberty, must

not be diminished by quibbles ; for

it was never intended that an episco-

pal minister maybe imprisoned sum-

marily for preaching the gospel peace-

ably, neither ought it to be ranked as

a crime ; and the act was calculated

to bridle the lawless and arbitrary

power of rash magistrates in casting

people into prison at their pleasure
;

and therefore he should have given a

warrant, mentioning the cause, to the

jailor, and the double of it to the

party incarcerate ; neither ought he

to have delayed or refused the bail,

seeing, under that pretence, one may,

in defraud of that good law, keep

free subjects long enough in prison.

The lords found there was no ne-

cessity of a written information in

this case, seeing the bailie himself

came to the place where he was con-

travening the acts of parliament, and

the act of his own deprivation ; and

that, being under ehurch censures, he

was in the exception of the act of

parliament ; and that a subscribed

btmd of cautionry not being offered,

the bailies committed no fault in re-

fusing to set him at liberty, and there-

fore assoilzied them from Mr. Pea-

cock's process, which is the first rais-

ed upon that new act of parliament.

Mr. Peacock having given in a

bill against this interlocutor, reclaim-

ing on sundry grounds of law, and

the lords, by plurality, having refus-

ed his bill, and adhered to the former

interlocutor, he gave in hi* appeal

for redress to the parliament, which

wae admitted, conform to that article

of the claim of right relating the rev

to. (Fountainball

)
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- sonment shall be ^£6,000 Scots for a nobleman, ^4.000 for
"ILL. P. I,

j7oi,c. 6, a landed gentleman, ^2,000 for every other gentleman and
—fains, burgess, and j£-100 for other persons ; and in case any per-

son be detained in prison after the respective days, in man-
ner above described for obtaining his liberty, the magistrate,

judge, or other person, detaining him, shall be liable, j£1O0

each day for a nobleman, £66 for a landed gentleman,

«s£33 : 6 : 8 for other gentlemen and burgesses, £6 : 13 : i<

for others ; besides losing their offices, and being declared

incapable of being again employed.

—what The act is expressly declared to extend to the case of ail
IMPRISON. r . , ill
memts it confinements, not either consented to by the party, or m-
means. flicted after trial by sentence ; which clause seems to import

that all the provisos shall take place in every confinement,

though not in the public prison. 2

Does it ap- MR - Hume doubts whether it applies to cases where the

ply to pri- confinement is not ordered by a magistrate, and under pre-

crs? tence of complaint made to him, or proceeding held by him

a
It was found not to apply to the warrant to detain Campbell until h*

following case. should find hail not to carry Macken-

November 26, 1736, Archibald zie away with him, and to answer t»

Campbell, merchant iu Edinburgh, a competent court for what he had

contra Gilbert Ramsay, bailie in Kel- already done,

so. In consequence of this information,

The said Archibald Campbell set the bailie granted a warrant; in vir-

out from Edinburgh to London, a- tue whereof Campbell was incarce-

longst with Mr. Joseph Mackenzie
;

rate ; but, upon finding bail, he was

but, when they came to Kelso, an in- liberate. After which he brought an

formation, signed by quarter-master action against Ramsay for wrongous

Stewart, &c. w-,s given in to Mr. imprisonment; wherein the Lords

Ramsay, as bailie of that place, set- found his proceedings illegal and op-

ting forth, that Campbell had clan- pressive : Campbell then insisted for

destinely carried away Mackenzie the penalties in the act 1701.

from his wife and family ; and that » The Lords found that this case

he had likewise prevailed upon him " did not fall under the act of par-

to carry off several writs and evidents " liament anent wrongous imprison-

•f his estate ; therefore, praying a - ment," Clerk Home.
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in that capacity. 21 In one case, the act was found by the §
6 -

court of session to reach other persons than magistrates. 5
1701,0. 6,'

—WHAT
.

IMPRISON-
a Vol. iii, p. 180. fender, who is clothed with no au- MENTS lc

b December 14, 1736. Thomas Pa- thority, and who has no office to means.

terson.wnght in©lasgow,<wif>a John lose: neither was there any occasion

Anderson, wri^ht in the Gorbals. to guard against encroachments on

In the process at the pursuer's in- liberty committed by private persons,

stance against the defender, for as that is what rarely happens; but

wrongous imprisonment, a proof hav- when such abuses do occur, they

ing been led, at advising thereof, can be sufficiently restrained by the

" the lords found the pursuer wasun- common rules of law, whereby every

" warrantably imprisoned, &c. and riotous or illegal proceeding is liable

" that a double of the warrant of to be punished.

M commitment was refused to him, Ansivered for the pursuer.—The
" although desired; and found it design of the act was general, to pro-

" proven that the defender was ac- tect the liberty of the subject, which,

" cessary thereto ; and find it not when encroached upon by a magis-

" proven that he had any warrant trate, is no doubt a breach of duty ;

" for so doing, which the lords found but it is still an higher offence when
c; relevant to subject him to the pe- committed by a private person, as he

" nalties in the acts of parliament thereby assumes to himself a power
" anent wrongous imprisonment; which is one of the chief characteris-

" therefore," &c. tics of magistracy : besides, the clause

The defender reclaimed, upon this extending this act to all confinements,

ground, that any irregularity he had not either consented to by the party,

ignorantly fallen into, ought not to or inflicted after trial by sentence,

subject him to the penalties of the act shews that the statute wa' not intend-

1 701, because it was intended only to ed to be confined to officers of the

restrain the abuse of power in magis- Ja« ; and indeed, without that, the

trates, or other officers of the law,who act would have been very imperfect,

are intrusted with the power of com- if liberty had been secured against

mitting their fellow-subjects to pri- judges, but insecure against private

3on, as is evident from every part of persons, who liave no authority at

it, particularly the clause anent" °m- all. Neither does the clause anent

u prisonment in order to trial, by a loss of office shew that only magis*

"• warrant in writ ; the admitting trates were in the view of the legis-

*» persons to bail," &c. And likewise laturc, no more being thereby in-

from the additional penalty over and tended than that the offenders should

;tbove the fine, viz. " that persons lose their office, whether it is an of-

fice of magistracy, or any othei v h

somevcr.

The lords adjherei

1 J

" guilty shall lose their offices."-

None of which things are applicable

•oa private person, suvh aj the dc-

Vol. I.
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$ 6, The act concludes with forbidding all those confinements,
W

-

LL
* ^g'by which Mr. Hume understands solitary and inaccessible

—what imprisonment of any person beyond the space of eight days
imprison.

£rom tke tjme f commitment ; as also, all transportation of

means, any person forth of the kingdom, by judges, magistrates, or

Close con- others, except under the warrant of a lawful sentence, or

with consent of the person himself, given before a judge.

But in all cases where the party in confinement is in dan-

ger of his life, he gets out on what is called " a bill of

« health" But this will come under our notice in the

next book.

P.Xt) OF TIIS FIRST VOLUME,

Edinburgh, printed by Mundell, Doig, and Stevi&son.
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